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Pa e g Lam. /''~ Surveillanceg Authority

THE EFTA SURVEILLANCE AUTHORITY ("the Authority"),

HAVING REGARD to the Agreement on the European Economic Area ("EEA Agreement" or
"EEA"),

HAVING REGARD to Chapter II of Protocol4 to the Agreement between the EFTA States on
the establishment of a Surveillance Authority and a Court of Justice ("Surveillance and Court
Agreement"), on the implementation of the rules on competition laid down in Articles 53 and
54 of the EEA Agreement, and in particular Article 7 and Article 23 (2) thereof,

HAVING REGARD to the Authority's Decision of 26 March 2014 to initiate proceedings in
this case,

HAVING given the undertakings concerned the opportunity to make known their views on the
objections raised by the Authority pursuant to Article 27(1) of Chapter II and Articles 11 and
12 of Chapter III of Protocol 4 to the Surveillance and Court Agreement,

AFTER consulting the Advisory Committee on Restrictive Practices and Dominant Positions,

HAVING REGARD to the final report of the Hearing Officer in this case,

WHEREAS:
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I. FACTUAL BACKGROUND

1 INTRODUCTION
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Authority

1. This Decision relates to anti-competitive conduct, contrary to Article 54 EEA, by Telenor

Norge AS, including, where relevant, its legal predecessor Telenor Mobil AS and its

parent company Telenor ASA (together, "Telenor"1) with respect to stand-alone mobile

broadband ("MBB") services2 provided to residential customers in Norway, from 1

January 2008 until 31 December 2012, inclusive ("the Period under Consideration").

2. Telenor is the incumbent fixed and mobile communications provider in Norway and the

owner of a nationwide mobile communications network.

3. As avertically-integrated operator, Telenor provided mobile communications services at

two levels of the value chain during the Period under Consideration (see Section 4):

(i) at the upstream or wholesale level: access and origination services3 to its own

vertically-integrated downstream retail division (internal sales or self-supply), as

well as to competing providers of retail mobile communications services

(external sales); and

(ii) at the downstream or retail level: access and mobile communications services to

end users.

4. Access to a public4 mobile telephone network is a precondition for operators wishing to

offer mobile communications services to end users. While mobile network operators

("MNOs", see Section 4.2.1), such as Telenor, use their own network facilities (and are

thus able to self-supply), non-MNOs (see Section 4.2.2), such as Telenor's wholesale

customers, depend on being able to buy network access at the wholesale level.

5. In the present case, the Authority has identified the following relevant upstream market:

the wholesale market for access and origination services on public mobile telephone

networks in Norway (see Sections 8.2 and 8.3).

6. Wholesale access and origination services allow operators to provide inter alia MBB

services at the retail level. The Authority has identified the following relevant

' See Sections 2 and 14 below for further details. For the remainder of this Decision, the references to "Telenor"

include Telenor Norge AS and, where relevant, also its legal predecessor Telenor Mobil AS and its parent

company Telenor ASA.

2 See paragraph 7 and Section 8.4 below for a further description of MBB se~~vices referred to in this Decision.

3 The key wholesale elements required to provide retail mobile communications services are: (i) network access

and (ii) origination services. Mobile network access and mobile call origination have traditionally been supplied

together so that both services have generally been considered part of the same relevant market at wholesale level.

For the purposes of this Decision, where reference is made to wholesale ̀ access' or to a wholesale or upstream

`input', this includes both network access and origination services unless expressly stated otherwise.

`' As set out in Article 2 of the Framework Directive (see footnote 108 for the full reference), a parblic

communications (telephone) network means an electronic communications network used wholly or mainly for the

provision of publicly available electronic communications services.
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downstream market in this case: the retail market for the provision of stand-alone MBB
services to residential customers in Norway (see Sections 8.4 and 8.5).

7. For the purposes of this Decision:

• MBB refers to the service which allows end users to gain access to the intet-net
via alarge-screen device (for example, a laptop, netbook or tablet) without being
confined to a fixed location (i.e. ̀ on the go' or ̀ on the move') through external
dedicated modules (for example, PC-cards, USBS modems or dongles with SIM
technology6) or via internal (built-in) modules (for example, PCs, laptops or
tablets with embedded connectivity);

• Stand-alone MBB services denotes MBB subscriptions (tariff plans) which were
available for purchase separately from other mobile communications services, i.e.
not included in a package or bundle;

• Mobile telephony data se~~vices ("MTDS"), which are distinct from MBB, refer
to services which allow end users to gain access to the Internet, without being
confined to a fixed location, via the same mobile telephony subscription/device
as voice and SMSg/MMS~ services;

• Mobile data services or mobile inter°net access covers stand-alone MBB and
MTDS;

• O~~dina~y mobile communications see°vices refer to voice services, SMS/MMS and
MTDS delivered collectively via the same mobile telephony subscription/device;

• Mobile communications se~vices10 refer to both ordinary mobile communications
services and stand-alone MBB services.

8. The Authority has reached the conclusion that Telenor held a dominant position in the
wholesale market for access and origination services on public mobile telephone
networks in Norway during the Period under Consideration (see Section 9).

9. The Authority has also found that, during the Period under Consideration, the spread
between the prices charged upstream by Telenor to competitors for the supply of
wholesale access and origination services on its public mobile telephone network, and
the prices charged by Telenor to its own customers at the downstream level for residential
stand-alone MBB services in Norway, did not allow equally efficient or as-efficient
competitors, relying on such wholesale services, to compete with Telenor in the

s USB stands for Universal Serial Birs.

6 SIR~I stands for Szrbsc~•rbe~~ Identity/Identifrcation 1l~Iodarle. It is an integrated circuit specially created for storing
the international mobile subscriber identity (IMS~, and is used to identify and authenticate the holder of a mobile
device.

~ The package format (several mobile communications services, including MBB services, sold together) was
typically offered to business customers during the Period under Consideration.

g SMS stands for Sho~•t Message Se~~vice, which is the formal name for text messaging.

9 MMS stands for Multimedia Messaging Service, i.e. the service which allows mobile phone and smartphone
users to send each other multimedia messages.

to This term covers the same services as the term mobile telecommzrnications services used by the Authority in
other case documents referred to in Section 3 below.
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downstream market without incurring a loss (see Section 10). Such pricing practices are

referred to as a ̀ margin squeeze' .

10. In particular, the margin squeeze practices consisted of:

(a) From 1 August 2008 to 31 August 2010,11 charging wholesale NRO 12 tariffs to

Network Norway AS ("NwN"), on the basis of which an as-efficient competitor

of Telenor would have earned negative gross margins;

(b) From 1 January 2008 to 30 November 2010, charging wholesale MVN0
13

tariffs to Ventelo,14 on the basis of which an as-efficient competitor of Telenor

would have earned negative gross margins;

(c) From 1 January 2008 to 31 December 2012, charging wholesale SP15 tariffs, on

the basis of which an as-efficient competitor of Telenor would have earned

negative gross margins.

11. The margin squeeze practices were capable of having anti-competitive effects (see

Section 10.5).

12. The Authority does not consider that Telenor's conduct can be objectively justified (see

Section 10.6).

13. Telenor's behaviour summarised in paragraphs 9 to 10 above and further set out in the

present Decision amounts to three separate infringements of Article 54 of the EEA

Agreement ("Article 54 EEA").

2 PARTIES TO THE PROCEEDINGS

14. As set out in Section 14, this Decision is addressed to Telenor Norge AS, including its

legal predecessor Telenor Mobil AS, and its parent company Telenor ASA.
16

15. From 2006 until the end of 2009, the Norwegian business related to mobile

communications (both wholesale and retail activities) was conducted through Telenor

Mobil AS, which was owned 100% by Telenor Mobile Holding AS, a company owned

100% by Telenor ASA.1 ~

' 1 Where in this Decision a period is expressed as from and until certain dates, the beginning and ending dates are

included in that period.

12 See paragraph 80 below for a description of the term National Roaming Ope~•ato~~ or NRO.

13 See paragraph 83 below for a description of the term Mobile Virtzral Nehvork Ope~•ato~• or MUND.

'`~ In this Decision, the term "Ventelo" covers the following entities where relevant: Ventelo AS, Ventelo Norge

AS and Ventelo Bedrift AS.

is See paragraph 87 below for a description of the term Service P~-ovide~~ or SP.

16 See footnote 1 above.

17 See Document No 726991, e-mail from Telenor of 27 October 2014 with an overview of the company structure

of Telenor.
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16. From 2010 and throughout the rest of the Period under Consideration, l g this business has
been conducted through Telenor Norge AS, which was owned 56% by Telenor Mobile
Holding AS and 44% by Telenor Networks Holding AS (both owned 100% by Telenor
ASA).19 Telenor Norge AS is the incumbent fixed and mobile communications operator
in Norway. It is part of the Telenor Group, which provides electronic communications
services in the Nordics (specifically Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Finland) and Asia.20

17. No other Telenor companies have been responsible for offering access to the mobile
networks in Norway during the Period under Consideration.21

18. Telenor's retail brands in Norway during the period 2006-2014 comprised: Teleno~
(consumer and business customers), djuice22 (consumer), Talkmo~e23 (consumer) as from
2007 and Dipper24 (business) as from 2013.25

19. Telenor's corporate structure during the Period under Consideration can thus be
summarised as follows:

18 See Telenor Group Annual Report 2009, page 105, footnote 1 (available at: <https://www.telenor.com/wp-
content/uploads/2012/03/rap~ort_2009.pd~, accessed June 2020): "At the end of 2009, the companies Telenor
Telecom Solictions AS, Telenor Mobil AS, Telenor Bedrift AS and Telenor Privat AS have merged with Telenor
Telecom Solutions AS as the acquiring company. The merged company has changed its name to Telenor Norge
AS. Telenor Mobile Holding AS has received shares in Telenor Norway AS as merger consideration for shares in
Telerror Mobil AS." The Authority's translation of: "Ved zctgangen av 2009 har selskapene Telenor Telecom
Solution AS, Telenor Mobil AS, Telenor BedriftAS og Telenor PrivatAS firsjonert med Telenor Telecom Solutions
AS som det overtakende selskap. Det fusjonerte selskapet har endret nave til Telenor Norge AS. Telenor Mobile
Holding AS harmottatt aksjer i Telenof• Norge AS som fusjorrsvede~•lag fog- aksjene i Telenor Mobil AS." See also
the announcement in the Brr~nnr~ysund Register Centre of 17 December 2009, available at:
<https://w2.brregLno/Icunngjorin ent en jsp?kid=20090000519035&sokeverdi=976967631&spraak=nb>,
accessed June 2020; and the Norwegian NCA's Decision V2018-20 (see footnote 220 below for the full reference),
paragraphs 11-13 .

19 See Document No 726991, e-mail from Telenor of 27 October 2014 with an overview of the company structure
of Telenor. The Authority understands, on the basis of publicly available sources, that Telenor Norge AS is
currently wholly owned by Telenor Networks Holding AS, which is still owned 100 % by Telenor ASA; see:
<htt~s://www.proff.no/roller/telenor-norge-as/fornebu/telekommunikasjon/IGSNT 1 RO 1 PEh, accessed June
2020.

20 For a description of the Telenor Group, see: <https://www.telenor.com/about-ush, accessed June 2020.
21 See Document No 726991, e-mail from Telenor of 27 October 2014 with an overview of the company structure
of Telenor.

~~ Telenor Norge AS also sells services under the cjuice brand (cjirice is in other words not incorporated as a
subsidiary).

23 Talkmore AS was 100% owned by Telenor Mobil AS (2007 — 2009) and by Telenor Norge AS as from 2010
(See Document No 726991).

Z`~ Dipper AS is 100% owned by Telenor Norge AS (see Document No 726991).
25 See Document No 726991, e-mail from Telenor of 27 October 2014 with an overview of the company structure
of Telenor.
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Table 1: Corporate structure - Telenor's mobile communications services 2006-2014
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20. In 2012 (the last year of the Period under Consideration), Telenor ASA's worldwide

turnover was EUR 12.56 billion (NOK 93.9 billion).27 Telenor Norge AS's turnover was

EUR 3.02 billion (NOK 22.6 billion).28

3 PROCEDURE

21. In 2012, the Authority had information indicating that Telenor may have engaged in

practices that constituted abuses of a dominant position within the meaning of Article 54

EEA, and/or may have concluded agreements, or may have been party to concerted

practices, which were contrary to Article 53 EEA.

22. Acting on this information, the Authority carried out inspections at Telenor's premises

in Fornebu, Norway, from 3 to 12 December 2012.29 The inspections continued at the

Authority's premises in Brussels from 12 to 14 March 2013, in the presence of Telenor

representatives.

26 See Document No 726991, attachment to the e-mail from Telenor of 27 October 2014 with an overview of the

company structure of Telenor.

27 See Telenor Group Annual Report 2012 on page 38 (available at: <https://www.telenor.com/wp-

content/uploads/2013/04/t~ annual-report-2012.pdf>, accessed June 2020). The turnover includes all segments

except "Broadcast', "Other units" and "Eliminations". Exchange rate EUR/NOK: 7.4751.

28 Information from the Br~nnraysund Register.

29 The Inspection Decision was addressed to Telenor Norge AS and to Telenor ASA, the parent company of the

Telenor Group; see Decision No 443/12/COL of 29 November 2012 (Document No 654349 for the Norwegian

version and Document No 648574 for the English version).
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23. Subsequently, the Authority and Telenor exchanged correspondence and held various
meetings, including State of Play meetings.3o

24. The Authority issued several requests for information to Telenor and to a number of other
operators active in the mobile communications sector in Norway. 31

25. On 26 March 2014, the Authority decided to initiate proceedings pursuant to Article 2(1)
of Chapter III of Protocol 4 to the Surveillance and Court Agreement, concerning
possible infringements by Telenor of Articles 53 and/or 54 EEA.32

26. In a meeting with the Authority on 7 August 2015, Telenor offered the possibility of
commitments which could result in the Authority adopting a commitments decision
under Article 9, instead of a prohibition decision under Article 7 of Chapter II of Protocol
4 to the Surveillance and Court Agreement. In a letter to the Authority dated 15
September 2015, Telenor explained its proposal in writing.33 In a meeting between
Telenor and the Authority on 22 September 2015,34 further details were provided.
[CONFIDENTIAL: Description of the content of the commitments] The Authority did
not consider it appropriate to accept commitments in respect of the margin squeeze
practices, and the discussions regarding a potential commitments decision did not
proceed further. The Authority decided in its discretion to pursue the proceedings under
Article 7.

27. On 1 February 2016, the Authority adopted a Statement of Objections ("SO"35) addressed
to Telenor, in which it came to the preliminary conclusion that, contrary to Article 54
EEA, Telenor had abused its position of dominance by:

(i) Squeezing the margins of its competitors between the wholesale market for access
and origination services on public mobile telephone networlcs and the retail market
for the provision of stand-alone MBB services to residential customers in Norway
from and including January 2008 until the end of 2012; and

'0 A State of Play meeting tools place on 21 August 2014 and various other meetings were held on 30 May 2013,
11 December 2014, 30 Apri12015 and 22 September 2015.

1 See requests for information sent to Telenor on l 6 October 2013 (Document No 687281) and on 28 March 2014
(Document No 703952); see also requests for information sent on 28 March 2014 to the following third parties:
Hello (Document No 703955); Phonero (Document No 703957); TDC (Document No 703956); Tele 2/Network
Norway (Document No 703959); Telia (Document No 703953) and Ventelo (Document No 703954).

'2 EFTA Surveillance Authority Decision of 26 March 2014 to initiate proceedings pursuant to Article 2(1) of
Chapter III of Protocol 4 to the Surveillance and Court Agreement (Case No 71480 — Telenor), see Document No
697590, available at:
<https://www.eftasurv.int/cros/sites/default files/documents/Decision%20to%20initiate%20proceedin~s%20No
20135%2014%2000L%20Telenor.pdf5, accessed June 2020.

33 See Document No 773188.

3̀ ' See Document No 776201.
3s Document No 784362: Decision No 028/16/COL.
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(ii) Applying lock-in clauses in conjunction with early termination penalties in the

retail market for the provision of mobile communications services to business

customers in Norway from at least 2008 until the date of adoption of the 50.
36

28. On 25 Apri12016, Telenor submitted its reply to the SO ("Reply to the SO"37), in which

it raised a number of objections to the Authority's preliminary findings and conclusions

and provided additional information.

29. Telenor exercised its right to request an Oral Hearing with the Authority, which was held

on 3 and 4 October 2016 in Brussels.

30. In light of certain arguments raised by Telenor in its Reply to the SO, the Authority sent

additional requests for information to TeliaSonera Norge AS ("Telia"38)39 and TDC

Norge AS ("TDC").4o

31. The Authority identified additional evidence, documents and factual elements and

developed a number of additional arguments in support of the preliminary conclusions it

reached in the SO, upon which it intended to rely in a potential decision as provided for

in Articles 7 and 23(2) of Chapter II of Protocol 4 to the Surveillance and Court

Agreement. This was carried out in light of Telenor's Reply to the SO, the additional

36 See paragraph 486 of the SO.

37 When reference is made to the Reply to the SO in this Decision, the Authority refers to Part I of Telenor ASA

and Telenor Norge AS' reply of 25 April 2016 to the EFTA Surveillance Authority's Statement of Objections of

1 February 2016, which concerns the margin squeeze part of the investigation (see Document No 802055).

38 See footnote 69 below.

39 Request for information sent to Telia on 13 February 2017 (see Documents No 840673 and 1076450).

`'0 Request for information sent to TDC on 18 May 2017 (see Document No 857212).
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information submitted by Telenor therein and by third parties,`~i and the responses to the
additional requests for information to Telia42 and TDC.43

32. A State of Play meeting was held on 12 October 2017 to inform Telenor of this
development. During this meeting, the Authority announced its intention to send Telenor
a letter of facts and/or a supplementary statement of objections concerning such
additional evidence and arguments upon which the Authority intended to rely in support
of its objections. This intention was again communicated to Telenor during telephone
conversations with its counsel on 18 May 2018, 11 January 2019 and 11 June 2019 and
in an e-mail to its counsel on 11 April 2019.

33. The additional evidence, documents, factual elements and arguments identified by the
Authority in support of the preliminary conclusions reached in the SO were set out in a
Supplementary Statement of Objections ("SSO"44) addressed to Telenor, adopted on 24
June 2019.

34. The additional evidence and arguments in the SSO only concerned the alleged margin
squeeze practices set out in the SO. In the SSO, the Authority informed Telenor that it
had decided, for reasons of prioritisation, to discontinue its investigation into the second
alleged abuse set out in the SO, i.e. the lock-in clauses in conjunction with early
termination penalties.

35. In the SSO the Authority also relied on a limited amount of information that was
confidential vis-a-vis Telenor. Access to such information was granted to Telenor's
external advisors via a data room procedure on 31 July 2019.

`" Document No 1075917: Telia's letter to the Authority of 30 August 2016, with Telia's comments on the SO,
and Document No 830312: Telia presentation for the Oral Hearing of 3 October 2016.

`'- Telia's reply of 14 March 2017 to the Authority's request for information of 13 February 2017. For the non-
confidential version of Telia's reply, see: Cover letter (Document No 847236), Appendix 1: Telia's reply to the
Authority's questionnaire (Document No 847237), non-confidential version of Appendix 2: Excel spreadsheet on
Retail &Wholesale (Document No 1076156), non-confidential version of Appendix 2: Excel spreadsheet on
Retail &Wholesale -corrected version of 12 June 2019, in which an error in the data for January 2012 has been
corrected by Telia (Document No 1076158), Appendix 3 (Document No 847239), Appendix 4 (Document No
847240), Appendix 5 (Document No 847241), Appendix 6 (Document No 847242) and Appendix 7: wholesale
contracts, excluding the still active wholesale contracts, i.e. those with Wireless Maingate, Lycamobile NUF and
Telio AS/NextGenTel (Documents No 847808, 847809, 847810, 847811, 847812, 847813, 847814, 847815,
847817, 847818, 847819, 847820, 847821, 847822, 847823, 847824 and 847825). For the confidential
information included in Telia's reply of 14 March 2017, see: confidential version of Appendix 2: Excel
spreadsheet on Retail &Wholesale (Document No 847238), confidential version of Appendix 2: Excel
spreadsheet on Retail &Wholesale - con~ected version of 12 June 2019, in which an error in the data for January
2012 has been cot-rected by Telia (Document No 1076141 and the cover e-mail: Document No 1076142) and the
confidential still active wholesale contracts with Wireless Maingate, Lycamobile NUF and Telio AS/NextGenTel
(Documents No 847806, 847816, 847807 and 847826).

`~3 TDC's reply of 15 June 2017 to the Authority's request for information (see Documents No 880377, 1076043,
1076044, 1076045, 1076046, 1076047, 1076049, 1076050, 1076051, 1076052, 1076053, 1076054 and 1076055).

`'`' Document No 1075321: Decision No 047/19/COL.
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36. On 2 September 2019, Telenor submitted its reply to the SSO ("Reply to the SSO"45), in

which it raised a number of objections to the Authority's preliminary findings and

conclusions and provided additional information.

37. Telenor exercised its right to request an Oral Hearing with the Authority, which was held

on 10 October 2019 in Brussels.

38. On 25 October 2019, Telenor provided follow-up replies to certain questions asked

during the Oral Hearing.46

39. On 7 November 2019, the Authority sent a request for information to Telenor concerning

internal and external market research exercises/surveys undertaken by Telenor during the

period from 1 January 2007 to 30 September 2013 in respect of mobile data services in

Norway.47 Telenor replied to this request for information on 15 November 2019,48 and it

submitted comments on the market surveys concerned on 10 December 2019. 9̀

40. A status update call was held with Telenor on 13 December 2019.

41. On 13 January 2020, the Authority sent a request for information50 to Nkom,51 requesting

documents and reports of surveys conducted by Nkom and/or other stakeholders during

the period 2008-2012, as well as requesting information/presentations received from

stakeholders on the substitutability between mobile broadband and fixed broadband

services during the period 2008-2012. Nkom replied to this request for information on

20 January 2020.52

42. During a State of Play meeting held by video conference on 12 February 2020, Telenor

was informed of the Authority's intention to send a letter of facts.

`~5 Telenor ASA and Telenor Norge AS' reply to the EFTA Surveillance Authority's Statement of Objections of

24 June 2019 in Case No 71480 Telenor: see Document No 1085651.

a~ See Document No 1093684.

`~' See Document No 1095066.

ag See Document No 1097450.

a9 See Document No 1103119.

so See Document No 1097871.

51 On 1 January 2015 the Norwegian Post and Telecommunications Authority (NPT) changed its name to the

Norwegian Communications Authority (Nasjonal komn~zrnikasjonsmyndighet, hereafter "Nkom"). In this

Decision, this authority is referred to as "Nkom", including when reference is made to decisions and processes

that applied for the period when the authority was known as the NPT.

52 See Document No 1109079.
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43. This letter of facts ("LoF") was sent to Telenor on 27 February 202053 in order to provide
it with the opportunity to comment on:

(i) pre-existing evidence that was not expressly relied on in the SO and the SSO, but
which, on further analysis of the file, the Authority considered might be relevant
to support the preliminary conclusions reached in the SO and the SSO;

(ii) additional evidence brought to the Authority's attention after the adoption of the
S S O; and

(iii) sensitivity calculations as a robustness check regarding Telia and Telenor's
wholesale customers' margins.

44. Along with the LoF, the Authority granted Telenor access to all documents that were
included in the file after issuing the SSO. As the Authority also relied on a limited amount
of information that was confidential vis-a-vis Telenor in the LoF, Telenor's external
advisors were granted the possibility to access this confidential information via a data
room procedure. Telenor did not, however, avail of this possibility.

45. Telenor replied to the LoF on 23 March 2020 ("Reply to the LoF"5`~).

46. On 30 April 2020, the Authority sent a request for informationss to Telenor requesting
turnover-related data. Telenor replied to this request for information on 15 May 2020.s6

47. By e-mail of 18 May 2020,57 the Authority sent a question to Telenor concerning
underlying documents regarding the two-part data pricing option (see Section 10.4.2.3.5
below). Telenor replied to that question by e-mail of 25 May 2020.58

48. A status call with Telenor's counsel took place on 5 June 2020.

4 THE MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES VALUE CHAIN

4.1 Introduction

49. Mobile communication services, such as residential stand-alone MBB services, are
provided over a mobile communications network ("mobile network" or "mobile
telephone network").

s3 See Document No 1110474.

5̀ ' See Document No 1123012 (cover letter); Document No 1133599 (confidential version of the reply); Document
No 1123306 (cover e-mail regarding non-confidential version of the reply); Document No 1135608 (Appendix
1); Document No 1133600 (Appendix 2) and Document No 1133601 (Appendix 3).
ss See Document No 1130626 (transmission e-mail) and Document No 1126651.
s6 See Document No 1133295 (cover e-mail) and Document No 1133296. A revised version was sent on the same
day: see Document No 1133371 (cover e-mail) and Document No 1133372.

57 See Document No 1133872.

58 See Document No 1134573.
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50. A mobile network is a communications network where the connection between the fixed

infrastructure and the end user is wireless. The network consists of fixed communications

towers (masts) distributed over land areas, which use electromagnetic radio frequencies

to transmit wireless communication signals. Each tower provides network coverage in a

limited area and together these towers create uninterrupted wireless connectivity over a

wider geographic area.

51. A mobile network enables end users to make and receive calls, send and receive

SMS/MMS and obtain mobile data services (for example residential stand-alone MBB

services), wirelessly and while moving within the network (`on the go'). End users can

connect to the network via a number of different devices, such as tablets, PC-laptops and

computers with cellular connectivity, as well as mobile telephones and smartphones.
s9

52. In order to offer these retail services to end users, providers of mobile communications

services must either own a mobile network or have an access agreement with an owner

of such a network.

53. In the mobile communications services value chain there are therefore two levels of trade

to consider: (i) the upstream level for the provision of tivholesale access and origination

services to providers of mobile communications services that do not own a nationwide

network;60 and (ii) the downstream level for the provision of retail access and mobile

communications services to end users.

4.2 The upstream level of trade

54. Access to a public mobile communications network is a precondition for providers

wishing to offer retail mobile communications services (such as mobile voice,

SMS/MMS, MTDS and MBB) to end users.

55. Certain providers control all the infrastructure necessary to offer retail mobile

communications services to end users, while other operators (partly or entirely) depend

s9 For the sake of completeness, the Authority notes that mobile wireless capability is also increasingly

incorporated into devices such as sir►art (utility) meters and vehicle-tracking equipment and demand for these so-

called machine-to-machine services ("M2M") is growing.

6o While the regulatory fi-amework for mobile communications services did not exclude the possibility for a

distinction to arise between the supply of wholesale mobile network access and wholesale mobile (call)

o~•igination services as separate inputs, this did not materialise in practice and both have typically been supplied

together (as has similarly been the case for data, see also footnote 3 above). By contrast this distinction did arise

in fixed communications services where wholesale call origination, for example, traditionally enabled alternative

operators to offer the voice calls service independently of the access connection line. See the European

Commission's "Explanatory Memorandum to the Commission Recommendation on Relevant Product and Service

Markets within the electronic communications sector susceptible to ex ante regulation in accordance with

Directive 2002/21/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council on a common regulatory framework for

electronic communications networks and services", 2003, ("Commission's 2003 Explanatory Memorandum"),

page 3 0 (available at: 

<https://www.rtr.at/en/tk/Empfehlungen/ 1441_Commission_Recommendation_2003_311_Memorandum.pd~,

accessed June 2020).
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on being able to buy access to this infrastructure at the wholesale level to be able to offer
such services.

4.2.1 Mobile Network Operators (the supply side)

4.2.1.1 Into°odzcction

56. As noted by Nkom61 and by the European Commission,62 the supply side of the wholesale
market for access and origination services on public mobile telephone networks is
represented by MNOs, which own their mobile networks.

57. An MNO controls its own mobile network infrastructure. To that end, an MNO must
inter alias (i) acquire licences to utilise electromagnetic spectrum to transmit signals; (ii)
build extensive networks of radio transmitters and receivers at telecommunications
towers and other sites (so-called mobile base stations of the radio access network or
RAN); (iii) build or lease a mobile backhaul network (i.e. a transport network connecting
the core network and the RAN networlc);63 and (iv) manage its core network platfot-ms.64

58. An MNO provides access and origination services on its network to its own vertically-
integrated downstream retail division (self-supply or internal supply). In addition, it can
sell wholesale access and origination services externally to third parties (wholesale
customers). Based on this wholesale access, these wholesale customers provide retail
mobile communications services to end users, in competition with the MNO's retail
division.

4.2.1.2 MNOs in Norway dZc~ing the Pej~iod zcnder~ Consideration

59. During the Period under Consideration, there were four mobile networks in Norway:
those of Telenor, Telia,~5 Nordisk Mobiltelefon (ICE66) and Mobile Norway.

61 See Sections 2.2.4, 3.1 and 3.5.1 of Nlcom's 2006, 2010 and 2016 market analyses respectively (for the full
references, see footnotes 120, 135 and 149 respectively). These market analyses are discussed in Section 5.2
below.

~' See the European Commission's Decisions incases M.7758 —Hutchison 3G Italy/Wind/JU, Section 6.3; M.7612
— Hartchison 3G UK/Telefonica UK, Section 7.3; M.7018 — Telefonica Deartschland/E-Plays, Section 5.2; M.6992
— Hutchison 3G UK/Telefo»rca I~~eland, Section 6.1.2; M.6497 — Hzrtchison 3G Aarst~~ia/O~•ange Azrst~"1 G, Section
5.2.2; M.5650 — T-Mobile/Orange, paragraph 28; and M.4947 — Vodafone/Tele2ltaly/Tele2 Spain, paragraph 15.
63 For a more detailed description, see: <hops://www.~sma.com/futurenetworks/wiki/mobile-backhaul-an-
overview/>, accessed June 2020.

6a Mobrle backhaacl refers to the transport network that connects the RAN (Radio Access Network) to the core or
backbone of the mobile network and it may include both wired and wireless components. For a description of the
typical core network platforms of MNOs, see Section 3.4.2 of the European Commission's mobile cost model —
Descriptive manual (accessible at: <https://ec.europa.eu/diQital-single-market/en/news/finalisation-mobile-cost-
model-roaming-and-delegated-act-single-eu-wide-mobile-voice-call>, accessed June 2020).
6s See footnote 69 below for a description of Telia.

66 See paragraph 70 below for a description of ICE.
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60. However, only the networks of Telenor and Telia had nationwide coverage.

Consequently, these two MNOs were the only ones throughout the entire Period under

Consideration that offered nationwide wholesale access and origination services and

retail mobile communications services exclusively based on their own infrastructure.

This is still the case today. Currently, Norway is the only EEA country with just two

nationwide mobile networks and with the third mobile network still heavily reliant on

national roaming.

4.2.1.2.1 MNOs with nationwide cove~~age: Teleno~~ and Telia

61. Mobile communications services were first introduced in Norway in 1981 when Telenor

—then the incumbent monopolist Televerket — built a first generation (" 1 G") NMT67 450

network. In 1986, Televerket expanded and added an NMT 900 network.68

62. In 1991, mobile communications services markets were liberalised, and two companies,

Telenor and NetCom AS ("Telia"),69 were granted licences to build and operate GSM

900 MHz mobile networks based on the second generation ("2G") GSM network

technology.70

63. In 1998, Telenor and Telia were granted additional 2G spectrum licences in the 1800

MHz frequency band. These networks primarily transmitted voice and text messages.

The amount of mobile data transmitted was limited.

64. Spectrum licences for third generation ("3G") network technology — UMTS71 —were

granted to Telenor and Telia in 2000.72

67 NM7'stands forNordic Mobile Telephone system and was an analogue mobile telephone system (first generation

or 1 G), developed by the Telecommunication Administrations of Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden. Two

variants exist: NMT-450 and NMT-900. The numbers indicate the frequency bands used.

68 The NMT 900 network was shut down in 2001 and the NMT 450 network was subsequently shut down in

December 2004.

69 The name NetCom AS was changed to TeliaSonera Norge AS in January 2011. On 1 March 2016, the name

changed to Telia Norge AS; see Nkom's 2016 Market Analysis (for the full reference, see footnote 149 below),

footnote 17 and paragraph 176). For the remainder of this document, the references to "Telia" include where

relevant NetCom AS, TeliaSonera Norge AS, Telia Norge AS and the parent company TeliaSonera AB (which

changed its name to Telia Company AB in April 2016).

70 GSM, which stands for Global System for Mobile communication, is a digital mobile communications system.

71 UMTS stands for Universal Mobile Telecomn~icnications System, which refers to 3G mobile technology that can

deliver higher capacity data broadband services than under 2G mobile technology. 3G can be used for applications

such as mobile voice telephony, SMS and mobile Internet access services, as well as to connect to fixed wireless

Internet access (so-called Wi-Fi).

72 In 2003, Hi3G Access Norway AS (owned by Hi3G in Sweden, which was part of the multinational company

Hutchison Whampoa) acquired a spectrum licence to build UMTS networks in Norway; see Nkom's 2010 Market

Analysis (for the full reference: see footnote 135 below), paragraphs 72, 94 and 389. However, in March 2011,

the company handed back its licence, without having initiated any business activities, despite considerable accrued

sunk costs; see Nkom's 2016 Market Analysis (for the full reference: see footnote 149 below), paragraph 218.
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65. Telenor launched its 3G network in December 2004 and Telia in February 2005.73

66. In 2007, Telenor and Telia subsequently introduced HSDPA74 technology ("Turbo 3 G"
or "3.SG"). Turbo 3G increased maximum data transfer speeds tenfold, providing transfer
speeds of up to 3.6 megabits per second ("Mbit/s").75 The change to 3G and subsequently
3.SG technology facilitated the expansion of mobile data services.

67. Telia launched its fourth generation long-term evolution network ("4G" or "LTE"76) in
December 2009 in Oslo.~~ Telenor launched its 4G/LTE network in October 2012 in 11
cities and towns.~g

68. In December 2013, Nkom conducted a spectrum auction in the 800/900/1800 MHz bands
for the following 20 years. Telia, Telenor and Telco Data AS ("Telco Data")~~ (see
paragraph 70 below) all won a spectrum licence in each of these bands.80

4.2.1.2.2 ICE

69. In June 2004, the company Nordisk Mobiltelefon was awarded an authorisation to
establish a 3G mobile network based on the CDMA 450 technology.gl

70. In 2006, the company launched MBB services under the brand name ICE. net82 and
started building a mobile network. However, the company encountered financial.
problems and was declared bankrupt in February 2009. The network was purchased by a
U.S. company, Access Industries Inc. ("Access Industries"), which has continued its
operations. Access Industries also owned Telco Data, the company which won
frequencies in the 800/900/1800 MHz frequency auction held in Norway in December
2013 (see paragraph 68 above). In the remainder of this Decision, the term "ICE" is used

73 See Nlcom's 2010 Market Analysis (for the full reference, see footnote 135 below), paragraph 84.

'`' HSDPA stands for High Speed Dotivnlrnk Packet Access and is a technology upgrade for UMTS networks.

75 By 2014, 3G had a theoretical maximum speed of 42 Mbit/s.

76 LTE stands for Lo»g Ter» Evolartion and is a 4G wireless broadband standard.

" See: <https://www.teliacompany.com/en/about-the-compan, /hy istory/first-in-the-world-with-4~/>, accessed
June 2020.

78 See Telenor press release of 10 October 2012; available at: <https://www.telenor.com/media/press-
release/telenor-norway-launches-the-next-generation-mobile-network>, accessed June 2020.

79 Telco Data AS, which was granted a spectrum licence, later changed its name to ICE Communication Norge
AS, as a sister company to ICE Norge AS, which runs the mobile broadband business ice.net: see Nkom's 2016
Market Analysis (for the full reference, see footnote 149 below), footnote 18 and Ice Group press release of 6
March 2014 (available at: <https://ice~roup.com/news/telco-data-becomes-integrated-in-fully-financed-ice>,
accessed June 2020).

80 See Nkom's 2016 Market Analysis (see footnote 149 below for full reference), paragraphs 53, 182, 243 and
441.

81 CDMA stands for Code-Division Multiple Access. This was the same frequency band as for the 1 G network
that Telenor was closing down. For a description of the CDMA 450 technology, see:
<http://www.cdQ.orb/technolo~,v/cdma450.as~>, accessed June 2020.

g'- ICE.net did not offer mobile voice services until it purchased part of the former Mobile Norway's infrastructure
in 2015 (see paragraph 77 below).
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for Nordisk Mobiltelefon and its successor Access Industries, Telco Data and its

successor ICE Communication Norge AS and sister company ICE Norge AS.

71. During the Period under Consideration, however, ICE's network did not have nationwide

coverage.83

72. In addition, the ICE network only allowed MBB and M2M services and not mobile voice

telephony until the purchase of (parts o~ Tele2's (Mobile Norway's) network in 2015.84

This was mainly due to the fact that the ICE network was based on a specific technology,

namely CDMA 450, for which there are no handsets (mobile phones) that are (or were)

compatible with GSM and UMTS networks, which rules out national and international

roaming.gs In its 2010 Market Analysis, Nkom considered that inter alia for this reason

it was highly unlikely that ICE would contribute to any degree to competition at the

wholesale level in the market for access and origination on mobile networks within the

time horizon of the analysis.86

4.2.1.2.3 Mobile Norway

73. In September 2007, Tele2 Norge AS ("Tele2") and NwNg~ announced that they wanted

to build a mobile network together through the network company AMI AS, which later

changed its name to Mobile Norway AS ("Mobile Norway"). Mobile Norway was thus

jointly owned by Tele2 and NwN.gg In the spectrum auction that ended on 12 December

83 In June 2008, ICE's network covered 75% of Norway's territory, see:

<https://www.tek.no/artikler/ice net firedobler rekkevidden/52707>, accessed June 2020. See also Document

No 1116844, ICE's press release of 11 May 2010, which states that its network covered 75% of the territory in

Norway (available at: <hrips://news.cision.com/no/ice-net/r/ice-nor~e-i-sterk-vekst,c490146>, accessed June

2020). The Authority further refers to paragraph 181 of Nkom's 2016 Market Analysis (for the full reference, see

footnote 149 below), where Nkom notes the following: "The company has more than 75 per cent geographical

coverage in this network". This shows that even in 2016, ICE's network did not have nationwide coverage.

84 See paragraph 77 below.

85 See Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis (for the full reference: see footnote 135 below), paragraph 95. See also the

Norwegian NCA's Decision V2015-1, TeliaSorref•a AB - Tele2 Not-way AS/Network NoJ~vay of 5 February 2015,

("the Norwegian NCA's Merger Decision V2015-1"; Document No 1075334), paragraph 381: "As stated in

sevef•al places in the decision, ICE's offer today is based on CDMA technology in the 450 MHz band. The

technology is not compatible with other mobile network operators' technology and regztires other devices to be

zrsed. [...].", the Authority's translation of the following extract: "Som det fremgarHere steder i vedtaket er ICE

sitt tilbud i dag basert pa CDMA-tek~ologi i 450 MHz-bandet. Teknologien er ikke kompatibel med ~vrige

mobilnettve~~ksoperaterers teknologi og krever andre enheter fog• a kunne benyttes. [...]".

86 See Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis (for the full reference: see footnote 135 below), paragraph 95.

87 NwN had taken over Norway's third GSM licence in 2005 (see Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis (for the full

reference: see footnote 135 below), paragraph 85) from Mr~1lerGruppen AS, which had taken over the licence in

2004 from BaneTele, a state-owned telecommunications enterprise (see: <https://www.digi.no/artikler/moller-

g~ru~pen-~L~r-telenor-konkurranse/292800> and <https://www.di~i.no/artikler/skal-byg~e-mobilnett-for-bedrifts-

nor~e/314878>, both accessed June 2020).

88 See Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis (for the full reference: see footnote 135 below), paragraph 87.
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2007, Mobile Norway won a spectrum licence in the 2100 MHz band for establishing
mobile networks based on the 3G technology.89

74. In July 2011, Tele2 Sverige AB acquired NwN, including its SO% share in Mobile
Norway.90 Tele2 thus became the sole owner of Mobile Norway.

75. The coverage of the Mobile Norway network was rather limited during the main part of
the Period under Consideration. For example, it covered less than 17% of the Norwegian
population in July 2009 and less than 27% at the beginning of July 2011.91 By the end of
the Period under Consideration (end of 2012), the population coverage was 60%92-
65%.93 Mobile Norway's network only reached 75% population coverage at the end of
213.

94

76. Following the unsuccessful outcome of the December 2013 auction for Tele2,95 the latter
stated publicly that, due to the lack of a spectrum licence, it would no longer continue
rolling out its network infrastructure and would rely on national roaming.96

77. In 2015, Tele2 was acquired by Telia. The Norwegian national competition authority,
Konkurransetilsynet ("the Norwegian NCA"), approved the merger on 5 February 2015
subject to a number of conditions.97 One of the conditions for the approval was that ICE

89 See Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis (for the full reference: see footnote 135 below), paragraph 87.
90 See Tele2's press release of 22 July 2011: "Tele2 Sverige has entered into an agreement to acquire Norwegian
mobile operator Network Norway" (available at: <http://www.tele2.com/media/~ress-releases/2011/tele2-
sveri~e-has-entered-into-an-agreement-to-acquire-norwe~ian-mobile-operator-network-norwav>, accessed June
2020).

91 See Reply to the SO, Table 4 at paragraph 247.
9z See Document No 680811, page 8, where the Norwegian Ministry of Transport and Communications noted that
the population coverage was 60% at the moment of adoption of its decision (20 December 2012).
93 See Table 4 at paragraph 247 of the Reply to the SO; where it is reported that the population coverage of Mobile
Norway's network was 65.2% on 1 January 2013.

9̀~ Both Nkom and the Norwegian Ministry of Transport and Communications considered that it was not possible
to compete effectively with Telenor and Telia in the wholesale market with only 75% network coverage: see
Nkom's 2016 Market Analysis (for the full reference: see footnote 149 below), paragraph 206 and Document No
680811, the Norwegian Ministry of Transport and Communications' Decision of 20 December 2012, Section 6.3,
page 10.

9s In the December 2013 auction (see paragraph 68 above), Tele2 won no spectrum licences and, as of 1 October
2014, could no longer use spectrum licences in the 900 MHz band. ICE was authorised to use these spectrum
licences from 1 October 2014.

96 See Nkom's draft 2014 Market Analysis (for the full reference: see footnote 136 below), page 20; see also:
<http://www.tu.no/it/2013/12/12/slik-skal-et-vingeklippet-tele2-takle-fremtiden>, accessed June 2020. For a
description of national roaming, see paragraph 80 below.

97 See the Norwegian NCA's Merger Decision V2015-1. See also the Norwegian NCA's press release: "The
Nof-wegian Competition Authority clears the acquisition of Tele2 by TeliaSonera, subject to conditions" (available
at: <hrips://konkurransetilsvnet.no/the-norwe~ian-competition-authority-clears-the-acquisition-of-tele2-by-
teliasonera-subject-to-conditions/?land=en>, accessed June 2020).
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would have the opportunity to purchase part of Tele2's (Mobile Norway's)

network infrastructure (base stations).98

4.2.2 Wlzoles~le access buyers (the dem~n~l side)

78. On the demand side, providers that do not control all of the infrastructure necessary to

offer retail mobile communications services to end users must buy access to a mobile

communications network from an external supplier.

79. The type of network access that a wholesale customer requires will generally depend on

the extent of its own infrastructure. Such customers can be classified into: (i) national

roaming operators; (ii) mobile virtual network operators; or (iii) service providers. These

wholesale customers are also referred to collectively as non-MNOs, even where, as

described further below, they may possess certain network infrastructure.

80. A national roaming operator ("NRO") controls its own frequency resources, since it has

a licence to utilise electromagnetic spectrum and a radio access network. While it is in

the process of rolling out its own nationwide physical network, an NRO lacks access in

specific areas and therefore needs to buy access from MNOs to cover those areas. Such

an operator therefore depends on a national roaming agreement ("NR agreement") with

an MNO for those areas.9
9

81. An NRO can in principle also be a supplier in the wholesale market for access and

origination services, based on its own mobile network supplemented by the resale of

services purchased through an NR agreement with an MNO.

82. NwN is an example of an NRO. It entered into an NR agreement with Telia and launched

its commercial activities in February 2007. In April 2008, it entered into an NR

agreement with Telenor and terminated the agreement with Telia at the same time (see

paragraphs 515 and 516 below). The agreement with Telenor gave NwN the right to use

Telenor's GSM and UMTS networks 
loo

83. A mobile virtual network operator ("MVNO") lacks a licence to utilise electromagnetic

spectrum and a radio access network.
l01 It must buy all its access and origination services

9s See also ICE's press release of 1 October 2014: "Ice and Tele2 No~tivay sign agreement on fi•eguency lease and

pzr~~chase of irrfi~astrzrctzu•e": available at: <https://www.tele2.com/media/press-releases/2014/ice-and-tele2-

norwa~sian-an-agreement-on-frequency-lease-and-purchase-of-infrastructure>, accessed June 2020. As

indicated in paragraph 68 above, ICE (Telco Data) won the third spectrum licence during the auction of Decem
ber

2013.

99NR thus refers to an agreement with an MNO to use the MNO's network to provide services in geographic areas

where the NRO concerned does not (yet) have coverage. Such an agreement enables a subscriber (end user) to
 use

another operator's mobile network in areas where the subscriber's own operator does not have coverage.

goo See NR Agreement between Telenor and NwN of 3 April 2008 (Document No 657260 - EES 27); see also

Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis (for the full reference: see footnote 135 below), paragraph 85.

lol Contrary to an NRO, an MVNO does not operate its own radio access network and does not hold its own

spectrum.
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from an external supplier (i.e. an MNO or NRO). However, it has its own core networklo2
and all the technical systems necessary for interconnection and roaming with other
network operators.103

84. An MVNO can, in principle, also be a supplier in the wholesale market for access and
origination services, by reselling these services to service providers or, in principle, to
other MVNOs.

85. Ventelo and TDC were among the largest MVNOs in Norway during the Period under
Consideration. They each had an MVNO agreement with Telenor since 2005.104

86. Tele2 had an MVNO agreement with Telenor from 2002 (prior to the roll-out of its own
network in the joint venture with NwN).1 os However, Tele2 switched to an MVNO
agreement on Telia's network when the agreement came to an end in the spring of 200810
(see paragraph 514 below).

87. A service provider ("SP") is a pure reseller. It lacks a licence to utilise electromagnetic
spectrum and a radio network and does not have any own infrastructure. Contrary to
NROs and MVNOs, it does not issue its own SIM cards either. It has to rely on one or
more wholesale access providers for all of its infrastructure and service delivery needs.

88. An SP can, in principle, resell wholesale access and origination services to other SPs.

89. Hello AS ("Hello") and Phonero AS ("Phonero") are examples of SPs that had an access
agreement with Telenor.lo~

l02 The core of a mobile communications network can be distinguished from its radio access network. The core is
the backbone part of the network and has different functionalities, such as routing of telephone calls, aggregation
of traffic or authentication functionalities. See also footnote 64 above.
l03 An MVNO will have its own IMSI code (International Mobile Subscriber Identity/Identification Code), i.e. a
unique number used in a mobile network to give each customer a unique identity, and to specify the SIM card's
home network and nationality, its own mobile network code (MNC) and will offer its own subscriptions (SIM
cards) and services to end users (for further details, see Nlcom's 2010 Market Analysis (for the full reference: see
footnote 135 below), paragraph 92).

'o`~ See Nkom's 2006 Market Analysis (for the full reference: see footnote 120 below), paragraph 42 and 74. See
Document No 657260 — EES 39 (MVNO agreement between Telenor and Ventelo dated 20 October 2005) and
Document No 657260 — EES 53 (MVNO Agreement between Telenor and TDC dated 30 October 2005).
ios See Nkom's 2006 Market Analysis (for the full reference: see footnote 120 below), paragraph 42 and 74. See
MVNOlNR Agreement between Telenor and Tele2, dated 13 September 2002 (Document No 1135193).
l06 See Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis (for the full reference: see footnote 135 below), paragraph 90. See
Document No 847815, MVNO agreement between Telia and Tele 2 dated 11 May 2007.

'07 Regarding Hello, see Annex 7 —prices, Document No 690710, applicable from 01/06/2012; see also Document
No 690709 —applicable from 01/01/2013; Document No 690690, applicable from 01/02/2013; Document No
690708 —applicable from 01/09/2013; and Document No 690707 —applicable from 01/07/2013. Regarding
Phonero, see Annex 7 —prices, Document No 690711, applicable from 01/07/2013; and Document No 690712 —
applicable from 01/09/2013. Phonero and Ventelo merged in July 2014, i.e. after the Period under Consideration.
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90. Based on the wholesale input, i.e. access and origination services on a public mobile

telephone network, providers can offer both ordinary mobile communications services

and stand-alone MBB services at retail level to end users (i.e. business and government

customers and/or residential/private consumers).
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91. The mobile network value chain can be illustrated in a simplified manner as follows:

Figure 1: Mobile network value chain —schematic overview
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5 REGULATORY BACKGROUND

5.1 Regulatory framework

92. The electronic communications sector in Norway is subject to sector-specific regulation.

This was also the case throughout the Period under Consideration.

93. The regulatory framework for electronic communications services in force in the

European Union ("EU") during the Period under Consideration was adopted in 2002.

This regulatory framework employs competition law principles to identify markets where

regulation should be imposed or removed, and is based on five directives, including the

"Framework Directive".los

94. The EU regulatory framework is incorporated into EEA law and was implemented in

Norway with effect from 1 November 2004 (hereafter referred to as "the EEA regulatory

framework"). The five directives were implemented into Norwegian law through, inter

alia, the Electronic Communications Act of 4 July 2003 No 83 ("the eCom Act") and the

Regulation of 16 February 2004 No 401 relating to Electronic Communications

Networks and Services ("the eCom Regulation").

95. The Authority's 2004 Recommendation on relevant markets set out a list of markets that

were considered susceptible to ex ante regulation at that time, including the wholesale

market for access and call origination on public mobile telephone networks ("Market

15").109 The 2004 Recommendation on relevant markets was replaced by the 2008

Recommendation on relevant markets.11o The latter removed Market 15 from the list of

io8 Directive 2002/21/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 7 March 2002 on a common regulatory

framework for electronic communications networks and services, OJ L 108, 24.4.2002, p. 33, as referred to in

point 5(cl) of Annex XI to the EEA Agreement, as adapted to the Agreement by Protocol 1 thereto and by the

sectoral adaptations contained in Annex XI to that Agreement ("Framework Directive"). The other directives are

the following: Directive 2002/20/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 7 March 2002 on the

authorisation of electronic communications networks and services, OJ L 108, 24.4.2002, p. 21 ("Authorisation

Directive"); Directive 2002/19BC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 7 March 2002 on access to,

and interconnection of, electronic communications networks and associated facilities, OJ L 108, 24.4.2002, p. 7

("Access Directive"); Directive 2002/22/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 7 March 2002 on

universal service and users' rights relating to electronic communications networks and services, OJ L 108,

24.4.2002, p. 51, ("Universal Service Directive"); and Directive 2002/58/EC of the European Parliament and of

the Council of 12 July 2002 concerning the processing of personal data and the protection of privacy in the

electronic communications sector, OJ L 201, 31.7.2002, p. 37 ("Directive on privacy and electronic

communications"). In December 2018 a new regulatory framework for electronic communications was adopted

and shall enter into force in the EU no later than by the end of 2020 (see Directive (EU) 2018/1972 of the European

Parliament and of the Council of 11 December 2018 establishing the European Electronic Communications Code,

OJ L 321, 17.12.2018, p. 35.

l09 EFTA Surveillance Authority Recommendation (Decision No 194/04/COL) of 14 July 2004 on relevant

product and service markets within the electronic communications sector susceptible to ex ante regulation in

accordance with the Framework Directive, OJ L 113, 27.4.2006, p. 18 ("the 2004 Recommendation on relevant

markets").

llo EFTA Surveillance Authority Recommendation of 5 November 2008 (Decision No 688/08/COL) on relevant

product and service markets within the electronic communications sector susceptible to ex ante regulation in

accordance with the Framework Directive, OJ C 156, 9.7.2009, p. 18 ("the 2008 Recommendation on relevant

markets"). In this Recommendation, the number ofpre-defined markets for ex ante regulation was reduced from

18 to 7. The European Commission then revised the list of relevant markets and adopted a new Recommendation
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relevant markets considered susceptible to ex ante regulation at EEA level, but allowed
national regulatory authorities ("NRAs"), in this case Nkom, to continue to impose ex
ante regulation in the market, provided certain criteria were met (the so-called ̀ three-
criteria test' 1 11) Nkom has consistently found the wholesale market for access and call
origination on public mobile telephone networks (Market 15) to meet the three-criteria
test and that the market is therefore susceptible to ex ante regulation at national level.

96. In order to impose ex ante regulation in a relevant market in the electronic
communications sector, Nkom must show inte~~ alia that an operator has significant
market power ("SMP").112 The term SMP is a synonym for dominance within the
meaning of Article 54 EEA.113

97. In accordance with Articles 15 and 16 of the Framework Directive, Nkom defines
relevant markets and conducts analysis of the electronic communications markets at
regular intervals to assess whether there are operators with SMP that make ex ante
regulation necessary. This analysis typically has aforward-looking time horizon of two
to three years and is therefore limited in its outlook.114

98. Nkom is also under an obligation to notify its ex ante regulatory decisions to the
Authority.l is The Authority has a veto right116 if it considers that EEA law has not been
correctly applied when defining the relevant market or when designating an operator with
SMP. To date, the Authority has always (i.e. in 2006, 2010, 2016 and 2020) found that

on 9 October 2014 (Commission Recommendation of 9 October 2014 on relevant product and service markets
within the electronic communications sector susceptible to ex ante regulation in accordance with the Framework
Directive, OJ L 295, 11.10.2014, p. 79). The Authority adopted an identical Recommendation for the EEA-EFTA
countries on 11 May 2016: EFTA Surveillance Authority Recommendation of 11 May 2016 (Decision No
093/16/COL) on relevant product and service markets within the elech•onic communications sector susceptible to
ex ante regulation in accordance with Framework Directive, OJ L 84, 30.3.2017, p. 7 ("the 2016 Recommendation
on relevant markets").

11 In accordance with Point 2 in conjunction with Recitals 6 and 22 of the 2008 Recommendation on relevant
markets, and similarly in accordance with Point 2 in conjunction with Recitals 16 and 26 of the 2016
Recommendation on relevant markets, when identifying markets other than those mentioned in the Annex, NRAs
should ensure that the following three criteria are cumulatively met: (1) there must be high and non-transitory
entry barriers, (2) the structure of the market must not tend towards effective competition within the relevant time
horizon, and (3) the application of competition law alone would not adequately address the market failures)
concerned.

11'- See Articles 14 to 16 of the Framework Directive.

113 See Article 14(2) of the Framework Directive; see also Commission Decision of 15 October 2014 in Case
AT.39523 —Slovak Teleko»~ (hereafter "Slovak Telekom Decision"), footnote 293. See also the Authority's
Guidelines of 14 July 2004 on market analysis and the assessment of significant market power under the regulatory
framework for electronic communications networks and services (2006/C 101/O 1), paragraph 71 ("the Authority's
SMP Guidelines").

1'a See Nkom's 2006 Market Analysis (for the full reference: see footnote 120 below), paragraph 4.
lls See <https://www.eftasurv.int/internal-market/notifications-and-applications/ecom-notifications>, accessed
June 2020.

116 See Article 7 of the Framework Directive.
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Nkom's market analyses for the wholesale market under consideration in the present case

were compatible with EEA law.11~

5.2 Nkom Decisions and Market Analyses

5.2.1 The Norwegian NRA

99. Under Section 3-2 and 3-3 of the eCom Act, Nkom has been directed to define and

analyse relevant product/service and geographic markets in accordance with the

Authority's Recommendation on relevant markets, and to identify any providers with

SMP in those markets. Under Section 3-4 of the eCom Act, at least one of the specific

obligations provided for in Chapter 4 of the eCom Act shall be imposed on providers that

are deemed to have SMP.

100. With regard to the relevant wholesale market in the present case, i.e. the wholesale

market for access and call origination on public mobile telephone networks in Norway,

Nkom has, since the entry into force of the EEA regulatory framework, systematically

designated Telenor as a provider with SMP. It has imposed specific obligations on

Telenor in its SMP decisions of 23 January 2006, 5 August 2010, 1 July 2016 and 14

May 2020.11 s

5.2.2 The 2006 M~rrket Analysis end SMP Decision

101. Nkom conducted its first analysis of the wholesale market for access and call origination

on public mobile telephone networks in Norway in 2006 ("Nkom's 2006 SMP

Decision"119 and "Nkom's 2006 Market Analysis"120). It concluded that Telenor had

SMP, with a market share of close to 70% in the wholesale market for access and call

origination, and a market share of approximately 60% in the aggregate retail market in

Norway.121 Telenor's rival at the wholesale level, Telia, had a market share in the said

wholesale market of around 30%.
122

"' Letters fi-om the Authority to Nlcom, available on the Authority's online registry at:

<https://www.eftasurv.int/internal-market/notifications-and-applications/ecom-notifications/ecom-documents />,

accessed June 2020.

"a Available on the Authority's online registry at: <https://www.eftasurv.int/internal-market/notifications-and-

~plications/ecom-notifications/ecom-documents />, accessed June 2020.

119 See Nkom's "Decision on designating undertaking with significant market power and imposing specific

obligations in the market for access and call origination on public mobile telephone networks (Market 15)" of 23

January 2006 (Document No 1135287 for the version in English and Document No 1135677 for the version in

Norwegian). All references to Nkom's decisions and analyses in this Decision are made to the public versions

unless otherwise specified. The same applies when referring to the Norwegian NCA's decisions.

12o See Nkom's "Analysis of the market for access and call origination on public mobile telephone networks" of

23 January 2006 (Document No 1075856 for the version in English and Document No 1075319 for the version in

Norwegian). This market analysis is annexed to Nkom's 2006 SMP Decision as Annex 1.

12' See Nkom's 2006 Market Analysis, page 5 and paragraph 400.

122 See Nkom's 2006 Market Analysis, page 4 and paragraph 399.
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102. The wholesale market definition included all types of access seekers (NROs, MVNOs
and SPs),123 but no obligations were imposed on Telenor to ensure access for SPs. Nkom
held that, for this customer group, there seemed to be some competition between Telenor
and Telia. In addition, since Nkom, in accordance with its defined regulatory principle 3
(which emphasises infrastructure-based competition),124 wanted to encourage access
seekers to move upwards in the access supply-chain to become an MVNO or NRO (i.e.
to climb the ladder of investment), the conditions for SPs were not meant to be too
favourable. At the same time, Nkom recognised the value of stimulating competition in
the short term and of monitoring the situation.12s

103. The wholesale market did not include so-called "other mobile data services" (other than
SMS), such as mobile Internet access. Nkom noted that the use of such services was
relatively limited at that moment, although it expected mobile data services to become
widely available as 3 G networks would come into service.12~

104. The geographical scope was defined as Norway.12~

105. In Nlcom's 2006 SMP Decision, obligations were imposed on Telenor in relation to
wholesale access to voice and SMS/MMS services (NRO, MVNO access128 and co-
location129), but not to other mobile data services.13o Other obligations were also imposed
upon Telenor: non-discrimination, the publication of reference offers, accounting
separation and price control requiring Telenor to offer national roaming ("NR") and co-
location at cost-oriented prices.131 Nkom did not impose any price control mechanism
with regard to MVNO access, although the accounting separation obligation was
intended to monitor the obligation ofnon-discrimination in respect of MVNOs.

106. Nlcom's 2006 SMP Decision was appealed to the Norwegian Ministry of Transport and
Communications, which upheld Nlcom's Decision, but changed the proposed price
regulation to an obligation to offer access on a ̀retail-minus' basis.132

'23 See Nkom's 2006 Market Analysis, paragraph 94.

''-a The regulatory objective set out in Nlcom's regulatory principle 3 is to facilitate long-term infrastructure-based
competition as far as possible; see the Nlcom's 2006 SMP Decision, page 4.
izs See the discussion in Nkom's 2006 SMP Decision, page 4 and Section 8.1.4.1.
lz6 See Nl<om's 2006 Market Analysis, paragraphs 125-127.

127 See Nkom's 2006 Market Analysis, Section 3.

128 As indicated in paragraph 102 above, no access obligation was imposed in relation to SPs.

129 According to the eCom Act, Section 1-5 paragraph 17, co-location ("samlokalrsei•ing") is defined as "the
sha~•ed arse of infi•ast~•zrctzn~e o~~ shared zrse of associated facrlrtres that ai~e being arced o~~ can be zrsed for the
place»~ent of elect~~onic convnunicatiorrs ec~zriprnent" (h•anslation by the Authority of: ̀ felles b~•uk av infi~ast~~uktzn°
elle~~ felles b~•zrk av tilha~~ende fasiliteter coin b~-arkes ellei~ ka~~ bli b~-arkt til plassei•ing av zrtsty~~ foi• elekti•onisk
ko»~marnikasjon").

13o See Nkom's 2006 SMP Decision, Section 8.1.
131 See Nkom's 2006 SMP Decision, Sections 8.2 - 8.5 and 9.

13'- See Decision by the Norwegian Ministry of Transport and Communications of 6 October 2006: "Klage over
Post- og teletilsynets vedtak av 230106 om utpeking av tilbyde~•e med sterk ma~~kedsstilling og palegg om sc~i~skilte
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5.2.3 The 2010 Market Analysis crud SMP Decision

107. As explained at paragraph 95 above, in the 2008 Recommendation on relevant markets,

the market for access and call origination on mobile telephone networks was no longer

included in the list of markets susceptible to ex ante regulation. Nkom was therefore

required to carry out an assessment (the so-called `three-criteria test' 1331
 
t0 confirmI

whether there were still sufficient competition concerns for ex ante regulation to be

deemed necessary.

108. In 2009 and 2010, Nkom conducted a new analysis of the wholesale market for access

and call origination on public mobile networks in Norway (see Nlcom's 2010 SMP

Decision134 and Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis13s). It again found that the market was

susceptible to ex ante regulation and that Telenor had SMP. Telenor's wholesale market

share was 63%, while its aggregate retail market share was approximately 55%.
136

109. This time, Nlcom did include "other mobile data services" (other than SMS), such as

mobile Internet access, in the wholesale market.137 Nkom noted that, in principle, these

"other mobile data services" were sold at the wholesale level as part of a bundle, together

with voice and SMS. In this way, the wholesale level differed from the retail level, where

MBB services were also provided on a stand-alone basis, i.e. independently from mobile

voice telephony and SMS. Nlcom found that, at the retail level, the sale of such MBB

subscriptions had grown rapidly and had taken on increasing importance in the battle for

end users.13s

110. The geographical scope was defined as Norway.139

111. At the network level, Nkom concluded that Telenor and Telia were still the only MNOs

with nationwide mobile networks, but noted that Mobile Norway, owned jointly by NwN

and Tele2, had entered the market and was building a third network. NwN relied on a

fo~pliktelse~• i marlcedet fog- tilga»g til og samtaleoj~iginering i offentlige »~obillcom»7amikasjonsnett -Telenoi•",

available at: <https://www.re~ierinQen.no/~lobalassets/upload/kilde/sd/red/2002/0038/ddd/pdfv/292583-

kla~e over~ost-oa teletilsynests~vedtak_av 23.01.06.pdf5, accessed June 2020.

'33 See footnote 111 above.

13̀ ' See Nlcom's "Decision on designating undertakings with significant market power and imposing specific

obligations in the market for access and call origination on public mobile telephone networks (former Market 15)"

of 5 August 2010 ("Nlcom's 2010 SMP Decision": Document No 1075859 for the version in English and

Document No 1135670 for the version in Norwegian).

'3s See Nlcom's "Analysis of the market for access and call origination on public mobile telephone networks" of

5 August 2010 ("Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis": Document No 1075858 for the version in English and

Document No 1075324 for the version in Norwegian). This market analysis is annexed to Nkom's 2010 SMP

Decision as Annex 1.

136 See Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis, Sections 4.2.3.1, 4.2.3.2 and 5.2 and Nkom's 2016 Market Analysis (see

footnote 149 below), Section 5.3.4, where the traffic figures previously removed on a confidentiality basis from

Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis were made public.

13' See Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis, Section 2.3.7.

'3s See Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis, paragraph 62.

'39 See Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis, Section 2.4.
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NR agreement with Telenor14o and Tele2 relied on an MVNO agreement with Telia.141

Nkom found that the wholesale market was characterised by high entry barriers in the
form of very high roll-out costs, a high percentage of sunk costs and substantial
economies of scale for the established operators. It held that the market dynamics would
be completely dependent on the access terms provided by the two established network
owners during the period covered by the analysis, and that the market would not benefit
from effective competition if regulation was removed. The need for rapid regulatory
intervention ex ante, predictability for operators and comprehensive and detailed
regulation, led Nlcom to conclude that the application of ex post competition law alone
was insufficient to achieve sustainable competition in the market.142

112. In Nkom's 2010 SMP Decision, obligations were imposed on Telenor, again on the basis
of Nlcom's defined regulatory principle 3 (see footnote 124 above), while still also
recognising the value of stimulating competition in the short term.l43 These obligations
related to access (obligation to meet all reasonable requests for NR, MVNO access and
co-location),1`~4 non-discrimination, transparency (including publication of reference
offers), and accounting separation between the retail and the wholesale operations.14s The
obligation to provide co-location at cost-oriented prices was maintained, but the price
control in relation to NR was withdrawn.146 Nlcom also continued to refrain from
imposing a price control on MVNO access.14~

5.2.4 The 2016 M~crket Analysis crud SMP Decision

113. In July 2016, Nkom concluded a new market analysis of the market for access and call
origination on public mobile telephone networks ("Nkom's 2016 SMP Decision"148 and

lao NR agreement dated 3 Apri12008 (see Document No 657260 — EES 27).

1`~' Wholesale agreement, signed by Tele2 on 11 May 2007 (see Document No 847815). On page 6/24, Tele2 is
referred to as an MVNO.

'a'- See Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis, page 5.

'`~3 See Nlcom's 2010 SMP Decision, page 4.

~a`~ As in 2006, no obligations were imposed on Telenor to ensure access for SPs. Nkom noted in this respect that
NwN had established itself as a new operator that offered SP agreements and that SPs therefore could choose
between three providers of SP access (see Nkom's 2010 SMP Decision, paragraphs 151-152).
las The accounting separation obligation also covered NR access, in addition to MVNO access (see Nkom's 2010
SMP Decision, Section 7.4). Nkom's 2010 SMP Decision was appealed inter• alia by Telenor, and pursuant to
Telenor's appeal, Nkom issued an amendment to the original decision: for a summary of this, see Nkom's 2016
SMP Decision (for the full reference, see footnote 148), Sections 4, 7.4 and 8.4.

'`~6 See Nkom's 2010 SMP Decision, Sections 7.5.1 and 7.5.3.

1`~~ See Nkom's 2010 SMP Decision, Section 7.5.2.

ias See Nkom's "Decision on designating undertakings with significant market power and imposing specific
obligations in the market for access and call origination on public mobile telephone networks" of 1 July 2016 (see
Document No 1075860 for the version in English and Document No 1075947 for the version in Norwegian).
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"Nkom's 2016 Market Analysis"149).lso Nkom again found that this market fulfilled the

three-criteria test and was therefore still susceptible to ex ante regulation. It concluded

on the basis of the market analysis that Telenor still had SMP on this wholesale market

and imposed a number of obligations on Telenor.lsl

114. Nkom defined the wholesale market as including wholesale access to all public GSM,

UMTS and LTE networks, and origination of voice, text messaging and data services for

all types of access seekers (NROs, MVNOs and SPs). This wholesale market included

access to offer ordinary mobile communications services, access to offer stand-alone

MBB152 and access to offer M2M services.ls3

115. The geographical market was defined as Norway. i s~

116. At the retail level, Nkom found that, since its 2010 Market Analysis, Telenor had seen a

small decline in (aggregate) market shares measured as the number of subscriptions, but

in terms of revenue its market share had increased slightly. Telenor had around 52% of

the number of subscriptions and 58% of the total revenue at the end of 2015.
iss Telia's

acquisition of Tele2 meant that the biggest challenger of the two established operators

(Telenor and Telia) became part of Telia, and Telia had thereby increased its market

share. Telia had 37% of the number of subscriptions and 33% of the total revenue at the

149 See Nkom's "Analysis of the market for access and call origination on public mobile telephone networks" of

1 July 2016 (see Document No 1075327 for the version in English and Document No 1075948 for the version in

Norwegian). This market analysis is annexed to Nkom's 2016 SMP Decision as Annex 1.

Aso For the sake of completeness, the Authority notes that Nkom's most recent market analysis relating to this

wholesale market was concluded on 14 May 2020; see Nkom's "Analysis of the market for access and call

origination on public mobile telephone networks" of 14 May 2020 ("Nkom's 2020 Market Analysis") and Nkom's

"Decision on designating undertakings with significant market power and imposing specific obligations in the

market for access and call origination on public mobile telephone networks" of 14 May 2020 ("Nkom's 2020

SMP Decision"); available at: <https://www.nkom.no/en~lish/market-

regulation#market 15 access and call on in~ation in mobile networks>, accessed June 2020. However, this

market analysis is not relevant for the Period under Consideration in this case.

Isl For the sake of completeness, the Authority notes that Nkom's 2020 Market Analysis and 2020 SMP Decision

still found Telenor to have SMP on aforward-looking basis.

is2 Nkom found again that, contrary to the retail level, where Internet access via mobile networks was also offered

as stand-alone (dedicated) MBB subscriptions, independently of voice and text messaging, MBB products were

not offered as a separate product at the wholesale level. At the wholesale level, the input factors used to offer data

traffic in ordinary mobile subscriptions are the same as those used to offer stand-alone MBB subscriptions and

the access price for mobile data traffic is not related to how the product is offered at the retail market. (See Nkom's

2016 Market Analysis, paragraph 13 8.)

ls3 Nkom's 2016 Market Analysis defined five relevant retail markets as follows: 1) the residential market for

bundled mobile telephony services; 2) the business market for bundled mobile telephony services; 3) the

residential market for dedicated (i.e. stand-alone) MBB services; 4) the business market for dedicated (i.e. stand-

alone) MBB services; and 5) the market for M2M communications services; see Nkom's 2016 Market Analysis,

Section 2. The same relevant retail markets were also identified in Nkom's 2020 Market Analysis.

isa See Nkom's 2016 Market Analysis, Section 2.5.

ass See Nkom's 2016 Market Analysis, pages 2-3.
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end of 2015. Overall, the two established operators controlled around 90% of the retail
market, ls6

117. At the network level, Nkom concluded that there were only two operators.157 After
Telia's acquisition of Tele2, Telenor had a market share of 59% of the traffic minutes,
while Telia's share was 41 % (with similar mobile data market shares for each of the two
operators).158 In Nkom's view, the development of market shares, both at the retail and
wholesale level, did not indicate that the market was tending towards sustainable
competition. On the contrary, the market had become more concentrated since Nkom's
2010 Market Analysis.is9

118. In Nkom's 2016 SMP Decision, Telenor was designated as an SMP operator. Nkom
mainly based its choice of remedies on its regulatory principle 3 (see footnote 124 above)
again, but with a somewhat greater emphasis on principle 2 (which supports service-
based competition when duplication of infrastructure is not considered feasible) than in
the previous market analyses.16o This shift towards better facilitating service-based
competition reflected Nkom's growing recognition of the importance of MVNOs and
SPs in contributing to sustainable competition.161 Ageneral access obligation (not only
including NRO and MVNO access and co-location, but this time also access for SPs162)

was thus imposed on Telenor.163 In the light of this access obligation, Nlcom imposed
obligations on Telenor in relation to non-discrimination, transparency (including
publication of reference offers) and accounting separation between Telenor's network
operations and its internal retail mobile operations in Norway.164 In addition, Nkom
imposed requirements for price controls for the regulated forms of access. In particular,
it imposed full margin squeeze tests for NRO and MVNO access.16s In the case of SP

ls6 See Nkom's 2016 Market Analysis, page 3.
ls' With regard to ICE, Nkom concluded that it did not have clear grounds to indicate that it would be able to
discipline the established network providers in the relevant wholesale market within the analysis' time horizon;
see Nkom's 2016 Market Analysis, page 3.

ass See Nkom's 2016 Market Analysis, page 3.

's~ See Nlcom's 2016 Market Analysis, page 3.
16o See Nlcom's 2016 SMP Decision, page 2 and Section 6.1.
'61 See Nkom's 2016 SMP Decision, page 2 and Section 7.1.4.

16'- As explained above, the access obligations imposed on Telenor in Nkom's 2006 and 2010 SMP Decisions did
not cover access for SPs. Nkom's 2016 Market Analysis conducted an updated market analysis of the competitive
conditions for SPs and concluded that there were no longer clear signs that competition in offering access to SPs
functioned satisfactorily. The analysis showed inte~~ alia that the number of SPs that were not owned by the two
established MNOs (Telenor and Telia) had fallen since Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis. In addition, Nkom found
that, at the time of its 2016 SMP Decision, no other operators than Telenor and Telia actually offered SP access
and that terms and conditions had been included in SP agreements during the preceding regulatory period that
were not consistent with well-functioning competition (see Section 7.1.4 of Nkom's 2016 SMP Decision).
163 See Nkom's 2016 SMP Decision, Section 7.1.

16̀ ' See Nkom's 2016 SMP Decision, Sections 7.2 — 7.4. The accounting separation obligation would continue to
cover both NR and MVNO access.

'6s See Nkom's 2016 SMP Decision, Section 8.5.1. These margin squeeze tests are carried out a broader level of
product/service aggregation than in the present case (see Section 10.3.5 below in this respect).
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access, it imposed a gross margin test, requiring that all individual products offered by

Telenor in the test should show positive gross margins.166 Nlcom's 2016 SMP Decision

was upheld on appeal.16~

119. Thus, Telenor's wholesale tariffs for MVNO and SP access were not subject to ex ante

price controls at all from 2006 unti12016, and there were also no price controls in place

for NR access between 2010 and 2016. Nkom only introduced comprehensive price

control obligations (by way of defined margin squeeze tests for NR, MVNO and SP

access) from 2016 onwards. This introduction of detailed price controls at each level of

wholesale access in Nlcom's 2016 SMP Decision, in contrast to the lighter approach taken

its 2006 and 2010 SMP Decisions, indicates that the market did not develop as anticipated

in Nkom's previous market reviews.16s

II LEGAL AND ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT

6 ARTICLE 54 EEA

120. Article 54 EEA prohibits any abuse by one or more undertakings of a dominant position

within the territory covered by the EEA Agreement or in a substantial part of it as

incompatible with the functioning of the EEA Agreement in so far as it may affect trade

between Contracting Parties.

121. Article 54 EEA is identical in substance to Article 102 of the Treaty on the Functioning

of the European Union ("TFEU"). Pursuant to Article 6 EEA and Article 3 (2) of the

Surveillance and Court Agreement, the case law of the Court of Justice of the European

Union ("CJEU") and of the General Court ("GCEU") is therefore relevant for the

interpretation of Article 54 EEA.169 In the same way as for Article 53 EEA, it is a

fundamental objective of the EEA Agreement to ensure uniform interpretation and

application of those provisions. l ~o

'~~ See Nkom's 2016 SMP Decision, Section 8.5.1, and Annex 2 to that Decision.

167 See the appeal decision of the Norwegian Ministry of Transport and Communications: "Vedtalc i klagesak om

Nkoms vedtalc om utpeking av tilbyder med sterk markedsstilling og palegg om s~rslcilte fotplil<telser i markedet

fog• tilgang til og samtaleoriginering i offentlige mobilkomtnunikasjonsnett (tidligere Marked 15)" of 9 March

2018, available at: 
<https://www.re~jerin~en.no/contentassets/Oc8cc18666a1468889983a5a5b8aa303/vedtak kla~ak telenor 09

0318.pd~, accessed June 2020. The appeal decision made a number of specifications regarding the interpretation

of the conditions for granting access.

16s See also paragraph 596 below for an overview of Nkom's approach to ex ante price controls in the relevant

wholesale market during the Period under Consideration.

'69 See judgment of 1 April 1998 in Case E-3/97 Jan and K~~istian JcPger AS [1998] EFTA Ct. Rep. 1, paragraph

19; judgment of 22 March 2002 in Case E-8/00 Landso~•ganrsasjonen i Norge [2002] EFTA Ct. Rep. 114,

paragraph 39; judgment of 18 April 2012 in Case E-15/10 Posten Nofge [2012] EFTA Ct. Rep. 246, paragraph

109; and judgment of 30 May 2018 in Case E-6/17 Fjat~skipti [2018] EFTA Ct. Rep. 78, paragraph 28.

Igo Judgment of 22 March 2002 in Case E-8/00 Landso~•ganrsasjonen i No~•ge [2002] EFTA Ct. Rep. 114,

paragraph 39.
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7 JURISDICTION

122. Pursuant to Article 56(2) EEA, the surveillance authority in whose territory a dominant
position is found to exist is competent to examine an alleged abuse of a dominant position
within the meaning of Article 54 EEA.

123. In this case, the dominant position at issue is on the wholesale market for access and
origination services on public mobile telephony networks in Norway. Telenor's
dominance on that market only covers the territory of Norway (see Section 9 below).

124. The Authority is therefore the competent surveillance authority within the meaning of
Article 56(2) EEA for the application of Article 54 EEA in this case.

8 THE- RELEVANT MARKETS

8.1 Introduction

8.1.1 General principles for market definition

125. In defining the relevant markets in this case, the Authority has taken into consideration
its Notice on the definition of the relevant market. l ~ 1 The definition of the relevant market
serves as a tool to identify and define the boundaries of competition between firms.172 It
serves to establish the framework within which the competition rules are applied.
According to this Notice, the main purpose of market definition is to identify in a
systematic way the competitive constraints that the undertakings involved face. The
obj ective of defining a market in both its product and geographic dimensions is to identify
the (actual and potential) competitors of the undertakings involved that are capable of
constraining those undertakings' behaviour and of preventing them from behaving
independently of effective competitive pressure, l ~3

126. The exercise of market definition consists in identifying the effective alternative sources
of supply for the customers of the undertakings involved, both in terms of
products/services and geographic location of suppliers.l ~`~ A relevant product market
comprises all those products and/or services which consumers regard as interchangeable
or substitutable, by reason of the products' characteristics, their prices and their intended
use. l 75 A r elevant geographic market comprises the area in which the undertakings

"' Decision of the EFTA Surveillance Authority No 46/98/COL of 4 March 1998 on the issuing of two notices in
the field of competition on the definition of the relevant market for the purpose of competition law within the
European Economic Area (EEA), and on agreements of minor importance which do not fall under Article 53(1)
of the EEA Agreement, OJ L 200, 16.7.1998, p. 48 and EEA Supplement No 28, 16.7.1998, p. 3, Annex I ("Notice
on the definition of the relevant market").

1~2 Notice on the definition of the relevant market, paragraph 2. See also judgment of 25 March 2015, Slovenska
posta, T-556/08, EU:T:2015:189, paragraph 200, and judgment of 11 December 2003, Adf~iatica di Navrgaziorre,
T-61/99, EU:T:2003:335, paragraph 34.

13 Notice on the definition of the relevant market, paragraph 2.

"`' Notice on the definition of the relevant market, paragraph 13.

1'S Notice on the definition of the relevant market, paragraph 7.
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concerned are involved in the supply and demand of products or services, in which the

conditions of competition are sufficiently homogeneous and which can be distinguished

from neighbouring areas because the conditions of competition are appreciably different

in those areas.1~6

127. The process of defining the relevant market often starts with identifying a candidate

market. The candidate market comprises the products) or services) that is/are the focus

of the investigation, i.e. the focal product(s). The purpose of starting the market definition

process with this candidate market is to provide a framework for assessing the most

immediate sources of competitive constraints on the focal products) under investigation.

128. Firms are subject to three main sources of competitive constraint: demand-side

substitution, supply-side substitution and potential competition.l~~ The Notice on the

definition of the relevant market treats demand-side substitution as the starting point for

the definition of the relevant product market. From an economic point of view, demand-

side substitution constitutes the most immediate and effective disciplinary force on the

suppliers of a given product, in particular in relation to their pricing decisions. l ~g

Demand-side substitution therefore has a prominent role when defining the relevant

market. A firm or a group of firms cannot have a significant impact on the prevailing

conditions of sale, such as prices, if customers are in a position to switch to readily

available substitute products or to suppliers located elsewhere. Basically, the exercise of

market definition consists in identifying the effective alternative sources of supply for

the customers of the undertakings involved, both in terms of products/services and

geographic location of suppliers.1~9

129. The assessment of demand-side substitution entails a determination of the range of

products which are viewed as substitutes by consumers.180 One way of determining this

can be through a speculative experiment, in which a hypothetical small, lasting change

in relative prices (a Small but Significant and Non-transitory Increase in Price —

"SSNIP") is postulated and the likely reactions of customers to that increase are

evaluated. l g 1 However, the definition of the relevant market does not require the

Authority to follow a rigid hierarchy of different sources of information or types of

evidence. Rather, the Authority must make an over all assessment and can take account

'~~ Notice on the definition of the relevant market, paragraph 8.

"' Notice on the definition of the relevant market, paragraph 13. Potential competition is not taken into account

when defining markets; see Notice on the definition of the relevant market, paragraph 24.

178 Notice on the definition of the relevant market, paragraph 13. See also, for example, judgment of 4 July 2006,

easyJet, T-177/04, EU:T:2006:187, paragraph 99, and judgment of 29 March 2012, Telefonica, T-336/07,

EU:T:2012:172, paragraph 113.

179 Notice on the definition of the relevant market, paragraph 13.

iso Notice on the definition of the relevant market, paragraph 15.

'al paragraph 15 of the Notice on the definition of the relevant market confirms that the SSNIP test is only one

way to assess demand-side substitution: "The assessment of demand strbstitartion entails a determination of the

~•ange ofpi•odzrcts tivhich a~~e vietived as sarbstitzrtes by the corrszi»~er. One tivay of determining this can be vietived

as a specaclative expe~•i»~ent, postarlating a hypothetical small, lasting change in relative prices and evalzrating the

likely ~•eactions of c2rstome~~s to that inc~~ease."
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of a range of tools for the purposes of that assessment.182 It is not mandatory to carry out
a SSNIP test.183

130. In most cases, a decision will be based on the consideration of a number of criteria and
different items of evidence. l 84 Qualitative factors that affect demand-side substitution
should also be taken into account and analysed. These factors include the natural
characteristics of the products, the intended use and differences in price.las

131. Supply-side substitution may also betaken into account when defining markets, provided
that its effects are equivalent to those of demand-side substitution in terms of
effectiveness and immediacy. This means that, in response to small and permanent
changes in relative prices, suppliers are able to switch production to the focal products)
and market them in the short term without incurring significant additional costs or
risks.ls6

132. These situations typically arise when companies market a wide range of qualities or
grades of one product. In such cases, even if for a given final customer or group of
consumers, the different qualities are not substitutable, the different qualities will be
grouped into one product market, provided that most of the suppliers are able to offer and
sell the various qualities immediately and without significant increases in costs. In such
cases, the relevant product market will encompass all products that are substitutable in

182 See judgment of 14 December 2005, General Electric, T-210/01, EU:T:2005:456, paragraphs 518-519; and
judgment of 9 March 2015, Deutsche Borse, T-175/12, EU:T:2015:148, paragraph 133. See also the Notice on
the definition of the relevant market, paragraph 25.

ls3 See judgment of 11 January 2017, Topps Europe, T-699/14, EU:T:2017:2, paragraph 82: "In the present case,
as regards, fast of all, the applicant's argument that the Commission ought to have carried out an SSNIP test, it
mzrst be found that althoacgh that type of economic test is indeed a recognised method for defrning the market at
issue, it is not the only method available to the Commission. It may also take into account other tools for the
pacrposes of defrnirrg the relevant market, such as market studies or an assessment of consumers' and othe~~
competitors' points of view. The SSNIP test may also prove unszcrtable in certain cases, for example in the presence
of the `cellophane fallacy', that is, the situation whe~~e the undertaking conce~•ned already holds a virtual
monopoly and the market p~•ices are already at a sarp~•a-competitive level, oi~ where there are free goods or goods
the cost of which is not borne by those determining the demand. It is also appa~~ent from point 25 of the
Commission notice on the definition of relevant ma~~ket for thepurposes of Community competition lmv (OJ 1997
C 372, p. S) that the definition of the relevant market does not regzcij•e the Commission to follow a rigid hierarchy
of diffe~•ent sozrrces of information o~• types of evidence. The Commission did not, therefore, commit a manifest
e~•ror of assessment in basing its conclarsions on the relevant ma~~ket on its assessment of the evidence gathered
without having recozrrse to an SSNIP test." In paragraph 243 of its Decision of 27 June 2017 in Case AT.39740 —
Google Search (Shopping) ("Google Shopping Decision"), the Commission relied on the Topps Europe judgment
in support of its position that the SSNIP test is not the only method available to the Commission when defining
the relevant market.

1g4 Notice on the definition of the relevant market, paragraph 25.

iss Notice on the definition of the relevant market, paragraph 7.
ls6 Notice on the definition of the relevant market, paragraph 20. This speculative experiment concerns an
assessment of the ease, cost and timeliness of switching production from an alternative product to the focal
product, e.g. production lines that can be used for multiple products.
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demand and supply, and the current sales of those products will be aggregated so as to
give the total value or volume of the market.lg~

133. When supply-side substitution entails the need to adjust significantly existing tangible
and intangible assets, additional investments, strategic decisions or time delays, it will
not be considered at the stage of market definition.lgg In order to assess whether supply-
side substitution exercises the same effective and immediate constraints as demand-side
substitution, it is appropriate to take into account the econor~~ic incentives of the parties
involved. l s9

8.1.2 Market definition end the relevance of sector-specific regulation

134. The Authority considers Nlcom's market analyses as relevant background for defining
the relevant markets in the present case. Nlcom carries out its market definition
assessment based on competition law principles.190

135. However, although NRAs and competition authorities, when examining the same issues
in the same circumstances and with the same objectives should in principle reach the
same conclusions, it cannot be excluded that markets defined for the purposes of
competition law and markets defined for the purposes of sector-specific regulation may
not always be identical. 191

136. In this context, the Authority notes that Nlcom's analyses are conducted in an ex ante (i.e.
forward-looking) context, based on expectations regarding fittzc~e market developments,
whereas the Authority's competition (antitrust) investigations are largely carried out in
an ex post context.192 Given this difference in perspective, while Nkom's market analyses
provide certain relevant findings and information that the Authority has taken into
account in this Decision, the Authority has reached its own conclusions on the relevant
markets. These conclusions also draw on the actual market developments and
circumstances that prevailed during the Period under Consideration.

187 Notice on the definition of the relevant market, paragraph 21.

'g$ Notice on the definition of the relevant market, paragraph 23.

18~ See Section 8.4.4.3.2 below.

190 See Section 5.1 above.

19' See also European Commission, "Explanatory Note, Accompanying document to the Commission

Recommendation on Relevant Product and Service Markets within the electronic corrununications sector

susceptible to ex ante regulation in accordance with Directive 2002/21/EC of the European Parliament and of the

Council on a common regulatory framework for- electronic communications networks and services", SEC(2007)

("Commission's 2007 Explanatory Note"), Section 2.1, page 6 (available at:
<hops://ec.europa.eu/transparencY/readoc/rep/2/2007/EN/2-2007-1483-EN-2-I.PDF>, accessed June 2020).

19z For example, as explained below, in the present case the Authority will, among other things, examine whether

MTDS (see paragraph 7 above) were in the same relevant market as residential stand-alone MBB services during

the Period under Consideration, taking into account the actual market situation and circumstances. The Authority

nevertheless notes that, for the assessment of the anti-competitive effects of the conduct under investigation in the

present case, it is sufficient to demonstrate potential effects (see Section 10.5.1 below).
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137. The Authority has in the present case identified the following relevant markets:

(a) at the upstj~eam level, the wholesale market for access and origination services
(for voice and data)193 on public mobile telephone networks in Norway (see
Sections 8.2 and 8.3 below); and,

(b) at the downstream level, the retail market for the provision of stand-alone194

MBB services to residential customers in Norway (see Sections 8.4 and 8.5
below).

8.2 The relevant product market at the upstream level

138. At the upstream or wholesale level, the primary purpose of the definition of the relevant
market in this case is to provide a framework for the assessment of dominance at that
level during the Period under Consideration. It enables the Authority to determine the
main players, to assess matters such as their market shares, and to assess whether any of
these players had market power.

139. As indicated in Section 4.2 above, access to a mobile network is a precondition for
providers wishing to offer retail mobile communications services, such as stand-alone
MBB services, to end users. Such wholesale access is considered in the present section.

140. The Authority has taken its 2004 Recommendation on relevant markets as a starting point
for the definition of the relevant product market at the upstream (wholesale) level in this
case, as this was the Recommendation in force at the beginning of the Period under
Consideration. In its 2004 Recommendation on relevant markets, the Authority defined,
in accordance with the principles of EEA competition law,19s a wholesale market for
access and call origination on public mobile telephone networks.196

8.2.1 Incltcsion of mobile d~ztr~ services

141. In accordance with the Authority's 2004 Recommendation on relevant markets, Nkom's
2006 Market Analysis held that the relevant upstream market, i.e. the market for access
and call origination on public mobile telephone networks in Norway included the
following services:

'~' This wholesale product market corresponds to Market 15 in the Authority's 2004 Recommendation on relevant
markets (see Section 5.1 above). The relevant wholesale product or input can technically be used to provide mobile
voice, SMS/MMS and mobile data services (such as MTDS and stand-alone MBB services) at the retail level. The
retail service covered by the present margin squeeze investigation, however, only relates to residential stand-alone
MBB and does not concern mobile voice calls or MTDS. In this Decision, to avoid confusion, the
wholesale/upstream product or input for residential stand-alone MBB will also be referred to as "access and
origination services on public mobile telephone networks" or "mobile access and origination services" (see also
footnote 3 above). See Section 8.2.3 below for a complete description of the relevant wholesale market.

19̀ ~ See paragraph 7 above.

19s See the 2004 Recommendation on relevant markets, recital 8.

1~6 Also referred to as Market 15 as explained in Section 5 above. See also footnote 193 above.
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(a) access and call origination (outgoing voice telephony) on public GSM networks
and 3 G networks at the wholesale level;

(b) access by prepaid card/subscription and post-paid subscription;

(c) access for residential customers/households and business customers; and

(d) originated SMS messages.19~

142. As noted in paragraph 136, when defining the relevant market at the upstream level in

this case, the Authority is not bound by Nkom's market definition, which was based on
expectations regarding future market developments (ex ante assessment). Taking the
actual market circumstances into account (ex post assessment), the Authority has
assessed whether, in this case, the relevant market as defined by Nlcom, i.e. access and
origination on public mobile telephone networks (thus including the services at points (a)
to (d) in paragraph 141 above), should be narrowed or broadened for the purposes of
these proceedings.

143. For the purpose of this case, the Authority concurs, for the main part, with Nkom's
findings.

144. In particular, the Authority considers, in line with Nlcom's findings, that the wholesale

market for access and origination on public mobile telephone networks should not be
further segmented according to the type of customers (prepaid and post-paid subscribers,
residential and business customers) being addressed at the downstream level. It should
thus include the services at points (b) and (c) in paragraph 141 above. The reason is that,
at the upstream level, no differentiation in the wholesale access and origination input is
made based on the type of downstream retail customers (e.g. pre- vs. post-paid customers;

or, residential vs. business customers) being served.19g

145. The Authority also considers that no further segmentation should be made according to
the type of retail services intended to be delivered on the basis of this wholesale input.

The relevant market should thus also include the services at points (a) and (d) in
paragraph 141 above. The Authority agrees with Nkom that, in addition to access and
call origination on a mobile network (point (a) above), originated SMS messages (point

(d) above) should be part of the relevant market. This is because, at the upstream level,
wholesale customers buy access and origination services for voice calls and SMS
messages together (and, at the retail level, end users also buy SMS messages and voice
telephony services "bundled" with access, via their subscription).199

146. During the course of these proceedings, Telenor has not disputed the inclusion of access

and call origination on public mobile telephone networks, nor has it disputed the
inclusion of access and origination for pre- and post-paid subscriptions, residential and
business customers, and for SMS (points (a) to (d) above) in the relevant product market

at the upstream level.

197 See Sections 2.3 and 2.4 of Nkom's 2006 Market Analysis.

19s In 2010, Nkom came to the same conclusion. See Sections 2.3.4 and 2.3.5 of Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis.

199 See Section 2.3.6 of Nkom's 2006 Market Analysis and Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis.
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147. In 2006, Nkom opted for not including wholesale access for mobile data services in the
relevant upstream market, because it considered that: the use of such services was
limited; those services were in an early phase of development and therefore difficult to
assess; and their inclusion would not affect the outcome of the actual market analysis.2oo

The Authority considers however that, for the reasons set out in paragraphs 148 and 149
below, access for mobile data services (including MTDS and MBB, which are based on
the same wholesale input) should also be included in the relevant product market at the
upstream level for the enti~~e Period under Consideration.2o1

148. The Authority notes that, during the Period under Consideration, the wholesale input for
retail mobile data services was offered together ("bundled") with the necessary wholesale
input for other retail mobile communications services (i.e. voice and SMS).202 Wholesale
contracts did not typically distinguish between the different possible uses for the
wholesale access and origination input in the downstream market.203 In other words,
during the Period under Consideration, the wholesale access and origination inputs
necessary to deliver the different retail mobile communications services (mobile voice,
SMS, MTDS and MBB) were sold and purchased as a bundle at the upstream leve1.2o4

Nkom recognised this in 2010 (and 2016), when it included wholesale access for mobile
data services in the relevant upstream market.2os

149. During the course of these proceedings, Telenor has not disputed the inclusion of
wholesale access for mobile data services in the relevant product market at the upstream
level.

8.2.2 No need to ~le~ne sep~r~cte markets by type of access seeker

150. As set out in Section 4.2.1 above, the supply side of the wholesale market for access and
origination services on public mobile telephone networks is represented by MNOs, which
own their mobile networlcs.

151. On the demand side, operators that do not control all the infrastructure necessary to offer
mobile communications services to end users buy access to one (or more) of the MNOs'
networks. The type of network access that a wholesale customer (access seeker) requires

zoo See Section 2.3.8 of Nkom's 2006 Market Analysis.

201 Nlcom included wholesale access for mobile data services in the relevant upstream market as fi•om its 2010
SMP Decision, following its 2010 Market Analysis; see also paragraph 109 above.

2°2 Telenor confirms the joint provision of inputs for mobile voice and data services, while noting that this has
never been a requirement; see Reply to the SO, paragraph 288.

203 See, for example, Document No 657260 for contracts signed by Telenor with some of its wholesale customers.

20̀ ~ As demonstrated in Section 8.4 below, at the downstream level, MBB was offered on a stand-alone basis to
residential customers, outside the product bundle, which included ordinary mobile communication services.

zos In 2010, when it included wholesale access for mobile data services in the relevant upstream market, Nkom
noted that: (i) the use of data services through mobile Internet access had grown rapidly; and (ii) bundling was
done at the wholesale level, i.e. the access agreements for SPs, MVNOs and NROs covered purchase of originating
voice, SMS and mobile data services. It further added that, in contrast to the retail level, MBB products were not
offered as a stand-alone product at the wholesale level. See Section 2.3.7 of Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis and
Section 2.4.2 of Nkom's 2016 Market Analysis.
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will generally depend on the extent of its own infrastructure. During the Period under

Consideration in Norway, on the demand side, there were three types of access seeker

(see also Section 4.2.2 above): NROs, MVNOs and SPs.

152. In its market analyses, Nkom has so far consistently found it unnecessary to define a

separate relevant product market at the upstream level for a specific type of access.
2o6

153. In the present case, however, Telenor submits that there should be at least a separate

market for the wholesale supply of mobile access and origination services to SPs.207

154. In Telenor's view, this is necessary because mobile access and origination services

provided to SPs differ from those provided to NROs and MVNOs in terms of product

characteristics, intended use and prices.208 Further, according to Telenor, an SP will have

a broader set of wholesale supply options than an NRO or an MVNO, as it can be supplied

by an MNO, NRO, MVNO, or another SP. Finally, Telenor notes that there were

differences in the regulatory framework during the Period under Consideration, notably

because Nlcom imposed an obligation on Telenor to supply access to NROs and MVNOs,

but no obligation was imposed on it for the supply of access to SPs.
2o9

155. The Authority disagrees with Telenor on this point. In particular, as shown in paragraphs

158-160 below, in this case, supply-side substitutability allows the Authority to conclude

that there is no need to define a separate wholesale market for the supply of mobile access

and origination services to SPs during the Period under Consideration.

156. From ademand-side perspective, as Telenor notes,210 wholesale customers have different

needs in terms of access to infrastructure and that, as a result, they require different access

products, entailing different technical solutions and prices. This would be the case, for

example, for MVNOs (which have their own core network and control interconnection

zo6 See Section 2.3.1 of Nkom's 2006 Market Analysis; Sections 2.3.1 and 2.5 of Nkom's 2010 Market

Analysis, Section 2.4.1 of Nlcom's 2016 Market Analysis and Section 2.6 of NI<om's 2020 Market Analysis.

207 See Reply to the SO, Section 3.3. See also Reply to SSO, paragraph 62.

208 In brief, in its Reply to the SO (see paragraph 78), Telenor argues that SPs do not operate a network of their

own, but are simply resellers of a "white-labelled" service. As such, SPs operate at a functional level that is

downstream of both NROs and MVNOs. In addition, contrary to NROs and MVNOs, SPs rely on the provider of

mobile access and call origination for interconnection (termination of calls/SMS) with other national or

international networks and for international roaming agreements. According to Telenor, because of these

differences, NROs and MVNOs typically only pay three types of charges to access suppliers (namely, those

relating to the number of active SIMs, charges per minute/per SMS for originating and terminating call

minutes/SMS and charges per MB of data). Telenor argues that, in contrast, prices charged to SPs reflect the

broader set of services they receive, including SIM cards, termination on other Norwegian networks, international

roaming, voicemail and content management.

209 For the sake of completeness, the Authority notes that, in 2016, Nkom decided to regulate the supply of access

to SPs by Telenor, on the basis of a lack of clear signs that competition in offering access to SPs was functioning

satisfactorily. See Section 7.1.4 of Nkom's 2016 SMP Decision. See also footnote 162 above.

210 See Reply to the SO, paragraph 74, in which Telenor refers to the Telefonica case (Commission Decision of 4

July 2007 in Case COMP/38.784 — Wanadoo Espana v Telefonica ("Telefonica Decision")). In that case, the

Commission made a distinction between national and regional wholesale markets (networks), given the significant

costs for' alternative operators (wholesale customers) of switching from one wholesale product to the other.
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with other providers of fixed and mobile communications services), compared to SPs
(which, on the contrary, do not have any own infrastructure and have to rely on one or
more wholesale access providers for all of their infrastructure and service delivery
needs).211

157. The Authority therefore recognises that the different types of access are not perfect
demand-side substitutes for each other. This said, however, it is worth recalling, as
recorded by Nkom, that some access buyers (such as Tele2, Ventelo and TDC) have
moved between the different forms of access, which shows that demand-side substitution
is indeed a possibility for certain providers.212

158. However, even if one assumes limited demand-side substitutability between the different
forms of access in this case, there was sufficiently immediate and effective supply-side
substitution by suppliers of wholesale mobile access and origination services to NROs
and MVNOs. While the degree of network autonomy may play a role, the two suppliers
of wholesale access with nationwide coverage in Norway (Telenor and Telia) had access
to the required network infrastructure (including base stations, masts, switches and
frequencies) and provided all types of wholesale access during the Period under
Consideration.213 Switching from supplying access to one type of wholesale customer
(say, MVNOs or NROs) to another (say, SPs) was technically feasible and involved
limited additional costs and risks during the Period under Consideration. There was,
therefore, sufficiently immediate and effective supply-side substitutability in the supply
of wholesale access and origination services to different access buyers during the Period
under Consideration. Consequently, due to supply-side substitution, all types of access
(i.e. access to NROs, MVNOs and SPs) belonged to the same relevant wholesale market.

159. Telenor in fact agrees with this, at least in part:214 "Teleno~ does recognize that the~~e is
easy supply side substitutability for' firms supplying MVNOs to also supply SPs and that
this would tend to favo~~ the delineation of a combined wholesale may°ket, [...]". It adds
that this is not the case in the other direction (from supplying SPs to supplying

Z" See paragraphs 83 and 87 above.

2'Z For example, Tele2 passed fi-om an SP agreement via an MVNO agreement to an NR agreement, while TDC
and Ventelo transitioned from an SP agreement to an MVNO agreement: See the Norwegian NCA's Merger
Decision V2015-1, footnote 94. Nlcom's 2006 Market Analysis also found that providers such as Tele2, TDC and
Ventelo moved between the different fonns of access, which indicates, according to Nkom, that there are
substitution possibilities, see paragraph 94. See also Nkom's 2016 Market Analysis, paragraph 132.
z'3 As indicated in Section 4.2.2 above, during the Period under Consideration, Telenor had an NRO agreement
with NwN (Document No 657260 — EES 27), an MVNO agreement with inter alia Ventelo (Document No 657260
— EES 39) and TDC (Document No 657260 — EES 53) and an SP agreement with inte~~ alia Hello (see (Document
No 690710, Annex 7 —prices applicable from 01/06/2012). Telia had an NRO agreement with NwN until the end
of March 2008, when the latter switched to Telenor (see Document No 847814), an MVNO agreement with inter•
alia Lycainobile Norway (see Document No 847807) and an SP agreement with Altibox (see Document No
847821), among others.

21a See Document No 819874, Telenor's letter to the Authority of 23 September 2016, page 2.
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MVNOs).215 This substitution in the other direction is, however, not the relevant supply-

side substitutability question in the present case, as Telenor itself admits.
216

160. Telia, also speaking on behalf of Tele2 and NwN as their successor, agrees that it is

correct, on the basis of supply-side substitution, not to make a distinction between SP

access and NRO/MVNO access.
21~

161. The Authority therefore concludes that, in this case, the relevant product market at the

upstream level, i.e. the supply of wholesale access and origination services on public

mobile telephone networks, includes all forms of access (i.e. for NROs, MVNOs and

SPs).

162. This conclusion is further corroborated by Nkom's consistent findings in its market

analyses,218 the European Commission's decisional practice in merger cases,
219 the

21s See Document No 819874, Telenor's letter to the Authority of 23 September 2016, page 3: "It might be useficl

in this context to mote that while supply side sz~bstitutability from supplying MVNOs to supplying SPs is

straightforward for all players, it is not straightfo~-wa~•d for all players to substitute in the other direction: from

supply to SPs to supply to MVNOs. This is because many players that sarpply SPs (e.g. other SPs and other

MVNOs) are riot MNOs and would not be able to supply MVNO".

216 See Document No 819874, Telenor's letter to the Authority of 23 September 2016, page 3: "Although the

relevant supply side substitutability question here is whether there is supply side substitzrtability from supplying

MVNOs to sZcpplying SPs, the fact that supply side substitutability is not st~•aightfor~wa~~d in the other direction

highlights ~vhy there may be greater competition in supply to SPs and why the question of whether Telenor is

dominant in the supply to SPs should be examined separately."

21 See Telia's letter to the Authority of 30 August 2016, Document No 1075917, Section 2.1.

zl8 For example, while in its 2016 Market Analysis, Nkom acknowledged that the different types of access were

not good demand-side substitutes for one another (see paragraph 130), Nkom nevertheless retained a single market

for the supply of access and (call) origination services, without distinction by type of access seeker. This was

because Nkomrelied onsupply-side substitution and noted that, among other things, the production of the services

offered at the retail level requires the same input factors (see paragraph 131). For the 2006, 2010 and 2020 market

analyses, see paragraph 152 above.

219 See, in particular, the Commission's Decisions in cases M.7758 —Hutchison 3G Italy/Wind/JV, Section 6.3.1,

and M.7612 —Hutchison 3G UK/Telefonica UK, Section 7.3.1. See also the Commission's Decisions in cases

M.8131 — Tele2 Sverige/TDC Sverige, Section 4.1 l.l, M.7637 —Liberty Global/BASE Belgium, Section 4.6.1,

M.7018 — Telefonica Deutschlarrd/E-Plus, Section 5.2, M.6992 —Hutchison 3G UK/Telefonica Ireland, Section

6.1.2, M.6497 —Hutchison 3G Austria/Orange Austria, Section 5.2.2, M.5650 — T-Mobile/Orange, paragraphs

27-30, and M.4947 — Vodafone/Tele2ltaly/Tele2 Spain, paragraph 15.
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Norwegian NCA's decisional practice220 and the Authority's 2004 Recommendation on
relevant markets.221

163. The Authority's conclusion is unchanged by the fact that the supply of mobile access and
origination services to SPs was not regulated during the Period under Consideration.
While Nlcom did not regulate access for SPs in its 2006 and 2010 SMP Decisions,222 it
nonetheless consistently considered access to SPs to be part of a single wholesale market,
including access to all types of access seekers (i.e. NROs and MVNOs in addition to
SPs). Hence, as far as the type of access seeker is concerned, the Authority's approach to
the upstream market definition is fully aligned with that of Nkom (across all of its market
analyses).

8.2.3 Conclusion on the ~elevnnt product market ~t the upstream level

164. On the basis of the above, the Authority concludes that, for the Period under
Consideration, the relevant product market at the upstream level is the wholesale market
for access and origination services on public mobile telephone networks.

165. For the purposes of this Decision, this market includes, for the Period under
Consideration, the following services provided across all forms of wholesale access, i.e.
access for NROs, MVNOs and SPs:

• access and origination services for voice calls, SMS (text messaging), MMS, and
data services (including MTDS and MBB), for residential (non-business) and
business customers, whether pre- or post-paid customers, on all public mobile
networks (i.e. GSM networks and 3G (UMTS) and 4G (LTE) networks).

8.3 The relevant geographic market at the upstream level

166. According to established case law, the relevant geographic market comprises an area in
which the undertakings concerned are involved in the supply and demand of the relevant
products or services, in which area the conditions of competition are similar or
sufficiently homogeneous and which can be distinguished from neighbouring areas in
which the prevailing conditions of competition are appreciably different.223 The

'-20 See Vedtak V2018-20 — Telenor Norge AS og Telenor ASA —1<onkui-ranseloven ~ 29, jf. § 11 og EQ~S-avtalen
artildcel 54, 21 June 2018 ("the Norwegian NCA's Decision V2018-20"), paragraph 387; see Document No
1075916 (public version). This Decision was upheld by the Norwegian Competition Tribunal
(Konkunanseklagenemnda) on 19 June 2019 (see: Konkurranseklagenemndas avgj~relse V03/2019 19. juni 2019
in Case 2019/34; "Norwegian Competition Tribunal's Decision V03/2019"), Section 6.2. An appeal against the
latter decision is currently pending. See also the Norwegian NCA's Merger Decision V2015-1, paragraphs 156-
160, where the Norwegian NCA insisted on supply-side substitution at wholesale level and retained for this reason
a global market including all types of access, although it noted that it was not necessary to take a final decision
on this issue as it was not crucial for its conclusion in that case.
221 See Market 15 of the 2004 Recommendation on relevant markets, read in conjunction with the Commission's
2003 Explanatory Memorandum, page 30, where it states: "The j~elevant wholesale ma~•ket appea~~s in general to
be access and call origination on mobile networks".
222 See paragraph 102 and footnote 144 above, as well as the discussion in Section 9.2.6.6 below.
223 Judgment of 14 February 1978, United B~~ands, 27/76, EU:C:1978:22, paragraph 44; judgment of 9 November
1983, Michelin I, 322/81, EU:C:1983:313, paragraph 26, and judgment of 5 October 1988, Alsatel v Novasam,
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definition of the geographic market does not require the conditions of competition
between traders or providers of services to be perfectly homogeneous. It is sufficient that
they are similar or sufficiently homogeneous and, accordingly, only those areas in which
the conditions of competition are ̀ heterogeneous' may be considered not to constitute a
uniform market.224

167. In the electronic communications sector, the geographic scope of the relevant market has
traditionally been determined by reference to two main criteria, namely the area covered
by the network and the existence (and boundaries) of legal and other regulatory
instruments (including spectrum licensing).225

168. The wholesale provision of mobile services in Norway has generally corresponded to
national borders during the Period under Consideration.226 Since the network coverage
of the two main wholesale suppliers, Telenor and Telia, has been national in scope, the
supply of access and origination services on public mobile telephone networks has also
been national in scope. In addition, Nkom's regulatory jurisdiction covers only the
territory of Norway227 and therefore the regulatory regime is distinct from the one
covering neighbouring countries. The fact that mobile operators can provide services
only in the areas in which they have been authorised, and that a network architecture
reflects the geographical dimension of the mobile licences, also explains why mobile
markets are considered to be national in scope.22g

169. The conditions of competition at the upstream level are homogenous in Norway, as
illustrated by wholesale contracts that do not distinguish between different geographical
areas in Norway.229 At the same time, the conditions of competition differ significantly
from the conditions of competition in other countries, largely due to different regulatory
regimes.

247/86, EU:C:1988:469, paragraph 15. See also the Notice on the definition of the relevant market, paragraph 8,

and the Authority's SMP Guidelines, paragraph 57.

22~ See for example, judgment of 21 October 1997, Dezrtscl~e Bahn, T-229/94, EU:T:1997:155, paragraph 92, and

judgment of 22 November 2001, AAMS, T-139/98, EU:T:2001:272, paragraph 39.

Z'-5 See, for instance: Telefo~rica Decision, paragraph 211. See also the Commission's Decisions in cases M.7758

Hartchison 3G Italy/Wind/JV, Section 6.3.2.2; M.7612 — Hzrtchison 3G UK/Telefonrca UK, Section 7.3.2.2;

M.7018 — Telefonica Deartschland/E-Plars, Section 5.2.2,2; M.6992 — HZctchisorr 3G UK/Telefonica Ij•eland,

Section 6.2.2; M.6497 — Hzrtchison 3G Aarst~•ia/O~~ange Aarst~•ia, Section 5.3.2; M.5650 — T-Mobile/O~~ange,

paragraph 31; M.4947 — Vodafone/Tele2 Italy/Tele2 Spain, paragraph 16; IV/M.1025 —
Mannesmann/Olivetti/Infostl~ada, paragraphs 17-18 and COMP/JV.23 — Telefonica Poi•tacgal Telecom/Meth

Telecom, paragraphs 18-19. See also the Authority's SMP Guidelines, paragraph 60.

226 See, for instance, Telenor's NRO agreement with NwN (Document No 657260 — EES 27), as well as Telia's

MVNO agreement with Lycamobile Norway (Document No 847807) and Telia's SP agreements with Altibox

(Document No 847821) and Ventelo (Document No 847819).

22' For example, Nkom's SMP decisions only relate to its jurisdiction, i.e. Norway.

22g See the Authority's SMP Guidelines, footnote 45.

229 See the examples in footnotes 203 and 213.
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170. In light of the above, the Authority concludes that the market for wholesale access and
origination services on public mobile networks was national in scope (i.e. corresponded
to the territory of Norway) during the Period under Consideration.

171. Nkom reached the same conclusion in its market analyses of 2006, 2010, 2016 and
2020.230 Telenor has not disputed this conclusion during the proceedings.231

8.4 The relevant product market at the downstream level

8.4.1 Introduction

172. As described in Section 8.1.1, the process of defining the relevant market often starts
with identifying a candidate market. In the present case, the process of defining the
relevant retail market therefore starts with residential stand-alone MBB as, following the
inspections, this is the focal product in these proceedings. The market definition exercise
then seeks to establish any effective sources of competitive constraint on that focal
product. If, for example, fixed broadband services ("FBB"), MTDS, or MBB for business
customers, were sufficiently close substitutes for the focal product during the Period
under Consideration, then the candidate market should be broadened to include those
other products. In identifying the most immediate competitive constraints on the focal
product, the market definition is thus a key step in establishing the relevant framework
for the subsequent competition analysis.

173. At the downstream or retail level, the primary purpose of defining the relevant market in
this case is to provide a framework for assessing whether Telenor's pricing behaviour
constituted an abuse of a dominant position during the Period under Consideration,
including the determination of which products to include in the margin squeeze test (see
Section 10.3.5 below). As explained in Section 8.1.1 above, demand-side substitution is
the starting point for the definition of the relevant product market. Demand-side
substitution constitutes the most immediate and effective disciplinary force on the
suppliers of a given product. As regards supply-side substitution, this should, as
explained in Section 8.1.1, only be taken into account if its effects are equivalent to those
of demand-side substitution in terms of effectiveness and immediacy.

174. For the reasons described below, the Authority has reached the conclusion that, for the
Period under Consideration, the provision of stand-alone MBB services to residential
customers is the relevant product market at the downstream level in this case.

175. The Authority's analysis proceeds as follows:

(a) Section 8.4.2 summarises, by way of introduction, the evolution of MBB in
Norway from its launch in 2005 to 2014;

23o See Section 3 of Nlcom's 2006 Market Analysis; Section 2.4 of Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis; Section 2.5 of
Nkom's 2016 Market Analysis; and Section 2.5 of Nkom's 2020 Market Analysis.

231 See, for example, paragraph 67 of the Reply to the SO.
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(b) Section 8.4.3 considers whether FBB (including private Wi-Fi and public ~ Wi-
Fi (including semi-public Wi-Fi)) was part of the same relevant market as
residential stand-alone MBB services during the Period under Consideration;

(c) Section 8.4.4 considers whether MTDS were part of the same relevant market
as residential stand-alone MBB services during the Period under Consideration;

(d) Section 8.4.5 examines the cumulative competitive constraint exerted by FBB
(including private Wi-Fi and public Wi-Fi (including semi-public Wi-Fi)) and
MTDS on residential stand-alone MBB services during the Period under
Consideration;

(e) Section 8.4.6 examines whether the market for the supply of stand-alone MBB
services to residential customers should be broadened to include business
customers in the same relevant market; and

(~ Section 8.4.7 concludes on the relevant product marlcet at the downstream level
during the Period under Consideration.

8.4.2 The evoliction of MBB services in Norw~cy from 2005 to 2014

176. The present section describes the evolution of MBB services in Norway from their launch
until 2014, i.e. two years after the Period under Consideration.

177. MBB services were introduced in Norway in 2005 by Telia.232

178. Telenor launched its first MBB price plans in 2006, and its first stand-alone MBB plans
were launched the following year.233

23'- See Telia's press release of 28 February 2005: "NetCon~ launches the most comprehensive 3G net~vo~•k in
No~~rvay" (available at: <https://www.teliacompany.com/en/news/press-releases/2005/2/netcom-launches-the-
most-comprehensive-3 ~-network-in-norwavh, accessed June 2020; see Document No 1075347). See also Telia's
reply of 14 March 2017 to the Authority's request for information of 13 February 2017, response to Question 2.6
(Document No 847237).

233 See inter• alia Reply to the SSO, paragraph 76; and Reply to the SO, paragraph 47. See also Telenor's press
release of 15 June 2007: "Telenor lanse~~er en ny mobil b~•edbandl~sning med billig b~~uk I hele sommer" (available
at: <https://www.telenor.com/no/media/pressemeldinger/telenor-lanserer-en-ny-mobil-bredbandlosnina-med-
billig-bruk-i-hele-sommerh, accessed June 2020); translation by the Authority: "Telenor laarnches a netiv mobile
broadband solartion with cheap zrsage all szcmme~~ long".
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179. In an internal presentation of 8 April 2008 entitled "Mobile BB KTI"234 regarding
consumer surveys in the residential235 MBB236 market, Telenor stated the following
regarding the importance of MBB services in general:23~

"Mobile broadband is a focus area in Telenor~ Mobile.

- Mobile broadband is one of the Must Win Battles fog Telenor in 2008:
#S: Coverage: Mobile broadband with operators like Netcom and Ice means
that Teleno~ must fight hard in o~de~ to maintain its position in respect of
coverage.

- Concrete goals:
- Subscription: Aim. of 62 S00 subscriptions EOY 2008 only in Consume.
- Market shape target.• 55%.
- Recognition: That Telenor offers Mobile Broadband at 45%."

180. Telenor quickly acquired the largest market share in the residential MBB market. In
2008, Telenor's market share was already 52.4% based on subscribers and 50%based on

234 Translation by the Authority of: "Mobilt BB KTI". KTI stands for "Kundetilfi~edshetsindeks" or "Customer
Satisfaction Index".

23s The Authority notes that the documents submitted by Telenor in its reply of 15 November 2019 (Document
No 1097450) to the Authority's request for information of 7 November 2019 concerned: "documents listed under
the headings `(i) External market research /surveys consumers segment' and ̀ (ii) Internal market research /
surveys consumer segment "' in Telenor's reply of 18 November 2013 (Question 3.6). "Consumer segment" is
ordinarily used as referring to residential customers. Therefore, in the absence of anything specific in a document

which mentions business customers, the Authority assumes that all the data/informationrelates toresidential MBB

customers. Telenor claims that some of the surveys also deal with the business segment, and therefore, where

relevant, the Authority has in the following sections undertaken an explicit assessment of the relevance of these

surveys.

236 The Authority acknowledges that, as indicated in Telenor's letter of 10 December 2019, Section 2 (see
Document No 1103119), the definition of MBB used in the surveys submitted by Telenor in its reply of 15
November 2019 to the Authority's request for information of 7 November 2019 may have been broader than the
"stand-alone MBB" definition used by the Authority. Telenor notes in this respect that the definition used in the
surveys may include MBB tariff plans taken as add-ons to a mobile telephony subscription (see the discussion at

paragraphs 327-331 below) and duaUtwin SIM cards (i.e. additional data-only SIM cards added to an existing

mobile telephony subscription (see paragraph 295 below)). However, given that the majority of residential

customers consumed MBB priced on a stand-alone basis and not as part of a packaged or bundled price during

the Period under Consideration (see, for example, the graph at paragraph 331 below), the Authority considers that

the survey evidence provides a robust insight into how stand-alone MBB was being consumed by residential

customers at that time.

23' See Document No 1097593; see Telenor's reply of 15 November 2019 (Document No 1097450) to the
Authority's request for information of 7 November 2019, page 2; Translation by the Authority of the following

extract: "Mobilt bredband er et fokusomrade i Telenor Mobil. Mobilt bredband er et av Must Win Battles for
Telenor i 2008: #S: Dekning: Mobilt bredband med akt~rer som Netcom og Ice gje~r at Telenor ma kjempe hardt

for a beholde dekningsposisjonen. Konkrete maltall: Abonnement: Malsetning om 62 500 abonnement EOY2008
bare i Consumer. Markedsandelsmal: 55%. Kjerrrrskap: Til at Telenor tilbyr Mobilt Bredband pa 45%". In an
internal memorandum of October 2010 (see Document No 656746 — JNI 31, page 4/8), Telenor described the

MBB market as displaying "significant growth" and it considered potential entry from a newcomer (Hi3G)

targeting this (at the time) underdeveloped MBB market as the "main area for new establishment in Norway".
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revenues.238 As can be seen from Table 10 at paragraph 645 below, it maintained market
shares in that order during the entire Period under Consideration.

181. During the Period under Consideration, Telenor's market share was far higher than the
shares held by the two other MNOs in Norway, namely Telia and ICE.239 Telia had a
market share of between 24% and 36% based on subscribers and between 15%and 32%
based on revenues. ICE had a market share of between 11 % and 20% based on
subscribers and between 11 %and 34% based on revenues.24o

182. Non-MNOs also supplied residential MBB services but, in aggregate, their market shares
remained limited and did not exceed 5.5% during the entire Period under
Consideration.241

183. Table 2 below provides statistics in relation to stand-alone MBB subscriptions
(combining both residential and business customers) in Norway between 2008 and 2014.

Table 2: Number of subscribers and total revenues — MBB services (both residential and

business customers), 2008-2014

Variable 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Number of subscribers 264 698 430 644 505 785 566 527 571 434 555 475 535 015

Total revenues (`000 NOK) 495 703 801 273 897 190 1 017 158 1 159 803 1 187 518 1 257 410

Sozn~ce: Nkoi~~ 2014 statistics on No~~vegian e-com »za~•kets~' 2̀

z3g See Table 10 at paragraph 645 below.

239 ICE launched its own MBB services in 2006; see press release of 20 June 2006: "Mobilt sa~pe~~-bf°edband til
hele Norge" (available at: <http://news.cision.com/no/ice-net/r/mobilt-super-bredband-til-hele-nor~e,c219058>,
accessed June 2020); translation by the Authority: "Mobile szrpei~-broadband fog• all of No~~vay".

Zao See Table 10 at paragraph 645 below.

Z̀ ~' See Table 10 at paragraph 645 below. Despite the presence of ICE and numerous MVNOs and SPs, Telenor
labelled the MBB market, in an internal memorandum of October 2010, as a duopoly between itself and Telia;
see Document No 656746 — JNI 31, page 4/8.

Za2 See "Tallsammendrag for ekommarkedet 2014" (translation by the Authority: "Figures summary for the ecom
market 2014"), Tab ̀Mobiltjenester' (translation by the Authority: "Mobile services"), Figure 22 and 32 (available
at: <hops://ekomstatistil ken.nkom.no/#/download>, accessed June 2020.)
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Table 3: Total revenues (`000 NOK) — MBB services (both residential and business customers),
2008-2014

Variable 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Residential 198 836 408 385 526 695 643 017 752 273 807 890 833 539

Business 296 867 392 888 370 495 347 141 407 530 379 628 423 871

Source: Nkom 2014, statistics on No~~vegian e-com mat~ket.2`'3

184. The total number of MBB subscribers in Norway increased from approximately 265 000
in 2008 to almost 431 000 in 2009 (an increase of 63%). Thereafter, growth slowed down,
with the total number of subscribers peaking at around 571 500 in 2012. In 2013, the
number of subscribers started to decline and amounted to approximately 535 000 in 2014
(down from around 555 500 in 2013). Total revenues, in contrast, increased each year
(although the annual growth rate was higher in the early years) and amounted to
approximately NOK 1.26 billion in 2014, up from approximately NOK 496 million in
2008.

185. As illustrated in Table 4 below, the largest proportion of Telenor's customers in the MBB
market during the Period under Consideration was above 30 years of age.

Table 4: Customer demographics — Telenor MBB residential customers 2008-20112̀ ~`~

2008 2009 2010 2011

share %share %share %share

Gender

Men 77 69 58 62

Women 23 31 42 38

Age

— 30 years 12 10 14 13

31-54 years 52 55 47 44

55 years + 35 35 39 43

Za3 See "Tallsammendrag for ekommarkedet 2014", Tab `Mobiltjenester', Figure 32 (available at: 
<hrips://ekomstatistikken.nkom.no/#/download>, accessed June 2020.)

2a`' See "Usage Index Mobile Bf•oadband" (translation by the Authority o£ "Bi~uksindeks Mobilt Bf~edband"); see
Document No 1097608, page 72. The Authority notes that the interviews were being held between 30 September
and 10 October 2011; see Document No 1097608, page 6.
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186. In terms of data traffic volumes, as shown in Table 5 and Figure 2 below, MBB services

grew very rapidly from 2008 to 2009 (an increase of 145%) and then at a more moderate

— but still sustained —pace from 2010 to 2014, when annual growth rates ranged between

26% and 3 8%.

Table 5 : Data traffic volumes (in petabytes) — MBB and MTDS, 2008-2014

Variable 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

MBB 2.55 6.25 8.01 10.12 13.28 17.33 23.90

MTDS 0.17 0.40 1.41 4.36 10.52 19.55 39.73

TOTAL 2.72 6.65 9.43 14.49 23.80 36.88 63.63

Share of MTDS out 
6% 6% 15% 30% 44% 53% 62%

of total

SoZn~ce: Nkom, The No~~vegran e-com market, 2015.
24s

187. Table 5 above and Figure 2 below show that the consumption of MTDS was minimal

between 2008 and 2010 and still lagged considerably behind consumption of MBB data

until 2012. It is only as from 2013 that the data traffic volumes for MTDS were higher

than those for MBB, mainly due to increased smartphone penetration.246

2`'S See page 35 of Nkom's report regarding the Norwegian e-com market 2015 and underlying data,

"Tallsammendrag for ekommarkedet 2015" (translation by the Authority: "Figures summary for the ecom market

2015"), Tab ̀ Mobiltelefoni' (translation by the Authority: "Mobile telephony"), Figure 28, both available at: 

<https://ekomstatistikken.nkom.no/#/download>, accessed June 2020.

2`'6 See Nkom's 2016 Market Analysis, paragraphs 158-159, where the development in data traffic in the period

2008 to 2015 is discussed.
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Figure 2: Data traffic volumes (in petabytes) — MBB and MTDS,2̀ ~' 2008-2013
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188. The rapid increase in the demand for mobile data (MBB and MTDS) presented capacity
challenges for mobile communications providers, and in 2009 Telenor's investment plans
for its network had to be radically altered.249 Telenor was determined that it should be
able to maintain its "price-premium" position also in the future, meaning that it could
charge higher prices than its competitors because of its superior network coverage and
"best in test" experience. In order to do so, it considered that it had, among other things,
to continue to develop its network coverage and speed.2so

189. Despite the growth of mobile data consumption in Norway, mobile data usage rates in
Norway during the Period under Consideration were nevertheless well below those in
neighbouring countries Sweden, Finland and Denmark, as shown in Figure 3 below.

Z4' Referred to as "Mobile telephony" in Figure 2.

24g See page 35 of Nkom's report regarding the Norwegian e-com market 2015 and underlying data,
"Tallsammendrag for ekommarkedet 2015", `Mobiltelefoni', Figure 28, both available at: 
<https://ekomstatistikken.nkom.no/#/download>, accessed June 2020.

249 See Document No 658730 — RWI 46, internal Telenor memorandum of 12 June 2009, page 3.
Zso See Document No 658730 — RWI 46, internal Telenor memorandum of 12 June 2009, pages 3-7.
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Figure 3: Mobile data consumption (in gigabytes per capita per month), selected countries,
2007-2014
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190. In addition, the following figure shows that Norway had a far lower number of stand-
alone MBB subscriptions than most of the countries included in the sample during the
Period under Consideration:

Figure ~: l~aa~~~~g• of stand-al~uIl~ PV~BB : u~l~script~~ufl~ ~~~e~~ ~~~~Il~~, sele~~~Q~ countries, ~~~~—~~~~
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191. Finally, a comparison made by the OECD in 2009 of MBB prices between Norway,
Denmark, Finland and Sweden also showed that MBB prices in Norway were either

1'1 Nordic and Baltic NRAs, Report on Telecommunications Markets in the Nordic and Baltic Countries 2014
("The 2014 Nordic and Baltic Regulatory Report"), See Document No 1075351 (page 9).

z52 See Document No 1075351 (page 21).
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significantly higher, or MBB packages in Norway generally included a significantly
smaller volume of mobile data, compared with neighbouring countries.2s3

8.4.3 Were FBB services p~~t of the same relevant market acs ~esiclential stand-alone MBB
services?

5.4.3.1 Introduction

192. In addition to using MBB, consumers could at the relevant time also access the Internet
through a FBB connection. It is therefore appropriate to assess whether FBB services
(including private and (semi-254) public Wi-Fi) were in the same relevant market as
residential255 stand-alone MBB services during the Period under Consideration.

193. In Section 8.4.3.2, the Authority will assess demand-side substitution by examining
whether FBB services were a substitute for residential stand-alone MBB services (the
latter being the focal product in the present case25~). In Section 8.4.3.3, the Authority
considers supply-side substitution.

8.4.3.2 Demand-side substitution

194. As demonstrated below, during the Period under Consideration, FBB services were an
insufficient demand-side substitute for residential stand-alone MBB services. During the
Period under Consideration, FBB and residential stand-alone MBB satisfied different
needs, rather than being substitutes. In order to reach this conclusion, the Authority has
analysed product characteristics, the intended and actual usage and the prices of the two
services.25~

195. As shown in Section 8.4.3.2.3, this conclusion is in line with assessments of Nlcom and
the Norwegian NCA from the Period under Consideration. It is also in line with the
maj ority view of the NRAs in the EU and the European Commission's decisional practice
in telecoms merger cases.

8.4.3.2.1 P~°odzcct chat°actei°istics and zrsage

196. MBB and FBB have a number of different characteristics and features.

197. First, the Authority observes that there is a difference in mobility. MBB services provide
end users with different functionalities than those offered by FBB services. In particular,

253 See the OECD report of 30 June 2009 (available at: <http://www.oecd.ors/sti/broadband/43280727.pdf>,
accessed June 2020), Figure 7 at page 14 and Figure 9 at page 19.

25a See footnote 379 below.

zss As shown in Section 8.4.6 below, stand-alone MBB services sold to residential customers was a distinct market
from MBB services sold to business customers during the Period under Consideration.

2s6 Accordingly, the opposite question of whether MBB services can be considered an effective substitute for FBB
services (i.e. substitution from FBB to MBB services) is not relevant for the analysis.

25' See Notice on the definition of the relevant market, paragraph 7, also cited in Section 8.1.1 above.
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MBB gives consumers the ability to communicate, send and receive data and access the
Internet and other services ̀ on the go'.

198. Norwegian customers value wireless mobility highly. As an illustration, the mobile
penetration rate in Norway has long exceeded 100% of the Norwegian population.25g

199. Second, apart from the restriction in mobility which is inherent in F'BB, there were other
important differences in product characteristics between FBB and MBB services during
the Period under Consideration. For example, MBB services typically featured caps2s9

on the volume of data which end users could use, as well as slower speeds, compared to
FBB services. The fact that end users nevertheless purchased MBB shows that it covered
different needs.

200. Regarding differences in intended and actual use, consumer surveys conducted by
Telenor confirm that there were differences in preferences and usage patterns between
MBB and FBB. As shown in paragraphs 201-204 below, Telenor's consumer surveys
demonstrate that the need to use MBB ̀on the go' remained an important explanation for
why customers in the residential market purchased and actually used MBB throughout
the Period under Consideration.26o

201. An internal Telenor document from 2009 entitled "Usage Index Mobile Bj°oadband"261

shows that, in 2008 and 2009, the main reasons provided as to why Telenor's customers
in the residential MBB marlcet purchased MBB were that it could be "used eveNy~vheNe"
(28%), the customer "cannot get regular [i.e. fixed] broadband" (26%), MBB could be
"zrsed away from home/tivo~1~' (25%), and "availability/flexibility" (21 %).262 Telenor's
main conclusions regarding these findings are set out in the same document: "MBB as a
concept still meets conszcmet~ demand in a satisfactoNy manner°, in the sense that the
motivating divers fog purchases aye largely consistent with unique product
cha~~acte~~istics. The sej~vice is a natural choice fo~~ many [consumers] and seems to fulfil
a ~~ecognised need. [...] MBB seems to fit well in the Teleno~ poj~tfolio, as the service

Zss See, for example, Nkom's 2006 Market Analysis, paragraph 48: "At tl~e end ofJz~ne 2005, there ~vei~e just over
4.8 million mobile cirsto»~ers in No~~-vay, egifivalent to a mobile clensit}~ of about 104%." In 2014, for example,
there were 5.9 million mobile telephony subscriptions in Norway (see Nkom's 2014 e-com market report, page
1), against a population of around 5.1 million (which translates into a coverage ratio of 116% of the Norwegian
population). Nkom's 2014 report is available at: 
<htt~s://ekomstatistikken.nkom.no/files/ekomportaU2014/Det%20norske%20ekommarkedet%202014.pdf5,
accessed June 2020.

25~ See the quoted text in paragraph 209 below.

2~o Nkom came to the same conclusion: see paragraphs 219-220 below.

z6' Translation by the Authority of: "BYzrksindeks Mobilt B~-edband".

'62 See page 22, translation by the Authority of the following extracts: "Brzrkes ove~~alt", "Kan ikke fa vanlig BB",
`Bf•uIc zrtenfor hjen~met/jobb" and "Tilgjengelighet/fleksibilitet".
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extends the broadband market without significant cannibalisation of own broadband
customers. Few customers want to terminate thez~ subscription of regular broadband. "263

202. Telenor conducted similar surveys in 2010 and 2011. The need to use MBB ̀on the go'
remained an important reason for purchasing MBB (the results were in this regard to a
large extent similar to the 2009 survey).264 When summarising its main conclusions of
the 2010 survey, Telenor states that: "Overall, mobile broadband woks well as a service
where the customers aye satisfied over time and relatively loyal. [...] The customers aye
satisfied with theiN type of subscription and there is not much doubt as to whether MBB
should be the main o~ additional access. In this regard, the customers have decided and
they switch/supplement to a limited extent [...]. The results aye to a large extent similar
as the last survey".26s

203. In addition, other surveys conducted by Telenor during the Period under Consideration
indicate that the most important reason for purchasing MBB was to use it ̀ on the go'

(a) A document entitled "Feedback from Mobile BB customers (private, K&Hand
F~iB~uk) May 2009"266 shows that the main reasons for why residential
customers purchased MBB were "it can be used eve~ywhe~e" (28% in 2008 and
18% in 2009), "availability/flexibility" (21% in 2008 and 17% in 2009), "use at
the cabin" (2% in 2008 and 15% in 2009), "use outside home/work" (25% in
2008 and 12% in 2009) and "cannot get ~egula~ [i.e. fixed] broadband" (26%
in 2008 and 19% in 2009).26

(b) A document entitled "Broadband and TV survey; Status and development as of
Q4 2011 "268 reports under the heading "Mobile broadband is purchased in

263 See Document No 1097606 (see Telenor's reply of 15 November 2019 to the Authority's request for
information of 7 November 2019), pages 6 and 7; translation by the Authority of the following extract: "MBB
tre, ffer fortsatt godt med sitt ko~sept, i den forstand at driverne for kjr~p i stor grad samsvarer med zcnike
produktege~skaper. Tjenesten er et naturlig valg for mange, og ser ut til a dekke et erkjent behov. [...] MBB ser
riktig ut i Telenor portef~ljen, for tjerresten utvider bredbandsnzarkedet uten at det er stor kannibalisering pa egne
bredbandskunder. Det er fa som vil si opp va~lig bredband."

264 See Document No 1097608 (see Telenor's reply of 15 November 2019 to the Authority's request for
information of 7 November 2019), page 42.

265 See Document No 1097607 (see Telenor's reply of 15 November 2019 to the Authority's request for
information of 7 November 2019), page 6; translation by the Authority of the following extract: "Alt i alt fungerer
mobilt bredband bra som en tjeneste der kundene er stabilt forn~yde og relativt lojale. [... ] Kundene er forn~yde
med egen abonnementstype og liters toil om MBB skal vc~re hovedaksess eller tilleggsaksess. Her har de bestemt
seg og bytter/supplerer i liters grad. [...] Resultatene er svc~rt like med malingers sistgang."

266 Translation by the Authority of the following extract: "Tilbakemeldinger fra Mobilt BB-kundene
(privat, K&H og FriBruk) mai 2009".

Zs~ See document entitled "Tilbakemeldinger fi~a Mobilt BB-kicndene (privat, K&H og FriBrzck) mai 2009" (see
Document No 1097580; Telenor's reply of 15 November 2019 to the Authority's request for information of 7
November 2019), page 13; translation by the Authority of the following extracts: "Brukes overalP', 
"Tilgjengelighet/fleksibilitet", "Bruke pa hytta", "Bruke utenfor hjemmet/jobb" and "Kan ikke fa vanlig BB".

26g Translation by the Authority of: "Bredbands- og TV-undersekelsen; Status og utvikling per Q4 2011"; see
Document No 1097676 (see Telenor's reply of 15 November 2019 to the Authority's request for information of
7 November 2019), page 76.
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o~de~ to get a flexible web-solution fog both private and work related usage"269

that, in 2011, the main reasons why respondents' households had MBB were "it
can be used eveNywhe~e" (44%), "use in relation to woN1~' (34%), "use at the
cabin" (31 %), "availability/flexibility" (31 %), "needs related to wor1~'
(20%).270 The Authority notes that, although some of the categories suggest that
MBB was also used in relation to work,271 Telenor's own interpretation of the
survey, reflected in the heading mentioned above, indicates that the survey also
gives specific insights with regard to the residential market.

(c) A document entitled "Norwegian consumes mobile broadband portfolio,
Banner books results"272 of 24 January 2011 shows that, at the beginning of
2011, the main reasons for purchasing MBB were `fog usage outside
home/wor1~' (23%), "it can be used eve~ywhe~e" (14%), "I can use it at my
cabin" (20%), "I cannot get FBB where I live" (8%) and ̀flexibility and access
to internet" (7%).2~3

204. In the Authority's view, Telenor's surveys show that actual usage was consistent with
the reasons for purchasing MBB.274 Table 6 below contains an extract of key data from
the surveys regarding actual usage.

269 See page 76, translation by the Authority of the following extract/title: "Mobilt bredband anskaffes for a ha en
fleksibel nettlssnzng bade privat og i jobb".

270 See page 76, translation by the Authority of the following extracts: "Kan Brukes overalt", "Bruke i
jobbsammenheng", "Bruke pa hytta", "Tilgjengelighet/fleksibilitet" and "Behov i forbindelse med jobben".

2'1 See Reply to the LoF, page 7, second bullet point.

Z'2 See Document No 1097549 (see Telenor's reply of 15 November 2019 to the Authority's request for
information of 7 November 2019), pages 20 and 21.

2'3 See page 20, translation by the Authority of the following extracts: "For bruk utenfor hjemmet/jobb", "Det kan
brukes overalt", "Jeg kan brzcke detpa hytta", "Jeg kan ikke fa fastlinje-abortnement der jeg bor" and "Fleksibilitet
og tilgang til internett".

2~4 "Usage Index Mobile Broadband' (translation by the Authority of: "Bruksindeks ~l~lobilt Bredband") (2010):
See Document No 1097607, page 47; and "Usage Index Mobile Broadband" (translation by the Authority of:
"Bruksindeks Mobilt Bredbanc~') (2011). See Document No 1097608, page 43.
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Table 6: In which of the following situations clo you use MBB?2''

2009 2010 2011

share %share %share

of respondents of respondents of respondents

At home276 73 68 73

At the cabin/regular 52 54 56
vacation location277

When travelling/vacation 40 42 48
in Norway278

When travelling with train, 31 31 40
car, bus or boat279

Home outdoor/outside 29281
garden, terrace, etc.280

In relation to work (oi- 29 25 29
school)282

In a park, cafe/on the 13 12 12
beach, outside restaurant,
etc.283

When travelling abroad284 8 11 10

At the shopping mall, cafe 10
restaurant285

Other situations286 2 3 4
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205. As indicated in Table 6 above, and as also pointed out by Telenor when summarising a
survey from 2011,287 many customers used MBB at home. In these surveys, the

2'S Translation by the Authority of the following extract: "I hvilke av clisse situasjonene bruker du mobilt
bredband?"

Z'6 Translation by the Authority of the following extract: "Hjemme"/"Hjemme innend~rs". In the 2011 survey this
category was split in two, "Home indoor" and "Home outdoor/outside garden, terrace, etc." See also footnote 280.

27 Translation by the Authority of the following extract: "Pa hytta/fast feriested".

278 Translation by the Authority of the following extract: "Pa reiser/ferie i Norge".

2'9 Translation by the Authority of the following extract: "Pa reiser med tog, bil, buss el. baP'.

280 Translation by the Authority of the following extract: "Hjemme utend~rs page, terrasse, m.m."

281 In the survey relating to 2011 (see Document No 1097608, page 42), the category "home outdoor/outside" (see
footnote 280) was reported by 29%. This category was not present in the survey relating to 2009-2010 (see
Document No 1097607, page 47).

2g2 Translation by the Authority of the following extract: "I jobb/skolesammenheng"/"I jobb-sammenheng".

2g3 Translation by the Authority of the following extract: "I park, kafe, e.1. "/"I park, pa stranden, uterestaurant
o.l."

284 Translation by the Authority of the following extract: "Pa ~eise~ i utlandet".

zgs Translation by the Authority of the following extract: "Pa kj~pesenter, kafe, restaurant".

286 Translation by the Authority of the following extract: "Andre situasjone~".
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respondents were asked to submit information on all locations where MBB was used.288
In the Authority's view, as customers are likely to spend more time at home compared to
being ̀ on the go' or at their cabin, it is only natural that MBB is often used at home.
However, and more importantly, the fact that many customers used MBB at home sheds
limited light on the substitutability between MBB and FBB. The share of customers that
used MBB only at home was relatively stable in the period 2008 to 2010 (24% in
2010).289 In other words, most customers used MBB in a range of different situations.
Further, in the document summarising the survey from 2011, it is stated that: "The usage
pattern is to a lay°ge extent stable compared to ear°liej~, ho~veve~° the usage tends to
increase while on the go. "290

206. In relation to the share of customers that used MBB only at home, the Authority notes
that a Telenor document entitled "Feedback fi~oj~~ Mobile BB custonZe~~s (private, K&H
and Fi~iB~~zck) May 2009"291 states that "Pf~ima~y-access~292~ custome~~s mope often just
theij° pzc~~chase of MBB by ~~efe~ence to the fact that they cannot get Negula~ [i.e. fixed]
bj~oadband at home and becaz~se it is cheape~~".293 In the Authority's view, this shows
that many of the customers who used MBB only at home were of the belief, for whatever
reason, that FBB was simply not available. Therefore, for these customers, just like for
those seeking ̀ on the go' use, FBB was also not an alternative.

207. Moreover, MBB has traditionally been the preferred product for accessing the Internet in
secondary homes or locations where FBB was either not available or was too costly for
a limited usage.29~

208. According to Telenor, the respondents who claimed that they did not have access to FBB
at home were either wrong or not referring to home usage. In this context, Telenor refers
to a study from 2008 showing that 97.8% of Norwegian households had access to FBB.29s

287 See Document No 1097608, page 8, and Reply to the LoF, page 6.

2g8 See Document No 1097607, page 47.

289 See Document No 1097607, page 47: "Andelen soin b~~zrke~~ kzrn hjen~me hay vc~i~t konstar~t med ca. en fje~•dedel
i hve~• av de tre malingene, Jenne gang 24%", translation by the Authority: "The p~~opo~~tion tivho arse [MBB] only
at hor~~e has been constant lvith app~•ox. one garai•ter~ i~ each of the three measzn~ements, this time 24%".

290 See Document No 1097608 page 43; the Authority's translation of the following extract: "B~•zrksmonstef~et ei~
stort sett stabilt fra tidlrgere, men tenders til r~ket bruk mews man e~• pa faj~ten." See also Document No 1097607,
page 47, entitled: "Br~zrksrn~rrstef~et e~• svice~~t stabilt" (translation by the Authority: "The arsage pattern is very
stable").

291 Translation by the Authority of the following extract: "Tilbakemeldirrgef~ fi•a Mobilt BB-Icarndene (p~~ivat, K&H
og F~•iB~•ark) mai 2009"; see Document No 1097580, page 23.

29'- Primary-access customers are customers that have MBB as their primary source of access to the Internet.

29' Translation by the Authority of the following extract: "Pt~imc~~~aksesskamdene gi~unngir anskaffelsen av MBB
oftere feed at de ikke kan fa vanlig BB hjemme og at Jet e~° billigei~e med MBB". The Authority notes that this
quote also refers to MBB being used "because it is cheaper". The Authority understands this as primarily referring
to situations where the installation or the subscription fee for FBB was too expensive compared to its intended
use.

29`' See Nkom's 2016 Market Analysis, paragraph 112 and Annex 13 to the Reply to the SO (Document No
802047), paragraph 199, where Telenor agrees with this.

29s See Reply to the LoF, pages 8 and 9.
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However, the fact that it was technically feasible for most households to install FBB,
does not mean that all customers believed in practice that this was possible. In the
Authority's view, the latter factor is more relevant in this context. This is also reflected
in one of Telenor's surveys,296 where the respondents can reply "No good solution fog
FBB whej~e I live".297 The Authority notes that also other surveys conducted by Telenor
refer to the fact that some customers could not get FBB at home.298 Finally, there is no
contemporary evidence or documentation suggesting that Telenor, at the time, considered
that the respondents were wrong or had misunderstood the question.

209. The Authority's understanding of the consumer surveys listed above is also confirmed
by the view presented by Telenor in a meeting with Nkom in 2011, entitled "Actof~s'
Meeting - BY°oadband",299 which was that FBB and MBB were complementary products
during the Period under Consideration:3oo

"Fixed and mobile b~~oadband

- Do not appeal° as substitzrtes today —and will sca~~cely be so in a three yea~~s

perspective

- Marketed as a complementary product —and considered as one

- Many icsef~s of mobile broadband face higher prices

- Volume constraints on mobile broadband

- Volume pricing if usage exceeds included volume

- On fixed broadband prices af~e not linked to usage

- Greater variation in speed on mobile

- Some households only have mobile bj°oadband

- Often linked to a demand fog mobility which fixed b~°oadband cannot meet (fog

instance tablets).

- [...]»

z96 See Document No 1097549, page 2.

297 See the following question: "Hvo~ fog° haJ~ dar ikke fastlinje b~-edbandsabonnement hjemme?" and possible
answer: "Det firrnes rngen gode l~srringer for fastlinje b~•edba»dsabo." (translation by the Authority: "Why don't
you have a FBB subscription at home?"; "There at e fro good solartions for FBB"). For instance, MBB customers
that rented an apartment may not have had the willingness to pay for installation of FBB. In addition, as also
explained by Telenor at page 7 of the Reply to the LoF, some customers did not want to pay for two subscriptions.
For those customers who had a specific need for MBB, FBB may not have been an alternative.

29g See Document No 1097549, page 2.

299 Translation by the Authority o£ "Aktorn7~te - Bj•edband".

30o See Document No 1109084 (see Nkom's reply of 20 January 2020 (Document No 1109079) to the Authority's
request for information of 13 January 2020), page 12; translation by the Authority of the following extract: "Fast
og mobilt bredband / • Ff•arnstaf° i dag ikke som substitzrttef~ — og vil Heppe gjfl~~°e det i et t~~ea~~spe~~spelctiv / •
Ma~•kedsf~~~es som et komplement — og ansees som det / • Hoye~•e p~•is for n~obilt b~•edband for mange bNarke~•e -
Volztmbeg~•ensningei~ pa mobilt bf~edband - Volumprising ettef• rradd tak - Volzrmaravhengig pf~is pa fast bredband
/ • Stgr~•e va~~iasjon i nedlastingshastighet pa mobil / • Noen haisholdninget~ has kzrn mobilt bf~edband - Ofte knyttet
til mobilitetsbehovsnre fast bi~edband ikke kan st~tte (fo~~ eksempel nettbj~ett)".
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210. According to Telenor, this presentation does not shed light on the relevant question in
this case, namely whether FBB constrained MBB.3o1 In the Authority's view, however,
even though FBB may be the focal product in Telenor's presentation, the arguments
relied on in order to explain why FBB and MBB were complementary products are still
relevant for the definition of the relevant market in this case. The Authority notes that
Telenor informed Nkom that FBB and MBB were marketed and considered as
complementary products. Assuming that this statement is correct, it must also follow that
MBB and FBB were complementary products, as, logically speaking, a product cannot
be considered as complementary in one direction and not in the other. Further, Telenor
refers to the fact that demand for MBB was linked to a demand for mobility which FBB
could not meet. This is in line with the Authority's interpretation of Telenor's customer
surveys set out above.3o2

211. The Authority observes that statements submitted to Nkom by other firms operating in
the residential MBB market, namely Telia and Ventelo, are in line with Telenor's view
in the above-mentioned presentation to Nkom. In particular, Telia stated that "mobile
b~°oadband is an alternative and an additional se~~vice, bzct not a substitzcte to fixed
broadband", while Ventelo claimed that mobile data would be a supplement to FBB and
not a substitute, 303

212. Furthermore, the following internal Telenor documents also indicate that MBB and FBB
were complementary products during the Period under Consideration:

(i) A strategy document from 2009, setting out a proposed strategy for the MBB
market, states, under the heading "Mobile b~°oadband as a complementary
p~odzrct to fixed —aim fo~~ similar maNket shaj°e to mobile telephony", that
"Mobile broadband shows good growth in both of the main segments. There is
a risk that competitors will position mobile broadband as a substitute to fixed
bf°oadband. This shall be avoided throicgh maf~ket mix and PR",304 This
document indicates that, since 2009, Telenor may have pursued a strategy aimed
at avoiding competitive convergence arising between different categories of
products it offered.3os The evidence referred to by the Authority in this section

'ol See Reply to the LoF, page 3.

30'- Telenor also claims in its Reply to the LoF, page 4, that MBB was inferior to FBB, due to quality and coverage,
and that it is more likely that a superior product exerts competitive pressure on the inferior product, than vice
versa. While it is correct that FBB services usually had higher download speed and bandwidth, the fact that
consumers still demanded MBB shows, however, in the Authority's view, that the intended usage for the two
products differed.

303 See Document No 1109087, page 2; translation by the Authority of the following extract: "mobilt bt•edband ef•
et alte~~nativ og en ekst~•atjeneste, f~7en ikke som sarbstitutt foi• fast bi•edband", and Document No 1109085, page
3 : "Mobildata vil i overskuelig fi~e»~tid were et supplement til fastaksesse~- og ikke et sirbstitirtt"; translation by the
Authority: "Mobile data i-vill in the foreseeable firtZrre be a sa{pplement to fixed access and not a sarbstitarte" (see
Nlcom's reply of 20 January 2020 to the Authority's request for information of 13 January 2020).

30`' See Document No 656831, RWI 7, page 20/24; translation by the Authority of the following extracts: "Mobilt
bi•edband som komplement til fast - mal onz lik andel som mobiltelefonr"', "Mobil bredband viser god vekst i begge
hovedsegment. Det ef~ en ~~isiko fo~~ at konkurrente~~ vil posisjone~•e det som et szrbstitartt til fast b~~edband. Gjennom
markedsmiks og PR skal dette zrnngas."

3os See also Reply to the LoF, page 11, first paragraph.
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confirms that Telenor succeeded in this regard during the Period under
Consideration.

~11~ An internal e-mail from 24 November 2009, where Telenor Norway's CEO
commented on Telenor's draft reply to a public consultation on Market 15 (the
wholesale market for access and call origination on public mobile telephone
networks)3o6 by Nkom, stating that MBB services must be considered as a
complementary product to FBB:307 "As ~egaj~ds laj~ge screen/mobile broadband,
this is cui°~~ently a complementary p~°oduct to fixed broadband, [...]."

(iii) A document from 2011 entitled "Usage Index Mobile Bt~oadband"308 shows that
76% of the respondents intended to keep both their MBB and their FBB
subscriptions (see category "Beholde begge"). Only 10% intended to terminate
their MBB subscription (see category "Si opp Mobilt b~°edband"), while 4°/o
intended to terminate their FBB subscription (see category "Si opp vanlig
b~edband"),3o9 The Authority notes that 95% of the respondents in this survey
paid for the subscription themselves.310

213. As regards the strategy document from 2009 (see point (i) in paragraph 212 above),
Telenor claims that the statement supports the fact that MBB and FBB were substitutes
and that Telenor saw this risk and wanted to avoid it to the extent possible.311 In the
Authority's view, as is evident from this document, Telenor may have pursued a
conscious strategy from 2009 aimed at eliminating the risk that consumers would see
these two services as substitutes. The documents referred to in this section indicate that
Telenor succeeded in this regard.

214. The complementary nature of MBB and FBB services can also be inferred from a
consumer survey conducted by Nkom in 2013.312 According to Nkom, this survey
indicates that residential consumers did still not see FBB as a substitute to MBB
access.313 The survey shows that 82.6% of the respondents that had an MBB subscription,

30~ Market 15 of the 2004 Recommendation on relevant markets.

30' See Document No 658338, EES 71, page 1/2; translation by the Authority of the following extract: "Nar det
gjelde~~ stoi° skje~•mh~~obilt b~~edband er dette per i dag et komple»~entcert p~~odukt trl fast b~°edband, [... ]".

3os Translation by the Authority of: "Bf~zrksirrdeks Mobilt Bredbancl".

30~ See Document No 1097608 (see Telenor's reply of 15 November 2019 to the Authority's request for
information of 7 November 2019), page 56; translation by the Authority.

3'o See page 6. According to Telenor, the Authority should take into account that having two accesses was more
common in the business segment, see Reply to LoF, page 11. However, the fact that 95% of the subscribers paid
for the subscription themselves indicates that this survey mainly concerns customers in the residential market.

31 See Reply to the LoF, page 11, first paragraph.

3'z See Nkom's "Analysis of the market for wholesale (physical) network infrastructure access (including shared
or fully unbundled access) at a fixed location (LLU market) and the market for wholesale broadband access
(Broadband Access market) (Market 4 and Market 5)" of 20 January 2014 ("Nkom's 2014 Market Analysis for
Markets 4 and 5") (Annex 1 to the Decision of 20 January 2014 for Markets 4 and 5), page 28; see Document No
1075314. The markets concerned were "Markets 4 and 5" as listed in the 2008 Recommendation on relevant
markets.

313 See Nkom's 2014 Market Analysis for Markets 4 and 5, paragraph ll2 at page 28. Nkom further notes the
following in the same paragraph: "One of the most important f~easons ti-vhy end irse~~s choose to bacy a mobile
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also had an FBB subscription.314 In the Authority's view, the fact that most customers in
the residential MBB market chose to have both subscriptions is an indication that FBB
was a complementary service, rather than a substitute.

215. The findings in the survey conducted by Nkom are also consistent with several consumer
surveys conducted by Telenor in the period 2007-2008:

(a) A document from 2008, entitled "TaNget audience analysis: who has bought
MBB (the entire market, not just Teleno~ customers) Source: The Access
Survey",31s discusses a survey from 2008. The document states: "Mobile
broadband —primarily for those who also have ~egula~ broadband at home.
Approximately S% of those who have Mobile Broadband do not have inte~net
connection at home. Source: Aksessunde~s,~kelsen, app~^oximately 2000
interviews in the population 1 S+. The whole market: Not only Teleno~
customers."316

(b) A presentation, summarising surveys carried out in 2008 entitled "B~oadband
survey —Draft presentation Q4 2008"317 states that "Increased share has MBB,
however the vast majority use it as an additional subscription".318 According to
this presentation, 85.(%319 of the MBB customers also had an FBB
subscription.320

network-based broadband subscription is the desire to be able to consume broadband content, and send and
receive data traffic, regardless of where they are."

31a 19%had FBB and MBB, 4%had only MBB. Share with only MBB: 4/23 = 17.4%. Share with both MBB and
FBB: 100-17.4 = 82.6%.

31s Translation by the Authority of: "Malgruppeanalyse: hvem har kj~apt MBB (hele markedet, ikke bare Telenor-
kunder) Kilde: Aksessunders~kelsen".

316 See Document No 1097521 (see Telenor's reply of 15 November 2019 to the Authority's request for
information of 7 November 2019), page 9; translation by the Authority of the following extract: "Mobilt bredband
— f8rst og fremst for de som ogsa har vanlig internett hjemme /
Ca S% av de som har Mobilt Bredband har ikke internettilknytning hjemme
Kilde: Aksessunders~kelsen, ca 2000 intervju i befolkningen IS+. HELE MARKEDET.• IKKE KLIN TELENOR-
KUNDER". See also Document No 1097514 (see Telenor's reply of 15 November 2019 to the Authority's request
for information of 7 November 2019), page 2.

31~ Translation by the Authority of: "Bredba~dsunders~kelse Utkast til presentasjon Q4 2008".

31s See Document No 1097658 (see Telenor's reply of 15 November 2019 to the Authority's request for
information of 7 November 2019), page 32; translation by the Authority of the following extract: "~'kt andel med
MBB, men de alley fleste benytter det som tilleggsabonnement".

319 13.9% of the respondents had MBB, while 11.9% had MBB as a supplementary access. 11.9/13.9 = 0.856 =
85.6%.

32o According to Telenor this survey includes business customers. Telenor claims that it was mostly business users
that had MBB as a complementary access form (see Reply to LoF, page 11). The Authority notes however, that
page 32 in the presentation explains that less than 15% of the customers included in the survey used MBB only
for work, while almost 40% used it only at home. Therefore, this survey also sheds light on residential customers'
usage of NIBB as an additional subscription.
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216. Finally, the Authority notes that both services grew in parallel, which further confirms

that they were distinct products.321 In footnote 45 of its Reply to the SSO, Telenor notes

that between 2008 and 2010 the number of customers reported as having Wi-Fi at home

had increased from 74% to 86%. It can be seen from Table 2 at paragraph 183 above that

the number of subscribers for stand-alone MBB nevertheless almost doubled in the same

period.

8.4.3.2.2 Prices

217. The Authority observes that the prices (per MB) of MBB services were higher compared

to those for FBB services.322 The fact that consumers nevertheless bought residential

MBB, in addition to FBB, indicates that the products met different consumer needs and

were therefore complementary.

8.4.3.2.3 Decisional pf~actice of Nkom, the NRAs, the No~~wegian NCA and the European

Commission

218. The Authority's conclusion that MBB and FBB services were complementary services

rather than substitutes, and therefore belonged to different product markets, is in line with

assessments of Nkom and the Norwegian NCA from the Period under Consideration. It

is also in line with the majority view of the NRAs in the EU, as well as with the European

Commission's decisional practice in telecoms merger cases.

219. In its assessment of FBB and MBB services in the period 2005-2009, Nlcom concludes

that "the zcse of fixed nettivo~°k-based and mobile-based broadband access is

complementary fog most end uses, and the degree of szcbstitzctability is considered to be

small. [...]. Pointing in the same direction is the fact thatfixed netwo~~k-based broadband

access does not provide the capacity fog° access to broadband content from locations

othef~ than whe~~e b~~oadband connection has been established. One of the most important

~~easons ~~hy end zcse~°s choose to bZty a mobile net~►~~o~~k-based b~~oadband szcbsc~iption is
the desi~°e to be able to consume b~~oadband content, and send and receive data traffic,

~°ega~°dless of tivhef°e they a~°e. Fixed nehl~o~~k-based broadband access is not a szcbstitZcte

fog° this application. An evaluation of demand-side szcbstitzction in the j~etail ~~zarket

32' See Nkom's 2014 Market Analysis for Markets 4 and 5, paragraph 109: "[...] Nevertheless, NPT [Nkom's

predecessor] is zrnde~- the clew• irrapr~ession that the end zrse~•s 1-vho have access to fixed nehvork-based b~~oadband

access p~~ima~~ily vies-v mobile b~•oadband access as a sarpplement to, ~~athe~~ than replacement fo~~, the fried

b~~oadband access. NPT frnds that most providers shaf~e this vier-v. The fact that the number of fixed broadband

subscriptions continue to increase, ~-vhile the mobile bf•oadband penetration increases sharply, also indicates that

most people consrde~• mobile b~~oadband us a szipple»7ent to fried broadband access." Nkom's assessment

concerned the period from 2010 unti12014.

322 See Telenor's presentation entitled "Acto~~s' Meeting - B~~oadbana'" in a meeting with Nkom in 2011 (see

Document No 1109084, page 12), quoted in paragraph 209 above. When explaining why MBB is regarded as a

complementary product and not as a substitute to FBB (the latter being the focal product in the presentation),

Telenor refers to the fact that many MBB users face higher prices due to the fact that there are volume restrictions

on MBB (volume-based pricing after a certain usage volume is exceeded), whereas the prices for FBB are volume

independent. See also the BEREC Report referred to in footnote 327 below.
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indicates on this basis that mobile net~►voj°k-based and fixed net-wor~k-based broadband
access constitute different relevant pj~oduct markets. "323

220. In its assessment of FBB and MBB services in the period from 2010 until 2014, Nkom
concludes that "[...] a fixed broadband access cannot be a szcbstitute fog a mobile
broadband access, since a fixed b~°oadband access does not enable access to broadband
content fi°om othej~ locations than ~vhej~e the bf°oadband connection is established. One
of the most impo~~tant seasons why end zcse~s choose to bzcy a mobile nettivoj~k-based
bf~oadband szcbsc~iption is the desire to be able to conszcme bf°oadband content, and send
and ~~eceive data tl°affic, f°ega~dless of ~vhe~~e they aye. An evaluation of demand-side
substitZction in the retail may°ket indicates on this basis that mobile netwot°k-based and
fixed net~a~o~~k-based bj~oadband access constitutes different relevant pj°odzrct ma~~kets".32~

221. Thus, during the Period under Consideration, Nkom found that FBB was not an
appropriate substitute for MBB and belonged to a separate relevant product market. The
main reason for this finding was the fact that FBB could not be used ̀ on the go',325

222. Additionally, as late as in 2016, Nlcom concluded that FBB would, only to a limited
extent, have a disciplinary effect on MBB and the two types of services were thus not
substitutable from an end user's perspective.326

223. The Authority notes that Nkom's findings are in line with the majority view of the NRAs
in the EU. The latter have examined the extent to which fixed and mobile services can
substitute for each other. The majority found that such services belong to separate retail
markets, mainly for the reasons which the Authority has discussed in Sections 8.4.3.2.1
and 8.4.3.2.2 above.32~

3'-3 See Document No 1114287, Nlcom's Analysis of the wholesale market for full and shared access to fixed
access networks (LLU market) and the wholesale market for- broadband access services (broadband access market)
of 3 April 2009 (i.e. Markets 4 and 5 (wholesale markets for FBB services) of the Authority's 2008
Recommendation on relevant markets), paragraphs 98-99; available at:
<https://www.eftasurv.int/cros/sites/default/files/documents/~opro/319-521115.PDF>, accessed June 2020.

32`' See Nkom's 2014 Market Analysis for Markets 4 and 5, paragraph 112. This extract clearly shows that,
although this market analysis concerned the fixed markets, Nlcom also examined the question that is relevant in
the present case, i.e. whether FBB is a substitute for MBB. Telenor's argument in the Reply to the SSO (see Annex
1 to the Reply to the SSO — CRA Comments, paragraph 51) that the reference to this Nkom decision is irrelevant
is therefore unfounded.

3zs See footnote 313 above.

326 See Nkom's 2016 Market Analysis, paragraphs 110-114.

32' In 2012, the Body of European Regulators for Electronic Communications (BEREC) reported that the majority
of NRAs reached the conclusion that fixed and mobile services belong to separate markets given: "(i) the existence
of different cha~•acteristics between fixed and mobile offet~s (e.g. diffes~ences in p~°ice, bandtividth, mobility and
usage limitations); and (ii) the existence of different prefe~•ences and different usage patterns between fixed and
mobile se~~vices use~~s". See page 2 of BEREC, Report on Impact of Fixed-Mobile Substitution in Market
Definition, BoR (12) 52 (see Document No 1075372).
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224. Similarly, the Norwegian NCA, in a merger decision from 2012 involving Telenor, found
that "Mobile bt~oadband is available where a fixed access is not, which indicates that this
product for most purposes is complementary to fixed access".32g

225. Furthermore, in its more recent (2015) merger case involving Telia and Tele2, the
Norwegian NCA also concluded that, due to different features and functionalities, FBB
and mobile data services belonged to separate markets, although it noted that it is
conceivable that FBB can be a substitute for mobile data services for some users.329

226. In its Decision V2018-20, the Norwegian NCA came to the same conclusion for the
period between 18 August 2010 and 30 June 2014,330 l.e. the period which was relevant
for the NCA's case and which partially overlaps with the Period under Consideration in
the present case,331

227. Finally, the Authority's assessment is also in line with the European Commission's
decisional practice in telecoms merger cases, which has consistently confirmed that FBB
services are not a substitute for mobile data services and therefore do not form part of the
same product market.332 Telenor recognises this Commission practice,333

8.4.3.2.4 Consideration of Telenor's arguments

228. The Authority's conclusion that residential stand-alone MBB and FBB belong to distinct
product markets is robust to Telenor's arguments to the contrary. These arguments are
discussed in the following paragraphs.

328 See Document No 1114289, the Norwegian NCA's Decision V2012-8 — Telenor Norge AS —LOS Bynett AS /
Bynett Privat AS of 23 March 2012 (available at: <https://konkurransetilsynet.no/decisions/1708-v2012-8h,
accessed June 2020), paragraph 79; translation by the Authority of the following extract: "Mobilt bredband er
tilgjengelig der fast aksess ikke er det, noe som indikerer at dette produktet ,for de fleste formal vil were
komplementc~rt til fast aksess".

329 The Norwegian NCA's Merger Decision V2015-1 (Document No 1075334), paragraphs 144-145 and 148.
Although the Norwegian NCA assessed FBB versus mobile data services in general (including both MBB and
MTDS), the Authority considers that the reasons for considering that FBB services were not a valid substitute for
mobile communications services (or mobile data services in general) are equally relevant when comparing FFB
to residential. stand-alone MBB.

33o This was further confirmed by the Norwegian Competition Tribunal, albeit for a slightly shorter period, i.e.
from 18 August 2010 to 6 December 2013 (see the Competition Tribunal's Decision V03/2019, paragraph 580).

331 The Norwegian NCA's Decision V2018-20, Section 9.2.3.9 and paragraph 464.

332 See, for example, Commission's Decision of 12 December 2012 in Case M.6497 —Hutchison 3G
Austria/O~ange Austria, in particular, paragraphs 55-57; Commission's Decision of 2 July 2014 in Case M.7018
— Telefonica Deutschland/E-Plus ("Telefonica Deutschland/E-Plus Decision"), in particular, paragraphs 60-64;
Commission's Decision of 19 May 2015 in Case M.7421 —Orange/Jazztel, paragraphs 50-53; Commission's
Decision of 11 May 2016 in Case M.7612 —Hutchison 3G UK/Telefonica UK, in particular, paragraphs 252 and
253; and Commission's Decision of 1 September 2016 incase M.7758 —Hutchison 3G Italy/Wind/JV, paragraphs
125-126.

333 See Reply to the SO, paragraph 96.
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8.4.3.2.4.1 Telenor's interpretation of the consumer surveys

229. According to Telenor, the surveys mentioned above show that MBB was a substitute to,

and faced significant competitive pressure from, FBB throughout the Period under
Consideration.334 Inessence, Telenor's conclusion is built on its understanding that MBB

was a substitute to FBB, the usage of MBB was not truly mobile, MBB and FBB were

not complementary products, and customers did substitute MBB with FBB. The

Authority disagrees with Telenor's interpretation for the following reasons.

230. First, regarding Telenor's observation that MBB was a substitute to FBB~335 the

Authority notes that this issue is of minor importance in the present case, where the

relevant question is whether FBB was a valid alternative for residential stand-alone

MBB. In its Reply to the LoF, Telenor seems to agree with this.336

231. In any event, in the Authority's view, several of the documents referred to by Telenor

actually indicate that MBB was not a good alternative to FBB. See, for example:

(i) A presentation entitled "B~oadband sZc~°vey — D~~aft p~°esentation Q4 2008"337 from

December 2008, which states: "Increased shaj~e 1a~ith MBB, however the vast

majority use it as an additional szcbsc~iption";33s

(ii) A presentation from December 2008 regarding churn, where, under the heading

"Summary", it is stated that "So fay low chu~~n339 fy~om `o~dina~y' broadband to

mobile b~oadband'.34o

232. Second, the Authority disagrees with the interpretation of internal documents referred to

by Telenor regarding whether usage of MBB was truly mobile,341 and the

complementarity of MBB and FBB. Regarding the former, in the Authority's view, the

documents referred to by Telenor in fact confirm that MBB was purchased primarily to

33a See Telenor's letter of 10 December 2019 (Document No 1103119), page 1.

33s In this context Telenor refers to Document No 1097658, page 9; Document No 1097666, page 19; Document

No 1097656, page 54; Document 1097654, page 45; Document No 1097661, page 6; Document No 1097608,

pages 9, 57 and 58; Document No 1097549, page 2, and Document No 1097676, page 74.

336 See Reply to the LoF, page 3.

33' Translation by the Authority of: "Bredbandsunde~~s~kelse - Utkast til p~~esentasjorr Q4 2008".

33s See Document No 1097658 (see Telenor's reply of 15 November 2019 to the Authority's request for

information of 7 November- 2019), page 32, the Authority's translation of the following extract: "~kt andel med

MBB, merr de allet~ fleste benytte~~ det sore tilleggsabonnement". According to the statistics presented on this slide,

86% of the respondents that had a MBB subscription also had a FBB subscription (11.9%/13.9% = 85.6%). See

Document entitled "B~•edbandszrndets~kelse — Utkast til p~~esentasjon Q4 2008" (Document No 1097656), pages

56 and 57: "(d'kt andel med MBB, men de allet~ fleste benytte~• det som trlleggsabonnemertt".

339 The term ̀ churn' or ̀ churning' means to move away from or abandon a product.

3~o See Document No 1097666, page 23; the Authority's translation of: "Fo~~elepig lite charm fra 'vanlig' bredband

til mobilt bi•edbanc~'.

3a1 See Document No 1097580, page 14, and Reply to the LoF, page 8.
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use `on the go'.3`~2 Regarding Telenor's interpretation of evidence related to the
complementarity of MBB and FBB,343 the Authority notes that, as pointed out in Section
8.4.3.2.1 above, the vast majority of evidence available indicates that customers
considered MBB and FBB to be complementary products. So did Telenor in a meeting
with Nkom in 2011, as outlined in paragraph 209 above.

233. Third, Telenor refers to the results of three surveys (the first conducted in December
2008, the second in December 2009/January 2010 and the third in August 2010) in its
Reply to the SO as evidence that customers did substitute MBB with FBB,344 In this
context, Telenor also points to a number of other- surveys in its letter of 10 December
201934s and its Reply to the LoF.346

234. The Authority disagrees with Telenor that the survey results of 2008 and 2010 referred
to in the Reply to the SO show a substitution effect from MBB to FBB, to the extent that
both services should be considered as part of the same relevant product marlcet.

235. First, these surveys mainly show that MBB (for use at home) was not a good alternative
for FBB. This issue is, however, irrelevant in the present case, where the relevant
question is whether FBB was a valid alternative for MBB (for use ̀ on the go'). The
surveys show that some of Telenor's customers had tried to use MBB at home as a
substitute for FBB. MBB for use at home did not, however, appear to be a good
alternative for FBB and this explains why many of the respondents terminated their MBB
subscription. This is confirmed by the fact that the main reasons for churning away from
MBB were "poop coverage where I live", "poop network capacity" and "too expensive".
This is further supported by Telenor's own conclusions on the surveys at the time, which
stated that Telenor should make customers aware of the drawbacks of using MBB as a
primary access product and mitigate client expectations in this regard.347

236. Second, the Authority also disagrees with Telenor's interpretation of the survey results.

~`~2 See Document No 1097580 (see footnote 267 above), page 13, which shows that the most important reason to
purchase MBB was to use it `on the go'. The fact that many customers used MBB at home, does not alter the
Authority's finding that MBB was primarily purchased to use ̀ on the go'.
3`'3 See for example Document No 1097607, page 61 and Telenor's letter to the Authority of 10 December 2010,
page 8.

3̀ '`' The results of these surveys are reported in three internal Telenor presentations. The first two are included as,
respectively, Annex 1 (Telenor, Chzr~•nede pr•ivat-Kzrnder pa r~~obilt b~•edband; which concerns the period October
2008 —November 2008; see Document No 802035) and Annex 2 (Churnede privat-Kunder pa mobilt bredband;
which concerns the period December 2009 —January 2010; see Document No 802036) to the Reply to the SO.
Annex 2 contains only the main findings, but does not reproduce the underlying figures. In addition, in paragraph
200 of Annex 13 to the Reply to the SO, Telenor refers to a survey conducted in "August 2010" (Telenor, Mobilt
b~-edband: Chzn~n). This survey was sent to the Authority on 20 January 2020 (see Document No 1108919). See
also Reply to the SO, Section 3.4.3.2.

3as See Document No 1097623, page 26, and Document No 1097549, page 16; and Document No 1103119,
Telenor's letter to the Authority of 10 December 2019, pages 9-10.

3a6 See Document No 1097549, pages 16 and 17; Document No 1097580, page 3; Document 1097606, page 17;
and Document No 1097529, pages 2 and 5; and Reply to the LoF, Section 3.1.

3̀ ~~ See 2008 survey (Annex 1 to the Reply to the SO), page 6.
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237. Telenor submits that ̀ fog close to 40% of chzcNning3̀ ~g szcbscr~ibe~s, MBB tivas fog use at
home".349 The Authority notes that the surveys referred to by Telenor do not provide

information on churn numbers as such, but rather qualitative explanations for terminating

the MBB subscription. This is also reflected in the numbers repotted by Telenor, which

add up to more than 100%. This indicates that the respondent could give multiple answers

when replying to the survey. In the Authority's view, this shows that Telenor's claim that

close to 40% of churning subscribers bought MBB for use at home lacks relevance and

thus probative value, as those respondents who replied "bozrght regular b~°oadband at

home, did not need MBB anymo~~e" may also have been (in whole or in part) the same

respondents as those who replied "poof~ cove~~age 1-vhe~~e I live." It is therefore not

appropriate to sum up the percentages of these two categories of answers, as Telenor

suggests.

23 8. In any event, only a minority of customers who terminated their MBB subscription with

Telenor (17% in 2008 and 25% in 2010)3so said that they had done so because they had

purchased FBB at home, which indicates a limited extent of substitution from MBB to

FBB services. In this context, the Authority observes that other surveys conducted by

Telenor indicate that even fewer customers terminated their MBB subscription with

Telenor because they had purchased FBB at home. Specifically, consumer surveys show

that in 2012 the average number of customers reporting that they had terminated their

MBB subscription because they had installed FBB at home was below 10%.3s1

239. Telenor also claims that ̀ fog many if not most, FBB would have been an alternative at

home" and that in one of the surveys "41 % ~epo~ted that the most important reason foi°

their original pzc~chase of stand-alone MBB was fog use at home".352 The Authority

however notes that another internal document records that "Primary-access czcstome~s

mope often pzc~°chase MBB due to the fact that they cannot get regular' [i.e. fixed]

broadband at home and because it is cheaper".3s3 In the Authority's view, therefore, the

appropriate conclusion to draw from the evidence on this point is simply that, for a

significant proportion of the customers who had a MBB subscription, FBB was, in

practice, not available.

240. Telenor further states that "a~~ound 80% of those that chzc~~ned dropped stand-alone MBB

altogether' ~~athej~ than switched to a competito~~'s stand-alone MBB plan (79% in 2008

and 82% in 2010)" and "only 13% of chzc~~nef°s ~°epo~ted that they ended theij~ MBB

sztbsc~~iption because they only needed it te»~po~~a~~ily". In Telenor's view, this suggests

3̀ '8 By "churning" customers Telenor means customers that had recently terminated their stand-alone MBB

subscription with Telenor; see also footnote 339 above for the meaning of "churn" or "churning".

'`~~ Annex 13 to the Reply to the SO, paragraph 200.

3so Annex 13 to the Reply to the SO, paragraph 200.

3s' See document entitled "Chzrrn analysis Mobile B~~oadband (MBB) Q4 2012" (translation by the Authority of:

"Charrnanalyse Mobilt Bredbarrd (MBB) Q4 2012"); see Document No 1097529; see Telenor's reply of 15

November 2019 to the Authority's request for information of 7 November 2019), page 6: category "Fatt fast

b~•edband hjemnze" (the Authority's translation: "have installed FBB at home").

3sz Annex 13 to the Reply to the SO, paragraph 200.

3s3 See Document No 1097580, page 23 and footnote 293 above.
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that "the majority of those that dropped MBB altogether found alter°natives fog them
broadband needs".3s4 In its Reply to the LoF, Telenor points to similar findings in three
other surveys. According to Telenor, it is a safe assumption that the majority of the
respondents that terminated their MBB subscription did not plan to cease their use of the
Internet, and that this clearly shows other types of access were availab1e,355

241. In this context, the Authority notes that, in the 2008 survey, in response to the question
of whether they alj°eady had FBB at home when they acquired their MBB subscription,
the vast majority of respondents3s6 responded that indeed, they had FBB at home before
they had bought MBB. In the Authority's view, this is evidence that MBB users viewed
MBB and FBB as complementary (rather than substitutable) services, i.e. that MBB and
FBB satisfied different needs — Internet access ̀ on the go' and at home respectively. This
is also coherent with the vast majority of evidence presented by the Authority in Section
8.4.3.2.1.

242. Moreover, while the Authority agrees that the maj ority of the respondents that terminated
their subscription would probably continue to use Internet at home, also after terminating
their MBB subscription, this does not imply that they considered FBB as a substitute to
MBB. In this context, the Authority notes that many respondents explained that they
terminated their subscription due to the fact that they didn't use it.357 This suggests that
the respondents left the market for MBB, which cannot be interpreted as a valid indicator
of substitution from MBB to FBB.

243. Regarding similar findings referred to by Telenor in its letter of 10 December 2019, the
Authority notes, as regards the first survey, that the questions are addressed to customers
who did not have an MBB subscription.358 They could not therefore provide up-to-date
knowledge of the product, nor could they form a representative sample of the relevant
customer group that could provide insight into switching patterns.3s9 In such a case, the
probative value of the evidence is limited. Moreover, the Authority disagrees with
Telenor's interpretation of the survey related to what Telenor refers to as "chzc~n-
nZcnzbei~s" from MBB.36o In this context, as also explained in paragraph 237 above, the
Authority considers that the survey referred to by Telenor does not provide information
on churn numbers as such, but rather qualitative explanations for terminating an MBB
subscription. This is also reflected in the numbers (percentages) reported by Telenor,

3s`' The percentage for 2010 can be found in paragraph 200 of Annex 13 to the Reply to the SO.
ass See Reply to the LoF, page 8, first bullet point.

3s~ That is, 61% of the 292 respondents who had FBB at home at the time of the survey. See page 13 of the 2008
survey (Annex 1 to the Reply to the SO). This question was not reported in the 2010 survey results, contained in
Annex 2 to the Reply to the SO.

3s' See Document No 1097529, page 2 and 5, See also Document No 802035 (Annex 1 to the Reply to the SO),
page 5, where it is stated that 55 % of the churned customers who used MBB as their primacy access said that they
did not use the MBB subscription as much as expected and Document No 802036 (Annex 2 to the Reply to the
SO), page 3.

ass See Document No 1097623, page 3.

3s9 See Document No 1097623, page 26.

36o See Document No 1097549, page 16.
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which add up to more than 100%. This indicates that the respondent could give multiple
answers when replying to the survey. In this context, this constitutes a methodological
weakness which lowers the probative value of the documents.

244. The Authority considers that the survey results presented by Telenor do not contradict
the Authority's conclusion that FBB and MBB services belong to separate relevant
product markets.

8.4.3.2.4.2 Use of FBB on mobile devices

245. As additional support for the claim that many consumers did not rely on MBB to cover
their mobile data needs and that FBB was a substitute for MBB, Telenor relies on the
following:361

• More than 80% of data consumption on mobile devices is consumed on FBB (Wi-
Fi);

• The number of laptop PCs in Norway has consistently been far higher than the
number of MBB subscriptions; and

• Since the global launch of the iPad in early 2010, tablets without a SIM card have
consistently been more popular than models with a SIM card,362

246. The Authority considers that none of the points above is evidence of a material
competitive constraint exerted by FBB on MBB,363 Rather, they indicate that FBB
services were still more prevalent (most likely because of practically unlimited data
volumes, lower prices and higher and more reliable speeds364) than MBB. In addition,
the points above in no way establish that customers requiring access to data services ̀ on
the go' would have been able to satisfy their needs through FBB services during the
Period under Consideration.

247. The Authority notes that in the Telefonica Deutschland/E-Plus Decision, the European
Commission rejected arguments similar to the ones above. In that case, the notifying
party argued that FBB exerted a strong competitive constraint on mobile data services
and pointed to the fact that, on average, 64% of the data traffic on smartphones in
Germany had been transmitted via home Wi-Fi.36s The Commission noted, however, that
the fact that the majority of data traffic on smartphones was transmitted via FBB (Wi-Fi)
was because FBB services were still more powerful and cheaper than mobile services.366

The Commission noted that as long as FBB services do not ensure uninterrupted

36' Reply to the SO, paragraphs 103-108.

36? In particular, Telenor notes that, in 2013, tablets without a SIM card accounted for more than 73% of all tablets
sold in Norway (Reply to the SO, paragraph 107).

363 As noted in the Section 8.4.3.2.3, the European Commission, most of the EEA NRAs, including Nkom, and
the Norwegian NCA have all found that this constraint was limited.

36`' See the quote in paragraph 209 above. See also page 2 of BEREC, Report on Impact of Fixed-Mobile
Substitution in Market Definition, BoR (12) 52 (see Document No 1075372), quoted in footnote 327 above.

3~s Telefonica Dezrtschland/E-Plzrs Decision, paragraph 63.

366 Telefonica Deutschland/E-Plus Decision, paragraph 63.
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coverage, they offer customers only a limited service in terms of time and location of
their data usage and therefore cannot fulfil the same demand met by mobile services, not
even to a significant extent. Therefore, the Commission considered that the competitive
constraint arising from FBB services was still not material and concluded that FBB
services were merely complementary to mobile broadband services and belonged to a
separate market,367

248. Finally, Telenor refers to news articles from 2008 which discuss MBB as a substitute for
FBB368 and to an intet-nal document of Telia, which indicates, in Telenor's view, that
Telia considered MBB and FBB as substitutable, and reported that 49°/o of customers
would cancel their FBB subscription if they had access to 4G (which is mobile data).3~9

249. The Authority notes that those articles and Telia's internal document do not address the
relevant question in the current case, i.e. whether FBB was a good substitute for MBB
(and not the other way around3~o)

250. For the same reason, Telenor's arguments371 that Telia first introduced MBB in order to
establish a direct alternative to Telenor's FBB offer and that ICE also introduced an MBB
offer as a substitute to FBB are irrelevant.

8.4.3.2.4.3 Quantitative assessment of the number of end users who viewed FBB as an
alternative to MBB

251. Telenor argues further that the Authority has not assessed "tivhetheN a sz fficient numbej~
of consumer's would have ~ega~ded FBB as an effective substitute to MBB, such that FBB
woicld constrain (on its own o~ together with other constraints) a hypothetical monopolist
of MBB from imposing a SSNIP. "3~2

252. In this respect, it is worth recalling that the Authority has already demonstrated in this
section that FBB and MBB should be considered as complementary (rather than
substitutable) services.

367 Telefonica Deartschland/E-Plans Decision, paragraphs 63 and 64.

36s See Reply to the SO, paragraph 113, where Telenor refers to the following media articles: VG Technology,
"Fixed o~~ Mobile Bt~oadband?" (the Authority's translation of: "Fast eller mobilt bf~edbarrd?"), 14 September
2008; see Annex 4 to the Reply to the SO (Document No 802038); Dagens N~ringsliv, Mobile Bf~oadband is the
Cheapest (the Authority's translation of: "Mobilt b~•edba~rd e~~ billigst"), 13 November 2008; see Annex 5 to the
Reply to the SO (Document No 802039).

36~ Telia's internal document: Mobile B~•oadband: Statzrs, CharJ•n and ~-vay foi~vard, undated, contained in Telia's
reply of 27 January 2015 to the Authority's request for information of 12 December 2014 (Document No 743261,
enclosure 5). In footnote 119 of Annex 13 to the Reply to the SO, Telenor comments that this internal Telia
document states that one of Telia's goals was "~•eplacing ADSL with a fully competitive mobile solaction".

3~o As indicated in paragraph 193 and footnote 256 above, the question of whether MBB was a good substitute for
FBB is not relevant for the purposes of this case, as MBB is the focal product which is being tested in this case.

3~1 See Reply to the SSO, paragraphs 92 and 93.

37- See, for example, paragraphs 197 and 200 of Annex 13 of the Reply to the SO.
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253. The Authority recalls further that, contrary to what Telenor seems to contend, a
"hypothetical monopolist test" (or SSNIP test) is not mandatory for the purpose of
defining the relevant market (see paragraph 129 above).

254. As stated in the Notice on the definition of the relevant market, the Authority can use a
range of evidence to define the relevant market, "depending very much on the
charactej°istics and specificity of the industry and pyoducts or' services that aNe being
examined".373

255. On this basis, the Authority considers that Telenor's objection —that the Authority
incorrectly defined the relevant market in this case because it failed to assess the number

of end users who viewed FBB services as an alternative to stand-alone MBB — is
unfounded.

256. To reiterate the Authority's view, FBB was not an alternative to MBB for data usage ̀ on
the go' . In addition, for some of the customers that had MBB at home, FBB was simply
not a perceived alternative. As the Commission found in its Telefonica Deutschland/E-
Plus Decision,374 as long as FBB services ensure no uninterrupted coverage, they offer
customers only a limited service in terms of time and location of their data usage and
therefore cannot fulfil the same demand fulfilled by mobile services.3~s

8.4.3.2.4.4 Comparison with other Nordic countries

257. Telenor has raised a number of points in relation to the Authority's comparison of

Norway with other Nordic countries (see paragraphs 189 and 190 above).

258. Telenor notes that, according to the 2014 Nordic and Baltic Regulatory Report discussed

in paragraphs 189 and 190 above, during most of the Period under Consideration,

Norway was number three in terms of total broadband connections (FBB and MBB

combined), close behind the leaders Sweden and Denmark.376 Telenor also considers that,

when comparing the relative development of FBB and MBB in the Nordic markets, it is

evident that substitutability existed between FBB and MBB in Norway.377

259. Telenor observes that from 2007/2008, Norway had a much better development in FBB
penetration compared to Finland and Sweden, but started to fall behind on MBB
penetration. According to Telenor, as MBB matured, the development of FBB

penetration in Sweden and Finland was dramatically reduced. Telenor considers that the
substitutability between FBB and MBB must have led or contributed to a weak FBB

3~3 Notice on the definition of the relevant market, paragraph 25. See also judgment of 14 December 2005, Gene~•al

Elect~~ic, T-210/01, EU:T:2005:456, paragraph 519; judgment of 27 September 2012, Shell Pett•oleam~, T-343/06,

EU:T:2012:478, paragraph 171; judgment of 6 July 2010, Ryanarr~, T-342/07, EU:T:2010:280, paragraph 136;

and judgment of 9 March 2015, Dezrtsche Bo~~se, T-175/12, EU:T:2015:148, paragraph 133.

37̀ ' See paragraph 247 above.

3~s Telefonica Deutschland/E-Plzrs Decision, paragraph 63.

3~6 Telenor refers to Chart 3.1 and 3.2 at pages 19 and 20 of the 2014 Nordic and Baltic Regulatory Report.

37 Reply to the SSO, paragraph 94.
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development in Finland and Sweden. In Norway, according to Telenor, the excellent FBB
solutions proved to be a better substitute for stand-alone MBB.

260. The Authority does not agree with Telenor's interpretation of the 2014 Nordic and Baltic
Regulatory Report. The fact that FBB grew faster than MBB in Norway is not in
contradiction with MBB being a distinct product market. As demonstrated by the
Authority in Section 8.4.3.2 above, the evidence clearly shows that MBB and FBB were
complementary services. It is therefore incorrect that FBB solutions were close
substitutes to residential stand-alone MBB in the Norwegian market. The 2014 Nordic
and Baltic Regulatory Report shows that for example in Denmark, MBB and FBB grew
in parallel during the Period under Consideration.378 As noted in paragraph 216 above,
this was also the case in Norway during the Period under Consideration. In the
Authority's view, this parallel evolution is consistent with the view that MBB and FBB
were complementary products rather than substitutes.

8.4.3.2.4.5 Public Wi-Fi (including semi-public Wi-Fi)

261. Telenor also submits that public Wi-Fi (including so-called semi-public Wl-F13791l
services might have constrained a hypothetical monopolist of stand-alone MBB.
Specifically, Telenor argues that "although wife penetration in public places such as cafes
and j~estazc~ants would have been growing and fay° from zcbiquitozcs in 2010, fog cej~tain
consumef~s, ~vifi in enoicgh places in which they were expecting to want to zcse them laNge
screen device outside of them homes (e.g. in them local cafe and hotels that they visited)
would have ~ep~esented a sufficient substitztte fog stand-alone MBB. "ago

262. Telenor also refers to a consumer survey conducted from October until November
2011381 and notes that "[i]n addition to accessing inter°net by mobile phones, the zcse of
tablets was inc~~easing from 2010 and onwa~~ds" and that it is interesting "that almost as
many say they use them tablets outside home via public Wi-Fi as respondents saying they
zcse MBB".382 In the Authority's view, this survey is irrelevant, as the results reported are
from respondents with access to a tablet. These include customers with only a FBB
subscription. The survey is therefore not limited to customers with MBB subscriptions
as their primary or secondary subscription. Only the latter sample is relevant in order to
assess whether such customers also use public Wi-Fi zones.

263. The Authority further observes that the existence of public or semi-public Wi-Fi is not
mentioned as a reason for terminating a MBB subscription in any other relevant
consumer surveys mentioned above. In the Authority's view, this is a clear indication

378 This can be seen from a comparison of Chart 3.1 (at pate 19 of the Report) and Chart 3.2 (at page 21)
reproduced in paragraph 190 above.

3~9 By semi-public Wi-Fi, Telenor means Wi-Fi in public places such as restaurants, pubs, hotels, etc.

38o Annex 13 of the Reply to the SO, paragraph 220.

3g' Telenor refers to the following survey: "BBTVU Q4_2011.pp~" (Document No 1097650).

382 See Telenor's letter to the Authority of 10 December 2019 (see Document No 1103119), page 15.
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that public and semi-public Wi-Fi were not considered as substitutes to stand-alone MBB
during the Period under Consideration.

264. In the present case, to the best of the Authority's knowledge, no data recording the extent
of the penetration of public Wi-Fi services in Norway in 2008 and subsequent years is
available. However, the Authority refers in the following paragraphs to certain cases and
findings of the European Colninissian. In these cases, the Commission concluded, in
relation to the United Kingdom ("the UK") and Italy, that mobile communications
services could not be substituted by public Wi-Fi services, given in particular the lack of
nationwide coverage and of sufficient density, even in 2016. Given Norway's
challenging geography and low population density, the Authority considers it unlikely
that public Wi-Fi services would have been denser and/or had better coverage in Norway
during the Period under Consideration than in the UK or Italy in more recent years.

265. The Authority notes that the European Commission found that, even in 2016, mobile
communications services in the UK could not be substituted by public Wi-Fi services,
given in particular the differences in terms of geographic coverage and quality.383

266. The Commission noted first that mobile network coverage was largely ubiquitous across
the UK, but public Wi-Fi connectivity services were primarily focused on towns and city
centres and even there the density of public Wi-Fi networks was not sufficient to enable
them to be substitutable for mobile communications services.384

267. Moreover, according to the Commission, public Wi-Fi services were not comparable in
terms of quality with mobile services. That was because public Wi-Fi services in the UK
were provided over unlicensed spectrum, which everybody has the right to use and,
therefore, congestion issues could not be controlled. In contrast, mobile services were
provided over licensed spectrum, which meant that an MNO had much greater control
over the quality of service.385 For these reasons, the overwhelming majority of
respondents to a Commission questionnaire stated that public Wi-Fi and mobile
communications services should be considered as complementary.386

268. Finally, the Commission noted that public Wi-Fi services were still a very limited
phenomenon compared to mobile services, in terms of volume of data. In particular, using
data from the NRA, Ofcom, the Commission reported that, in June 2014, there were 44
million GB of data transfet-~ ed on mobile networks in the UK, compared to 2.2 million
GB on the public Wi-Fi networks (comprising around 42 000 hotspots).387 Given these
differences in terms of geographic coverage and quality, the Commission concluded that
mobile communications services cannot be substituted by public Wi-Fi services. In fact,

3s3 Corrllnission's Decision of 11 May 2016 in Case M.7612 — Hartchison 3G UK/Telefonica UK, in particular
paragraph 253.

38̀ ~ Ibidem.

ass Ibidem.

3s6 Ibidem.

387 Ibidem.
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according to the Commission, public Wi-Fi and mobile communications services should
be considered as complementary.388

269. The Authority notes further that the Commission reached the same conclusion, also in
2016, in a case concerning the Italian market.389 In particular, the Commission noted that
the density of public Wi-Fi networks in Italy at the relevant time was too limited to
consider these services as a credible substitute to mobile communications services.390

270. These conclusions regarding the UK and Italian markets are consistent with a number of
earlier Commission decisions, where the Commission concluded that Wi-Fi services did
not constitute a substitute for mobile data transmission and observed that FBB services
were complementary to mobile data services.391

271. In the present case, given Norway's challenging geography and the fact that it is
relatively sparsely populated, the Authority agrees with the European Commission's
reasoning that, as long as FBB services ensure no uninterrupted coverage, they offer end
customers only a limited service in terms of time and location of their data usage and
therefore cannot fulfil the ̀ on the go' demand met by mobile services,392

272. Moreover, public Wi-Fi services are often inferior to MBB services in terms of quality,
and using public Wi-Fi hotspots entails a number of security and privacy risks to end

3g8 Ibidem.

3g9 Commission's Decision of 1 September 2016 in Case M.7758 —Hutchison 3G Italy/Wind/JV.

390 Ibidem, paragraph 127.

39' See Commission Decision of 12 December 2012 in Case M.6497 —Hutchison 3G Austria, paragraphs 55-57;
and Telefdnica Deutschland/E-Plus Decision, paragraphs 60-64. The Commission referred to these cases in its
Competition Merger Brief 1/2014 (No magic number to dial —The Commission's review of mobile telecoms
mergers (see Document No 1075385), page 11), where it wrote that: "Mobile operators sometimes argue that the
relevant product market should be defined as including not only mobile telecommunications services but also
fzxed broadband services. Consumefs can access these fried broadband services with their smartphone of• tablet
via Wi-Fi spots in public places or at home. In the Austrian and German cases [M.6497 —Hutchison 3G Austria
and M.7018 — Telefonica Deutschland/E-Plus], the Commission assessed this argument explicitly and concluded
that, at present [2012 and 2014], fixed broadband is not an alternative for mobile telecommunications services.
Mobile users may be using Wi-Fi spots frequently, bact they also want their mobile device to function when they
have no access to Wi-Fi spots. Hence, Wi-Fi acts as a complement, not as a substitute, to mobile
telecommunications services." In paragraph 99 of its Reply to the SSO, Telenor notes that these cases and the
Italian and UK case discussed above did not specifically consider "residential stand-alone MBB". This is correct.
However, the reasons for considering that FBB services are not a valid substitute for mobile communications
services (or mobile data services in general) are equally relevant when comparing FBB to residential stand-alone
MBB.

392 See Telefonica Deutschland/E-Plus Decision, paragraph 62, where the Commission noted that: "In order to be
a substitute to mobile broadband services, the Wi-fr services would need to provide smooth handover (so that the
service is provided seamlessly when mobile), and nationwide coverage, to replicate that of the mobile network,
which is not the case for the Wi-fi services that are currently available in Germany."
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users.393 It is also for these reasons that FBB was not an adequate substitute for MBB
services during the Period under Consideration.

273. The Authority therefore considers Telenor's submission, that public Wi-Fi services were
in the same relevant product market as stand-alone MBB services during the Period under
Consideration, to be unfounded.

8.4.3.2.5 Conclusion

274. In view of the above, the Authority concludes that, based on an assessment of demand-
side substitution, FBB services were not in the same relevant product market as
residential stand-alone MBB services during the Period under Consideration.

8.4.3.3 Supply-side substitution

275. Given the different nature of the networks involved and the products supplied, the lack
of availability of spectrum frequencies,394 etc., the Authority does not consider it likely
that suppliers of FBB services in the short term could or would have switched production
to residential stand-alone MBB with the required immediacy and effectiveness, e.g. in
the event of a change in relative prices. Telenor has not contested the absence of supply-
side substitution during this investigation.

8.4.3.4 Conclusion

276. Due to the insufficiency of demand-side substitution and the absence of supply-side
substitution, the Authority concludes that FBB and residential stand-alone MBB services
belonged to separate product markets during the Period under Consideration.

8.4.4 Were MTDS prat of the same ~elevtcnt m~~ket as ~esiclentinl stand-alone MBB
services?

8.4.4.1 Into°odzcction

277. As noted Section 8.4.2 above, stand-alone MBB subscriptions were introduced in
Norway in 2005. By marketing these services as "mobile" broadband (as opposed to
"fixed" broadband), mobile communications providers emphasised the possibility for
end users to access the Internet from their computers, laptops, etc. (i.e. large-screen

393 See, for example, an extract from the Earj•opol website in 2014 on "risks of ztsing parblic Wi-Fi"' (Document No
1115099) which shows that public Wi-Fi hotspots have been the target of alerts by public authorities regarding
cybercrime.

39`' See paragraph 558 below.
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devices39s) even when they were not at a fixed location (for example, away from home
or their workplace), i.e. ̀ on the go'.396

278. Initially, MBB services were mainly used for web-browsing, e-mailing, and working
with documents. Over time, they have also become suitable for more data-intensive tasks,
such as streaming movies and playing online games.39~

279. During the Period under Consideration, end users could not only access the Internet via
a stand-alone MBB subscription, but also, at least in principle, access the Internet ̀ on the
go' by making use of data allowances included in their mobile telephony subscriptions,
i.e. MTDS (see Section 8.4.4.2.1.1 below).

280. Since data allowances included in mobile telephony subscriptions (i.e. MTDS) enabled
users, at least in principle, to achieve the same functionality as stand-alone MBB
subscriptions, the Authority will assess whether, during the Period under Consideration,
such MTDS were in the same relevant market as residential stand-alone MBB services
(the latter being the focal product in the present case). The Authority will first consider
demand-side substitution (Section 8.4.4.2 below), then supply-side substitution (Section
8.4.4.3 below).

8.4.4.2 Demand-side substitution

281. As demonstrated below, during the Period under Consideration there was insufficient
demand-side substitution between MTDS and the focal product in the present case, i.e.
residential stand-alone MBB services. Therefore, MTDS and residential stand-alone
MBB services could not be considered as substitutes during the Period under
Consideration. In order to reach this conclusion, the Authority has analysed product
characteristics, intended and actual usage, and prices of the two services. It has also taken
into consideration internal Telenor documentation, the views of certain Telenor
competitors, and the decisional practices of Nkom, the Norwegian NCA and the
European Commission.

8.4.4.2.1 P~°oduct char~actej°istics and usage

8.4.4.2.1.1 Possible use of MTDS to access the Internet

282. End users could — at least in principle —use MTDS, i.e. the data allowances included in
their mobile telephony subscriptions, to access the intei-net ̀ on the go' in three ways: (i)

39s In the case of MBB, for example, a dedicated SIM card can be placed into a separate external hardware
component (i.e. a modem, such as a USB stick/"dongle" or a PC-card), which is then inserted in the large-screen
device. If the large-screen device itself has an embedded modem (as can be the case with laptops and tablets), the
dedicated SIM card can be placed directly into the large-screen device.

396 See Telia's press release of 28 February 2005 (Document No 1075347; available at:
<https://www.teliacompanv. com/en/news/press-releases/2005/2/netcom-launches-the-most-comprehensive-3 ~-
network-in-norway/>, accessed June 2020): "When NetCom, tivholly owned subsidiary of TeliaSonef•a, tomo~~~~ow
launches its UMTS network (3G) in Nof•tivay, carstome~~s tivill be able to Zrse PC laptops to j•ead mail and sZcrf the
Intes~net — at any time and anytivhe~•e."

39' See paragraph 108 of the SO.
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by accessing the Internet directly on a mobile phone (in particular, a smartphone); (ii) on

a large-screen device via tethering; or (iii) on alarge-screen device using a ̀ twin' SIM

card.

Access directly from a sma~°tphone

283. As far as accessing the Internet ̀ on the go' directly fi°om a sma~tphone (for e-mails and

web-browsing, in particular, as well as some video) is concerned, Telenor argues that this

was likely to have been an alternative for some stand-alone MBB subscribers,
398

284. However, even assuming that accessing the Internet ̀ on the go' from a mobile phone

(small-screen device) was an option during the Period under Consideration, the Authority

finds that a number of factors, in practice, limited the use of this option during that period.

285. In particular, there were technological limitations with the mobile phones available on

the market at the time, and many Internet applications at the time were not "mobile-

friendly" and could not be accessed in a meaningful way via asmall-screen device.
39~

For example, during the Period under Consideration, most mobile phones had limited

web functionality. This was due to inte~~ alia the small size of the screen, the inability to

open multiple windows/tabs and difficulties when navigating websites, such as

incompatibility with software and file formats, broken and compressed pages. A March

2008 market survey by Telenor shows that prices, speed, screen size, interface and a lack

of overview over costs were factors that prevented end users from actively using

MTDS.400

286. The Authority acknowledges that, over time, the introduction and increasing use of

smartphones4o1 mitigated many of these limitations and contributed to an increase in data

consumption on mobile phones. This also coincided with a gradual transition to a more

"mobile-friendly" online environment. However, the Authority disagrees with Telenor's

view that, due to the increased popularity of MTDS, the Authority's arguments related

to technological limitations are not (or are no longer) applicable.402 In particular, the

3~8 Annex 13 to the Reply to the SO, paragraph 212.

399 See Document No 1076584 (news articles on the use of mobile data).

aoo See Document No 657407 — CJO 104, an internal Telenor presentation called "St~~uktacr Small Screen" of 16

June 2008, page 4/22. See also Document No 657407 — CJO 102, an internal Telenor memorandum of June 2008

where Telenor's small-screen strategy is discussed and where, by way of background, reference is made to market

research showing that high prices and uncertainty about prices constitute barriers for accessing the Internet on

mobile phones.

`'ol Data consumption on mobile phones reached 30% of aggregate mobile data consumption in 2011; see Figure

2 above. At the end of 2011, 57% of Internet users in Norway owned a smartphone. At page 6 of its 2011 Annual

Report (available at: <https://www.telenor.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/Annual-report-201 l .pdf~, accessed

June 2020), Telenor reported that "At the end of 2011, a~~ozmd 50% of Teleno~~'s czrstomers tivere smartphone

itsefs."

`'02 See Reply to the LoF, page 13 and 14.
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Authority notes that only 5%, 12% and 17% of MBB customers often used their mobile
phone to access the Internet in 2009, 2010 and 2011 respectively,403

287. In any event, for the reasons explained in this Section 8.4.4.2, the Authority considers
that the developments mentioned in the previous paragraph are not sufficient to conclude
that MTDS exerted a material competitive constraint on stand-alone MBB subscriptions
already before the end of 2012, such that MTDS could be viewed as part of the same
relevant product market. One of the main reasons is that, when accessing the Internet
directly on a smartphone, the pricing and data allowances for MTDS would still have
been applicable. As shown in Section 8.4.4.2.2 below, these services were significantly
more expensive than MBB services during the Period under Consideration.

Tether°ing

288. As far as tethe~~ing is concerned, this involves a procedure which "converts" a mobile
phone into a broadband modem and connects it to alarge-screen device, for example a
laptop or netbook.`~04 In principle, end users could use tethering via their mobile
telephony subscriptions to access the Internet ̀ on the go' as from 20064os and throughout
the Period under Consideration.

289. However, at the beginning of the Period under Consideration, smartphone penetration in
Norway was still limited4o6 and not all mobile phones could be used for tethering.407 In
addition, tethering appears to have been a more cumbersome method to connect than
using a SIM card or a dongle directly on a laptop.4os

290. Telenor argues that a large proportion of smartphones allowed for tethering even in 2008
and that Telenor allowed for tethering already in 2007.409 Moreover, regarding whether
tethering was more cumber some, Telenor states that connecting a laptop to the Internet
via a dongle required the download of software that was not always straightforward, and
that the process was not necessarily always smooth or smoother than tethering. Telenor

`~0~ See Document No 1097607, page 16 and Document No 1097608, page 13.
aoa Unlike for MBB services, there is no need for a dedicated SIM card, because consumers use the data allowance
included in their mobile telephony subscription.

aos I e. when providers of mobile communications services in Norway started including data allowances in their
h•aditional mobile telephony offerings (which, until then, had only included various combinations of voice and
SMS services).

`'06 See Document No 758037, the report mediefakta 1/2013, pages 11-12.

`~07 For example, the iPhone did not include the option to tether the iPhone to a laptop or another large-screen
device until June 2009, when the Apple iPhone OS3 upgrade was released.

`'08 The Authority understands that tethering was a process which the user was required to carry out each time the
user wished to access the Internet via this medium, compared with a method which needed to be activated only
once.

`'09 See paragraphs 205 and 208 of Annex 13 to the Reply to the SO. In the Reply to the SSO, Telenor states that
tethering was technically available and practical from at least 2008 (see paragraphs 113, 114 and 119).
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argues further that tethering was likely to have been a good alternative for a large
proportion of stand-alone MBB subscribers at least by 2011.410

291. In any event, irrespective of how large the proportion of smartphones that allowed for
tethering was during the Period under Consideration and how cumbersome tethering was,
a consumer survey conducted in 2011 on behalf of Telenor shows that tethering was not
a very popular option during the Period under Consideration. According to this survey
from 2011, only 4% of Telenor's MBB customers in the residential market used a mobile
phone as a modem:

'1[`~l~fl~ ~10 ~Jl~~t kind of modem ~~~ you ~a~~ ~'op~ ~rra~bile P~r9~radband?all

USB modem412 69%

Built-in modem413 12%

Wireless router41a 14%

Mobile phone41s 4%

Don't ICT10W416 Soho

292. A similar pattern was found in an earlier survey,417 which shows that 6-11 % of the
respondents used a mobile phone as a modem and 9-13% of the respondents replied that
they would prefer to use the mobile phone as a modem:41s

410 Annex 13 to the Reply to the SO, paragraph 212.

41i See "Usage Index Mobile Broadband" (translation by the Authority of "Bruksindeks Mobilt Bredbanc~'; see
Document No 1097608), page 74; translation by the Authority of the following extract: "Hva slags modem bruker
du for mobilt bredband?"

a12 Translation by the Authority of the following extract: "USB-modem".

413 Translation by the Authority of the following extract: "Innebygget modem".

aia Translation by the Authority of the following extract: "Tradlr~s cuter".

ais Translation by the Authority of the following- extract: "Mobiltelefon".

416 Translation by the Authority of the following extract: "Vet ikke".

41~ The survey is not dated (the interview period was from 19 March to 27 March, but the year is not specified).
However, according to Telenor "several factors indicate that it is conducted prior to 2010" (see Reply to the LoF,
footnote 85).

41s As can be seen from Table 8 below, the use of a mobile phone as a modem was the highest in the age groups
from 20 to 30 years. However, as illustrated in Table 4 at paragraph 185 above, this was Telenor's smallest MBB
customer group. In any event, the use of a mobile phone as a modem was also limited in that age group (11 %).
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Tabll~ ~o ~J~Il~I~ solution for use ~~' ~►odem have you chosen when using rrr~~I~Il~~ P~~9oadband? And
which one/ones would ~~~ prefer?alp

Current Preferred
modem`~'0 (modem)`~'1

20-30 31-50 20-30 31-50
years years years years

USB modem, can be 73 63 43 36
used on different PCs422

Integrated in PC, modem 16 26 48 48
always includedaz3

Modem w/WEAN, 4 16 18 25
sharing the internet424

Mobile phone as 11 6 13 9
modem42s

Don't ICT10W426 5 2 7 10

293. The Authority observes further that in internal correspondence as late as December 2012,
Telenor was still considering that tethering would lead to prices of data for small screens
and large screens converging in the futu~e.427 In the Authority's view, this indicates that,
at least until the end of 2012, using tethering to exploit the data allowances included in
mobile telephony subscriptions (MTDS) could not be considered an effective substitute
for stand-alone MBB subscriptions.

294. The Authority finally notes that, irrespective of when exactly tethering was possible and
how cumbersome it was, the pricing and data allowances for MTDS would still have

419 Document entitled "Needs and drivef~s of Mobile Broadband" (translation by the Authority of: "~ehov og
drivere mobilt bredband"; see Document No 1097581), page 40; translation by the Authority of the following
extract: "Hvilken modem-lr~sning har du nar du b~~uker mobilt bredb&nd?Og hvilkerr/hvilke ville du ha
foretrukket?"

42o Translation by the Authority of the following extract: "Modem har idag".

421 Translation by the Authority of the following term: "Foretrukket".

42z Translation by the Authority of the following extract: "USB-modem, ka~ brukes pa ulike PC'er".

4z3 Translation by the Authority of the following extract: "Integrert i PC, modem alltid med".

42a Translation by the Authority of the following extract: "Modem m/WEAN, dele Internett".

42s Translation by the Authority of the following extract: "Mob. tlf. som modem".

426 Translation by the Authority of the following extract: "Vet ikke".

42' Document No 658362 — EES 90. In an internal e-mail dated 13 November 2012, an article dated 12 November
2012 about tethering was distributed. A staff member of Telenor commented that tethering could eventually lead
to convergence of prices between large-screen and small-screen data.
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applied to any tethered access to the internet.428 As shown in Section 8.4.4.2.2 below, the

pricing for MTDS services was significantly more expensive than for residential MBB

services during the Period under Consideration.

Twin-SIM

295. The third way end users could use MTDS included in their mobile telephony

subscriptions to access the Internet ̀ on the go' was by buying a separate (additional) data-

only SIM card, for use on large screens. This was, however, only possible during the

second part of the Period under Consideration. These t~vi~in SIM cap°ds were first

introduced in Norway by Telia in July 2010.429 The additional data-only SIM card

enabled mobile telephony subscribers to split the data allowance included in their mobile

telephony subscriptions between the mobile phone (small-screen device) and a large-

screen device, so that in principle the customer only needed one mobile subscription.

Telenor offered the possibility to buy additional data-only SIM cards to its residential

customers only as from December 2011,430 The Authority notes that, also in this scenario,

the significantly more expensive pricing for MTDS (see Section 8.4.4.2.2 below) would

still have applied. As a result, this option did not exert a competitive constraint on

residential stand-alone MBB during the (limited) part of the Period under Consideration

when it was available.

8.4.4.2.1.2 Usage and intended use

296. The Authority notes further that, during the Period under Consideration, there were clear

differences in actual and intended use between stand-alone MBB services and MTDS.

297. The average monthly amount of data consumed with astand-alone MBB subscription

was significantly higher than with a mobile telephony subscription and this difference

increased during the Period under Consideration, as shown in Figure 5 below. This

further indicates that stand-alone MBB subscriptions and MTDS satisfied different

customer needs during the Period under Consideration (i.e. more occasional and less

data-intensive needs in the case of MTDS).

`~28 Telenor's argument that it offered its subscribers the possibility to either buy astand-alone MBB plan or add

the exact same data allowance at the exact same price on to their mobile telephony subscription will be discussed

in Section 8.4.4.2.6.2 below.

`'29 See Document No 758032, extract from Telia's Twitter account of 7 July 2010, introducing twin SIM cards

for its iTalk and iConnect subscriptions.

a3o See Document No 758031, extract from Telenor's Facebook page of 7 December 2011; see also Annex 13 to

the Reply to the SO, paragraph 218.
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Figure 5: Average data traffic (per subscription per month) — MBB and MTDS431, 2008-
2013

2008 2010 Y011 2072 

--.—Mobll~tei~phony --~M88

SoZr~~ce: The No~~►vegian e-com market, 2015.`32

298. That residential stand-alone MBB subscriptions and MTDS satisfied different customer
needs during the Period under Consideration can also be inferred from the fact that MBB
customers generally purchased subscriptions with more data included than they actually
consumed,433 expecting to use MBB for data-intensive tasks. In contrast, most mobile
telephony subscriptions did not include sufficient amounts of data to satisfy this need,434

This difference in usage pattern has been confirmed by Telia, which states: "while mobile
telephony data se~~vices 1~~ere o~~iginally into°oduced fo~~ lo~~~ data-intensive tasks, so was
MBB szcbsc~°iptions meant fog° more data-intensive tasks. In this sense, thej°e is a

`'31 Referred to as "Mobile telephony" in the below figure.

432 See Figure 1, Figure 5 and Figure 28 of Nkom's report regarding the Norwegian e-com market 2015 and
underlying data ("Tallsammendrag for ekommarkedet 2015", tab `mobiltjenester'), both available at:
<hops://ekomstatistikken.nkom.no/#/download>, accessed June 2020.

a33 See, for instance, Document No 658362 — EES 94, page 1/6, internal Telenor correspondence of 30 November
2012 on MBB data consumption per subscription. See also Document No 658759 — RWI 34, page 2/2 where the
same overview with margins included is shown.

`~3̀ ' See Document No 758029, comparison of mobile data prices of 17 November 2009 by the website Tek.no
(available at: <hrips://www.tek.no/nyheter/nyhet/i/awy~B4/best-pris-pa-mobilt-internett>, accessed June 2020).
Telenor argues (see Annex 13 to the Reply to the SO, paragraph 211) that the differences in average consumption
of data and included data allowances between stand-alone MBB plans and mobile telephony plans are not relevant
when defining the relevant product market in this case. The Authority disagrees and considers that this is evidence
that the two services (stand-alone MBB and MTDS) were used for different purposes and therefore were not
viewed as interchangeable by end users.
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significant difference in the usage pattern between MBB customers and customers that
zcse data in voice bundle."435

299. Further, the Authority observes that, as shown in Figure 2 in paragraph 187 above, data
traffic via mobile telephony services (MTDS) did not overtake traffic via stand-alone
MBB subscriptions until 2013, and that, until 2010, the share of traffic via mobile
telephony services was small (no snore than 15% in 2010).

300. The Authority considers that its view that stand-alone MBB services and MTDS were in
separate markets until at least the end of 2012 (which is supported by the data presented
in Figure 2 and Figure 5 above) is consistent with the timing of a pivotal change in the
pricing structure of mobile communications services in Norway, which took place in
early 2013. Specifically, prompted by the increased penetration of smartphones in
Norway,436 at the beginning of 2013 Telia introduced mobile telephony subscriptions
where the customer only paid for data consumption, with voice minutes and SMS
services included in the subscription at no additional charge. Telenor followed suit in
June 2013.437

3 O 1. This change in the pricing structure of mobile communications services likely
encouraged end users to use data on their smartphones and contributed to MTDS
overtaking traffic generated by stand-alone MBB subscriptions in 2013, as shown in
Figure 2 above.

302. In other words, the fact that, starting from early 2013, end users only paid for their data
(MTDS) consumption (with voice and SMS services included for free) on their small-
screen devices likely encouraged substitution away from stand-alone MBB subscriptions.
The Authority, however, considers that it cannot be said that this process was
significantly underway prior to the change in pricing structure, i.e. before at least the end
of 2012, as discussed in this Section 8.4.4.2,438

303. Finally, the Authority refers to internal Telenor documents, which indicate that MBB
customers considered MBB and MTDS to be complementary products rather than
substitutes during the Period under Consideration, for example:

`'3s See Telia's letter to the Authority of 30 August 2016, Document No 1075917, Section 2.2, page 5.

a36 Smartphone penetration in Norway only reached significant levels during 2011-2012, with 57% of Internet

users in Norway owning smartphones at the end of 2011. At the end of 2012, smartphone penetration had increased

to 68% of Internet users in Norway. See Document No 758037, the report mediefakta 1/2013 on page 11. At page

6 of its 2011 Annual Report, Telenor reported that "At the end of 2011, a~~oarnd 50% of Teleno~~'s custome~•s were

sma~•tphone zrsers." See footnote 401 above.

`'37 See Telenor's press release: "Teleno~- stai~te~• sommef•en med enda bedre mobilpakker" (available at 
<https://www.telenor.com/no/pressemeldina/telenor-starter-sommeren-med-enda-bedre-mobilpakker>, accessed

June 2020); the Authority's translation: "Telenor sta~•ts the summe~~ with even better ynobile packages".

`~38 In this respect, a noticeable difference in the prices per MB between stand-alone MBB subscriptions and MTDS

remained at least until January 2015 (see footnote 451 below). See also the findings of Nkom in 2016, when it

concluded that stand-alone MBB subscriptions and MTDS were in separate markets (see paragraph 320 below).
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(i) A document from 2009, entitled "Usage Index Mobile Broadband",439 states that
20% of the MBB customers use the mobile phone to access the Internet ̀ from time
to time", while 78% state that they don't use the mobile phone to access the
internet;440

(ii) A document from 2010, entitled "Usage Index Mobile B~oadband"~441 states
"F~equent use of Internet on mobile phones is doubled, however still not a relevant
option for' most customers. Day&Night customers are the most eager users of
Internet on the mobile phone (21 %surfs often). The~efo~e, it seems like this [using
Internet via a mobile phone] and MBB provisionally are complementary services
gather than substitutes." 442

(iii) A document from 2011, entitled "Usage Index Mobile Broadband",~43 states
"Fur~the~ increase in frequent use of Internet on mobile phone, however still not an
option fog a majority of the customers. The growth is within the group of young
customers. [...]. It is still the case that the most frequent MBB uses also use their
mobile phone more to surf the Internet, in other words the mobile phone is not
replacing MBB fog those who choose to purchase both services." 444

(iv) A document from 2010, entitled "Needs and d~ive~s of Mobile B~oadband",44s

states: "The customer group 20-30 years has a greater demand fog mobile inte~net
access. However, within this group these is a significantly lower share of MBB user's
and fewer that are close to purchasing MBB. A past of this gap is covered by
Internet on the mobile phone and wireless zones. However, this usage is often a
supplement to MBB and not a replacement.";446 and

(v) A document from 2010, entitled "Churned private customer's on mobile
broadband",447 states: "Questions and answers: Do we lose many mobile

439 Translation by the Authority of: "Brzcksindeks Mobilt Bredband".

44o See Document No 1097606, page 54.

441 Translation by the Authority of: "Bruksindeks Mobilt Bredband".

442 See Document No 1097607, page 16; translation by the Authority of the following extract: "Dobling for hyppig
bark av Inte~•nett pa mobil, men fortsatt life akt2relt fog• de fleste. Dag&Natt-kzindene er mest ivrige pa Internett
pa mobilert (21 % sZcrfe~~ ofte). Det ser derfo~• zrt som om dette og MBB forel~pig szcpple~•e~~ hve~•and~~e mer enn det
erstatter hverandre."

aa3 Translation by the Authority of: "Bruksindeks Mobilt Bredband".

444 See Document No 1097608, page 13; translation by the Authority of the following extract: "Videre ~kning av
hyppig bruk av Internett pa mobil, men fortsatt zraktuelt for flertallet. Veksten skjer blant de urge. Det er fortsatt
slik at de som broker MBB oftest ogsa suffer mer pa Internett med mobilen, altsa e~• ikke mobilen en erstatning
for MBB blant de som har valgt a ha begge deler".

aas Translation by the Authority of: "Behov og drivere mobilt bredband".

4a6 Document No 1097581 (see Telenor's reply of 15 November 2019 to the Authority's request for information
of 7 November 2019), page 4; translation by the Authority of the following extract: "Gruppen 20-30 ar har str~rre
behov for mobil Internett-tilgang, men har klart lavere andel brukere av mobilt bredband og fcerre som er ncerme
kj~p. Deler av dette gapet dekkes inn av Internett pa mobiltelefon og tradl,~se soner. Denne broken er imidlertid
ofte supplement til MBB og ikke erstatning".

aa~ Translation by the Authority of: "Chzrrnede privat-kzcnder pa mobilt bredband".
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broadband cz~stome~s due to the fact that mop°e and mop°e customers have mobile

phones that facilitate usage of small screen intej°net? No, only a small minority

mentions this as a season fog chinning."448

304. In relation to the third document (see point (iii) in paragraph 303 above), Telenor claims

that the fact that the small share of younger customers that had MBB also used MTDS is

of little relevance. The Authority disagrees. The evidence presented above shows that

those customers who did use MTDS considered it to be a supplement and not a substitute

to MBB. In order to assess substitutability between MBB and MTDS, it is mainly relevant

to take into consideration the customer group that could provide insight into switching

patterns. Contrary to what Telenor claims, any general insights from customers that had

not purchased MBB have lower probative value. In this context, the Authority considers

Telenor's observations, that page 26 of this document labels small-screen intet-net access

as a "sz~bstitzcte" to MBB, to be less relevant, as the respondents are customers that did

not purchase MBB.

8.4.4.2.2 Prices

305. The Authority finds further that significant differences in unit prices (i.e. prices per

megabyte ("MB") of data) existed during the Period under Consideration between

residential MTDS and stand-alone MBB services. This can inter alia be seen from Figure

6 below, which relates to the later part of this period.

`'`'8 Document No 1097540 (see Telenor's reply of 15 November 2019 to the Authority's request for information

of 7 November 2019), page 4; translation by the Authority of the following extract: "Sporsmal og sva~•... Miste~~

vi mange mobilt bf~edbandsktrnde~• fo~~di stadig flea° har bed~•e mobiltelefonef• tilrettelagtforsmall sct•een internett?

Nei, kun et lite mindi~e tall nevne~• dette som chuf•na~~sa1~'. See footnote 339 above for an explanation of the term

"churn" or "churning".
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Figure 6: Price and volume trends for Telenor's residential MTDS449 and MBB services,
2011-2012
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Sozrrce: Telenor internal e-mail.4so

306. In particular, the figure above shows that, in January 2011, Telenor's average prices per
MB on small-screen devices (referred to in the figure as "SSD"), such as mobile phones,
for residential customers were eight times higher than MBB prices. In October 2012,
prices on small-screen devices were still as much as three times higher than MBB prices.
Other documentation shows that, even as late as in January 2015, a noticeable difference
between prices per MB in residential MBB subscriptions and MTDS remained.4s1

307. The price difference is also reflected in the prices of individual subscriptions. With very
few exceptions, prices per MB of MTDS included in ordinary mobile telephony
subscriptions were far higher than the prices per MB included in MBB subscriptions
between 2008 and 2012.4s2

308. The existence of these significant price differences between 2008 and 2012 is a clear
indication that residential stand-alone MBB subscriptions and MTDS belonged to
different relevant markets during this period. If end users viewed the two services as

449 Referred to as "SSD" in the below figure

aso page 2 of document No 658362 — EES 98, an internal e-mail of 29 November 2012 from a Telenor staff
member to Telenor's wholesale, retail and strategy departments. The prices ("Pris") concern average prices for
residential customers of Telenor, including its brands Djuice and Talkmore. "SSD" stands for "small-screen
device", such as a smartphone; "pris pr MB" means "price per MB"; "Volzcmvektet pris p~~ MB" means "volume
weighed price per MB" and "Andel datavolum SSD" stands for "percentage of data volume small-screen device".
4s' See Document No 758035, extract from Telenor's webpage of 22 January 2015. Telenor's best-selling MBB
subscription included 10 GB data and cost NOK 299. A mobile telephony subscription with the same amount of
data (Mobil XL) cost NOK 599. With Telia, 5 GB on an MBB subscription cost 179 per month, while 3 GB of
data on a telephony subscription cost NOK 299 per month (in addition, the nominal speed was also much higher
on the MBB subscription), see Document No 758033, extract from Telia's webpage of 22 January 2015.
asz Document No 758029, comparison of mobile data prices of 17 November 2009 by the web site Tek.no. See
also Document No 758038, extract from Telenor's web page of 12 July 2011 on its MBB offerings, compared
with its mobile telephony offerings in Document No 758028, article from Tek.no of 24 March 2011.
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effectively interchangeable, one would have expected a convergence in prices already

before the end of 2012.

309. The Authority recalls that, irrespective of precisely when tethering and twin SIM cards

became technically/commercially available during the Period under Consideration, the

prices for MTDS nonetheless applied to both options, thus rendering them significantly

more expensive than MBB throughout that period. This would also have been the case

for the use of MTDS directly on a smartphone.

310. The Authority finally refers to an internal Telenor memorandum of June 2008, where

Telenor's small-screen strategy is discussed and where, by way of background, reference

is made to market research showing that high prices and uncertainty about prices

constitute barriers for accessing the Internet on mobile phones.
453

8.4.4.2.3 Teleno~~'s internal documents

311. The Authority's view that residential stand-alone MBB services and MTDS were in

separate markets during the period from 2008 to at least the end of 2012 is consistent

with the views expressed by Telenor in a number of internal documents.

312. For example, still even in December 2011, Telenor considered that data-only SIM cards

(twin SIM cards) together with large small-screen data packages could — in the fictu~e —

become agood substitute for its MBB offerings. Accordingly, Telenor considered

introducing speed limits in its small-screen data offerings, in order to protect the MBB

product and thus maintain a difference between the two products (small-screen data

(MTDS) packages and MBB),454

313. Further, as late as November 2012, Telenor was debating whether prices for MBB could

still be decided in isolation from prices for small-screen MTDS, given the rapid increase

of small-screen data consumption from 2011 onwards — an increase which was

considered likely to continue in the future.4ss In other words, even at this time Telenor

appears to have considered MTDS to be a prospective rather than a current competitive

constraint.

314. These internal discussions of December 2011 and November 2012 are consistent with

earlier Telenor documents. A market survey by Telenor of March 2008 showed that

prices, speed, screen size, interface and a lack of overview over costs were factors that

prevented end users from actively using MTDS.456 In November 2009, Telenor's CEO

commented internally on Telenor's draft reply to Nkom's public consultation on Market

4s3 See Document No 657407 — CJO 102.

4sa See Document No 757462, internal Telenor presentation of 6 December 2011 from the Brands &Marketing

Division entitled "Innf~ri~g av hastighetsklasse~• ogsa pa Small Sc~•een"; translation by the Authority:

"Introdarction of speed classes [limites] also on Small Screen".

ass See Document No 658873 — CJO 63, page 4/9.

4s6 See footnote 400 above.
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15 and wrote that MBB (large-screen) services must be considered as a separate market
from small-screen mobile data (MTDS) and as a complementary product to FBB.4s~

8.4.4.2.4 Views of Telenor's competitors

315. The Authority considers that, contrary to Telenor's view,458 statements provided by a
number of Telenor's competitors4s9 also support the conclusion that residential stand-
alone MBB services and MTDS belonged to separate markets during the Period under
Consideration. In particular, Telenor's competitors suggest that the two services were
complementary rather than substitutes.

316. For example, Ventelo states "I~entelo did consider and still considers MBB see°vices to
be a supplement to ordinary mobile services: a separate subscription which covered cr
special need".46o

317. Likewise, according to Phonero, "MBB is a natural supplement" to the sale of mobile
telephony.461

318. Telia also considers that MBB (sold to residential customers) constituted a separate
market, excluding the "voice bundle (i.e. voice, SMS and mobile data (MTDS) combined

457 See Document No 658338 — EES 71: "As regards big screen/mobile broadband, this is per today a
complementary product to fixed broadband, and must in my opinion be viewed as separate from a general data
services market on mobile infrastructure. The technological development (primarily the implementation of
HSDP+ and LTE) will make mobile broadband a substitute for fixed broadband over time for customers with a
limited or medium bandtividth need. It is my opinion that this market [i.e. MBB] mz~st be viewed separatelyfrom
both small screen data and the general wholesale mobile telecoms market, as I cannot see that mobile broadband
in this sense is a must to sell mobile services for use via handsets. The closeness to the competitive dynamics of
the fried broadband market underlines this."; emphasis added, translation by the Authority of the following
extract: "Nar det gjelder stor skjerm/mobilt bredband er dette per i dag et komplementcPrt produkt til fast
bredband, og ma mener jeg sees pa adskilt fra et generelt data jenestemarked pa' mobil infi~astruktur. Den
teknologiske utviklirrgen (primce~•t innf~ring av HSDP+ og LTE) vil gyre mobilt bredband til et sZcbstitutt for fast
bredband over tid for kzmder med et begrenset/midlere bandbreddebehov. Jeg mener at dette markedet ma sees
adskilt fra bade small screen data og det gerrerelle grossit mobil talenzarkedet, da jeg ikke kan se at mobilt
bredband i denne betydningen er et "must" for a selge mobiltjenester til bark via handsett. Ncerheten til
konkzcrransedynamikken ifast b~•edbandsmarkedet urrderstreker dette."
asa See Annex 13 of the Reply to the SO, paragraphs 77-78 and the Reply to the SSO, paragraph 120 (pales 28-
30).

4s9 The Authority recognises that two of Telenor's competitors, TDC and Hello, stated (see paragraph 77 of Annex
13 of the Reply to the SO) that they sold MBB as part of a package together with other mobile communications
services, such as voice. However, as confirmed by Telenor (see paragraphs 420 and 426 of the Reply to the SO),
during the Period under Consideration these competitors focused only (in the case of TDC) or primarily (in the
case of Hello) on business customers where such packages were the norm. Given that the Authority's focal product
is residential stand-alone MBB, this is not relevant here.
a6o See Ventelo's reply of 16 May 2014 to the Authority's request for information (non-confidential version: see
Document No 783134), in particular its response to Question 3.3; translation by the Authority of the following
extract: "Ventelo ansa og anser fortsatt MBB tjenester for a were et sZcpplement til vanlige mobil jenester, et eget
abonnement som dekket et spesielt behov"; also reported at paragraph 77 of Annex 13 to the Reply to the SO.
a6' See Phonero's reply of 5 May 2014 to the Authority's request for information (non-confidential version: see
Document No 708039), response to Question 3.5; translation by the Authority of the following extract: "MBB er
et natzcrlig sicpplement til mobiltelefonr"'; also reported at paragraph 77 of Annex 13 to the Reply to the SO.
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in one subscription)".462 It notes that ̀  from a demand side perspective, the customers
o~de~ed voice bicndle and MBB separately duping the relevant time pe~iod"463 ~l.e. the
Period under Consideration, since in its letter Telia is commenting on the SO). It further
considers that "while mobile telephony data services were originally introduced fog low
data-intensive tasks, so was MBB subscriptions meant fog mope data-intensive tasks. In
this sense, thej°e is a significant diffej~ence in the usage pattern between MBB customer°s
and customers that zcse data in voice bundle."464

8.4.4.2.5 Decisional p~~actice of Nkom, the Nof~~~~egian NCA and the Euj~opean Commission

319. In its 2010 Market Analysis, Nkom found it "impractical to distinguish between mobile
b~~oadband szcbsc~°iptions sold as a freestanding p~°odZcct and mobile data traffic sold
bzcndled ~a~ith voice and SMS with f~espect to definition of the pi~odzcct market" and noted
that "convey°gence can be expected between pzc~e mobile broadband and otheN mobile
data t~°affic",465

320. However, in its 2016 Market Analysis, Nlcom considered that stand-alone MBB
subscriptions and traditional mobile subscriptions consisting of voice, SMS and mobile
data (MTDS) were in separate markets.466 Notably, Nkom analysed the differences in
consumption patterns between MBB and MTDS and considered that this supported the
conclusion that "mobile broadband and data services based on o~dina~°y mobile
subscriptions meets [sic] different needs from end uses. The [data traffic] trends also
indicate a certain degree of increasing substitution from mobile b~°oadband to o~dina~y
mobile subscriptions. This suggests that the supply of o~dina~y mobile subscriptions has
a disciplining effect on mobile broadband in the next yeas. At the same time there aye
still differences in product chap°acter~istics and zcse that entails that the products cannot
be considered to be substitutes dzc~ing the timef~ame of the analysis. "46~

321. In 2015, the Norwegian NCA also considered whether MBB services constituted a
separate market (although it did not find it necessary to conclude on the matter).468 It
observed that MBB services are offered and demanded as a separate stand-alone product,
which is used through its own SIM card or dongle for use on tablets and laptops.
According to the Norwegian NCA, therefore, from ademand-side perspective, MBB
services used on tablets and laptops differ from data services used on mobile phones.469

4~z See Telia's letter to the Authority of 30 August 2016, Document No 1075917, Section 2.2, page 3.

`'63 See Telia's letter to the Authority of 30 August 2016, Document No 1075917, Section 2.2, page 3.

a6a See Telia's letter to the Authority of 30 August 2016, Document No 1075917, Section 2.2, page 5.

a6s paragraph 63 of Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis.

a66 paragraph 94 of Nkom's 2016 Market Analysis.

a6' paragraph 109 of Nkom's 2016 Market Analysis.

`'68 See the Norwegian NCA's Merger Decision V2015-1, paragraphs 117-121.

a69 See the Norwegian NCA's Merger Decision V2015-1, paragraph 117.
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322. This is in line with the findings of the European Commission, which also considered the

issue of demand-side substitution between stand-alone MBB services and MTDS.

323. For example, in 2012 the European Commission examined whether: a) voice and mobile

broadband over voice-enabled devices; and b) mobile broadband over data-only devices

(such as dongles, tablets and 3G/4G mobile routers) belonged to the same market in Case

COMP/M.6497 —Hutchison 3G Austria/Orange Austria. The Commission considered

that, from ademand-side perspective, services designed for use on avoice-enabled device

should be distinguished from services designed for use on a data-only device.4~o

8.4.4.2.6 Conside~~ation of Teleno~~'s a~~gzrments

8.4.4.2.6.1 Introduction

324. Telenor contests the Authority's view that, until at least the end of 2012, residential stand-

alone MBB and MTDS belonged to separate markets.

325. The Authority observes, however, that a number of statements in Telenor's Reply to the

SO appear to accept that the convergence between MTDS and stand-alone MBB was

limited, or at least more limited, until the second half of 2010. For example, Telenor

states that "The SO has also understated the constraints from data in telephony plans,

bundles of telephony and MBB and wife, certainly from the end of 2010 until the end of

2012. [...] Arguably the relevant retail market was b~oade~ including not only stand-

alone MBB, but also data within telephony plans, bundles, wife and ~'BB from the end of

2010 (if not ea~lie~) gather than only from 2013 as the SO concludes."471

326. The Authority interprets these statements as indicating that, in respect of demand-side

substitution, Telenor appears to disagree with the Authority mainly as far as the second

part of the Period under Consideration is concerned, i.e. the period from July 2010 or

4'o Commission Decision of 12 December 2012 in Case M.6497 —Hutchison 3G Azrstria/Orange Azrstria,

paragraph 52: "It follows that, from a demand perspective, services designed for zrse on avoice-enabled device

are distinguished from services designed for use on a data-only device." The Commission went on to find that,

due to supply-side considerations, it was not appropriate to depart from its previous practice of defining a single

market including all services provided whether for data-only devices or for voice-enabled devices. For a similar

conclusion, see paragraph 147 of the Commission's Decision of 28 May 2014 in Case COMP/M.6992 —Hutchison

3G UK/Telefonica Ireland, where the Commission noted the following: "Although consumers may distingZrish

between mobile broadband, which they pacrchase for apse on their laptop or tablet, and bzrndles of voice and data

services, which they parrchase for their mobile phone, the Commission finds that they fof•m part of the same market

based on supply-side substitzrtability". For a consideration of supply-side substitution in the present case, see

Section 8.4.4.3 below, where it is shown that the supply-side response of providers of MTDS would not have been

sufficiently immediate and effective.

47 See paragraph 144 of the Reply to the SO and paragraphs 204 and 222 of Annex 13 to the Reply to the SO.

See also paragraph 130 of the Reply to the SO and paragraph 204 of Annex 13 to the Reply to the SO: "It is

correct that, from a demand perspective, the convergence between MBB and mobile telephony data services

developed gradZcally during the period of investigation. In the SO the Authority seems to take the view that such

convergence did not occur until sometime after December 2012, bict this view is not supported by the relevant

facts. [... ] As the AZcthority will be aware, the internal Telenor email exchange in November 2012 mentioned by

the Authority in the SD suggests that the convergence had been a significant market force since the beginning of

2011". Telenor refers to the internal Telenor e-mail exchange in November 2012 (see Document No 658873 —

CJO 63, page 4/9). See also paragraph 143 of the Reply to the SO.
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even the end of 2010 until the end of 2012. However, as shown above, the Authority

considers that there is sufficient evidence to conclude that MTDS did not exert a material

competitive constraint on residential stand-alone MBB services until at least the end of

2012.

8.4.4.2.6.2 The possibility to add-on the "MBB data allowance" to mobile telephony

subscriptions

327. According to Telenor,472 throughout the Period under Consideration, it offered its

subscribers the possibility to either buy astand-alone MBB plan or add the exact same

data allowance at the exact same price onto their mobile telephony subscriptions. Telenor

argues that other providers of mobile communications services could do the same.

328. Telenor admits that the proportion of its own residential stand-alone MBB plans taken as

add-ons to a mobile telephony subscription was not large (this is also shown in Figure 7

below). However, it considers that the fact this possibility existed as an alternative to

which end users could switch, in case of an increase in the price of stand-alone MBB

subscriptions by a hypothetical monopolist, proves that MTDS exerted a material

competitive constraint on stand-alone MBB subscriptions.

329. The Authority disagrees with Telenor on this point.

330. First, if such add-ons to mobile telephony subscriptions provided end users with the exact

same data allowance at the exact same price as stand-alone MBB subscriptions (as

Telenor submits), they did not materially differ from stand-alone MBB subscriptions.

They are essentially the same product. In the Authority's view, however, the relevant

assessment includes an examination of whether MTDS included in an ordinary telephony

subscription could be considered as a substitute for stand-alone MBB subscriptions.

Therefore, the possibility to include a residential stand-alone MBB subscription as an

add-on to an MTDS subscription, without affecting the price or data allowance of the

residential stand-alone MBB offer in any way, provides no evidence of substitutability

between MTDS and stand-alone MBB subscriptions during the Period under

Consideration.

331. Second, even if, as Telenor states, its subscribers could add the same data volume and at

the same price as a stand-alone MBB subscription on to their mobile telephony

subscription, the Authority notes (as accepted by Telenor) that this option did not prove

to be particularly popular between 2008 and 2012. Indeed, as can be seen in Figure 7

below, the proportion of Telenor's residential stand-alone MBB plans which were taken

as add-ons to telephony subscriptions only reached a maximum of slightly above 12% in

July 2012, while for most of the period it was significantly below 10% (and in many

months below 4%). This means that at least approximately 88% of Telenor's residential

MBB customers tools their residential MBB tariff plan on astand-alone basis. This shows

that there was clearly a separate demand for stand-alone MBB services.

4'2 See paragraph 206 of Annex 13 to the Reply to the SO and also paragraph 114 of the Reply to the SSO. See

also Document No 1093684, Telenor's letter of 25 October 2019 to the Authority, Section 2.
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Figure 7: Proportion of Telenor's residential stand-alone MBB plans taken as add-ons to
telephony subscriptions rather than as stand-alone MBB
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Soarrce: Annex 13 to Telenor's Reply to the SO, page 74.

8.4.4.2.6.3 Telenor's interpretation of the consumer surveys

332. Telenor claims473 that market surveys provide evidence that MBB faced competitive
pressure from MTDS. In particular, according to Telenor, the surveys illustrate that:
many consumers used Internet on their mobile phone; Telenor viewed MTDS as a
substitute to MBB; the actual usage was similar for MBB and MTDS; customers that
used their MBB subscription on a mobile phone were more satisfied than users of MBB
through a USB or via an built-in SIM in their laptop directly; small-screen access
(MTDS) and FBB were substitutes for MBB in secondary homes and cottages; and small
screen access (MTDS) covered the customers' need for Internet access.

333. However, as described in paragraph 303 above, the Authority reiterates the fact that in
other internal documents Telenor states that, although more consumers over time used
their mobile phone to access the Internet, MTDS was considered a complementary
service to MBB rather than a substitute. Additionally, as also described in Section
8.4.4.2.2 above, there were significant differences in unit prices (i.e. prices per MB of
data) between MTDS and MBB subscriptions during the Period under Consideration.

334. In any event, the Authority disagrees with Telenor's interpretation of the surveys. In
some of the surveys, the sample of customers included does not reflect the correct
population (i.e. MBB customers). In one survey, all broadband customers are included,
including FBB customers without an MBB subscription.47̀ ~ In another survey, on the
basis of which Telenor claims that mobile phone Internet access (MTDS) was viewed as
a substitute to MBB,475 it is explicitly stated that the respondents included did not have

`~73 See Telenor's letter to the Authority of 10 December 2019 (Document No 1103119), Section 4 and the Reply
to the LoF, Section 3.2.1.

47̀ ~ See Document No 1097649 ("B~•edbands- og TV- zrnde~~sekelsen — Statars og irtvikling per Q4 2011 "; translation
by the Authority: "B~•oadbarrd and TV sZrl~vey — StatZrs and development as of Q4 2011"), page 10.

`"5 See Document No 1097603, "Behov og di~ivere mobilt bredbarrd"; translation by the Authority: "Needs and
drivers of mobile broadband" and Telenor's letter of 10 December 2019, page 9.
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MBB. In the Authority's view, assessments of substitutability between MBB and MTDS
made by reference to customers that do not have an MBB subscription have limited
probative value.

335. In order to support its claim that MTDS constrained MBB, Telenor also refers to two
surveys showing that a significant share of the customers that terminated their MBB
subscription did not replace it with a subscription from a competing MBB provider.476

While the Authority agrees that the majority of the respondents that terminated their
subscription probably continued to use the Internet after terminating their MBB
subscription, this does not imply that they considered MTDS as a substitute to MBB or
that they would have a need for Internet ̀ on the go'. In this context, the Authority notes
that many respondents explained that they terminated their subscription due to the fact
that they didn't use it. This suggests that the respondents left the market for MBB, which
cannot be interpreted as a valid indicator of substitution from MBB to MTDS.

336. In any event, if information related to churn were to be taken into account, the relevant
churn to take into consideration would be churn from MBB to MTDS. In this context,
the Authority notes that surveys from 2012 show that, on average, only 3%477 of the
respondents explained their termination of MBB by the following reason: "zcse inte~net
on the mobile phone".478

337. In relation to this, the Authority also disagrees with Telenor that Nkom's survey from
2013 provides relevant insights regarding substitutability between MBB and MTDS.479

This survey does not concern the Period under Consideration, as the interviews were
undertaken in April-June 2013. As indicated above in Section 8.4.4.2 above, the
competitive pressure from MTDS may have become stronger after 2012 and therefore
the insights provided in the 2013 survey cannot reliably be used to draw inferences about
the previous period, i.e. the Period under Consideration. The probative value of this
Nkom survey as regards competitive constraints from MTDS during the Period under
Consideration is therefore limited. Regarding Telenor's claim .that the actual usage was
similar for MBB and MTDS, the Authority notes that the respondents in the survey to
which Telenor refers were asked: "Of the following services, which af~e the three you Zcse
most fi~egzcently on yoZc~~ mobile bf~oadband?"480 In the Authority's view, an assessment
of most frequent use is of limited importance, as it is not necessarily related to the main
reason for purchasing MBB (for example to use it ̀ on the go' or at a cabin). This is also
in line with Telenor's assessment in other internal documents, where it stated that MTDS

`"6 See Reply to the LoF, pages 15 and 16.

477 Respectively 0%, 0%, 5%and 7% in Q 1— Q4 2012.

`"g Document entitled "Chan•n analysis Mobile Broadband (MBB) Q4 2012" (translation by the Authority o£
"Churnanalyse — Mobilt B~•edband (MBB) Q4 2012"); see Document No 1097529; see Telenor's reply of 15
November 2019 to the Authority's request for information of 7 November 2019), page 5; translation by the
Authority of the following extract: ̀ Brzcke~~ Intel°nett pa mobiltelefonen".

`~79 See Reply to the LoF, page 16.

`'80 See Document No 1097549, page 29, the Authority's translation of: "Av de f~lgende Internett-tjenestene, hvilke
e~• de tre som dac oftest brarke~~ det mobile b~~edbandet til?".
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was considered a complementary service to MBB, rather than a substitute (see paragraph
303 above).

338. According to Telenor, customers that used their MBB subscription on a mobile phone
were more satisfied than users of MBB through a USB or on their laptop directly.481 The
Authority however notes that, at the same time, 85%-95% of Telenor's customers used
or preferred to access their MBB by using other devices than a mobile phone, such as a
USB modem (see paragraphs 291-292 above). In the Authority's view, this likely
indicates that most customers preferred other solutions than access through their mobile
phone.

339. Further, Telenor claims that two surveys show that small-screen access (MTDS) and FBB
were substitutes for MBB in secondary homes and cottages.482 The Authority does not
agree. The sample in the survey to which Telenor refers is not consumers with a MBB
subscription, but consumers that have a secondary home or cottage. In the Authority's
view, the relevant sample to analyse would be those who had purchased MBB or
considered doing so, as the relevant question is whether those customers would consider
MTDS or FBB as substitutes.

340. Finally, Telenor claims that small-screen access (MTDS) covered the customers' need
for Internet access.483 The Authority notes that the survey to which Telenor refers is not
conclusive on this point. For instance, when the respondents were asked how they will
use MBB in the future, more than 90% (31 % + 61 %) of the customers respond that they
will increase the usage of MBB or use it as today.484 In the Authority's view, if the
respondents' need was covered by MTDS, they would not have answered in this way.

8.4.4.2.6.4 Nkom's assessment in 2010

341. As explained above in paragraph 319, Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis found that it was
"impractical to distinguish bets-veep mobile b~~oadband sztbscriptions sold as a
fi°eestanding pj~oduct and mobile data t~°affic sold bundled with voice and SMS with
~~espect to definition of the p~odzcct ma~~ket".485 According to Telenor, the Authority
cannot disregard the fact that Nlcom included MTDS in the relevant market, and that most
market participants in the Market 15 consultation disagreed with the retail market defined
by the Authority in the present case. Additionally, Telenor submits that the Authority
provides no explanation as to why assessments related to Nkom's regulation are relevant

4s' See Document No 1097599, page 1.

`'g' See Document No 1097603, page 25, and Document No 1097581, page 25. See also Reply to the LoF, page
16.

ass See Document No 1097553, "Conjoint-undei~sokelse Mobilt Bredband" (translation by the Authority:
"Conjoint sZri~vey Mobile B~•oadband"), page 27.

`'8̀ ' See Document No 1097553, page 35.

`~85 Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis, paragraph 63.
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in the assessment of FBB (Markets 4 and 5), but not in relation to substitution between

MBB and MTDS (Market 15),486

342. First, the Authority considers that its retail marlcet definition in this case is justified,

notwithstanding the position adopted by Nkom in its 2010 Market Analysis. In this

regard, the Authority notes that its SMP Guidelines on ex ante regulation set out the

following: "Although NRAs and competition azethoi°ities, when examining the same issues

in the same cis°cumstances and with the saj~Ze objectives should in principle peach the

same conclusions, it cannot be excluded that, given the diffe~~ences outlined above, and

in pa~ticula~~ the b~~oade~~ focus of the NRAs assessment, maf~kets defined fog the pzc~poses

of competition law and maf~kets defined fog° the pic~poses of secto~~-specific ~~egulation

nay not always be identical. "487

343. The aim of Nkom's market definition was to assess whether MNOs held a position of

SMP in the wholesale market for access and call origination services on public mobile

telephone networks and to decide whether it was necessary to impose ex ante regulation

at the wholesale level in order to remedy any regulatory concerns. This is different from

the aim of the retail market definition in the current case, which explains the different

approach taken by the Authority, see also paragraphs 172-173 above. Further, as set out

in paragraph 320 above, in its 2016 Market Analysis, Nkom reviewed its position and

determined that stand-alone MBB subscriptions and traditional mobile subscriptions

consisting of voice, SMS and mobile data (MTDS) were in separate markets.488

344. Second, as regards the Authority's use of information from the Market 4 and 5 public

consultation in 2010, the Authority notes that it does not rely on Nkom's market

definition as such, but rather on relevant statements made during that public consultation

by Telenor and its closest competitors regarding the characteristics of the products and

substitutability between MBB and FBB. No such relevant statements were made by

Telenor or its competitors in the Market 15 consultation. In particular, the statements

made by market participants do not refer explicitly to the topic relevant for this case,

namely whether MTDS was a substitute to MBB.

8.4.4.2.7 Conclusion on demand-side szebstitution between stand-alone MBB services and

MTDS

345. On the basis of the above, the Authority concludes that, from 2008 until at least the end

of 2012, MTDS could not be seen as a substitute for residential stand-alone MBB

subscriptions. From ademand-side perspective, therefore, they belonged to separate

relevant product markets during the Period under Consideration.

`~86 See Reply to the LoF, page 17.

487 See the Authority's SMP Guidelines, paragraph 28.

`~88 Nkom's 2016 Market Analysis, paragraph 94.
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8.4.4.3 Supply-side substitution

8.4.4.3.1 Introduction

346. As indicated in Section 8.1.1, above, when defining a relevant market, regard may be had
both to demand-side substitution and supply-side substitution.

347. As set out above in paragraph 128, for the definition of the relevant market, demand-side
substitution constitutes the most immediate and effective disciplinary force on the
suppliers of a given product, in particular in relation to their pricing decisions.4s9

Demand-side substitution therefore has a prominent role when defining the relevant
market. Supply-side substitution490 may also be taken into account where its effects are
equivalent to those of demand-side substitution in terms of effectiveness and immediacy.

348. In Section 8.4.4.3.2 below, the Authority sets out the relevant test for broadening a
candidate market on the basis of supply-side substitution. It concludes in Section
8.4.4.3.3 below that this test is not met in the present case.

8.4.4.3.2 The relevant test

349. If only some suppliers are able to switch production to the focal product (or expand their
presence), that is not sufficient for broadening a candidate relevant market on the basis
of supply-side substitution.

350. In this respect, the Notice on the definition of the relevant market, referring to different
qualities of the same product, states that "even if fo~~ a given final customer oN g~ozcp, of
consumers, the different qualities a~~e not sicbstitzctable, the different qualities will be
grouped into one p~°oduct mai°ket, provided that most of the suppliers aye able to offer
and sell the va~~iozcs qualities immediately and without the significant incNeases in costs
desc~°ibed above. In szrch cases, the relevant pj~oduct market will encompass all p~odzccts
that ai°e substitutable in demand and supply, and the czc~°~~ent sales of those p~°odzccts will
be agg~~egated so as to give the total valice o~~ volume of the ma~~ket. "491

351. This approach has been applied by the GCEU in a case relating to Article 53 of the EEA
Agreement.`~~2 The European Commission has applied the ̀ most suppliers' test in its
decisional practice on the basis that "the Relevant Mai°ket Notice [...] points ozct that
aggf°egation [based on supply-side substitution] only makes sense tivhen p~~odz~ction

489 Notice on the definition of the relevant market, paragraph 13. See also, for example, judgment of 4 July 2006,
easyJet, T-177/04, EU:T:2006:187, paragraph 99, and judgment of 29 March 2012, Telefonica, T-336/07,
EU:T:2012:172, paragraph 113.

ago Notice on the definition of the relevant market, paragraphs 20-23.

`~~' Notice on the definition of the relevant market, paragraph 21 (emphasis added by the Authority).

`~9'- See judgment of 28 April 2010, Amann & Sohne, T-446/05, EU:T:2010:165, paragraph 79.
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substitution among a g~ozcp of p~odzccts is fortnd to be technologically feasible and
economically viable fog most, i not all fig°ms selling one o~ mof~e of those products",493

352. The European Commission has also expressed its interpretation of its Notice on the
definition of the relevant market (which contains an identical paragraph to the one set out
in paragraph 350 above) in a note to the OECD, where it explains that "whef~e szcpply-
side szcbstitution is paj~tial of~ not neatly zcnivej~sal [it is] taken into account only at the
competitive assessment stage."494

353. The fact that supply-side substitution needs to be nearly universal is consistent with the
view of leading commentators. For example, in a report of June 2001 prepared for the
European Commission, Padilla wrote:

"Considej~ation of szcpply-side substitutability const~~aints should lead to market

aggregation only when sicpply-side substit.Zction is found to be newly universal, i.e.,

when p~odz~ction substitution among a gj~oup of p~odiccts is found to be technologically

feasible and economically viable, o~° most, if not all, firms selling one o~ mope of those

products."

"[...] ma~~ket agg~~egation ~°equij°es mop°e than just the existence of a few p~oduce~s able

to adjust their' p~°odzcction lines in ~~esponse to higheN prices fog the relevant pj~oducts.

The supply-side response should be nea~ly zcnive~°sal, i.e., it should involve most i not

all, p~odzcce~s. That is, competition azctho~ities should not only identify potential

sources of supply-side substitutability bzct should also convince themselves about them

universal cha~actej° befoNe moving on to aggregate markets for' p~°oducts that aye not

demand substitutes. "49s

354. This approach is also recommended by the International Competition Network in its
Merger Guidelines Workbook,`~96 and it is used —referred to as the ̀ near universality'

a93 See Commission Decision of 17 December 2008 in Case COMPlM.5046 F~•iesland Foods/Campina, paragraph

159, and Commission Decision of 17 November 2010 in Case COMP/M.5658 Unilever/Saf~a Lee, paragraph 96.

See also Commission Decision of 8 January 2016 in Case M.7630 Fedex/TNT Express, paragraphs 148 and 149.

`~~`~ Note by the European Commission to the OECD's Roundtable on Bar~~iers to Entry, 7 October 2005, paragraph
26; available at: <https://ec.europa.eulcompetition/internationaUmultilateral/2005_oct_barriers_entr,~pd~,
accessed June 2020.

`~95 Pages 4 and 23 of "The Bole ofsupply-substitution in the defrnition of the ~~elevant market in me~ge~~ control",

a report prepared by A. J. Padilla (NERA) for DG Enterprise A/4 of the European Commission, June 2001
(emphasis added by the Authority); see Document No 1075884. See also page 28 of the same report: "The second
option (r. e., ma~~Icet aggregation) shoZrld be exe~~cised only tivhen supply-side substitartion is fo2rnd to be nearly
Zcniversal, i.e., tivhen p~~odzrction substitution among a gf•ozrp of p~~oducts is foZcnd to be technologically feasible
and economically viable fog• most, ifnot all, firms selling one or mof~e of those pj~oducts." (emphasis added by the
Authority). More recently, O'Donoghue and Padilla wrote: "Szrpply-side szrbstitution also j~egzri~~es that a

sarff cientl~ lai~~e nZrmbet~ of szrpplie~~s can sti-vitcl~ production to the f~elevant pj~odarct in ~~esponse to a modest price
incf~ease." (their emphasis). O'Donoghue and Padilla, The lativ and economics ofAf~ticle 102 TFEU, 2nd ed. Hart
Publishing, 2013 (Document No 1075911), page 103, where the authors comment on the European Commission's
Notice on the definition of the relevant market.

496 Merger Guidelines Workbook released by the International Competition Network in April 2006 (see Document

No 1075490), paragraph A.21 at page 24: "Mo~~eover, the mere fact that some fi~~ms p~~odzccing a prodacct B a~~e

able to garickly stivitch (o~• extend) sarpply to p~~odzrct A does not necessaj~ily mean that (i) they can stivitch (of~

extend) satpply enti~~ely, (ii) they have incentive to do so and (iii) all fif~ms pf•odaccing B tivozrld do so. When
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requirement — by the US competition authorities in their Horizontal Merger Guidelines.
The latter state that, "if this type of supply side substitution is nearly universal among the
fz~ms selling one o~ mope of a group of products, the Agencies may use an aggregate
description of markets fog those products as a matter of convenience",497

355. Furthermore, as shown in the following paragraphs, the analysis of supply-side
substitution requires not only the determination of whether most suppliers had the ability
but also the economic incentives to switch production following a change in relative
prices. The mere technical feasibility of switching production does not suffice, and the
fact that most suppliers are active in two adjacent product/service segments does not lead
automatically to the conclusion that those two segments belong to the same product
market.498

356. The assessment of incentives is consistent with the European Commission's approach in
case COMP/M.6497 —Hutchison 3G Austria/O~ange Austria, where it clarified that the
"existence of an actual competitive constraint due to supply-side substitution ~equi~es
not only the ability to enter o~ expand in the segment in question but also the incentive
t0 C~O SO",

499

considering the product market on the basis of supply-side substitutability, the competition authorities will require
that most of the suppliers of product B will be able to offer and sell the various qualities of product A under
conditions of immediacy (with the capacity that can be economically reallocated to productA) and in the absence
of signifrcant increase in costs before they conclude that product A and B are in the same market." (emphasis
added by the Authority).

49' Horizontal Merger Guidelines of the US Department of Justice and the Federal Trade Commission of 19 August
2010 (Document No 1075493), footnote 8.

49s See, for example, the Commission decisions in cases COMP/M.7265 —Zimmer/Biomet (paragraphs 118-122,
where the Commission found that primary and revision total knee implants represented distinct product markets,
despite the fact that the main suppliers of primary implants also supplied revision implants, with few exceptions);
COMP/M.4513 — Arjowggins/M-real Zanders Reflex (paragraphs 43-59, where the Commission looked at
whether sheets and reels of carbonless paper were in the same relevant market on the basis of supply-side
substitution; the Commission ultimately left this question open}; COMP/M.4980 —ABF/GBI Business (paragraphs
32-39, where supply-side substitution was ruled out for liquid and compressed yeast); COMP/M.6576 —
Munksjo/Ahlstrom (paragraphs 250-261, where a specific type of decor paper, pre-impregnated paper (PRIP), was
found to be a distinct market from other types of decor paper); and COMP/M.6214 —Seagate/HDD Business of
Samsung (paragraphs 155-170, where the Commission concluded that there was no supply-side substitution
between drives of different form factors, for example, from 3.5" to 2.5 ", nor between drives within the same form
factor but intended for different end-uses —for example, from 3.5" business critical to 3.5" desktop).

499 Commission Decision of 12 December 2012 in Case M.6497 — Hutchzson 3G Austria/Orange Austria,
paragraph 143. See also Commission Decision of 24 March 2004 in Case COMP/C-3/37.792 —Microsoft. In the
latter case, the Commission identified a separate market for work group server operating systems. In respect of
supply-side substitution, the Commission concluded in paragraph 399 that "other operating system vendors,
including in particular vendors of server operating systems, would not be able to switch their prodicction and
distribution assets to work group server operating systems without incurring significant additional costs and risks
and within a time framework sufficiently short so as to consider that supply-side considerations are relevant in
this case". This decision was upheld by the GCEU (judgment of 17 September 2007, Microsoft, T-201/04
EU:T:2007:289, paragraph 530).
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357. Assessing incentives is also in line with Padilla's interpretation of the European
Commission's Notice on the definition of the relevant market: soo «The second option (i. e.,
market aggregation) should be exercised only when supply-side substitution is found to
be nearly universal, i.e., when production substitution among a group of products is
found to be technologically feasible and economical) viable for most, if not all, firms
selling one or mope of those products ", sol

358. This is also the approach recommended by the International Competition Network502 and
by Professors Fletcher and Lyons in a report prepared for the European Commission on
geographic market definition.so3

359. Further, the UK Competition Appeal Tribunal ("CAT") has recognised the importance
of incentives in the Genzyme case,so4 which involved an abuse of a dominant position
due to a margin squeeze. In that case, the CAT upheld the finding by the Office of Fair
Trading ("OFT"sos~ that Genzyme had abused its dominant position by imposing a
margin squeeze in the supply of Cerezyme at the downstream level, a drug used in the
treatment of Gaucher's disease. Regarding the definition of the relevant retail market (i.e.
the supply of homecare services to Gaucher's patients), the CAT upheld the OFT's
finding that there was no demand-side substitution.so6 It then assessed the OFT's findings

soo As set out in paragraph 352 above, the Commission's Notice contains a paragraph identical to the one in the
Authority's Notice.

soi See Report (Document No 1075884) referred to in footnote 495 above, page 28 (emphasis added by the

Authority); see also pages 4 and 21-23 of this Report (emphasis added by the Authority): "Furthermore,
producers should not only be (technologically) capable to adjust their production, distribution and marketing

facilities to supply the t~elevant products with immediacy and at a low cost; they should also find it privatelx

ro stable to divert their production, or mobilize their idle capacity, to enter the relevant market"; "In sum, the
key questions to be answered in order to determine the viability and credibility of supply-side substitutability as

an ef, fective competitive constraint are: [... ] (c) Do manufacturers of supply-side substitutes have the economic

incentives to engage in production of the relevant goods/services?"

soa See the Merger Guidelines Workbook released by the International Competition Network in Apri12006 (see
footnote 496 above), page 24, respectively paragraphs A.21 (see the quote in footnote 496 above) and A.22 (first
bullet point): "During the investigation process, undertakings that may have beep identified by the parties or by
the case team as potential suppliers might be asked whether substitution is technically possible, about the costs
of switching production between products, and the time it would take to switch production. The key question to
ask potential suppliejs, however, is whether it would be ro rtable to switch production, given a small (e.g., S to
10 per cent) price increase." (emphasis added by the Authority)

so3 See Amelia Fletcher and Bruce Lyons, "Geographic Market Definition in European Commission Merger
Control: A Study for DG Competition", January 2016 (see Document No 1075489), page 9. Professors Fletcher
and Lyons insist on the relevance of incentives to switch (in addition to ability), see footnote 4 at page 9: "In fact,
the Notice focuses primarily on ability, not incentive. Indeed the word ̀incentive' does not appear once within the
Notice. However in our view incentives are hi~ly ~'elevant to a firm 's decision to switch production, and thus we
include them here. " (emphasis added by the Authority)

soa Judgment of 11 March 2004 in Case No 1016/1/1/03 Genzyme Ltd v Office of Fair Trading [2004] CAT 4
("Genzyme Case"); see Document No 1075912. In its decision, the OFT applied Section 18(1) of the national
Competition Act of 1998, which imposes a prohibition that is materially identical to Article 102 TFEU and Article
54 EEA: see paragraphs 3 and 4 of the CAT's decision.

sos Now known as the Competition and Markets Authority or "CMA".

sob See paragraph 358: "[...] in the vast majority of cases a patient suffering from Gaucher disease has only one
choice of treatment available to him, namely Cerezyme. For Gaucherpatients being treated at home, there is no
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that there was insufficient supply-side substitution due to the terms charged by Genzyme
for the supply of the drug Cerezyme. The CAT upheld the OFT's finding that, while there
were a number of potential suppliers of homecare services to Gaucher's patients, supply-
side substitution was feasible only if such providers could obtain supplies of Cerezyme
on economically viable terms. However, being the sole supplier of the drug, Genzyme
could limit or even fully eliminate supply-side substitution:

"359. Fi°om the point of vietiv of the supply side, the~~e a~~e in theory a nzcmbef~ ofpotential
supplies°s of homeca~°e see°vices to Gazcche~ patients, as the decision accepts at
pa~~agj~aph 177. Hotiveve~, in ozc~ vie~~ it is self evident that a p~ovide~ of home
delivery/homecai~e sel°vices is able to provide such see°vices to Gauchej~ patients only if
he is in a position to obtain supplies of Ce~ezyme. Fzcf^the~mo~°e, a p~ovide~° of such
home delivery/homecaj°e services will in pj~actice be able to p~~ovide such se~~vices to
Gazcche~~ patients only if he can obtain supplies of Cei°ezyme at a p~~ice that enables the
pj~ovision of homecal°e see°vices to be economicall vy fable.

360. Genzyme is the only soup°ce of supplies of Ce~ezyme. It follows that Genzyme, if it
~~~ishes, is potentially in a position to fo~~eclose the pj~ovision of home delivery/homeca~e
se~~vices to Gauche patients by anyone other than Genzyme itself, either by ~eficsing to
supply Cej~ezyme altogetheN, oj~ by doing so on tej~ms and conditions tivhich prevent any
thiNd pasty home delivej~y/homeca~e services p~ovide~ from providing sz~ch services on
an economically viable basis.

365. Foy the above j~easons we find that these is a separate demand to meet the needs
of Gazcche~~ patients, fog whom no othej° treatment is available, fog the supply of
HomecaNe Services as defined in the decision, including the home delivery of Cer~ezyme
and the supply of nursing where necessary. The supply of such services is a separate
economic activity, distinct from the supply of the d~zcg alone. Genzyme is in a position,
if it so chooses, to foj°eclose that supply by this°d pasties by the pricing practices it
adopts in j°elation to Cep^ezyme. In our' view such supply foNms a discf~ete segment of the
~1~idei~ may°ket fog° homeca~°e services which Genzyme is in a position to monopolise fof~
as long as the~~e is no alte~~native t~~eatment fo~~ Gazcche~ disease.'~so~

possibility of any alte~~rrative treatment not involving the use of Cei~ezynze. Thais, froi~~ the point of view of the
demand side, at p~•esent thef~e is no ~"2Q'IIStIC~JOSSIIJlI1ly Of homecare se~~vices being sarpplied to Gaarchei~ patients
otheT~vise than together tivith the sZrpply of Cerezyme".

soy paragraphs 359, 360 and 365, emphasis added by the Authority. See also paragraph 367.
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360. The Genzyme case shows that, even if there are a number of potential suppliers of the
retail focal product (residential stand-alone MBB in the present case), supply-side
substitution is feasible only if such suppliers can obtain supplies of the wholesale input
(in the present case mobile access and origination services) required for providing the
retail focal product on economically viable terms. The fact that the dominant supplier of
the relevant wholesale input could limit supply-side substitution is therefore a relevant
factor fog assessing the immediacy and effectiveness of supply-side substitution.

361. According to Pisarkiewicz,508 the Genzyme scenario has similarities to what can be found
in certain telecommunications markets, in the sense that in these markets there is also, in
theory, a number of potential suppliers of retail telecommunications services. However,
to the extent that the ability of these suppliers to effectively exercise a competitive
constraint on dominant firms depends on their ability to obtain access to the dominant
firm's own wholesale input on economically viable terms, the mere presence of such
suppliers is in itself insufficient to render supply-side substitution meaningful. According
to Pisarkiewicz, in order to avoid distortions in the delineation of the relevant market,
competition authorities, instead of examining whether supply substitution simply exists,
should carefully examine the ability of the dominant firm to eliminate the disciplining
effects of supply substitution. Such an examination is made by the Authority in Section
8.4.4.3.3 below.

362. The Authority further refers to the CMA's Merger Assessment Guidelines, as support for
its view that economic incentives to switch production are relevant when assessing the
immediacy and effectiveness of supply-side substitution.so9

363. Finally, the Authority notes that, as also observed by US competition authorities,
evidence of competitive effects can inform market definition, just as market definition
can be informative regarding competitive effects. s i o

364. The Authority therefore considers that, for the purposes of market definition (and more
specifically for the purposes of assessing the immediacy and effectiveness of supply-side
substitution), it is necessary to look at whether it would have been economically viable
for suppliers of MTDS to enter the market for residential stand-alone MBB subscriptions
(or to expand their presence), e.g. following a change in relative prices. If this were not
the case, they would have lacked an economic incentive to switch production, and there
would have been no sufficiently immediate and effective supply-side response.

sos Anna Renata Pisarkiewicz, Ma~~gin Sgareeze in the Electl•onic Commarnications Sector•, Critical Analysis of the
Decisional Pf~actice and Case Lativ, Wolters Kluwer 2018, Section 2.3.2 —The Relevance of Supply
Substitutability (pages 99-101; see Document No 1115149).

soy Competition and Markets Authority's Merger Assessment Guidelines (see Document No 1075492), paragraph
5.2.17 at page 33, where it is stated that the CMA may take into account supply-side substitution when "firms
have the ability and incentive quickly (genef~ally within a yeaf) to shift capacity between [...] diffe~•ent prodiccts
depending on demand fo~~ each". See also paragraph 5.2.19 at page 34, last bullet point.

s~o See the Horizontal Merger Guidelines of the US Department of Justice and the Federal Trade Commission,
issued on 19 August 2010, in particular, Section 4 (page 7); see Document No 1075493.
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365. The Authority must thus assess whether most suppliers of MTDS had the ability and the
economic incentives to enter the residential stand-alone MBB market or to expand their
presence in that market with sufficient effectiveness and immediacy.

8.4.4.3.3 Application to the p~~esent case

366. In principle, suppliers of MTD~ would have been technically able to offer residential
stand-alone MBB services during the Period under Consideration (or to expand their
offer, if already present). The necessary input at the upstream level (i.e. access and
origination services on public mobile telephone networks) is the same for residential
stand-alone MBB and MTDS and is available (upstream), either through their own
networks (in the case of MNOs) or through a wholesale agreement (in the case of
NROs,sll MVNOs and SPs).

367. However, as shown in paragraphs 368-374 below, during the Period under
Consideration, it was not the case that most suppliers of MTDS had the economic
incentives to enter the residential stand-alone MBB market or to expand their presence
in that market with sufficient effectiveness and immediacy.

368. In particular, suppliers of MTDS that did not have a nationwide mobile network and had
to rely on the relevant wholesale input of either Telenor or Telia,512 i.e. NROs, MVNOs
and SPs, lacked economic incentives to enter the residential stand-alone MBB market or
to expand their presence in that market with sufficient effectiveness and immediacy.

369. This was because Telenor and Telia were in a position to supply the required wholesale
input on terms and conditions which prevented these MTDS providers (relying on that
relevant input) from providing residential stand-alone MBB services on an economically
viable basis. In practice, the wholesale terms offered by Telenor and Telia for the supply
of wholesale access and origination services on their mobile networks, in combination
with their retail prices for residential stand-alone MBB services, led to negative gross
margins for their wholesale customers (NROs, MVNOs and SPs) during the entire Period
under Consideration, or the major part of it. s 13

370. As demonstrated in Section 9.2.2.3 below, Telenor had limited incentives to compete
with Telia on providing wholesale access, since terms that were too attractive would have
increased the competitiveness of access buyers at the retail level. In fact, as demonstrated
in Section 10.4 below, Telenor's wholesale customers earned or would have earned
negative gross margins (that is even without taking into account any incremental retail
costs) during the entire Period under Consideration (based on the wholesale tariffs
charged by Telenor to SPs) or a major part of it (in the case of the wholesale NRO tariffs
charged by Telenor to NwN and the wholesale MVNO tariffs charged by Telenor to

sll The network of an NRO has no nationwide coverage and it must therefore buy the wholesale input concerned
from an MNO in the areas not covered by its own network.

s'2 See footnote 516 below.

s13 As will be shown in Section 8.4.6.3 below, supply-side substitution from the provision of business MBB
services to the provision of residential stand-alone MBB services must be ruled out for the same reasons (lack of
economic incentives).
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Ventelo). This because of the wholesale terms charged by Telenor in combination with
its retail prices for residential stand-alone MBB. In addition, Telenor's wholesale MVNO
customer TDC, which did not provide residential stand-alone MBB services during the
Period under Consideration, did not have economic incentives to enter that market, as it
would also have earned negative gross margins.s14 In other words, Telenor's wholesale
customers did not have incentives to enter the residential stand-alone MBB market or to
expand their presence in that market, because this would not have been economically
viable.

371. The Authority's finding is suppot-ted by statements made by NwN, which confirmed that
a margin squeeze was the main factor restricting it from expanding its offering of MBB
services during the Period under Consideration: "From the perspective that Netu~o~k
Noway had in the relevant period, the main factor f~estr~icting Network No~~way from
offef~ing MBB see°vices was the national roaming taf°iffs which prevented Network
No~~~vay from being able to p~°ovide competitive p~~ices fog MBB due to a may°gin sgzceeze.
Consequently, Neh~~o~°k Noy°lvay did not seek to expand its MBB offe~~ing. "s i s

372. As considered in Section 9.2.2 below, Telenor and Telia were in practice the only two
real options for buying the relevant wholesale input.s16 However, as is shown below in
Section 9.2.2.3, Telia had limited incentives to compete with Telenor on the wholesale
market for mobile access and origination services, since wholesale terms that were too
favourable would have led to more competition on the relevant retail market.

373. In fact, as described in Annex 2 to this Decision, including an Appendix517 and the
accompanying Excel spreadsheet mode1,518 the Authority's calculationss19 show that

s14 See Document No 1068848 (spreadsheet containing the Authority's margin squeeze calculations).

sus See Letter from Telia —also on behalf of NwN as its legal predecessor — to the Authority of 30 August 2016
(Document No 1075917), Section 2.2, page 5.

s'6 As indicated in paragraph 60 above, during the Period under Consideration, only Telenor and Telia had a
nationwide mobile network that enabled them to provide ordinary mobile communications services (which
included MTDS) and MBB, exclusively based on their own infrastructure. As shown in Section 9.2.2.2 below,
Mobile Norway (or its parents NwN and Tele2) and ICE were not good alternative suppliers of the wholesale
input supplied by Telenor or Telia. Therefore, Telenor's argument (see Reply to the SO, paragraphs 169, 247 and
290 and Section 5.5.6) that NROs, MVNOs and SPs had the option of purchasing wholesale data from ICE or
Mobile Norway must be rejected.

s 1' This Annex, which forms an integral part of the present Decision, sets out the methodology used for calculating
the margins of Telia's wholesale customers during the Period under Consideration. In this Annex, the Authority
also discusses and rebuts the arguments raised by Telenor regarding the Authority's calculations of the margins
of Telia's wholesale customers.

sis The Authority's calculations were presented in Document No 1076031 as an Annex to the SSO, including an
Appendix (see also Annex 2 to this Decision for a description of those calculations). The accompanying
spreadsheet model prepared by the Authority was included as Document No 1074655 (confidential version) and
Document No 1074657 (non-confidential version). In the LoF, the Authority also provided a slightly revised
version of the spreadsheet model originally annexed to the SSO, which included several sensitivity/robustness
checks of the calculations presented in the SSO (see Document No 1116378 for the confidential version and
Document No 1116433 for the non-confidential version).

s'9 These calculations are based on an EEC test. The Authority notes that applying the EEC test to calculate the
margins of Telia's wholesale customers is a conservative approach (to the advantage of Telenor). This is because
these calculations, unlike those concerning the margins of Telenor's wholesale customers, are not done to test
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Telia's wholesale customers also earned or would have earned negative gross margins in
the supply of stand-alone MBB services to residential customers during the entire Period
under Consideration due to Telia's wholesale terms, in combination with the prevailing
retail prices for residential stand-alone MBB services.520 Moving to Telia's network was
therefore not a valid alternative for Telenor's wholesale customers that wanted to start
supplying residential stand-alone MBB or to expand their presence in that market,521 even
leaving aside the other switching costs resulting from the contractual terms (contract
duration, minimum purchase obligations, discount structures and exclusivity clauses) in
Telenor's wholesale contracts522 and from perceived differences in network quality and
coverage.s23

374. Based on paragraphs 366-373 above, the Authority reaches the conclusion that all three
categories of suppliers of MTDS that did not have a nationwide mobile network and had
to buy wholesale access and origination services from either Telenor or Telia (i.e. the

whether a margin squeeze abuse has taken place. They are carried out in order to determine the effectiveness and
immediacy of supply-side substitution when defining the relevant retail market. The purpose is therefore to assess
whether, based on the wholesale prices charged by Telia, Telia's wholesale customers would have had an
economic incentive to enter the residential stand-alone MBB market or to expand their presence, in light of the
prevailing retail prices. Assuming that those wholesale customers, as new entrants, would have the same retail
customer portfolio and retail volumes and revenues as Telia is a rather unrealistic scenario and therefore the
approach set out in Annex 2 (and implemented in the spreadsheets listed in footnote 518) is conservative.

szo See footnote 518 above. See also Document No 788751, reply by Tele2 and NwN of 9 May 2014 to the
Authority's request for information dated 28 March 2014, non-confidential version, pages 7-9, where Tele2
confirmed the following: "Tele2 decided to offer MBB in May 2008. Prior to the launch, Tele2 considered the
price plans and strategic value of the MBB offering carefully, due to the inherent risk of a margins squeeze since
Tele2 was an ~I~IVNO, relying on paying for all traffic in NetCom's [i.e. Telia's] network."

s21 Telenor's argument (see Reply to the SO, paragraph 473, and Annex 14 to the Reply to the SO (see Document
No 802048), Section 5.1.2) that NROs, MVNOs and SPs had the option of purchasing wholesale data from Telia
must therefore be rejected.

522 See paragraphs 535-539 below. See also NwN's National Roaming Agreement with Telenor of 3 Apri12008
(Document No 657260 — EES 27), pages 6/44 and 18/44; see Clause 1.3(e) for the exclusivity clause and Clause
13.2 for the contract duration); Additional agreement of 2 September 2009 to the NRA agreement with NwN
(Document No 657260 - EES 30), pages 2/4 and 3/4; see Clause 2 and Clause 3 for volume obligations and Clause
4 for a new fixed term); Additional agreement 2 of 18 August 2010 to the NRA agreement with NwN (Document
No 657260 - EES 28), page 4/9, Clause 5 for the volume obligations and page 8/9, Clause 11 for the new fixed
term) and also the letter from Telia —also on behalf of NwN as its legal predecessor — to the Authority of 30
August 2016 (Document No 1075917), Section 2.2, page 6: "From the perspective that Network Norway had in
the relevant period, wholesale customers could have switched from Telenor's network to Telia's network, in
theory. However, this possibility was limited b}~ the terms of the national roaming agreements. Network Norway's
national roaming agreements in 2008, 2009 and 2010 had a fixed term of 4 years aid a substantial purchase
obligation, which in combination prevented Nerivork Norway from switching to Telia's network before the frxed
contf-act term expired. Also, the exclusivity clause in the same national roaming agreements prevented Network
No~vay and other group companies from establishing a parallel national roaming agreement during the contract
term. Consequently, should Network Norway have tried to switch to Telia's network prior to the fixed contract
term this would entail a substantial risk for a claim from Telenor. This risk was demonstrated when Tele2 AB
acquired Network Norway in 2012, and Telenor claimed MNOK 160. The basis of the claim was that Telenor
alleged that Network Norway was in breach of the exclicsivity clause since Tele2 Norge AS had an existing
wholesale agreement with Telia."

s23 See paragraphs 531-534 below.
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NROs, MVNOs and SPs524), did not have sufficient economic incentives to enter the
residential stand-alone MBB-market in Norway or to expand their presence in that
marlcet.

375. On the basis of the above, the Authority concludes that it was not the case that, during
the Period under Consideration, most suppliers offering MTDS had incentives to, with
sufficient immediacy and effectiveness, enter the residential stand-alone MBB market or
to expand their presence in that market. It was therefore impossible for the relevant
wholesale customers to enter or expand in the relevant market without incurring
significant costs, i.e. a loss.

8.4.4.3.4 Arguments pzct foj~tivaj~d by Teleno~ in j°elation to supply-side substitution

376. Telenor provides a number of arguments for why it disputes the lack of supply-side
substitution in the present case.s2s

377. Telenor notes that, in several decisions relating to mergers in the telecoms sector, the
European Commission defined a single relevant market at the downstream level,
including both MTDS and MBB services, on the basis of supply-side substitutability.s26

It claims that the same approach should be followed in this case.

378. The Authority acknowledges that, in several decisions relating to mergers in the field of
mobile communications services, the European Commission defined a single relevant
market at the downstream level, including both MTDS and MBB services, on the basis
of supply-side substitutability. However, none of those decisions analysed the mobile
communications sector in Norway, and the Authority is bound to define the relevant
market in light of the prevailing competitive conditions in Norway specifically, and
during the particular Period under Consideration.527 Inthe present case, the Authority has
determined that, during the Period under Consideration, there was no sufficiently
effective and immediate supply-side substitution in Norway.

52~ These three categories represented between 17 and 24 suppliers of ordinary mobile communications services

during the Period Linder Consideration. Their aggregated market share in the market for the provision of ordinary

mobile communications services (which included MTDS) was on average 21 % during the Period under

Consideration (see market shares of the NROs, MVNOs and SPs for ordinary mobile communications services,

see Document No 1076160. The Authority's calculation is based on disaggregated figures from Nkom for its 2014

e-com market report; see Document No 781987.

s25 See Reply to the SO, Section 3.4.4 and Annex 13 to the Reply to the SO, Section A.2.2 and Reply to the SSO,

Sections 4.5.2 and 4.6.3 and Annex 1 to the Reply to the SSO — CRA Comments, Section 3.3. See also Reply to

the LoF, Section 3.2.3.

sz6 In paragraph 145 and Section 3.4.2 of the Reply to the SO, Telenor refers to the following cases:

COMP/M.3245 — Vodafone/Singlepoint; COMP/M.3530 — TeliaSonera/Orange; COMP/M.3916 — T-Mobile

Austria /Tele.~~ing; COMP/M. 4947 — Vodafone/Tele2 Italy/Tele2 Spain; COMP/M.5650 — T-Mobile/O~~ange;

COMP/M.6497 — Hactchison 3G AZistria/O~~ange Aarstria; COMP/M.6992 — Hzrtchison 3G UK/Telefonica If•eland;

and Telefonica Dezctsclrland/E-Plans Decision. See also Reply to the SSO, Section 4.5.2.4.

52' See the judgment of 22 March 2000, Coca-Cola, T-125/97 and T-127/97, EU:T:2000:84, paragraph 82:

"Mo~•eove~•, in the coan~se of any decision applying A~~ticle 86 [Artic1e102 TFEU] of the Treaty, the Commission

mzrst defrne the relevant maf•ket again and make a f~esh analysis of the conditions of competition tivhich tivill not

necessat•ily be based on the same conside~~ations as those zrndej~lying the previous finding of a dominantposition."
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379. The Authority does not consider its finding of insufficiency of supply-side substitution
to be in contradiction with the findings by the European Commission in its merger
decisions relating to the telecoms sector in specific EU Member States. The Authority
has assessed the effectiveness and immediacy of supply-side substitution in Norway
during the Period under Consideration. Following that analysis, having regard to the
specific facts of this case, it has concluded that, due to the absence of economic incentives
to enter or to expand in the market for stand-alone residential MBB, supply-side
substitution was insufficient.

380. In any event, the definition of the relevant markets may differ in merger and antitrust
cases, even if the same methodology is applied.528 The European Commission precedents
referred to by Telenor relate to mergers. In this context, the Authority notes that the nature
of the competition issue being examined in such cases (i.e. whether the merger would
lead to a significant impediment of effective competition ("SIEC")) is different compared
to the issue addressed in this case, namely whether a certain pricing behaviour constitutes
an abuse of a dominant position.

3 81. The Authority further notes that, in a number of the telecoms merger cases to which
Telenor refers, the Commission has nevertheless considered it necessary to analyse
competition in different market segments within the overall relevant market for retail
mobile communications services, to ensure that the role of incentives and actual
competitive constraints are still taken into account in the overall assessment. In Case
COMP/M.6992 —Hutchison 3G UK/Telefonica Deland, for example, the Commission
states that this was necessary because "thee is little demand-side switching bet~~een
these segments and supply-side substitutability is not pei fect. As a j°esult, the competitive
dynamics diffeN among segments. "529 In other words, in these cases, while a broader
relevant retail market was defined in the context of the merger-specific assessment, the
Commission nevertheless went on to assess the scope for possible competitive concerns
to arise based on the competitive dynamics in specific segments of that relevant market.s3o

Therefore, while the result of defining the relevant market itself has differed in these
merger cases, the assessment of competitive dynamics and anti-competitive effects
within the sub-segments is conceptually consistent with the practice followed by the
Authority in the present case.

SZg See the Notice on the definition of the relevant market, paragraph 12: "The cj•ite~•ia to define the ~°elevant
n~a~~ket are applied genes°ally fo~~ the analysis of ce~~tain behaviozrrs in the »~arket and fog• the analysis of st~~uctzr~~al
changes in the szrpply of p~°odzrcts. Thrs methodology, though, y~~ight lead to diffe~•ent resZrlts depending on the
natzn•e of the competition issare being examif~ed. Fo~~ instance, the scope of the geographic mat~ket might be
diffe~~ent tivhen analysing a concent~•atron, ~-vlrere the af~alysis is essentially p~~ospective, from an analysis of past
behavioan~. The drffei•ent time ho~•izon co~sidei•ed in each case might lead to the ~•esaclt that different geogf~aphic
ma~~kets a~~e defined fof~ the same p~~oducts depending on tivhethe~~ the EFTA Sari~veillance Authority is examining
a change in the st~~uctar~~e of szrpply, such as a concentration or a cooperative joint ventt~f~e, oi• issZres s•elating to
ce~~tain past behaviour."

s29 Commission Decision of 28 May 2014 in Case COMP/M.6992 —Hutchison 3G UK/Telefonica h~eland,
paragraph 151.

s3o Commission Decision of 12 December 2012 in Case COMP/M.6497 — Hz~tchison 3G Aust~~ia/Orange Aarstria,
paragraph 140.
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382. Telenor claims further that it is unsound to rely on the existence of a technical margin
squeeze at a narrow level of aggregation when attempting to define an equally narrow
relevant market which the Authority will subsequently use to justify the narrow level of
aggregation. According to Telenor, this is circular and self-fulfilling.s31

383. The Authority rejects Telenor's criticism that its methodology is unsound and circular.
The Authority has first assessed demand-side substitution (which takes a leading role
when defining the relevant market) and has come to the conclusion that there was limited
demand-side substitution from residential stand-alone MBB to potential alternatives. It
is only then that the Authority has assessed whether the market should nevertheless be
broadened based on supply-side substitution.

384. In the Authority's view, for the purpose of market definition, it is appropriate to look at
whether suppliers of MTDS would have obtained positive margins if they had decided to
offer stand-alone MBB subscriptions to residential customers (or to expand their
presence if already offering this service). If this were not the case, they would have lacked
an economic incentive to switch production and, therefore, there would not have been a
sufficiently immediate and effective supply-side response. The Authority notes that its
conclusion on incentives is not only based on an assessment of the margins that Telenor's
wholesale customers earned or would have earned, but also on other factors such as the
margins obtained by Telia's wholesale customers.

385. As shown in paragraphs 355-364 above, and particularly in the Genzyme case (see
paragraph 359 above), even if there are a number of potential suppliers of the retail focal
product (residential stand-alone MBB in the present case), supply-side substitution is
feasible only if such suppliers could obtain supplies of the wholesale input required (in
the present case wholesale mobile access and origination services) for providing the retail
focal product on economically viable terms. The fact that the dominant supplier of the
relevant wholesale input (and its closest competitor) could limit supply-side substitution
is therefore a relevant factor for assessing the immediacy and effectiveness of supply-
side substitution.

3 86. The Authority further notes that in the Genzyme case, the CAT, on a similar basis,
rejected an argument similar to the one raised by Telenor, as follows:532 "Althozcgh we
take into account P~°ofesso~~ Ya~~~°o~-v's comment that it is, in the abst~~act, potentially
conficsing to define `the ma~~ket' by ~~efe~ence to the behavioZc~° said to constitute the
abuse, that is not in ouf° vietiv a cof~zpelling c~^iticism of the OFT's apps°oath atpa~ag~aphs
173 to 183 of the decision." The Authority finally recalls that the US competition
authorities also consider that "[e]vidence of competitive effects can inform market
definition, just as market definition can be info~~mative ~ega~ding competitive effects",533

s3' See Annex 13 to the Reply to the SO, paragraph 239, point d; and Reply to the SSO, Section 2.1.4.

s3z See Genzyme Case, paragraph 366.

533 See the Horizontal Merger Guidelines of the US Department of Justice and the Federal Trade Commission,

issued on 19 August 2010, in particular, Section 4 (see Document No 1075493).
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387. Finally, Telenor raises a number of criticisms in relation to the ̀ most suppliers' test.534

388. First, Telenor claims that the Authority employs a new, unprecedenteds3s test, which is
different from the 50,536

389. The Authority disagrees. It is incorrect that Authority applied a new methodology in the
SSO, compared to the SO. Further, the methodology is not unprecedented.

390. As explained in the SSO, its Section 2.1.3.3.2 supplements paragraphs 118-124 of the
S0.537 The additional arguments put forward in Section 2.1.3.3.2 of the SSO must be
read together with the legal basis for the market definition as set out in Section 8.1 and
paragraph 118 of the SO.

391. Paragraph 65 of the SO explicitly refers to the ̀ most suppliers' requirement.538

392. Telenor appears to have perfectly understood the ̀ most suppliers' test as set out in the
SO, since it describes the test as follows in its Reply to the SO: "As pointed out by CRA:
"The Commission's Notice suggests that supply side szcbstitzctability aNgzcments a~°e most
likely to be accepted when ̀ most of the supplies' a~~e able to offej^ and sell the va~iozcs
p~°oducts quickly withozct significant increases in costs",539

393. In the SSO, the Authority set out the relevant test with reference to the same paragraphs
in the Notice on the definition of the relevant market, namely paragraphs 20-23. The test
set out by the Authority in Section 2.1.3.3.2.2 of the SSO is therefore clearly rooted in
the SO and in the Authority's Notice on the definition of the relevant on market.

394. As also explained in the SO, any NRO, MVNO or SP considering switching supply from
MTDS to residential stand-alone MBB services would have had to take into account
wholesale access prices for mobile data and the corresponding risk of a margin

s3a See Reply to the SSO, Section 4.5.2 and Annex 1 to this Reply to the SSO — CRA Comments, paragraphs 68-
81.

sss Telenor claims that the ̀ most suppliers' test is not in line with the Authority's own guidelines and finds no
precedents in EEA law; see Reply to the SSO, Section 4.5.2.3.

s36 See Reply to the SSO, Sections 4.5.2.2 and 4.5.2.3 and Annex 1 to the Reply to the SSO — CRA Comments,
paragraphs 61-65.

s3~ See SSO, paragraph 36. See also paragraph 10, which provides that the SSO "sarpplements the SO and shozrld
the~•efoi~e be ~•ead together• with the latter•".

s3s It states the following, referring to paragraphs 20 and 23 of the Notice on the definition of the relevant market:
"Supply-side substitzrtability may also betaken into account when defining ma~~kets in situations in which its effects
are egarivalent to those of demand-side sZrbstitz~tion in te~•ms of effectiveness and immediacy. This means that most
saripliers a~•e able to s1-vitch p~~oduction to the t•elevant products in ~~esponse to small and pej•manent changes in
relative ps~ices and market them in the short teem ~vithozrt inczn•ring significant additional costs of~ risks" (emphasis
added by the Authority). Further, footnote 91 to paragraph 118 of the SO refers to paragraphs 20-23 of the Notice
on the definition of relevant market: paragraph 21 of the Notice on the definition of relevant market, states that
"drffe~~ent qualities tivill be g~•oZrped into one pi•odarct ma~•ket, p~•ovided that most o the suppliers a~•e able to offer
and sell the va~•ioars garalities immediately and tivithout the significant increases in costs refei~i•ed to above"
(emphasis added by the Authority).

s39 See Reply to the SO, paragraph 148 (emphasis added by the Authority).
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squeeze.540 The SSO complemented this further by showing that Telia's wholesale
customers also earned or would have earned negative gross margins when supplying
residential stand-alone MBB during the Period under Consideration. The SSO did not
contain a new test, but merely elaborated on one of the reasons, namely the existence of
a margin squeeze, for rejecting supply-side substitution in the SO.

395. Telenor's claim that the SSO applied a new methodology compared to the SO must
therefore be rejected. In any event, the methodology finally retained in the present
Decision was already clearly set out in the SSO and Telenor was therefore in an adequate
position to provide its observations on that methodology.

396. Second, Telenor claims that the Authority's analysis is not possible to align with the
hypothetical monopolist test, because the Authority assesses actual margins and thereby
the concrete downstream prices of Telenor and Telia.s41 The Authority notes, however,
that the purpose of assessing the margins of Telenor and Telia in this context is not to
perfot-m a SSNIP test. Rather, it is intended to determine whether most suppliers would,
in practice, have had incentives to enter the residential stand-alone MBB market (or
expand their presence) based on the available margins. Similarly, the European
Commission does not normally rely on the SSNIP-test exercise in cases where Article
102 TFEU is applied.s42

397. Third, Telenor considers that, even if the Authority's application of a ̀ most suppliers'
test were within the framework of its guidelines, this test should only be used when
markets are defined for the purposes of dominance and merger assessments and not when
defining markets that are to be used to assess the effects of an alleged abuse of
dominance.s43 Telenor adds that the economic foundations for the ̀ near universality' test
are limited, and its existence owes more to expediency in the context of merger and
dominance assessments. According to Telenor, in the context of defining a market to be
used to assess effects like in the present case, it is the ~~eve~~se nea~~ universality test that
is relevant.s44 Telenor alleges that this means that the relevant question is therefore rather
whether all or most significant competitors in the supply of the focal product (residential
stand-alone MBB in the present case) also supply other products. If so, the relevant
market should be broadened to include those other products.

398. The Authority disagrees that the ̀ most suppliers' test is inappropriate when defining the
relevant market for the put-pose of assessing the existence of an abuse of a dominant
position. As explained above in Section 8.4.4.3.2, the ̀ most suppliers' test is rooted in
the Authority's and the Commission's Notices on the definition of the relevant market.
As clearly stated in the Notice, it applies generally for the analysis of certain types of
behaviour in the market and for the analysis of structural changes in the supply of

sao See SO, paragraph 123.

sal See Reply to the SSO, paragraph 127.

5̀ ~'- See footnote 183 above.

s`'3 See Reply to the SSO, Section 4.5.2.2, and Annex 1 to the Reply to the SSO — CRA Comments, paragraph 11
and Section 3.3.2.

5`~`~ See Annex 1 to the Reply to the SSO — CRA Comments, paragraphs 65-67.
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products.s4s In other words, it is fully applicable in antitrust cases as well as in merger
cases. Although the Notice explains that market definition might lead to different results
depending on the nature of the competition issue being examined,s46 there is nothing in
the Notice suggesting that the ̀ most suppliers' test is intended to cover only market
definition in merger cases and dominance assessments.

399. Further, Telenor's argument that, in the context of defining a market to be used to assess
effects like in the present case, it is the f°evej°se neaj~ universality test that is relevant, must
be rejected.547 Such a test has no basis in the case law of the European courts, nor in the
practice of the Authority or the European Commission.

400. Additionally, the Authority disagrees that the `near universality' test lacks economic
foundations. The rationale for using the ̀ most suppliers' test when defining markets for
the purposes of assessing the effects of a merger or dominance548 is also relevant when
defining the relevant market in order to assess the potential anti-competitive effects of a
margin squeeze.

401. In a merger or dominance assessment, the aim of taking supply-side substitution into
account would normally be to calculate the market shares. The purpose of calculating
market shares is to assess the market power of the firms involved. If markets are
aggregated in the absence ofnear-universal substitutability, acompetition authority risks
defining excessively large markets and underestimating the market power of the merging
firms or the dominant firm. The reason is that firms that were not able and/or incentivised
to effectively and with immediacy supply the focal product would also be taken into
account when calculating the market shares. Everything else being equal, this would
underestimate the market power of the firm under investigation.

402. Similarly, the near universality requirement is also relevant when defining the market for
assessing the potential anti-competitive effects of a margin squeeze.549 If it is not the case
that most suppliers of the non-focal product were able and had the incentive to effectively
and with immediacy supply the focal product, broadening the relevant market to include
the non-focal product would overestimate the extent of competition that the firm under
investigation actually faces and give a misleading picture of the potential effect of the
dominant firm's pricing behaviour. The purpose is therefore similar to a merger case.

403. In the present case, as demonstrated in Section 8.4.4.3.3 above, during the Period under
Consideration, it was not the case that most suppliers of MTDS had the economic
incentive to start providing residential stand-alone MBB services or to expand their
presence in that market. It is therefore not correct to include MTDS in the relevant market

sas See Notice on the definition of the relevant market, paragraph 12.

s46 See Notice on the definition of the relevant market, paragraph 12.

5̀ " See further paragraph 405 below.

5̀ ~g The rationale is explained in "The f•ole of supply-substitartion in the definition of the ~~elevant market in meager
control", a report prepared by Padilla (NERA) for DG Enterprise A/4 of the European Commission, June 2001
(see Document No 1075884), pages 35-36.

sag The Authority notes that Telenor agrees that, in the present case, defining the relevant market is aimed at
assessing the effects of the alleged abuse of dominance; see Reply to the SSO, paragraph 129.
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based on supply-side substitution. To do otherwise would lead to a distortion in the
delineation of the relevant market. As demonstrated in paragraphs 369 — 373 above,
Telenor and Telia clearly had the ability to eliminate the disciplining effect of supply-
side substitution from suppliers relying on their wholesale inputs.

404. Fourth, Telenor claims that the ̀ near universality' requirement was in any event met,
because Telenor, Telia and ICE must not be ignored.sso According to Telenor, these
suppliers had economic incentives to offer residential stand-alone MBB services and did
in fact do so.ssl According to Telenor, a hypothetical monopolist of MBB would
therefore be constrained by supply-side substitution by another MNO.

405. The Authority first recalls that in Section 8.4.4.3.3 above it has taken all relevant market

players552 into account in applying the ̀ most suppliers' test and has concluded that it is

not met in this case. As noted in paragraph 352 above, where supply-side substitution is
partial or not nearly universal, it is taken into account at the competitive assessment stage.

In this context, the Authority also notes that the fact that suppliers are active in two

adjacent product/service segments does not lead automatically to the conclusion that

those two segments belong to the same product market (see also footnote 498 above).

406. In addition, Telia and ICE are already identified as relevant suppliers of residential stand-
alone MBB on the demand side and the magnitude of any competitive constraints
stemming from their presence is thus evaluated in the assessment of anti-competitive
effects below,553

407. Fifth, Telenor claims that the Authority wrongly concludes that wholesale access had to
be bought from Telenor and Telia. It claims that "the next t~vo most significant szcpplie~s
of j°esidential mobile telephony data services", i.e. NwN and Tele2, also had economic
incentives to offer residential stand-alone MBB.ss4 According to Telenor, this is shown
by the fact that these mobile communications providers explained in their replies to the
Authority's requests for information that they needed to offer stand-alone MBB as part

sso See Reply to the SSO, paragraphs 149 — 150; and Annex 1 to the Reply to the SSO — CRA Comments,
paragraph 72.

ssi See Annex 1 to the Reply to the SSO — CRA Comments, paragraph 72.

ssa For the avoidance of doubt, this includes Telenor and Telia, in addition to all non-MNOs, but not ICE; see
Section 8.4.4.3.3 and, in particular, footnote 524 above. The Authority considers that the presence of ICE is not
relevant. This is because an assessment of supply-side substitution involves a consideration of whether firms
supplying MTDS would, following a change in relative prices, have the economic incentive to switch their
production to the residential stand-alone MBB market or to expand their presence in that market if already present.
Due to the specific technology (CDMA 450 network) the company was using at the time (see paragraph 72 above),
ICE was not supplying MTDS, and was therefore not able to switch its production from this market to the
residential stand-alone MBB market. See Nkom's Market Analysis 2016, paragraph 304, where it is stated that
ICE up to the summer of 2015 only had competed in the retail market for dedicated MBB subscriptions.

553 See for example Sections 10.5.2.3 and 10.5.2.5.1.1 below. As regards the evidence on capacity constraints
during the Period under Consideration, see footnote 572 below.

ssa See Annex 1 to the Reply to the SSO — CRA Comments, paragraph 73.
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of a complete offer to customers.sss In relation to this, Telenor also observes that most of
Telenor's competitors did offer residential stand-alone MBB services during the Period
under Consideration and that new suppliers entered the market during that period,
including Tele2. According to Telenor this is incompatible with a finding of an absence
of economic incentives and with a finding that the ̀ most suppliers' test is not met.ss6

408. These claims must be rejected. As shown in Section 9.2 below, Telenor and Telia were
in practice the only real options for the relevant wholesale input concerned. Further,
while there may have been some entry in the relevant retail market, as demonstrated in
Section 10.5.2.5.5 below, MBB was amust-offer product; therefore, suppliers of MTDS
had no choice but to offer residential stand-alone MBB to a certain degree, despite the
negative gross margins. The consequence of the negative gross margins was, however,
such that mobile communications providers that had to rely on access to Telenor's or
Telia's network lacked the ability/incentives to compete more aggressively and were
therefore reduced to passive competitors with a notional presence in the residential stand-
alone MBB market during the Period under Consideration. This is reflected by their very
low market shares.557 Telenor's arguments that these mobile communications providers
looked at the global profitability and not at the profitably of residential stand-alone MBB
services in isolation must also be rejected (see Section 10.3.5.5.4 below).

409. Sixth, Telenor argues that the Authority wrongly places undue weight on the position of
SPs in the ̀ most suppliers' test.558 It considers that what matters is the constraint exerted
by significant competitors such as Telia, and that whether competitors like SPs could or
could not enter or expand is largely irrelevant. This is not correct. As noted in Section
8.4.4.3.2 above, according to the Notice on the definition of the relevant market,
consideration of supply-side substitutability constraints should lead to market
aggregation only when supply-side substitution is found to be nearly universal. In
addition to showing that SPs (and NROs and MVNOs) did not have the economic
incentive to enter or expand in the residential stand-alone MBB market, the existence of
Telia (which was taken into account as relevant in both the demand-side assessment and
the `most suppliers' test) has also been taken into account below in the effects
assessment. Further, the Authority considers all different access seekers, including SPs,
to have competitive significance, as set out in paragraphs 890 and 891 below.

410. Finally, Telenor argues that the Authority fails to take into account that some gross
margins became positive during the Period under Consideration. The Authority observes
that, although it is correct that NwN's and Ventelo's g~°oss margins became positive in
September 2010 and December 2010 respectively, it was still the case that most providers

sss See Annex 1 to the Reply to the SSO — CRA Comments, paragraph 73.

ss~ See Annex 1 to the Reply to the SSO — CRA Comments, paragraph 76.

ss~ Telenor's wholesale customers subject to the margin squeeze practices had insignificant market shares in the
relevant downstream market. For example, neither Ventelo nor NwN achieved a market share based on revenues
above 1% (for the underlying source: see footnote 873 below). In addition, the aggregated market share of the
non-MNOs (i.e. excluding Telenor, Telia and ICE) in the relevant downstream market was never above 5.5% (this
figure includes both Telenor's and Telia's wholesale customers); see Table 10 at paragraph 645 below.

sss See Reply to the SSO, paragraph 148.
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of MTDS did not have the incentive to enter the residential MBB market or to expand

their presence in that market, also after November 2010. In particular, it was, for the

reasons set out in paragraph 569 below, not a viable option for the SPs to switch demand

to NwN or Ventelo. Moreover, the Authority recalls that, in this case, it has not

considered downstream costs at all.ss9 Were those costss6o to be included, even just

partially, the small positive margins of NwN or Ventelo in the periods from September

2010 and December 2010 respectively would likely turn negative. This would, in turn,

indicate that these specific wholesale customers of Telenor would still likely have had

limited incentives during that part of the Period under Consideration to supply residential

stand-alone MBB services using Telenor's network.

8.4.4.3.5 Conclusion on supply-side szcbstitzction bet~~een ~~esidential stand-alone MBB

services and MTDS

411. On the basis of paragraphs 366-375 above, the Authority concludes that, during the

Period under Consideration, asupply-side response by providers of MTDS would not

have been sufficiently immediate and effective to define the relevant market in this case

as broader than stand-alone MBB services for residential customers. In particular, in the

present case, the Authority has concluded that it was not the case that most suppliers had

economic incentives to switch production from MTDS to residential stand-alone MBB

services, because doing so, i.e. buying wholesale access and origination services either

from Telenor or Telia, entailed negative margins.

8.4.4.4 Conclusion

412. Due to the limited demand-side substitution and the absence of sufficiently effective and

immediate supply-side substitution, the Authority concludes that MTDS and residential

stand-alone MBB services belonged to separate product markets during the Period under

Consideration.

8.4.5 The cumicl~rtive competitive constraint exerted by FBB services (including private

nntl (se~zi) public Wi-Fi) rind MTDS on residential str~ncl-lone MBB services

413. Telenor contendss61 that the Authority ignores the cumulative or collective competitive

constraint exerted, on the demand side, on residential stand-alone MBB services by FBB

services (including private and (semi-)public Wi-Fi) and MTDS together.

414. In light of the conclusions reached in the previous sections, the Authority considers that

Telenor's objection is unfounded.

415. In particular, as noted in Section 8.4.3 above, the Authority has concluded that FBB

services (including private and (semi-)public Wi-Fi) met different customer needs

ss~ See paragraphs 871-872 and 874 below.

s6o See Analysys Mason report (for the full reference: see footnote 1092 below) discussed in paragraphs 868-869

below.

s6' See Reply to the SO, Section 3.4.3 and Annex 13 to the Reply to the SO, Section A.2.1; see also Reply to the

SSO, Section 4.2.
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compared to residential stand-alone MBB services during the Period under
Consideration. Accordingly, FBB services were to be viewed as complements to (rather
than substitutes for) residential stand-alone MBB services. Consequently, FBB services
(including private and (semi-)public Wi-Fi) were not capable of constraining residential
stand-alone MBB services during the Period under Consideration.

416. Moreover, although MTDS could be a potential alternative for residential stand-alone
MBB for data usage ̀ on the go', it has been shown in Section 8.4.4 above that MTDS
only exerted a limited competitive constraint on residential stand-alone MBB during the
Period under Consideration. The two services met different needs from end users and
were complementary (rather than substitutable) services. Therefore, these services were
not part of the same relevant market.

417. Accordingly, the Authority concludes that, for these reasons, the cumulative competitive
constraint exerted by FBB services (including private and (semi-) public Wi-Fi) and
MTDS on residential stand-alone MBB services was at best limited during the Period
under Consideration.

418. Furthermore, the methodology set out in the Notice on the definition of the relevant
market does not suggest broadening a relevant market on the basis of an assumed
aggregate constraint from a collection of weak/ineffective substitutes.s62

419. On the contrary, according to the Notice, the exercise of market definition consists in
identifying the most immediate and effective alternative sources of supply for the
customers of the undertakings involved.s63 The Authority's SMP Guidelines also note
that products or services which are only to a small, or relative degree interchangeable
with each other do not form part of the same relevant market.564

420. Moreover, the Authority does not see the relevance of Telenor's reference to the
Commission's Slovak Telekom Decision.s~s In that case, the Commission included fixed
wireless access technologies in the relevant retail market on the basis that they provided
"a relatively good substitZcte" for basic fixed-line broadband offers. As noted above,
however, neither FBB services nor MTDS have been identified as a relatively good
substitute for the residential standalone MBB services offered during the Period under
Consideration.

s62 The Notice on the definition of the relevant market recognises at paragraphs 57 and 58 that, in certain cases,
the existence of chains of substitution, if corroborated by actual evidence related, for example, to price
interdependence, might lead to the definition of a relevant market where products at the extreme of the market are
not directly substitutable. However, the Notice does not set out a methodology for broadening relevant markets
based on an assumed combined constraint from a collection of ineffective demand-side substitutes.

s63 Notice on the definition of the relevant market, paragraph 13.

s6a The Authority's SMP Guidelines, paragraph 45.

s6s Section 4.2 of the Reply to the SSO.
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8.4.6 Were Yesidential and business customers in the same relevant product market for

standalone MBB services?

8.4.6.1 Introduction

421. Having established that the provision of stand-alone MBB services to residential

customers (i.e. the focal product) was a distinct product market from FBB and MTDS

during the Period under Consideration, the Authority in the present section considers
whether MBB services provided to business customers were part of the same relevant

retail market during the Period under Consideration.

422. The Authority first assesses demand-side substitution and then supply-side substitution.

423. As explained below, based on that assessment, the Authority concludes that MBB

services provided to business customers were not in the same relevant market as
residential stand-alone MBB services during the Period under Consideration.

8.4.6.2 Demand-side szcbstitution

424. From ademand-side perspective, the Authority takes the view that residential customers

could not have switched to a business-only subscription, because they were not organised

as an enterprise and, therefore, did not meet the criteria for subscribing to a business
offering.566

425. Moreover, throughout the Period under Consideration, mobile communications providers

distinguished, in practice, between residential and business customers, even if Telenor

itself did not formally offer specific MBB subscriptions reserved for business customers

until May 2011.567 For example, unlike residential customers, business customers

typically bought MBB services as part of a bundle together with other mobile

communications services (e.g. voice services). Moreover, business customers received a

discount based on the total volume of their combined purchases in the bundle.

Accordingly, MBB services sold to business customers were, in practice, sold at a

different (discounted) price than stand-alone MBB services offered to residential

customers. In the Authority's view, these differences in product characteristics and prices

further confirm that stand-alone MBB services sold to residential customers and MBB

services sold to business customers belonged to different product markets during the

Period under Consideration.

s66 This is confirmed by Telenor in paragraph 243 of Annex 13 to the Reply to the SO, where the following is

stated regarding substitution to the business market: "The SO ~~easonably conclzrdes that the~~e woz{ld have been

no szrch demand side sz~bstitzitability since residential czrstomers lacked the enterprise cj•iteria ~~egarif~ed to take

out business szrbsci~iptions". See also Nkom's 2016 Market Analysis, paragraph 85: "Fo~~ ~~esidential cZrstome~~s

the~~e tivill not be an option to stivitch to bzrsiness sarbscriptions since this f•egzri~•es that yoar have an organization

nzrmbet~. Demand-side szcbstitzrtion indicates therefor°e that there is a Beason for distinguishing between bzrsiness

and f~esidential subsc~~iptions."

s6' Initially, the MBB subscriptions (tariff plans) offered by Telenor were the same for business and residential

customers. Telenor introduced specific MBB subscriptions reserved for business customers only in May 2011.

See Document No 692609, Telenor data sheet, Annex 1 to letter of 6 November 2013 to the Authority. See also

Reply to the SO, Section 3.4.6.2.
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426. The Authority's assessment of demand-side substitution is also supported by Telia,s6s

and in line with the approach taken in the Norwegian NCA's Decision V2018-20.s69

427. In its Reply to the SO, Telenor did not challenge the Authority's assessment.570 However,
in its Reply to the LoF, Telenor claims that its consumer surveys did not differentiate
between residential and business customers and that this indicates that both categories of
customers were viewed as part of the same market during the Period under
Consideration.s~l

428. As illustrated in Sections 8.4.3.2 and 8.4.4.2 above, the consumer surveys relied on by
the Authority do give significant insights into the residential market. Moreover, the
surveys do not provide evidence that residential customers had the ability to switch their
subscription to a business subscription. Telenor's claim must therefore be rejected.

429. The Authority therefore concludes that, from ademand-side perspective, residential and
business MBB customers belonged to separate markets during the Period under
Consideration.

8.4.6.3 Supply-side szrbstitution

430. In the light of the relevant test set out in Section 8.4.4.3.2 above, the Authority assesses
whether most of the suppliers of MBB services to business customers had the ability and
the economic incentives to enter the residential stand-alone MBB market or to expand
their presence in this market with sufficient effectiveness and immediacy.5~2

431. For the same reasons as explained in paragraph 366 above, in principle, suppliers of MBB
services to business customers would have been technically able to offer these services
to residential customers during the Period under Consideration (or to expand their offer,
if already present). The necessary input at the upstream level573 is the same for residential
stand-alone MBB and business MBB services and is available (upstream), either through

s6s See letter from Telia to the Authority of 30 August 2016 (Document No 1075917), Section 2.2, page 3.

s69 See Norwegian NCA's Decision V2018-20, paragraph 443.

s~o See footnote 566 above.

sal See Reply to the LoF, page 2.

5'2 In paragraphs 130-131 of the SO, the Authority listed a number of reasons in support of its preliminary
conclusion that suppliers of MBB services to business customers would not have switched thei~~ supply to
residential customers (or expanded their supply, if they were already supplying residential customers) in a
sufficiently immediate and effective manner, mainly based on the premise that the mobile communications
providers faced capacity constraints during the Period under Consideration. Further to the Reply to the SO (see
Section 3.4.6 and Section A.3.2 of Annex 13 to the Reply to the SO) and additional comments made by Telia to
the Authority (letter from Telia to the Authority of 30 August 2016, Document No 1075917), the Authority
acknowledges that the evidence in its possession regarding the existence of capacity constraints in Norway during
the Period under Consideration is somewhat mixed. In the light of the Authority's consideration of the ̀ most
suppliers' test, it was not however necessary to conclude on this for the purposes of the supply-side substitution
assessment in this Decision, which has therefore been conducted on the assumption that no such capacity
constraints were present.

s'3 Access and origination services on public mobile telephone networks.
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the own networks of operators (in the case of MNOs) or through a wholesale agreement

(in the case of NROs,574 MVNOs and SPs).

432. However, during the Period under Consideration, it was not the case that most suppliers

of MBB to business customers had the economic incentives to enter the residential stand-

alone MBB market or to expand their presence in that market with sufficient

effectiveness and immediacy.

433. In particular, the Authority has reached the conclusion that, during the Period under

Consideration, the suppliers of MBB services to business customers, which relied on

either Telenor or Telia for the relevant wholesale input (i.e. the NROs, MVNOs and SPs),

lacked economic incentives to start selling stand-alone MBB to residential customers, or

to expand their supplies of stand-alone MBB to residential customers, if already doing

so. The Authority applies the same test as set out in Section 8.4.4.3.2 above.

434. As discussed in Section 9.2.2 below, in practice Telenor and Telia were the only two real

options for buying the relevant wholesale input. However, as demonstrated in paragraphs

370 above and 522 below, given their vertical integration, both Telenor and Telia had

limited incentives to compete in the relevant wholesale market and to grant favourable

terms to their wholesale customers, which were competitors of their own retail divisions

in the downstream markets.

435. In this respect, the Authority recalls that, as shown in Section 10.4 below, Telenor's

wholesale customers earned or would have earned negative gross margins during the

entire Period under Consideration (based on the wholesale tariffs charged by Telenor to

SPs), or a part of it (based on the wholesale NRO tariffs charged by Telenor to NwN and

the wholesale MVNO tariffs charged by Telenor to Ventelo). They were therefore unable

to compete in an economically viable way with Telenor in the candidate downstream

market (i.e. the supply of stand-alone MBB services to residential customers). TDC,

which did not provide residential stand-alone MBB services during the Period under

Consideration, did not have economic incentives to enter that market, as it would also

have earned negative gross margins.575 In other words, Telenor's wholesale customers

did not have incentives to enter the residential stand-alone MBB market, or to expand

their presence in that market, because this would not have been economically viable.

436. Furthermore, as is shown paragraph 522 below, Telia had limited incentives to compete

with Telenor on the wholesale market for mobile access and origination services, since

wholesale terms that were too favourable would have led to more competition on the

relevant retail market. In fact, as shown in Annex 2 to this Decision, including an

Appendix and the accompanying Excel spreadsheet model,576 Telia's wholesale

customers earned or would have earned negative gross margins in the supply of stand-

alone MBB services to residential customers, which in turn limited their incentive to

enter that market or expand their production in that market throughout the Period under

Consideration. Hence, moving to Telia's network was not a valid alternative for

57̀ ~ For the specific areas not covered by their own network, see footnote 511 above.

sus See Document No 1068848 (spreadsheet containing the Authority's margin squeeze calculations).

s'6 See footnote 518 above.
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Telenor's wholesale customers that wanted to start supplying residential stand-alone
MBB, or to expand their presence in that market, even leaving aside the other switching
costs resulting from the contractual terms (contract duration, minimum purchase
obligations, discount structures and exclusivity clauses) in Telenor's wholesale contracts
and from perceived differences in network quality and coverage.s~~

437. Based on paragraphs 433-436 above, the Authority reaches the conclusion that all three
categories of suppliers of business MBB services that did not have a nationwide mobile
network, and had to buy wholesale access and origination services from either Telenor
or Telia (i.e. the NROs, MVNOs and SPss~g), did not have sufficient economic incentives
to enter the residential stand-alone MBB-market or to expand their presence in that
market.

43 8. On the basis of the above, the Authority concludes that it was not the case, during the
Period under Consideration, that most suppliers of MBB services to business customers
were sufficiently incentivised to enter the market for stand-alone MBB services for
residential customers, or to expand in that market if already present. Hence, the supply-
side response by the NROs, MVNOs and SPs that depended on Telenor's or Telia's
wholesale input does not meet the relevant test (see Section 8.4.4.3.2 above) and would
not therefore have been sufficiently immediate and effective to broaden the relevant
market by including business customers in addition to residential MBB customers.

439. As considered above (see paragraphs 377-381), this conclusion is not invalidated by the
fact that, in certain merger cases in the telecoms sector, the European Commission has
defined a single, overall relevant product market at the downstream level including both
residential and business customers on the basis of supply-side substitutability. These
cases did not concern Norway or the present facts.

440. Nor is this conclusion invalidated by Telenor's criticism that Telenor itself and all of its
main competitors (with the exception of TDC) already offered stand-alone MBB services
to both business and residential customers during the Period under Consideration.579 The
Authority recalls that, in the present section and in Section 8.4.4.3.3 above, it has taken
all relevant market players into account in applying the ̀ most suppliers' test and has
concluded that it is not met in this case.580 As noted in paragraph 352, where supply-side

577 See footnote 522 above.

578 These three categories represented between 3 to 11 suppliers of MBB services to business customers during
the Period under Consideration. Their aggregated market share in the provision of MBB services to business
customers was on average 12%during the Period under Consideration (see shares of the NROs, MVNOs and SPs
in the supply of business MBB services; see Document No 1076160). The Authority's calculation is based on
disaggregated figures from Nkom for its 2014 e-com market report (see Document No 781987).

s~9 In paragraph 251 of Annex 13 to the Reply to the SO, Telenor noted that each of the main suppliers of stand-
alone MBB started by either offering astand-alone MBB product that was available to both business and
residential customers or by offering stand-alone MBB first to business customers and subsequently expanding the
offering to residential customers.

sso For the avoidance of doubt, this includes all MNOs (including ICE) and all non-MNOs. See further footnote
578 above.
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substitution is partial or not nearly universal, it is taken into account at the competitive
assessment stage.

441. In this context, the Authority also recalls that the fact that suppliers are active in two
adjacent product/service segments does not lead automatically to the conclusion that
those two segments belong to the same product market (see also footnote 481 above). In
addition, Telia and ICE are already identified as relevant suppliers of residential stand-
alone MBB on the demand side and the magnitude of any competitive constraints
stemming from their presence is thus evaluated in the assessment of anti-competitive
effects below.

442. Lastly, as also noted in paragraph 383 above, the Authority rejects Telenor's criticism
that using the finding of any margin squeeze by Telenor in the provision of stand-alone
MBB services to residential customers in order to delineate the boundaries of the relevant
market in the present case is circular and methodologically unsound. As demonstrated
above, this approach is highly relevant to the assessment of economic incentives and is
in line with the reasoning of the CAT in the Genzyme case. ss i

8.4.6.4 Conclusion on Nesidential vs business MBB services

443. On the basis of the above, the Authority concludes that, during the Period under
Consideration, the provision of stand-alone MBB services to residential customers
constituted a separate relevant product market.

8.4.7 Conciccsion on the relevant product m~crket at the downstream level

444. In the previous sections, the Authority has examined whether FBB (including private and
(semi-)public Wi-Fi) and MTDS belonged to the same relevant product market as stand-
alone MBB services during the Period under Consideration. The Authority has also
assessed the cumulative competitive constraint exerted by FBB (including private and
(semi-)public Wi-Fi) and MTDS during that period. Furthermore, the Authority has
considered whether business and residential customers were part of the same relevant
product market.

445. Based on the analysis above, the Authority has reached the conclusion that, for the
purposes of the present case, the relevant market at the downstream level, for the Period
under Consideration, is no wider than the supply of stand-alone MBB services to
residential customers.

8.5 The relevant geographic market at the downstream level

446. At the downstream level, the Authority notes that the retail supply of mobile
communications services (such as residential stand-alone MBB services) in Norway has
generally corresponded to national borders during the Period under Consideration.

ss~ See, in particular, paragraph 359 of the Genzyme Case. See also the Horizontal Merger Guidelines of the US
Department of Justice and the Federal Trade Commission, 19 August 2010, in particular, Section 4: "Evidence of
competitive effects can info~~m ma~~ket defrnition, just as maf-ket definition can be informative regarding
competitive effects."
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447. For example, Nkom granted licences for the provision of mobile services across the entire
Norwegian territory582 and the coverage of Telenor and Telia's mobile networks (and
consequently the coverage of their retail mobile communications) were national in scope
during the Period under Consideration.

448. Even in the case of Mobile Norway and ICE (whose networks did not cover the entire
territory of Norway during the Period under Consideration), the supply of retail mobile
communications services was national in scope. This was possible because mobile
communications services providers with more limited network coverage (like NwN and
Tele2 (Mobile Norway) and ICE), or without comprehensive network inputs of their own
(i.e. MVNOs and SPs), typically supplemented their services by .procuring wholesale
access and origination inputs from Telenor or Telia in order to facilitate provision of their
retail offerings on a national basis.ss3

449. Moreover, aside from possible technical differences depending on the available
technology in a given area, the Authority is not aware of any significant business
practices according to which mobile communications service providers offered distinct
commercial terms and conditions (for example different prices or quality features)
depending on a customer's location in Norway during Period under Consideration.584

450. In view of the above, the Authority concludes that the geographic scope of the supply of
stand-alone MBB services to residential customers in Norway, during the Period under
Consideration, was national. Telenor has not challenged the Authority's conclusion.

9 DOMINANCE

9.1 Introduction

451. Article 54 EEA applies to undei~talcings. Under the EEA competition rules, the concept
of an undertaking encompasses every entity engaged in economic activity, regardless of
its legal status and the way in which it is financed.585 It is the activity consisting of
offering goods and services on a given market that is the characteristic feature of an

582 According to Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis, paragraph 71, the GSM and UMTS licences issued to Telenor

and Telia were connected to Norway's boundaries, and on Svalbard. Similarly, the licences of the infrastructure

company Mobile Norway were tied to the Norwegian land territory.

ss3 See, for example, NwN's National Roaming Agreement with Telenor of 3 Apri12008 (Document No 657260

— EES 27) and Ventelo's MVNO Roaming Agreement with Telenor of 20 October 2005 (Document No 657260

EES 39).

58̀ ' In Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis, paragraphs 73 and 74, Nkom noted that Teletopia, which was the first

provider with an NR agreement, operated with different retail prices depending on whether calls were made on its

own network or on the host operator's network. The differentiated pricing was due to higher costs associated with

national roaming than for calls on its own network. However, Nlcom did not anticipate widespread use of such

differentiated retail prices. In addition, such pricing models were considered relevant mostly for very small

providers only and thus were not considered to have a major impact on the definition of the geographic market.

sssJudgment of 19 April 2016 in Case E-14/15 Holship No~~ge AS [2016] EFTA Ct. Rep. 240, paragraph 68 and

Article 1 of Protocol 22 to the EEA Agreement.
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economic activity.586 The provision of wholesale access and origination services and
retail mobile communications services constitutes such an activity. Telenor is therefore
an undertaking for the purpose of applying Article 54 EEA.

452. The assessment of whether an undertaking is in a dominant position and the degree of
market power it holds is a preliminary step in the application of Article 54 EEA. Holding
a dominant position is not as such prohibited, but it confers a special responsibility on
the firm concerned, the scope of which must be considered in light of the specific
circumstances of each case.587

453. The dominant position referred to in Article 54 EEA relates, according to settled case

law, to "the economic strength enjoyed by an zcnde~taking. That economic strength
enables it to prevent effective competition being maintained on the f~elevant market by
giving it the powej~ to behave to an apps°eciable extent independently of its competitors,
cicstome~s and ultimately of its consumes°s. "588

454. The notion of independence, which is a special feature of dominance,sg~ is related to the
level of competitive constraints that the undertaking in question faces. It is not required
for a finding of dominance that the undertaking in question has eliminated all opportunity

for competition on the market.s90 The existence of some form of competition in the
market does not necessarily rule out a finding of dominance.s91 However, for dominance

to exist, the undertaking concerned must have substantial market power so as to have an

appreciable influence on the conditions under which competition will develop.592 Even

the existence of lively competition on a particular market does not rule out the possibility

that there is a dominant position on that market. This is because the predominant feature

of such a position is the ability of the undertaking concerned to act without having to take

ss~Judgment of 19 Apri12016 in Case E-14/15 Holship Norge AS [2016] EFTA Ct. Rep. 240, paragraph 69; see
also judgment of 11 July 2006, FENIN, C-205/03 P, EU:C:2006:453, paragraph 25. See also the Authority's
Decision No 387/11/COL of 14 December 2011 in Case No 59120, Color Line, paragraph 138.

587 Judgment of 18 Apri12012 in Case E-15/10 Poster No~•ge [2012] EFTA Ct. Rep. 246, paragraph 127; see also
judgment of 9 November 1983, Michelin I, 322/81, EU:C:1983:313, paragraph 57; judgment of 6 October 1994,
Tet~•a Pak II, T-83/91, EU:T:1994:246, paragraphs 114-115; judgment of 17 July 1998, ITT P~~ornedia, T-ll 1/96,
EU:T:1998:183, paragraph 139; judgment of 7 October 1999, Irish Sugar, T-228/97, EU:T:1999:246, paragraph
112; judgment of 30 September 2003, Michelin II, T-203/01, EU:T:2003:250, paragraph 97.

588 See Judgment of 19 Apri12016 in Case E-14/15 Holship Nofge AS [2016] EFTA Ct. Rep. 240, paragraph 82;

see also judgment of 14 February 1978, United Brands, 27/76, EU:C:1978:22, paragraph 65; judgment of 13
February 1979, Hoffmann-La Roche, 85/76, EU:C:1979:36, paragraph 38. This definition has since then been
repeatedly used by the Commission and the Authority and in settled case law.

589 Judgment of 13 February 1979, Hoffmann-La Roche, 85/76, EU:C:1979:36, paragraphs 42--48.

s90 Judgment of 14 February 1978, United Brands, 27/76, EU:C:1978:22, paragraph 113.

s91 Judgment of 14 February 1978, United B~•ands, 27/76, EU:C:1978:22, paragraphs 113-121; judgment of 13
February 1979, Hoffmann-LaRoche, 85/76, EU:C:1979:36, paragraphs 69-78.

s92 Judgment of 13 February 1979, Hoffmann-La Roche, 85/76, EU:C:1979:36, paragraph 39.
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account of this competition in its market strategy and without for that reason suffering
detrimental effects from such behaviour.s93

455. The existence of a dominant position derives in general from a combination of several
factors which, taken separately, are not necessarily individually determinative,594 One
important factor is market shares. Other important factors when assessing dominance are
the existence of barriers, preventing either potential competitors from having access to
the market (entry barriers) and/or actual competitors from expanding their activities on
the market (expansion barriers),595 as well as buyer power.s96 The existence of switching
costs, long-term contracts and lock-in clauses are also relevant factors.s~~

456. In the present case, the Authority considers Nkom's market analyses as relevant
background for the assessment of dominance in the relevant wholesale market. Nkom
carries out its SMP assessments based on competition law principles and the concept of
SMP is equivalent to the concept of dominance under Articles 102 TFEU and 54 EEA.598

457. At the same time, however, the Authority recalls that Nkom's analyses were conducted
in an ex ante (i.e. forward-looking) context, based on expectations regarding fictzcj~e
market developments in the absence of regulation. The Authority's dominance
assessment in the present case is, however, carried out ex post, based on actual market
circumstances, including the presence of ex ante regulation in the relevant wholesale
market during the Period under Consideration. Notwithstanding certain regulatory
remedies imposed by Nlcom, the Authority is of the view, as further set out below, that
Telenor still had a wide scope of discretion to negotiate the terms of its wholesale access
agreements and to behave largely independently of its competitors and customers during
the Period under Consideration.

s9~ Judgment of 30 January 2007, Fiance Telecom, T-340/03, EU:T:2007:22, paragraph 101; judgment of 13
February 1979, Hoffmann-LaRoche, 85/76, EU:C:1979:36, paragraph 70; judgment of 14 February 1978, United
B~~ands, 27/76, EU:C:1978:22, paragraphs 108 to 129.

s9a Judgment of 14 February 1978, United B~•ands, 27/76, EU:C:1978:22, paragraph 66.

s9s Judgment of 14 February 1978, United B~•ands, 27/76, EU:C:1978:22, paragraph 129.

s~~ Judgment of 7 October 1999, I~•ish SZ~ga~~, T-228/97, EU:T:1999:246, paragraphs 97-104.

597 See, for example, DG Competition's discussion paper on the application of Article 82 of the Treaty [Article
102 TFEU] to exclusionary abuses of December 2005, available at:
<hrips://ec.europa.eu/competition/antitrust/art82/discpaper2005.pdf~, accessed June 2020 ("Commission's
Article 102 Discussion Paper"), paragraph 40, page 15: "Other st~~ategic barrief•s to expansion o~~ entry: [...]
Finally, the incannbe~t fr~~n~s nay throzrgh the use of long-term contracts with carstomers have made it difficZrlt fo~-
~•ivals at a pa~•ticzrla~• point in time to find a szrffrcient nacmber of caistome~~s able to switch szrpplie~~ that expansion
o~• entry wozrld be p~•ofrtable." See also the Communication from the Commission Guidance on the
Commission's enforcement priorities in applying Article 82 of the EC Treaty [Article 102 TFEU] to abusive
exclusionary conduct by dominant undertakings, OJ C 45, 24.2.2009, p. 7 ("Commission's Article 102 Guidance
Paper"), paragraph 17: "The dominant amdef•takirrg's otivn conduct may also c~~eate ba~~rie~~s to entry, for example
[... ] whe~•e it has concluded long-teem contracts with its carstome~•s that have app~~eciable foreclosing effects".

s9s See paragraph 96 above.
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458. As will be shown below, the Authority has come to the conclusion, based on a number
of factors, that Telenor enjoyed a dominant position on the wholesale market for access
and origination services on public mobile telephone networks in Norway.

459. Nkom arrived at the same conclusion in its 2006 and 2010 Market Analysis,s99 which
partly concerned the Period under Consideration.

460. In June 2018, the Norwegian NCA also found that Telenor held a dominant position on
this wholesale market between 18 August 2010 and 30 June 2014, i.e. the period which
was relevant for the NCA's case and which partially overlaps with the Period under
Consideration in the present case.600

461. Finally, the Authority notes that the case law does not require the Authority to establish
whether Telenor has enjoyed a dominant position in the relevant ~~etail market in order to
determine whether any of Telenor's pricing practices amount to a margin squeeze.6o 1 The
Authority is, however, of the view that, as explained in Section 9.3 below, Telenor had a
high degree of market power in the relevant retail market, i.e. the market for the provision
of stand-alone MBB services to residential customers in Norway during the Period under
Consideration.

9.2 Dominance in the wholesale market for access and origination services on public
mobile telephone networks in Norway

9.2.1 Market sh~cres

9.2.1.1 Int~odzcction

462. Market shares can be used as a starting point for the dominance analysis, since they
provide a useful indication of the market structure and of the competitive importance of

the various undertakings active on the market.

463. Although the importance of market shares may vary from one market to another, very
high market shares, i.e. above 50%, which have been held for some time, are in

s9~ In its 2006 Market Analysis, Nkom came to the following conclusion: "Based on the above, NPT [Nkom] has

Beached the conclZrsion that Tele~oi~ ASA alone has signifrcant ma~•ket potit~e~° in the »~a~~ket fof~ access and call

o~•iginatio» on public mobile telephone nehvorks (single dominance)", see Section 6.4. In paragraph 24 of its 2010

SMP Decision, Nkom concluded that "the~•e is no sustainable competition Il? the ma~~Icet for access and call

o~~iginatron on mobile net►~vo~-ks in No~~-vay. Telenor can, to a large deg~•ee, act independently of competito~~s,
carstome~~s and corrsarmers, and has significant »~a~~ket poti-ver." See also Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis, Section

5.7. Even in its 2016 and 2020 market analyses, Nkom still found Telenor to be dominant on this market; see

Nkom's 2016 Market Analysis, Section 5.12 and Nkom's 2020 Market Analysis, Section 5.12.

60o See the Norwegian NCA's Decision V2018-20, Sections 10.2 and 10.3.7. The NCA consulted the Authority

on a draft version of this Decision pursuant to Article 11(4) of Chapter II of Protocol 4 to the Surveillance and

Court Agreement and the Authority agreed with the NCA's dominance assessment. This was further confirmed

by the Norwegian Competition Tribunal, albeit for a slightly shorter period, i.e. from 18 August 2010 to 6

December 2013 (see the Norwegian Competition Tribunal's Decision V03/2019, paragraph 580). An appeal

against the latter decision is currently pending.

60l See judgment of 30 May 2018 in Case E-6/17 Fjarskipti [2018] EFTA Ct. Rep. 78, paragraph 84. See also

judgment of 17 February 2011, TeliaSonei•a Sverige, C-52/09, EU:C:2011:83, paragraphs 83-89.
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themselves, save for in exceptional circumstances, evidence of the existence of a
dominant position within the meaning of Article 54 EEA.6o2

464. The evolution of the market shares over time, e.g. whether they are stable or not,6o3 and
the relationship between the market shares of the undertaking concerned and of its
competitors, especially those of the next largest competitor(s), are also relevant factors
in assessing a dominant position.6o4

9.2.1.2 Market shapes based on call tf~affic

465. As already noted, wholesale inputs for mobile voice (calls) and data services were
typically supplied together as part of the same wholesale customer contract throughout
the Period under Consideration,605 In the Authority's view, the market shares for
originated call minutes can therefore provide a useful indication of the MNOs' (i.e.
Telenor, Telia and Mobile Norway) respective strength in the wholesale market for
access and origination services on public mobile telephone networks throughout the
relevant period.606

602 Judgment of 19 April 2016 in Case E-14/15 Holsl~ip Norge AS [2016] EFTA Ct. Rep. 240, paragraph 83;
judgment of 13 February 1979, Hoffi~~ann-La Roche, 85/76, EU:C:1979:36, paragraph 41. See also judgment of 3
July 1991, AKZO, 62/86, EU:C:1991:286, paragraph 60; judgment of 7 October 1999, I~~ish Szrgar, T-228/97,
EU:T:1999:246, paragraph 70; judgment of 12 December 1991, Hilti, T-30/89, EU:T:1990:27, paragraph 91;
judgment of 6 October 1994, Tet~•a Pak II, T-83/91, EU:T:1994:246, paragraph 109, and judgment of 30 January
2007, F~•ance Telecom, T-340/03, EU:T:2007:22, paragraph 100.

603 Judgment of 13 February 1979, Hoffi~~ann-La Roche, 85/76, EU:C:1979:36, paragraph 41; judgment of 29
March 2012, Telefonrca, T-336/07, EU:T:2012:172, paragraph 149.

boa Judgment of 13 February 1979, Hoffmann-La Roche, 85/76, EU:C:1979:36, paragraph 48.

6os See Section 8.2.1 above. Telenor confirmed the joint provision of inputs for mobile voice and data services,
although it added that it has never been a requirement; see Reply to the SO, paragraph 288.

606 Telenor does not dispute the accuracy of the market shares presented in Table 9 below. Regarding their
relevance as an indicator of the MNOs' respective strength in the relevant wholesale market, Telenor
acknowledges that "call o~~igination tivas a df-ivef• in the first pa~•t of the pe~~iod of investigation, tivhen mobile data
communication was not yet decisive fof~ access seeke~~s in their competition on the retail level", although it
considers that "the shift of emphasis from voice to data at the retail level did have an impact on competition also
on the tivholesale level." See paragraph 287 of the Reply to the SO.
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466. Wholesale market shares based on the number of call minutes originated~07 by the MNOs
Telenor, Telia and Mobile Norway in 2005, 2009, 2012 and 2013 are shown in Table 9
below.

Table 9: Wholesale market shares based on number of call minutes

l~ 2005 2009 2012 2013

Telenor~0~ 71 % 63 % 63 % 63

Te~Il~~O~ 29% 3 6% 31 % 3 0%

Mobile 1`~~~~y<10 - 1% 6% 7%

Sources: Nkom foN the yeas 2005, 2009 and 2013; bli Tele2 fot~ 2012.°1L

467. The market shares above include internal sales (i.e. sales to the MNOs' downstream retail
operations) as well as external wholesale sales by these MNOs in Norway, i.e. traffic
from wholesale customers (NROs, MVNOs and SPs) is attributed to the relevant host
MN~.613

60~ Market shares based on revenues co~zld not be calculated due to the absence of revenue figures at wholesale

level for internal sales.

6os ~cluding NwN's traffic roamed on Telenor's network.

609 Including Tele2's traffic roamed on Telia's network.

610 Mobile Norway only provided access to its joint owners Tele2 and NwN, i.e. it did not have any external

customers. Of the latter, only NwN had wholesale customers (see paragraph 504 below).

611 Regarding the Market Shares from 2005, 2009, 2013 —see the table in paragraph 239 of Nkom's 2014 draft

market analysis. In relation to the Market Shares from 2005, see also the table in paragraph 155 of Nkom's 2006

market analysis. Furthermore, in relation to the Market Shares from 2012 and 2013, see Nkom's market analysis

from 2016, paragraph 630: "At wholesale level, Telenor has a stable market share of aroZcnd 64 per cent originated

minutes in the period from the previous market analysis until the end of 2014". In relation to the Market Shares

from 2005, 2009 and 2014, see also the table in paragraph 310 of Nkom's market analysis from 2016.

612 See Document No 788755, presentation by Tele2 to the Authority dated 7 August 2013, page 5. Tele2 estimated

Telenor's market share on the relevant wholesale market (including NwN's traffic roamed on Telenor's network)

to be 63% in the second half of 2012. In the same period, according to Tele2's estimates, Telia's market share

(including Tele2's traffic roamed on Telia's network) was 31% and the combined share of Tele2's and NwN's

own traffic (on the Mobile Norway network) was 6%.

6'3 For example, the figures for Telenor include Telenor's own traffic as well as the portion of NwN's traffic

carried on Telenor's network. According to Nkom, in 2010, SO% of NwN's traffic was national roaming on

Telenor's network. Since Telenor received income from such traffic, Nkom considered that, in assessing Telenor's

relative strength on the wholesale market, it was reasonable to attribute this part of NwN's traffic to Telenor. See

Document No 782881, Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis, paragraphs 208-209. The Authority agreed with Nkom's

assessment on this point: see the Authority's comments in its letter of 30 July 2010, Document No 565977. In its

judgment of 29 November 2012, the District Court of Asker and Baerum applied the same measurement for market

shares for the purpose of assessing dominance as Nkom in its 2010 Market Analysis (see Case 12-051158TVI —

AHER/2, Telenor/NetworkNorway of 29 November 2012, "the November 2012 Asker and Baerum District Court

Judgment", at page 22-23). See also the Norwegian NCA's Decision V2018-20, paragraphs 506-509, as well as

the Competition Tribunal's Decision V03/2019, paragraph 144.
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468. Since ICE did not provide mobile voice services on its network during the Period under
Consideration61`' and therefore did not generate call minutes, it does not figure among the
MNOs included in Table 9 above. The Authority is of the view that this does not have an
impact on its findings, given the lack of material competitive constraint exerted by ICE
on the wholesale market during the Period under Consideration, as explained in Section
9.2.2.2 below.61 s

469. As mentioned in Section 9.1 above, the stability of market shares over time and relative
market shares, i.e. the relationship between the market shares of the undertaking
concerned and of its competitors, especially those of the next largest competitors, are
relevant factors in assessing a dominant position.~16

470. As shown in Table 9 above, from 2009 and until at least the end of the Period under
Consideration, Telenor's market share remained at a very high and relatively stable level
of around 63%, which is above the threshold typically considered to evidence dominance
in competition law. Telenor held a stable leading market position throughout that period,
sul-passing by far the share of its competitors. Telenor's share was, for example, at
different points more than twice the size of that of its largest competitor, Telia (whose
market share declined from 36% in 2009 to 31% at the end of 2012).

471. The Authority acknowledges the decrease in Telenor's market share between 2005 and
2009. However, this reduction was mainly due to an acquisition by Telia and some
wholesale customer switching in 2007 and early 2008.17 First, Telia acquired the SP
Chess in 2005,618 which meant that, after the acquisition, approximately two-thirds of the
Chess customer base was gradually transferred from Telenor's mobile network to Telia's
network. The Authority notes, however, that changes in market shares caused by a merger
are not in themselves indicative of effective competition due to the rivalry between
undertakings on the market.619 Second, Tele2 moved from Telenor to Telia in 2007/early
2008,620 resulting in over 8% of the total customer base changing host network (in May

61a See paragraph 72 above.

~'s As indicated in paragraph 508 below, during the Period under Consideration, ICE only provided wholesale
access to data services to two small SPs (in addition to its own retail division). Thus, if the Authority had been in
a position to calculate wholesale market shares based on revenues, those shares would have likely shown that ICE
had only a marginal presence on the wholesale market during the Period under Consideration.

X16 Judgment of 13 February 1979, Hoffinann-La Roche, 85/76, EU:C:1979:36, paragraphs 41 and 48; and
judgment of 29 March 2012, Teleforrica, T-336/07, EU:T:2012:172, paragraph 149.

61' See Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis, paragraph 205.

61s See Telia press release of 29 August 2005 (available at: <https://www.teliacompany.com/en/news/press-
releases/2005/8/teliasonera-strengthens-its-number-two-position-in-norwav-and-acquires-chesssenseh, accessed
June 2020): "TeliaSonei~a AB has signed a final share pzn~chase ag~•eement to acgari~~e 91.2 pes~cent of Vollvik
Grarppen AS in No~~-vcry, tivhich otivns 100 pe~~cent of the service p~•ovidei• Chess/Sense." Chess had 405 000
subscribers in Norway as of June 2005.

619 See, for example, the Commission's Article 102 Discussion Paper, paragraph 29.

6'-o Tele2 signed an MVNO agreement with Telenor in September 2002 (see Document No 113 5193 ), which
started on 31 March 2003, with a duration of 5 years. See also Document No 788755, presentation by Tele2 to the
Authority dated 7 August 2013, page 39 and Tele2 press release of 11 May 2007: "Tele2 Nortivay signs agreement
with TeliaSonef•a-owned NetCom on access to theif~ mobile net~vorl~', available at:
<hops://www.tele2.com/media/press-releases/2007/tele2-norwa~ans-agreement-with-teliasonera-owned-
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2007, Tele2 had more than 400 000 mobile customers621); this latter event largely
explains the increase in Telia's market share between 2005 and 2009 in Table 9 above.
The impact of Tele2's move to Telia was partially offset by NwN's transfer of its
wholesale mobile access and origination purchases from Telia to Telenor, in the first part
of 2008.622

472. After the changes in 2007/early 2008 described in the previous paragraph, the market
structure remained relatively static until 2014.623 The acquisition and the limited
switching in 2007/early 2008 are therefore not enough to affect the Authority's finding
that Telenor maintained a stable leading market position during the Period under
Consideration.

9.2.1.3 Teleno~~'s a~°gzcments ~~ega~~ding market shat°es

9.2.1.3.1 Relevance of market shapes in alleged "bidding" ma~~kets

473. Telenor contends624 that the wholesale supply of mobile access and origination services
is, in essence, a bidding market, characterised by a few large customers which conclude
contracts of significant size. As such, according to Telenor, market shares can change
substantially at any point in time if a large customer were to switch provider, and thus
are not a valid indicator of market power at the wholesale level. Instead, according to
Telenor, what is relevant is its competitors' ability to compete for new contracts.

474. To support its claim that market shares are less relevant when assessing dominance in an
alleged bidding market such as mobile access and origination services, Telenor refers62s

to the judgment of the GCEU in Genej~al Electric, where the Court found: "market shares
as at a given date a~~e less significant fog the analysis of a market szcch as the market foN
jet engines fog large commercial air~c~~aft than, fog example, fog the analysis of a market
fog eve~^yday consume° goods. Althozcgh not formally accepting that the market for large
commej~cial jet aif~c~°aft engines is a ̀ bidding market', the Commission accepted befo~~e

netcom-on-access-to-their-mobile-network>, accessed June 2020). As explained in Section 9.2.2.3 below, Tele2
moved to Telia's network only after the renegotiation of its existing contract with Telenor did not lead to an
acceptable offer from the latter. According to Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis, paragraph 205, Tele2's transfer
from Telenor's network to Telia's network took place in 2007. The MVNO agreement between Tele2 and Telia
(see Document No 847815) was indeed signed on 11 May 2007, but Tele2 still had an MVNO agreement with
Telenor, which only ended on 31 March 2008; see Document No 788755, presentation by Tele2 to the Authority
dated 7 August 2013, page 40 and also Tele2 press release of 11 May 2007.

621 See Tele2 press release of 11 May 2007: "Tele2 No~~vay sig»s agreement with TeliaSone~•a-owned NetCom on
access to them• mobile nerivo~~l~', available at: <https://www.tele2.com/media/press-releases/2007/tele2-norwa~
sins-agreement-with-teliasonera-owned-netcom-on-access-to-their-mobile-network>, accessed June 2020.

62'- See also Section 9.2.2.3 below, for details about the switching of Tele2 and NwN away from their existing
access provider.

623 In July 2011, Tele2 acquired NwN (see paragraph 74 above), although Tele2 remained with Telia and NwN
with Telenor until 2014 (when Tele2 joined NwN on Telenor's network). However, the agreement with Telenor
was terminated upon the subsequent acquisition of Tele2 by Telia (see paragraph 77 above).

62a See Reply to the SO, Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2. See also Reply to the SSO, Section 5 and Annex 1 to the Reply
to the SSO — CRA Comments, Section 4.

62s Reply to the SO, Section 4.3.1.
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the Court that one chap°acteNistic of the market is the away°d of a limited number of high-
value contacts. On sztch a market the fact that a particular company has had a number

of recent `wins' does not necessarily mean that one of its competitors will not be

successficl in the next competition. Provided that it has a competitive product and that
othej~ facto~~s a~°e not heavily weighted in the fist company's favozc~, a competitof~ can
always win a valuable cont~^act and increase its mai°ket shame considerably atone go. "626

475. Telenor, however, ignores the fact that, while the GCEU held that market shares at a
given date were less significant for the analysis of the market under consideration in that
particular case, it added: "Ho~l~eve~~, such a finding does not mean that market shapes of°e

of vii°tzcally no value in assessing the sty°ength of the va~iozcs manzcfactu~e~s on a maf°ket

of that kind, especially whey°e those shat°es remain ~~elatively stable o~~ j~eveal that one

unde~~taking is tending to strengthen its position. "62~

476. Moreover, according to the GCEU: "Even on a bidding market, the fact of a manz factzc~~e~~
maintaining, of° even inc~°easing, its market shay°e ove~~ a number of years in succession

is an indication of may^ket strength. A time must come when the difference between one
manufactuj°e~°'s market shape aid that of its competitors can no longer° be dismissed as a
function of the limited nzrmbe~ of competitions that constitzcte demand on the market."62g

477. In the Authority's view, it is clear from the Genes°al Electric judgment that market shares

can and do have relevance when assessing dominance in a market characterised by a

limited number of high-value contracts, such as mobile access and origination services

or large commercial j et aircraft engines (the Authority does not accept that the wholesale

market in the present case is a ̀ bidding market' as such, but does acknowledge that the

number of contracts are limited). The relevance of market shares has also been recognised

by the European Commission in recent merger cases in the telecoms sector, for example,

Case M.775 8 —Hutchison 3G Italy/Wind/JV: "Maf~ket shapes in the tivholesale maf~ket for

access and call origination on public mobile net►vo~ks can be subject to la~~ge vat°rations,
should a laj~ge wholesale customef~ switch host MNO o~ be acgzciNed by an MNO.
Neves°theless, ma~~ket shay°es can p~~ovide an indication of the ope~ato~~s' maf~ket
positions. "629 The Authority further recalls that Telenor's market shares remained
relatively static throughout the Period under Consideration (see paragraphs 470-472

above).

478. Moreover, in this case, the Authority has not looked at market shares in isolation to assess
dominance. It has examined market shares, which provide a first indication, in
combination with other factors, such as the lack of material competitive constraints from

other MNOs, barriers to entry and expansion and limited potential competition, and a

lack of countervailing buyer power (as discussed in the next sections)63o which, overall,

6?6 Judgment of 14 December 2005, Gene~~al Elect~•ic, T-210/01, EU:T:2005:456, paragraph 149. The case

concerned the market for large commercial jet aircraft engines.

62' Ibidem, paragraph 150.

628 Ibidem, paragraph 151.

6'-9 Commission Decision of 1 September 2016 in Case M.7758 — Hartchison 3G Italy/Wind/JV, paragraph 1236.

63o Telenor's claim that the Authority unduly relies exclusively on market shares and that it ignores other

precedents, such as Commission Decision of 11 May 2016 in Case M.7612 — Hzrtchison 3G UK/Telefonica UK,
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confirm the Authority's conclusion that Telenor held a dominant position on the relevant
wholesale market during the Period under Consideration.~31

9.2.1.3.2 Inclusion of internal sales

479. Telenor submits further that, if market shares are used to reflect market strength in the
wholesale market in this ~as~, they should, in any event, exclude Tel~nor's internal sales
(i.e. sales to its downstream retail operations).632

480. According to Telenor, where there is already a merchant market (in which access is sold
to external wholesale customers), in the absence of capacity constraints, there is no
reason to include internal sales. In Telenor's view, MNOs did not need to consider
diverting capacity from self-supply to the merchant market, because they had spare
capacity and were thus able and willing to expand capacity to serve the merchant market.
On this basis, Telenor argues that including its internal sales in the calculation of the
market shares at the wholesale level does not add anything in tel~rns of understanding
whether it had a dominant position on the relevant wholesale market. According to
Telenor, only its share on the merchant market is relevant for assessing market power.633

Telenor claims that, once its market shares in the merchant market are considered, no
dominant position can be found.634

481. At the outset, the Authority notes that, as explained in Section 9.2.1.3.3 below, Telenor's
market share on the merchant market over time also supports the Authority's conclusion
that Telenor was dominant on the relevant market at the upstream level during the Period
under Consideration. Leaving that finding aside, however, the Authority is of the view
that internal sales should be included in the wholesale market shares, for the reasons set
out below.

482. Avertically-integrated MNO can use its capacity to supply its own downstream retail
operations, external wholesale customers or both. Even in the absence of capacity
constraints, when deciding what amount of capacity to sell on the merchant market (if
any), the vertically-integrated MNO will consider the impact that selling capacity to
extet-nal wholesale customers has on the profitability of its own downstream retail
operations (as well as on its own overall profitability).

483. It is possible, for example, that, while the upstream wholesale operations earn additional
profits from selling capacity on the merchant wholesale market, the downstream retail
operations will, as a r esult, face more competition on the downstream market and thus

in order to assess dominance in this case (see Reply to the SSO, Section 5.3, and Annex 1 to the Reply to the SSO

— CRA Comments, Section 4.1) is therefore unfounded.

631 As noted in Section 9.1, dominance can be established through a combination of factors which, taken

separately, are not necessarily individually determinative. See paragraph 455 above and judgment of 14 February

1978, United B~~ands, 27/76, EU:C:1978:22, paragraph 66.

63z See Reply to the SO, Section 4.3.6.

633 See Reply to the SO, Section 4.3.6.2. See also Reply to the SSO, Section 5.3, and Annex 1 to the Reply to the

SSO — CRA Comments, Section 4.1.

63`' See Reply to the SO, Sections 4.6.3.2 and 4.3.6.3.
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become less profitable. It is also conceivable that these lower profits at the downstream
level offset the additional profits earned at the upstream level, so that, overall, the
vertically-integrated MNO earns a lower amount of profits if it decides to serve the
merchant market (or to expand its sales on that market),635

484. Avertically-integrated MNO will therefore consider the impact that selling capacity to
external wholesale customers has on the profitability of its own downstream retail
operations (as well on its own overall profitability). This is shown by internal Telenor
documents.

485. The Authority refers as an example to a document entitled "Wholesale strategy fog
Teleno~ Mobile"636, which states:63~

"[confidential translation by the Authority of a quote describing the strategy]"

486. The Authority refers further to the following extract from an internal document entitled
"Action plan —Wholesale mobile data pricing "638 of 3 September 2008 from the Division
Director of Telenor's Wholesale and Regulatory Division, to Telenor management,
which states the following:639

"[confidential translation by the Authority of a quote describing the strategy]"

487. Selling capacity on the merchant market can therefore have undesired effects on the
downstream operations of vertically-integrated MNOs (such as Telenor and Telia).
Failing to taking into account their internal sales would thus give a misleading picture of
their incentives, as vertically-integrated suppliers, to supply to third parties and of their
strength at the upstream level. The Authority is therefore of the view that internal sales
should be included in the market shares at the upstream level.

63s This `cannibalisation' effect was, for example, taken into account by the European Commission in the
following merger cases: Commission Decision of 1 September 2016 in Case M.7758 —Hutchison 3G
Italy/Wind/JV, paragraphs 1226-1228; and Commission Decision of 11 May 2016 in Case M.7612 —Hutchison
3G UK/Telefonica UK, paragraphs 1836-1844. On the tension between profitability at the upstream and
downstream levels resulting from selling capacity to external wholesale customers, see also the Norwegian NCA's
Merger Decision V2015-1, paragraphs 485 88 and 515, and the Norwegian NCA's Decision V2018-20, Section
10.2.2.

636 Translation by the Authority of: "Wholesalest~-ategi fo~~ Teleno~~ Mobil"; see Document No 658362, pages 25-
26 (EES 92, pages 1 and 2). Contrary to what Telenor argues at page 22 of its Reply to the LoF, the Authority
does not refer- to this document to support "the claim that Telenof~ held a do»ainant position", but to support its
view that avertically-integrated MNO, like Telenor, will consider the impact that selling capacity to external
wholesale customers has on the profitability of its own downstream retail operations. The fact that Telenor is
unable to say whether this document is a draft, an internal memo or otherwise does not alter the fact that this was
the view expressed internally by at least certain Telenor staff when describing the wholesale strategy existing at
the time (as indicated by Telenor the undated document seems to relate to 2007 or 2008).

63' Translation by the Authority of the following extracts: "[confidential quote in Norwegian describing the
strategy]".

63s Translation by the Authority o£ "Handlingsplan —Wholesale mobil datapf~ising"; see Document No 658362,
page 16 (EES 89, page 1).

63~ Translation by the Authority of the following extracts: "[confidential quote in Norwegian describing the
strategy]".
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488. This conclusion is consistent with Nkom's decisional practice since 2006 relating to the
wholesale market for access and origination services on public mobile telephone
networks.64o It is also consistent with the Norwegian NCA's decisional practice in both
merger and unilateral conduct cases.641 Further, as noted by Nkom in 2016,642 a BEREC
report of March 2010 on self-supply shows that a majority of the NRAs in the EU also
take self-supply into account in both the definition of the relevant market and the
assessment of SMP when analysing wholesale markets,643

489. Telenor also claims that, when the Authority's Notice on the definition of the relevant
market states that market shares for each supplier are calculated "on the basis of their
sales of the f°elevant pj~oducts",6̀ ~4 the term "sales" in the Notice should be distinguished
from internal transfers.64s The Authority disagrees with Telenor on this point, since there
is nothing in the Notice to support the view that the term "sales" refers to external sales
only.646

490. Finally, Telenor refers to the Commission's Explanatory Note accompanying the
Commission's 2007 Recommendation on relevant markets (equivalent to the Authority's
2008 Recommendation on relevant markets).647 According to Telenor, this 2007
Explanatory Note suggests that, if there is a merchant market and there are no capacity
constraints, internal sales should be excluded from the calculation of market shares.

491. The Authority, however, disagrees with this interpretation, since the relevant section64s

in fact states the opposite: "In cases where they°e is likely demand szcbstitution, i.e. where
wholesale customers aj~e interested in p~ocur~ing f~om alternative operators, it may be

6`'o See Nlcom's 2006 Market Analysis, paragraphs 88 and 155-161; Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis, paragraphs
41, 444 and 485; Nlcom's 2016 Market Analysis, paragraphs 135, 153, 307 and 523; and Nlcom's 2020 Market
Analysis, paragraph 141.

6̀ ~' See the Norwegian NCA's Merger Decision V2015-1, paragraphs 485-488 and the Norwegian NCA's
Decision V2018-20, Section 10.2.2.

6a2 See Nlcom's 2016 Market Analysis, paragraph 135.

~`~3 Available at: <http://berec.europa.eu/ena/document register/subject matter/berec/reports/?doc=171>,
accessed June 2020 (see Document No 1075494). The focus of BEREC's report was Market 5 of the 2008
Recommendation on relevant markets (wholesale broadband access market). BEREC also noted (see Section 3)
that the expression "taken into account" used in the questionnaire sent to the NRAs means that an NRA explicitly
considered the issue, but it does not necessarily mean that self-supply is ultimately included within the definition
of the market by the NRA.

~a`~ See Notice on the definition of the relevant market, paragraph 53.

bas Reply to the SO, paragraph 281.

6~t6 The Norwegian Ministry of Transport and Communications came to the same conclusion in its decision on

Telenor's appeal against Nkom's 2016 SMP Decision; see Vedtak i klagesalc om Nkoms vedtak om utpeking av

tilbyder med sterk markedsstilling og palegg om saerskilte forpliktelser i markedet for tilgang til og

samtaleoriginering i offentlige mobilkommunikasjonsnett (tidligere Marked 15), 9 March 2018, page 24, available
at:<https://www.re~jerin~en.no/contentassets/Oc8cc18666a1468889983a5a5b8aa303/vedtak kla~esak telenor

090318.pdfl, accessed June 2020.

64' Commission's 2007 Explanatory Note; for the full reference: see footnote 191 above.

6̀ ~g Commission's 2007 Explanatory Note, Section 3.1 ("Self-supply"), third (and final) paragraph.
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justified to take the self-supply concerned into consider°anon foj~ the sake of market
delineation." The relevant section states further that inclusion of such self-supply is not
justified if there are capacity constraints.649 Telenor itself has claimed that Telia was not
capacity-constrained and had agreements with a number of wholesale customers (see
paragraph 929 below). According to the 2007 Explanatory Note, this would justify
including self-supply in the present case. Moreover, the Authority notes that, in 2016,
when concluding that it was necessary to include self-supply in order to give a correct
picture of the market and relative strength at the wholesale level, Nkom intef° alia referred
to the 2007 Explanatory Note.6so

492. In light of the above considerations, and notwithstanding Telenor's arguments to the
contrary, the Authority concludes that internal sales should be included in the market
shares at the upstream level.

9.2.1.3.3 Market sha~~es in the mef°chant market

493. As set out in Section 9.2.1.3.2 above, Telenor submits that, if market shares are used to
reflect market strength in the wholesale market in this case, they should only include
external sales. Telenor claims that, based on its market shares in the merchant market, no
dominant position can be found.

494. In its Reply to the S0,6s1 Telenor provided market shares on a putative wholesale
merchant market (thus not including internal sales) from 2007 to 2014, which are shown
in Figure 8 below.

6̀ ~~ "Hotiveve~•, this is not jarstifrecl if alternative operators face capacity constraints, oj~ thei~~ rtett~vorlts lack the
zrbiquity expected by access seekers, and/or if altet•native py~ovide~~s have drfficzrlty in entef~ing the j~~e~~chant market
readily."

6so See Nkom's 2016 Market Analysis, paragraph 135. In particular, Nkom referred to the latest version of the
Commission's Explanatory Note (dated 2014), where the third paragraph of Section 3.3 ("Self-supply") is
identical to the third paragraph of Section 3.1 of the Corrunission's 2007 Explanatory Note, reported in paragraph
491; see the Commission's 2014 Explanatory Note ("Explanatory Note to the Commission Recommendation on
Relevant Product and Service Markets within the Electronic Communications Sector Susceptible to Ex Ante
Regulation", 9 October 2014, SWD(2014) 298), available at: <https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-
market/en/news/explanatory-note-accompanying-commission-recommendation-relevant-product-and-service-
markets>, accessed June 2020.

6s' See Reply to the SO, Sections 4.3.6.2 and 4.3.6.3.
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Figure 8: Wholesale market shares on the merchant market, as presented by Telenor
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Sozcf~ce: Teleno~~'s Reply to the SO, page 75.

495. According to Telenor, the fact that its market share was below Telia's652 share from the
second half of 2007 to the first half of 2009 contradicts the Authority's finding of
dominance. Moreover, Telenor argues that the changes in its market share during the
Period under Consideration — from a minimum of 34% (in the first half of 2008) to a
maximum of 58% (in the second half of 2012) —are also incompatible with a finding of
dominance,653

496. The Authority, however, disagrees with Telenor's characterisation of market shares on
this putative wholesale merchant market, which excludes internal sales.

497. First, the Authority notes that, even excluding internal sales, on the basis of the figures
provided by Telenor, Telenor's market share has been 50% or more, in all years during
the Period under Consideration with the exception of 2008. In fact, Figure 8 above shows
that Telenor's market share increased from 50% in the first half of 2009 to 58% in the
second half of 2012. The Norwegian NCA found that Telenor's estimated market share

6sz Labelled as "TeliaSonera" in Figure 8.

6s3 See Reply to the SO, Sections 4.3.6.2 and 4.3.6.3. Telenor also notes (Reply to the SO, paragraph 291) that,
by not including ICE and Mobile Norway, the figures in Figure 8 necessarily overestimate Telenor's and Telia's
market shares. The Authority recognises that there is some degree of over-estimation, but considers that it is not
sufficiently material to impact upon its findings. As noted above, in the case of ICE, the company only had two
small SPs as wholesale customers during the Period under Consideration, which means its presence on the
merchant wholesale market was marginal. In the case of Mobile Norway, it should be noted that the company
itself only provided access to its joint owners Tele2 and NwN (i.e. it did not have any external customers). In turn,
NwN only had four small SPs as wholesale customers, whereas Tele2 had none. See, on this point, the Norwegian
NCA's Merger Decision V2015-1 (paragraph 498 and footnote 289) and the letter from Telia to the Authority of
30 August 2016 (Document No 816102, Section 2.1, page 2). As a result, the combined presence of Mobile
Norway and its joint owners on the merchant wholesale market was also marginal. See also Section 9.2.2.2 below
on the Authority's conclusion that neither ICE nor Mobile Norway exerted a material competitive constraint on
the relevant wholesale market during the Period under Consideration.
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on the wholesale market excluding internal sales (based on minutes) was the following:
58.6% in 2010, 60.7% in 2011 and 58.6% in 2012.6s4 As indicated above, market shares
provide a useful indication of the market structure and of the competitive importance of
the various undertakings active on the market. Market shares above 50% are in
themselves, and save in exceptional circumstances, evidence of the existence of a
dominant position,655

498. Second, according to the figures provided by Telenor, set out in Figure 8 above, Telenor's
share on the merchant market was below 50% only in 2008, when it was equal to 34% in
the first half of the year and 37% in the second half, down from 77% in the second half
of 2007. As explained in Section 9.2.2.3 below, this significant (albeit temporary) drop
in Telenor's share was due to Tele2's switch to Telia, after the company failed to reach
an agreement with Telenor. In the Authority's view, as also explained below, this isolated
example —although significant in volume — is not sufficient to conclude that Telenor was
not dominant during the Period under Consideration. Moreover, Telenor's loss of Tele2
to Telia was offset by NwN becoming one of Telenor's wholesale customers.

499. The Authority concludes that, even on a putative merchant market which excludes
internal sales, Telenor's marlcet shares during the Period under Consideration, as set out
in paragraphs 494 and 497 above, are in themselves clear evidence of the existence of a
dominant position during that period.

9.2.1.4 Conclusion on market shapes

500. In light of the foregoing, the Authority concludes that the high and stable market shares
considered above (even those on the merchant market) provide a strong indication that,
during the Period under Consideration, Telenor held a dominant position on the
wholesale market for access and origination services on public mobile telephone
networks in Norway.

9.2.2 Competition ~rmong MNOs during the Period icncler Conside~~rtion

9.2.2.1 Int~~odicction

501. As will be shown below, contrary to what Telenor argues,656 competition on the
wholesale market was not effective during the Period under Consideration. In particular,
as explained further in this section, the Authority concludes that Mobile Norway, ICE
and Telia were unable to constrain Telenor's dominant position (as indicated on the basis
of market shares discussed in Section 9.2.1 above) on the relevant wholesale market in

6s`' See the Norwegian NCA's Decision V2018-20, footnote 553.

6ss See judgment of 19 Apri12016 in Case E-14/15 Holship No~•ge AS [2016] EFTA Ct. Rep. 240, paragraph 83;
judgment of 13 February 1979, Hoffmann-LaRoche, 85/76, EU:C:1979:36, paragraph 41, and judgment of 3 July
1991, AKZO, 62/86, EU:C:1991:286, paragraph 60.

6s6 Telenor contends that three other providers (i.e. the MNOs Telia, Mobile Norway (jointly owned by NwN and
Tele2) and ICE) of mobile access and origination services to MVNOs and SPs remained active during most of the
Period under Consideration. According to Telenor, the negotiations performed and contracts concluded in the
wholesale market show that there was efficient competition for wholesale customers throughout the Period under
Consideration; see Reply to the SO, Section 4.3.7.
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Norway during the Period under Consideration. The Authority also concludes, contrary
to what Telenor claims,657 that other MNOs did not have the ability and/or incentives to
expand their capacity to supply mobile access and origination services.

9.2.2.2 Competition from Mobile Noway and ICE

502. The Authority considers, contrary to Telenor's view,6ss that both Mobile Norway and
ICE were only marginal competitors in the relevant wholesale market during the Period
under Consideration. Neither Mobile Norway nor ICE was able to exert a significant
competitive constraint on Telenor. The Norwegian NCA reached the same conclusion in
a decision finding Telenor to have abused its dominant position on the same relevant
wholesale market, for the period between 18 August 2010 and 30 June 2014 (i.e. the
period which was relevant for the NCA's case and which partially overlaps with the
Period under Consideration in the present case).~s9

503. To start with Mobile Norway, the Authority recalls that the coverage of its network was
limited during the Period under Consideration.66o Consequently, Mobile Norway, and its
parents NwN and Tele2, could not provide nationwide wholesale services based solely
on their own network. They were therefore dependent on a wholesale agreement with
either Telenor or Telia to be able to provide nationwide wholesale services during the
Period under Consideration. This was also the case on the retail market. While rolling
out Mobile Norway's own mobile network in Norway during the Period under
Consideration, Mobile Norway's shareholders NwN and Tele2 relied on access
agreements with the established MNOs (respectively Telenor and Telia) to offer retail
mobile communications services with a nationwide coverage to their customers. It is
indicative that Tele2 and NwN used Mobile Norway to carry only parts of their own
customer traffic (as and when such traffic could be moved onto Mobile Norway's

6s' Telenor argues that other MNOs (Telia, Mobile Norway (jointly owned by NwN and Tele2) and ICE) had the
ability and incentives to expand their capacity to supply mobile access and origination services and that they were
therefore credible bidders for wholesale contracts throughout the Period under Consideration; see Section 4.3.3
of the Reply to the SO.

6ss See Reply to the SO, Sections 4.3.3.3 and 4.3.3.4. See also Annex 1 to the Reply to the SSO — CRA Comments,
Section 4.2.

~s9 See the Norwegian NCA's Decision V2018-20, Section 10.2.4.2. This decision was confirmed by the
Norwegian Competition Tribunal, albeit the latter slightly reduced the infringement period, i.e, from 18 August
2010 to 6 December 2013 (see the Norwegian Competition Tribunal's Decision V03/2019).

66o According to Telenor (see paragraph 247 of the Reply to the SO), Mobile Norway covered less than 17% of
the population in July 2009, around 42% in January 2012 and around 65% by early 2013. In paragraph 434 of its
draft 2014 Market Analysis, Nkom notes that Mobile Norway had a population coverage of 42% at the beginning
of 2012. According to the Norwegian Ministry of Transport and Communications, NwN's and Tele2's coverage
in December 2012 was around 60% of the population (See Document No 680811, the Norwegian Ministry of
Transport and Communications' Decision of 20 December 2012, page 8). Both Nkom and the Norwegian Ministry
of Transport and Communications considered that, even with a network coverage of 75%, it was not possible to
compete effectively in the wholesale market (See Nkom's 2016 Market Analysis, paragraph 206 and Document
No 680811, the Norwegian Ministry of Transport and Communications' Decision of 20 December 2012, Section
6.3, page 10). It is worth noting that Mobile Norway only reached a coverage of 75% at the end of 2013, that is
one year after of the end of the Period under Consideration (see paragraph 251 of Nkom's draft 2014 Market
Analysis) and stopped further build-out following its unsuccessful bid for a frequency licence in the spectrum
auction that took place in December 2013 (see paragraph 76 above).
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network). For example, at the end of September 2012 roughly 30% of Tele2's traffic
volume was on its own (i.e. Mobile Norway's) network.661 In the Authority's view, this
shows that, even towards the end of the Period under Consideration, Tele2 was still
heavily dependent on external supplies, which limited its possibilities to compete on the
wholesale market. The Norwegian NCA noted that even in 2014 more than half of
Tele2's total market share (of around 18%) in the retail markets relied on wholesale
access purchased from Telenor and Telia.662 This shows that, even in 2014, Tele2 was
still heavily dependent on external suppliers. According to Nkom, in August 2010, 80%
of NwN's traffic was carried on Telenor's network.663

504. Mobile Norway's lack of nationwide coverage (and the resulting dependence on NR
agreements) severely limited its ability (and that of its parents) to compete effectively in
the wholesale market. This was also noted by Nkom in 2010.664 This is further evidenced
by the fact that Mobile Norway and its parents only had a marginal presence on the
relevant wholesale market during the Period under Consideration. Mobile Norway only
provided access (self-supply) to its joint owners, NwN and Tele2. In turn, Tele2 had no
external wholesale customers, whereas NwN only had four small SPs to which it
provided wholesale access.66s Moreover, the wholesale agreement that NwN signed in
2008 with Telenor made it more difficult for NwN to provide access to MVNOs, because,
in that case, Telenor would be entitled to renegotiate its wholesale prices.666 An important
part of the wholesale market was therefore made riskier and less economically attractive
for NwN,667

66' Document No 1114347 (transcript of a conference call of 18 October 2012 regarding the Tele2 Interim Report
Janara~y —September• 2012 (available via the following link: <https://www.tele2.com/investors/reports-and-
presentations>, accessed June 2020)), page 6, where Tele2 states the following regarding its network roll-out in
Norway: "Today [end September 2012] 1-tie have ~~oa~ghly 45% ofNo~~vay being bzrilt Dart on oars° own net~vo~~k and
~~oirghly 30% of the t~•affic volam7e is on our nerivork, and ti-ve'1°e aifning fof° 75% of No~~vay to be built out over the
tI?Il•d net~vo~~k."

~6z See the Norwegian NCA's Merger Decision V2015-1, paragraph 515.

663 See Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis (confidential version), paragraph 208. The number of minutes carried on
Mobile Norway's network had increased by 6% at the end of 20.13, but part of the increase was because Tele2's
traffic was included (following the merger between Tele2 and NwN); see Nkom's draft 2014 Market Analysis,
paragraph 242.

66`' In 2010, Nkom concluded that newly established providers in the wholesale market exerted a reduced
disciplinary effect on established providers, because the former depended on the established providers'
infi•astructure for access (see Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis, page 5). See also paragraph 104 of Nkom's 2010
Market Analysis: "In the decision of 19 May 2009 follotiving Net~~vo~•k Noi~vay's appeal of [Nkom's] decision of
17 November 2008, the Minist~~~ of Transport and Commzrnications stated that 40 peg• cent of the popzrlation
covet~age, as the ~~egzci~-ement was in Mobile Nof~vay's fi~egarency licence, wozrld be too little to constitute an
adegzrate competito~~ to today's t~vo nationtivide nehvo~•ks." See also the Norwegian Ministry of Transport and
Communications' Decision of 20 December 2012 (see Document No 680811), Section 6.3, page 10, where the
Ministry states that even with a network coverage of 75%, it was not possible to compete effectively in the
wholesale market.

66s See footnote 653 above.

666 See Document No 657260 — EES 27, National Roaming Agreement between Telenor and NwN of 3 April
2008, Clause 3.2 (see page 10/44).

66' See also Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis, paragraphs 349 of the confidential version (see Document No
1135688): "The lif~~itation in Telenor•'s t~eference offef• on national roaming means that an importantpart of the
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505. As a result, Mobile Norway's wholesale market share remained very low during the
Period under Consideration, amounting to 1 % in 2009 and 6% at the end of 2012,668

506. As far as ICE is concerned, its network also did not have nationwide coverage during the
Period under Consideration.669 In addition, it could offer wholesale access to data
services only, given the specific technology ICE was using at the time.670 The Authority
considers that this fact severely limited ICE's attractiveness as a provider of access and
call origination services on public mobile telephone networks for access buyers that were
interested in offering ordinary mobile communications services in the retail market.6~1

ICE's limitation was even more relevant during the Period under Consideration, when
voice services were still seen as an important component of the retail offering.6~2

507. This limitation also meant that, if wholesale customers chose ICE for their wholesale
data needs, they would spread their total wholesale traffic among several providers (since
they would need an additional wholesale supplier for their non-MBB requirements). This

market for an MNO is shut off because an MNO with a national roaming agreement with Telenor cannot offer
MVNOs an equal value agreement compared with MONO agreements with NetCom or Telenor. [...] To enable
Network Norway to enter into real negotiations with potential buyers of MVNO access, the company must have
clarity in its own framework conditions. [Nkom] therefore believes the clause on Teleno~'s right to renegotiation
in case Network Norway aligns with MVNOs greatly weakens Network Norway's opportunities to enter into an
agreement on sales of such forms of access. The clause can also be seen as an obligation for Network Norway to
notes Telenor if the company should wish to enter into agreements to offer MI~NO access. The clause thus seems
to have the effect of largely limiting Network Norway's opportunities to enter into agreements with buyers of
MVNO access."

66s See Table 9 at paragraph 466 above.

669 See press release of 11 May 2010 (available at: <https://news.cision.com/no/ice-net/r/ice-norge-i-sterk-
vekst,c490146>, accessed June 2020), where ICE states that its network only covered 75% of the territory in
Norway. At page 23 of its Reply to the LoF, Telenor argues that ICE managed to capture "a quite substantial part"
of the relevant retail market with that coverage. However, in the Authority's view this does not alter its conclusion
that ICE was only a marginal competitor in the relevant wholesale market, for the reasons set out in paragraphs
506-509.

6'o See Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis, paragraph 95.

67 Contrary to what Telenor claims (see Annex 1 to the Reply to the SSO — CRA Comments, paragraph 110), this
does not amount to an inconsistency with a relevant retail market consisting of residential stand-alone MBB. As
demonstrated in Section 8.4.4.2 above, at the retail level, MBB was bought separately from other mobile
communications services by residential customers. On the contrary, at the wholesale level, wholesale customers
purchased voice, SMS/MMS and mobile data services together, as part of a bundle. ICE was therefore not a good
alternative to Telenor or Telia's wholesale input for wholesale customers. Such wholesale customers could indeed
provide MBB services on the basis of ICE's wholesale input, but in such cases they would also need to conclude
a wholesale agreement with either Telenor or Telia in order to be able to provide ordinary mobile communications
services in the retail market. This explains why ICE was only a marginal player in the relevant wholesale market
during the Period under Consideration.

6~2 See paragraph 287 of the Reply to the SO, where Telenor acknowledges that "call origination was a driver in
the first part of the period of investigation, when mobile data communication was not yet decisive for access
seekers in their competition on the retail level". The Authority considers that also during the second part of the
Period under Consideration mobile calls remained an important service.
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in turn meant that they were entitled to lower discounts under the prevailing discount
scales.673 This resulted in an additional handicap for ICE.

508. As evidence of ICE's limited appeal as a provider of wholesale access, the Authority
notes that, according to information provided by Telenor,674 ICE had only two small
wholesale customers (Hello and Como) during the Period under Consideration, one of
which only entered the market in late 2011. Moreover, those two customers had
wholesale agreements also with Telenor and/or Telia in addition to the agreement they
had with ICE.675 In the Authority's view, this shows that ICE was not a strong competitor
on the wholesale market (given its inability to provide all relevant services, i.e. voice,
messaging and data services).

509. The Authority's view that ICE was only a marginal competitor in the relevant wholesale
market is further supported by Nkom's assessment in 2010.676 Tellingly, at that time,
Nkom only listed two nationwide operators on the supply-side (Telenor and Telia) and,
in respect of ICE, noted that "it is highly unlikely that Ice. net will contf°ibute to any deg~~ee
to competition at the tivholesale level in the ma~~ket fo~~ access and origination on mobile
netvvol°ks within the time ho~~izon of the analysis. "677 Even as recently as 2016, Nkom
noted that it was difficult for ICE to establish an attractive offer in the wholesale market
based on the terms of its access agreement with Telia and concluded that there was not
sufficiently clear evidence that ICE would be able to discipline the established operators
on the supply side (i.e. Telenor and Telia).678

510. Moreover, for the same reasons as above and contrary to Telenor's claims,~79 the
Authority also concludes that neither NwN and Tele2 (through their jointly-owned
company Mobile Norway) nor ICE were able to expand coverage and capacity in a timely
and sufficient manner. The Authority recalls that Mobile Norway's network was in the
process of being rolled out. Even if its coverage increased progressively, it remained
limited during the entire Period under Consideration. ICE also had no nationwide
coverage and in addition its network enabled wholesale access to data services only. Even
if ICE were able to expand its coverage and capacity, the fact that it could not offer voice

6'3 See Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis, paragraph 545, where it noted the following: "In addition, the zrse of
discozrnt scales, ~-vhich a~•e applicable to all fot~ms of access, 1-vill be a factor that makes it less att~~active to
distribzrte t~•a~c among several sellet°s of access."

67̀ ' Figure 7 at paragraph 310 (page 81) of the Reply to the SO.

6's See Figure 7 at paragraph 310 (page 81) of the Reply to the SO. In particular, Como had an agreement with
Telia in addition to the one with ICE (see Annex 3 to Nkom's 2016 SMP Decision, pages 20 and 21; available at:
<https://www.eftasurv. int/cros/sites/default/files/documents/Qopro/2083 -
M 15%20Annex%203 %20Results%20from%20the%20public%20consultation%20%28public%29.~d~,
accessed June 2020). Hello had an agreement with both Telia and Telenor in addition to the one with ICE (see
Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis, footnote 18; see also Annex 2 to Nkom's 2010 SMP Decision, pages 4 and 5;
available at: <https://www.eftasurv.int/cros/sites/default/files/documents/~opro/270-566567.PDF>, accessed
June 2020).

6'6 See Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis, Section 3.3.

677 Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis, paragraph 95.

678 See Nkom's 2016 Market Analysis, Section 4.3.8.

6'9 Reply to the SO, Sections 4.3.3.3 and 4.3.3.4.
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services remained a severe handicap during the entire Period under Consideration.
Finally, the Authority refers to the switching costs discussed in paragraphs 528-540
below, which made it difficult for NwN, Tele2 and ICE to expand on the relevant
wholesale market.

511. In light of the above considerations, the Authority concludes that neither Mobile Norway
(together with its parents Tele2 and NwN) nor ICE exerted a significant competitive
constraint on Telenor in the relevant wholesale market during the Period under
Consideration.

9.2.2.3 Competition behveen Telenoj~ and Telia

512. Telia was Telenor's only real competitor in the relevant wholesale market during the
Period under Consideration.~80 However, contrary to what Telenor claims,681 competition
between Telenor and Telia on the relevant wholesale market was limited during the
Period under Consideration.

513. In the Authority's view, the changes of access provider by Tele2 and NwN, the largest
wholesale customers,682 which occurred in 2007/early 2008 and are described in the
following paragraphs,683 do not represent evidence of effective competition on the
wholesale market.

5140 Tele2 first signed an MVNO agreement with Telenor in September 2002684 (entry into
force on 31 March 2003), which granted the parties reciprocal access to their respective
mobile networks in Sweden and Norway.685 The agreement had a duration of five years,
until 31 March 2008.686 In September 2006, 18 months prior to the expiry of its
agreement with Telenor, Tele2 sought to renegotiate the agreement, requesting a
combined MVNO/NR agreement.687 According to Tele2, the negotiations did not lead to
an acceptable offer from Telenor, and no new agreement was reached.688 In the first half

6so In 2010, Nlcom came to the same conclusion: "At the wholesale level, Teleno~~ has only one f•eal challenget~ rrr
the sho~•t to medium term, in the form of NetCo~n [= Telia]"; see Nlcom's 2010 Market Analysis, paragraph 451.

6s' See Reply to the SO, Section 4.3.7. See also Annex 1 to the Reply to the SSO — CRA Comments, Section 4.3.

X82 During the Period under Consideration, Tele2 and NwN were by far the largest wholesale customers with an
aggregate share (including traffic on their jointly owned network) of around 16% of all traffic at the end of 2012;
see Document No 788755, presentation by Tele2 to the Authority on 7 August 2013, page 5. See also the
Norwegian NCA's Decision V2018-20, paragraph 621, which refers to Nkom as a source: Nasjonal
kommunikasjonsmyndighet, Tallg~•arnnlag elcomma~•kedet 2014 revide~•t 02.09.2015 (available at: 
<https://ekomstatistikken.nkom.no/files/ekomportaU2014/Det%20norske%20ekommarkedet%202014.pd~ with
supporting figures available at: <https://ekomstatistikken.nkom.no/#/download>, accessed June 2020).

6s3 See also paragraph 471 above.

68a See Document No 1135193.

68' Tele2's MVNO agreements are described in Section 4.2.9.1 of Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis. See also
Document No 788755, presentation by Tele2 to the Authority on 7 August 2013, pages 39-44.

6s6 See Document No 788755, presentation by Tele2 to the Authority on 7 August 2013, page 39.

687 See, for example, Document No 680066, Telenor minutes from meeting with Tele2 dated 31 October 2006.
See also Document No 788755, presentation by Tele2 to the Authority on 7 August 2013, page 40.

688 See Document No 788755, presentation by Tele2 to the Authority dated 7 August 2013, page 40.
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of 2007, Tele2 entered into similar negotiations with Telia, which requested asix-week
period of exclusive negotiations before agreeing to negotiate.6S9 Tele2 signed an MVNO
agreement with Telia on 11 May 2007,690 with an initial term of four years, beginning on
31 March 2008 (the date on which Tele2's agreement with Telenor came to an end).691

The agreement contained a minimum purchase obligation and a clause prohibiting Tele2
from offering its subscribers an alternative network for mobile communications services
in Norway.692 The agreement provided for severe penalties if the exclusivity clause was
breached (and traffic was transferred to Telenor) or if the minimum purchase obligation
was not met.693

515. NwN signed a NR agreement with Telia in January 2006, although the agreement did not
grant access to the 3 G network and did not appear to be well suited to the market
developments at the time, according to Nkom.694 In autumn 2006, NwN approached
Telenor to seek a NR agreement. Telenor refused NwN's request, arguing that it was not
obliged to satisfy NwN's request, given the company's existing NR agreement with
Telia.

516. NvvN then filed a complaint with Nkom. The Norwegian NRA decided that, by refusing
NwN's request, Telenor had breached its obligation to grant access and that it could not
prevent NwN from having a NR agreement with both Telia and Telenor simultaneously

6a9 See Document No 788755, presentation by Tele2 to the Authority dated 7 August 2013, page 41.

690 See Document No 847815, MVNO agreement between Telia and Tele 2 dated 11 May 2007.

691 See Document No 788755, presentation by Tele2 to the Authority dated 7 August 2013, page 41. See also
Document No 847815, MVNO agreement between Telia and Tele 2 dated 11 May 2007, Annex B2 "prices",
Clause 1 (at page 36/70): "The prices set out below have the assumption that 100% of COMPANY'S existing traffic
is migrated on to the NETCOM's Network at the lastest within April 1, 2008 according to the migration plan set
out below".

69z See Document No 788755, presentation by Tele2 to the Authority dated 7 August 2013, page 41. Regarding
the exclusivity clause, see Tele2's MVNO agreement with Telia (Document No 847815), Clauses 3.1 and 3.3 (see
pages 8-9/70). Regarding the minimum purchase obligation, see annex B2 "prices", Clause 2 (see page 36/70).
See also annex B 12 "option on national roaming services", Clause 4 "purchase obligation" (see page 56/70) and
annex B2 "prices" (which replaces the former annex B2 "prices", applicable from 3 January 2010), Clause 2.1
(see page 65/70).

693 See Document No 788755, presentation by Tele2 to the Authority dated 7 August 2013, page 41: "Severe
penalties if exclusivity clause is breached (and traffic is transferred to Telenor) or minimum purchase obligation
is not met." Regarding the minimum purchase obligation, see Document No 847815, MVNO agreement between
Telia and Tele 2 dated 11 May 2007, Annex B2 "prices", Clauses 1 and 2 (at page 36/70): "The prices set out
below have the assumption that 100% of COMPANY's existing traffic is migrated on to the NETCOM's Network
at the lastest within April 1, 2008 according to the migration plan set out below"; "if the monthly traffic volume
measured over one months after the commencement of the Initial term goes below the thresholds set out below
NETCOM is entitled to raise the prices (voice, SMS and Data) with S% [...]". Regarding the exclusivity clause,
see Clause 17 (e) at page 17/70: "Either Party may terminate this Agreement according to this Clause 17 with
immediate effect by written notice to the other party. [...] The following subsections constitute each of them a
material beach of the Agreement: [... ] (e) if COMPANY actively transfers its traffic and/or customers to another
communications network under the Initial Term without having terminated the Agreement according to the terms
of this agreemenP'. See also Clause 18 "Effects of termination of the agreement" (see page 18-19/70) and Clause
21 "Liability" (see page 20-21/70).

694 NwN's NR agreements are described in Section 4.2.9.3 of Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis
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(i.e. exclusivity should not be imposed).695 Telenor filed an appeal against Nkom's
decision with the Norwegian Ministry of Transport and Communications. While the
appeal was pending, NwN terminated its agreement with Telia and proceeded to sign a
NR agreement with Telenor in April 2008,696 The subsequent decision by the Ministry
set aside Nkom's decision without substantive discussion, since there was no longer a
legal basis for instructing Telenor to comply with the request as it had in the meantime
entered into an agreement with NwN,697

517. In brief, in 2007/early 2008, following negotiation processes and legal disputes, the two
largest wholesale customers (Tele2 and NwN) changed their existing access provider. In
theory, as claimed by Telenor,698 these instances of switching could be consistent with a
finding that there was, at that time, effective competition on the wholesale market. In
practice, however, the Authority considers that this was not the case, as explained in the
following paragraphs.

518. First, as noted by Nkom, there are indications that regulatory access obligations imposed
on Telenor have been of importance to the entry into the agreements.699 However, despite
the fact that these regulatory access obligations might have had some disciplining effect,
as noted by Nkom, even then, the manner in which the negotiations were conducted by

69s See Nkom's Decision of 20 September 2007; as also summarised in Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis, Section
4.2.9.3.

696 In spite of Nkom's Decision, the contract between NwN and Telenor included an exclusivity clause which
prohibited NwN from obtaining national roaming from any other network operator with the same coverage as
Telenor (i.e. Telia); see Document No 657260 — EES 27, National Roaming Agreement between Telenor and
Network Norway of 3 April 2008, Clause 1.3 (e) (exclusivity), at page 6/44. The contract could not be terminated
before 1 January 2010, and then only with a 12-month notice period (see Document No 657260 — EES 27, Clause
13.2 at pages 18-19/44). Finally, the contract made it difficult for NwN to sign up MVNOs, because, in that case,
Telenor would become contractually entitled to demand a renegotiation of the condition and terms (see Document
No 657260 — EES 27, Clause 3.2 at page 10/44). According to Nkom, the fact that NwN could not sign up MVNOs
without Telenor becoming entitled to renegotiate prices deprived NwN of an important part of the wholesale
market; see Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis (confidential version), paragraph 349.

69' See the Decision of the Norwegian Ministry of Transport and Communications in Case 07/1660-KAT, dated
5 May 2008; available at:
<https://www.reg~jerin e~globalassets/upload/sd/vedle~~/telekommunikasjon/kla~esaker tele/vedtak 20080
02309_159964-telenor asa_pd~, accessed June 2020. See also paragraph 344 of Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis.

69s See Section 4.3.2 of the Reply to the SO.

699 See Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis, paragraph 401. On the importance of regulation in the wholesale market,
in respect of the original agreement signed by NwN with Telia in 2006, while Nkom noted that Telia was not
subject to any obligation to provide access, it also observed that "it is doubtful whether [Telia] would at all have
entered into an agreement with Network Norway unless Telenor had already had an obligation of access imposed
on it." (paragraph 340 of Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis). This view was shared by consultancy firm Econ Poyry:
"[Telia] has voluntarily entered into a roaming agreement with Network Norway, but would hardly have done so
if the authorities had not already issued a directive to Telenor." See Econ Poyry's report 2008-024, Mobil
roaming og investeringsinsentiver (Mobile Roaming and Investment Incentives), page 2, quoted in paragraph 340
of Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis.
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Telenor and Telia, and the terms of the wholesale agreements indicate that there was no

effective competition and limited buyer power.~oo

519. Moreover, commenting specifically on the NR agreement that NwN signed with Telenor,

Nlcom found that ̀  fog a period Teleno~ actually exe~~cised denial of access vis-a-vis

Net►a~o~k Noway. Thee is fic~the~°mof~e Beason to emphasise that Teleno~ maintained the
denial of access afte~~ [Nkom] in decisions said that it wus [in] conflict with the cuN~ent

decision in market 1 S. The agreement was signed because Netwo~~k No~~way cancelled

the ag~~eel~zent with [Telia], not that Teleno~° complied with the [Nlcom's] clew

standpoint. In [Nkom's] opinion, the ag~~eement on national j~oaming bet~ta~een Network

No~~way and Teleno~° suppot°ts a vies-v of a limited degree of buyer° po~ve~ and stj~ong

asymmetry in the relative sty°ength between the agreement pa~~ties. "col

520. The Authority considers that this episode shows also that Telenor was not materially

constrained by Telia. As set out in paragraph 515 above, Telenor initially did not even

want to compete with Telia to have NwN as a wholesale customer. It simply initially

refused NwN's access request. A further indication of Telenor's ability to behave

independently of its main rival (Telia), as well as of its customers (NwN in this specific

case), is the fact that Telenor imposed an exclusivity clause on NwN for the duration of

the contract, which prohibited the latter from obtaining national roaming from any other

network operator with the same coverage as Telenor (i.e. Telia),702 in spite of Nkom's

decision that, inter° alia, exclusivity should not be imposed.703 As further evidence that

Telenor was able to behave independently of rivals and customers, it should be recalled

that the agreement with NwN enabled Telenor to demand to renegotiate access prices if

NwN were to host an MVNO customer, thus foreclosing an important part of the market

for NwN.70̀ ~

521. Therefore, while the Authority recognises that regulatory intervention had some degree

of impact on the provision of wholesale access by Telenor and, in turn, Telia, it considers

that this did not sufficiently impact Telenor's ability to act independently during the

Period under Consideration. This is confirmed by the fact that, notwithstanding

regulatory intervention, Nkom has consistently found Telenor to be dominant, even as
recently as in its 2016 and 2020 market analyses.705 Indeed, in 2016, Nlcom concluded

goo See Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis, paragraph 401: "[...]the ag~•eements ~~eached cannot be taken as evidence

that the market is tending tot-va~~ds competition. In [Nkom's] vieia~, the~~e a~~e seve~•al facto~~s, rnclzrding the tee°ms

of the ag~•eements, indicating a small degree of barye~• powe~~ and competition at the wholesale level."

'o' Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis, paragraph 347.

70- Document No 657260 — EES 27, National Roaming Agreement between Telenor and Network Norway of 3

April 2008, Clause 1.3, (e) (exclusivity).

'03 See paragraph 516 above.

70̀ ~ Document No 657260 — EES 27, NR Agreement between Telenor and Network Norway of 3 April 2008,

Clause 3.2 (see page 10/44). See also paragraph 504 above.

cos See footnote 599 above.
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that "Telia's presence has not been a sufficiently disciplinary force" on the wholesale
market. X06

522. Second, Telia had limited incentives to compete strongly on the wholesale market, given
its nature as avertically-integrated company and the importance of its downstream
operations.707 In particular, it should be noted that, if Telia expanded on the wholesale
market by offering better terms to its wholesale customers, these same customers would
have had the possibility to compete more fiercely on the downstream market and thus
threaten the profitability of Telia's downstream operations. Nkom considered that'this
was still the case in 2016: "Teleno~'s wholesale revenue constitutes a relatively small
shape of the company's total revenue, compared with the retail sales revenue. Teleno~'s
incentives to pursue and achieve competitive advantages in the retail market, ~athe~ than
selling wholesale access, must thus be assumed to be strong. Since Telenor is widely
present in various retail segments] (business, residential and M2M), in most cases all
Zypes of access will entail direct competition with own retail activities. On this basis,
Telenor must be assumed to have limited incentives to compete with Telia on providing
access, since teems that aye too attractive will increase the competitiveness of access
buyers at the retail level. In the same way, Telia will also encounter increased
competition at the [retail] level by giving too advantageous access teems to external
pasties, and it must be assumed that Telia will not have any significantly stronger
incentives than before to compete with Telenor in giving access. "708 The Norwegian NCA
came to the same conclusion in 2015 when it assessed the acquisition of Tele2 by Telia~o9

and in 2018 when it concluded that Telenor had abused its dominant position.710 The

X06 Nkom's 2016 Market Analysis, paragraph 431. See also paragraph 477, where Nkom concludes that Telenor
is not disciplined by any other wholesale supplier: "In contrast to most other countries in Europe, access
agreements in Norway are established under a regulated regime. Nkom believes that the sector-specific regulation
in Norway has influenced the establishment and terms of these agreements. This is illustrated by several cases
that Nkonz has worked on in recent years. For Nkom there is little indication that access buyers have a significant
buyer market, or that Telenor is disciplined by other operators on the supply side in the relevant market. The
cases are rather an expression of a market with limited market dynamics in which sector-specific ex-ante
regulation has been ofsignificance to the establishment and terms of access agreements. Nor can Telia's standard
offer for MIlNO access be said to express competition, since it was established as a consequence of the acquisition
of Tele2. According to Telia, the offer was conditional on the acquisition's approval by the Competition
Authority."

707 Telia was Telenor's closest competitor at the downstream level.

708 See Nkom's 2016 Market Analysis, paragraph 625. As regards the tension between profitability at the upstream
and downstream levels resulting from selling capacity to external wholesale customers, see also the Norwegian
NCA's Merger Decision V2015-1, paragraphs 485-488 and 515, and the Norwegian NCA's Decision V2018-20,
Section 10.2.2.

'09 See the Norwegian NCA's Merger Decision V2015-1, paragraph 515.

'lo See the Norwegian NCA's Decision V2018-20, Section 10.2.4.1.3, and also paragraphs 271 and 279, where
reference is made to respectively an internal Telenor e-mail of 29 May 2009 and an internal NwN note, which, in
the Authority's view, confirm Telia's limited incentives to compete with Telenor on the relevant wholesale
market. In an internal Telenor e-mail sent on 29 May 2009 during negotiations with NwN regarding prices for
access to Telenor's network, it is stated that "I don't think Netcom [i.e. Telia] will offer NwN prices anywhere
near the prices they are asking for. [... ] In our opinion, it is not in our interest to change the current agreement
[with NwN]." (Translation by the Authority of the following statement: "Jeg troy Keller ikke NetCom vil gi NwN
priser i nc~rheten av det de ber om. [...] Alt i alt mener vi derfor at vi er best tjent med a ikke a gjere endringer i
avtalen pa disse omradene."). Furthermore, in its assessment of the same negotiations, NwN in an internal note
sent to its board stated that "Netcom (i.e. Telia) will not offer us conditions we can use to play them (i.e. Telenor
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Authority recalls in this respect Telenor's internal documents quoted in paragraphs 485

and 486 above.

523. Third, the Authority considers that the changes of access provider which occurred in

2007/early 2008 (i.e. Tele2 switching from Telenor to Telia; and, NwN, from Telia to

Telenor) remained isolated episodes. In fact, contrary to what Telenor claims,~ll during

the Period under Consideration, switching was minimal in the wholesale market, which

is consistent with the conclusion that competition between Telenor and Telia was limited.

524. In particular, as can be seen in Figure 9 below, there was no more switching by the two

largest wholesale customers (i.e. Tele2 and NwN) after the switching in 2007/early 2008

(which, as described above, does not in the Authority's view represent evidence of

effective competition on the wholesale market).

and Telia) ozrt against each othej• in o~-de~• to f•eceive lotivei~ prices fi~on~ Telenoi~." (Translation by the Authority of

the following statement: "Dette betyr at Netcom ikke vil vice~~e en koi~~meJ•siell paJ-t so»~ sik~•er oss bed~•e p~~iser fi•a

Telenor ved a spille de opp mot hve~~andre i fo~•handlinge~~.")

'll See, in particular, Section 4.3.7.5 of the Reply to the SO and Figure 7 on page 81 (reproduced in paragraph

524 below as Figure 9). In its Reply to the SO (paragraph 310), Telenor argues that Figure 7 is incomplete since

it only includes switching between Telenor, Telia and ICE, and does not include wholesale agreements entered

into by MVNOs and SPs. The Authority, however, considers that this figure provides sufficient information for

an accurate assessment, since it includes all the MNOs active on the supply side and all the main wholesale

customers on the demand side (therefore, even if some small SPs were not included, this would not invalidate the

findings regarding lack of switching, given the low volumes purchased by small SPs).
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Source: Teleno~'s Reply to the SO, Figzc~e 7, page 81.

525. The above Figure 9 also shows that Ventelo and TDC —two MVNOs which purchased
considerably lower volumes than Tele2 and NwN712 —did not switch from Telenor
between 2008 and 2012 (and beyond).713

526. Among SPs, the only instance of switching is Lycamobile (Barablu) which, at the
beginning of 2010, switched from Telenor to Telia. The Authority recalls, however, that
SPs accounted for only a minor share of wholesale traffic during the Period under
Consideration since they had only a minor share of the retail traffic. Therefore, any
competition between Telenor and Telia for this customer group would provide little
evidence of whether there was real competition for wholesale customers during that
period.

527. In the Authority's view, therefore, the very limited instances of switching support the
conclusion that there was no effective competition on the wholesale market.

'12 See Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis, paragraph 539, quoted in footnote 799 below.

73 Telenor was the access supplier to both Ventelo and TDC, although Ventelo also had an SP agreement with
Telia.
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528. Further, the Authority considers that even if, as Telenor submits,714 Telia had spare
capacity~ls and the ability to invest in additional capacity during the Period under
Consideration (and that it made substantial investments to develop its network716), this
does not mean that Telia could easily expand and compete effectively with Telenor for
wholesale contracts. On the contrary, the relevant wholesale market in this case is
characterised by significant barriers to expansion, specifically in the form of switching
costs that wholesale customers had to incur when changing access provider. In addition,
as shown in paragraph 522 above, Telia had limited incentives to compete aggressively
with Telenor on the relevant wholesale market.

529. For example, according to Nkom in 2010 and 2016, while switching access provider did
not entail high direct~l~ costs for an NRO or MVNO,~ig indirect costs —such as lock-in
periods, volume commitments, discount structures and expectations about quality of
coverage —played an important role in the decision to switch operator, with the result
that the "existence of switching costs at the wholesale level must be expected to limit the
dynamics in the market within the relevant time perspective. "719

530. The Authority considers that two main categories of indirect switching costs are present
in this case.

531. First, it was difficult for Telia to expand on the market, given Telenor's perceived
superior network quality and coverage (see Section 9.2.3.1.5 below). For this reason,
wholesale customers switching from Telenor to Telia faced a risk of losing retail
customers.

'14 See Reply to the SO, Section 4.3.3.2

'ls The Authority considers that the evidence on this point is mixed. In its 2010 Market Analysis, at paragraph
311, Nkom noted that: "In its letter of 27 April 2009 NetCom [i.e. Telia] similarly informed [Nkom] that they have
not to date had capacityproblems with regaT•d to providing access and nor in the future would capacityproblems
be an obstacle to providing access." However, in its letter of 30 August 2016 addressed to the Authority
(Document No 816102, Section 2.1, page 2), Telia stated: "Telia's experience from Tele2 and Network Norway's
migration (in 2007 and 2014/201 S respectively) showed that if a MNO/MVNO with a significant customer base
would migrate its customers ,from Telenor's network to Telia's network, Telia would indeed have to make
investments in additional capacity (in addition to the expected traffic-dema~rd from Telia's own sa~bscriber base),
to allow a ̀ new' customer base onto its network. Accordingly, in Telia's opinion, if a wholesale customer on
Telenor's network (i. e. Network Norway, TDC and Yentelo) would have wanted to switch to Telia fog the purpose
of offering MBB (as a stand-alone service), the actual capacity at the given time wozrld have had to be assessed
before the actual migration took place; and taking on a significant additional customer base would, in light of the
abovementioned experience regarding migration, most likely require investment in additional capacity."

'16 See Section 4.3.5.2 of the Reply to the SO for Telenor's description of Telia's investment in its network.

71~ See paragraph 233 of Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis: "At the wholesale level there does not seem to be
particularly high costs associated with switching host operators per se. Providers with a national roaming
agreement, and in most cases also MVNOs, will have their own operator codes and their customers will thus not
creed to switch SIM cards. By switching host operators, and thus possible change of coverage, some costs of a
more administrative nature will still have to be expected. For example, such costs can be connected to making
end icsers aware of the change."

718 As indicated in paragraph 539 below, SPs faced additional switching costs.

'19 See paragraph 238 of Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis and, more in general, Section 4.2.5. See also Section
4.3.4.2 of Nkom's 2016 Market Analysis.
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532. In its 2010 Market Analysis (paragraph 236), Nkom found that "[t]he end zcse~s'
perception of covey°age differences is another factor than can increase switching costs".
Telenor was well aware of this perceived superior network coverage.720

533. Still in 2016, Nkom observed the following regarding the end users' perception that
Telenor's network was superior:721 "[...] a change in coveNage on switching host
ope~ato~~ is a factor that might have major consequences fog access buyej°s and could
make s1~~itching less attractive [...] Sevej°al pj°ovide~s exp~~essed how Teleno~°'s net~l~o~k
is seen by many customej°s as the best netwo~°k in tee°ms of quality and coverage. Nkom
does not have sufficient evidence fog° any change in this pe~~ception tivithin the analysis'
time hog°izon. This entails that access bZcye~s at Teleno~° must probably expect to lose
czcstome~s if they change host net~vo~~k, o~ must compensate fo~~ retaining them by othef~
means. Nkom thZts believes that the cZcstome~s' pe~~ception of coverage and p~°efej°ences
foj~ Teleno~° cove~~age are a factor which cont~ibzctes to Teleno~° maintaining its position
in the ~~elevant may°ket. "722 It continued: "switching costs in gelation to changes in
coverage a~~e a factoj~ which indicates that Telenoj~ can maintain its stNong position in
the wholesale market and corn thus indicate significant ma~~ket potive~ fog° Teleno~°. "723

534. To provide a specific example, Tele2 lost about 40 000 customers (i.e. about 10% of its
customer base) when it switched from Telenor to Telia in 2008.724 According to Tele2,
the main reason was the "difference in coverage between Teleno~ and Telia".

535. Second, switching costs also resulted from the terms and conditions of the wholesale

access agreements concluded during the Period under Consideration, i.e. long-term
agreements, exclusivity clauses with penalties and minimum purchasing obligations. In

its 2010 Market Analysis, Nlcom noted the following: "Agreement teems r~ep~esenting
obligations in the foam of long-teem agreements and purchasing obligations are key in
this context and could make the threshold fog changing vex°y high and in some cases
vij°tually insuNmozcntable."725

536. For example, during the entire Period under Consideration, Telenor's largest wholesale

client, NwN, could not purchase wholesale access from Telia unless it moved its entire

720 This can be seen fi-oin an internal memorandum by the Division Director in Telenor's Wholesale and
Regulatory Division, describing short-term and long-term strategies vis-a-vis Tele2 and NwN, dated 25 November

2011: "Indirect effect from nett~t~oJ~k coverage /Anothe~~ effect that Telenor need to consider is the valare of T2 not

being on Teleno~~'s net►vo~~k. Teleno~•'s nehvo~•k is gene~~ally consrde~-ed superior• to NC's [NC = NetCom = Telia].
Foy' t~?lS T~eason (among others) T2 ti-vill only choose NC if the p~~ice is lower than that of Teleno~~" (see Document

No 657111, page 132 (GMA 21, page 3/5), penultimate paragraph).

~Z' In the Authority's view, if end users still had this perception in 2016, this must also have been the case in the

preceding period.

~ZZ Nkom's 2016 Market Analysis, pargraph 601.

'23 Nkom's 2016 Market Analysis, pargraph 602.

~Z̀ ~ See, for example, Document No 788751, Reply by Tele2 and NwN of 9 May 2014 to the Authority's request

for information dated 28 March 2014, response to Question 6.1. As set out in paragraph 514 above, Tele2 signed

an MVNO agreement with Telia on 11 May 2007, but it only started on 31 March 2008.

'25 See paragraph 234 of Nlcom's 2010 Market Analysis. See also footnote 522 above.
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wholesale traffic, due to a specific clause in its contract with Telenor.726 A similar
restriction applied to Ventelo from November 2010 onwards.72~

537. In its 2010 Market Analysis, Nlcom considered that lock-in clauses and volume
commitments in the agreements concluded by Tele2 (with Telia) and NwN (with
Telenor) made it very unlikely that either operator would switch host MNO within the
period of its analysis (one-and-a-half to two years).728

538. The significance of these switching costs can be seen through an episode after Tele2
acquired NwN on 21 October 2011. In brief,729 when Tele2 invited Telenor and Telia to
submit bids for the combined volume of Tele2 and NwN's national roaming
requirements,730 Telia did not express an interest (simply referring to its ongoing
agreement with Tele2 which ran until 2014).731 Telenor responded by requiring and
obtaining exclusive negotiations for a period of eight weelcs,732 which ultimately did not
result in an agreement. It appears that one obstacle was the significant exit cost that Tele2
would have incurred if it decided to terminate its agreement with Telia.~33

539. The Authority notes further that SPs faced additional switching costs. In the case of SPs,
a switch to another wholesale supplier involved the need to issue new SIM cards or

'26 See Document No 657260 — EES 27, National Roaming Agreement between Telenor and NwN of 3 April
2008, Clause 1.3(e): "Net~vo~•k No~~vay shall not have an agreement for national ~•oaming foj~ GSM of• UMTS
access with nationwide coverage through anothe~~ net~vo~~k opei~ato~~ in Norway." In an internal memorandum of
25 March 2010 (see Document No 657407 — CJO 85, memorandum from the Division Director of Telenor's
Wholesale and Regulatory Division, page 2/2), Telenor stated that NwN's contractual obligation and the penalties
it would incur in case of breach made it unlikely that it would be able to enter into a roaming agreement with
another operator ("NtivN hai• ogsa en fo~pliktelse som de vanslcelig komme~~ ut av og song n~edf~~•et- et sa stort
poterrsielt erstatningsbel~p om de bryte~• f~7ed, at de Heppe vil elle~• kan innga en amen NR-avtale"; translation by
the Authority: "NwN also has an obligation that is difficult to get out of and that entails such a high potential
ai~~oz~nt of compensation if they breach it, that they are zrnlikely to be }-villrng o~• able to enter• into anothe~~ NR
ag~~eement.").

72' In its Reply to the SO (paragraph 479), Telenor confirms that, as from 30 November 2010, Ventelo was
precluded fi•om having such an additional wholesale agreement with Telia.

728 See Document No 782881, Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis (confidential version), paragraphs 326 and 364.
X29 See also paragraph 583 below on this point.

~3o Document No 657111 — GMA 20, letter from Tele2 to Telenor and Telia dated 30 May 2012, pages 2/6 and
3/6.

~'1 Document No 788755, presentation by Tele2 to the Authority on 7 August 2013, page 43.

'32 Document No 788755, presentation by Tele2 to the Authority on 7 August 2013, page 43; see also Document
No 658362 — EES 100, internal Telenor presentation of 2011, page 1.

'33 See Document No 657111 — GMA 21, internal memorandum by the Division Du~ector of Telenor's Wholesale
and Regulatory Division, describing short-term and long-term strategies vis-a-vis Tele2 and Network Norway,
dated 25 November 2011, page 4/5: "This szm7mer [i.e. the summer of 2011] Teleno~~ negotiated with T2, and tivas
close to agreeing on an NRA. Ore obstacle tivas hotivever that T2 had an exit cost in the ag~•eement tivith NC [_
NetCom = Telia], estimated to [CONFIDENTIALJ."
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devices with embedded SIMs, which, in addition to their cost, could result in customer
losses.~34

540. Finally, at a more general level, as explained in paragraph 522 above, the Authority
recalls that, given its nature as avertically-integrated operator, Telia had limited
incentives to expand its capacity on the wholesale market, as doing so might reduce the
profitability of its more commercially important downstream business.

541. On the basis of the considerations set out in paragraphs 512-540 above, the Authority
concludes that competition between Telenor and Telia on the relevant wholesale market
during the Period under Consideration was limited.

9.2.2.4 Conclusion on competition among existing MNOs

542. The Authority concludes that neither Mobile Norway (together with its parents Tele2 and
NwN) nor ICE were able to exert a significant competitive constraint on Telenor in the
relevant wholesale market during the Period under Consideration. They were only
marginal competitors in the relevant wholesale market.

543. Telia was, apart from Telenor, the only MNO in Norway with a nationwide coverage and
capable of offering wholesale access for the supply of all relevant mobile communication
services, i.e. voice, messaging and mobile data services during the Period under
Consideration. However, in light of the considerations set out in Section 9.2.2.3 above,
the Authority concludes that Telia did not exert a significant competitive constraint on
Telenor.

544. In conclusion, none of the MNOs was able to constrain Telenor's dominant position (as
clearly indicated on the basis of the market shares discussed in the previous section) on
the relevant wholesale market in Norway during the Period under Consideration.

9.2.3 Barrier's to entry and expansion rind potenti~rl competition

9.2.3.1 Ba~j°ie~s to ent~~y and expansion

9.2.3.1.1 Intj~oduction

545. Barriers to entry are factors that make entry harder or unprofitable while permitting
established undertakings to charge prices above the competitive level. Barriers to entry

73̀ ~ See Nkom's 2006 Market Analysis, paragraph 272: "Stivitching from a net~vo~•k opei~atof- entails some practical
consegzrences fog• service pf•ovidei~s, inclarding isszring netiv SINI cards to all their czrstome~~s. This is both time- and
cost-intensive and can therefore mean that the service provider, despite the fact that them• exit ~~est~•ictions as~e
~~educed, still conside~~s it most app~~op~~iate to stay tivith the original nehvo~~k opet~ator". See also Nkom's 2014
Draft Market Analysis, paragraph 283: "[...] fo~~ service providers, a change of host ope~~ator will make it
necessary to change end carstomeis SlMcards. This can be a relatively extensive process that is often expected to
lead to a certain loss of customers."; the Authority's translation o£ "For jenesteleverand~~~ef• vil imidlef-tid et
bytte av vet•tsoperat~~• gjore det nodvendig a bytte SIM-kort hos sluttkzrndene. Dette kan vcPre en forholdsvis
omfattende proses som ofte ma fofverrtes a fore til et visst tap av kimde~•."
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generally comprise any disadvantage that a new entrant faces when entering a market
that the incumbent (dominant fit-m) does not face.~35

546. Barriers to growth and expansion are obstacles that a new entrant or smaller existing
competitor faces in its ability to grow or expand in a particular market and which limit
its ability to pose a viable competitive threat over the medium to longer term.~36

547. Barriers to entry and expansion are closely related, as many of the factors that make entry
harder also make it harder for new entrants to grow or expand.73~

548. In a market with considerable barriers to entry and/or expansion, established operators
will be largely protected from potential competition. Consequently, the disciplinary
effect that the threat of competition could otherwise have, will be reduced or may even
disappear. Persistently high market shares may in themselves be indicative of the
existence of barriers to entry and expansion.738

549. The Authority's recommendations on relevant markets refer to structural entry barriers
and legal or regulatory entry barriers as follows: "Structural ba~rie~s to entry result from
original cost o~ demand conditions that create asymmetric conditions between
incumbents and new entrants impeding or preventing market entry of the latter. For
instance, high structural ba~~iers may be found to exist when the market is characterised
by absolute cost advantages, substantial economies of scale and/or scope, capacity
constraints and high sunk costs [...] Legal o~ regulatory bat~~ie~s are not based on
economic conditions, but result from legislative, administrative or other state measures
that have a direct effect on the conditions of entry and/o~ the positioning of operators on
the relevant market. An example of a legal o~ regulatory barrier preventing entry into a

~3s Judgment of 14 February 1978, United Brands, 27/76, EU:C:1978:22, paragraph 122; judgment of 13 February
1979, Hoffmann-La Roche, 85/76, EU:C:1979:36, paragraph 48, and judgment of 6 October 1994, Tetra Pak, T-
83/91, EU:T:1994:246 paragraph 110. See also Commission Decision of 13 May 2009 in Case COMP/37.990,
Intel, paragraphs 866 and 881, upheld on appeal in judgment of 12 June 2014, Intel, T-286/09, EU:T:2014:547,
the General Court's decision was set aside by the CJEU on other grounds, see judgment of 6 September 2017,
Intel, C-413/14 P, EU:C:2017:632; and Telefonica Decision, paragraphs 224-226, upheld in judgment of29 March
2012, Telefdnica, T-336/07, EU:T:2012:172 paragraph 154, affirmed in judgment of 10 July 2014, Telefonica,
Case C-295/12 P, EU:C:2014:2062.

'36 Judgment of 14 February 1978, United Brands, 27/76, EU:C:1978:22, paragraph 122, and see also Teleforrica
Decision, paragraphs 228-229, upheld in judgment of 29 March 2012, Telefonica, T-336/07, EU:T:2012:172
paragraphs 154 and 158, affirmed in judgment of 10 July 2014, Telefonica, Case C-295/12 P, EU:C:2014:2062;
see also the Google Shopping Decision, paragraphs 269-270.

73' Judgment of 14 February 1978, United Brands, 27/76, EU:C:1978:22, paragraphs 91 and 122, and Judgment
of 6 October 2015, Post Danmark II, C-23/14, EU:C:2015:651, paragraph 39. See also the Google Shopping
Decision, paragraphs 269-270; and Commission Decision of 24 March 2004 in Case COMP/C-3/37.792
Microsoft, paragraph 525, confirmed on appeal in judgment of 17 September 2007, Microsoft, T-201/04,
EU:T:2007:289, paragraph 558.

738 European Commission's Article 102 Guidance Paper, paragraph 17.
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maf~ket is a limit on the nzcmber~ of undeNtakings that have access to spectrum fog° the
provision of zcnde~lying services."~39

550. As demonstrated in the following paragraphs, there were several and significant barriers
to entry and expansion in the wholesale market for access and origination services on
public mobile telephone networks in Norway during the Period under Consideration.

9.2.3.1.2 Control of infi~ast~zrctzcf~e

551. If an operator controls infrastructure that is not easily duplicated and which represents an
important input factor in the relevant market, this could represent a structural entry barrier
for potential competitors.

552. In the relevant wholesale market for access and origination services on public mobile
telephone networks in Norway, it is necessary either to own, or have effective access to,
a mobile communications network in order to offer adequate, nationwide wholesale
access and origination services.

553. During the Period under Consideration, the two largest players in the relevant market,
Telenor and Telia, were the only owners of nationwide740 mobile communications
networks which could offer access to all services (i.e. voice, messaging and mobile data
services).741 As shown below, this infrastructure represented an important input factor
and was not easily duplicated.

554. In its 2010 Market Analysis, Nkom estimated the cost incurred for an operator taking the
step from an MVNO to an NRO, with its own radio network covering 75% of the
population by 2011, at NOK 1.89 billion.742 The Authority agrees with Nkom that an
investment cost of this size represents a considerable entry barrier. As set out in footnote
94 above, both Nkom and the Norwegian Ministry of Transport and Communications
considered that, even with 75% network coverage, it is not possible to compete
effectively with Telenor and Telia on the relevant wholesale market.

555. In order to become fully independent of Telenor or Telia, an NRO or MVNO would have
to achieve a similar level of network cover age, that is, 100% of the population. However,
between 2004 (when Mobile Norway's predecessor AMI was established) and the end of
2013, Mobile Norway only managed to achieve a network coverage of 75% of the
population.~43

'39 See the Authority's 2008 Recommendation on relevant markets, recitals 10 and 11, and the Authority's 2016
Recommendation on relevant markets, recitals 17 and 18; see also the Authority's 2004 Recommendation on
relevant markets, recitals 14 and 15.

'`'0 As set out in paragraphs 75 and 71 above, Mobile Norway's network had limited coverage during the Period
under Consideration and ICE's network also did not have nationwide coverage.

'`~I To recall, due to the specific technology it was using, ICE was only able to offer MBB services during the
Period under Consideration (see paragraph 72 above).

'`'- Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis, paragraph 118.

'`'3 Nkom's 2016 Market Analysis, paragraph 178.
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556. Considering the time and sunk costs necessary to create infrastructure capable of
competing with Telenor and Telia, the Authority considers control of infrastructure to be
a significant structural barrier to entry in the relevant wholesale market during the Period
under Consideration.~44

9.2.3.1.3 Economies of scale

557. Economies of scale mean that the average costs per unit decrease when the number of
manufactured units increases within a given production range. This is the case for mobile
communications services, where fixed costs are high due to high investments in
infrastructure, while variable costs are relatively low. The operation of mobile
communications networks is therefore characterised by significant economies of scale.74s

Established players (such as Telenor and Telia) benefit from low unit costs as a
consequence of these economies of scale due to their large customer base, which makes
it more difficult for smaller players (such as Mobile Norway and ICE) to increase their
presence in the market and for new players to establish themselves.746 Economies of scale
therefore constituted a barrier to extension and to entry in the relevant wholesale market
during the Period under Consideration.

9.2.3.1.4 Access to frequencies

558. Access to frequencies is also necessary in order to operate a mobile communications
network. Frequencies are auctioned at regular intervals and give the buyer the right to
use the frequencies purchased for a limited period.74~ The buyer has no guarantee that it

X44 In the electronic communications sector, network roll-out is commonly considered an economic barrier to
entry. For example, in its Guidelines on market analysis and the assessment of significant market power under the
EU regulatory framework for electronic communications networks and services (OJ C 159, 7.5. 2018, p. 1), the
Commission states that "markets for the provision of electronic communications services have high barriers to
entfy, in particular of economic nature, as network roll-out, in the absence of wholesale access agreement, is
costly aid time-consuming; but also barriers of a legal nature, as in particular spectrum policy can Zimit the
number of mobile network operators "; see paragraph 91.

gas See for example Commission Decision of 1 September 2016 in Case M.7758 —Hutchison 3G Italy/Wind/JV,
paragraph 977: "Third, this effect is further exacerbated by the importance of economies of scale in mobile
markets, which ficel firms' incentives to increase their market share to operate more profitably. In practice, such
scale is attained through competitive price discounting. Since variable costs are relatively low in mobile
telecommunications, such price cuts permit firms to expand their customer base while still earning an appreciable
gross margin on each customer that contributes to cover fixed costs. [...]"

'46 In its 2010 Market Analysis, paragraphs 471 and 475, Nkom confirmed that economies of scale exist in mobile
networks and this represents a major barrier to entry. It added that an operator needs to have a 20%-30%market
share to benefit from economies of scale, and that only Telenor and Telia could therefore benefit from such
economies.

74' For example, the 2001 spectrum auctions for mobile communications in the 900 MHz and 1800 MHz bands in
Norway had a duration of 12 years until December 2013. As set out in paragraph 68 above, in December 2013,
Nkom conducted a spectrum auction in the 800/900/1800 MHz bands for the following 20 years.
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will be able to secure the necessary frequencies for the next period.748 Thus, access to
frequencies is a significant legal/regulatory barrier to entry at the wholesale level.

9.2.3.1.5 Coverage

559. As set out in paragraphs 531-534, Telenor's network was, during the Period under
Consideration, and even still in 2016, perceived by wholesale customers (and end users)
as superior to Telia's network.749 Telenor itself has put emphasis on its network
superiority and on achieving ̀ best in test' status: "Teleno~ is the undisputed leader in the
Norwegian mobile market with the highest subscription market share (49. S%) and the
best profitability (-45% EBITDA mat~gin, Telia: -35%). This position is to a large extent
based on, over time, having superior network quality."~so

560. This difference in perceived network quality reinforces customer loyalty, increases the
switching costs of wholesale customers and contributes to Telenor's dominance.~sl In

748 For example, in the spectrum auction held in Norway in December 2013, Tele2 won no spectrum licences and,
as of 1 October 2014, could no longer use spectrum licences in the 900 MHz band. ICE was authorised to use
these spectrum licences from 1 October 2014; see paragraphs 68 and 76 above.

X49 See Nkom's 2016 Market Analysis, paragraph 568: "Up until today, the perception in the market has been that
Telenor had the best rolled-out network. On the acquisition of Tele2, Telia also expressed that there was
`signiftcant asymmetry between Telenor and TSN [TeliaSonera = Telia] ': ̀ Today there is significant asymmetry
between Telenor and TSN when it comes to coverage, capacity and speed -the ̀ quality' in the networks. This is
probably part of the explanation for why Telenor appears to have the most loyal customers -the most quality-
conscious customers are loyal to Telenor."' See also paragraphs 583-584 of Nkom's 2016 Market Analysis:
"Teleno~'s retail activities and their wholesale customers have access to a network that as of today is seen by
many customers and other providers as the best network, especially with regard to coverage. [...] Teleno~ puts
large resources in keeping its position in terms of coverage and quality, this is also confirmed by public statements
from the company. Both factors implies that it will be challenging for Telia to change the end users perception of
Telerror having the best networl~'; "Nkom believes that coverage is a competitive parameter which is expected to
give Telenor's retail activities, as well as the company's wholesale activities, an advantage in relation to other
vertically integrated operators." See also the Norwegian NCA's Merger Decision V2015-1, paragraph 493 and
footnote 281. In paragraph 243 of its Reply to the SO, Telenor stated that the Authority's reference to the perceived
superior network quality of Telenor as a barrier to entry or expansion is surprising, considering Telia's first move
regarding investment in LTE. However, what the Authority (and Nkom) is referring to is the perception by end
users which was still present even in 2016. Perception does not necessarily correspond to reality.

Aso See Document No 657224 — GST 68, Strategy Plan for 2013-201 S, page 12/36, Section 5.2; and Document
No 679798, Strategy Plan for 2009-2011, page 5, Section 2.2.1, where Telenor lists its network as its main

competitive strength.

~sl See, for example, paragraphs 601-602 of Nkom's 2016 Market Analysis; see paragraph 533 above. See also
Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis, paragraph 500: "Coverage can be a competition parameter. In Noj-way, Telenor
in particular has played up its good coverage in its marketing. The company used to advertise that it had the "best
coverage ". However, the Consumer Ombacdsman prohibited the use of the term `best coverage ;partly because it
could not be documented that Telenor had the best coverage in all cases. Telenor therefore changed its marketing.
~Iowever, it seems clear that Telenor's marketing uses coverage as a competitive advantage. [...] Coverage can
therefore be a parameter that makes Telenor better able to act independently in the wholesale market"; paragraph
510: "[...] the fact that Telenor's mobile network has extremely good coverage in Norway helps to maintain the
company's market power in the relevant [wholesale] market"; and paragraph 556: "The fact that Telenor has a
mobile network with excellent coverage in Norway nevertheless helps to maintain the company's market power

in the relevant market."
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particular, end users' perception of coverage differences is a factor that can increase
switching costs.752 It appears that this is particularly important for providers with a large
share of business customers, for whom Telenor was a "must carry".753 It is worth noting
in that regard that Telenor's marketing activities used coverage as a source of competitive
advantage.754 Indeed, Telenor took formal action against its wholesale customer, NwN,
to prevent it from advertising that its coverage was as good as Telenor's.755 This
perception of superior network quality has provided Telenor with a competitive
advantage, contributing to its dominant position in the wholesale market and enabling it
to maintain its high market shares.~s6

9.2.3.1,6 Othej~ factors

561. Additional switching costs/barriers result from other factors, including, in particular, the
terms and conditions of wholesale access agreements concluded during the Period under
Consideration, i.e. long-term agreements, exclusivity clauses with penalties, and
minimum purchasing obligations. These are described above (see paragraphs 535-538),

9.2.3.1.7 Teleno~'s arguments

562. In its Reply to the SO, Telenor does not dispute the Authority's assessment of barriers to
entry. It does, however, submit that, in essence, barriers to expansion were low or non-
existent, since other MNOs had the ability and incentives to expand their capacity to
supply mobile access and origination services.~s~ As explained in Sections 9.2.2.2
(paragraph 510) and 9.2.2.3 (paragraphs 528-540) above, the Authority disagrees with
Telenor on this issue. The Authority recalls that the relevant wholesale market in this
case was characterised by significant barriers to expansion during the Period under
Consideration, specifically in the form of switching costs resulting from the terms and
conditions of the wholesale agreements concluded during the Period under
Consideration, i.e. long-term agreements, exclusivity clauses with penalties, and

'S2 See, in this respect, Nlcom's 2010 Market Analysis, paragraph 236.

75' Telenor has considered its coverage to be one of its main competitive advantages. See, for example, Document

No 658759 — RWI 23, internal Telenor e-mail exchange, 2-11 November 2012, pages 1/5-2/5, where Telenor

internally assesses how far Telia would be willing to compensate Tele2 for switching to an ̀ inferior' network. It
is also evident that coverage is particularly important to providers offering services mainly to business customers.
See, for example, Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis, paragraph 236 as well as its draft 2014 Market Analysis,
paragraph 284, and the Norwegian NCA's Merger Decision V2015-1, paragraph 493. See also Document No
786244, Hello's reply of 5 May 2014 to the Authority's request for information dated 28 March 2014, non-

confidential version, reply to question 6.1 on page 4: "Teleno~• is a dominant playe~~ in the No~~vegian n~a~-ket, and
seems to be pe~~ceived as the p~•efe~~J°ed choice by a majority of mobile end-users in the No~~-vegian market, both

tivith rega~•ds to quality, cove~~age and other factors. This means that fog• a small f•eselle~• like Hello, It IS Vll~tually
impossible to opef•ate without Teleno~~."

75̀ ~ See Nkom's draft 2014 Market Analysis, Section 4.3.6.4 on the importance Telenor has placed on being
perceived as the provider with best coverage.

ass See Nkom's draft 2014 Market Analysis, Section 4.3.6.4.

's6 See footnote 751 above.

75~ See Reply to the SO, Section 4.3.3.
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minimum purchasing obligations.~sg In addition, as set out in paragraphs 531-534 and
Section 9.2.3.1.5 above, the perceived better quality and coverage of Telenor's network
further amounted to a significant barrier to expansion.

9.2.3.1.8 Conclusion

563. On the basis of the considerations expressed in Sections 9.2.3.1.1-9.2.3.1.7 above, the
Authority concludes that, during the Period under Consideration, there were significant
barriers to entry and expansion on the relevant wholesale market, which contributed to
shielding Telenor from effective competition.

564. This conclusion is in line with the findings of the Norwegian NCA759 and Nkom.~6o

9.2.3.2 Potential competition

565. Absence of potential competition is also a relevant factor for assessing dominance.761 For
the reasons set out below, the Authority also concludes that there was a lack of potential
competition on the relevant wholesale market during the Period under Consideration,
which is consistent with the existence of significant barriers to entry and expansion (see
Section 9.2.3.1 above).

566. There was only one attempt at entry at the network level during the Period under
Consideration. This was the one made by Hi3G Access Norway AS,762 which acquired a
licence to build its own UMTS mobile network in September 2003. However, in 2011,
after having spent around NOK 140 million on licence fees, the company returned the
licence to the Norwegian authorities without having commenced building a network.~63

758 See paragraphs 535-538 above.

's9 In its Decision V2018-20, the Norwegian NCA concluded that barriers to entry were very high in this wholesale
market during the relevant period of its case (i.e. 2010-2014), which partly overlaps with the Period under
Consideration in the present case; see, in particular, Section 10.2.3 of the Norwegian NCA's Decision V2018-20.
Among other elements justifying its conclusion, the Norwegian NCA took into account: the need to control a
nationwide mobile network; the significant and largely irreversible costs to build a mobile network; the need to
have access to suitable locations to install base stations (e.g. through co-location); access to radio frequencies; and
difficulties in achieving a sufficiently large customer base in a mature market. The Norwegian NCA came to the
same conclusion when examining the acquisition of Tele2 by Telia; see, in particular, Sections 6.4.1.3 and
6.4.2.1.3 of the Norwegian NCA's Merger Decision V2015-1.

'6o Nkom has so far always concluded that the relevant wholesale market in this case is characterised by high and
non-transitory barriers to entry. See, in particular, Nkom's 2006 Market Analysis, Sections 4.3 and 5.2.10; Nkom's
2010 Market Analysis, Sections 4.1 and 5.4; Nkom's 2016 Market Analysis, Sections 4.2 and 5.10; and Nkom's
2020 Market Analysis, Sections 4.2 and 5.11.

~~' See judgment of 13 February 1979, Hoffmann-LaRoche, 85/76, EU:C:1979:36, paragraph 48.

X62 See footnote 72 above.

'~3 See Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis, Section 4.2.11; Nkom's draft 2014 Market Analysis, paragraph 155 and
Nlcom's 2016 Market Analysis, paragraph 218, where Nkom notes the following: "The company Hi3G's
involvement in No~~vay illzrstt~ates hotiv szrnk costs can accf•zce tivithout any barsi~ess activities being initiated. In
2003, Hi3G paid a~~ozrnd NOK 62 million foj• a licence in the 900-MHz band. An annaral fi•egacency cha~~ge also
accf~zred, at arortnd NOK 20 million. In Ma~~ch 2011, the company handed back its licence, despite considerable
accf•ued sunk costs."
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567. As regards potential competition from other providers, contrary to what Telenor claims764

and as already noted in Section 9.2.2.2 above, ICE, while active on the wholesale market
since 2006, could only offer wholesale access to data services during the Period under
Consideration, given the specific technology (CDMA 450) the company was using at the
time.765 ICE was, therefore, not an attractive provider of access and origination services
on public mobile telephone networks for access buyers which were interested in offering
ordinary mobile communications services in the retail market.76~ Therefore, as explained
above, ICE could not be seen as an effective competitor on the wholesale market. For the
same reason, it could not be considered an effective potential competitor either. Indeed,
in 2010, Nkom noted that "it is highly unlikely that Ice. net tivill contribute to any deg °ee
to competition at the wholesale level in the ma~~ket fo~~ access and origination on mobile
net~~o~~ks within the time hog°izon of the analysis. "~~~ This remained true as recently as in
2016, when Nkom concluded that there was not sufficiently clear evidence that ICE
would be able to discipline the established operators on the supply side (i.e. Telenor and
Telia).768 On this basis, the Authority considers that ICE was not an effective potential
competitor during the Period under Consideration.

568. As also noted in Section 9.2.2.2 above, Mobile Norway lacked nationwide coverage
during the Period under Consideration and, therefore, the company (and its joint owners
NwN and Tele2) could not be seen as an effective competitor on the wholesale market.
For the same reason, it could not be considered as an effective potential competitor either.

569. Finally, none of the MVNOs and SPs that bought wholesale access from the established
MNOs (Telenor and Telia) managed, during the Period under Consideration, to climb the
ladder of investment to become an MNO (e.g. in terms of acquiring frequency resources
and building up a mobile network). Moreover, as also noted by Telenor,769 Nkom
observed in its draft SMP decision of 2015 that it has not been common practice for
operators without their own network to provide wholesale access. The Norwegian NCA
similarly recorded that it was not aware that MVNOs and SPs were providing wholesale
access to a large extent.770 In order to provide access to their own wholesale customers,
MVNOs and SPs relied on the terms and conditions of access agreed with their host
MNOs. However, as already noted in paragraphs 482-487 and Section 9.2.2.3 above, the
established MNOs (Telenor and Telia) did not have incentives to provide access at
attractive terms and conditions, since doing so would have meant increased competition
at the downstream level and thus ̀ cannibalisation' of the corresponding revenues at that

'6a Reply to the SO, Sections 4.3.3.3 and 4.3.3.4.

'6s See Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis, paragraph 95: "Ice.net does not offer voice telephony. The main ~~eason fo~~
this is p~•obably that there ai-e no handsets for CDMA technology that af•e compatible tivith GSM and UMTS
nehvo~~ks, 1-vhich ~•arles oZrt national and international roaming."

'66 Another limiting factor was that, if they spread their total traffic among several providers, wholesale customers
were only entitled to lower discounts under the prevailing discount scales. See Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis,
paragraph 545. See also paragraph 507 and footnote 673 above.

76' Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis, paragraph 95.

768 Nkom's 2016 Market Analysis, Section 4.3.8.

'69 Reply to the SO, paragraph 336.

70 See the Norwegian NCA's Decision V2018-20, Section 10.2.4.2.
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leveL~~l For these reasons, MVNOs and SPs cannot be considered as credible potential
competitors on the relevant wholesale market during the Period under Consideration.

570. As a result, the Authority is of the view that potential competition on the relevant
wholesale market was very limited during the Period under Consideration.

9.2.3.3 Conclusion on b~zj°~~ie~~s to ent~~y and expansion and potential competition

571. In the light of the above considerations, the Authority concludes that, during the Period
under Consideration, the wholesale market for access and origination services on public
mobile networks was characterised by significant barriers to entry and expansion and a
lack of potential competition. This meant that actual or potential competitors did not exert
a material competitive constraint on Telenor.

9.2.4 Countervailing buyer power

572. Competitive constraints can also be exerted by customers, if they have sufficient
bargaining strength and are able to switch their demand to alternative suppliers (or to
self-supply). As a result, even an underta~Cing with a high market share may not be able
to act to an appreciable extent independently of customers if these have countervailing
buyer power.772 Such buyer power, however, will not be considered a sufficiently
effective constraint if it only ensures that a particular or limited segment of customers is
shielded from the market power of the dominant undertaking.773

573. In this case, the Authority has considered whether countervailing buyer power could
attenuate Telenor's presumed dominant position on the wholesale market and whether
access buyers were able to credibly threaten to switch their demand away from
Telenor.~~`~

574. Telenor argues that Tele2 and NwN, given their size on the merchant market, had
significant buyer power. Telenor also submits that it was obliged to provide access under
the eCom regulatory obligations imposed on it by Nkom to any customer and that other
vertically-integrated MNOs had incentives to do the same. It fut-ther claims that the non-

"' See Nlcom's 2016 Market Analysis, paragraph 625; see paragraph 522 above.

772 See judgment of 7 October 1999, I~•ish Szrgai~, T-228/97, EU:T:1999:246, paragraphs 97-104. See also

judgment of 17 December 2009, Solvay, T-57/01, EU:T:2009:519, paragraphs 299-303. The CJEU annulled the

decision of the General Court on other- grounds, see judgment of 25 October 2011, Solvay, Case C-109/10 P,

EU:C:2011:686, paragraph 75. See also Commission Decision of 13 May 2019 in Case AT.40134 — AB InBev

bee~~ t~•ade restf•ictions, paragraph 66; and Commission Decision of 29 March 2006 in Case COMP/E-1/38.113,

P~•okent-Tomra, paragraphs 88-89.

73 See judgment of 7 October 1999, li~ish Suga~~, T-228/97, EU:T:1999:246, paragraphs 97-104. See also the

Commission's Article 102 Guidance Paper, paragraph 18; the Guidelines on the assessment of horizontal mergers

under the Council Regulation on the control of concentrations between undertakings, OJ C 31, 05.02.2004, p. 5,

paragraphs 64-67; and Commission Decision of 13 May 2019 in Case AT.40134 — AB InBev beer t~~ade

f~esti~ictions, paragraph 66.

"`' See, for example, the Telefonica Decision, paragraph 223.
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discrimination prohibition imposed on Telenor ensured that the buyer power enjoyed by
large customers was also shared with other, smaller customers.~~s

575. Having considered Telenor's arguments, the Authority has however concluded that
wholesale customers did not have sufficient buyer power to be able to constrain Telenor
on the wholesale market, for the following reasons.

576. First, as demonstrated above,776 during the Period under Consideration, Telia was the
only real possible alternative to Telenor on the relevant wholesale market. However, as
also noted by Nkom~~~ and explained in Section 9.2.2.3 above, Telia (as well as Telenor)
lacked incentives to compete fiercely on the wholesale market, because strong
competition at the upstream level would have been detrimental for their (more
commercially important) downstream businesses. This in turn implied that the
established MNOs' (i.e. Telenor's and Telia's) wholesale customers had limited buyer
power.

577. Second, for the reasons set out below, even the largest wholesale customers, i.e. Tele2
and NwN, did not have sufficient buyer power to be able to constrain Telenor during the
Period under Consideration.

578. Even if, as Telenor claims,~~g these two wholesale customers' volumes may be
considered as sizeable when compared to the investments that Telia and Telenor were
making each year to upgrade their mobile networks, size alone does not mean that one or
more customers have buyer power.

579. The Authority considers that, despite Tele2's relatively large traffic volume, the
circumstances of its switch of its MVNO agreement from Telenor to Telia in 2007/early
2008 (and the terms agreed) show that Tele2 did not have buyer power. Commenting on
this switch, Nkom noted that "several clauses in the agreement bettiveen Tele2 and
[Telia], inclztding the length of the age^eement and volume commitments, aye la~~gely
designed to meet the host ope~ato~°'s need fog pj~edictability ~~elating to them^ own services
in the wholesale nza~~ket than to pj~o»Zote the intej~ests of an opef°atoN in the process of
bzcilding mobile nettivo~~ks".779 According to Nkom, this meant that "the clauses in
question can thus indicate that Tele2, despite its ~°elatively lay°ge t~~affic volume, cannot
exec°cise bZcye~~ po~ve~ of significance in negotiations ~-vith some of the net~~o~k
open°atop°s. "780 Moreover, Nkom noted that, as access buyers were expected to roll out
their own mobile network in the near future and were therefore likely to buy lower

75 See Section 4.3.5 of the Reply to the SO.

76 See Section 9.2.2.

"' See Nkom's 2016 Market Analysis, paragraph 625.

778 See, in particular, Section 4.3.5.2 of the Reply to the SO.

79 See paragraph 330 of Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis.

780 Ibidem.
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volumes from established MNOs (i.e. Telenor and Telia), they would have been able to
exert even less buyer power going forward.781

580. The Authority also notes that, leading up to the switch, Tele2 accepted asix-week period
of exclusive negotiations with Telia (see paragraph 514 above). The Authority infers
from this that Tele2 was unable to play Telia and Telenor off against one another and get
better terms. Moreover, in addition to the long contractual term and minimum purchase
requirements, the final agreement signed with Telia prevented Tele2 from offering its
subscribers an alternative network for mobile communications services in Norway,
which suppot~ts the Authority's conclusion that Tele2 did not have buyer power.782

581. The Authority considers further that NwN's switch from Telia to Telenor, which took
place in early 2008, shows that NwN also did not have buyer power. The Authority
recalls that, before NwN eventually signed a NR agreement with Telenor, Telenor
initially did not even want to compete with Telia to have NwN as a wholesale customer,
and simply refused NwN's access request.783 Telenor maintained this denial of access
after Nlcom found that this was in conflict with Telenor's regulatory obligations. As
Nkom noted, the agreement between NwN and Telenor was eventually signed because
NwN terminated its agreement with Telia and because of Nkom's intervention.784 Nkom
went on to conclude that "the agreement on national Noaming bet~~een Net~vo~k Noway
and Teleno~ szcppo~ts a view of a limited deg~~ee of bzcyei° powe~~ and strong asymmet~~y
in the relative strength between the agreement pasties".cgs

582. Nkom further noted in its 2010 Market Analysis that "thee aye several factors, including
the teems of the agj~eements, indicating a small degree of bzcye~ potiver~ and competition
at the wholesale level".786 Indeed, an indication of the limited buyer power enjoyed by
NwN is the fact that Telenor imposed an exclusivity clause on NwN for the duration of
the contract, which prohibited the latter from obtaining national roaming from any other
network operator with the same coverage as Telenor (i.e. Telia).~g~ In addition, its NR
agreement with NwN enabled Telenor to demand to renegotiate access terms and

~g' Ibidem.

78- See paragraph 514 above.

783 See paragraphs 515-516 above.

Aga See paragraph 340 of Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis.

785 See paragraph 347 ofNlcom's 2010 Market Analysis. See also paragraph 544 ofNkom's 2010 Market Analysis:
"I~ 2008, Net~voi~k No~~vay te~•mrnated its national roaming agreement lvith [Telia] and entered into an agreement
tivith Tele~or. As described in section 4.2.9.3, Teleno~• did not want to offe~~ Neh-vof•k No~~vay a national ~•oarrTing
agreement if the company drd not terminate its ag~~eement tivith [Telia.] [Nkom] believes that Telenoj•'s refusal to
pf~ovide access indicates that Net~vo~~k No~~vay coarld exe~•cise very little in the tivay of bzrying potive~° vis-a-vis
Teleno~•. When in this situation the company did not enter into an agi•eenaent to ~~enew its cont~•acts tivith [Telia],
this may indicate that the company's barging power was not partica~lai•ly strong in this a~~ea eithef~."

786 See paragraph 401 of Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis.

78' Document No 657260 — EES 27, National Roaming Agreement between Telenor and Network Norway of 3
April 2008, Clause 1.3 (exclusivity).
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conditions if NwN were to host an MVNO customer.~gg An important part of the
merchant wholesale market was therefore made riskier and less economically attractive
for NwN.789

583. Further evidence of the limited buyer power enjoyed by Tele2 and NwN is provided by
what happened in 2012, following the acquisition of NwN by Tele2. Tele2 invited bids
from both Telenor and Telia for Tele2's and NwN's combined wholesale volumes.790

However, Telia refused to negotiate, simply referring to its ongoing agreement with
Tele2.791 Telenor did agree to negotiate, but required exclusive negotiations for a period
of eight weeks.792 These negotiations did not lead to any agreement. Tele2 states that the
combined wholesale volumes resulting from its acquisition of NwN did not have any
impact on the terms offered by Telenor, since those terms included no significant volume
discount.793 This evidence is relevant to show that even the combined volumes of Tele2
and NwN did not lead to buyer power for the merged entity.

584. Telenor submits that Tele2 and NwN had the option to self-supply, i.e. to roll out their
own network and to do it faster than they did.~~`~ According to Telenor, the asymmetric
termination rates imposed under the eCom regulatory framework in favour of NwN and
Tele2 (which was the case until the end of 2012795) gave them incentives to do so, which
in turn increased their buyer power as wholesale customers. The Authority disagrees with
Telenor. As shown in Sections 4.2.1.2.3 and 9.2.2.2 above, the network of Mobile
Norway (the MNO jointly owned by Tele2 and NwN) had limited coverage during the
Period under Consideration, which meant that self-supply was not a real possibility. This
is evidenced by the fact that NwN and Tele2 continued to purchase significant volumes
of wholesale access from Telia and Telenor, respectively, until the end of the Period
under Consideration. The Authority further notes that, in its Decision V2018-20, the
Norwegian NCA concluded that the new price structure introduced by Telenor in 2010
in its wholesale agreement with NwN made it significantly less profitable for NwN to

'gg Document No 657260 — EES 27, National Roaming Agreement between Telenor and Network Norway of 3
Ap1•i12008, Clause 3.2.

789 See Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis, paragraphs 349 of the confidential version (see Document No 1135688).
See also paragraph 504 above.

~90 Document No 657111 — GMA 20, letter fi-om Tele2 to Telenor and Telia dated 30 May 2012, pages 2 and 3.

791 Document No 788755, presentation by Tele2 to the Authority on 7 August 2013, page 43.

~~Z Document No 788755, presentation by Tele2 to the Authority on 7 August 2013, page 43; see also Document
No 658362 — EES 100, internal Telenor presentation of 2011, page 1.

'93 See Document No 788755, presentation by Tele2 to the Authority on 7 August 2013, page 43; see also
Document No 658873 — CJO 56, internal Telenor memorandum dated 7 November 2012, page 4/9, where it
appears that Tele2 sought a 25%price reduction from 2013 and a 35%reduction in 2015, while Telenor was only

willing to offer a 5% reduction; and Document No 658759 — RWI 23, internal Telenor e-mail exchange, 2-11
November 2012, regarding negotiations with Tele2. See also the Norwegian NCA's Decision V2018-20, Section
10.2.5.

79̀ ~ See paragraph 277 of the Reply to the SO.

'9s See the termination rates table provided in footnote 4 in the Authority's "No comments" letter of 19 December
2015 on the Wholesale market for voice call termination on individual mobile networks in Norway, available at:
<hrips://www.eftasurv.int/cros/sites/default/files/documents/~opro/2140-M7 Annex%204 ESA%201etter.pd~,
accessed June 2020.
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develop its own mobile networlc, with the result that the development of such network
was delayed.796 The Norwegian NCA decided that this amounted to an abuse of a
dominant position by Telenor during the period between August 2010 and June 2014.

585. In light of the above considerations, the Authority concludes that neither Tele2 nor NwN
had sufficient buyer power to be able to constrain Telenor on the relevant wholesale
market during the Period under Consideration. This conclusion is consistent with the
conclusion reached by Nlcom in 2010.79

586. Telenor submits further that MVNOs were also in a position to exercise bargaining
power.798 By way of example, Telenor notes that it had to agree to eight price adjustments
with Ventelo in the period 2005-2010.

587. The Authority observes first that, as explained in Section 9.2.6.1 below, price reductions
do not necessarily evidence buyer power and effective competition.

588. The Authority notes further that TDC and Ventelo (which had an MVNO agreement in
place with Telenor since 2005) purchased considerably lower volumes than Tele2 and
NwN. In the Authority's view, it is not plausible that these two MVNO customers had
more buyer power than Tele2 and NwN (which, as concluded above, had limited buyer
power).~99

589. In addition, the MVNO agreements signed by TDC and Ventelo with Telenor included
provisions whereby Telenor paid lower termination rates for calls terminated on those
operators' networks in exchange for more favourable wholesale access prices.80° This
meant that TDC and Ventelo partly relinquished the benefit of asymmetric termination
rates in exchange for lower access prices, which undermined the stated purpose of
asymmetric termination rates in the first place. In the Authority's view, Telenor would
not have been able to achieve such a price clause if its MVNO customers had buyer
power of any significance.

~~~ See the Norwegian NCA's Decision V2018-20, Section 11.5.3.

~~' See Nlcom's 2010 Market Analysis, Section 5.6.2, notably paragraphs 547 and 548: "In sacmmaf~~, [Nlcom]
believes that the birye~•s of access in the ~na~~ket for access and call o~"1glYlGtlOYI OYI pZ[I7ITC mobile telephone
~et~vorlts can only exercise limited barying potiner vrs-a-vis Telenor~. Nehvoj•k Norway and Tele2's stivitching of
nets-vork p~~ovide~• sl~o1-vs that s~->>itching actzrally happens and can the~•efoi•e facilitate the exet~cising of baying
power. Hoy-vevet~, [Nlcom] cannot see that this has had any noticeable positive effect on the bzrying power of btcyers
of access from Tele~o~•. Additionally, [Nkom] believes that baryers of access have no othe~~ bafgaining chips that
can st~~engthen theif~ bacying potive~• in negotiations. [... ]"; "In vietiv of this, [I~Ilcom] believes that there is not
sarffrcient cozrnteivailing bZrying poi-vef• foi~ regarding Teleno~° as not having significant maf~ket potivej~ in the market
fo~~ access and call origination on pzrblic mobile telephone net~vo~•ks afte~~ all."

798 See Reply to the SO, paragraph 278.

'99 Nkom made the same finding in its 2010 Market Analysis, notably paragraph 539: "Since other baryers in the
relevant ma~~ket (inclZrding service providers) have considerably less vola~me than Tele2 and Nehvork Nortivay,
they matst be assZrmed to have fewef~ oppo~°tzcnities to exet~cise buying powef~."

soo See, Document No 657260 — EES 39, page 25: MVNO Roaming Agreement between Telenor and Ventelo,
dated 20 October 2005, Annex 5 —prices; and Document No 657260 — EES 53, page 26: MVNO Roaming
Agreement between Telenor and TDC, dated 29 June 2005, Annex 5 —prices.
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590. The Authority notes that Nlcom similarly came to the conclusion in 2010 and in 2016 that

TDC and Ventelo enjoyed only a low degree of buyer power.gol

591. Moreover, if they wanted to compete on the retail market, Ventelo (which provided

services mainly to business customers) and TDC (which provided services to business

customers only), could not effectively use Telia as an alternative to play off against

Telenor, given Telenor's (at least perceived) superior network quality and coverage.802

This was an important factor for business customers.

592. Finally, the fact that Telenor was subject to anon-discrimination obligation meant that

any price reduction agreed with its smaller wholesale customers also had to be applied to

larger customers. This meant that Telenor would have lacked incentives to agree to a

price reduction with its smaller wholesale customers, including Ventelo and TDC. For

these reasons too, the Authority considers that Telenor's MVNO customers lacked buyer

power.

593. In light of these considerations, the Authority concludes that wholesale access buyers did

not have sufficient buyer power to be able to constrain Telenor on the relevant wholesale

market during the Period under Consideration. The Authority's conclusion is consistent

with the one reached by Nkom in its 2010 and 2016 Market Analysis.803 It is also in line

with the conclusion reached by the Norwegian NCA in relation to buyers on the same

wholesale market in its decision finding that Telenor had abused its dominant position in

the period 2010-2014, which partly overlaps with the Period under Consideration.go4

soi See paragraph 339 of Nlcom's 2010 Market Analysis: "A log-v deg~•ee of bzryer power is an indicato~~ of a lack

of competition. [Nkom] the~•efoi~e believes that the access ag~•eements behveen Telenoi• and TDC and Ventelo a~•e

not an indicator• that the »za~•ket is tending totiva~~cl co»~petition". See also Section 5.6.2 of Nkom's 2010 Market

Analysis, notably paragraphs 539 and 547-548 (quoted in footnotes 799 and 797 above). In its 2016 Market

Analysis (paragraph 618), Nlcom wrote: "As of today, Phone~~o [which acquired Ventelo with effect from 1 January

2015] is the largest buyer• of access from Teleno~~, tivith a ~na~~ket share of around 3 per cent, based on nZm~ber• of

mobile telephony subscriptions. TDC has a market sha~•e of just beloti~v 1 per cent. Up zrntil today, Nkom has not

seen any signs that these provide~•s have been able to exe~•t barye~• power vis-a-vis Telenor to a sZrfficient degree to

be able to discipline tl~e company's tivholesale offers." See also paragraph 626 of Nl<om's 2016 Market Analysis:

"Assessment of bz~yer• powe~~ sholvs that access buye~•s have limited oppo~•tzrnities to exert buyer power rn the

relevant wholesale market. Nkom has no evidence that the MVNOs TDC and Phonei~o (Ventelo) have been able

to exe~~t bzrye~• poi-ve~~ to~•t~a~~ds Telenor daring the relevant ~•egarlation pe~•iod. The same applies to bzrye~•s of service

p~•ovider access. No~~ does Nkon~ expect that tivithin the analysis' time ho~~izon these operators will inct~ease their•

czrstome~• base to such an extent that this entails significantly inc~~eased negotiating power."

80- See paragraphs 531-534 above.

so3 See Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis, Section 5.6.2 and Nkom's 2016 Market Analysis, Section 5.11. In 2006,

Nkom's view was more nuanced; see paragraph 341 of Nkom's 2006 Market Analysis: "It is [Nkom's] assessment

that ope~•ators on the demand-side may have a certain amoarnt of bargair~ingpotive~• with ~•espect to access to the

existing netrvo~•ks. In [Nkom's] vietiv, this fact will not, hotiveve~~, apply in all cases o~• to a very significant degree."

80̀ ~ See the Norwegian NCA's Decision V2018-20, Section 10.2.5. This was confirmed by the Norwegian

Competition Tribunal, albeit for a slightly shorter period, i.e. from 18 August 2010 to 6 December 2013 (see the

Competition Tribunal's Decision V03/2019, paragraph 580).
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9.2.5 The impact of the eCom Yegulato~y framework on the assessment of dominance

594. Telenor submits that the Norwegian ecom rules and Nkom's SMP Decisions (together
"the eCom regulatory framework") which were applicable in Norway during the Period
under Consideration restricted its ability to behave independently of customers and
competitors (i.e. prevented it from being dominant).805 The Authority disagrees.

595. First, the Authority observes that Telenor was subject to various regulatory obligations
pj°ecisely because Nkom found Telenor to have SMP on Market 15 during the Period
under Consideration (and beyond).806 As noted in paragraph 96 above, SMP is a synonym
for dominance within the meaning of Article 54 EEA. In the Authority's view, Telenor
is incorrect to claim that it was not dominant because of the r egulatory obligations which
were imposed as a result of it having been found to be dominant in the first place. A more
appropriate question would, in the Authority's view, be whether the applicable eCom
regulatory framework has been effective enough, during the Period under Consideration,
to prevent Telenor abusing its dominant position. In this case, as shown in Section 10
below, Telenor was able to abuse its dominant position by squeezing its wholesale
customers' margins, in spite of the regulatory obligations imposed on it by Nkom.807

596. It is also important to recall that Telenor's wholesale tariffs for MVNO and SP access
were not subject to ex ante price controls at all during the Period under Consideration. In
addition, while its NR tariffs were subject to a retail-minus obligation until 2010, mobile
data was not included in Telenor's access obligations at that time. Furthermore, this price
control for NR access was removed in 2010. This means that no wholesale price controls
applied for mobile data services during the entire Period under Consideration, and no
wholesale price controls applied for voice/SMS services after 2010.808

597. Second, as Telenor acknowledges,809 the applicability of the eCom regulatory framework
does not in any event prevent the parallel application of competition rules. g 1 ° Competition
law is thus complementary to the regulatory framework in that, if a dominant undertaking

sos See Reply to the SO, Section 4.3.4. To recall, during the entire Period under Consideration, Telenor was subject
to market regulation and obliged to provide access to all access seekers (except SPs), to refrain from discriminating
between wholesale customers and, until 2010, to offer NR access at cost-oriented prices.

sob See Nkom's 2006 Market Analysis, Section 6.4; Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis, Section 5.7; and Nkom's 2016
Market Analysis, Section 5.12.

807 See also Sections 9.2.2.3 and 9.2.4 above, where the Authority noted that Nkom found Telenor to be in breach
of its regulatory obligations when it refused to provide NR access to NwN (see also footnote 823 below). See also,
in this respect, Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis, Section 4.2.9.3.

808 While accounting separation obligations were, in principle, used (including for data traffic from 2010) to
monitor compliance with the non-discrimination obligation for MVNO access (throughout the Period under
Consideration) and for NR access (from 2010 onwat•ds), these were based on aggregated accounting information
for Telenor's operations at wholesale and retail levels. In addition, as noted in paragraph 119 above, Nkom only
introduced comprehensive price control obligations (by way of defined margin squeeze tests for NR, MVNO and
SP access) from 2016 onwards.

go9 See Reply to the SO, paragraph 257.

sio In judgment of 14 October 2010, Dezttsche Teleko»z, C-280/08 P, EU:C:2010:603, paragraph 92, the CJEU
found "the competition rarles laid down by the EC Treaty sz~pplement in that regaf~d, by an ex post review, the
legislative f ~amewo~~k adopted by the Union legislatu~~e fot~ ex ante ~~egzclation of the telecommarnications maf•kets."
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abuses its position despite the regulatory framework, competition law will apply ex post,
even though the market has been regulated ex ante to protect the competitive process. As
a result, while dominant undertakings may be subject to sector-specific regulation, their
conduct must still also comply with competition law.

598. In the telecommunications sector, for example, Deutsche Telelcom was found to be
dominant and to have abused its dominance by implementing a margin squeeze,
notwithstanding the fact that price regulation had been imposed on Deutsche Telekoin
by the German NRA.gI l In Telefonica, the GCEU also confirmed that, even if an operator
had been required by the NRA to provide a service (access to the local loop, in that
specific case) at prices based on costs, that fact was not sufficient to exclude it from
having a dominant position.812 In the Slovak Telekom Decision, despite the fact that it
was subject to a regulatory obligation to provide unbundled access to its local loop, g 13

Slovak Telekom was found to be dominant and to have abused its dominance by refusing
to supply and by implementing a margin squeeze. In Norway, in November 2012, Telenor
was found to be dominant in the wholesale market for access and call origination on
mobile networks by the Aslcer and Baerum District Court, pursuant to the Norwegian
equivalent of Article 54 EEA, which, as the Court noted, is modelled on the latter
provision.814 The Court also held that, notwithstanding regulation by Nkom, Telenor was
not subject to constraints that would prevent it from being dominant. g 1 s

sll See Commission Decision of 21 May 2003 in Case COMP/C-1/37.451, 37.578, 37.579 —Deutsche Telekom
AG (hereafter "Deutsche Telekom Decision"), OJ L 263, 14.10.2003, p. 9, paragraph 58; and judgment of 10 April
2008, Dezrtsche Telekom, T-271/03, EU:T:2008:101, upheld on appeal in judgment of 14 October 2010, Deartsche
Telekom, C-280/08 P, EU:C:2010:603.

812 See judgment of 29 March 2012, Telefonica, T-336/07, EU:T:2012:172, paragraph 166; upheld on appeal in
judgment of 10 July 2014, Telefonica, C-295/12 P, EU:C:2014:2062. See also judgment of 29 March 2012, Spain
v Commission, T-398/07, EU:C:2012:173, paragraph 50: "First, the fact that the contested decision ~~elated to
p~•odarcts and services regulated by CMT [the Spanish NRA] in acco~•dance ~-vith the applicable Ezrropean
di~•ectives is of no ~~elevance. As co~•rectly stated by the Commission, rn the absence of exp~~ess det•ogation to that
effect, competition lcnv is applicable to regzrlated sectors (see, to that effect, Joined Cases 40/73 to 48/73, 50/73,
54/73 to 56/73, 111/73, 113/73 and 114/73 Szrrker Unie and Othe~•s v Commission [1975) ECR 1663, pay°agraphs
65 to 72, and Case 66/86 Saeed Fltrgreisen arrcl Silve~~ Line Reisebii~•o [1989) ECR 803). FZr~~the~•, tl~e applicability
of the co»~petition ~~zfles is not rz~led out ~>>l~ere tl~e sectoral pt•ovisiorrs concet~ned do not p~~eclzrde Zmde~•takings
fi~o»~ engaging in autonomous conduct tit~hich prevents, ~•esh~icts or disto~•ts con7petition (see Joined Cases
C-359/95 P and C-379/95 P Commission and Fiance v Ladb~•oke Racif~g [1997) ECR I-6265, parag~•aphs 33 and
34 and case-lativ cited). As the Commission fozrnd in recitals 665 to 694 of the contested decision, tivhich a~~e not
dispzrted by the Kingdo»~ of Spain, Teleforrica had in the p~•esent case leetivay in 1-vhich to p~•event the ma~•gin
squeeze (see also pa~~ag~•aph 27 above). The condzrct of Telefonica penalised in the contested decision is thet~efo~°e
tivithin the scope ofAf~ticle 82 EC (see also, to that effect, Opinion ofAdvocate Genef~al Mazak in Case C-280/08 P
Deutsche Telekom v Coint~~ission [2010) ECR I-9555, points I S and 19)."

s13 Slovak Telekorn Decision, Section 4.4, and in particular paragraphs 45-46. See also judgment of 13 December
2018, Slovak Teleko~n, T-851/14, EU:T:2018:929, paragraph 9.

aia The November 2012 Asker and Baerum District Court Judgment, pages 30-31.

ass The November 2012 Asker and Byrum District Court Judgment, page 35. See also the Norwegian NCA's
Decision V2018-20, paragraph 488. This conclusion was confirmed on appeal by the Norwegian Competition
Tribunal; see Norwegian Competition Tribunal's Decision V03/2019, paragraph 172. An appeal against the latter
decision is currently pending.
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599. In the present case, Telenor's market share on the wholesale market,816 the lack of
material competitive constraint exerted by other MNOs,gl~ existing barriers to entry and
expansion and the lack of potential competition,glg as well as the lack of countervailing
buyer power,g19 all lead the Authority to conclude that Telenor had a dominant position
on the wholesale market during the Period under Consideration. The Authority considers
that the fact that Telenor was subject to regulation imposed by Nkom does not invalidate
that conclusion. In particular, as also noted by Nkom,820 the obligations imposed on
Telenor by Nkom gave the company a wide scope to negotiate the terms of its access
agreements with wholesale customers.

600. In fact, even if the eCom regulatory framework played an important role in the Period
under Consideration (for example, in the conclusion of Tele2's MVNO agreement with
Telia and of NwN's NR agreement with Telenor),821 it did not prevent Telenor from
abusing its dominant position (as found in Section 10 below) 822 or from breaching its
regulatory obligations on more than one occasion.823 This is evidence, in the Authority's
view, that the ~ eCom regulatory framework in place during the Period under
Consideration did not have a sufficient disciplining effect on Telenor.

601. Telenor refers824 to the GCEU's judgment in Genej°al Electric, according to which the
Commission "must [...], in the course of its app~~aisal, identify the conduct foreseen and,
tivhej~e app~op~iate, evaluate and take into account the possible detergent effect
~ep~esented by the fact that the conduct would be clearly, o~ highly probably, itnlawficl
zcnde~ Community law. "825 In the Authority's view, the GCEU was here concerned with
evaluating the conduct of the dominant firm on the market, rather than with the question
of dominance. The Authority has evaluated Telenor's conduct on the relevant market in
Section 10 below, where it shows that the eCom regulatory framework did not prevent
Telenor from abusing its dominant position.

602. In addition, Telenor argues that the regulatory obligation imposed on it to grant wholesale
access strengthened the competitive dynamics of the wholesale market and made it

s16 See Section 9.2.1 above.

81 See Section 9.2.2 above.

818 See Section 9.2.3 above.

s19 See Section 9.2.4 above.

8'-0 See, for example, Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis, Section 4.2.9.5.

8'-1 See, for example, Section 9.2.2.3 above, and the references to Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis therein.

822 See also the Norwegian NCA's Decision V2018-20.

8'-3 As noted in Section 9.2.2.3 above, according to Nkom, Telenor infringed its obligation to grant access to NwN

in 2007. In another case, the Norwegian Ministry of Transport and Communications found Telenor to have

discriminated against TDC, in spite ofnon-discrimination obligations imposed by Nkom (see the Decision by the

Ministry of Transport and Communications of 20 December 2012 (available at:
<http://www.re~j erinaen.no/en/dep/sd/tema/telekommunikasj on/vedtak-i-kla~esaker.html?id=464115>,

accessed June 2020).

82̀ ' See Reply to the SO, paragraph 259.

8Z5 Judgment of 14 December 2005, General Elect~•ic, T-210/01, EU:T:2005:456, paragraph 75.
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impossible to be dominant.826 However, as shown in Section 9.2.2 above, the Authority
has found that the competitive constraints exerted by other MNOs were limited and
insufficient to constrain Telenor, despite the access obligations imposed on Telenor. The
Authority has further shown in Section 9.2.4 above that wholesale customers lacked
buyer power, despite Telenor's regulatory obligations.

603. Finally, Telenor again refers to the rules on asymmetric termination rates, which,
according to Telenor, encouraged the development of Tele2 and NwN's network
throughout the Period under Consideration and thus increased competition in the
wholesale market.827 Leaving aside the question of whether asymmetric termination rates
were effective in encouraging the development of a third mobile network in Norway,g28
the Authority refers to Section 9.2.2.2 above, where it concluded that Mobile Norway
lacked nationwide coverage during the Period under Consideration and did not exert a
material competitive constraint on Telenor.

604. In light of the above, the Authority considers that the eCom regulatory framework in
place during the Period under Consideration does not alter the Authority's conclusion
that Telenor was dominant on the relevant wholesale market during that period.

9.2.6 Other argicments raised by Telenor

9.2.6.1 Prices in the wholesale market

605. Telenor points to the significant reduction in the wholesale prices paid by NwN, applied
within the term of each the relevant contracts, which it considers evidence of competition
on the wholesale market, and thus incompatible with a finding of dominance.829

606. First of all, the price reduction to which Telenor refers only concerns one wholesale
customer and only for the period from Q3 2008 — Q4 2010. The Authority further
considers that the price reductions that took place at the wholesale level in Norway during
the Period under Consideration were not sufficient to conclude that there was effective
competition.

607. In fact, as explained in Sections 9.2.2 and 9.2.4 above, the price reductions which took
place on the wholesale market are not the result of effective competition and cannot be
attributed to buyer power, since wholesale customers —even the largest ones, i.e. NwN
and Tele2 —only had a limited amount of it.

g-6 Reply to the SO, paragraph 265.

g'~ Reply to the SO, paragraph 268.

gZg The Authority notes that on 21 June 2018, the Norwegian NCA imposed a fine of NOK 788 million on Telenor,
finding that Telenor's amendments to its wholesale access agreement with NwN had the objective of limiting
further investment in NwN's mobile network and thus represented an abuse of its dominant position. See the
Norwegian NCA's Decision V2018-20.

8'-9 Reply to the SO, Section 4.3.7.6.
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608. Rather, as also noted in those sections, sector-specific ex ante regulation imposed on
Telenor and the threat of regulatory intervention played an important role in the
establishment and terms of access agreements, including access prices.

609. This was confirmed by Nkom in 2010: "In [Nkom's) opinion these a~~e on this basis
indications that the pf~ice seductions that have taken place at the wholesale level can be
linked to a g~°eate~~ extent to the disciplining effects of ~egzclato~y obligations in the
f°elevant market and changed f°egzclation in adjacent maj°kets, j~athef° than competition
between the established netwof~k otivne~s to attj~act buyers of access. [Nkom] therefore
believes that the p~°ice seductions at the lvholesale level pNovide to a small extent a basis
foj° assuming that the maj~ket will tend towards competition without regulation. "830 It
added: "[W]ith i~ega~d to pj~ice developments at the wholesale level, they°e aye few signs
that Telenoj~ is facing competition that disciplines its pricing. Teleno~ has seduced its
char°ges foj° all fog°ms of access since the p~eviorts decision. Howevef°, this appears to be
due mof°e to the threat of j~egulato~y intervention than to competition at the netvvo~k level
[ ]" s31 Nkom concluded that: "In view of this, [Nlcom] believes that the assessment of
p~~ices and p~~ice developments at the wholesale level strengthens the presumption that
the~~e is no effective competition in the maNket foi° access and call origination on public
mobile telephone netu~of~ks and that Teleno~ has significant market power. "832

610e Further, as referred to above, while the Authority accepts that regulation may have had
some limited disciplinary effects, this was not to a sufficient degree as to constrain
Telenor's ability to act independently during the Period under Consideration.

611. Moreover, as also noted in Section 9.2.2 above, established MNOs (Telenor and Telia)
had an incentive to keep their wholesale customers' traffic on their networks while a third
mobile network was being rolled out. The pricing reductions granted by Telenor to NwN
(and by Telia to Tele2) to their wholesale customers should thus be seen in this context.g33

612. Regarding that context, the Authority notes that, according to Nkom, price reductions
granted by the established MNOs (Telia and Telenor) to access buyers could be explained

s3o See Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis, paragraph 272.

831 Nlcom's 2010 Market Analysis, paragraph 519. See also paragraph 517, where Nkom noted: "Tele2's stivitch
of host ope~•ator [from Telenor to Telia in 2008] appea~~s to have had little o~• no disciplining effect on the rates

in other access ag~~eements ti-vith Telenor~. Teleno~~ adjzrsted its MONO charges somewhat in Feb~~ara~y/Ma~~ch 2009.

In vies-v of the fof-egoing assessments, the do~vmva~•d adji~st~~~ent appea~•s to be largely related to possible maf~gin
squeezes on MUNOs if there access charges 1-ve~~e not ~~edzrced ~-vhen theif• te~•mination chaf•ges we~~e adjusted
downwa~•ds."

832 Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis, paragraph 520.

s33 See Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis, paragraph 271: "In [Nkom's] view both Teleno~• and [Telia] have incentives

to ~~edarce access prices fo~~ keeping t~~affic that cozrld be tf~ansfe~~~~ed to Mobile No~~vay's rrettvo~~k. So long as both

p~~ovide~~s have excess capacity in the nerivo~~k, the cost of providing access tivill be close to marginal cost. The

i~eszrlts of the LRIC model shotiv that the underlying cost of p~•odaccing voice, SMS and data on Telenor and [Telia]

nehvorks is co~rsiderably below can~rent access p~°ices. In isolation, it indicates that the established nehvork owners

have significant latitzrde in that they a~~e able to i•edarce access prices dotivn to a price level tivhe~~e the services a~°e,

on ave~•age, covef•ing nehvork otivnef~'s marginal costs and the ~~elevant share of ove~•head costs. In the limited
period dzrring tivhich a third nationtivide nerivot~k is being established, both Telenor and [Telia] thZrs have the

incentive and ability to make st~•ategic ~~edZcctions in access prices to the greatest extent possible to keep traffic

from bZryef~s of access on their• nerivoi•ks."
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by "strategic pricing" considerations, rather than by the existence of effective
competition on the wholesale market. In particular, Nlcom considered that both Telia and
Telenor could offer commercially attractive access terms to their wholesale customers
(even though this meant more competition at the retail level in the short term), in order
to keep their customers' traffic on their network and thus prevent such traffic from being
moved onto Mobile Norway's network (which was being rolled out at the time), thereby
limiting sustainable infrastructure-based competition on the wholesale market in the long
term.g34

613. This is further illustrated by the Norwegian NCA's Decision V2018-20, where the NCA
found that the revised access terms offered by Telenor to NwN in 2010 hindered the
development of the third mobile networlc in Norway and therefore represented an abuse
of a dominant position by Telenor.83s

614. In light of the above considerations, therefore, the Authority rejects Telenor's claim that
the reduction in wholesale charges experienced by NwN during the Period under
Consideration and, in general, the pricing dynamics on the relevant wholesale market,
can be seen as evidence of effective competition on such market.

9.2.6.2 Prices in the downstream market

615. Telenor argues836 that three vertically-integrated MNOs (Telenor, Telia and ICE), as well
as NROs, MVNOs and SPs competed intensely at the downstream level to provide
mobile communications services and stand-alone MBB services to end users. According
to Telenor, this is evidence that the wholesale market was also competitive.

616. The Authority recalls, however, that all the factors837 considered so far consistently
indicate that Telenor was dominant on the wholesale market during the Period under
Consideration.

617. As far as competition on the relevant downstream market (i.e. stand-alone MBB services
to residential customers) is concerned, the Authority refers to Section 9.3 below, where
it concludes that Telenor had a high degree of market power on that market as well during
the Period under Consideration. Even in a broader retail market for mobile
communications services including residential and business customers, Telenor's market
share was equal to or above 50% (both on a subscription and a revenue basis) during the
period 2005-2015.838

618. In addition, the Authority refers to Section 10 below and paragraph 373 above and Annex
2 to this Decision, where it has shown that the wholesale prices charged by Telenor and
Telia to their wholesale customers, in combination with the prevailing retail prices, led

83̀ ' See Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis, Section 4.2.9.4.

sss See the Norwegian NCA's Decision V2018-20, Sections 11.5.3 and 11.6.

s36 Reply to the SO, Section 4.3.7.7.

837 These include: high market shares, absence of existing competition, barriers to entry and expansion, absence
of potential competition and absence of countervailing buyer power.

838 See Nkom's 2016 Market Analysis, Section 5.3.2.
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to negative gross margins in the relevant retail market in the present case during the entire
Period under Consideration or the major part or it. As shown in Section 10.5 below, this
negatively impacted these wholesale customers' ability to compete on the relevant retail
market.

619. On this basis, the Authority rejects Telenor's claim that the level of competition at the
downstream level shows that it was not dominant on the relevant wholesale market
during the Period under Consideration.

9.2.6.3 The ~epof~t by Copenhagen Economics

620. Telenor refers839 to a report of 28 January 2010 that it commissioned from the
Copenhagen Economics consultancy firm.840 This report was originally submitted in
response to Nkom's draft SMP Decision of 21 October 2009 relating to Market 15. It
challenged Nlcom's preliminary conclusions that: (i) the market under consideration (the
same as the wholesale market at issue here) would not tend towards effective competition
in the relevant timeframe; and (ii) Telenor held SMP on the relevant market.

621. Nlcom took Telenor's objections into account in its fina12010 Market Analysis and 2010
SMP Decision but still, as already noted, found Telenor dominant on the relevant
wholesale market.

622. The Authority considers that Telenor's objections contained in the Copenhagen
Economics report have been addressed earlier in this Section 9.2, with appropriate
references to Nkom's findings as necessary.

9.2.6.4 The Commission's 2004 decision relating to Finland

623. Telenor further refers841 to a veto decision adopted by the European Commission in 2004
under Article 7 of the Framework Directive,842 which required the Finnish NRA to
withdraw its draft regulatory measure concerning the wholesale supply of mobile access
and call origination services in Finland.g`~3 In its draft measure, the Finnish NRA had
preliminarily concluded that TeliaSonera had SMP in the market under consideration,
because of its market share in excess of 60%, among other- factors. The Commission,
however, found the NRA's analysis to be deficient, due to its failure to take into
consideration recent market dynamics (including the rapid growth of SPs in the Finnish
retail mobile market), its failure to provide evidence of capacity constraints, high
switching costsg`~4 and the absence of countervailing buyer power; and the undue weight

839 Reply to the SO, Section 4.3.8.

s4o See Annex 10 to the Reply to the SO.

8̀ ~' Reply to the SO, Section 4.3.9.

8a'- See footnote 108 above.

g`'3 Commission Decision C(2004)3682 of 5 October 2004 pursuant to Article 7(4) of Directive 2002/21/EC,
concerning case FI/2004/0082: Access and call origination on public mobile telephone networks in Finland.

g`'`~ With regard to switching costs in the present case, the Authority recalls that in an internal memorandum of 25
March 2010, Telenor stated that, given NwN's contractual obligations and the penalties it would incur in case of
breach, it was unlikely that it would be able to enter into a NR agreement with another operator; see Document
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given to evidence of network effects, economies of scale and scope and substantial
financial advantages.

624. Telenor argues that the Commission's criticisms of the Finnish NRA's market analysis
apply equally to the Authority's analysis in this case (as set out in the SO), notably when
it comes to the assessment of switching costs for SPs and MVNOs and the possibility for
MNOs to reimburse or pay for such costs on switching.84s

625. At the outset, the Authority recalls that it has made an ex post846 holistic assessment of
several factors (including those mentioned by the Commission) and all the factorsg`~~
considered —market shares, the existence of entry and expansion barriers, limited existing
competition, the absence of potential competition and buyer power (or lack thereof —
consistently indicate that Telenor was dominant on the relevant wholesale market during
the Period under Consideration.

626. Further, the Authority recalls that, in all of its market analyses to date (i.e. 2006, 2010,
2016 and even as recently as in 2020), Nkom has found Telenor to be dominant on the
relevant wholesale marlcet,84g each time as a result of a comprehensive forward-looking
assessment. The Authority has, so far, always agreed with Nkom's conclusions.

627. Lastly, the Authority notes that the assessments by each NRA, and the subsequent

decisions by the Commission (for EU member states) and the Authority (for EEA EFTA

states), are fact-specific and the conclusions cannot simply be extrapolated from one
country (or market) to another. There are important differences between this case and the
Finnish one. By way of example, in Finland, at the time, there were three nationwide

MNOs in the relevant market and, as noted by the Commission, "SPs were zcszcally
negotiating with all MNOs and comparing prices and othej° teems. "849 In contrast, in this

case, as already noted, neither Mobile Norway nor ICE were able to exert a material

competitive constraint on Telenor. Further, the only other nationwide MNO (Telia)
capable of offering all relevant services (i.e. voice, messaging and mobile data services)

No 657407 — CJO 85, memorandum of 25 March 2010 from the Division Director of Telenor's Wholesale and

Regulatory Division, page 2/2 (see footnote 726 above).

8̀ 'S Reply to the SO, paragraphs 320 and 321.

8`~6 As already noted (see Section 9.1 above), although the underlying principles are the same, there is a difference

in purpose between the market analysis conducted by a NRA as set out in the Framework Directive and the one

conducted by the Authority in the context of Article 54 EEA. The former is aforward-looking evaluation of the

relevant market, based on prevailing market conditions, aimed at establishing whether the market is prospectively

competitive and whether any operator may have SMP on the relevant market. On the contrary, the Authority

conducts abackward-looking evaluation, which aims at establishing whether, based on the actual developments

in the Period under Consideration, an operator held a dominant position.

g`~' See footnote 837 above.

gag See footnote 599 above.

8̀ ~~ Competition Policy Newsletter, Number 1-2005: "Ti-vo recent veto decisions zrnde~~ the net-v Regzclato~~~

fi~an~etivof•k fo~~ elect~•onic commzrnications: The importance of competition lmv p~•inciples in ma~•ket analysis",

page 50, available at: <https://ec.europa.eu/competition/publications/cpn/cpn2005 l.pdf~, accessed June 2020;

see also Annex 12 to the Reply to the SO. See also Commission Decision C(2004)3682 of 5 October 2004 pursuant

to Article 7(4) of Directive 2002/21/EC, concerning case FI/2004/0082: Access and call origination on public

mobile telephone networks in Finland, paragraph 20.
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in Norway during the Period under Consideration had limited incentives to compete with
Telenor on the wholesale market. Finally, wholesale customers faced considerable
switching costs if they decided to change access provider, and they lacked buyer power.

9.2.6.5 Findings f ~om p~~eviozcs ma~~gin squeeze cases

628. Lastly, Telenor refers850 to a number of margin squeeze cases decided upon by the
European Commission and/or the European Courts (such as Deutsche Telekom,
Telefonica and TeliaSone~~a), which had in common that the company under investigation
had a 100% market share in the relevant wholesale market. According to Telenor, this is
a maj or difference with the current case, since Telenor's market share is below 100% and
wholesale customers had alternative suppliers for their access needs (i.e. access
specifically provided by Telenor was not an indispensable upstream input). In Telenor's
view, this difference calls for a comprehensive assessment of market characteristics,
market dynamics and market power (to determine whether Telenor was dominant), as
well as of the effects resulting from Telenor's conduct.

629. The Authority observes that a 100% market share is not a requirement for a finding of
dominance. As already noted, it is not required for a finding of dominance that the
undertaking in question has eliminated all opportunity for competition on the marlcet.gsl

The existence of some form of competition in the market does not necessarily rule out a
finding of dominance.852 In fact, even the presence of lively competition on a specific
market does not rule out the possibility that an undertaking has a dominant position on
that market. The existence of alternative suppliers is therefore not incompatible with a
finding of dominance.g53

630. Moreover, since the facts of each case are different, in this case, the Authority has carried
out a comprehensive, holistic assessment of a number of factors854 in the preceding
sections and those factors consistently indicate that Telenor had a dominant position on
the relevant wholesale market during the Period under Consideration.

9.2.6.6 Dominance in a putative nza~ket fog the s~cpply of wholesale access to SPs only

631. Telenor claims that, in a putative market for the supply of wholesale access and
origination services on public mobile telephone networks in Norway to SPs only (i.e. not
including NROs and MVNOs), it would not hold a dominant position.gss In particular,
Telenor points to the following factors:

aso Reply to the SO, Section 4.6.

ssi Judgment of 14 February 1978, United Brands, 27/76, EU:C:1978:22, paragraph 113.

852 Judgment of 14 February 1978, United B~•ands, 27/76, EU:C:1978:22, paragraphs 113-121; and judgment of
13 February 1979, Hoffmann-La Roche, 85/76, EU:C:1979:36, paragraphs 69-78.

sss As acknowledged by Telenor (Reply to the SO, paragraph 358), it follows from the TeliaSonei•a judgment
discussed in Section 10.5.1 below, that indispensability is not a requirement for a finding of an abuse of dominant
position consisting of a margin squeeze.

85̀ ~ See footnote 837 above.

gss Reply to the SO, Section 4.4.
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(a) Numerous SPs entered the downstream market during the Period under
Consideration;gs6

(b) Telenor, Telia, NwN, ICE, MVNOs and SPs were all competing for wholesale
contracts with SPs during the Period under Consideration;857

(c) In 2006 and 2010, although it found Telenor to have significant market power
on the relevant wholesale market, Nlcom did not impose access obligations on
Telenor with regard to SPs.85g

632. At the outset, the Authority recalls that, as established in Section 8.2.2 above, and
contrary to Telenor's claims, the relevant market at the upstream level in this case
comprises all types of access seekers (i.e. NROs, MVNOs and SPs) together. Telenor's
argument that, alternatively, it did not have a dominant position in a putative market for
the supply of wholesale access and origination services to SPs only is therefore not
accepted. The Authority recalls in this respect that, if one looks at retail mobile
communications services including residential and business customers together, SPs only
achieved a market share which was considerably below 10% during the Period under
Consideration.859 Given these limited volumes at the downstream level, SPs accounted
only for a minor share of the wholesale traffic. As a result, any statement regarding
market shares or alleged competition in this small segment of the wholesale market
should be seen in this context and is likely to provide limited information about access
providers' relative strength on the overall wholesale market.

633. In any event, as set out below, the Authority considers that there is sufficient evidence to
dismiss Telenor's claim that it was not in a position to act independently of its
competitors and customers for the supply of wholesale access to SPs.

634. First, the Authority disagrees with Telenor's statement that the alleged entry of numerous
SPs is a strong indication of awell-functioning wholesale market.860 According to the
settled case law referred to in paragraph 455 above, the relevant factors to assess when
considering dominance at the wholesale level in the case at hand include market shares,
the existence of barriers preventing either potential competitors from having access to
the relevant wholesale market (entry barriers) and/or actual competitors from expanding
their activities on the relevant wholesale market (expansion barriers), as well as buyer
power from customers operating in the relevant retail market. Telenor has not explained
how any alleged entry at the retail level would affect the relevant factors mentioned

ss6 Reply to the SO, Section 4.4.2.1.

8'' Reply to the SO, Section 4.4.2.2. According to Telenor, its market share for wholesale access to SPs, calculated
on the basis of number of agreements concluded, was around or below 30% throughout the Period under
Consideration; see Reply to the SO, paragraph 341.

858 Reply to the SO, Section 4.4.2.3.

859 See Nkom's 2016 Market Analysis, Section 5.3.2. In the relevant market at the downstream level in this case
(stand-alone MBB provided to residential customers), SPs also achieved only a marginal presence; see Section
9.3 below.

s6o The Authority notes in this respect that, in its letter of 30 August 2016 to the Authority, Telia confirmed that
it "did not sign any new se~~vice p~~ovidei• custome~•s after• 2008" (see Document No 816102, Section 2.1, page 2).
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above. In addition, for the reason set out in paragraph 632 above, the Authority considers
that entry by SPs at the downstream level cannot be necessarily seen as evidence of
effective competition in the supply of access to this specific customer group at the
upstream leve1.861

635. Second, regarding Telenor's claim that it was competing with Telia, NwN, ICE, MVNOs
and SPs for wholesale contracts with SPs during the Period under Consideration, the
Authority observes the following.

636. As far as access provided directly by MNOs to SPs is concerned, as noted in Section
9.2.2.3 above, contrary to Telenor's claims, Telia did not have strong incentives to
provide access to wholesale customers at attractive terms and conditions. The Authority
does not see any reason why that should not be true for access directly provided by Telia
(and Telenor) to SPs in particular. On the contrary, given the low volumes of SPs at the
wholesale level, Telia had even fewer incentives to grant favourable wholesale terms and
conditions to this category of access seekers as they risked enhancing competition at the
retail level.

637. Regarding alleged competition from ICE and Mobile Norway (NwN/Tele2), as set out
above, ICE and one of Mobile Norway's joint owners (NwN) provided access to a small
number of SPs only during the Period under Consideration. Neither ICE nor Mobile
Norway were able to exert a significant competitive constraint on Telenor in the relevant
market during that period: see Section 9.2.2.2 above for an explanation of the
technological limitations in the case of ICE and the lack of nationwide coverage in the
case of both ICE and Mobile Norway.

638. Regarding Telenor's argument that SPs could also be supplied by MVNOs or other SPs
(and not just by MNOs) during the Period under Consideration, as also noted by
Telenor,862 Nkom observed in its draft SMP Decision of 2015 that it has not been
common practice for operators without their own network to provide such wholesale
access.863 Moreover, it should be recalled that, since MVNOs and SPs did not have their
own network, they depended on the wholesale terms agreed with the MNOs to provide
in turn access to their external wholesale customers. As noted in Section 9.2.2.3 above,
neither Telenor nor Telia had incentives to provide access to their wholesale customers
at attractive terms and conditions, since doing so would have risked a ̀ cannibalisation'
of their revenues at the downstream level.86̀ ~ It is therefore not credible that MVNOs and

a~' In any event, the Authority notes that, more than by simple entry, the relevant period was also characterised
by several bankruptcies, acquisitions and mergers, with the result that the number of SPs did not increase
significantly; see, in this respect, Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis, paragraph 93. Moreover, their overall market
share remained below 10%throughout the Period under Consideration.

g62 See Reply to the SO, paragraph 336, which refers to paragraph 112 of Nkom's 2015 draft SMP Decision.

g63 The Norwegian NCA also stated that it was not aware that MVNOs and SPs were providing wholesale access
to a large extent; see the Norwegian NCA's Decision V2018-20, Section 10.2.4.2 and more in particular paragraph
573: "Konkut~t~ansetilsynet e~~ imidlertid ilcke kjent med at MONO-es~ og jenesteleverandof•er faktisk har tilbzcdt
slik gf~ossisttilgang i sto~~t onzfang"; the Authority's translation: "Hotiveve~~, the [Norwegian NCA] is not cnval~e
that MUNOs and service p~•oviders actually have offered sarch tivholesale access to a large extent.".

86~ See also Nkom's 2016 Market Analysis, paragraph 625. On the tension between profitability at the upstream
and downstream levels resulting from selling capacity to external wholesale customers, see also the Norwegian
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SPs —relying as they were on access provided by established MNOs —would have been
able to constrain Telenor in the supply of wholesale access to SPs during the Period under
Consideration.

639. On the basis of these considerations, the Authority concludes that, during the Period
under Consideration, neither MNOs (Telia, Mobile Norway and ICE) nor MVNOs and
SPs would have been able to constrain Telenor to a material extent in a putative market
for the supply of wholesale access provided to SPs only (i.e. not including NROs and
MVNOs).

640. Third, regarding Telenor's argument that, in 2006 and 2010, Nkom did not impose access
obligations on Telenor with regard to SPs, the Authority observes the following.

641. The Authority notes that both in 2006 and 2010, Nkom concluded that Telenor had SMP
on the relevant wholesale market, notwithstanding its finding that there was more
competition in the SP segment compared to the other segments. In the present case, the
Authority has also come to the conclusion, based on a comprehensive set of factors,g~s
that Telenor had a dominant position on the relevant wholesale market during the Period
under Consideration. The fact that, in 2006 and 2010, Nkom concluded that the supply
of wholesale access to SPs was a segment of the wholesale market where competition
worked satisfactorily enough not to warrant a remedy in the form of an access obligation
is not in contradiction with the finding that Telenor was dominant on the relevant
wholesale market, g66

642. Finally, the Authority observes that Nkom seeks to impose effective and proportionate
remedies867 based on the nature of the competition problems) identified. The Authority
notes that, in 2010, Nkom considered that "[a] key element in this ~ega~d [i.e. whether an
access obligation for SPs was necessary] is also the fact that NetwoNk Noway has
established itself as a ne~t~ opeNatoj~ who offe~~s sef~vice p~ovide~ agj~eements. Service
p~~ovide~°s can thus choose between the°ee pi~ovide~s of service p~°ovide~ access. "868
However, as discussed in this section and in Section 9.2.2.2 above, NwN only acquired
a marginal presence on the wholesale market, since its network lacked nationwide

NCA's Merger Decision V2015-1, paragraphs 485-488 and 515, and the Norwegian NCA's Decision V2018-20,
Section 10.2.2. See also Telenor's internal documents quoted in paragraphs 485 and 486 above.

s6s See this Section 9.2.

866 As noted in paragraph 454 above, settled case law confirms that the existence of some degree of competition
is not incompatible with a finding of dominance. Even the existence of lively competition on a particular market
does not rule out the possibility that there is a dominant position on that market, since the predominant feature of
such a position is the ability of the undertaking concerned to act without having to take account of this competition

in its market strategy and without for that reason suffering detrimental effects from such behaviour. See judgment
of 30 January 2007, France Teleco»~, T-340/03, EU:T:2007:22, paragraph 101; judgment of 13 February 1979,
Hoffi~~ann-LaRoche, 85/76, EU:C:1979:36, paragraphs 69-78; and judgment of 14 February 1978, United B~•ands,
27/76, EU:C:1978:22, paragraphs 108-129.

867 In particular, in the case of an access obligation, Nkom balances (i) the objective of stimulating infrastructure-
based competition by giving SPs the opportunity to build up, with relatively small investments and low risks, a
sufficient customer base allowing them at a later stage to climb up the "ladder of investment", and (ii) the risk

that terms that are too attractive for SPs could reduce their incentives to invest in their own infrastructure.

86g See Nkom's 2010 SMP Decision, paragraph 151.
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coverage. Moreover, the competitive conditions for SPs worsened since Nkom's 2010
SMP Decision. In particular, in 2016, Nkom concluded that there were no longer clear
signs that the competition in offering access to SPs functioned satisfactorily.869 For these
reasons, Nkom decided to impose an access obligation on Telenor with regard to SPs.870

9.2.7 Conclusion on dominance in the wholesale market

643. In view of Telenor's market shares and the presence of barriers to entry/expansion, the
lack of material competitive constraints from existing and/or potential competitors, as
well as a lack of countervailing buyer power on the relevant wholesale market, the
Authority concludes that Telenor had a dominant position, within the meaning of Article
54 EEA, on the wholesale market for access and origination services on public mobile
telephone networks in Norway during the Period under Consideration.g~l

9.3 Market power in the retail market for the provision of stand-alone MBB services to
residential customers in Norway

644. By way of introduction, the Authority recalls that, according to settled case law, it is not
necessary under Article 54 EEA to demonstrate that Telenor was dominant in the relevant
downstream retail market in order to establish an abuse of a dominant position in the
form of a margin squeeze.872 Nevertheless, in this section, the Authority briefly presents
evidence that supports the conclusion that, during the Period under Consideration,
Telenor also had a high degree of market power in the relevant downstream market.

645. First, as shown in Table 10 below, during the Period under Consideration, Telenor was
by far the largest provider of stand-alone MBB services to residential customers, with a
market share of approximately 50% or above, far higher than the shares held by Telia
and ICE.

a69 In particular, Nkom pointed to the following considerations: the number of SPs that were not owned by either
Telenor or Telia had fallen since the previous market analysis; only Telenor and Telia offered wholesale access
to SPs; ICE could riot be seen as being able to offer attractive SP access; and Telenor had unilaterally included a
number of conditions in its SP agreements (for example exclusivity requirements at group level), which would
not have been possible if there had been effective competition to offer access to SPs (see Nkom's 2016 SMP
Decision, paragraphs 132 and 134).

870 See Nlcom's 2016 SMP Decision, paragraph 139.

g" As indicated above, Nlcom arrived at the same conclusion in its 2006 and 2010 Market Analysis (see footnote
599 above) and the Norwegian NCA recently found that Telenor had a dominant position on this market between
18 August 2010 and 30 June 2014, i.e. the period which was relevant for the Norwegian NCA's case and which
partially overlaps with the Period under Consideration in the present case (see the Norwegian NCA's Decision
V2018-20). This was confirmed by the Norwegian Competition Tribunal, albeit for a slightly shorter period, i.e.
from 18 August 2010 to 6 December 2013 (see the Competition Tribunal's Decision V03/2019, paragraph 580).

872 See judgment of 30 May 2018 in Case E-6/17 Fja~•skipti [2018] EFTA Ct. Rep. 78, paragraph 84. See also
judgment of 17 February 2011, TeliaSonera Sverige, C-52/09, EU:C:2011:83, paragraph 89; and judgment of 30
November 2000, Indzrst~•ie des Poardres Sphe~•igzfes, T-5/97, EU:T:2000:278, paragraph 178. As held by the CJEU
in its judgment of 14 November 1996, Tet~~a Pak II, C-333/94 P, EU:C:1996:436, paragraphs 27 to 31, the fact
that a dominant undertaking's abusive conduct has its adverse effects on a market distinct from the dominated one
does not detract from the applicability of Article 102 TFEU. See also Telefonica Decision, paragraphs 243 and
284.
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Company 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

Telenor 52.4% 49.0% 46.4% 51.1% 51.8%

Telia 32.3% 35.9% 34.5% 27.0% 24.4%

ICS 14.1 % 10.9% 15.0% 16.4% 19.8%

Other 1.2% 4.3% 4.1% 5.5% 4.1%

b) Revenues

Company 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

Telenor 50.0% 55.5% 51.4% 48.2% 49.0%

Telia 14.9% 23.6% 32.2% 26.3 % 22.1

ICE 34.1% 17.3% 11.2% 21.4% 24.7%

Other 1.0% 3.6% 5.3 % 4.1 % 4.1

Source: Nkonz's 2014 statistics on No~vegian e-conT y»aNkets (disagg~^egated figzrres).873

646. In this respect, the Authority notes that Telenor itself, in an internal memorandum to
Telenor's management of October 2010, described the MBB market as a duopoly
between itself and Telia.874

647. Further, as noted in Section 9.2.2.3 above, neither Telenor nor Telia (Telenor's only real
competitor the relevant wholesale market) had incentives to provide wholesale access to
their customers at attractive terms, as doing so would have risked increased competition
at the downstream level and therefore a ̀cannibalisation' of their revenues at that leve1.875
Hence, the fact that these MNOs could influence the input costs of their competitors
affected the ability of the latter to compete with the MNOs in the downstream market.

648. The Authority notes further that the wholesale customers of Telenor could not compete
vigorously on the downstream market, given the unfavourable terms provided by
Telenor, which - in combination with the retail prices for residential stand-alone MBB -
resulted in margin squeezes during the Period under Consideration (or a substantial part

873 The Authority's calculations (see Document No 1076159) are based on disaggregated Nkom figures from its
2014 e-com market report (see Document No 781987 - disaggregated Nkom figures from its 2014 e-com market
report).

87̀ ' See Document No 656746 - JNI 31, internal memorandum to Telenor's management of October 2010, page
4.

875 See also Nkom's 2016 Market Analysis, paragraph 625.
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of it).876 As explained paragraph 373 above and shown in Annex 2 to this Decision,
including an Appendix and the accompanying Excel spreadsheet model,g~~ the same
applied to Telia's wholesale customers, which also earned or would have earned negative
margins when providing residential stand-alone MBB services during the Period under
Consideration.

649. Finally, as also accepted by Telenor, the latter benefitted from the fact that it had an
established brand, gig something which MBB customers tended to prefer and which was,
according to Telenor, the main reason why it was more successful among MBB
customers than other MNOs (Telia and ICE) and especially NROs and MVNOs.g~~
According to Nkom, the fact that Telenor was firmly perceived to have a better network
than its competitors and that it had the best distribution network for its products and
services also provided it with important advantages over its rivals.880

650. In light of these considerations, the Authority concludes that, during the Period under
Consideration, Telenor had a high degree of market power in the market for the provision
of stand-alone MBB services sold to residential customers in Norway.

9.4 Substantial part of the EEA

651. Both relevant markets in the present Decision cover the entire territory of Norway and
constitute in themselves substantial parts of the EEA.

10 THE ABUSE: MARGIN SQUEEZE

10.1 Introduction

652. The fact that an undertaking holds a dominant position is not in itself contrary to the EEA
competition rules. However, an undertaking enjoying a dominant position has a special
responsibility, which requires it to ensure that its conduct does not impair effective and
undistorted competition in the EEA internal market. gg 1 As a result, a dominant
undertaking is subject to certain limitations that do not apply to other undertakings. A

practice which would be unobjectionable under normal circumstances can amount to an

abuse if carried out by an undertaking in a dominant position.882

876 See Section 10 below.

87 See footnote 518 above.

gig See Document No 733491, agreed minutes of a meeting held on 11 December 2014 between the Authority and
Telenor; and Document No 732676, Telenor presentation of 11 December 2014, page 66.

879 See Document No 733491, agreed minutes of a meeting held on 11 December 2014 between the Authority and
Telenor.

880 Nkom's draft 2014 Market Analysis, Section 5.8.

881 See for example: judgment of 18 April 2012 in Case E-15/10 Posten Norge [2012] EFTA Ct. Rep. 246,
paragraph 127, and judgment of 30 May 2018 in Case E-6/17 Fjai~skipti [2018] EFTA Ct. Rep. 78, paragraph 58;

see also judgment of 6 September 2017, Intel, C-413/14 P, EU:C:2017:632, paragraph 135 and the case law cited.

882 Judgment of 9 November 1983, Michelin I, 322/81, EU:C:1983:313, paragraph 57, and judgment of 17 July
1998; ITT P~•omedia, T-111/96, EU:T:1998:183, paragraph 139.
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653. According to settled case law, the concept of an abuse within the meaning of Article 54
EEA is "an objective concept relating to the behaviour of an undertaking in a dominant
position which is such as to inflicence the st~uctzc~e of a maf°ket where, as a result of the
very presence of the zcnde~°taking in question, the degj°ee of competition is weakened and
~~hich, th~ozcgh ~~ecou~°se to methods different from those governing normal competition
in pf~odzccts oj~ se~~vices on the basis of tj°ansactions of commercial ope~ato~s, has the
effect of hinder°ing the maintenance of ~ the degree of ~ competition still existing in the
ma~~ket o~~ the growth of that competition".883

654. The effect to which that case law refers does not necessarily relate to any concrete or
actual effect of the dominant undertaking's behaviour. For the purposes of establishing
an infringement of Article 54 EEA, it is sufficient to show that the conduct of the
dominant undertaking tends to restrict competition or is capable of having that effect.gg`~

655. Article 54 EEA aims at preventing not only those practices that may cause damage to
customers or to consumers directly, but also those that are detrimental to them through
their impact on the competitive structure and thus on competition as such.885

10.2 Margin squeeze

656. A margin squeeze constitutes an independent form of abuse within the meaning of Article
54 EEA.886

657. In the following sections, the Authority will demonstrate that Telenor abused its
dominant position in the wholesale (upstream) market for the supply of access and
origination services on public mobile telephone networks in Norway, within the meaning
of Article 54 EEA. The infringements of Article 54 EEA took the form of margin
squeezes between the prices charged by Telenor at the wholesale (upstream) level and

883 Judgment of 13 February 1979, Hoffi~~anf~-La Roche, 85/76, EU:C:1979:36, paragraph 91. See also, for
example: judgment of 3 July 1991, AKZO, 62/86, EU:C:1991:286, paragraph 69; judgment of 7 October 1999,
Irish Szrga~~, T-228/97, EU:T:1999:246, paragraph 111; judgment of 17 December 2003, B~~itish Ai~~~vays, T-
219/99, EU:T:2003:343, paragraph 241; judgment of 10 April 2008, Deutsche Telekom, T-271/03,
EU:T:2008:101, paragraph 233.

gg~ Judgment of 18 Apri12012 in Case E-15/10 Poster Norge [2012] EFTA Ct. Rep. 246, paragraph 189; see also
judgment of 29 March 2012, Telefonica, T-336/07, EU:T:2012:172, paragraph 268; judgment of 17 December
2003, B~~itish Ai~~-vays, T-219/99, EU:T:2003:343, paragraph 293 (upheld on appeal: judgment of 15 March 2007,
C-95/04 P, EU:C:2007:166); and judgment of 30 September 2003, Michelin II, T-203/01, EU:T:2003:250,
paragraph 239.

885 Judgment of 18 Apri12012 in Case E-15/10 Postern No~~ge [2012] EFTA Ct. Rep. 246, paragraph 127; see also
judgment of 21 February 1973, Ezn~opemballage Co~po~°ation acrd Continental Can Company, 6/72,
EU:C:1973:22, paragraph 26; judgment of 13 February 1979, Hoffmann-La Roche, 85/76, EU:C:1979:36,
paragraph 125; judgment of 15 March 2007, Bt~itish Aii~vays, C-95/04 P, EU:C:2007:166, paragraph 106.

886 Judgment of 30 May 2018 in Case E-6/17 Fja~•skipti [2018] EFTA Ct. Rep. 78, paragraph 58. See also judgment
of 14 October 2010, DeZrtsche Telekom, C-280/08 P, EU:C:2010:603, paragraph 183; judgment of 17 February
2011, TeliaSone~~a Svet~ige, C-52/09, EU:C:2011:83, paragraph 31; and judgment of 10 July 2014, Telefonica, C-
295/12 P, EU:C:2014:2062, paragraph 75.
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the prices charged by Telenor at the retail (downstream) level for the provision of stand-
alone MBB services to residential customers in Norway.gg~

658. In Indust~ie des poud~es sphe~iques, the GCEU held that a margin squeeze "may be said
to take place when an unde~~taking which is in a dominant position on the market fo~~ an
unprocessed product and itself Zcses past of its production fog the manufactuj~e of a mop°e
processed p~°oduct, while at the same time selling off surplus unpj~ocessed pj~oduct on the
ma~~ket, sets the price at which it sells the unprocessed product at such a level that those
wI20 ~J2f7°chase it do not have a sufficient profit margin on the processing to ~~emain
competitive on the mai°ket foj~ the processed product".ggg

659. Referring to the judgment of the CJEU in TeliaSone~°x,889 the EFTA Court confirmed that
a margin squeeze "may occzc~°, foj~ example, tivhe~e a dominant unde~~taking in a wholesale
maj~ket offer°s see°vices to zcnde~takings with which the dominant undertaking competes on
a retail market where the service offej~ed is an input. A margin squeeze exists if, intej°
alia, the spj~ead bet~~een the wholesale price chap°ged to competitors and the j°etail price
chap°ged to the dominant undertaking's o1-vn customeNs is negative or' insz fficient to cover
the costs the dominant zcnde~taking has to incur in o~de~ to supply the j°etail service.
When this is the case, competitof~s as efficient as the dominant zcnde~taking can compete
on the retail market only at a loss o~ at artificially Nedzcced levels of profitability. "890

660. Thus, a margin squeeze will exist where the difference (the spread) between the
wholesale price charged by the dominant undertaking to competitors at the upstream level
and the retail price that the dominant undertaking's own customers pay at the downstream
level (the "gross margin") is negative, or where the gross margin is insufficient for
equally efficient competitors to cover the specific costs which the dominant undertaking
incurs in order to sell its own products or services at the downstream level.891 In such
circumstances, although competitors may be as efficient as the dominant undertaking,
they cannot operate on the downstream market in a profitable way.892

661. For avertically-integrated undertaking (such as Telenor) to be found to have engaged in
an abusive margin squeeze, it is necessary that the undertaking is dominant in the
upstream market. However, it is not necessary that the undertaking is also dominant in

887 In this section, the term "upstream level" refers to the relevant wholesale market for the supply of access and
origination services on public mobile telephone networks in Norway and the term "downstream level" refers to
the relevant retail market for the provision of stand-alone MBB services to residential customers in Norway.

ggg Judgment of 30 November 2000, Indarstf~re des poa~d~•es sphei•igzres, T-5/97, EU:T:2000:278, paragraph 178.

889 Judgment of 17 February 2011, TeliaSone~~a Sve~•ige, C-52/09, EU:C:2011:83, paragraphs 32-33.

g~0 Judgment of 30 May 2018 in Case E-6/17 Fjat~slcipti [2018] EFTA Ct. Rep. 78, paragraph 59. See also:
Deartsche Telekom Decision, paragraph 107; Telefonica Decision, paragraphs 281--284 and Slovak Telekom
Decision, paragraph 823.

891 Judgment of 30 May 2018 in Case E-6/17 Fjarskipti [2018] EFTA Ct. Rep. 78, paragraph 59, referring to
judgment of 17 February 2011, TeliaSone~~a Sve~~ige, C-52/09, EU:C:2011:83, paragraphs 32 and 33. From the
definition, it follows that a margin squeeze can result from wholesale prices which are set at a too high level and/or
from retail prices set too low.

g92 Judgment of 17 February 2011, TeliaSorref~a Sverige, C-52/09, EU:C:2011:83, paragraph 33 and judgment of
30 November 2000, Indarst~~ie des poardi~es spherigzres, T-5/97, EU:T:2000:278, paragraph 178.
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the downstream market in order to conclude that it has engaged in an abusive margin
squeeze,g93

662. Moreover, in order to establish that a margin squeeze is abusive, that practice must have
an anti-competitive effect in the market. However, the effect does not necessarily have
to be concrete. It is sufficient to demonstrate that there is an anti-competitive effect which
may potentially exclude from the market competitors which are at least as efficient as the
dominant undertaking.g~`~ The fact that the desired result, namely the exclusion of such
competitors, is not ultimately achieved, does not alter the categorisation as an abuse
within the meaning of Article 54 EEA. 89s

10.3 Methodology for the margin squeeze assessment

10.3.1 Introduction

663. This section sets out the four main elements of the margin squeeze test carried out by the
Authority in the present case, namely:

(a) The level of efficiency of (potential) competitors is assessed on the basis of the
`equally efficient competitor' or "EEC" test (Section 10.3.2);

(b) The appropriate cost standard applied in the analysis is Telenor's long-run
average incremental costs ("CRAIG") (Section 10.3.3);

(c) The profitability analysis is carried out on the basis of aperiod-by-period
methodology (Section 10.3.4); and

(d) The level of product/customer aggregation used is the aggregated portfolio of
all retail products/services sold by Telenor in the relevant downstream market
(Section 10.3.5).

664. The established purpose of a margin squeeze test is to identify whether or not a dominant
company's own downstream operations could trade profitably on the basis of the
upstream price charged by the dominant company to its competitors.

10.3.2 The ̀egically ef~cie~t competitor' test

665. As indicated in Section 10.2 above, the existence of a margin squeeze can be
demonstrated on the basis of an EEC test, i.e. by showing that the dominant undertaking's
own downstream affiliate could not operate profitably on the downstream market, taking
into account:

g~' Judgment of 30 May 2018 in Case E-6/17 Fjarskrpti [2018] EFTA Ct. Rep. 78, paragraphs 81 and 84; see also
judgment of 30 November 2000, Indzrst~~ie des poard~•es spheric~zres, T-5/97, EU:T:2000:278; judgment of 14
November 1996, Tetra Pak II, C-333/94 P, EU:C:1996:436, paragraphs 27 to 31; and judgment of 17 February
2011, TeliaSone~~a Sve~•ige, C-52/09, EU:C:2011:83, paragraphs 83-89.

g~`~ Judgment of 30 May 2018 in Case E-6/17 Fja~•skipti [2018] EFTA Ct. Rep. 78, paragraph 62; see also judgment
of 17 February 2011, TeliaSorre~°a Sve~•ige, C-52/09, EU:C:2011:83, paragraph 64.

a9s Judgment of 17 February 2011, TeliaSonej~a Svef~ige, C-52/09, EU:C:2011:83, paragraph 65, and judgment
of 10 July 2014, Telefonica, C-295/12 P, EU:C:2014:2062, paragraph 124.
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(a) the wholesale price charged by the dominant undertaking to wholesale
customers, which are competitors of its downstream affiliate on the downstream
market; and

(b) the retail price charged by the dominant undertaking's downstream affiliate to
final customers on the downstream market.

666. This approach tests whether equally efficient competitors on the downstream market
would be able to compete effectively if they had the same costs as the vertically-
integrated firm. If not, competitors on the downstream market that are able to provide
services to end users as efficiently as the dominant firm would be foreclosed from the
market. This approach is consistent with the approach of the Commission in the Slovak
Telekom case,896 in the Telefonica and Deutsche Telekom cases,g97 as well as in Napie~~
B~otivn.89g The relevance of the equally efficient competitor test for the assessment of a
margin squeeze was upheld by the EFTA Court in the Fja~skipti case899 and by the CJEU
in the Deutsche Telekom and TeliaSonef°a cases.9oo

667. In the TeliaSonef°a case, the CJEU held that, in certain circumstances, the costs and prices
of competitors (instead of those of the dominant company) may be relevant for
determining the existence of a margin squeeze (the so-called `reasonably efficient
competitor' test, based on retail costs and prices of a reasonably efficient competitor
instead of those of the dominant company). This may be the case, in particular, when the
service supplied to competitors consists of the mere use of infrastructure, the production
cost of which has already been written off by the dominant firm. It may also be the case
when the particular market conditions of competition dictate it, because, for example, the
level of the dominant undertaking's costs is specifically attributable to the competitively
advantageous situation in which its dominant position places it.9o1

s9~ Slovak Telekom Decision, paragraphs 828-830. The GCEU confirmed the Commission's approach in its
judgment of 13 December 2018, Slovalc Telekom, T-851/14, EU:T:2018:929 (see paragraphs 108 and 227-239).

g~' Telefonica Decision, paragraph 312 (confn-med on appeal: judgment of 29 March 2012, Teleforrica, T-336/07,
EU:T:2012:172, and judgment of 29 March 2012, Sperin v Commission, T-398/07, EU:T:2012:173, and judgment
of 10 July 2014, Telefonica, C-295/12 P, EU:C:2014:2062). Deutsche Telekom Decision, paragraph 107
(confirmed on appeal: judgment of 14 October 2010, Deutsche Telelzo»~, C-280/08 P, EU:C:2010:603). The
Commission found that each of Telefonica and Deutsche Telekom abused their dominant position in the form of
a margin squeeze. The squeeze resulted from the difference between the retail prices charged by the dominant
undertaking to end customers and the wholesale prices charged to its competitors, which was negative or
insufficient to cover the dominant undertaking's product-specific costs of providing its own retail services on the
downstream market.

89g Commission Decision of 18 July 1988 in Case 88/518/EEC — Napie~~ B~~o1-vn-British Sugar ("Napief~ Bf~otivn
Decision"), OJ L 284, 19.10.1988, p. 41, paragraph 66. In this case, the Commission refereed to the dominant
undertaking's failure to reflect its own costs of transforming the raw material into the derived product in the
margin between the upstream and downstream price.

899 Judgment of 30 May 2018 in Case E-6/17 Fjarskipti [2018] EFTA Ct. Rep. 78, paragraphs 63-64.

goo Judgment of 14 October 2010, Deutsche Telekom, C-280/08 P, EU:C:2010:603, paragraphs 200-204, and
judgment of 17 February 2011, TeliaSone~~a Sve~~ige, C-52/09, EU:C:2011:83, paragraphs 31-34.

90' Judgment of 17 February 2011, TeliaSorref°a Svef•ige, C-52/09, EU:C:2011:83, paragraph 45.
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668. Some of the circumstances described by the CJEU in TeliaSone~a may be present in the
case at hand. For example, given the economies of scale and scope enjoyed by Telenor,
its unit costs can be expected to be lower than those of its reasonably efficient
competitors.

669. In this case, however, the Authority has deliberately taken a conservative approach. In
particular, the Authority has not considered it necessary to use a ̀ reasonably efficient
competitor' test, because margin squeezes occurred even on the basis of an ̀ equally
efficient competitor' test (that is more favourable to Telenor).

670. The Authority has therefore applied the EEC test in assessing the margin squeeze
practices in this case. In other words, it has assessed whether Telenor would have been
able to offer the relevant downstream services without incurring a loss if, during the
Period under Consideration, its retail division had paid the wholesale price that Telenor
charged to its competitors, while taking into account its own downstream prices and
incurring its own downstream costs.

671. In the course of the proceedings, Telenor has agreed with the Authority that the EEC test
is the correct one to apply.9o2

10.3.3 The cost stanrlr~rcl: Telenor's long-ricn rrve~age incremental costs ("CRAIG')

672. The Authority considers the long-run average incremental costs ("CRAIG") to be the
relevant cost measure to assess the existence of a margin squeeze in this case. This is also
consistent with the practice of the European Commission, as upheld by the European
Courts.9o3

673. LRAIC is the average of all costs (fixed and variable) that an undertaking incurs in order
to produce a particular additional product or service in the long run.~0̀ ~ The Authority
considers that this is the lowest measure of costs that would allow an equally efficient
competitor to compete against Telenor in the long run.

674. The incremental costs refer to the difference between:

i) the total costs incurred by the undertaking when producing all of the products
(or services) it produces, including the individual product (or service) under
investigation (i.e. in the present case, stand-alone MBB services supplied to
residential customers); and

ii) the total costs incurred by the undertaking when the output of the individual
product (or service) under investigation is set at zero, holding the output of all
other products (or services) fixed.

9oz See Reply to the SO, paragraph 365.

903 See Dezrtsche Telekom Decision (upheld on appeal in C-280/08 P, EU:C:2010:603); and Telefonica Decision
(upheld on appeal in Telefonica, T-336/07, EU:T:2012:172). See also Slovak Telekom Decision, Section 8.2.4.
The GCEU confirmed the application of LRAIC as the correct cost model for purposes of margin squeeze in its
judgment of 13 December 2018, Slovak Telekonz, T-851/14, EU:T:2018:929, paragraphs 211-239.

90~ See Telefo~ica Decision, paragraph 319.
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675. Such incremental costs include not only all variable and fixed costs directly attributable
to the production of the total volume of output of the product (or service) in question, but
also the increase in common costs attributable to such production.9os

676. If the revenues associated with the downstream activity fall below the incremental costs
in the long run, a rational and profit-maximising firm at least as efficient as Telenor — in
particular enjoying the same economies of scale and scope — "has no economic interest
in offering downst~~eam sej~vices in the medium teem. It coZcld increase its over°all ~°esult
by eithe~~ raising downstream prices to cove~~ the additional costs ofpi°oviding the sef~vice
o~° — ~~~he~e these is no demand foj~ this sef~vice at a higher° price, [... ] discontinue
p~°oviding the service. "906

677. Thus, a margin squeeze will result if the difference between Telenor's upstream and
downstream prices of the relevant products/services in the present case, i.e. the gross
margin, were to fall below the LRAIC of Telenor's own downstream operations for
providing residential stand-alone MBB.

678. In the course of the proceedings, Telenor has agreed with the Authority that LRAIC is
the relevant cost measure to use.9o~

679. In any event, in the present case, as explained in Section 10.4.4 below, the Authority has
found that it is not necessary to consider downstream costs in detail, since margin
squeezes can be established by considering only the gross margins (i.e. the difference
between Telenor's upstream and downstream prices).

10.3.4 The profitability test: period-by period rnssessment

680. As stated above in Section 10.2, a margin squeeze test entails assessing whether the
vertically-integrated undertaking's own downstream affiliate could operate profitably on
the basis of the upstream price charged to its competitors by its upstream affiliate.

681. There are two main methods by which profitability can be measured: a historical period-
by-period method or a discounted cash flow ("DCF") method. Both methods address the
same underlying issue of cost recovery over time, but in different ways.908

682. The period-by-period method compares revenues and costs extracted from the
undertaking's accounts (in which investment expenditure has been gradually written off
over appropriate periods of time) in each individual reference period (e.g. a month or
year). With a DCF approach, overall profitability is assessed over a longer period (in
general, several years). The vertically-integrated undertaking's future growth is taken

9os See Telefonica Decision, paragraph 319; and Slovak Telekom Decision, paragraph 861.

906 See Telefonica Decision, paragraph 321; and Commission Decision of 20 March 2001 in Case COMP/35.141 
—Deartsche PostAG, OJ L 125, 5.5.2001, p. 27, paragraph 36.

907 See Reply to the SO, paragraph 365 and Annex 13 to the Reply to the SO, paragraphs 5 and 19-23. Telenor
agrees that in this case LRAIC should be interpreted as the average of the long-run incremental cost ("ERIC") of
the increment in question in the present case (i.e. of supplying stand-alone MBB to residential customers).

908 See, for example, Telefonica Decision, paragraph 330.
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into account in the profitability analysis by aggregating and discounting cash flows over
time in order to arrive at a single measure, the net present value ("NPV").

683. In the Wanadoo judgment, the GCEU held that: (i) the Commission is afforded a broad
discretion in the choice of the calculation of the cost recovery of a dominant company;
and (ii) it is for the dominant company to prove that the method used by the Commission
is unlawful.9o9 The practice of the Commission, as accepted by the EU Courts, in cases
involving pricing abuses (in particular, predatory pricing and margin squeeze) has been
to assess the profitability of the dominant undertaking using the period-by-period
method.910

684. In this case, the Authority has conducted the margin squeeze analysis using the period-
by-period approach. This approach has the advantage of being based on actual data only
(as opposed to the DCF method, which in part relies on forecasts and assumptions) and
of showing whether Telenor's downstream arm has been profitable in each individual
period (e.g. a month or year).

685. In addition, the potential accounting distortions911 normally associated with the period-
by-period approach are not relevant in the present case, because it is not necessary to
consider downstream costs in detail, in order to conclude on the existence of a margin
squeeze (see Section 10.4.4 below).

686. In the course of the proceedings, Telenor has agreed with the Authority that the
profitability test should be based on aperiod-by-period assessment.912

10.3.5 The r~pp~opriate level of pro~'uct r~gg~eg~ction

10.3.5.1 Introduction

687. During the Period under Consideration, Telenor offered a wide range of stand-alone
MBB tariff plans to residential customers. This leads to the question of the aggregation
level at which the margin squeeze test should be applied, i.e. which retail services and
tariff plans should be included in the test. The margin squeeze test can be done either: (i)
at the highest level of detail (i.e. at the level of each individual offer/tariff plan) or (ii) at

X09 Judgment of 30 January 2007, Fiance Telecom, T-340/03, EU:T:2007:22, paragraphs 129 and 153.

910 See, for example, judgment of 3 July 1991, AKZO, 62/86, EU:C:1991:286, and judgment of 14 November

1996, Tet~•a Pakll, C-333/94 P, EU:C:1996:436. In its Slovak Telelcona Decision, the Commission used the period-

by-period approach; see paragraphs 843-859. In its Telefonica Decision, the Commission also used the period-

by-period approach and it took the view that there were certain shortcomings in the DCF approach when used to

detect a margin squeeze: see paragraphs 332-349. For example, a positive NPV may be the result of anti-

competitive behaviour, where losses in the short-term lead to higher long-run profits due to the strengthening of

the dominant undertaking's market power.

911 These distortions include having to depreciate certain downstream costs, such as customer acquisition costs
(which are likely to be significant for Telenor's competitors in the case of a new product such as MBB), over the
average customer lifetime in aperiod-by-period framework.

912 See the Reply to the SO, paragraph 365.
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the aggregate portfolio level (i.e. at the level of the mix of tariff plans marketed on the
relevant retail market).

688. Although in some circumstances it may be appropriate to conduct the test at the level of
each individual offer,913 in the case at hand, the margin squeeze test has been conducted
on the basis of an aggregated approach, i.e. on the basis of all the tariff plans marketed
by Telenor on the relevant retail market. This "aggregated approach" is based on the
principle that competitors or new entrants must at least be able to profitably replicate
Telenor's product pattern in the relevant retail market.914 This approach is favourable to
Telenor, since it gives it maximal flexibility to spread the costs which are common to its
retail tariff plans/services on the relevant retail market (provided that the margin squeeze
test yields a positive margin with the aggregated approach).

689. In the present case, the Authority concludes that the relevant product market at the
downstream level consists of the supply of stand-alone MBB services to residential
customers.91s Consequently, it conducts the margin squeeze test taking into consideration
Telenor's entire portfolio of stand-alone MBB tariff plans offered to residential
customers in Norway during the Period under Consideration, using a weighted average.

690. As explained below, the Authority's approach is consistent with the European
Commission's practice and EU case law.

10.3.5.2 The relevant mai°ket as the stating point

691. Conducting the margin squeeze test at a level of product aggregation consistent with the
relevant product market is in line with established competition law principles.

692. The purpose of defining the relevant market is to establish the framework within which
competition law and policy is applied. The Authority refers to its Notice on the definition
of the relevant market, which describes market definition as "a tool to identify and define
the bozcnda~°ies of competition between fi~~ms",916

693. As the main concern associated with Telenor's pricing behaviour in the present case is
the potential foreclosure of competitors, it is consistent with competition law principles
and standard competition law analysis to assess the scope for such foreclosure at the level
of the relevant retail market. As the GCEU noted in its Telefonica judgment: "the

913 This would, for example, be the case for a new offer giving rise to a margin squeeze, which is currently
subsidised by other profitable offers but whose volumes could increase substantially in the future, subsequently
leading to an overall negative margin in the future.

91a See Telefonica Decision, paragraph 388.

9's See Section 8.4 above.

916 Notice on the definition of the relevant market, paragraph 2. See also judgment of 25 March 2015, Slovenska
posta, T-556/08, EU:T:2015:189, paragraph 200, and judgment of 11 December 2003, Adt~iatica di Navigazione,
T-61/99, EU:T:2003:335, paragraphs 27 and 34.
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determination of the relevant market sej~ves to evaluate whethef~ the z~ndertaking
concerned is able to hinder effective competition on that maNket".91~

694. The objective of a margin squeeze test is to avoid the exclusion of equally efficient
competitors from the market. It is therefore appropriate to apply a level of aggregation
which corresponds to the relevant market as defined in accordance with competition law
principles.

695. To define a relevant retail market as comprising service A only, but then to test for
potential foreclosure effects at amulti-market level comprising services A + B, risks
undermining the very role of market definition in cases involving competition law.

696. The method for determining whether there is a margin squeeze is based on the principle
that the tariffs charged by the established operator (in the present case, Telenor) must
enable competitors to compete with that operator effectively on the relevant retail market.
Equally efficient actual or potential competitors should at least be able to replicate the
established operator's customer pattern on the relevant retail market. The relevant retail
market is in this case the broadest possible aggregation level at which the margin squeeze
test should be done. 1 g

697. As shown in the next sections, this is in line with the European Commission's practice
and EU case law.

10.3.5.3 The European Commission's practice and EU case law

10.3.5.3.1 Telefonica case

698. In its Telefonica Decision, the Commission defined the following relevant retail market:
"all the standard broadband pNoducts, 11~hether p~°ovided thf°ozcgh ADSL o~ any otheN
technology, marketed in the `mass market' fo~~ both f°esidential and non-residential
zcse~s".91 ~

699. Faced with the issue that Telefonica offered a wide range of retail standard broadband
products with a correspondingly wide range of prices, the Commission examined the
question of whether the margin squeeze test should be conducted at: (i) a very granular
level (i.e. at the level of each individual offer); or (ii) the aggregate portfolio level (i.e. at
the level of the mix of services sold by the company (Telefonica) on the retail market).9~o

700. While the Commission considered that it may be appropriate in some circumstances to
conduct the test at the level of each individual offer, it conducted the margin squeeze test
on the basis of an aggregated approach, i.e. "on the basis of the mix of services ma~~keted

91' Judgment of 29 March 2012, Telefonica, T-336/07, EU:T:2012:172, paragraph 201.

91s As indicated above, in some circumstances it maybe appropriate to conduct the test at a level that is narrower
than the relevant retail market (see footnote 913 above).

919 Telefonica Decision, paragraphs 152-161. This market excluded tailor-made broadband solutions, which were
mainly targeted at large corporations.

92o Telefdnica Decision, paragraph 386.
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by Telefonica on the relevant f~etail may°ket".921 According to the Commission, this
approach "is based on the pf~inciple that competitors must at least be able to profitably
replicate Telefonica's product pattern". It added that this "is the approach most
favozc~able to Telefonica, since it gives it maximal flexibility to spy°ead the costs which
a~~e common to its ~~etail p~odzccts".922

701. This shows that the starting point is the relevant retail market. Once the relevant retail
market has been defined, the question arises whether the margin squeeze test should be
conducted at the aggregate portfolio level, i.e. including all tariff plans offered by the
established operator in the relevant retail market, or at a more granular level.

702. At the upstream level, the Commission in Telefonica defined two separate relevant
wholesale product markets, i.e. regional and national wholesale broadband access.923 The
Commission again took the relevant market as the starting point and conducted a separate
margin squeeze test for each wholesale product which belonged to a separate product
market. It rejected Telefonica's argument that alternative operators would use an optimal
combination of Telefonica's wholesale products.924

703. The GCEU upheld the Commission's approach. In particular, the GCEU noted: "In fact,
it has been held, fif°st, [...] that the Commission tivas co~~ect to take the view that local
loop zcnbzcndling, the national wholesale product and the regional wholesale product did
not belong to the same market and, second, [...] that a margin squeeze on a relevant
market was in itself likely to constitute an abuse within the meaning of A~~ticle [102
TFEU]. As the determination of the relevant market serves to evaluate whether the
undertaking concerned is able to hinder effective competition on that market, the
applicants cannot claim, [...], that the use of an optimal combination of tivholesale
products tivozcld enable Telefonica's competitors to improve them profitability. Those
wholesale pj°oducts are not paj°t of the same p~odzcct ma~~ket [...]",92s

704. The CJEU confirmed the GCEU's judgment.926

9?' Telefonica Decision, paragraph 388; emphasis added by the Authority.

922 Telefonica Decision, paragraph 388.

923 See Telefonica Decision, paragraph 208. The Commission noted, however, that the precise boundaries between
the regional and national wholesale markets were not determinative, because Telefonica was dominant in both of
them and a margin squeeze had been found for both the regional wholesale access product and the national
wholesale access product separately.

92~ Teleforrica Decision, paragraphs 389-396.

X25 Judgment of 29 March 2012, Telefonica, T-336/07, EU:T:2012:172, paragraphs 201-202; emphasis added by
the Authority.

9z6 Judgment of 10 July 2014, Telefonica, C-295/12 P, EU:C:2014:2062.
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10.3.5.3.2 Slovak Telekom case

705. In the Slovak Telekom Decision,927 the Commission defined the relevant retail market as
the retail market for broadband services at a fixed location (FBB), which included "retail
broadband services provided via DSL, fibre, cable TV and FWA networks".92g

706. When determining the aggregation level, the Commission, like in the Telefonica
Decision, starts by noting that a margin squeeze test can be conducted either at the highest
level of detail (i.e. at the level of each individual offer), or at the aggregate portfolio level
(i.e. at the level of the mix of services marketed on the retail market).929 The Commission
again opted for the aggregated approach and conducted its test on the basis of the mix of
services marketed by Slovak Telekom on the relevant retail market, i.e. on the basis of
all of Slovak Telekom's FBB retail services as they evolved over time.93o Like in the
Telefonica Decision, the Commission stated that the aggregated approach is based on the
principle that competitors must at least be able to replicate Slovak Telekom's portfolio
of retail services on the relevant market. It again added that "the aggregated approach is
consistent with a hypothetical entrant's internal decision-making process in that it
assesses the profitability of its investment based on the complete range of services that it
is able to offer in the relevant downstream market".931 That starting point was therefore
again the relevant retail market.

10.3.5.3.3 Deutsche Telekom case

707. In the Deutsche Telekom Decision, the Commission defined two separate relevant retail
markets, i.e. retail local access for (i) narrowband services (i.e. analogue and ISDN)932

92' The decision was upheld by judgment of 13 December 2018, Slovak Telekom, T-851/14, EU:T:2018:929, in
which the GCEU confirmed that Slovak Telekom had breached Article 102 TFEU by engaging in constructive
refusal to supply and margin squeeze (although it reduced the fine). The GCEU took the same approach in the
related appeal brought by Slovak Telekom's parent company, Deutsche Telekom: see judgment of 13 December
2018, Deutsche Telekom v. Commission, T-827/14, EU:T:2018:930.

928 Slovak Telekom Decision, paragraph 173.

9z9 Slovak Telekom Decision, Section 8.2.2.

93o See Slovak Telekom Decision, Section 8.3.1. The Commission then did an additional price squeeze test
including additional services (i.e. voice access and voice usage, IP television and multi-play services), "in order
to establish that in this case, the inclusion of the voice services does not alter the finding of the Commission on
margin squeeze" (Slovak Telekom Decision, paragraphs 840 and 842). However, this was only done by way of a
sensitivity check, in response to arguments made by Slovak Telekom: See Slovak Telekom Decision, paragaph
1009, with regard to the inclusion of voice access and calls: "The Commission reiterates that the bundles including
voice access and usage services serve as a sensitivity check because these markets are not addressed by the
present Decision"; and paragraphs 1016 and 1020 with regard to the inclusion of IP TV and multi-play services.
See also paragraph 1023, where the Commission's conclusion also clearly shows that the inclusion of these other
services was done by way of sensitivity check. There is no support in the Slovak Telekom decision for Telenor's
hypothesis (see paragraph 134 of Annex 1 to the Reply to the SSO — CRA comments) that "presumably had the
test including voice services altered the finding, the Commission wov~ld have reconsidered whether there was any
basis for proceeding against Slovak Telekom".

931 Slovak Telekom Decision, paragraph 832; emphasis added by the Authority.

932 I.e. the traditional analogue connection and the digital narrowband connection (integrated services digital
network or ISDN); see paragraphs 26 and 75 of the Deutsche Telekom Decision.
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and (ii) broadband services (i.e. ADSL).933 These two relevant retail access markets were
distinct from markets involving the retail sej°vices provided to end users over Deutsche
Telekom's fixed network as accessed, such as telephone call services for example,934 At
the upstream level, the Commission defined one single relevant market, i.e. wholesale
local access to the local loop (so-called fully unbundled local loop).93s

708. There was a single (regulated) wholesale tariff for all varieties of the upstream input
(analogue connection, ISDN and ADSL),936 This single wholesale tariff had to be
compared with three retail local access services (analogue access, ISDN and ADSL),
which belonged to two distinct relevant retail access markets, i.e. narrowband access
(analogue and ISDN) and broadband access (ADSL).

709. In the absence of a differentiated wholesale tariff (where a different wholesale tariff
corresponds to each retail access service), the Commission decided to calculate an
average price for all retail access services937 by weighing the individual services on the
basis of the number of end users subscribed to each variant of the retail access (i.e.
analogue, ISDN and ADSL),938

710. The Authority notes that the Commission thus only included retail access revenues in the
margin squeeze calculation. Although the wholesale input could be used to provide not
only a variety of retail access services (i.e. analogue, ISDN or ADSL, paid for by the end
user's monthly subscription), but also complementary services such as calls, the
Commission excluded revenues from call traffic.939 Such revenues belonged to a separate
retail market, which was distinct from the two relevant retail markets (see paragraph 707
above).

711. Deutsche Telekom argued94o that, from the point of view of the end user, access to the
local network at the downstream level and the calls carried on that network formed a
single bundle of products,941 It added that for competitors, i.e. Deutsche Telekom's

X33 Le. asymmetrical digital subscriber line or ADSL, which is a broadband connection allowing broadband
services such as faster- Internet access. Deutsche Telelcom provided this access by upgrading an existing analogue
or ISDN connection: see paragraphs 26 and 78 of the Deartsche Telekom Decision.

93`' See paragraph 59 of the Dea~tsche Telekom Decision.

~3s The "local loop" or "last mile", which usually takes the form of a twisted pair of copper wires, is the physical
circuit connecting the network termination point at the subscriber's premises to the main distribution frame or
equivalent facility in the fixed public telephone network; see Article 2(e) of the Access Directive.

936 It was therefore not necessary to calculate a weighted average wholesale price. See paragraph 137 of the
Deutsche Telekom Decision.

937 That is, analogue, ISDN (i.e. nan•owband) and ADSL (i.e. broadband) connections; see paragraph 111 of the
Dezrtsche Telekom Decision.

93s See paragraph 111 of the Deartsche Telekom Decision.

939 These revenues were based on the downstream price paid by Deutsche Telekom's end users for their
subscription to the fixed telephone network. See paragraph 126 of the Deactsche Telekom Decision.

9~o Deutsche Telekom Decision, paragraph 117.

9a1 It is indeed hard to imagine that an end user would pay a monthly subscription fee for access to the fixed
telecom network without the intention to use this access to make phone calls or access the Internet.
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wholesale customers, access to the local loop was merely a prerequisite for the provision
of complementary fixed telecommunications services. Deutsche Telekom argued that,
consequently, revenues from those telecommunications services and especially from
telephone calls should be included in the calculation of Deutsche Telekom's retail
revenues.

712. The Commission, however, rejected that argument and concluded that revenues from
telephone calls on the fixed line concerned should not be included in the calculation of
the margin squeeze.9~2

713. The Commission only included access revenues for two reasons.943

714. The Commission noted, first, that a separate consideration of access charges and call
charges was required by the secondary EU legislation on tariff rebalancing. According
to this legislation, for the purposes of cost-oriented pricing, access to local network lines
and the offer of different categories of calls9̀ ~4 had to be considered separately.
Consequently, the wholesale cost of access to the local loop had to be entirely recovered
at the retail level by the subscription charge for access to the fixed line (without taking
into account the services provided on that line).

715. Second, the Commission invoked economic considerations. It noted that, on economic
grounds, the margin squeeze test should only include Deutsche Telekom's revenues from
access charges and should exclude revenues from call traffic. It observed that the margin
squeeze test seeks to compare charges for two particular services at different commercial
levels and that a comparison between access charges at the wholesale and retail levels
would be distorted if revenues from call traffic were included. This is because call
services, which were additional to access services, could not also be included in the
calculation on the wholesale side (the wholesale charge only related to access, there was
no wholesale charge which related to services such as call services supplied to the end
user).945 The Commission considered that the method for determining whether there is a
margin squeeze should be based on the principle that the established operator's tariff
structure must enable competitors to compete with that operator effectively. It should at
least enable competitors to replicate the established operator's customer pattern on the
relevant retail market. The Commission considered that the primary consideration was
the effect on market entry by competitors and not the question of whether end users
regarded access and calls services as a single bundle of products. It considered that
Deutsche Telekom could not invoke a calculation offsetting access and call charges

9~2 Deartsche Teleko»a Decision, paragraphs 117 and 119.

9a3 Dezrtsche Telekom Decision, paragraphs 119-127.

9̀ '`~ Le. local calls, international calls, etc.

9`'s This was due to the fact that, if a wholesale customer opted for full local loop unbundling, the end user's line

became the exclusive property of the wholesale customer and no other electronic communications provider could

make use of it. Wholesale customers paid a single access charge at wholesale level to Deutsche Telekom
independently of the retail services (for example calls) offered to the end user concerned and independently of the

traffic volume (for example call traffic) generated by the end user. Therefore, there was no wholesale price which

related to the retail services (for example calls) offered on the end user's line in question. The wholesale customer

paid no additional wholesale charge related to this.
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against one another in order to challenge the admissibility of the comparison method.946

It added that it could not be assumed that all competitors had the same revenue structure
as the established operator and thus the same scope for offsetting one source of revenue
against another.94~

716. Both the GCEU and the CJEU upheld the Commission's approach in the Deutsche
Telekom case.

717, In particular, the GCEU noted that "while it is ti°zce that, from the point of view of the end-
use~°, access services and call set°vices constitztte a whole, the fact ~°emains that, us fay as
[Deutsche Telelcom's] competitors aye concerned, the p~°ovision of call services to end-
use~s via [Deutsche Telekom's] fixed net~~o~~k ~°equif~es access to the local loop".9̀ ~g The
GCEU then referred to the "equality of oppol~tzcnity"between the incumbent operator and
network owner and its competitors, which requires that prices for access services must
be set at a level which places competitors on an equal footing with the incumbent operator
as regards the provision of call services.

718. According to the GCEU, "[e]quality of oppof~tz~nity is seczc~ed only if the incumbent
ope~atoj° sets its j~etail p~~ices at a level which enables competitors — p~esZcmed to be just
as efficient as the incumbent opeNato~ — to reflect all the wholesale costs in them retail
prices".9̀ ~9 The GCEU added that "even if, as [Deutsche Telekom] claims, it were tNzce
that access services and telephone calls constitute a ̀ cluster' as fay as the end-zcse~ is
concerned, the Commission was entitled to conclude [...]that, in o~de~ to assess tivhether
the applicant's pricing p~~actices disto~~t competition, it was necessary to consider the
existence of a margin squeeze in gelation to access seNvices alone, and thus without
including telephone call charges in its calculation".9so

719. The CJEU upheld these findings and recalled that "those other telecommzrnications
services [i.e. call services] fall within ~Za~°kets that a~°e distinct from the latter market [i.e.
access services]".9s 1 Upholding the ruling of the GCEU, the CJEU therefore confirmed
that the Commission was entitled to exclude revenues from call services.

720. Thus, as upheld by the GCEU and CJEU, the Commission was cot-~ect in including access
services and excluding call services. While the Commission aggregated retail access for
narrowband and broadband services, this was, as explained in paragraphs 740-747

9̀ '6 Telenor's argument (Reply to the SSO, paragraphs 192 and 197) that the Commission's decision to exclude
call revenues was mainly based on regulatory considerations must therefore be rejected. The Commission clearly
also excluded call revenues for economic considerations.

9̀ " Dezrtsche Telekom Decision, paragraphs 126-128.

9̀ ~8 Judgment of 10 Apri12008, Deutsche Telekom, T-271/03, EU:T:2008:101, paragraph 199.

9~9 Judgment of 10 Apri12008, Deutsche Telekom, T-271/03, EU:T:2008:101, paragraph 199.

9so Judgment of 10 Apri12008, Dezrtsche Telekom, T-271/03, EU:T:2008:101, paragraph 200.

9s' Judgment of 14 October 2010, Deutsche Telekom, C-280/08 P, EU:C:2010:603, paragraph 236.
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below, due to the specific technical circumstances of the Deutsche Telekom case. Such
circumstances are not present in this case.9s2

721. Accordingly, the Deutsche Telelzom case supports the Authority's view that the
appropriate product aggregation level at the downstream level for conducting a margin
squeeze test is at the level of the relevant product market, if that is technically feasible
(see paragraphs 740-747 below in this respect).

10.3.5.4 Conclusion

722. For the above reasons, the Authority considers that the appropriate level of product
aggregation should be the relevant retail market, comprising Telenor's entire product
portfolio on that market during the Period under Consideration, i.e. including all of
Telenor's tariff plans for stand-alone MBB services provided to residential customers.

723. Therefore, contrary to what Telenor claims,9s3 the margin squeeze test should not include
retail services/products belonging to separate relevant retail markets, such as business
MBB, mobile voice and MTDS.

724. In addition, the Authority considers that there are no reasons why the margin squeeze test
should be applied at a more detailed level, e.g. per tariff plan.

725. The aggregated approach is consistent with the principle that the existence of anti-
competitive effects should be tested at the level of the relevant market.

726. The Authority's approach, to aggregate at the level of the relevant market, finds further
support in the views of the following experts in competition law and sector-specific
regulation.

727. According to A.R. Pisarkiewicz, "[r]emembef~ing that the objective of a price squeeze
test is to avoid the exclusion of EECs [equally efficient competitors] f ~om the market, the
level of agg~°egation shoZcld co~~~espond to a j~elevant may°ket as def ned in accordance
~~vith competition la~~~ p~~inciples". Pisarkiewicz adds that this "means that ideally, the
imputation test should be applied at a level of aggi°egation that is identical to the ~~elevant
downst~~eam maf°ket" and that this "tivozcld also be compatible with the p~~inciple, which
j~equi~~es antico»~petitive effects to be examined at the level of the j~elevant market".
Pisarkiewicz further considers that "[t]he level of agg~~egation must also be compatible
with the applied i»~putation test standa~~d. Since Zcnde~° competition law the existence of
a ma~~gin squeeze is examined on the basis of the EEC test, agg~~egation should take place
at a level, which cove~~s all sej~vices supplied by the incumbent in the ~°elevant market".9s~

9s'- As noted in paragraphs 741-744 below, at the time of the Commission's investigation, it was not technically
possible to subdivide wholesale local access into narrowband and broadband services.

9s3 See Reply to the SO, Section 5.2 and in particular paragraphs 377 and 382.

95`~ Anna Renata Pisarkiewicz, Maf~gin Squeeze in the Electj~onic Communications Sector, Cf~itical Analysis of the
Decisional P~°actice and Case Lativ, Wolters Kluwer 2018; see Section 4.4. The Choice of the Relevant
Dotivnstream prodzrcts/Sej~vices and the Level of Aggregation When testing the Replicability of the Dominant's
Firm's Offer, page 134; emphasis added by the Authority.
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728. According to J. Bouckaert and F. Verboven, "[t]he aggj°egation level at tivhich a
pf~edator~y price squeeze test should be ca~~~ied out must be sufficiently high so that the
see°vices constitute a relevant antitrust market",955

729. Thus, conducting the margin squeeze test at a level of aggregation consistent with the
relevant product market is in line with standard competition law analysis and principles.
As the test serves to assess potential foreclosure of competitors, it is consistent with
competition law principles to conduct it at the level of the relevant retail market.

10.3.5.5 Conside~~ation of Telenoj°'s arguments on the agg~~egation level

10.3.5.5.1 Introduction

730. According to Telenor, the margin squeeze test should include all retail services that can
be offered on the basis of the upstream input concerned. It should therefore include all
types of mobile communications services, including voice and data services (MBB and
MTDS), offered to business and residential customers.956

731. Telenor invokes three main reasons for this:

(a) The relevant retail product market is broader than the one defined by the
Authority;

(b) Even if the relevant retail product market were to be narrowly defined,
Commission practice and EU case law support a broader aggregation level
(comprising all products that can be supplied downstream using the upstream
input at issue);

(c) The Authority's approach is inconsistent with the ̀ arena of competition'.

732. The Authority disagrees with Telenor for the reasons set out below.

10.3.5.5.2 The relevant retail ma~~ket

733. According to Telenor, even assuming that the appropriate level of product aggregation is
the same as the relevant retail product market, the latter should in any event be broader
than stand-alone MBB services offered to residential customers. It should, according to
Telenor, include at least stand-alone MBB and ordinary mobile communications services
(voice, SMS/MMS and MTDS) sold to business and residential customers.

734. The Authority disagrees. It refers to Section 8.4 above, where, after reviewing Telenor's
arguments, it concluded that the relevant product market at the downstream level is the
supply of stand-alone MBB services to residential customers in Norway.

ass Jan Bouckaert and Franlc Verboven, P~•ice Sgareezes in a Regzrlatoiy Envi~~onment (published in the Journal of
Regulatory Economics, 26:3, 321-351, 2004); emphasis added by the Authority.

9s6 See Section 5.2 of the Reply to the SO and Section 3.2 of Annex 13 to the Reply to the SO; see also Section
6.2 of the Reply to the SSO and Section 5.1 of Annex 1 to the Reply to the SSO — CRA Comments. Telenor also
contends that even a finding of negative margins, at whatever level of aggregation, does not amount to an abuse
if there are no exclusionary effects. Anti-competitive effects will be considered in Section 10.5 below.
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10.3.5.5.3 Commission pf~actice and EU case lativ on aggregation level

735. Telenor further contends that, even if the relevant retail product market were to be

narrowly defined, Commission practice and EU case law support a broader aggregation

level. According to Telenor, both the Deutsche Telekom and Telefonica decisions show

that the correct approach is to aggregate across the entire range of retail products that can

be supplied at the downstream level using the upstream input at issue, even if these

products belong to separate downstream markets.957 Telenor also refers to the Slovak

Telekom Decision.9sg

736. The Authority acknowledges that the relevant wholesale input9s9 in the present case can

be used to provide several downstream services, such as MBB services, as well as mobile

voice, SMS, MMS and MTDS to residential and business customers.

737. It disagrees, however, with Telenor that the definition of the relevant market is secondary

to and independent of the issue of the appropriate level of product aggregation.96o As set

out in Sections 10.3.5.2-10.3.5.4 above, the definition of the relevant market is rather the

starting point, which determines the broadest aggregation level at which the margin

squeeze test should be done.

738. In addition, the Telefonica, Slovak Telekom and Deutsche Telekom decisions do not

support Telenor's argument that the aggregation level should be broader than the relevant

market and should include all retail products that can be supplied at the downstream level

using the upstream input at issue.

739. In Telefonica, the Commission only included services belonging to the relevant market

in its margin squeeze test, based on an aggregated approach. It adopted the same approach

in Slovak Telekom.961

740. The Authority acknowledges that, in the Deutsche Telekom case, the Commission

included both narrowband retail access (analogue and ISDN) and broadband retail access

(ADSL) in its margin squeeze test, although they belonged to separate relevant retail

markets.

741. As explained below, this was however due to the specific technical characteristics of the
wholesale input concerned in Deutsche Telekom, i.e. full local loop unbundling. Subject

to this, the Commission excluded services (such as call services) belonging to other

relevant markets, even though such services could be supplied at the downstream level

using the same upstream input at issue (see paragraphs 710-720 above).

9s~ Reply to the SO, Section 5.2.2; Reply to the SSO, Section 6.2; and Section 5.1 of Annex 1 to the Reply to the

SSO — CRA Comments.

9ss See Reply to the SSO, Section 6.2.5.

9'9 Le. access and origination services on public mobile telephone networks.

96o Reply to the SO, paragraphs 381 and 384.

9~1 See paragraph 706 above.
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742. The specific technical characteristics at issue in Deutsche Telekom were as follows. Until
the end of 2001, when Deutsche Telekom introduced line sharing, which allowed two
electronic communications providers to separately provide retail narrowband and
broadband access services over the same copper pairs962 to the same retail customer
simultaneously, full local loop unbundling963 was the only wholesale local access service
offered by Deutsche Telekom. This wholesale local access service could, during the
relevant period, not be further subdivided into narrowband and broadband services. This
was recognised by the Commission in its decision964 and by the GCEU, which indicated
that "ADSL cannot be offer°ed to end-use~~s on its own because, fo~~ technical seasons, it
always involves an upg~~ading of analogue o~ ISDN naf~~owband connections",965

743. Indeed, to provide broadband, xDSL equipment had to be added to the single copper line;
otherwise it remained narrowband and could only be used for telephone services and
naz-rowband (dial up) Internet access, and not for broadband (FBB) services. Therefore,
prior to the introduction by Deutsche Telekom of line sharing at the end of 2001, there
were no technical means to provide broadband and narrowband separately over the single
copper line.966 In other words, only one electronic communications provider at a time
could provide narrowband and broadband services to an end user.

744. The Authority considers that these technical limitations on the supply of wholesale local
access at the time explain the approach followed by the Commission when estimating the
retail access prices used to assess the margin squeeze. In other words, despite wholesale
narrowband and broadband access being two separate services (each of which involved
different wholesale costs), technical limitations meant that it was only feasible to offer
them jointly at wholesale level until the end of 2001 in Germany. The wholesale price
thus reflected a combination of the costs of providing each wholesale service
separately,967 and the Commission similarly had to take a weighted average of the prices
charged for retail narrowband and broadband access services by Deutsche Telekom. The
Commission further had to take into account that these technical limitations also meant

9~2 A twisted copper pair comprises two separate insulated copper wires, which are twisted together (to reduce
crosstalk) and run in parallel. Multiple twisted copper pairs may be encased in a single copper line/cable.

963 As set out in footnote 945 above, in the case of fill local loop unbundling, the end user's line becomes the
exclusive property of the wholesale customer and only the latter- can make use of the line to offer retail electronic
communications services.

96`~ Dez~tsche Telekom Decision, paragraph 67: "the wholesale local access market cannot at pf•esent be fic~•the~~
saibdivided into na~•~~o~-vbarrd and b~~oadband sei~vrces. Until recently DT g~~anted local nerivork access only for• the
entit•e bandtividth spectrzrm, so that competito~~s at the tivholesale level had to ~•ent all bandwidths in the local loop
[... ] A division between banch-vidths has been possible only since DT at the end of 2001 conclacded an ag~~eement
~-vith a competitof~, QSC AG, providing fog• line sharing". See also paragraph 26 of the Decision.

~6s Judgment of 10 Apri12008, Deutsche Telekom, T-271/03, EU:T:2008:101, paragraph 148.

966 After the introduction of line sharing at the end of 2001, it became technically possible to split the single copper
line in such a way that telephone and broadband access services could be purchased separately at wholesale level.
Thus, one provider —typically the incumbent —could provide retail nan~owband services, while the alternative
provider could provide retail broadband services on the same copper pair.

967 In setting the monthly charge for local loop rental, the German regulatory authority had applied a single
wholesale tariff, irrespective of the downstream service the competitor provided over the line; see Deutsche
Telekom Decision, paragraph 113.
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that, until the end of 2001, wholesale customers could only unbundle the local loop in
full. This meant that when one communications provider took over the line connecting
to the end user, it was not possible for any other electronic communications provider to
supply retail narrowband or broadband access services to that end user; it thus eliminated
further access to the subscriber's line for the supply of both retail narrowband and
broadband access services. In these circumstances, in order to assess whether an equally
efficient operator had been effectively foreclosed from competing with Deutsche
Telekom due to the latter's wholesale and retail prices, the Commission calculated the
weights of each retail access price by reference to the share of retail customers that
purchased retail narrowband and broadband access services from Deutsche Telekom.96s

745. In the Authority's view, the above explains why it would not have been appropriate for
the Commission to test the single wholesale local access price charged by Deutsche
Telekom against each of the prices it charged for narrowband and broadband retail access
separately.

746. The technical limitations in the Deutsche Telekom case are not present in the conditions
of supply in the residential stand-alone MBB market in Norway during the Period under
Consideration. There was no technical impediment to the separate provision or separate
pricing of wholesale mobile data services for either MBB or MTDS. In fact, when
purchasing wholesale mobile data access from Telenor, the access seeker could provide
MTDS or MBB or both.

747. In addition, whereas in Dezttsche Telekom the leasing of the local loop by one operator
meant that only that operator could provide both narrowband and broadband retail access
services to the end user connected to that line, such a situation does not arise in the present
case. To the contrary, the purchase of wholesale mobile access from Telenor to provide
mobile data services in the retail residential stand-alone MBB market to an individual
customer did not limit the ability of any other competitors) (including Telenor) to
provide retail MTDS to that same customer.

748. In this context, the Authority sees no reason why the assessment of any margin squeeze
in the present case should be done by comparing the wholesale access price for mobile
data services against an artificially-calculated retail price combining the prices of both
stand-alone MBB and MTDS.

10.3.5.5.4 The a~~ena of competition

749. Telenor further argues that the Authority's approach is inconsistent with the correct
interpretation of the ̀ arena of competition' concept.969 According to Telenor, from an
economic perspective, the appropriate level of aggregation for a margin squeeze test is

968 As explained in paragraphs 142-148 of the Deutsche Telekom Decision.

969 Reply to the SO, Section 5.2.4 and Annex 13 to the Reply to the SO, Section 3.2.5. See also Annex 1 to the
Reply to the SSO — CRA Comments, Section 5.1.4.
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the "arena ovej°which important entry and exit decisions aye made" by market players.9~o

It adds that the ̀ arena of competition' should not be confused with the ̀ relevant market' .

750. Telenor considers that the appropriate ̀ arena of competition' corresponds to a broader
aggregation level, which would include all types of mobile communications services
(including voice and data services) offered to business and residential customers.

751. The Authority disagrees with Telenor for several reasons.

752. First, the Authority notes that, as Telenor recognises,971 the expression `arena of
competition' is not used in the European Commission's decisional practice or European
case law. It is, instead, a concept coined by academic economists. Further, the view of
these academics is consistent with the Authority's approach in the present case, namely
that the margin squeeze test should be conducted at the level of the relevant market, i.e.
in this case, stand-alone MBB services for residential customers.9~2

753. Telenor notes the Commission's statement in Telefonica that "the aggregated appNoach
is consistent with a netiv ent~°ant's znte~nal decision making pj~ocess in that it assesses the
profitability of its investment in a netwo~°k by considering the complete range ofp~oducts
that it is able to offer in the relevant downstj~eam market".973 According to Telenor, this
reflects the idea of the arena of competition.9~4

754. However, as is clear from this quote, the aggregated approach is clearly linked to the
"relevant downstream market".975 When applying this aggregated approach, the
Commission includes in the margin squeeze test only the mix of services marketed on
the relevant retail market.

970 See Reply to the SO, paragraphs 385 and 402.

97 Reply to the SO, paragraphs 404-405.

X72 Telenor's economic consultants refer to a submission of 2001 by Prof. Martin Cave to the Dutch regulator
OPTA (see paragraph 70 of Annex 13 of the Reply to the SO). In this submission, Professor Cave argues against
a price squeeze test conducted at a highly disaggregated level (i.e. narrower than the relevant inarlcet). Professor
Cave quotes Professor Alfred Kahn, who expresses the view that the margin squeeze test should be conducted at
the level of the relevant market, including all the tariff plans of single services provided in that relevant market.
Professor Cave argues in the same vein that the test "exclardes irn~•elated prodarcts, but includes at a minimum
those se~~vices in the relevant ma~•ket in the szrpply of which ent~•ants def~~onst~•ably participate". In his opinion, "it
does not make sense to subject highly drsaggregated se~~vices to a p~•ice squeeze test". For example, in his view it
is not appropriate to conduct the margin squeeze test separately for the call set-up and the call conveyance because
the two are necessarily purchased together. The Authority interprets Professor Cave's argument as meaning that
in the present case, the Authority's margin squeeze test should take into account all services and tariff plans
provided by Telenor in the relevant retail market (i.e. residential stand-alone MBB services).

9'3 Telefonica Decision, paragraph 388; see also Slovak Telekona Decision, paragraph 832.

9'4 Annex 1 to the Reply to the SSO — CRA Comments, paragraphs 131-132. See also Reply to the SO, paragraph
385.

9~s See also Slovak Telekom Decision, paragraph 832: "In this case, the margin sgz~eeze test has been condatcted
on the basis of an aggregated appf~oach, that is to say on the basis of the mix of services marketed by ST on the
~•elevant f~etail market." (emphasis added by the Authority).
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755. The Authority recalls its Notice on the definition of the relevant market, which describes
market definition as "a tool to identify and define the boundaries of competition between
fi~~ms".976 In other words, the definition of the relevant market is aimed at identifying the
boundaries (or as Telenor describes it ̀ the arena') of competition.

756. Contrary to what Telenor argues, the relevant retail market is also the correct ̀ arena' to
assess the effects of the pricing behaviour. As the GCEU noted in its Telefonica
judgment: "the determination of the relevant market sej~ves to evaluate whethef~ the
Zcndef°taking concerned is able to hinder effective competition on that maj~ket".977
Likewise, according to A.R. Pisarkiewicz, "[r]eme~zbej°ing that the objective of a price
squeeze test is to avoid the exclusion of EECs [equally efficient competitors] from the
maf~ket, the level of agg~°egation shozcld coj~j~espond to a ~°elevant market as defined in
acco~~dance with competition lain p~~inciples". Pisarkiewicz adds that this approach is also
"compatible 1~~ith the p~°inciple, which ~egzci~es anticompetitive effects to be examined at
the level of the relevant maj~ket".978

757. Second, in the Authority's view, Telenor's argument regarding the arena of competition
is at odds with the Commission's conclusion in the Deutsche Telekom case, as upheld by
the EU Courts. As the Commission noted in Deutsche Telekom, it cannot be assumed that
all competitors have the same revenue structure as the established operator and thus the
same scope for offsetting one source of revenue against another.9~9

758. Third, during the Period under Consideration, mobile communications providers did
offer and end users did buy residential MBB services on a stand-alone basis, i.e.
independently from other mobile communications services. This was an economic reality
during the Period under Consideration.

759. This economic reality has been confirmed by Nkom980 and Telia.9g1

760. This can also be seen from Figure 25 of Annex 13 to Telenor's Reply to the SO,
reproduced at paragraph 331 above. This shows that, during the Period under
Consideration, the proportion of Telenor's residential MBB plans which were taken as
add-ons to telephony subscriptions only reached a maximum of slightly above 12% in
July 2012, while for most of the period it was significantly below 10% and in many
months below 4°/o. This means that at least 88% of Telenor's residential MBB customers

9~6 Notice on the definition of the relevant market, paragraph 2.

~" Judgment of 29 March 2012, Telefonica, T-336/07, EU:T:2012:172, paragraph 201.

978 Anna Renata Pisarkiewicz, Maj•gin Squeeze in the Elect~~onic CornmZrnications Sectof•, Critical Analysis of the
Decisional P~•actice and Case Latin, Wolters Kluwer 2018, Section 4.4. The Choice of the Relevant Downstream
p~~odarcts/Services and the Level of Aggregation When testing the Replicability of the Dominant's Fi~~m's Offej~
(page 134; see Document No 1137045).

9'9 See paragraph 715 and footnote 947 above.

Sao In its 2010 Market Analysis (paragraph 62), Nkom noted that: "At the t~etail level, access to the Internet thj~oacgh
the mobile net~vo~~ks is also pf~ovided independently of voice telephony and SMS."

9s1 Telia confirmed that: "From a demand side pe~~spective, the czrstomers ordet~ed voice bzrndle and MBB
separately darting the relevant time period." See letter from Telia to the Authority of 30 August 2016 (Document
No 1075917), Section 2.2 (page 3).
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took their residential MBB tariff plan on a stand-alone basis. This shows that there was
clearly a separate demand for stand-alone MBB services. Competition for this distinct
demand is therefore also, for this reason, a relevant ̀ arena of competition' .

761. The Authority notes further that ICE entered the market by offering only stand-alone
MBB services, due to the specific technology it used.9g2

762. Finally, during the Period under Consideration, MBB services had a high growth rate and
were an important factor in the battle for end users.

763. As set out in paragraph 179 above, in an internal presentation of April 2008 entitled
"Mobile BB [Customer Satisfaction Index]" regarding consumer surveys in the
residential MBB market, Telenor stated that MBB was a focus area and one of the "must
win battles" for Telenor in 2008.983 In an internal memorandum of October 2010,984

Telenor described the MBB market as displaying "significant growth" and it considered
potential entry from a newcomer (Hi3G) targeting this (at the time) underdeveloped MBB
market as "the main area for new establishment in Norway".

764. Nkom noted in its 2010 Market Analysis that stand-alone MBB services were an
increasingly important factor in the battle for end users during the Period under
Consideration.9ss

765. Telenor's competitor, Ventelo, highlighted the importance of offering stand-alone MBB
services and stated that "it was impossible not to offer MBB services when every market
segment ~equi~ed delivery of such" and that "the lack of offers of MBB seNvices would
most probably have led to fewer customer's, both as a result of ~edztced sales and
increased chin°n, and would theNefo~e have seduced profitability",986

766. According to Telenor, the statements made by Ventelo and other competitors987 would
suggest that they offered MBB and mobile telephony jointly because MBB was seen as
a supplement to telephony services and part of a complete offer, and that supplying MBB
was necessary to lceep existing customers and win new ones. According to Telenor, such

98'- See paragraph 72 above.

X83 See Document No 1097593, page 2.

98`~ See Document No 656746 — JNI 31, page 4.

9ss See Nkom's 2010 Market Analysis, paragraph 62 (emphasis added by the Authority): "At the ~•etail level,
access to the Inte~•net throzrgh the mobile networks is also provided independently of voice telephony and SMS.
Szrch mobile b~~oadband sarbsct~iptions, tivhich af•e arszrally offered at a flat rate for zrse, have had a high •ate of
g~°otivtl~ that is expected to conti»a~e in coming yea~•s. The sale of sarch mobile b~•oadband subscriptions has thzrs
taken on inc~~easirt~im~ortance in the battle fog• end use~~s."

986 See Document No 783134: Ventelo's reply of 16 May 2014 (non-confidential version), response to questions
3.3 and 3.5; translation by the Authority of the following quotes: "Det var zrtelarkket a ikke tilby MBB tjeneste~~ da
alle ma~~kedssegmenter k~~evde leveranse av slike tjenestef•"; and "Manglende tilbZcd av MBB jeneste~~ ville mest
sannsynlig medf~~~t fees°~•e karnde~~, bade song f~esultat av t•edusert salg og pa gi~zcnn av Mkt churn, og dei•med redafsert
lgnnsomhet" (also reported by Telenor; see paragraph 77 of Annex 13 to the Reply to the SO). The Authority

recalls that "Ventelo did consider• and still considers MBB se~~vices to be a sarpplement to ordinary mobile sej-vices:
a separate st~bsc~~iption tivhrch covered a special need" (see paragraph 316 and footnote 460 above).

987 See Paragraph 77 of Annex 13 to the Reply to the SO.
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statements indicate that they were interested in the overall profitability of their mobile
offer (i.e. across all services that they offered), as opposed to the profitability of
individual services.988

767. The Authority disagrees with how Telenor interprets these competitors' statements. In
the Authority's view, these statements indicate the importance of competing in the
market for residential stand-alone MBB services and of capturing new customers in that
growing market. This shows that residential stand-alone MBB services are the
appropriate aggregation level for conducting the margin squeeze test.

768. In conclusion, the Authority does not agree with Telenor's arguments that the ̀ arena of
competition' at which to conduct the margin squeeze test in the present case should be at
a broader level of aggregation than at the level of the relevant retail market. The ̀ arena
of competition' in the present case has been established on the basis of a rigorously
defined relevant retail market, in accordance with established competition law policy and
principles, as set out in Section 8.1.1 above.

10.3.5.5.5 Distinct demand and supply conditions foi° residential stand-alone MBB

769. Finally and in any event, even if, as suggested by Telenor, one were to consider supply-
side substitution at the market definition stage solely on the basis of the mere technical
possibility or ability to switch production (which is not accepted), it would remain correct
to assess the potential for anti-competitive effects at the level of the stand-alone
residential MBB market. This is because, if incentives are not assessed at the market
definition stage, the actual incentives to switch such production would in any event need
to be analysed at the stage of assessing effects on competition: as has been recalled above,
"the existence of an actual competitive constj~aint due to supply-side substitution ~egzci~es
not only the ability to entej° o~° expand in the segment in question bzct also the incentive
to do so".989 In other words, to understand the actual or potential strength of competitive
constraints, an analysis of incentives to switch supply must take place at some stage in
the overall assessment, whether at the market definition stage (in line with the Authority's
approach in Sections 8.4.4.3 and 8.4.6.3 above), or alternatively later in the assessment
of anti-competitive effects.

770. On this point, and if, instead of at the stage of market definition, the assessment of
incentives takes place in the context of the assessment of anti-competitive effects, the
Authority has shown in Sections 8.4.3.2, 8.4.4.2 and 8.4.6.2 and in paragraphs 758-765
above that there was a distinct demand for MBB services in the residential market during
the Period under Consideration. Telenor itself described this growth product as a "must-
win battle",990 displaying "significant growth", and as "the main area for new
establishment in Norway".991

egg Paragraph 78 of Annex 13 to the Reply to the SO and paragraph 139 of Annex 1 to the Reply to the SSO —
CRA Comments.

9s9 See paragraph 143 of the Commission's Decision of 12 December 2012 in Case COMP/M.6497 —Hutchison
3G Aust~~ia/Orange Aarstria (see footnote 499 above) and paragraphs 355-365 above.

990 See paragraph 179 above.

99' See footnote 237 above.
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771. The Authority has shown further (see paragraphs 370-373 above, Section 10.4 below and
Annex 2 to this Decision) that suppliers of MTDS that did not have a nationwide mobile
network and had to rely on the relevant wholesale input of either Telenor or Telia, i.e.
NROs, MVNOs and SPs (non-MNOs), lacked economic incentives to supply, or to
expand their supply of, residential stand-alone MBB services during the Period under
Consideration. This was because the wholesale terms offered by Telenor and Telia for
the supply of the wholesale input, in combination with their retail prices for residential
stand-alone MBB services, led to negative gross margins for their wholesale customers
(NROs, MVNOs and SPs) during the entire Period under Consideration, or the major part
of it. Given this lack of commercial incentive to actively supply residential stand-alone
MBB, actual and potential competitive constraints from such NROs, MVNOs and SPs
were clearly deficient during the Period under Consideration.

772. This lack of competitive constraints from non-MNOs in the provision of an important
growth product suggests a sufficiently distinct set of competitive dynamics and risk of
consumer harm such that it represents the correct level of aggregation for assessing
potential anti-competitive effects. This is confirmed further by the fact that the supply
side was highly concentrated, with between 76% and 85% of residential stand-alone
MBB subscribers in the hands of the only two nationwide MNOs in Norway during the
entire Period under Consideration.992 In such conditions, the incentives of non-MNOs (or
the lack thereo f assume an even greater potential competitive significance,993

773. As shown in paragraphs 890 and 891 below, non-MNOs can offer an important source
of competitive discipline. In the presence of economic incentives to supply, they can
contribute direct competitive pressure on both price and non-price service features,
bringing service and price innovations through their own retail offerings. Moreover, non-
MNOs present an opportunity for MNOs to enhance their network utilisation and thus to
help them achieve benefits of scale,994 In the absence of afully-established third
nationwide mobile network, and in the presence of such high concentration levels in the
supply of residential stand-alone MBB in Norway, non-MNOs may (absent negative
margins) have contributed important competitive pressure on price and non-price service
features during the Period under Consideration. Furthel-more, taking a dynamic
perspective, such retail traffic generated by non-MNOs may in turn contribute valuable
(wholesale) traffic to a third nationwide mobile network in the future, thereby also
potentially supporting sustainable competition over time.

774. In short, irrespective of whether the economic incentives to switch production to
residential stand-alone MBB are considered at the stage of market definition, or

992 See Table 10 at paragraph 645 above.

993 See Section 9.3 above where it is shown Telenor had a high degree of market power in the supply of residential
stand-alone MBB during the Period under Consideration. It described the market as a duopoly between itself and
Telia. See also paragraphs 890 and 891 below for a fuller description of the potential competitive role of non-
MNOs.

99a See Commission Decision of 28 May 2014 in Case No COMP/M.6992 Ha~tchison 3G UK/ Telefonica Ireland,
paragraph 120. See also footnote 1121 below for further details of European's Commission's assessment of the
competitive role played by access seekers in the UK market.
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alternatively at the stage of assessing anti-competitive effects, they must be considered
at some point in the overall assessment. On any view, therefore, it remains entirely
correct to assess the potential for anti-competitive effects at the level of aggregation of
stand-alone MBB services offered to residential customers during the Period under
Consideration.

10.3.5.6 Conclusion

775. On the basis of the above, the margin squeeze test is conducted taking into consideration
all the tariff plans for stand-alone MBB services sold by Telenor to residential customers
in Norway during the Period under Consideration. Only those plans will be included.

10.4 The margin squeeze assessment

10.4.1 Introduction

776. In this section, the Authority shows that Telenor abused its dominant position by way of
margin squeeze practices between the wholesale prices for access and origination
services on public mobile telephone networks and the retail prices for the provision of
stand-alone MBB services to residential customers in Norway during the entire Period
under Consideration —based on the wholesale tariffs charged by Telenor to SPs —and
during a maj or part of the Period under Consideration —based on the wholesale NRO
tariffs charged by Telenor to NwN and the wholesale MVNO tariffs charged by Telenor
to Ventelo. The Authority recalls, as set out in the SSO, 99s that it no longer finds a margin
squeeze infringement in relation to the spread between the wholesale MVNO tariffs
charged to TDC and Telenor's retail prices for residential stand-alone MBB services.

777. In line with the EEC test, described in Section 10.3.2 above, the Authority has
considered, at the downstream level, Telenor's own incremental revenues and costs996

and Telenor's retail customers' usage patterns (i.e. Telenor's residential end users'
consumption of stand-alone MBB data). At the upstream level, the Authority has
considered the prices charged by Telenor to its wholesale customers at the NRO, MVNO
and SP levels for wholesale access to its mobile network.

778. The Authority notes that, in line with the EEC test, the margins that are presented in this
section are not the actual margins earned by Telenor's wholesale customers during the
Period under Consideration. The margins reflect what Telenor would have earned if it
were charged its own wholesale prices during the same period.

779. In the case at hand, the first step of the Authority's analysis is to calculate the gross
margins, by comparing: (i) Telenor's revenues for stand-alone MBB services sold to its
residential customers at the downstream level; and (ii) Telenor's wholesale prices

99s See paragraph 151 of the SSO.

996 As explained in Section 10.4.4, the Authority has not considered it necessary to conduct a detailed analysis of
Telenor's costs at the downstream level in this case, because the negative gross margins (see Section 10.4.3)
would only become larger (that is, more negative) if Telenor's downstream costs were taken into account.
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charged to its wholesale customers during the Period under Consideration for wholesale
access to its mobile network in order to supply stand-alone MBB services.

780. This comparison may yield two outcomes.

781. The comparison may result in negative gross maNgins, i.e. Telenor's wholesale charges
for the wholesale input were higher than Telenor's retail revenues earned at the
downstream level. In this scenario, Telenor's competitors —even if they were as efficient
as Telenor —would be compelled to sell at a loss if they attempted to replicate Telenor's
product portfolio on the relevant retail market. In such a scenario, at least potentially
exclusionary effects on competition are probable.99~

782. Alternatively, the comparison may result in positive g~~oss margins, i.e. Telenor's
wholesale charges for access to the wholesale input were lower than Telenor's revenues
earned at the downstream level. In such a case, a further, second step in the analysis
would be required in order to determine whether those gross margins would have been
sufficient to cover Telenor's product-specific costs (as measured by LRAIC) at the
downstream level.

783. On the facts of this case, the Authority has found that Telenor's gross margins were
negative during the entire Period under Consideration —based on the wholesale tariffs
charged by Telenor to SPs —and during a major part of the Period under Consideration —
based on the wholesale NRO tariffs charged by Telenor to NwN and the wholesale
MVNO tariffs charged by Telenor to Ventelo (see Section 10.4.3 below). In the
Authority's view, this finding in itself shows that Telenor has engaged in margin squeeze
practices which were at least potentially capable of excluding competitors. It is thus not
necessary for the Authority to carry out further analysis to determine whether Telenor's
margins covered its downstream costs. For the sake of completeness, however, the
Authority briefly discusses such costs in Section 10.4.4 below.

784. For its margin squeeze assessment, the Authority assembled a spreadsheet model which
used data provided by Telenor as inputs. The Authority's model was made available to
Telenor, together with an Appendix which explained its main components and
calculations.~~g The model also allows the user to carry out a number of sensitivity checks
to test the robustness of the Authority's results, some of which are referred to in the
following sections.

99' See, for example, judgment of 17 February 2011, TeliaSonera Sve~•ige, C-52/09, EU:C:2011:83, paragraph 73.

9~8 See Document No 770397 (Excel workbook "Margin Squeeze Model Residential MBB") and Document No
769419 (Appendix A to the SO, which explains the model), for the original spreadsheet model annexed to the SO.
See also Document No 1068848 (Excel spreadsheet, annexed to the SSO), which updated Document No 770397
and contains the Authority's final calculations presented in this section (see Annex 1 to this Decision for a
summary of the result of these calculations).
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10.4.2 Telenor's ~lotivnst~e~m revenues r~ncl upstream charges

10.4.2.1 Data j°evisions

785. In its Reply to the S0,999 Telenor provided the Authority with revised data for the
calculation of the margins. In brief, the revisions submitted by Telenor consisted of:

(a) revised raw data (in particular, in respect of: traffic volumes for residential
stand-alone MBB plans; fixed revenues and connection fees; and upstream fixed
fees for Ventelo);

(b) the exclusion of MBB plans originally included in the calculations presented in
the SO, which were subsequently found not to be stand-alone MBB plans;

(c) the aggregation of data relating to different variants of the same MBB plan
(which were treated as separate variants in the calculations presented in the SO);

(d) the use of actual splits for MBB plans which were sold to both residential and
business customers ("mixed" plans) for the entire Period under
Consideration;l000 and

(e) a more accurate split of connection, lock-in and termination fees between
residential and business customers.

786. Although these revisions only have a negligible impact on the margin calculations in this
Decision, the Authority has used the revised data provided by Telenor in its Reply to the
SO.looi

10.4.2.2 Teleno~'s downstream f°evenues

787. For its margin squeeze test, the Authority has included the following Telenor revenues —
expressed as Average Revenue per User ("ARPU"), in NOK/month/user —from
providing residential stand-alone MBB services to end users at the downstream level:

(a) The monthly fees paid by Telenor's subscribers, which comprised a fixed fee
and/or a variable fee linked to the amount of mobile data consumed; 1002

99~ See, in particular, Annex 13 of the Reply to the SO, Section 4.2.

i000 In the SO, the Authority used actual splits until September 2009 and used estimates from October 2009
onwards.

iooi The Authority communicated to Telenor in the SSO that it intended to use these revised data; see, in particular,
Section 2.5.2.1 of the SSO. The final model used by the Authority to test Telenor's margins (Document No
1068848) incorporates such revised data, with sensitivities G and H being set to 1 and 2, respectively, and
sensitivity F set to 1.

ioo? Document No 692571, reply by Telenor of 6 December 2013 to the Authority's request for information of 16
October 2013, page 29. As described by Telenor, the revenues reported in its accounts reflect permanent discounts
on list prices as well as specific campaigns where no, or a reduced, fixed fee might be charged to customers during
a specific period. The consumption of mobile data by end users at the downstream level was calculated on the
basis of Telenor's residential MBB customers' data usage patterns, in line with the EEC test, which aims at
replicating Telenor's offer in the downstream market.
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(b) Device and miscellaneous revenues (and the corresponding costs) that are
incremental to the supply of residential stand-alone MBB services; and

(c) Connection, lock-in and termination fees.loo3

788. On the other hand, notwithstanding Telenor's objections,loo4 the Authority has excluded
international roaming revenues (and the corresponding costs) from the margin
calculation loos This is because international roaming belongs to a separate relevant
market.loo6 Moreover, international roaming can be purchased independently of
wholesale access and origination services on mobile networks and can be purchased from
third parties other than Telenor.

789. Lastly, as far as the choice of which MBB products to include in the test is concerned,
the Authority has included Telenor's entire portfolio of stand-alone MBB products
offered to residential customers during the Period under Consideration, including
Telenor's large number of "legacy customers" (i.e. customers which remained on MBB
product plans that were no longer offered on the market ("inactive" products)).loo~

790. The Authority notes that the average revenue from these legacy customers was generally
higher than the amount earned from products open to new subscriptions at a given point
in time (i.e. "live" or "active" products). As a result, any as-efficient operator considering
entry into the residential stand-alone MBB market would have faced a more difficult
competitive environment than Telenor, because, at all times, it would have had to
compete against Telenor's portfolio of live products without the benefit of higher
revenues from legacy customers.

ioo3 In the spreadsheet model annexed to the SO (Document No 770397), the Authority had excluded from the
calculations both device and miscellaneous revenues and connection, lock-in and termination fees. Telenor argued
against this choice in its Reply to the SO (see, in particular, Annex 13 of the Reply to the SO, Section 3.3).
Including these two additional revenue streams for the purposes of the margin calculation is to Telenor's
advantage, although the impact on the resulting margins is small. On balance, the Authority has adopted a
conservative approach and has included them in its final calculations; see Document No 1068848, where Telenor's
approach is implemented by setting sensitivities F, M2 and N2 to 1.

iooa See Section 3.3 of Annex 13 of the Reply to the SO.

coos See Document No 1068848, where sensitivities M1 and N1 are set to 0.

ioo6 See the Authority's 2004 Recoininendation on relevant markets, which identified the wholesale national
market for international roaming on public mobile networks (i.e. Market 17) as a separate relevant market. Nlcom
also shared the view that international roaming was a separate market at the wholesale level (see Nkom's 2006
Market Analysis, Section 2.3.9; see also Nkom's Analysis of the Wholesale National Market for International
Roaming on Public Mobile Networks, 31 July 2006:
<https://www.eftasurv.int/cros/sites/default/files/documents/~opro/443-385509.PDF>, accessed June 2020).
Further, while international roaming (Market 17) was removed from the Authority's 2008 Recommendation on
relevant markets, it is still subject to a distinct regulatory regime, implemented by way of the EU Roaming
Regulations, which (having been incorporated into the EEA Agreement) have regulated roaming charges in the
EEA EFTA States since the end of 2007. Further details of the EEA regulatory framework for international
roaming may be found here: <https://www.nkom.no/ekom-markedet/plikter-o~-reaelverk/internasjonal-~jestin
roaming>, accessed June 2020.

ioo~ The Authority has calculated a weighted average of Telenor's revenues on the basis of the number of
subscribers to each residential stand-alone MBB product relative to the total number of subscribers to all
residential stand-alone MBB products of Telenor.
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791. By including legacy customers, the Authority has therefore taken a conservative
approach (i.e. that is favourable to Telenor) because, without legacy customers, Telenor's
revenues (and margins) would generally have been lower compared to those calculated
when including such customers.

10.4.2.3 Teleno~'s upstream charges

10.4.2.3.1 Teleno~°'s wholesale cont~~acts and pj~icing stj~uctzc~e and level

792. As set out in paragraph 659 above, a margin squeeze exists if the spread between the
wholesale price charged to competitors and the retail price charged to the dominant
undertaking's own retail customers is negative or insufficient to cover the costs the
dominant undertaking has to incur in order to supply the retail service concerned. The
Authority has thus identified the wholesale prices that Telenor charged to its competitors
during the Period under Consideration.

793. At the upstream level, both the pricing structure and pricing level that Telenor used for
its wholesale customers changed several times during the Period under Consideration.
Contracts with wholesale customers were negotiated individually, which meant that
Telenor had different terms for each customer. As a result, the Authority has calculated
Telenor's upstream charges at the NRO level (i.e. for NwNloos~ and MVNO level (i.e.
for Venteloloo9) separately. For the SP level, the Authority has instead used a weighted
average of the wholesale terms offered by Telenor, resulting in one combined margin
squeeze assessment.lolo This is because SP customers had similar wholesale termsloll

and would all have had negative margins individually.

loos See the following wholesale contract and its subsequent changes: NR Agreement between Telenor and NwN
of 03/04/2008 (Document No 657260 - EES 27); Change order 2008-0 l of 21/10/2008 (Document No 657260 -

EES 24); Additional agreement of 02/09/2009 to the NRA agreement with NwN (Document No 657260 - EES
30); Change order 2009-01 of 10/02/2010 —applicable from 01/07/2009 (Document No 657260 - EES 31);

Additional agreement 2 of 18/08/2010 to the NRA agreement with NwN (Document No 657260 - EES 28);
Change order 2010-01 of 01/09/2010 applicable fi~om O l/06/2010 (Document No 657260 - EES 32).

ioo~ See the following wholesale contract and its subsequent changes: MVNO Agreement between Telenor and

Ventelo of 20/10/2005 (Document No 657260 - EES 39); Change order 2009-01 of 10/11/2009 -applicable from

01/02/2009 (Document No 657260 - EES 37); Change order 2009-02 of 12/08/2009 -applicable from 01/07/2009
(the change order as such is applicable from 01/02/2009, however the changes relating to prices are applicable
from 01/07/2009) (Document No 657260 - EES 36); Change order 2010-01 of 20/01/2010 (Document No 657260

- EES 42); Additional agreement of 12/11/2010 to the MVNO Agreement between Telenor and Ventelo

(Document No 657260 - EES 44); Additional agreement of 01/06/2011 to the Additional agreement of 12/11/2010

(Document No 657260 - EES 40); Additonal agreement 2 of 11/12/2011 to the Additional agreement of

12/11/2010 (Document No 657260 - EES 46); additional agreement 3 of 03/09/2012 to the Additional agreement
of 12/11/2010 (Document No 657260 - EES 33).

ioio Telenor's SP wholesale customers included in the margin squeeze test are the following: Phonero; Chili Mobil;
Hello (Novotel up to June 2008); Altibox; Ventelo; Ibidium; Bellit (Silver up to June 2008) and NewPhone.

'oll See the standard price list and its subsequent changes: Annex 7 "prices" (Document No 690719), applicable
from 15/01/2008; Annex 7 "prices" (Document No 690718), applicable from 04/06/2008; Annex 7 "prices"
(Document No 690717), applicable from 01/10/2008; Annex 7 "prices" (Document No 690694), applicable from
01/07/2009; Annex 7 "prices" (Document No 690706), applicable from 30/08/2009; Annex 7 "prices" (Document
No 690702), applicable from Ol/11/2009; Annex 7 "prices" (Document No 690703), applicable from 01/12/2009;
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794. Telenor submits that the margins tested by the Authority are irrelevant. l 012 Telenor states
that NwN and Ventelo supplied mobile telephony and stand-alone MBB services to both
business and residential customers (and, in the case of Ventelo, almost entirely to
business customers). According to Telenor, margins relating solely to residential stand-
alone MBB are not therefore informative of the likelihood of exclusion of NwN and
Ventelo.lo13 Telenor considers that the same applies to any SP that was supplying or
contemplated supplying mobile telephony as well as MBB to business and/or residential
customers. In the case of SPs, Telenor also submits that the two largest SPs (Hello and
Phonero) were, like the MVNO TDC, only focused on the business segment throughout
the Period under Consideration and that, in any event, wholesale mobile access from
Telenor was not indispensable for SPs.lo14

795. First, as far as NwN and Ventelo are concerned, the Authority notes that they were active
in supplying stand-alone MBB services to residential customers during the Period under
Consideration. The NRO NwN was active in the relevant retail market (residential stand-
alone MBB) during the entire Period under Consideration with its brands One Call and
My Call (which both concerned the "Standard Residential Segment").loll It was therefore
an actual competitor during the entire Period under Consideration. The MVNO Ventelo
was active in the relevant market as from February 2011.1016 In the Authority's view,
absent the margin squeeze, it was therefore also a potential competitor during the earlier

Annex 7 "prices" (Document No 690695), applicable from 01/07/2010; Annex 7 "prices" (Document No 690704),
applicable from 01/12/2010; Annex 7 "prices" (Document No 690696), applicable from 01/07/2011; Annex 7
"prices" (Document No 690692), applicable from 01/04/2012; Annex 7 "prices" (Document No 690697),
applicable from 01/07/2012; Annex 7 "prices" (Document No 690701), applicable from 01/10/2012 and Annex 7
"prices" (Document No 690705), applicable from 07/12/2012.

ioiz See Reply to the SO, Section 5.3.1.2 and Annex 13 of the Reply to the SO, Section 3.1; see also Annex 1 of
the Reply to the SSO — CRA Comments, Section 7.2.

'013 In other words, Telenor argues that the only relevant wholesale prices would be those offered by Telenor to a
customer who supplied only residential stand-alone MBB services.

'ol`' In its Reply to the SSO (Section 7.3), Telenor reiterates its claim that its SP wholesale customers could not be
considered as actual or potential competitors on the relevant downstream market. In particular, Telenor refers to
Phonero and Ibidium (which, according to Telenor, were not active on the residential segment during the Period
under Consideration and did not enter afterwards); to Hello (which, according to Telenor, entered the residential
segment only in 2014); and to Chili Mobil (which, according to Telenor, only started offering stand-alone MBB
to residential customers in 2017 and was focused on selling pre-paid and post-paid subscriptions before that). In
respect of its SP agreement with Ventelo, Telenor submits that Ventelo was primarily focused on the business
segment and that it did not enter the residential segment until the end of 2009. In addition, according to Telenor,
Ventelo had sufficient margins under its MVNO agreement from 2010 and thus the extent to which it had
insufficient margins under its SP agreement in 2011 and 2012 is irrelevant (as Ventelo migrated all its
subscriptions from its SP agreement to its MVNO agreement by March 2009, except for some M2M
subscriptions). As a result, according to Telenor, only one of its SP wholesale customers — Altibox (Lyse Tele) —
was active on the relevant downstream market (in 2011 and 2012), although Telenor argues that Altibox was
primarily active in offering TV services and FBB (fibre) services.

iois See paragraph 992 below.

1016 See Section 10.5.2.5.4 below.
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part of the Period under Consideration.lol~ Both the NRO NwN and the MVNO Ventelo
were therefore capable of being margin squeezed. In the Authority's view, it is thus
appropriate to include NwN and Ventelo in the margin squeeze assessment.

796. As far as SPs are concerned, as shown in Section 10.5.2.5.4 below, SPs were either active
in the relevant market during the Period under Consideration,lols entered the relevant
market after that period, l 019 and/or were active in a neighbouring marlcei, such as the
MBB business market or the residential market for ordinary mobile communications
services (which included MTDS).1020 Moreover, as shown in Section 10.5.2.5.4 below,
these operators would, if not already providing residential stand-alone MBB services,
have had the ability to enter this market absent Telenor's margin squeeze, and such entry
would have otherwise been economically viable. Moreover, the Authority considers that
it is appropriate to also include those SPs which, according to Telenor, focused on
business customers (such as Ibidium, Hello and Phonero).1o21 This is because, in the
Authority's view, they were credible candidates to enter the residential segment, absent
the margin squeeze (see 10.5.2.5.4 below). In other words, at the very least, those SPs
should be considered as potential competitors in the relevant downstream market
throughout the Period under Consideration, given the particular ease with which SPs
could have entered or switched to a new customer segment absent the margin squeeze,
as discussed in Section 10.5.2.5.4 below.lo22

10.4.2.3.3 Calculation of the mobile data consumption at the downstream level

797. Because Telenor charges its wholesale customers primarily on a per-MB basis, the
wholesale customers' total upstream charge is directly related to the end users'
consumption of mobile data at the downstream level.

'o'~ See Section 10.5.2.5.4 below.

iois In its Reply to the SSO (footnotes 136 and 138), Telenor acknowledges that both Ibidium and Hello were
reported to have (a limited number o~ residential MBB subscriptions in 2011 and 2012 (see Document No
1076159). However, Telenor argues that those subscriptions might, in reality, be business subscriptions and that,
in any event, they should not be considered as entry into the residential segment (because, according to Telenor,
they could possibly be related to private subscriptions under a business customer agreement). The Authority,
however, has no reason for doubting the figures reported in Document No 1076159 (market shares MBB
residential market, based on disaggregated figures from Nkom's 2014 e-com market report), according to which
both Ibidium and Hello were active, albeit to a small extent, on the residential MBB market in 2011 and 2012.
Telenor also acknowledges that Altibox had a (limited) presence in the residential stand-alone MBB market in
2011 and 2012 (see Reply to the SSO, paragraph 281).

1019 According to Telenor, Hello entered the residential MBB market in 2014 (see paragraph 277 of the Reply to
the SSO). However as noted in footnote 1018 above, Hello was reported to have (a limited number o fl residential
MBB subscriptions (see Document No 1076159) in 2011 and 2012. Chili Mobil, which was active towards
residential customers as an SP customer of Telenor, from 2012, started offering stand-alone MBB in 2017.

iozo See the Reply the SSO, page 59; and Document No 781987.

l0?1 As noted in footnote 1018 above, both Ibidium and Hello were reported to have (a limited number o~
residential MBB subscriptions in 2011 and 2012 (see Document No 1076159).

~ozz In the Reply to the SO, Telenor also claims that, for SPs, wholesale access from Telenor was not an
indispensable input for SPs. This argument has been addressed in Section 9.2.6.6 above.
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798. The Authority has used Telenor's residential stand-alone MBB customers' data usage

patterns as a basis for calculating the average monthly end users' mobile data

consumption (MBs) at the downstream level. This average is then used as an input for

the calculation of Telenor's upstream charges. This is in line with the EEC test, as it aims

at replicating Telenor's offers in the relevant downstream market.

10.4.2.3.4 Calculation of the upstf~eam chat°ge pet° uses

799. In order to calculate the upstream charge paid at the NRO level (by NwN), at the MVNO

level (by Ventelo) and by the SPs to Telenor, the Authority has taken into account the

specific characteristics of each type of contract, as explained below.

800. The Authority calculates the upstream charges for NwN and Ventelo using the

contractual variable price per MB (adjusted for any volume discounts; see paragraph 801

below) and adding per-SIM fees.lo23 For SPs, the Authority calculates the average price

per MB by dividing the total cost for mobile data by the total data traffic volume

purchased, adjusting for volume discounts (see the next paragraph) and adding the per-

SIM fee paid by SPs.lo24

801. Telenor granted its wholesale customers volume discounts, with a varying structure over

time. The variable price model included a retroactive volume discount scheme tied to the

number of voice minutes purchased each month. Thus, if total voice minutes reached a

certain level, a predefined discount would be applied to the variable price for all traffic

categories (including mobile data) in the relevant month. The discounts ranged from [0-

20]% ofthe variable wholesale price.lo2s

802. To model these discounts, in this Decision the Authority uses the actual discount level

obtained by each wholesale customer in the relevant period.lo26 This approach ensures

'023 See also paragraphs 325 and 326 of the SO.

ioz~ In the case of SPs, each SP's average upstream charge per user is further weighted by SIM volume to arrive

at a weighted average upstream charge per user.

~o2s See, for example, Document No 657260 — EES 27, National Roaming Agreement between Telenor and NwN,

dated 3 April 2008, Annex 5, Chapter 2; and Document No 657260 — EES 39, MVNO Agreement between Telenor

and Ventelo, dated 20 October 2005, Annex 5, Clause 6 (see page 26). For the SPs, see the standard price lists:

see Annex 7 "prices" (Document No 690719), applicable from 15/01/2008; Annex 7 "prices" (Document No

690718), applicable from 04/06/2008; Annex 7 "prices" (Document No 690717), applicable from 01/10/2008;

Annex 7 "prices" (Document No 690694), applicable from 01/07/2009; Annex 7 "prices" (Document No

690706), applicable from 30/08/2009; Annex 7 "prices" (Document No 690702), applicable from 01/11/2009;

Annex 7 "prices" (Document No 690703), applicable from 01/12/2009; Annex 7 "prices" (Document No 690695),

applicable fi-om 01/07/2010; Annex 7 "prices" (Document No 690693), applicable from 01/05/2010 and Annex

7 "prices" (Document No 690689), applicable from 01/01/2010. See also Document No 690726, Annex 2 to

Telenor's reply of 18 November 2013 to the Authority's request for information of 16 October 2013 - "4.2a

Wholesale-SP". In the standard SP price annexes the volume discount is tied to the number of voice minutes

purchased each month; see Clause 22. Thus, if total voice minutes reached a certain level, a predefined discount

would be applied to the variable price for all traffic categories (including mobile data) in the relevant month (a

discount is granted on all turnover under the agreement with the exceptions set out in a specific list; see Clause

22). The discounts ranged from [0-10]% of the variable wholesale price.

'026 See also SO, paragraph 327.
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that the Authority's analysis reflects the upstream price paid by the type of individual
wholesale customer during the Period under Consideration.

10.4.2.3.5 Modelling of the two past data pricing option

803. Telenor notes that, for at least some months during the Period under Consideration, its
wholesale customers could choose between two alternative wholesale pricing options.lo2~

In these months, wholesale customers had the choice, based on the forecasted usage of
each plan, to decide (on a SIM-by-SIM/plan-by-plan basis) whether to be charged for
data by Telenor on the basis of either:

- a purely variable (per MB) pricing option, or

- a two-part data pricing ("TPDP") option that involved a fixed fee per active SIM (for
NROs and MVNOs) or per subscriber (for SPs), and a smaller variable (per MB)
price.lo2s

804. According to Telenor:lo29

(a) NwN could choose between the purely variable price and the TPDP from
November 2009 to August 2010;1030

(b) Ventelo could choose between the purely variable price and the TPDP from
January 2010 to November 2010;1031 and

(c) SPs could choose between the purely variable price and the TPDP as of July
2010 and throughout the remainder of the Period under Consideration.lo32

805. Against this background, Telenor submits that the Authority's approach to modelling
upstream charges actually paid by the wholesale customers (see paragraph 800 above)

'02' See Annex 13 of the Reply to the SO, Section 3.4; Reply to the SSO, Section 7.5 and Annex 1 of the Reply to
the SSO — CRA Comments, Section 6.1.

ions paragraph 101 of Annex 13 of the Reply to the SO. Telenor also notes that volume discounts, if applicable,
were only available under the purely variable pricing option (footnote 61 of Annex 13 of the Reply to the SO).
lo'-~ paragraphs 101 and 102 of Annex 13 of the Reply to the SO.

io3o See Telenor's e-mail of 25 May 2020 (Document No 1134573) in response to the Authority's question sent
by e-mail on 18 May 2020 (Document No 1133872), where Telenor states: "Teleno~~ o eyed a change o~•dej" YVllll
a hvo pa~•t p~•ice plan fog• mobile data to Net►vork No~~vay at least h-vice rn the autumn of 2009, with proposed
effect from 1. Novembe~~ 2009. The d~~a t change o~•de~~s are attached. Telenot• also int~~odzrced the price plan as a
standa~•d offer• zmde~• the regaclation in March 2010, see the attached letter of 24. March 2010. Network No~~tivav
did not sign aid never sta~•ted using the o~fe~•ed alternative rice plan. Telenor nevertheless maintains that NtivN
had the oppo~~tunit~~ to zrse the p~~oposed p~•ice plan from 1. November• 2009 and thereby avoid the alleged margin
sgzreeze. The fact that they chose othe~~vise shoarld not be arsed to the det~•iment of Teleno~~. This was their choice,
not Teleno~•s [sic]" (emphasis added by the Authority).

'03' See Telenor's e-mail of 25 May 2020 (Document No 1134573) in response to the Authority's question sent
by e-mail on 18 May 2020 (See Document No 1133872) and Change order 2010-01 (Document No 657260 - EES
42), signed by Ventelo on 20/01/2010, applicable as from 01/01/2010.

'032 See Telenor's e-mail of 25 May 2020 (Document No 1134573) in response to the Authority's questions sent
by e-mail on 18 May 2020 (See Document No 1133872).
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overlooks the choice that wholesale customers had in certain months to use a TPDP
option instead of the purely variable data pricing option. According to Telenor, rather
than using, for the purposes of the margin squeeze calculations, the wholesale pricing
option that the wholesale customers actually chose, what is relevant under an EEC test is
which of the available data pricing options was the least costly method of supplying each
of the EEC's tariff plans,1033

806. To remedy this alleged failure, Telenor includes a sensitivity in its revised model annexed
to the Reply to the SO.lo34 In particular, for each of Telenor's residential stand-alone
MBB plans, Telenor first identifies which of the two wholesale data pricing options was
cheaper in any month that the two pricing options were both available. Telenor then
assumes that an EEC would select the purely variable price for that entire period if it
were cheaper than the TPDP in at least four (even non-consecutive) months. Conversely,
if the purely variable price were found to be cheaper than the TPDP in fewer than four
months for the MBB plan under consideration, the TPDP is selected for the entire period
it was available.lo3s

807. The Authority notes, first of all, that, in respect of NwN, the TPDP was purely an offer
made by Telenor in or around November 2009, which was never accepted by NwN and
therefore never became part of the contractual terms.lo36 For this reason and for reasons
of legal certainty, the Authority considers that the alleged TPDP option should not be
taken into account in the margin calculations with regard to prices charged to NwN.

808. Further, the Authority disagrees with Telenor's modelling approach in light of two key
methodological points:

- First, the Authority considers that Telenor's proposal to model its own (theoretically)
optimal choice between the variable pricing and TPDP options (whenever both were
available),1o3~ deviates from the legal test for establishing whether a margin squeeze
exists within the meaning of Article 54 EEA. The established approach to assessing
the existence of a margin squeeze (as set out in paragraph 659 above) is to test the
margins available to an EEC on the basis of the upstream prices that the dominant firm
charges to its wholesale customers. The Authority thus considers (as further explained

'03~ paragraph 106 of Annex 13 of the Reply to the SO.

io~a See Document No 802600. In particular, in the revised margin squeeze model presented by Telenor, Telenor's
approach is implemented by setting sensitivity O to 1.

ions According to Telenor, this four-month rule is a conservative approach because upstream charges would not
be as low as they could be in principle (see footnotes 68 and 71 of Annex 13 of the Reply to the SO). However,
Telenor does not explain why acut-off period of four months is chosen for the selection of the relevant pricing
option (see paragraph 806 above), irrespective of the total number of months a wholesale customer was offered
the possibility of choosing between pricing options. To provide a concrete example, consider that, for a specific
tariff plan, a wholesale customer has the option of choosing between a purely variable price and a TPDP during
14 months in total. Consider further that the purely variable option is cheaper in at least four (even non-
consecutive) months. In that case, the purely variable option is selected for the entire period (14 months).
Conversely, if the purely variable option is cheaper in only three months, the TPDP is selected for the entire period
(14 months).

1036 See footnote 1030 above.

'03' Subject to the four-month rule as set out in paragraph 806 above.
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in Section 10.4.2.3.5.1 below) that the correct upstream charges to test in the margin
squeeze model are those that Telenor's wholesale customers actually paid.

Second, notwithstanding that the TPDP never formed part of the contractual terms of
NwN, and notwithstanding the Authority's rejection of Telenor's approach to
modelling the TPDP, the Authority has undertaken sensitivity testing to evaluate the
impact of Telenor's modelling approach on the Authority's marlin calculations. As
shown in Section 10.4.2.3.5.2 below, this robustness/sensitivity check shows that,
even when accounting for the impact of Telenor's approach to modelling the upstream
charges on the Authority's calculations (albeit adjusting one parameter for legacy
plans in a more realistic way), gross margins remained negative until August 2010
(inclusive) based on the wholesale NRO tariffs charged by Telenor to NwN, l o3s until
November 2010 (inclusive) based on the wholesale MVNO tariffs charged by Telenor
to Ventelo, and during the entire Period under Consideration based on the wholesale
tariffs charged by Telenor to SPs.

10.4.2.3.5.1 The upstream charges to test in the model are those actually invoiced to
wholesale customers

809. The Authority maintains its view that the correct approach in this case is to model
Telenor's wholesale customers' upstream charges on the basis of the pricing options)
that those wholesale customers actually chose and used (and, therefore, to make use of
invoiced amounts).

810. In line with the established legal test (see paragraph 659 above), the relevant wholesale
price should reflect what the dominant firm actually charged its wholesale customers.
This is best done by taking into account the wholesale prices actually selected in practice.
It would be inappropriate to second-guess ex post the decisions made at the time by well-
informed and commercially rational market players such as Telenor's wholesale
customers. It is reasonable to assume that they would have wanted to minimise their
upstream costs and would have done so taking a range of factors into account.

811. By way of example, such factors influencing the decision-making process would have
included transactional constraints, such as costs/administration (i.e. frictions) involved in
switching from one wholesale pricing option to another, l 03~ as well as the wholesale
customers' expectations of future retail volumes. Wholesale customers would have also
taken into account that, by using the TPDP option, they would not be entitled to volume
discounts (as these discounts were only available with a purely variable data tariff .

812. As regards transactional constraints, Telenor's wholesale customers would have incurred
certain costs/administration when changing wholesale pricing structure. For example, if
NROs and/or MVNOs changed from a purely variable price to a TPDP during the Period
under Consideration, they would have had to issue new SIM cards with the new pricing
option to their retail customers. This would have entailed a degree of inconvenience for
both the wholesale customers and their end users. Further, resources related to relevant

lo3s The Authority recalls that the TPDP never formed part of NwN's wholesale contract with Telenor. Therefore,
the sensitivity check was undertaken purely on a theoretical basis.

'039 Such transactional constraints could, in principle, be different for the different types of wholesale customers,
i.e. NROs, MVNOs and SPs.
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customer notifications/management, as well as any end-customer inconvenience during
the migration process may have needed to be weighed against the potential costs of
reverting back to the original wholesale pricing structure, if retail volumes did not evolve
as expected.

813. The influence of such transactional constraints on the decision-malting process was
confirmed in TDC's response of 15 June 20171040 to the Authority's request for
information of 13 February 2017. TDC underlined that: "To switch price plan, the
customer had to change SIM. Hence, it was not possible to switch dynamically between
the two pj°ice plans and the effect of the offef°fog TDC was limited. Custoj~2e~s were moved
to `Pj~iceplan 2' tivith a fixed p~°ice only if they had a very high data consumption. The ~~ed
tape, hassle and costs connected tivith switching SIMs made it bzc~densome to move
between the t►vo p~°ice plans in cases l~vhey°e the data consumption of custome~~s changed.
Foj~ the same j°easons, `P~~iceplan 2' was not well suited fo~~ customej~s that only had
tempo~a~ily high data usage."1041

814. Further, on the matter of transactional constraints, the Norwegian Ministry of Transport
and Communications found, in an appeal decision relating to Market 15 on 20 December
2012, that: "A change fNom one p~~ice model to another for' existing customers will entail
the issuance of a new SIM card. ,SIM ca~~d replacement has a high transaction cost
~~elative to the economic gain. The flexibility that Teleno~° Nefers to appears the~efo~e to
be very limited. "1042

815. The Oslo District Court accepted the Ministry's assessment of the above transaction cost
in the subsequent appeal relating to the validity of the Ministry's decision of 16 March
2015, where Telenor was required to repay NOK 16 243 827 including interest to TDC,
for breach of its regulatory non-discrimination obligation.lo43 In addition, the Borgarting
Court of Appeal, on further appeal, similarly confirmed that: "TDC's agreement had t~vo
price plans for data. The autho~~ities have only used price plan 1, which was somewhat
mop°e expensive than pf~ice plan 2. Teleno~ indicates that both were actually used and
that both should thej~efo~e have been z~sed in the calculation. In fact, both were used. Bzct
the State and TDC have stated that p~°ice plan 2 ~°equip°ed the czcstome~ to change SIM.
This ~~~as ve~~y imp~~actical and was thei~efof°e done to a very small extent. The State has
fic~~thej° stated that the final f°epayment amount was f~educed by ten pef~ cent to take into
account unce~~tainty. Accoj^ding to the evidence, the Cozcl°t of Appeal assumes that pl°ice

io~o Document No 880377.

'oil Document No 880377.

l0`'2 The Norwegian Ministry of Transport and Communications' appeal decision regarding Nlcom's decision of
23 March 2012 (Vedtak i klagesak om Post- og teletilsynets vedtak 23. mars 2012 — Markedet for tilgang og
originering i offentlige mobillcommunikasjonsnett (tidligere marked 15); see Document No 1075673, page 17; the
Authority's translation of: "En endring fra en pf~ismodell til en annen for eksiste~~ende Iczrndef- vil innebcere
zrtstedelse av nytt SIM-ko3~t. Utskifting av SIM-kof•t hai~ e~ hey transaksjonskostnads0on iklce stay i fo~~holcl til den
okonomiske gevinsten fo~~ tilbydef•en. Flel~sibiliteten som Telenol• viset~ til, synes dermed a vc~re svc~t•t begt~enset."

loa3 See Case 17-030075TVI-OTIR/OS Telenor / TDC of 6 March 2018, page 23, available at: 
<https://www.re;jerin~en.no/contentassets/b5733adcce9d4f668261a21490ca5bcf/dom tinarett 060417.pd~,
accessed June 2020.
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plan 2 was used to a very small extent and that it tivas coj°i~ect to only zcse the prices fog
data from price plan 1 to calculate TDC's costs. "10 4

816. The fact that NwN never accepted the TPDP offer and Ventelo never used the TPDP
option in practice during the Period under Considerationlo4s appears consistent with the
above confirmations of frictions in relation to switching wholesale pricing plans, as
provided by TDC and the Norwegian Ministry of Transport and Communications, as
upheld on appeal (see previous paragraph).

817. However, by assuming a dynamic wholesale tariff optimisation and frictionless switching
process across all residential MBB plans/subscribers during the Period under
Consideration, Telenor's modelling approach neglects to take due account of any such
potential transactional constraints.

818. As to the impact of expectations about future retail volumes on the choice of wholesale
pricing option, Telenor's modelling approach assumes further that an EEC would have
been able to predict traffic evolution on their retail plans with perfect accuracy during
the Period under Consideration. By using ex post observed (actual) volumes to model the
selection of the optimal wholesale pricing option across all of its plans/subscribers,
Telenor uses the benefit of perfect hindsight. However, such an ex post assumption of
perfect information seriously risks rendering the calculations theoretical in nature.
Indeed, no EEC would have had completely perfect information about future data
consumption across all of its residential MBB plans when making wholesale pricing
decisions during the Period under Consideration.

819. In the Authority's view, testing the wholesale prices actually chosen by the wholesale
customers is entirely consistent with the principles of the EEC test. While the application
of the EEC test requires taking Telenor's retail portfolio/volumes into account when
calculating retail costs and revenues, the Authority does not accept that the EEC test
requires taking into account what would have been Telenor's own preferred
"hypothetical" choice of wholesale pricing option when determining the upstream
charges to include in the model. The very purpose of these wholesale prices was to
facilitate access by wholesale customers at different levels (NRO, MVNO and SP levels
respectively) to Telenor's mobile network infrastructure. Hence, determining the
upstream price that Telenor charged to its competitors is inextricably linked to what those
competitors could have plausibly identified as the most commercially rational option

~oaa See Case 18-075217ASD-BORG/03 Teleno~~ / TDC of 25 October 2019, page 23, available at: 
<https://www.reaierin~en.no/contentassets/8c3ecb11ead948f~8~3589aedca173e/laQmannsrettens dom telenor
td= c.pdf~, accessed June 2020. The Authority's translation of: "TDCs avtale hadde to p~•isplanef• fos• data.
Myndighetene har ba~~e bi~Zrktp~•isplan 1, som vas• noe dyi•et•e ennprisplan 2. Telerrof~ viser til at begge faktisk ble
brackt og at begge deg foi~ bt~~•de vcP~~t b~~Zrlct i bef~egningen. Rent faktisk ble begge b~~zrkt. Men stuten og TDC ha~~
opplyst at p~~isplan 2 forartsatte at ktrnden byttet SIM. Dette vaf• svc~rt trp~~aktisk, og det ble det foi~ gjos~t i svicert
liten grad. Staten hay videre opplyst at det endelige tilbakebetalingsbelr~pet ble ~•edarsert med ti pi~osent fo~~ a to
l~ayde fot• zrsil~ke~•het. Lagmanns~~etten legger etter bevisfet selen til gt~zrnn at pf~isplan 2 i svicert liten grad ble bj~arkt
og at det vas• f~iktig bare a b~~z~ke prisene for data fi•a prisplan 1 pa be~~egning av TDCs kostnader."

~o~s See footnote 1030 above and paragraph 104 of Annex 13 to the Reply to the SO.
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during the Period under Consideration, given the different factors to betaken into account
and the information available to them at that time.

820. It is fut-thermore awell-recognised principle of EU/EEA law that the anti-competitive
nature of acts must be evaluated at the time when those acts were committed.lo46 This
means that the anti-competitive nature of the act at issue must be assessed in the light of
what the parties knew or could have reasonably predicted at the f~elevant time.lo4~ The
benefit of perfect hindsight and information available ex post should not change this. The
correct approach is to consider the business realities facing wholesale customers at the
relevant time. The assessment should recognise the range of different factors and
uncertainties capable of influencing their business decisions at the moment of choosing
between the two pricing options.

821. Modelling the wholesale tariff selection solely by reference to Telenor's hypothetical
choice ex post with perfect hindsight (and using the unrealistic assumptions noted in
paragraphs 817 and 818 above) would remove an important foundation on which the
margin squeeze test is built and on which it is intended to provide insight, namely whether
"the spread between the wholesale price cha~~ed to competito~~s and the retail price
charged to the dominant Zcndej°taking's own cZcstome~s is negative o~ insufficient to cove
the costs the dominant zcnde~°taking has to incur in o~de~ to supply the retail service.
When this is the case, competitors as efficient as the dominant undertaking can compete
on the retail market only at a loss o~ at artificially seduced levels of profitability".lo4s

822. The established purpose of a margin squeeze test is to identify whether or not a dominant
company's own downstream operations could trade profitably on the basis of the
upstream price charged by the dominant company to its competitors. Consistent with that
framework, the relevant upstream price to test in the model is the wholesale price charged
to and actually paid by the wholesale customers, as this provides the best insight into
what wholesale customers could plausibly identify at the relevant time (i.e. at the moment

ioa~ For example, in its judgment of 6 December 2012, Ast~•aZeneca, C-457/10 P, EU:C:2012:770, paragraph 110,

the CJEU held that "the anti-cor~7petitive natzri•e of [AstraZeneca's] acts y»arst be evaluated at the ti»Te tivhen those

acts ti-ve~~e committed".

Ioa~ See Commission Decision of 9 July 2014 in Case AT.39612 — Pef~indopril (Se~-vie~), paragraph 2811, referring

to the AstraZeneca judgment and the abovementioned quote from it (see footnote 1046 above). The same approach

was taken in the Commission Decision of 19 June 2013, in Case AT.39226 — Lzrndbeck, paragraph 669. The ex

ante approach followed in these cases was confirmed by the European Courts in the related appeal procedures,

see e.g. judgment of 12 December 2018, Servie~°, T-691/14, EU:T:2018:922, paragraphs 380 and 385; judgment

of 12 December 2018, Mylan, T-682/14, EU:T:2018:907, paragraphs 102, 108 and 112; judgment of 8 September

2016, Lzrndbeck, T-472/13, EU:T:2106:449, paragraphs 369, 401, 435-436 and 801, and particularly paragraph

13 8: "As a p~~elimina~y point, the Coar~~t confirms the Commission's approach, as it can be seen from the contested

decision as a tivhole, YVI~TCI? COYlS1St2C~ TYl ~J)~incipally taking into accoarnt evidence p~°iof• to or contempo~•aneozrs

tivith tl~e date on ti-vhich the agreements at issare tive~•e conclzrded". See also judgment of 30 January 2020, Gene~~ics

(UK), C-307/18, EU:C:2020:52, paragraph 43.

ions Judgment of 30 May 2018 in Case E-6/17 Fjarskipti [2018] EFTA Ct. Rep. 78, paragraph 59 (emphasis added

by the Authority). See also Slovak Telekof~7 Decision, paragraph 828; Telefonica Decision, paragraph 312
(confirmed on appeal: judgment of 29 March 2012, Telefonica, T-336/07, EU:T:2012:172, paragraph 194);

Dezrtsche Telekom Decision, paragraph 107 (confirmed on appeal: judgment of 10 April 2008, Dezrtsche Telekom,

T-271/03, EU:T:2008:101, paragraphs 166-168 and 199; judgment of 14 October 2010, Deartsche Telekom, C-

280/08 P, EU:C:2010:603, paragraph 161).
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of making their choice between the two pricing options) as the most commercially
rational option. To do otherwise would render the upstream charges used in the model
academic and lacking a concrete link to the prices that Telenor's upstream division
charged its competitors in practice.

823. In other words, the Authority considers that upstream charges should be modelled using
a "revealed preferences" approach, whereby Telenor's wholesale customers' choices are
the result of a complex, yet rational decision-making process which cannot be reasonably
replicated or second-guessed today. Accordingly, in the Authority's margin squeeze
model, Telenor's wholesale customers' rational preferences are reflected in the actual
choices made at the time. It is therefore these wholesale pricing options that the wholesale
customers actually chose (and were invoiced for by Telenor) that are used to test whether
a margin squeeze arose in this case.

824. Indeed, the complex nature of this tariff selection process is reflected by the fact that, as
acknowledged by Telenor,lo49 NwN never accepted Telenor's TPDP offer and Ventelo
never used the TPDP option, when it was available to them, whereas some SPs, including
Hello and Phonero, did make use of the TPDP option in practice. The Authority thus
calculates upstream NRO and MVNO charges for NwN and Ventelo on the basis of
contractual prices under the purely variable data pricing option only (since they either
never accepted or never made use of the TPDP option and the contractual prices for the
variable pricing option are therefore equivalent to the invoiced prices). For SPs, the
Authority calculates upstream charges on the basis of invoice data (i.e. total invoiced
costs for mobile data divided by total data traffic volumes purchased), thus reflecting the
mix of wholesale pricing options selected (including the TPDP option when it was
actually used) during the Period under Consideration.loso

10.4.2.3.5.2 Sensitivity calculations as a robustness check

825. While the Authority's margin calculations are undertaken on the basis of the wholesale
prices that were actually invoiced to Telenor's wholesale customers, los 1 the Authority
has nonetheless undertaken sensitivity testinglos2 to evaluate the impact of Telenor's
modelling approach on the Authority's margin calculations. This testing is, however,
intended purely as a robustness/sensitivity check and is without prejudice to the
Authority's primary margin calculations,1053

826. In using observed volumes to model the selection of the optimal wholesale pricing
structure, Telenor assumes that wholesale customers would have been able to predict
traffic evolution on all of their retail tariff plans during the Period under Consideration.
Telenor also assumes that wholesale customers could have switched dynamically
between wholesale pricing options for all retail customers/tariff plans. These assumptions

loa9 See footnote 1030 above and paragraph 104 of Annex 13 to the Reply to the SO.

Soso See SO, paragraphs 325 and 326.

iosi For the reasons set out in Section 10.4.2.3.5.1.

~os2 See Document No 1115065 (Excel spreadsheet), which was attached to the LoF.

~os3 See Document No 1068848 (Excel spreadsheet).
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risk rendering the calculations overly theoretical. The Authority has built a more realistic
assumption into its robustness/sensitivity calculations. This involves setting a parameter
about the retail tariff plans for which dynamic switching was likely to be practicable.

827. This parameter takes into account the fact that, during the Period under Consideration, a
wholesale customer would not have had perfect information about the future evolution
of its retail tariff plans and would have had to make a pricing choice based on retail
volume projections and possible transaction costs/administration (i.e. frictions) involved
in moving retail customers across wholesale pricing plans in practice. Unlike Telenor's
approach, which assumes the selection of the TPDP across all retail residential stand-
alone MBB plans whenever that pricing option was available, the Authority applies
Telenor's dynamic optimisation of wholesale pricing options only in relation to retail
plans which were actively offered/marketed to end users when the TPDP was available
(i.e. "active retail plans"), and thus mainly only for new customers, subject to one limited
exception (in Telenor's favour), noted in paragraph 828 below. The Authority does not
apply the dynamic optimisation process to customers on discontinued retail tariff plans,
i.e. legacy customers on retail plans that were no longer being actively marketed to end
user s when the TPDP option became available. This is because, in the Authority's view,
it is more realistic to assume the selection of the TPDP option only for customers on
active retail plans, and thereby mostly only for new customers signed up by the EEC after
the TPDP became available, because this largely avoids the transaction
costs/administration associated with switching retail customers between different
wholesale pricing plans in practice. In the Authority's view, this approach provides a
more realistic evaluation of the possible impact of the TPDP option on the Authority's
primary calculations (which are set out in Document No 1068848 (Excel spreadsheet)).

828. The Authority's robustness/sensitivity calculations are still conservative (in Telenor's
favour), however, because they otherwise allow for acost-minimising choice of
wholesale pricing plan in line with the remainder of Telenor's modelling approach. This
implies assuming, in Telenor's favour, perfect optimisation of wholesale pricing plan
based on observed traffic volumes for customers on active retail plans. Further, as one
retail plan was actively marketed both before and after the TPDP became available (i.e.
Mobilt B~~edband Dag~Natt), the Authority's robustness/sensitivity calculations include,
in Telenor's favour, the selection of the TPDP option also for existing customers on that
particular plan. In addition, the Authority makes use of Telenor's four-month rule for
selecting the cost minimising wholesale pricing option (as set out in paragraph 806
above), despite no supporting information being provided by Telenor for the choice of
this four-month cut off period.

829. In its Reply to the LoF, Telenor contends that the Authority is mistaken in its assumption
that there would have been frictions for SPs switching customers on legacy plans to the
TPDP option. According to Telenor, a key difference between SPs and MVNOs/NROs
respectively is that SPs did not issue their own SIM cards to end-customers. According
to Telenor, SPs had the option in any month to switch any or all of their customers to the
TPDP option without having to issue new SIMs or hardware to end-customers, and
without their end-customers experiencing any change or disruption. Telenor therefore
asserts that the Authority should model the margins available to SPs from July 2010
onwards by taking the TPDP option into account across all plans.
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830. In relation to the NRO NwN and the MVNO Ventelo (which did have to issue new SIMs
in order to take advantage of the TPDP option), Telenor does not deny that there would
have been some costs associated with switching legacy customers to SIMs to which the
TPDP option would be applied. However, it argues that the benefits would have exceeded
the costs.1054

831. According to Telenor's cost-benefit calculations, it would have taken, on average, less
than one month for the benefits of switching end-customers to the TPDP option to match
and therefore recover the costs of replacing SIMs.loss If the wholesale customer also
wanted to replace the retail customer's device, it would still have taken only two months
to recover the new device costs. According to Telenor, viewed over 12 months, savings
in wholesale costs of around NOK 2 200 (for NwN) and NOK 2 400 (for Ventelo) would
have dwarfed both SIM costs (NOK 70) and any new device costs (which averaged
NOK 372 including routers, but which would have been lower for USBs). Telenor
therefore rejects the Authority's assumption that the transaction/administration costs of
switching would have been prohibitively high relative to the benefits of doing so.
According to Telenor, it would have been a rational business decision for an EEC to
switch end-customers to the alternative price plan.

832. The Authority considers, however, that Telenor's cost-benefit assessment is one-
dimensional in nature. It neglects to account fully for the range of factors involved in the
decision-making process on the available wholesale pricing options during the Period
under Consideration.

833. In addition to assuming a dynamic and frictionless switching process between wholesale
pricing options, Telenor's modelling approach assumes that an EEC would have been
able to predict traffic evolution accurately across all retail plans/customers. By using ex
post observed (actual) volumes to model the selection of the optimal wholesale pricing
structure across all of its tariff plans/customers, Telenor uses the benefit of perfect
hindsight to model the optimal tariff choice it perceives an EEC would have made.
However, such an ex post assumption of perfect information seriously risks rendering the
calculations theoretical in nature.

834. Indeed, not even an EEC would have had perfect information about future data
consumption across all of its residential stand-alone MBB plans when making a choice
of wholesale pricing structure at the relevant time during the Period under Consideration.
The EEC test must be applied in a credible way, such that it retains some relationship to
the reality facing as-efficient competitors competing at each of the different access levels
(i.e. NRO, MVNO and SP levels respectively) during the Period under Consideration. To
do otherwise would be tantamount to applying a ̀ more efficient competitor' test.

835. In this respect, the Authority's application of Telenor's dynamic optimisation frictionless
switching assumption to all active retail plans is already quite a generous assumption in
Telenor's favour and sets a high (and potentially unrealistic) threshold for an EEC in
terms of forecasting and switching capabilities during the Period under Consideration.

iosa See Reply to the LoF, Section 5.1.

loss See Reply to the LoF, Section 5.1.
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The Authority considers that extending that dynamic optimisation process to legacy
customers would understate the range of factors influencing the wholesale pricing
decisions of as-efficient competitors at each of the relevant access levels and risks
departing too far from the reality of an EEC during the Period under Consideration.

836. This is because considerations related to the transaction costs/administration involved in
migrating between wholesale pricing options would have been taken into account at the
relevant time. This was explicitly confirmed by the MVNO TDC (see paragraph 813
above). It stated that it was not possible to switch dynamically between the two price
plans during the Period under Consideration and customers were moved to a fixed price
only if they had a very high data consumption. TDC underlined that the red tape, hassle
and costs connected with switching SIMs made it burdensome to move between the two
price plans in cases where the data consumption of customers changed. Moreover, the
Norwegian Ministry of Transport and Communications also established in 2012 that SIM
card replacement had a high transaction cost relative to the economic gain, as upheld on
appeal.los6

837. In addition, while SPs may not have needed to replace end-customers' SIM cards and
this may indeed suggest why Hello and Phonero used the TPDP option,los~ the use of
resources needed to facilitate the migration process from a variable pricing structure to a
TPDP would nonetheless have had to be weighed against the inconvenience of potentially
needing to reverse the decision should the retail volumes not materialise as expected.
Indeed, the mixture of wholesale pricing options selected by the SPs in practice suggests
that the switching process was not as frictionless or dynamic as implied by Telenor.
Further, as explained in paragraph 835 above, a number of material modelling decisions
have already been taken in Telenor's favour for the purposes of this robustness/sensitivity
check. The Authority does not consider it appropriate, however, to dismiss entirely the
complexity/uncertainty of the decision-making process that an EEC would have faced
when selecting its wholesale price in practice.

838. For the purposes of a meaningful sensitivity/robustness check that still bears a
relationship to the reality of the decision-making process for an EEC during the Period
under Consideration, the Authority's robustness/sensitivity check applies Telenor's
dynamic optimisation process only to retail plans that were actively offered/marketed to
end users (active retail plans) and not to customers on discontinued retail plans. To accept
all of Telenor's assumptions regarding perfect information and a dynamic switching
process across all residential stand-alone MBB tariff plans and customers during the
Period under Consideration, would, in the Authority's view, be equivalent to applying a
`more efficient competitor' test.

839. This robustness/sensitivity check (see Document No 1115065 (Excel spreadsheet))
shows that, even when adopting Telenor's modelling approach (albeit adjusting one
parameter for legacy plans in a more plausible/realistic way), gross margins remain
negative for the same time periods as under the Authority's primary margin calculations

~os6 See paragraphs 814 and 815 above.

ios~ This is reflected in the Authority's primary margin calculations (see Document No 1068848 (Excel
spreadsheet)), which take the actual wholesale pricing decisions into account.
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(see Document No 1068848 (Excel spreadsheet)), i.e. from August 2008 to August 2010
(inclusive) based on the wholesale NRO tariffs charged by Telenor to NwN, from January
2008 until November 2010 (inclusive) based on the wholesale MVNO tariffs charged by
Telenor to Ventelo, and during the entire Period under Consideration based on the
wholesale tariffs charged by Telenor to SPs.

10.4.2.3.6 Upstream fixed fees: Net~~o~~k access fees and other upstream fixed fees

840. At certain times during the Period under Consideration, Telenor charged some of its
wholesale customers two different types of upstream fixed fees, notably: (i) a "network
access fee"; and (ii) other upstream fixed fees linked to the number of active SIMs.

841. Regarding the net►vo~°k access fee,loss the Authority agrees with Telenorlos~ that such a
fee was not incremental during the Period under Consideration (i.e. it did not vary with
the volume of residential stand-alone MBB services provided). Accordingly, the
Authority has not included network access fees in the calculation, which is also Telenor's
position.lo6o

842. As far as other upstream fixed fees are concerned, Telenor charged NwN and Ventelo,
starting from September 2010 and December 2010 respectively, a monthly fixed fee
linked to a minimum number of active SIMs, with additional increases based on the
number of active SIMs above the minimum.lo61

843. In its Reply to the SO,lo62 Telenor presents the actual total number of active SIMs of
NwN and Ventelo, as well as an estimate of the total number of active SIMs of these two
wholesale customers excluding stand-alone MBB active SIMs.lo63 On the basis of these
estimates, Telenor submits that, for both NwN and Ventelo, in the initial months, the total
number of active SIMs was below the thresholds that would have triggered an increase
in upstream fees.lo64 Accordingly, Telenor argues that, in those months, both NwN and
Ventelo could increase their number of stand-alone MBB active SIMs without triggering
an increase in upstream fixed fees. As a result, according to Telenor, those fees were not
incremental to the provision of residential stand-alone MBB and should not be included
in the calculation,1065

loss This fee was charged to Ventelo until December 2010.

ios9 See Section 3.5.2 of Annex 13 of the Reply to the SO.

io6o In the Authority's model (see Document No 1068848), this is achieved by setting sensitivity A to 0.

'061 By way of example, [CONFIDENTIAL: Description of price structure].

'o~'- See Section 3.5.2 of Annex 13 of the Reply to the SO.

'063 From September 2010 and December 2010 until December 2012, respectively, for NwN and Ventelo.

'o6a Specifically, Telenor submits that, between September 2010 and April 2011, NwN's total number of active
SIMs was well below 475 000 and that, between December 2010 and May 2011, Ventelo's total number of active
SIMs was well below 200 000.

io6s In its Reply to the SO, Telenor argues that a similar reasoning applies to other months in which neither the
actual provision of stand-alone MBB nor a significant increase in stand-alone MBB sales by NwN and Ventelo
would have been likely to result in an increase in upstream fixed fees. However, since no actual figures are
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844. The Authority disagrees with Telenor on this point, in that it considers that an equally
efficient competitor with an increasing number of active SIMs would have viewed
upstream fixed fees linked to the number of active SIMs as incremental. Accordingly,
such fees should be included in the margin squeeze calculations. In the Authority's view,
the fact that both NwN and Ventelo were below the relevant thresholds during certain
months is irrelevant for the correct application of the EEC approach. In the Authority's
view, what matters is whether a downstream competitor as efficient as Telenor would
have paid such fees if it had increasing volumes of active SIMs.1066

845. Related to this issue, Telenor submits that, for those months during which the upstream
fixed fees should be treated as incremental and therefore included in the calculations, it
was necessary to apply a "rescaling factor".1o6~

846. On this point, in the SO, the Authority calculated aper-active-SIM figure by dividing the
invoiced amounts of the upstream fixed fees of each wholesale customer by the wholesale
customer's number of active SIMs, and added this figure to the Average Variable
Wholesale Cost per User. To take into account that Telenor had fewer active SIM cards
than subscribers, Telenor suggests rescaling the add-on to the Average Variable
Wholesale Cost per User by Telenor's ratio between active SIMs and subscribers. lo6g The
result of this rescaling would be that, compared to the Authority's approach in the SO, a
smaller amount is added to the Average Variable Wholesale Cost per User.

847. The Authority disagrees that the rescaling should take place as proposed by Telenor. The
fees charged by Telenor to NwN and Ventelo were based on the number of active SIMs,
not subscribers.1069 The Authority considers that there is therefore no basis for a
calculation based on anything other than the number of active SIMs. Accordingly, the
Authority has disregarded the rescaling method suggested by Telenor.lo~o

848. The Authority observes finally that, in any event, the above-described monthly fees
applied after the end of the infringement periods as established in relation to the

available for stand-alone MBB active SIMs, Telenor suggests a conservative approach and treats the upstream
fixed fees as incremental for these other months.

106 In the Authority's model (see Document No 1068848), the Authority's approach amounts to setting sensitivity
P to 0.

l06' See Section 4.3.2 of Annex 13 of the Reply to the SO.

io6s See paragraphs 149-151 of Annex 13 of the Reply to the SO.

106 Regarding NwN, see Clause 4.2 (coverage, the Authority's translation of "dekning") of Addendum 2 of
18/08/2010 to Telenor's NRA agreement with NwN (Document No 657260 - EES 28): "Nerivork No~~vay tivill
pay a p~~rce for cove~~age, based on MSISDN who has had traffrc fo~~ the last 90 day pe~~iod [... ]" (the Authority's
transaltion o£ "Neh-vo~~k Norway skal betale en p~~is fog• dekning, basert pa MSISDN som hai~ hatt trafikk siste 90
dagers pe~~iode [... ]" ). MSISDN is defined as "Mobile Szrbsc~•ibej~ International Sarbsc~~ibet~ Directory Nzrmbe~•, a
zrnig2re nzcmbe~~ identity usually assigned to SIM (Sarbscf•iber Identit~~ Module)" (see Clause 7.1; the Authority's
translation o£ "Mobile Sarbsc~,ibe~°International Subscribef• Dig°ectory Nir~~ber, unik nummei•identitet som noj•malt
tilordnes SIM (Szcbesci~ibe~~ Identity Modarle)"). Regarding Ventelo, see Clause 4 of the Additional agreement of
12/11/2010 to the MVNO Agreement between Telenor and Ventelo (Document No 657260 - EES 44).

io~o In the Authority's model (see Document No 1068848), the Authority's approach amounts to setting sensitivity
ItoO.
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wholesale fees charged to NwN and Ventelo.lo~l Therefore, even if Telenor's rescaling
method were accepted, this would have no impact on these infringements as found.

10.4.2.3.7 Upstream peg-SlMfees charged to SPs

849. In its Reply to the SO,1072 Telenor notes that, while SPs were charged a variety of per-
~IM fees, only one of those related to stand-alone MBB plans and was therefore to be
included in the margin squeeze calculation.lo~3 Telenor submits that the approach
followed by the Authority in the SO therefore overstates per-SIM fees associated with
stand-alone MBB plans for SPs from 2010 to 2012 and understates such fees in 2008 and
2009 (because no invoice data was available for those two years).lo~~

850. The Authority has accepted Telenor's proposed approach in this respect and has only
included the relevant per-SIM fee in its final calculations.lo~s

10.4.2.3.8 Use of own netvvo~k by NwN

851. Telenor submits that, during the Period under Consideration, NwN (an NRO, i.e. an
operator that was able to convey part of its mobile data requirements on its own network
and relied on other MNOs for the remaining portion) had increased the use of its own
network to convey mobile data and, conversely, relied less on Telenor's network for that
purpose, 106

852. According to Telenor, the Authority does not take into account this development in its
margin squeeze assessment. In particular, in Telenor's view, the Authority does not
recognise that NwN's upstream costs would have decreased as it made greater use of its
own network to convey the data volumes generated by its residential stand-alone MBB
customers. In particular, Telenor submits that, although it did not have information on
NwN's costs of using its own network, a reasonable assumption would be for such costs
to be close to zero, if not zero.lo~~

lo" The per-SIM fees applied from September 2010 and December 2010 respectively, for NwN and Ventelo: see
paragraphs 842-843 above. The infringement periods in respect of the wholesale NRO tariffs charged to NwN
and the wholesale MVNO tariffs charged to Ventelo ended on 31 August 2010 and and 30 November 2010
respectively: see paragraph 1034 below.

io~z See Section 4.4 of Annex 13 of the Reply to the SO.

l0'3 The relevant upstream per-SIM fee concerns a "subscription charge" of NOK [CONFIDENTIAL] per month.
The other per-SIM fees charged by Telenor which were not relevant for the margin squeeze calculations in this
case included: twin card fees, voicemail activation fees, mobile fax fees, GSM fax fees, GSM data fees and extra
data card fees.

lo'a In the SO, the Authority included all per-SIM fees using invoice data and calculated aper-SIM amount by
dividing total fixed fees invoiced by Telenor to each SP by the number of SIMs of that SP. This per-SIM amount
was then added to the estimated Average Variable Wholesale Cost per User.

ions In the Authority's model (see Document No 1068848), this is achieved by setting sensitivity J to 1.

l0'6 See Section 3.6 of Annex 13 of the Reply to the SO.

lo~~ paragraph 127 of Annex 13 of the Reply to the SO.
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853. The Authority disagrees with Telenor on this point.

854. First, from a methodological point of view, the Authority notes that, according to settled
case law, in principle and for reasons of legal certainty, an EEC test should be applied,
based on the dominant undertaking's own revenues and costs.

855. In this respect, the case law states that "in o~°deg to assess the lay ficlness of the p~~icing
policy applied by a dominant unde~~taking, j°efer~ence shozcld be made, in principle, to
pricing c~~iter~ia based on the costs incu~~~ed by the dominant undej~taking itself and on its
stj~ategy".1078 Moreover, as regards a pricing practice which causes a margin squeeze,
"the zcse of such analytical cj~ite~~ia can establish whethe~~ that undertaking would have
been szrfficiently efficient to offer its retail see°vices to encl uses othej~wise than at a loss
if it had fif°st been obliged to pay its otivn tivholesale p~~ices fog the inte~media~~y
see^vices".10 9

856. Further, "the validity of such an approach is ~einfo~ced by the fact that it conforms to the
gene~~al pj°inciple of legal cej~tainty, since taking into account the costs and prices of the
dominant undej~taking enables that undej~taking to assess the lawficlness of its otivn
conduct, which is consistent with its special responsibility undef° Article 102 TFEU."
Indeed, "lvhile a dominant zcndeNtaking knows its own costs and prices, it does not as a
genef~al Nule know those of its competitors".logo Telenor confirms that it does not have
information on NwN's costs of using its own network.logl

857. For these reasons, which also apply to the present case, the GCEU concluded in the
Telefonica case that the Commission was correct to carry out its analysis of Telefonica's
conduct on the basis of the EEC criterion and thus by reference to the costs incurred by
Telefonica, without undertaking a study of the margins of the main alternative operators
on the Spanish marlcet.los2

io~8 See judgment of 29 March 2012, Telefonica, T-336/07, EU:T:2012:172, paragraph 190; see also judgment of
14 October 2010, Dezrtsche Telelco»~, C-280/08 P, EU:C:2010:603, paragraphs 198-202; and judgment of 17
February 2011, TeliaSonera Sve~~ige, C-52/09, EU:C:2011:83, paragraph 41 and the case law cited. According to
the case law, in some cases the costs and prices of competitors may be relevant to the examination of a pricing
practice. However, it is only where it is not possible, in the light of the particular circumstances indicated by the
CJEU, to refer to the prices and costs of the dominant undertaking that the prices and costs of competitors on the
same market should be examined (see judgment of 30 May 2018 in Case E-6/17 FjaJ•skipti [2018] EFTA Ct. Rep.
78, paragraphs 63-64; see also judgment of 17 February 2011, TeliaSone~~a Sve~~ige, C-52/09, EU:C:2011:83,
paragraphs 45 and 46.). Telenor has, however, not maintained that this is the case here and agrees that an EEC
test should be applied (see paragraph 365 of the Reply to the SO).

l0'9 See judgment of 29 March 2012, Telefonica, T-336/07, EU:T:2012:172, paragraph 191; see also judgment of
14 October 2010, Dezrtsche Teleko»~, C-280/08 P, EU:C:2010:603, paragraph 201; and judgment of 17 February
2011, TeliaSone~•a Sve~~ige, C-52/09, EU:C:2011:83, paragraph 42.

ioso See judgment of 17 February 2011, TeliaSone~~a Sve~•ige, C-52/09, EU:C:2011:83, paragraph 44; see also
judgment of 14 October 2010, Dezrtsche Telekom, C-280/08 P, EU:C:2010:603, paragraph 202; and judgment of
29 March 2012, Telefonica, T-336/07, EU:T:2012:172, paragraph 192. See also judgment of 30 May 2018 in Case

E-6/17 Fja~skipti [2018] EFTA Ct. Rep. 78, paragraph 63.

~oai paragraph 127 of Annex 13 of the Reply to the SO.

iosz See judgment of 29 March 2012, Telefonica, T-336/07, EU:T:2012:172, paragraph 194.
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858. Second, in this specific case, Telenor's argument regarding NwN's use of its own
network applies to a specific type of competitor, i.e. one which has already invested in
its own network and thus is able to convey on such a network at least part of its mobile
data in at least some geographic areas. By its very nature, Telenor's argument does not
apply to (potential) competitors who have not yet made investments to build their own
network (and thus are below NwN in the ̀ ladder of investment').

859. The case law however indicates that, irrespective of its position on the ladder of
investment, no competitor should be prevented from gradually climbing the ladder due
to a margin squeeze at a lower level of the ladder. Indeed, all levels of the ladder should
be accessible since "the p~^ocess that enables altef~native ope~ato~s to invest g~adzcally in
them° own infi~ast~°uctzc~~e can constitZfte a viable sty°ategy only whej~e they°e is no margin
squeeze p~~actice at the different levels of the laddef~".los3 In this respect, in its judgment
in the Telefonica case, the GCEU considered that the Commission correctly observed
that the margin squeeze imposed by Telefonica probably delayed the entry and growth
of its competitors and their ability to achieve a sufficient level of economies of scale to
justify investments in their own infrastructure.los4 The Authority considers that,
similarly, Telenor's argument regarding the use of its own network by NwN must be
rejected.

860. The Authority recalls further that an abuse of a dominant position under Article 54 EEA
is an objective concept relating to the conduct of a dominant undertaking which, through
recourse to methods different from those governing normal competition on the basis of
the performance of commercial operators, has the effect of hindering the maintenance of
the degree of competition still existing in the market or the growth of that competition.loss

861. Whether a dominant undertaking's conduct is abusive, therefore, turns on the risks that
such conduct poses to competition on the market generally. It is not limited to, or
conditioned on, whether a particular customer (and downstream competitor) is able to
take steps to limit the potential impact of the dominant undertaking's conduct on its
position (for example, by making greater use of its own network to convey the data
volumes generated by its residential stand-alone MBB customers). The EFTA Court has
confirmed that the application of an EEC test "is also in line with the objective natu~°e of
the margin squeeze assessment, 1-vhich looks moj°e genet°ally at the potential exclztsiona~y
effect on hypothetical as-efficient competitors j~athe~° than assess ~~~hethei° actZcal,
individZtal competitors have in fact been exclZcded",los6

862. As the European Courts have held, the abusiveness of a margin squeeze practice must be
assessed not only with regard to the possibility that the effect of that practice maybe that
equally efficient competitors who are already active in the relevant downstream market

ios3 Ibidem, paragraph 196.

iosa Ibidem, paragraph 196.

ions See judgment of 27 March 2012, Post Danma~•k, C-209/10, EU:C:2012:172, paragraph 24; judgment of 14
October 2010, Dezrtsche Telekona, C-280/08 P, EU:C:2010:603, paragraphs 174, 176 and 180; judgment of 17
February 2011, TeliaSone~~a Sverige, C-52/09, EU:C:2011:83, paragraph 27; and judgment of 29 March 2012,
Spain v Commission, T-398/07, EU:T:2012:173, paragraph 89.

~os6 Judgment of 30 May 2018 in Case E-6/17 Fja~~skipti [2018] EFTA Ct. Rep. 78, paragraph 63.
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may be driven from it, but also by taking into account any barriers which the practice is
capable of creating for operators who are potentially equally efficient and who are not
yet present on the downstream marlcet.1087 If the lawfulness of a dominant undertaking's
conduct were contingent on assessing whether a competitor has taken steps to limit the
potential impact of that conduct on its position (which is in any event not accepted), this
would risk failing to capture the potential effect of the conduct on other downstream
competitors and/or the impact of the conduct on the barriers for entry of potential
competitors on the downstream market.

863. For example, even if one customer were able to take steps to reduce the impact of the
dominant undertaking's conduct on its position, the conduct may, nevertheless,
artificially increase barriers to entry for potential competitors, thereby making market
entry less attractive and, ultimately, reducing consumers' sources of supply on the retail
market.1088 The dominant undertaking's conduct would, therefore, still be capable of
having a distortive impact on competition by hindering the maintenance of the degree of
competition existing in the market or the growth of that competition.

864. On the basis of the above, the Authority rejects Telenor's claim that the effect of NwN's
increasing use of its own network should be taken into account for the margin squeeze
calculation in this case.los9

10.4.3 Results from comp~rring Telenor's downstream revenues and upstream clzr~rges

865. Having calculated Telenor's downstream revenues and upstream charges (as explained
in the previous Sections 10.4.2.2 and 10.4.2.3, respectively), the Authority can also
calculate the resulting Average Margin Per User ("AMPU"), before taking into account
downstream costs. Specifically, the AMPU is calculated by subtracting the average
monthly upstream charge per user charged by Telenor, for each type of Telenor's
wholesale customers, from Telenor's average monthly ARPU. This is the gross
marginlo90 which an equally efficient or as-efficient competitor of Telenor would have
earned if it had paid the same wholesale prices as those charged by Telenor to its
wholesale customers during the Period under Consideration and it replicated Telenor's
residential stand-alone MBB portfolio in the downstream market.

ios~ See judgment of 17 February 2011, TeliaSonef~a Sverige, C-52/09, EU:C:2011:83, paragraph 94; and judgment
of 14 October 2010, Dezrtsche Telekom, C-280/08 P, EU:C:2010:603, paragraph 178.

loss See to that effect, judgment of 29 March 2012, Telefonica, T-336/07, EU:T:2012:172, paragraph 192;
judgment of 14 October 2010, Deutsche Telekom, C-280/08 P, EU:C:2010:603, paragraph 182; and judgment of
2 April 2009, F~•ance Telecom, C-202/07 P, EU:C:2009:214, paragraph 112.

'og9 In the Authority's model (see Document No 1068848), this is achieved by setting sensitivity Q to 0.

~090 Le. before taking downstream costs into account.
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866. The Authority's results —presented in Table 14, Table 15, Table 16 in Annex 1 to this
Decision (see Document No 1068848 (Excel spreadsheet) for the underlying
calculations) —show that:

(a) If it had to pay the wholesale NRO tariffs charged by Telenor to NwN, an as-
efficient competitor of Telenor would have earned negative gross marginslo91 in
all months from 1 August 2008 to 31 August 2010; after this period the gross
margins became positive;

(b) If it had to pay the wholesale MVNO tariffs charged by Telenor to Ventelo, an
as-efficient competitor of Telenor would have earned negative gross margins
from 1 January 2008 to 30 November 2010; from 1 January 2012 to 31 March
2012, in October 2012 and in December 2012;

(c) If it had to pay the wholesale tariffs charged by Telenor to SPs, an as-efficient
competitor of Telenor would have earned negative gross margins during the
entire period from 1 January 2008 to 31 December 2012.

10.4.4 Telenor's clownst~eam costs

867. The Authority has not considered it necessary to conduct a detailed analysis of Telenor's
costs at the downstream level in this case, because the negative gross margins presented
in the previous section would only become larger (that is, more negative) if Telenor's
downstream costs were taken into account.

868. The Authority notes, however, that the economic consultancy firm Analysys Mason
carried out a detailed analysis of retail costs in conjunction with an ex ante margin
squeeze modelling work performed on behalf of Nkom.lo92 In that context, Analysys
Mason defined a number of cost categories that were considered relevant for ex ante
margin squeeze testing on various mobile communications services, including MBB. Its
cost estimates are based on actual costs for Telenor and Telia.

869. In particular, Analyst's Mason defined the following incremental cost categories:

(a) Subscriber acquisition costs —estimated by Analyst's Mason at NOK 540 per
subscriber per year for MBB, comprising the various incremental costs of
acquiring new customers, including sales commissions, cost of
hardware/equipment such as MBB modems and SIM cards, and promotional
offers;1093

(b) Personnel costs —estimated by Analyst's Mason at NOK 115 per subscriber per
year for MBB, comprising additional costs for personnel needed for providing
MBB services;

l09' I.e. the wholesale costs would have been higher than the retail revenues for residential stand-alone MBB
services.

1092 See Analyst's Mason, Report for the Norwegian Post and Telecommunications Authority, Margin squeeze
tests of Telenor's retail offers based on MVNO and national roaming agreements —changes to the model and
rationale behind our assumptions", Confidential version for Telenor, 30 October 2013 (Document No 1136850).

1093 In the Authority's calculations, customer acquisition costs are partially reflected in the calculations, as the
ARPU measurements take promotional offers into account.
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(c) Marketing costs —estimated by Analysys Mason to have a fixed component of
NOK 50 per year for MBB (mainly for mass media marketing) and a variable
cost of NOK 32 per subscriber per year;

(d) Billing and collection costs (such as set-up fees for IT systems and annual
service and maintenance charges) —estimated at NOK 30 fixed (irrespective of
which and of how many segments an operator enters, i.e. only incremental for
the first entry) and a variable cost of NOK 12 per subscriber per year for MBB;

(e) General and administration costs —estimated at 0.6% of retail revenues per year;

(~ Customer care costs —estimated at 1.15% of retail revenues per year; and

(g) Bad debt —estimated at NOK 50 per year per subscriber.

10.4.5 Conclusion on the m~rrgin squeeze assessment

870. As set out in Section 10.4.3 above, the Authority's results show that an EEC paying the
wholesale NRO tariffs charged by Telenor to NwN would have reported negative gross
margins in all monthslo94 from 1 August 2008 to 31 August 2010. As will be shown
below, this finding is in itself sufficient to conclude that, during that period, Telenor
engaged in an anti-competitive margin squeeze, without the need to consider its
downstream costs (see Section 10.5).

871. On the other hand, the Authority's results show that an EEC paying the wholesale NRO
tariffs charged by Telenor to NwN would have reported positive gross margins from 1
September 2010 until 31 December 2012 (see again Section 10.4.3 above). In order to
determine whether Telenor abused its dominant position in those latter months as well,
it would be necessary to calculate Telenor's downstream costs and check whether the
positive gross margins would have been sufficient to cover those downstream costs.

872. Given however the complexity and time-intensive nature of an analysis of Telenor's
downstream costs, the Authority has considered it appropriate, in this case, to limit itself
to finding a margin squeeze in respect of the wholesale NRO tariffs charged by Telenor
to NwN from 1 August 2008 to 31 August 2010, i.e. the period during which the gross
margin was negative.

873. As far as Ventelo is concerned, as noted in Section 10.4.3 above, the Authority's results
show that an EEC paying the wholesale MVNO tariffs charged by Telenor to Ventelo
would have reported negative gross margins from January 2008 to November 2010, from
January 2012 to March 2012, in October 2012 and in December 2012. In the remaining
months, an EEC paying the wholesale MVNO tariffs charged by Telenor to Ventelo,
would have reported positive gross margins.

874. Given these results, and applying the same approach used for NwN, the Authority has
limited itself, in this case, for reasons of procedural efficiency, to finding a margin
squeeze in respect of the wholesale MVNO tariffs charged to Ventelo only for the period
from January 2008 to November 2010.

109 For the sake of clarity, references to months) here include the entirety of the months) in question.
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875. Finally, as noted in Section 10.4.3 above, the Authority's results show that an EEC
paying the wholesale tariffs charged by Telenor to SPs would have reported negative
gross margins in all months from January 2008 to December 2012. This finding in itself
allows the Authority to conclude that, during that period, Telenor abused its dominant
position by imposing a margin squeeze in respect of the wholesale SP tariffs, without it
being necessary to consider Telenor's downstream costs (see again section 10.4.1 above).

876. In light of the above, the Authority concludes that Telenor abused its dominant position
by imposing margin squeezes in relation to:

(a) The wholesale NRO tariffs charged to NwN, from 1 August 2008 to 31 August
2010;

(b) The wholesale MVNO tariffs charged to Ventelo, from 1 January 2008 to 30
November 2010; and

(c) The wholesale SP tariffs, from 1 January 2008 to 31 December 2012.

10.5 Effect on competition and consumers

10. S.1 Legal framework

877. The EFTA Court has held that: ̀ fog° the purposes of establishing an infringement of
Article 54 EEA, it is not necessary to show that the abztse zcnde~~ consideration had an
actual impact on the relevant maj~kets. It is sz fficient in that respect to show that the
abusive conduct of the zcnde~°taking in a dominant position tends to restrict competition
o~, in other wog°ds, that the conduct is capable of having that effect."logs This is settled

EU case law,lo96 also with regard to cases involving a margin squeeze.lo9~ In other words,
it is sufficient to show "potential effects" of the dominant undertaking's behaviour.lo9g

878. In order therefore for a margin squeeze to be abusive within the meaning of Article 54
EEA, that practice must have an anti-competitive effect in the market, but the effect does
not necessarily have to be concrete. It is sufficient to show that there is an anti-
competitive effect which may potentially exclude from the market competitors which are
at least as efficient as the dominant undertaking, l o~~

~o9s See judgment of 18 Apri12012 in Case E-15/10 Poster Norge [2012] EFTA Ct. Rep. 246, paragraph 189.

106 See judgment of 17 December 2003, B~~itish Aii~->>ays, T-219/99, EU:T:2003:343, paragraph 293 (upheld on
appeal: judgment of 15 March 2007, B~"ItISI1 All"WLIyS, C-95/04 P, EU:C:2007:166); and judgment of 9 September
2009, Clea~~st~~eam, T-301/04, EU:T:2009:317, paragraph 144.

l09' See judgment of 29 March 2012, Telefonica, T-336/07, EU:T:2012:172, paragraph 268; and judgment of 13
December 2018, Slovak Telekom, T-851/14, EU:T:2018:929, paragraph 110.

io9s See judgment of 30 May 2018 in Case E-6/17 Fjarskipti [2018] EFTA Ct. Rep. 78, paragraph 62; see also
judgment of 6 December 2012, Astf-aZeneca, C-457/10 P, EU:C:2012:770, paragraph 112; judgment of 17
February 2011, TeliaSonei•a Sverige, C-52/09, EU:C:2011:83, paragraph 64; and judgment of 29 March 2012,
SpL7lY1 V C07911911SSIOYI; T-398/07, EU:T:2012:173, paragraph 90.

1099 See judgment of 30 May 2018 in Case E-6/17 Fjai~skipti [2018] EFTA Ct. Rep. 78, paragraph 62; see also the
judgment of 17 February 2011, TeliaSonera Sve~~ige, C-52/09, EU:C:2011:83, paragraphs 64-67; and judgment
of 10 July 2014, Telefonica, C-295/12 P, EU:C:2014:2062, paragraph 124.
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879. According to the CJEU, the anti-competitive effect caused by a margin squeeze must
relate to the possible barriers which the squeeze may create to the growth on the retail
market of the services offered to end users and, therefore, the degree of competition in
that market. Accordingly, there is an abuse where the margin squeeze reduces the
margins of equally efficient competitors and is thus capable of making the entry of such
competitors into the market concerned more difficult or impossible.11oo The European
Courts have also held that the potential anti-competitive effects of a margin squeeze
usually result from the tendency of the practice to increase the entry costs of competitors
and/or to delay their prospects of becoming profitable.11ol

880. Further, the CJEU has held that "the fact that the desi~~ed l~eszclt, namely the exclusion of
those competitof~s, is not ultimately achieved does not alter° its categof~isation as abuse
within the meaning ofAf°title 102 TFEU".11o2

881. Article 102 TFEU and Article 54 EEA are aimed not only at practices which may cause
prejudice to consumers directly, but also at those which are detrimental to an effective
competition structure.l l03 These provisions aim at protecting the structure of the market,
where the degree of competition is already weakened.l l04 Article 54 EEA does not require
the Authority to examine specifically whether the conduct of the dominant undertaking
has actually caused prejudice directly to consumers.l los

882. Indispensability of the wholesale input is not a legal requirement for finding an abusive
margin squeeze.11o6 Indispensability may be relevant when assessing the effects of a
margin squeeze.l log Where access to the supply of the wholesale product is indispensable
for the sale of the retail product, the at least potentially anti-competitive effect of a margin
squeeze is probable.11os Even if the wholesale input is not indispensable, a margin

iioo See judgment of 17 February 2011, TeliaSonei•a Sverige, C-52/09, EU:C:2011:83, paragraphs 62 et seq., and
judgment of 14 October 2010, DeZrtsche Telekom, C-280/08 P, EU:C:2010:603, paragraphs 252-253.

"o' See judgment of 29 March 2012, Telefonica, T-336/07, EU:T:2012:172, paragraph 279.

1102 See judgment of 17 February 2011, TeliaSonera Sve~~ige, C-52/09, EU:C:2011:83, paragraph 65.

1103 See judgment of 29 March 2012, Teleforrica, T-336/07, EU:T:2012:172, paragraph 270; judgment of 17
February 2011, TeliaSorre~~a Sverige, C-52/09, EU:C:2011:83, paragraph 24; judgment of 15 March 2007, B~~itish
Aii~vays, C-95/04 P, EU:C:2007:166, paragraphs 106-107; and judgment of 21 February 1973, Ezn~opernballage
and Continental Can Company, 6/72, EU:C:1973:22, paragraph 26.

iioa See judgment of 2 April 2009, F~~ance Telecom, C-202/07 P, EU:C:2009:214, paragraph 104 and case law
cited therein.

iios See judgment of 13 December 2018, Slovak Telekorn, T-851/14, EU:T:2018:929, paragraph 110; judgment of
27 March 2012, Post Dann~af•k, C-209/10, EU:C:2012:172, paragraph 20 and the case-law cited; and judgment of
29 March 2012, Telefonica, T-336/07, EU:T:2012:172, paragraph 171.

1106 See judgment of 17 February 2011, TeliaSonera Sve~~ige, C-52/09, EU:C:2011:83, paragraphs 69-72. See also
judgment of 10 July 2014, Telefonica, C-295/12 P, EU:C:2014:2062, paragraphs 117-118; and judgment of
13 December 2018, Slovak Telekom, T-851/14, EU:T:2018:929, paragraphs 95-128.

l log See judgment of 17 February 2011, TeliaSonera Sve~•ige, C-52/09, EU:C:2011:83, paragraph 69.

~~os Ibidem, paragraphs 70-71.
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squeeze practice may still be capable of having anti-competitive effects on the markets
concerned, l l09

883. When assessing the effects of a margin squeeze practice, it is necessary to determine the
level of margin squeeze of competitors at least as efficient as the dominant
undertaking. l l l o

884. Where the gross margin is negative,l111 as in the present case (see Section 10.4.5 above),
the CJEU has clearly stated that an effect which is at least potentially exclusionary is
probable. This is because in such a situation, competitors of the dominant undertaking,
even if they are as efficient, or even more efficient compared with it, would be compelled
to sell at a loss.1112

885. If, on the other hand, the gross margin remains positive, it must then be demonstrated
that the application of that pricing practice was, by reason, for example, of reduced
profitability, likely to have the consequence that it would be at least more difficult for
the operators concerned to trade on the market concerned.1113

886. In the next section, the Authority shows that Telenor's margin squeeze practices were
capable of having anti-competitive effects, as required by the case law,1114 i.e. they were
capable of making more difficult, or impossible, the entry or activity of as-efficient
competitors on the market concerned. i l l s

10.5.2 Potential anti-competitive effects of Telenor's conduct

10.5.2.1 Equally efficient competitors (would have) szcffej~ed negative gross margins

887. In Section 10.4 above, the Authority calculated the margins that an equally efficient
competitor of Telenor would have earned if it had paid the same wholesale prices as those
charged by Telenor to its wholesale customers during the Period under Consideration and
it replicated Telenor's residential stand-alone MBB portfolio in the downstream market.
On the basis of those calculations, the Authority concluded that:

1'09 Ibidem, paragraph 72.

1'to Ibidem, paragraph 73.

111' I.e. the relevant downstream revenues are lower than the upstream costs.

'I12 See judgment of 30 May 2018 in Case E-6/17 Fjai~skipti [2018] EFTA Ct. Rep. 78, paragraph 66. See also
judgment of 17 February 2011, TeliaSonera Sverige, C-52/09, EU:C:2011:83, paragraph 73.

1113 See judgment of 17 February 2011, TeliaSonef~a Sverige, C-52/09, EU:C:2011:83, paragraph 74.

llla See paragraph 877 above.

Ills See judgment of 29 March 2012, Telefonica, T-336/07, EU:T:2012:172, paragraph 271; judgment of 17
February 2011, TeliaSorref•a Sverige, C-52/09, EU:C:2011:83, paragraphs 63-64; and judgment of 14 October
2010, Deartsche Telekom, C-280/08 P, EU:C:2010:603, paragraphs 177 and 253.
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(a) If it had to pay the wholesale NRO tariffs charged by Telenor to NwN, an as-
efficient competitor of Telenor would have earned negative gross margins1116

in all months from 1 August 2008 to 31 August 2010;

(b) If it had to pay the wholesale MVNO tariffs charged by Telenor to Ventelo, an
as-efficient competitor of Telenor would have earned negative gross margins
from 1 January 2008 to 3 0 November 2010;111 ~

(c) If it had to pay the wholesale tariffs charged by Telenor to SPs, an as-efficient
competitor of Telenor would have earned negative gross margins during the
entire period from 1 January 2008 to 31 December 2012.

888. Therefore, Telenor's wholesale customers were (or would have been) compelled to sell
residential stand-alone MBB services at a loss, even if they were as efficient as Telenor.
The Authority recalls that the negative margins in question are negative gross margins.
In other words, an equally efficient competitor would be loss-malting even before taking
its product-specific retail costs into account. As set out in paragraph 867 above, given
that the gross margins are negative, the Authority has not considered the relevant
downstream costs in any detail. It observes however that the inclusion of any such costs
would only make the losses of as-efficient competitors worse. Such negative gross
margins were present (or would have applied) during the entire Period under
Consideration based on the wholesale prices charged by Telenor to SPs, and during the
major part of the Period under Consideration based on the wholesale prices charged by
Telenor to the NRO NwN and the MVNO Ventelo.

889. The Authority recalls that the calculation of the gross margin is based on Telenor's retail
prices/revenues, since the Authority applies an EEC test. This is therefore a conservative
approach, since alternative operators (such as Telenor's wholesale customers), as
challengers, may need to apply cheaper retail prices than the incumbent operator (Telenor
in the present case) in order to convince end users to switch from the established
incumbent to the new entrant. l i l s In order to attract retail customers, Telenor's wholesale
customers may have had to offer better retail terms than Telenor, which would have
resulted in even larger negative gross margins and therefore even greater losses when
offering residential stand-alone MBB.

'll~ I.e. the wholesale costs would have been higher than the retail revenues for residential stand-alone MBB
services.

' 11' The Authority notes that this would also have been the case fi•om January 2012 to March 2012 (both inclusive),
in October 2012 and in December 2012. However, as set out in paragraph 874 above, the Authority has limited
itself, in this case, to finding a margin squeeze in respect of Ventelo only for the period from 1 January 2008 to
30 November 2010.

"ls This was in fact the case in Dezrtsche Telekom, as observed by the GCEU in its judgment of 10 April 2008, T-
271/03, EU:T:2008:101, paragraph 202: "In any event, since the applicant significantly lotivered its telephone call
cha~~ges in the pet•iod covered by the contested decision [...], it is conceivable that competitors did not even have
the economic oppoi•tZcnit~~ to offset cha~~ges szrggested by the applicant. In fact, the competitors, already at a
competitive disadvantage by comparison }-vith the applicant in relation to local netrvo~~k access, had to apply even
lowe~~ call cha~~ges than the applicant in o~•def• to encoan•age potential czrstomef~s to discontinue their subsc~~iption
to the applicant and to sarbsct•ibe to them instead."
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890. The Authority recalls further that, as shown in Section 10.4 above, equally efficient
competitors faced or would have faced such negative gross margins at each level of
wholesale access to Telenor's mobile network. This was the case during the entire Period
under Consideration (based on the wholesale tariffs charged by Telenor to SPs) or the
major part of it (based on the wholesale tariffs charged by Telenor to NROs or MVNOs).
In mobile communications markets, the purpose of wholesale access at SP, MVNO and
NRO levels is to facilitate entry and expansion by mobile communications providers of
differing size and infrastructure profiles.1119 By making use of such layered wholesale
access to a mobile network, SPs, MVNOs and NROs can deliver mobile communications
services and thus have the opportunity to grow a critical customer base. This may in turn
facilitate further investments and the development of progressively stronger competitors
over time.112o

891. Indeed, each access level offers a potential source of competitive discipline in the
relevant retail market, and possibly also in the relevant wholesale market over time.
While NROs incur the largest investments and present a more credible source of
infrastructure-based competition, Nkom has also recognised that, while MVNOs or SPs
may not always ascend the ladder of investment to become fully-fledged infrastructure
owners, they nonetheless have independent competitive significance. First, MVNOs and
SPs can contribute direct competitive pressure on price and non-price service features,
including stimulating innovation through increased product diversity at service level.1121

Second, given the absence of afully-established third nationwide mobile network in
Norway (see paragraph 60 above), Nkom has increasingly recognised the potential for
MVNOs and SPs to supply (wholesale) traffic to a third mobile network, thus also
contributing to sustainable competition in the relevant retail and wholesale markets over
the longer term.1122

1119 Nkom's 2006, 2010, 2016 and 2020 SMP Decisions have consistently recognised the value of facilitating
gradual investments through access to established mobile infrastructure at different levels. See Nkom's 2020 SMP
Decision, paragraph 76; Nkom's 2016 SMP Decision, paragraph 71; Nkom's 2010 SMP Decision, paragraph 64;

Nkom's 2006 SMP Decision, section 7.3.

i~zo As held by the GCEU, all levels of the ladder should be accessible since "t1~e p~~ocess that enables alte~~native
ope~•atoi•s to invest g~•adarally in tl~ei~~ otivn infi•astrZrctzn~e can cortstitzrte u viable strategy only ~-vl~e~~e there is no
margin sgzreeze p~~actice at the diffe~~ent levels of the Iadde~•". See judgment of 29 March 2012, Telefonica, T-

336/07, EU:T:2012:172, paragraph 196.

llzl The European Commission has also recognised the value of the competitive role played by access seekers in

other mobile markets. For example, in paragraph 46 of Commission Decision of 1 March 2010 in Case

COMP/M.5650 — T-Mobile/O~•ange, the Commission noted in respect of the broader retail market for mobile
communications that: "In the UK f~etarl maJ•ket, MVNOs play a significant role. (...) MVNOs not only compete on
p~~ice and consarme~~ services 1-vrth theif• host net~voi•ks, bzrt they also stimulate competition by int~~odZccing
innovative barsiness models."

1122Nkom's growing recognition ofthe competitive role played by MVNOs and SPs is reflected in a corresponding
evolution in the regulatory emphasis/principles underpinning its SMP Decisions. While principle 3 (which seeks

to support infrastructure-based competition; see footnote 124 above) was the main principle governing Nkom's
choice of remedies in its 2006, 2010, 2016 and 2020 SMP Decisions, the latter two SMP Decisions also placed a
somewhat greater emphasis on principle 2 (which foresees the protection of consumer interests where
infrastructure duplication is not feasible, e.g. through service-based competition; see paragraph 118 above). See
Section 5.2 above.
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892. Telenor's conduct was, therefore, likely to hinder, or was at least capable of hindering

as-efficient competitors across all three access levels from entering or expanding in an

evolving and fast-growing market. In the Authority's view, the negative gross margins

potentially had a significant impact on the ability of NROs, MVNOs and SPs to

contribute important competitive pressure in the residential stand-alone MBB market

during the Period under Consideration, as well as to contribute to sustainable competition

in both the relevant retail and wholesale markets over the longer term.

893. The importance of the MBB market was confirmed by internal Telenor documents, where
Telenor referred to the MBB market as a "must-win battle",' 123 as displaying "significant
growth", and as "the main area for new establishment in Norway", l iz4 It is also consistent
with statements from NwN, which stated in a letter to Telenor in June 2009: "Teleno~~'s
tivholesale pJ°ices f°esult in a may°gin squeeze sitication fo~~ Netwo~~k Noway. This is
unsustainable fog Net~vo~k No~~way. As the market fog mobile bj~oadband services is in
an impoj~tant g~~owth phase, such a situation hill mean that Netu~oNk Noway cannot
compete fog new consumes."112s

894. On the basis of the above, the Authority takes the view that Telenor's pricing practices
were likely to hinder or were at least capable of hindering the ability of actual or potential
competitors at least as efficient as Telenor itself to trade on the retail market for the
provision of stand-alone MBB services to residential customers in Norway. The fact that
equally efficient competitors, at all levels of wholesale access to Telenor's mobile
network, would have been loss-making even before taking product-specific retail costs
into account reveals the exclusionary potential of Telenor's pricing practice. The
Authority recalls that, according to case law of the European Courts, when, as in the
present case, even the gross margin is negative, an effect which is at least potentially
exclusionary is probable.1126

895. The Authority's finding of negative gross margins is therefore sufficient to conclude that
an effect which was at least potentially exclusionary is probable. This conclusion is
further confirmed by competitor statements and the fact that Telenor's wholesale
customers could not avoid the margin squeeze by switching to another wholesale
supplier, as set out in the sections below.

10.5.2.2 Co~rzpetitof~ statements ficj~thel~ confirm that the f~~a~~gin squeeze ~~~as capable of having
anti-competitive effects

896. Statements from NwN support the Authority's conclusion that the margin squeeze
practices reduced the ability of Telenor's wholesale customers to compete in the relevant
downstream market.

1123 See paragraph 179 above.

112a See footnote 237 above.

"25 See footnote 1129 below.

llz6 See paragraph 884 and footnote 1112 above.
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897. The Authority refers to the following statement made by Telia, on behalf of NwN,i12~

with regard to the Period under Consideration:112g

"F~om the perspective that Net~vo~k Norway had in the Nelevant period, the main factor'

f°estf~icting Netvvoj°k No~~tvay fi°om offering MBB sey~vices was the national roaming
ta~~iffs [i.e. the wholesale prices charged by Telenor to NwN] which prevented Network

No~~tivay f •om being able to provide competitive prices fog MBB due to a ma~~gin
squeeze. Consequently, Netwo~°k Noy°tii~ay did not seek to expand its MBB offering."

898. As reported by the Norwegian NCA in its Decision V2018-20 addressed to Telenor, the
assessment made by NwN in 2009, i.e. during the first part of the Period under
Consideration, was the same. In its letter of 9 June 2009 to Telenor in relation to the
negotiation of a revised NR agreement, NwN stated that Telenor's wholesale prices in
combination with its retail prices for data resulted in a margin squeeze:112~

"The data p~~ices in the [retail] market have dec~~eased so much that Telenor~'s wholesale

prices aye significantly higher° than the co~~°esponding service from Teleno~ in the ~°etail

ma~~ket. Telenoj°'s wholesale p~^ices ~eszclt in a margin squeeze situation fog Nettivo~k
Noj~way. This is unsustainable fof~ Net~~o~~k No~~way. As the maf~ket foj~ mobile

broadband services is in an impo~~tant gj~otivth phase, such a situation will mean that

Netttioj~k Noj~tivay cannot compete fog new conszcmej~s."

899. NwN, Telenor's largest customer, therefore put Telenor on notice of the impact that the
pricing was having on its business.113o Indeed, at this time (in or around June 2009)
Telenor was aware that its pricing practices at least potentially raised competition
concerns. This can be seen from paragraphs 281-282 of the Norwegian NCA's Decision
V2018-20, which provide;1131

11'-' As explained in paragraphs 74 and 77 above, in 2011, NwN was acquired by Tele2 and the latter was acquired
by Telia in 2015.

'12g See Document No 1075917, letter from Telia to the Authority of 30 August 2016, Section 2.2, where Telia
also notes and agrees with the Authority's definition of the relevant market as MBB services sold to residential
customers.

1''-9 See the Norwegian NCA's Decision V2018-20, paragraph 275; translation by the Authority of: "Dataprisene
i ma~~kedet ha~~ falt sa mye at Teleno~•s gr•ossistpriser~ er betydelig hr~yei•e enrt tilsvarende tjeneste fi~a Teleno~~ i
slZrttb~•z~kermaJ•kedet. Telef~ois gf~ossistp~•ise~• naedf~i•e~~ en p~•isklemmesituasjon fof~ Neh-vork Nortivcry. Dette e~~
Zrholdba~•t for Neh-vo~•k Nortivay. Siden ma~~kedet fog• mobile bredbandstjeneste~~ er inne i en viktig vekstfase vil en
slik situasjon n~edfr~~•e at Nehvoi~k No~~vay ikke kan were med pa cr Iconkurt~eJ~e om nye kurrder."

"3o The Authority observes that Telenor at least theoretically concedes that NwN could have been more dedicated
towards residential MBB with better margins; see Reply to the SO, paragraph 511.

113' See Document No 1075916, paragraphs 281-282; the Authority's translation of the following extract: "I et
saksfi•ernlegg til lede~•mrvtet i g~~ossistavdelingert i Telenof~ 22. ja~~ri 2009 fi•enikomnae~~ det at Telenoi~ gjennomf~~-te
kva~-talsvise mat•ginberegninger av sine grossistp~-ise~~. Bakgrz~nnen fo~~ dette var angitt som fr~lge~~: `Fo~~malet er
a sikre at tilgangsakt~~~ene ha~~ tilstf~ekkelige marginer, dette fo~~ ikke a komme i konflikt med konkatr~~anseloven ~'
11 om artilb~rlig i~tnyttelse av dominerende stilling. ' Teleno~~s marginbe~•egrtinge~~ viste at prisene til
tjenesteleve~•and~~~e~~, MVNO-er ogNet~vo~~k Not•tivay matte jarsteres rredfor a acnnga a Bette disse i en may"g"IYISICVIS.
Pa denne bakg~•zmn ble det i ledermr~tet fo~•eslatt a f~edzrse~~e datap~•isene foi~ tjenestelevef~and~~•er og MUNO-e~•
(...) fi~a og med 1. jzrli 2009. For Nehvo~~k No~-~vay ble det foi•eslatt prisredzrksjoner fo~~ data, og at disse
p~•is~~edzcksjonene skaclle gj~f~es gjeldende fi~a og med 1. mai 2009."
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"(281) From a document presented in the management meeting of Teleno~'s wholesale
department on 22 June 2009, it appears that Teleno~ conducted gzra~te~ly margin
calculations based on its wholesale prices. The aim was to `ensue that the wholesale
customers have sufficient margins, in o~de~ not to violate Article 11 of the Competition
Act on abuse of dominant position'.

(282) Teleno~°'s calculations of ma~~gins show that the pf°ices to SPs, MVNOs and
Net►~~o~°k Noi°tivay needed to be adjusted in o~°deg to avoid a ma~~gin squeeze. Against this
backgj~ozcnd, it was p~~oposed in the management meeting to ~~edzcce the prices on data
offej~ed to SPs, MVNOs (...) as from 1 July 2009. Foy° Net~vo~~k Noj°way, it was pNoposed
to offer° ~edzcctions in prices on data as from 1 May 2009."

900. Notwithstanding the above, Telenor continued to apply pricing terms to NwN which
(would have) resulted in an equally efficient competitor having negative gross margins
on the relevant retail market until and including August 2010 (see Section 10.4
above).1132

901. Finally, NwN has explained that the spread between the wholesale tariff and retail
revenues resulted in it employing a passive commercial strategy in relation to MBB
services; 1133

"Dice to the wholesale tariffs for data (national roaming), the aver°age usage
volumes/~evenzce and payment of commission forced NetworkNo~way to be very ca~eficl
in marketing MBB. As a Nesult, Network No~tivay focused on mobile telephony services
with higher ARPUpotential and offej°ed the MBB portfolio strictly as an add-on service
to those subscriber's that ~egzci~ed a MBB (i. e. a very defensive and reactive market
offering). Hence Network No~^way did not proactively maj°ket MBB, nog^ did Network
Norway spend market ficnding on adve~°ts o~ develop a clear strategy tailored
specifically fog° the MBB p~odzcct segment. The result is a vej~y low market share in the
MBB segment."

10.5.2.3 Teleno~°'s wholesale customer°s cozrld not avoid being margin squeezed by switching
to anothe~~ wholesale szrpplie~

902. The Authority is not required to show that Telenor's wholesale input (i.e. wholesale
access and origination services on its public mobile telephone network in Norway) was

"32 Telenor maintains (see footnote 1030 above) that if NwN had accepted Telenor's TPDP offer made in the
autumn of 2009, with proposed effect from 1 November 2009, the use by NwN of such TPDP would have avoided
any margin squeeze from the latter date. As explained above, the Authority considers that, for reasons of legal
certainty, the margin squeeze test should only be applied to the agreed contractual tariffs charged to NwN and
that, in any event, the use of the TPDP, modelled correctly, would still have resulted in a margin squeeze until
and including August 2010 (see paragraphs 825— 839 above).

1133 Document No 788751, reply by Tele2 and NwN of 9 May 2014 to the Authority's request for information
dated 28 March 2014, non-confidential version, page 7 (reply to the following question 3.3: "Please descj-ibe the
commercial st~~ategies that wee°e pu~•sued by you~~ company in respect of dedicated MBB services darning the
f•elevantpe~~iod, e.g. in (•elation to anyMBBprodarcts/services tivhichyozrr company offered o~~ consideredoffering,
any focus on particular custo»~er segments, level of marketing expenditari•es or investments, etc.").
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indispensable in order to show anti-competitive effects.1134 The Authority finds,

however, that Telenor's affected wholesale customers had no effective and/or

economically viable alternative to its wholesale input during the Period under

Consideration. Additionally, switching costs limited the scope and incentives for these

wholesale customers to substitute away from Telenor's wholesale input in a timely

manner.

903. Therefore, Telenor's wholesale customers could not in any meaningful way avoid the

negative gross margins by simply switching to an alternative wholesale supplier. This

further confirms the Authority's conclusion that, in light of the negative gross margins

and the competitor statements set out above, anti-competitive effects were probable. The

reasons for this are as follows.

904. First, as mentioned above, there were no effective and/or economically viable

alternatives for Telenor's input.

905. As described in Section 4.2.1.2.3 above and in particular paragraph 75, the coverage of

Mobile Norway's network was limited during the main part of the Period under

Consideration. For example, Nkom notes that Mobile Norway had a population coverage

of only 42% at the beginning of 2012.113s Consequently, Mobile Norway, and its parents

NwN and Tele2, could only sell nationwide wholesale access that was based in large part

on (resale o~ either Telenor's or Telia's wholesale input. The wholesale prices that

Mobile Norway (and its parents NwN and Tele2) could offer potential wholesale

customers were therefore to a significant degree affected by the unfavourable wholesale

prices offered by either Telenor or Telia. Mobile Norway, and its parents NwN and Tele2,

were thus not an effective and/or economically viable alternative as a supplier of the

relevant wholesale input. This is further confirmed by the fact that neither Mobile

Norway nor Tele2 had any external wholesale customers and NwN only had four small

SP wholesale customers during the Period under Consideration.l 136 In addition, as set out

in paragraph 504 above, NwN's wholesale agreement with Telenor made it more difficult

for NwN to provide access to MVNOs, because, in that case, Telenor would be entitled

to renegotiate its wholesale prices, which would impact on the ability of NwN to

negotiate freely with MVNOs for such business.

906. As described in Section 4.2.1.2.2 above, ICE was also not an effective and/or

economically viable alternative in the wholesale market. Its network did not have

nationwide coverage113~ and in addition it offered only data traffic on mobile networks,

as its network was not compatible with mobile phones.113g Telenor's discount pricing

113a See Section 10.5.1 above.

113s See Nkom's draft 2014 Market Analysis, paragraph 434 (and see footnote 660 above). As a consequence,

even the parents of Mobile Norway (NwN and Tele2) needed to enter into wholesale agreements with Telenor or

Telia.

1136 See paragraph 504 above.

' 13' See paragraph 71 above.

1'3a See paragraph 72 above. Consequently, a wholesale customer that sourced wholesale data access from ICE

would still have had to buy mobile access and origination services from either Telenor or Telia if it wanted to
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structure (which was triggered only by voice minutes purchased but which would then

apply retroactively across all traffic categories, including data1139) meant that wholesale

customers would have lost discounts of up to [0-20]% on data traffic switched to ICE's
network.114o Further, the fact that ICE was only a marginal supplier on the relevant

wholesale market during the Period under Consideration1141 also suggests that it was not

an effective and/or economically viable alternative to Telenor's wholesale input.

907. During the Period under Consideration, Telia was the only competitor that had a

nationwide network coverage and offered a complete range of services (including

wholesale inputs for mobile calls).

908. However, for the reasons explained in paragraph 522 above, in practice Telia had limited

incentives to compete with Telenor on the relevant wholesale market and to offer

attractive terms to wholesale customers seeking to avoid Telenor's margin squeeze

practices.

909. This can be seen, for example, in an internal e-mail sent in May 2009 to Telenor's CEO

during the negotiation of a revised NR agreement with NwN, by a Telenor Director, who
stated:1142

"I don't think Netcom [i.e. Telia] will offer NwN p~~ices anywhere neap° the prices they

[i.e. NwN] aye asking fog. [...] In ozc~ opinion, it is not in ozcr interest to change the

czc~r~ent agreement [with NwN]. "

provide mobile voice services as well. The fact of having to deal with two wholesale suppliers would have entailed

an additional administrative burden and costs.

139 See paragraph 801 above.

i iao See, for example, Document No 657260 — EES 27, National Roaming Agreement between Telenor and NwN,

dated 3 Apri12008, Annex 5, Chapter 2. See also paragraph 801 above.

14' It had only a very limited number of wholesale customers during the Period under Consideration: see

paragraph 508 above.

' la2 E-mail from the Division Director of Telenor's Wholesale and Regulatory Division to Telenor's CEO of 29

May 2009; translation by the Authority from the Norwegian version: "Jeg tro~~ hellei• ikke NetCom vil gi NwN

pi•ise~• i nce~~heten av det de be~~ om. [... ] Alt i alt mener vi deg fo~~ at vi ei• best tjent rr~ed a ikke a gj~~°e endrirtger i

avtalen pa disse o»~raderre."; see the Norwegian NCA's Decision V2018-20, paragraph 271. In Section 5.2.3 of

its Reply to the LoF, Telenor claims that this merely shows that it did not believe that Telia would meet NwN's

unrealistic expectations/demands and that it does not say anything about the incentives access seekers in general

had to switch supplier, nor their ability to do so. Telenor adds that several access seekers, including both NwN

and Tele2 in 2007/2008, did switch supplier. The Authority disagrees. It has shown in Section 9.2.2.3 above that

switching was limited during the Period under Consideration and that the switching by Tele2 and NwN in

2007/early 2008 was not a sign of effective competition between Telenor and Telia. The Authority considers that

this episode rather shows that Telenor was not materially constrained by Telia. As set out in paragraphs 515 and

520 above, Telenor initially did not even want to compete with Telia to have NwN as a wholesale customer. It

initially simply refused NwN's access request.
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910. An internal NwN note, sent to its board, stated the following regarding these
negotiations:1143

"Netcom [i.e. Telia] will not offer us conditions we can use to play them [i.e. Telenor
and Telia] ozct against each other in o~°deg to ~~eceive lower prices f~om Teleno~."

911. The Authority recalls that, by letter of 6 June 2009, NwN had informed Telenor that
Telenor's terms resulted in a margin squeeze (see paragraphs 898 and 899 above). The
above evidence indicates that, despite this, NwN could not obtain sufficiently better terms
from Telia to make it worth switching.1144 The Authority considers that for NwN, Telia
was therefore not an economically viable alternative.

912. Given Telia's limited incentives to offer competitive wholesale terms, the Authority
considers more generally that Telenor's affected wholesale customers would not have
obtained wholesale prices from Telia that would have allowed them to avoid Telenor's
margin squeeze practices. This is shown by the fact that, based on an EEC test, Telia's
wholesale customers also earned or would have earned negative margins when providing
stand-alone MBB services to residential customers during the Period under
Consideration.114s

913. For the above reasons, Telia was not an economically viable alternative for Telenor's
wholesale customers. Switching to Telia to avoid negative gross margins when providing
residential stand-alone MBB services was therefore not an option for Telenor's affected
wholesale customers.

914. MVNOs and SPs could only resell wholesale access to a mobile network, as they had no
network of their own. If re-selling access bought from Telenor or Telia, the wholesale
prices that MVNOs or SPs could offer wholesale customers were or would have been
significantly affected by the unfavourable wholesale prices 1146 offered by either Telenor
or Telia. This would also have been the case had MVNOs and SPs resold access bought
from Mobile Norway or ICE. Due to the lack of nationwide coverage of the Mobile
Norway and ICE networks, if reselling such wholesale access bought from Mobile
Norway and/or ICE, MVNOs and SPs would have had to supplement this in large part
by buying and therefore on-selling wholesale access from Telenor or Telia. This
supplementary access would have again been affected by the unfavourable terms applied
by Telenor and Telia. In any of these cases, therefore, MVNOs and SPs were not effective
and economically viable alternatives as suppliers of the relevant wholesale input.

"`'3 Translation by the Authority from Norwegian: "Dette bet~~r at Netco»~ ikke vil vcPre en komme~~siell past som
sil~~e~~ oss bed~~e prise~~ fi-a Teleno~• ved a spille de opp rnot hverand~•e i fo~~handlinge~~." See the Norwegian NCA's
Decision V2018-20, paragraph 279.

1'4a The Authority recalls that under its contract with Telenor, NwN was suffering negative margins (see
paragraphs 870-872 above).

11`'s See paragraph 373 above and Annex 2 to this Decision.

lla6 Resulting in each case in a margin squeeze by reference to the prevailing retail prices for residential stand-
alone MBB services (see Section 10.4 and paragraph 373 above).
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915. Second, as described above,114~ even if there were effective and/or economically viable
alternatives for Telenor's wholesale input, which the Authority does not believe to have
been the case during the Period under Consideration, switching costs limited the scope
and incentives for the affected wholesale customers to substitute away from Telenor's
wholesale input in a timely manner.

910. These switching costs stemmed inter alia from long contractual periods, exclusivity
clauses with penalties, and minimum purchasing obligations in the wholesale contracts
with Telenor.

917. In this regard, the Authority recalls that NwN could not, during the entire Period under
Consideration, purchase wholesale access from Telia, the only other MNO with a
nationwide network, without terminating its wholesale agreement with Telenor and
moving its entire wholesale purchases to Telia. This was due to a clause in its agreement
with Telenor, which prevented it from obtaining wholesale access from another operator
with nationwide coverage. i 14g In addition, NwN was tied to Telenor in the form of long
contractual periods in its wholesale agreements, exclusivity clauses with sizeable
penalties, and minimum purchasing obligations1149 (see paragraphs 536-537 above). In
the context of switching costs, Telenor accepts that "Network Norway and Tele2 ... were
both obligated by ~elative[ly] long teem contacts with Teleno~ and Telia respectively
and could not easily switch supplier during their contract terms".11so In an internal
memorandum of 25 March 2010, Telenor stated that, given NwN's contractual

' 1`~' See paragraphs 528-539 above.

~ gas Document No 657260 — EES 27, National Roaming Agreement between Telenor and NwN of 3 Apri12008,
Clause 1.3(e): "Network Nor►vay shall not have an agreement for national roaming for GSM or UMTS access
with nationwide coverage through another network operator in Norway."

lla9 Document No 657260 — EES 27, National Roaming Agreement between Telenor and NwN of 3 Apri12008,
Clause 13.2; Document No 657260 — EES 30, Additional agreement to the National Roaming Agreement dated 2
September 2009, Clause 4, and Document No 657260 — EES 28, Additional agreement to the National Roaming
Agreement dated 18 August 2010, Clause 11. The minimum purchase obligation was introduced in the additional
agreement to the NRA agreement dated 2 September 2009 (Document No 657260 EES — 30, Clauses 2 and 3);
see also Document No 657260 — EES 28, additional agreement 2 to the NRA agreement dated 18 August 2010,
Clause 5. See further Document No 1075917, Letter from Telia —also on behalf of NwN as its legal predecessor
— to the Authority of 30 August 2016, Section 2.2, page 6: "From the perspective that Network Norway had in the
relevantpe~iod, wholesale customers could have switchedfi~om Telenor's network to Telia's network, in theory.
However, this possibility was limited by the teems of the national roaming agreements. Network Norway's
national roaming agreements in 2008, 2009 and 2010 had a fixed term of 4 years and a substantial purchase
obligation, which in combination prevented Network No~vay from switching to Telia's network before the frxed
contract term expired. Also, the exclusivity clause in the same national roaming agreements prevented Network
Norway and other group companies from establishing a parallel national roaming agreement during the contract
term. Consequently, should Network Norway have tried to switch to Telia's network prior to the fixed contract
term this would entail a substantial risk for a claim from Telenor. This risk was demonstrated when Tele2 AB
acquired Network Norway in 2012, and Telenor claimed MNOK 160. The basis of the claim was that Telenor
alleged that Network Norway was in breach of the exclusivity clause since Tele2 Norge AS had an existing
wholesale agreement with Telia."

iiso Reply to the SSO, paragraph 247.
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obligations and the penalties it would incur in case of breach, it was unlikely that it would
be able to enter into a NR agreement with another operator. l l s 1

918. Ventelo was also tied into a 5-year contract with Telenor,lls2 which included penalty
clauses 11 s3 for early termination and a clause prohibiting double roaming on the same
SIM cards.11s4 This limited Ventelo's ability to switch.

919. The contractual clauses with Telenor therefore resulted in significant switching costs for
NwN and Ventelo, irrespective of the additional switching costs set out in the next
paragraphs below.

920. As described in paragraphs 531-534 above, Telenor's network was perceived by end
users as superior to that of Telia (the only other MNO with a nationwide network), and
certainly also to those of operators offering only limited coverage or services, i.e. Mobile
Norway and ICE. This difference in (at least perceived) network quality reinforced
customer loyalty and further increased the switching costs of Telenor's wholesale
customers, l lss

921. Finally, on the issue of switching costs, as explained in paragraph 539 above, SPs faced
an additional migration cost, i.e. the need to change SIM cards or to issue new devices
with embedded SIMs. In addition to the specific cost of the SIM, this entailed
administrative costs and could have resulted in customer losses.11s6

922. The Authority's finding that Telenor's wholesale customers could not avoid the margin
squeeze practices by switching to another wholesaler is also confirmed by Telenor's
wholesale SP-customer Hello.

923. In particular, as also set out in footnote 753 above, Hello explained that: "Telenoj~ is a
dominant playe~~ in the Norwegian market, and seems to be perceived as the p~efe~~~ed
choice by a major°ity of mobile end-usej~s in the No~~tivegian market, both tivith j~ega~ds to
quality, cove~~age and other factor°s. This means that fo~~ a small f°eselle~ like Hello, it is
vi~tzcally i~Zpossible to operate without Teleno~°."l is~ In the Authority's view, this
confirms that, although Hello also had wholesale agreements with Telia and ICE until 1

'ls' Document No 657407 — CJO 85, memorandum of 25 March 2010 from the Division Director of Telenor's
Wholesale and Regulatory Division, page 2/2 (see footnote 726 above).

11s2 See Document No 657260 — EES 39, MVNO Roaming Agreement between Telenor and Ventelo, dated 20
October 2005, Clause 13.1.

lls3 See Document No 657260 — EES 39, MVNO Roaming Agreement between Telenor and Ventelo, dated 20
October 2005, Clause 8.

iisa See Document No 657260 — EES 39, MVNO Roaming Agreement between Telenor and Ventelo, dated 20
October 2005, Clauses 1.3(e) and 13.3.

iiss See paragraphs 531-534 above.

1's6 See paragraph 539 above.

lls' See Document No 786244, Hello's reply of 5 May 2014 to the Authority's request for information dated 28
March 2014, reply to question 6.1 on page 4.
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June 2012,i1ss this was not an economically viable option to avoid the impact of
Telenor's margin squeeze.

924. Based on the factors explained in paragraphs 915-921 above, the Authority concludes
that, during the Period under Consideration, switching costs limited the scope and
incentives for the affected wholesale customers to substitute away from Telenor's
wholesale input in a timely manner.

10.5.2.4 Conclusion

925. In conclusion, the Authority considers that, given its findings of negative gross margins
in the present case, the above margin squeeze practices (see Section 10.4 above) were
likely to hinder the ability of actual or potential competitors at least as efficient as Telenor
itself to trade on the retail market for the provision of stand-alone MBB services to
residential customers in Norway. This is further confirmed by competitor statements and
the inability of affected customers to switch to alternative suppliers. In any event, for the
reasons set out in Sections 10.5.2.1, 10.5.2.2 and 10.5.2.3 above, the margin squeeze
practices were at least capable of having anti-competitive effects, by making it more
difficult for as-efficient competitors to trade on the market concerned.

10.5.2.5 Teleno~'s arguments concerning the lack of potential o~ actual effects

926. Telenor agrees with the Authority that the legal test for finding a margin squeeze in
violation of Article 54 EEA is that "it is sufficient to demonst~°ate that these is an anti-
competitive effect which may potentially exclude competitor°s tivho aj~e at least as efficient
as the dominant undertaking".11s9 However, it argues that its pricing policy was not

iiss Hello entered into an exclusivity agreement with Telenor with effect from 1 June 2012 onwards, which
prevented it from having parallel agreements; see Document No 786244, Hello's reply of 5 May 2014 to the
Authority's request for information of 28 March 2014, Section 6.1: "Hello tivozrld have p~~efei~red to have multiple
ti-wholesale access/o~•iginatron p~~ovide~•s, foj~ seve~•al reasons (some custome~~s p~•efer anothef• net~vo~~k, multiple
ope~~ato~~s tivotcld have given Hello a bette~~ position in its price negotiations, etc.). Unfoi~tZrnately, Teleno~~ has
made the absolute ~•equif•ement that Hello must bacy mobile o~•igination fi•onz Teleno~• exclarsively to obtain the
~-wholesale p~•ices Telerro~• is czr~•~•ently offet~ing Hello. Consec~arently, arnder the Teleno~~ contj~act addition signed
by Hello in Azrgtrst 2012 Hello lead to migj~ate its end-zrse~~s using NetCom's (TeliaSorre~~a's) nerivork to Telenor's
nehvo~•k." and Section 6.2.c: "M2M and MBB prices are stated in Hello's cont~~act tivith Telenor, and the
exclusivity claarse has made it impossible to parrchase/be given discoarnts fi,om othe~~ ope~~atoj~s." Hello's wholesale
contract with Telenor was signed in August 2012, but was effective from 1 June 2012 (see Section 6.3.a of Hello's
reply).

lls9 See Reply to the SO, paragraph 439.
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capable of having any potential or actual effect on competition, for the reasons considered
below.

10.5.2.5.1 Telenor's claim that these was no likelihood of exclusion

927. According to Telenor, there was no likelihood of exclusion,116o notwithstanding the
existence of negative margins in some years with respect to residential stand-alone MBA
services, for two reasons.1161

10.5.2.5.1.1 Alleged availability of alternative sources of supply

928. First, while Telenor agrees that indispensability of the wholesale input is not a legal
requirement for finding an abusive margin squeeze,1162 it claims that there were several
alternatives for its wholesale mobile access input and that, accordingly, there was no
likelihood of exclusion.1163

929. According to Telenor, Telia was not capacity-constrained and was a good alternative as
a supplier of wholesale mobile access.1164 This is allegedly shown by the fact that Telia
had a number of wholesale agreements with customers, including Tele2, seeking to serve
the residential segment. Moreover, Telenor claims that Telia had strong incentives to
supply wholesale mobile access, given the absence of capacity constraints. As evidence
of lack of indispensability of Telenor's wholesale input, Telenor states that it had
competed strongly with Telia to supply wholesale access to Tele2 and NwN on a number
of occasions.

930. Similarly, in Telenor's view, there was strong competition at the wholesale level to
supply other MVNOs and SPs.116s Telenor claims that MVNOs and SPs could buy
wholesale mobile access from other suppliers, apart from Telenor and Telia, i.e. Mobile
Norway (NwN and Tele2), ICE or other MVNOs or SPs.

931. Further, Telenor claims that switching costs would not have been significant barriers to
switching wholesale supplier.1166 Moreover, with a few exceptions, l 16~ Telenor claims

' 16o See, in particular, Reply to the SO, Section 5.5 and Annex 14 of the Reply to the SO, Section 5.

1161 See, in particular, Reply to the SO, Section 5.5; Annex 14 of the Reply to the SO, Section 5; and Reply to the
SSO, Section 6.3.3.

16? See judgment of 17 February 2011, TeliaSone~~a Sverige, C-52/09, EU:C:2011:83, paragraphs 69-72. See also
judgment of 13 December 2018, Slovak Telekom, T-851/14, EU:T:2018:929, paragraphs 95-128, and see Reply
to the SO, paragraph 458.

1163 See, in particular, Reply to the SO, Section 5.5.6; Annex 14 of the Reply to the SO, Section 5.1; and Reply to
the SSO, Section 6.3.3.

1164 See Annex 14 of the Reply to the SO, Section 5.1.2 and 5.1.3.

1'6s Annex 14 to the Reply to the SO, Section 5.1.5.

'166 See Reply to the SO, paragraph 339, and Reply to the SSO, paragraph 246.

167 According to Telenor, exclusivity clauses precluding parallel wholesale agreements were rare. Notable
exceptions, in the case of Telenor, were agreements with NwN (which had an exclusivity clause with Telenor
during the entire Period under Consideration), Ventelo (from November 2010 onwards) and Hello (from June
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that wholesale customers had the possibility to have (and did have) parallel wholesale
agreements (i.e. agreements with multiple suppliers at the same time).

932. Telenor also claims that the volatility of market shares on the merchant market (i.e.
excluding self-supply) at the wholesale level during the Period under Consideration
illustrates the lack of indispensability of Telenor as a supplier of wholesale mobile
access.116g

933. The Authority first recalls that it is not necessary, for a finding of a margin squeeze, to
show that Telenor's wholesale input was indispensable, i 169 Moreover, the Authority has
shown in Section 10.5.2.3 above that, in practice, there were no effective and/or
economically viable alternatives to Telenor's wholesale input.

934. Contrary to what Telenor claims, it has been shown above that the affected wholesale
customers faced significant switching costs (due to Telenor's perceived superior network
quality and coverage and e.g. contractual provisions establishing minimum volume
purchases and exclusivity requirements, and, in the case of SPs, costs related to SIM-
cards).11 ~o

935. Finally, the Authority has shown in Section 9.2.1.3.3 above that, even on the merchant
market (i.e. excluding self-supply) for wholesale mobile access and origination services
sold to third parties, Telenor's market share was rather stable at 50% or more during the
Period under Consideration, with the only exception being in 2008. As shown in Section
9.2.2.3 above, the limited instances of switching that tools place in 2007/early2008 (with
Tele2 switching from Telenor to Telia and NwN from Telia to Telenor) do not represent
evidence of effective competition on the relevant wholesale market during the Period
under Consideration.

10.5.2.5.1.2 The appropriate level of aggregation

936. Second, Telenor reiterates its claim that the Authority assesses margins at an incorrect
aggregation level and that the arena of competition over which important entry and exit
decisions were made was broader than residential stand-alone MBB. According to
Telenor, negative margins on residential stand-alone MBB are not therefore capable of
producing anti-competitive effects. l ~ ~ i

937. Telenor refers to comments made by its competitors and observes that, with the exception
of shall SPs (e.g. Lycamobile) and ICE (which only supplied MBB), all mobile
communications providers supplied both ordinary mobile communications services and

2012 onwards; see footnote 1158 above). In any event, Telenor notes that all customers, even if bound by an
exclusivity clause, could have had a parallel wholesale agreement with ICE for wholesale data.

"6s For example, Telenor notes that its merchant market share fell from 82% in the first half of 2007 to 34% in
the first half of 2008 (when Tele2 switched to Telia in 2007) and then increased to around 58% in 2008 (when
NwN in turn switched from Telia to Telenor); see Reply to the SO, Section 4.3.6.3.

"69 See Section 10.5.1 above.

1"o See paragraphs 530-539.

"" See Reply to the SO, Section 5.5.7.
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stand-alone MBB. Telenor notes further that its revenues from stand-alone MBB
represented no more than 5% of its total mobile revenues during the Period under
Consideration. In Telenor's view, this is representative of the proportion that stand-alone
MBB would have represented out of all mobile revenues across all operators. i 1~2 A price
squeeze relating to residential stand-alone MBB would not therefore have affected the
entry or exit decisions of competitors.

93 8. As shown in Section 10.3.5 above, the Authority consider s that, in this case, the correct
level of aggregation at which to carry out the margin squeeze assessment is the relevant
retail market. The Authority considers that it is therefore correct to assess the existence
of anti-competitive effects at the level of the relevant retail market during the Period
under Consideration, and rejects Telenor's argument that the assessment should be made
over a broader portfolio of services. As the Commission found in Dez~tsche Telekom, it
cannot be assumed that all competitors have the same revenue structure as the established
operator and thus the same scope for offsetting one source of revenue against another.11~3

10.5.2.5.1.3 Conclusion

93 9. For the reasons summarised in paragraphs 93 3-93 5 and 93 8 above, the Authority rejects
Telenor's claims that its conduct was unlikely to exclude competitors due to an existence
of alternative sources of supply, or as a result of the arena of competition being wider
than stand-alone MBB services provided to residential customers.

10.5.2.5.2 Teleno~'s claim that these were effective constraints on residential stand-alone MBB
services Nega~dless of exclusion

940. Independently of the above arguments, Telenor considers that, even if the exclusion of
particular wholesale customers were likely, there were effective constraints on residential
stand-alone MBB services at the downstream leve1.11~4 Telenor argues that, even if
certain wholesale customers might have been excluded from the residential stand-alone
MBB market,ll~s there was, in any event, no prospect that prices for stand-alone MBB
services provided to residential customers could have been above competitive levels

11'2 See Reply to the SO, paragraphs 488-489 and Annex 14 of the Reply to the SO, paragraph 123.

1"3 Dezrtsche Telekom Decision, paragraphs 126-128.

11̀ ' See, in particular, Reply to the SO, Section 5.5.9 and Annex 14 of the Reply to the SO, Section 6.

11's Telenor argues that the primary purpose of Article 54 EEA is to protect an effective competitive process and,

in particular, to safeguard the interests of consumers (rather than to protect the position of particular competitors)

and that "not ever} exclarsionaiy effect is necessarily detrimental to competition". See Annex 14 of the Reply to

the SO, paragraph 34 et seq.
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during the Period under Consideration.11~6 Telenor claims that there was no likelihood of
consumer harm, because:

(a) Telenor was effectively constrained by independent rivals unaffected by the
alleged margin squeeze (e.g. by MNOs, such as Telia and ICE; and by Tele2,
which relied on Telia's network during the Period under Consideration);1177 and

(b) ThPr~ was ~ff~ctiv~ competition between stand-alone MBB services provided
to residential customers and other demand-side alternatives, namely: MTDS,
FBB (including Wi-Fi) and bundles of telephony SIMs and MBB SIMs.I l~s

941. The Authority disagrees with Telenor's claim that it was effectively constrained by
independent rivals unaffected by the alleged margin squeeze practices. The Authority
refers to Section 9.3 above, where it is shown that Telenor had a high degree of market
power in the relevant retail market during the Period under Consideration.

942. The Authority also recalls that the wholesale customers of Telia, such as Tele2, could not
be expected to compete vigorously on the relevant downstream market, given the
unfavourable terms provided by Telia.11~~ It is therefore unlikely that Telia's wholesale
customers constrained Telenor in any meaningful way on the relevant retail market. For
example, it has been shown above (see paragraph 373 and Annex 2 to this Decision) that
Tele2 earned negative margins when providing MBB to residential customers using
wholesale access purchased from Telia.ligo Telenor's economic advisor stated that the
role of Tele2 in terms of competition to supply stand-alone MBB "seems to have been
limited", i l s l This is confirmed by Tele2's low market share on the relevant retail market
(see paragraph 645 above 11 s2~ i i s3

943. In relation to the alleged competitive constraint exerted by demand-side alternatives for
residential stand-alone MBB services, the Authority refers to Sections 8.4.3.2, 8.4.4.2

1176 See, in particular, Annex 14 of the Reply to the SO, Section 6.3.

11~~ See, in particular, Reply to the SO, Section 5.5.9 and Annex 14 of the Reply to the SO, Section 6.1.

11~g See, in particular, Reply to the SO, Section 5.5.9 and Annex 14 of the Reply to the SO, Section 6.2.

'1'9 See paragraph 373 above.

iiso Tele2 pointed at the inherent risk of a price squeeze in its reply of 9 May 2014 to the Authority's request for
information dated 28 March 2014 (see Document No 788751 for the non-confidential version), pages 7-9: "Tele2
decided to offer MBB in May 2008. P~~roj~ to the laZrnch, Tele2 considered the p~~ice plans and st~~ategic valare of
the MBB offering ca~~efirlly, dZre to the inhe~•ent f~isk of a margins sgzreeze since Tele2 vas an MONO, ~~elying on
paying fo~~ all t~•affrc in NetCom's [i.e. Telia's] nerivo~~k."

llsl See Annex 14 to the Reply to the SO, paragraph 134: "Tele2 lazrnched its stand-alone MBB offerings in May
2008, inclz~ding a plan that, according to Tele2, offered zrnlimited t~~affic at a competitive pt~ice and tivith a
sarbsidised device. Hotivevef~, afte~~ grog-ving from 0% at that time to 2. S% in 201 D, its share of stand-alone MBB
sarbsegzrently declined to 1.3% by 2012. Althoargh Tele2 may have played some Bole in teems of competition to
sZrpply stand-alone MBB in pa~°tict~la~• in 2008 and 2009, that ~•ole seems to have been limited."

lls2 Tele2 is included in the category "Other" in Table 10 above, which never reached a market share of more than
5.5% on the relevant retail market during the Period under Consideration.

"s3 See also the figures set out at paragraph 134 of Annex 14 to the Reply to the SO.
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and 8.4.5 above, where it concluded that such constraints were very limited during the
Period under Consideration.

944. More generally, even if certain competitive constraints remained, the exclusion or
hindering of such as-efficient actual or potential competitors must be considered as
detrimental to the structure of competition on the market. In mobile communications
markets, the purpose of wholesale access at SP, MVNO and NRO levels is to facilitate
entry and expansion by mobile communications providers of differing size and
infrastructure profiles.11g`~ In making use of such wholesale access, SPs, MVNOs and
NROs can deliver mobile communications services and thus have the opportunity to grow
a critical customer base. This may facilitate greater competitive pressure on both pricing
and non-price service features, as well as potentially supporting further investments and
the development of progressively stronger competitors over time.liss Telenor's conduct
was, however, likely to hinder, or was at least capable of hindering these operators from
expanding in an evolving and fast-growing market. Therefore, its conduct had in any
event a potential anti-competitive effect on competition within the meaning of the case
law, and the above arguments must also for this reason be rejected.11s6

10.5.2.5.3 Alleged absence of actual impact on competition

10.5.2.5.3.1 Telenor's argument in general

945. Telenor argues that its conduct did not have any actual exclusionary effect in relation to
residential stand-alone MBB services.l lg~ While it acknowledges that the Authority is not
obliged to demonstrate actual negative effects, l 188 Telenor claims that "the absence of
any concrete actual effects is indicative of the practices not being capable of producing
negative effects, in pa~ticulaN in a case like this where the Authority holds that the
infringement stated in 2008 and ended in 2012".11 g9

946. Telenor therefore considers that "[i]t is cleaj~ly legally relevant to check the ma~~ket
behaviour° and market developments befoj~e and after° the abuse pe~~iod in oj~der~ to check
the validity of a theory of harm j°elated to the behaviour zcnde~ consideration".1190

According to Telenor, the Authority should "in the very least", by way of factual context
for an analysis of potential effects, have described the development of residential stand-
alone MBB services and MTDS from 2008 to 2012, including all operators and all offers.

lls~ See paragraph 890 and footnote 1119 above.

i iss See paragraphs 890-893 above.

1186 Judgment of 21 February 1973, Eziropemballage Co~po~~ation and Continental Can Company, 6/72,

EU:C:1973:22, paragraph 26; judgment of 13 February 1979, Hoffmann-La Roche, 85/76, EU:C:1979:36,
paragraph 125; and judgment of 15 March 2007, B~~itish Ai~~vays, C-95/04 P, EU:C:2007:166, paragraph 106.

1187 See, in particular, Reply to the SO, Section 5.5 and Annex 14 of the Reply to the SO, Section 7. See also
Reply to the SSO, Section 6.3.2.

iiaa See Reply to the SO, paragraph 452, and Annex 14 of the Reply to the SO, paragraph 153.

lls9 See Reply to the SO, paragraph 452.

"90 See Reply to the SSO, Section 6.3.2.1 and Reply to the SO, paragraphs 452-4-55.
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947. First, the Authority recalls, as set out in Section 10.5.1 above, and as acknowledged by
Telenor, i 191 that it is settled case law that: `fog the puNposes of establishing an
infringement of Article 54 EEA, it is not necessary to show that the abuse undej°
consideration had an actual impact on the relevant maj~kets. It is sufficient in that respect
to show that the abusive conduct of the zcnde~taking in a dominant position tends to
~°est~ict competition o~, in other words, that the conduct is capable of having that
effect."1192

948. As held by the GCEU in Telefonica, this applies even if a significant amount of time has
elapsed between the beginning of the conduct under investigation and the adoption of the
competition authority's decision: "the Couf°t j~ejects the applicants' a~gzcment that, in
view of the time that elapsed between the beginning of the impugned conduct and the
adoption of the contested decision, it ~t~as not apps°op~~iate to ca~~ y out a test of probable
effects, as the Commission had the time necessa~~y to show that the alleged anti-
competitive effects linked with the conduct in question did in fact materialise. Nof~ does
such an aJ°gument have any basis in the case-law."1193

949. Telenor's argument above primarily amounts to the claim that the Authority should
assess actual effects on the market in order to determine whether it has correctly
concluded that at least potential effects were probable. On the basis of the above case
law, this claim (and the related claims, below in Section 10.5.2.5.3.2), must be rejected.

950. Second, while Telenor refers to a number of sources in support of its claim that the
absence of actual effects should be taken into consideration, these sources are in any
event irrelevant or of limited relevance.

951. In particular, Telenor refers to paragraph 20 of the Commission's Article 102 Guidance
Paper.11~4 However, as clearly stated in paragraph 2 of that Guidance Paper, its purpose
is to set out enfoj~cement p~iof~ities that will guide the Commission's actions in applying
Article 102 TFEU to exclusionary conduct by dominant undertakings.119s While evidence
of actual effects jnay1196 be a relevant factor when a competition authority decides

1'9i See Reply to the SO, paragraph 452, and Annex 14 of the Reply to the SO, paragraph 153.

' 19z See paragraph 877 above.

I'~3 See judgment of 29 March 2012, Telefonica, T-336/07, EU:T:2012:172, paragraph 272.

' 19a See Reply to the SO, paragraph 452, and Annex 14 to the Reply to the SO, paragraph 154.

119s See judgment of 6 October 2015, Post Danmark, C-23/14, EU:C:2015:651, paragraph 52, where the Court
stated that "it »zzrst be observed, as a p~•elimina~y point, that that document [the Guidance Paper] t~~e~•ely sets otrt
the Com»~ission's app~~oach as to the choice of cases that it intends to pu~•szre as a matte~~ of priof•ity".

1'~6 The Authority notes the term "may" in paragraph 20 of the Commission's Article 102 Guidance Paper
(emphasis added by the Authority): "The Commission will no~~mally inte~ve~e acndej~ Article [102 TFEU] ti-vhef~e,

o~ the basis of cogent and convincing evidence, the allegedly abzrsive condZrct is likely to lead to anti-competitive
fo~~eclosure. The Commission considers the following factof~s to be generally relevant to szrch an assessment: (... )
-possible evidence of actzral fot~eclosan•e: if the condarct has been in place fof~ a sZcfficient period of tin7e, the maf•ket
peg formance of the dominant zrndertaking and its competitors ~ provide dif~ect evidence of anti-competitive
fo~•eclosar~~e. Fot~ f•easons att~~ibzrtable to the allegedly abarsive condatct, the market share of the dominant
undertaking may have f•isen or a decline in mat•ket shaf•e may have been slowed. For similar reasons, actZcal
competito~•s nTay have been marginalised of• naay have exited, or potential competitors may have tt°ied to ente~~ and
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whether to prioritise a case, this is a fundamentally different question from whether the
absence of actual effects must be taken into account in the assessment of an abusive
practice.

952. Telenor also refers to a decision of the UK NRA Ofcom in the Wholesale Calls case. In
its statement of objections in that case, Ofcom had considered that certain anti-
competitive effects might result from British Telecom's i~~argin squeeze conduct. Having
reviewed further evidence, Ofcom concluded in its decision that it was no longer satisfied
that the potential anti-competitive effects which it had identified in its statement of
objections were present. It therefore found that there were no grounds for action.119~ The
Authority observes that, in reaching its view, Ofcom correctly confirmed, based on
settled case law of the European Courts, that it was only required to demonstrate potential
anti-competitive effects.11~8 While Ofcom did take into account evidence of market
developments during and after the margin squeeze in reaching its decision, this is not
presented as a legal requirement, and Ofcom makes clear that the failure of the potential
anti-competitive effects to materialise was related to the specific circumstances of the
case,1199

953. Third, Telenor is wrong in claiming that the Authority has not provided a factual context
for the analysis of potential effects. In Sections 8.4.3.2, 8.4.4.2 and 8.4.5, the Authority
has shown that stand-alone MBB sold to residential customers did not face material
constraints from other products such as FBB or MTDS. In this context, the Authority has,
inter alia, assessed product characteristics, prices and intended usage. 1200

954. Moreover, in Section 8.4.2 the Authority has described the evolution of MBB services in
Norway from their launch in 2005 until 2014, including the evolution of the number of
subscribers, revenues and market shares. In addition, the Authority has described the
evolution of MBB services compared to MTDS. The description in Section 8.4.2 includes
a comparison of the evolution of stand-alone MBB subscriptions between Norway and
neighbouring countries. It also includes an internal memorandum of October 20101201

setting out Telenor's own description of the MBB market in 2010. The memorandum
describes that market as a duopoly between Telenor and Telia and as displaying
"significant growth".12°2 This internal memorandum further considered potential entry
from a newcomer (Hi3G) targeting this (at the time) underdeveloped MBB market as

failed." Thus, "possible evidence of actual foreclosure" is one of the factors that f~~ay be taken into account when
deciding which cases to prioritise.

11~~ See Reply to the SO, paragraph 453-455 (reference to Ofcom Wholesale Calls Case, CW/988/06/08, Final
Decision, 20 June 2013 "the Ofcom Decision"), and Annex 14 to the Reply to the SO, paragraphs 156-159; see
also the Reply to the SSO, paragraph 211.

119s See the Ofcom Decision, paragraphs 7.18-7.33 and 7.30 in particular.

1199 See the Ofcom Decision, paragraphs 1.33, 7.12 and 7.14.

i2oo See Sections 8.4.3.2.1, 8.4.3.2.2, 8.4.4.2.1 and 8.4.4.2.2 above.

~zo~ See footnote 237 above.

1202 See footnote 241 and paragraph 646 (including footnote 874) above. The Authority further recalls that in an
internal presentation of 8 Apri12008 (See Document No 1097593, page 2), Telenor described MBB as one of the
"Mzrst YVin Battles fo~~ Telenof~ in 2008" (see paragraph 179 above).
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"the main area for new establishment" in Norway.12o3 From this, it can be seen that the
finding of potential anti-competitive effects is not inconsistent with the broader factual
background at the time.

10.5.2.5.3.2 Telenor's specific arguments regarding the alleged absence of actual effects

Introduction

955. In support of its claim that any margin squeeze did not have any actual effects, Telenor
also presents data concerning: market shares of wholesale customers during and after the
Period under Consideration; prices and volumes of MBB subscriptions; churn rates;
investment in network quality; and the overall performance of the sector for
consumers.12o4

956. As the Authority has shown in Section 10.5.1 above, the jurisprudence of the European
Courts does not require the Authority to prove actual anti-competitive effects on the
relevant market during the Period under Consideration, nor is it necessary for the
Authority to prove direct consumer harm, for example, in terms of higher prices or poorer
quality of the services. In any event, Telenor's analyses of the data suffer from several
flaws and weaknesses, as shown below.

Evolution of the wholesale customers' maf°ket shapes

957. Telenor argues that wholesale customers (i.e. operators other than Telenor, Telia and
ICE) increased their combined market share of MBB revenues from 0% to 9.7%over the
period from 2008 to 2012, notwithstanding the alleged margin squeeze and "rapidly
falling retail prices".12os According to Telenor, this shows that wholesale customers were
not prevented from entering and competing successfully in the supply of stand-alone
MBB products and that retail customers could (and did) buy stand-alone MBB products

12°3 See footnote 237 above. In Section 5.2.2 of its Reply to the LoF, Telenor acknowledges that this document

discusses the likelihood of Hi3G entering the Norwegian market and that this entry would likely be in the MBB

market. It adds that "the fact that so»~eone i~ Teleno~• in late ?010 believed that the potential foi• a f~etiv MNO ~,vith

foczrs on mobile data 1-vas g~~eate~• in the MB13 segment than in the mobile telephony segment, is no evidence that

negative margins fo~~ Telenor tivholesale custome~~s in 2008-2010 ti~~as likely to have any negative effects on

coi~zpetition". Telenor again claims in this respect that the arena of competition was broader than residential stand-

alone MBB. This claim has been discussed and rejected in Section 10.3.5 above. In the Authority's view, this

internal memorandum shows that within Telenor, the opinion was expressed that the MBB segment was more
likely to attract new entrants than the mobile telephony segment. This shows that the MBB market had more

potential than the mobile telephony market. In addition, Telenor acknowledges that MBB was perceived as "an

important growth-product in 2008" (see Section 5.2.2 of its Reply to the LoF). This shows that MBB was an

important growth product during the Period under Consideration and that the negative gross margins for Telenor's

wholesale customers were therefore capable of having an anti-competitive effect, given the growth potential of

that market.

~zoa See Reply to the SO, paragraph 525; Annex 14 to the Reply to the SO, Section 7.2; and Reply the SSO, Section

6.3.2.

izos Section 7.2.4 of Annex 14 to the Reply to the SO, where reference is also made to Figures 4 and 5 in Section

6.1 of Annex 14 of the Reply to the SO.
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from non-MNOs (in addition to having other alternatives available, such as MTDS and
FBB and Wi-Fi).

958. Moreover, Telenor notes that wholesale customers increased their market share in the
supply ofstand-alone MBB products between 2008 and 2010, even though gross margins
were negative during 2008 and 2009 (i.e. even according to Telenor's calculations).
Conversely, their share did not increase significantly in 2011 and 2012, when margins in
stand-alone MBB "we~~e healthy" (according to Telenor's calculations).12o6 According to
Telenor, this confirms that wholesale customers were able to compete in the supply of
stand-alone MBB products in all years, despite margins being negative in some years.

959. The Authority finds that Telenor's statement in relation to the growth to 9.7% is not
relevant, as this figure seems to combine residential and business MBB market shares,
and is therefore not informative about the relevant retail market in this case. As illustrated
in Section 9.3 above, during the Period under Consideration, Telenor's wholesale
customers that were subject to the margin squeeze practices had insignificant market
shares in the relevant downstream market (i.e. the supply of stand-alone MBB to
residential customers). For example, neither Ventelo nor NwN achieved a market share
(based on revenues) above 1 %. As also illustrated in the Table 10 in paragraph 645 above,
the aggregated market share of "Other" customers was never above 5.5%. This latter
percentage even includes Telia's wholesale customers.12o~

960. Besides, contrary to Telenor's assertions, even if the non-MNOs' market shares had
increased, which the Authority does not accept to have been the case to any material
extent, this still does not mean that the pricing practices had no effect. If the practices
had not been implemented (i.e. absent the negative gross margins), their market shares
might have increased more significantly.12os

961. As regards Telenor's claim that margins turned "healthy" in 2011 and 2012, the Authority
notes that Ventelo's gross margins were also negative in a number of months after
November 2010.120 In addition, it should be recalled that the Authority has employed a
conservative approach by not taking into account product-specific retail costs. Moreover,
the SPs' gross margins remained negative during the entire Period under Consideration.
It is therefore incorrect to claim that the margins turned "healthy" in 2011 and 2012.

1206 See Annex 14 to the Reply to the SO, paragraph 180.

120' The Authority's calculations (see Document No 1076159) are based on the disaggregated figures from Nkom
for its 2014 e-com report (see Document No 781987).

izos Judgment of 8 October 1996, Compagnie Maritime Belge, T-24/93, T-25/93 and T-28/93, EU;T;1996:139,
paragraph 149; see also judgment of 30 September 2003, Michelin II, T-203/01, EU:T:2003:250, paragraph 245:
"The applicant cannot base an a~•gument on the fact that its mat~ket shares andp~•ices fell dzn•ing the pe~~iod in
c~arestion. When an Zrndet•taking actztally inzplef~~ents p~•actices tivith the aim of ~~esti~icting competition, the fact that
the reszrlt soarght is not achieved is not enozrgh to avoid the application ofA~•ticle [102 TFEU] (Joined Cases T-
24/93 to T-26/93 and T-28/93 Con~pagnie maritime belge ti~anspo~•ts and Othe~•s v Commission, cited at
paragt-aph 55 above, pa~~agraph 149). In any event, it is very probable that the fall in the applicant's market
sha~~es [... ]and in its sales p~~ices [... ]would have been greater if the p~~actices c~~iticised in the contested decision
had not been applied."

~zo9 See footnote 1117 above.
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962. Telenor claims further that the fact that neither NwN nor Ventelo achieved a market share
higher than 1 %also in the period following the Period under Consideration weakens the
ability of the development during the Period under Consideration to serve as any kind of
informative "indication".121 o In addition, Telenor claims that statements made in a
presentation in connection with a board meeting in NwN in August 20101211 indicate that
stand-alone MBB was not a product of interest for NwN.

963. Telenor's arguments on the development of market shares during and after the Period
under Consideration are not convincing.

964. The market shares during and after the Period under Consideration may well have been
affected by a number of factors and the presence of a margin squeeze is only one of them.
Telenor does not take into account other factors when assessing the development.

965. For example, as observed by the Authority in Section 8.4.4.2, the competitive pressure
from MTDS may have become stronger after 2012. As a consequence, the economic
incentives to enter and/or to grow in the residential stand-alone MBB market may have
been lower after 2012.1212

966. Regarding Telenor's specific observation that a presentation prepared for a board
meeting in NwN indicates that MBB was not a product of interest (see paragraph 962
above), the Authority notes that the very same document indicates that NwN did foresee
an increase in the number of MBB subscriptions from 6 000 in 2010 to 140 000 in 2014.
The Authority therefore considers that the inference that MBB was not a product of
interest for NwN cannot be conclusively drawn from this document.1213

Development of stand-alone MBB prices and usage

967. Telenor argues that its own prices for stand-alone MBB —expressed in terms of ARPU
and average revenue per MB ("ARPMB") —fell significantly over the Period under
Consideration.121~ According to Telenor, this reduction in prices would not be consistent
with a lack of direct competition for the provision of stand-alone MBB services or a lack
of constraints from alternative products.

968. Telenor argues further that there was an increase in stand-alone MBB usage by its
customers (both in absolute terms and in terms of average MB per user — "AMBPU")

1210 See Reply to SSO, Section 6.3.2 and in particular paragraph 210.

1211 See paragraphs 222 and 223 of the Reply to the SSO and Annex 4 to the Reply to SSO.

1212 The Authority notes in this respect that according to Telenor (see paragraph 170 of Annex 14 to the Reply to
the SO), the stagnation of growth and the decline in the number of stand-alone MBB subscriptions observed in
2012 and 2013 is consistent with substitution to demand-side alternatives to stand-alone MBB products. However,
as demonstrated in 8.4.3.2, 8.4.4.2 and 8.4.5 above, the Authority does not consider that this was the case during
the Period under Consideration.

12'3 See further paragraph 901, where NwN has explained that the spread between the wholesale tariff and retail
revenues resulted in it employing a passive commercial strategy in relation to MBB services, which therefore
resulted in a very low market share.

'214 Section 7.2.1 of Annex 14 to the Reply to the SO and in particular Figure 6.
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during the Period under Consideration.121s According to Telenor, this increase in volume
of data consumed —and the increase in the number of stand-alone MBB subscriptions
across operators during the period1216 _ is consistent with effective competition between
operators and does not indicate harm to consumers.121~

969. The Authority disagrees with Telenor's interpretation of the data relating to prices and
volumes for stand-alone MBB subscriptions during the Period under Consideration.

970. First of all, falling prices and increasing volumes do not necessarily indicate strong
competition, as these could be affected by a number of other factors. For example, the
novelty of MBB services and consumers' increased interest in data-based applications
could be one explanation for the increasing data volumes, especially at the time that MBB
services were first introduced. As to prices, the Authority recalls that, in the case of
Telenor's retail prices, their level —when compared to the wholesale prices it charged to
its wholesale customers —resulted in negative gross margins and thus margin squeezes
in this case, as described in Section 10.4 above.121g Therefore, the fact that Telenor's
prices were reduced might not be evidence of competition in this case, but rather evidence
to the contrary. Further and alternatively, the Authority observes that the fact that prices
decreased and volumes increased during the Period under Consideration does not mean
that Telenor's conduct was without any effect, given that, if the margin squeeze practices
had not been implemented, the prices may have decreased and the volumes may have
increased more significantly.1219

971. Second, as discussed in Section 9.3 above, Telenor had a high degree of market power in
the relevant downstream market during the Period under Consideration, which indicates
that competition was limited. It described the market as a duopoly between itself and
Telia.122° Moreover, neither the wholesale customers of Telenor nor those of Telia could
have been expected to compete vigorously on the downstream market, given the
unfavourable terms provided by the two established MNOs.1221 This was reflected in the
low market shares of these wholesale customers during the Period under Consideration
(see paragraphs 645 and 959 above).

'2's See Figure 7 of Annex 14 of the Reply to the SO.

'2'6 See Figure 8 of Annex 14 of the Reply to the SO.

lz'~ According to Telenor (see paragraph 170 of Annex 14 to the Reply to the SO), the stagnation of growth and
the decline in the number of stand-alone MBB subscriptions observed in 2012 and 2013 is consistent with
substitution to demand-side alternatives for stand-alone MBB products.

12's Incidentally, the Authority notes that a substantial reduction in Telenor's prices (expressed in terms of ARPU
or ARPMB) only took place immediately prior to 2008; after that, Telenor's prices fell to a much lesser extent or
remained broadly constant. See, again, Figure 6 in Annex 14 of the Reply to the SO.

1219 See footnote 1208 above.

122o See Document No 656746 — JNI 31, internal memorandum to Telenor's management of October 2010, page
4/8).

1221 See Section 10.4 and paragraph 373 above.
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972. Telenor presents churn rates for its own residential stand-alone MBB plans and
residential mobile telephony plans.1222 Telenor notes that the churn rate for stand-alone
MBB was higher than for mobile telephony throughout the Period under Consideration
and argues that this was likely due, in large part, to "outside" churn (i.e. customers
ceasing to buy MBB altogether), rather than to "within-product" churn (i.e. customers
switching to MBB products of Telenor's competitors). Moreover, Telenor argues that
MBB churn rates of 25% to 40% (and even higher towards the end of 2012) are consistent
with the proposition that MBB was subject to effective constraints from both competitors
"within" the product and alternative "outside" products.

973. The Authority disagrees with Telenor's conclusion. The Authority observes that churn
rates may provide limited information on the overall degree of competition in the market
as such, being better suited for measuring closeness of competition between specific
firms operating in the same market (as typically employed in telecommunications
markets 1223).

974. Against this general consideration, the Authority takes the view that even churn rates of
25% to 40% for MBB during the Period under Consideration, viewed in isolation, may
not indicate that the relevant market at the downstream level in this case was competitive.
On the contrary, this evidence should be seen against the fact that, in the relevant retail
market, Telenor consistently maintained a market share of close to or above 50% during
that period1224 and was found by the Authority to hold a high degree of market power.122s

In addition, a comparison with churn rates for ordinary mobile communications services
may not be particularly illustrative given the differences in the services involved (and
different timelines for the introduction of those services compared to stand-alone MBB),
which may well imply differing consumption patterns. Further, the Norwegian NCA
found Telenor to have a dominant position in the retail market for mobile
communications from 2010 to 2014.122 Therefore, the fact that the churn rates in that
market were lower than in the residential stand-alone MBB market does not necessarily
mean that there was effective competition in the latter market.

lZ2'- Section 7.2.2 of Annex 14 of the Reply to the SO and Figure 9 therein. When Telenor refers to "mobile
telephony" plans, this con-esponds to what the Authority defined as "ordinary mobile communications services".

lz'-3 See Guidelines on the assessment of horizontal mergers under the Council Regulation on the control of

concentrations between undertakings (OJ C 31, 5.2.2004, p. 5), paragraph 29; see also Commission Decision of
12 December 2012 in Case M.6497 —Hutchison 3G Aust~•ia/O~~ange Aust~°ia, paragraph 176; Telefonica
Deutschland/E-Plus Decision, paragraphs 273 and following; Commission Decision of 1 September 2016 in Case
M.7758 — Hartchison 3G Italy/Wind/JV, paragraph 785; Commission Decision of 11 May 2016 in Case M.7612 —

Hutchison 3G UK/Telefonica UK, paragraph 443; and Commission Decision of 28 May 2014 in Case M.6992 —

Hzrtchison 3G UK/Telefonica If•eland, paragraphs 308-309.

122`' See paragraph 645 above.

122s Section 9.3 above.

~zz6 Norwegian NCA's Decision V2018-20, Section 10.3.7. Confirmed on appeal by the Norwegian Competition
Tribunal, see Norwegian Competition Tribunal's Decision V03/2019, paragraph 172.
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975. Finally, as explained in paragraphs 242 and 335, the fact that many customers left the
market cannot be interpreted as a valid indicator of a substantial competitive constraint
from other products.

Investments in nettivo~^k quality

97E. Telenor argues further that, during the Period under Consideration, Telenor, Telia and
ICE all made substantial investments in new technology to improve the coverage and
speed of their networlcs.122~ At the same time, NwN and Tele2 were jointly rolling out a
fourth network (through their joint venture Mobile Norway). According to Telenor, the
amount that Telenor invested in its network, in response to the increase in demand for
mobile data over the period and the need to remain competitive with Telia and ICE,
shows the extent of competition that the company faced during that period. In Telenor's
view, a firm that was not subject to competitive pressures on the retail market and thus
enjoyed market power would not have strong incentives to improve its network to the
same extent.

977. First, the Authority observes that Telenor's statements in relation to investments made
are highly general in nature. Telenor simply asserts that the investments at network level
were driven by competition on the retail market. No evidence is provided of this.

978. Second, the Authority disagrees with Telenor's characterisation of its own investments
in network quality, as well as of those made by its competitors. It should be recalled that
mobile communications services, including mobile data services, require a high degree
of innovation and investments in mobile networks to simply keep pace with technological
developments.122g These investments were also required due to the increasing demand
for mobile data. Further, as explained in Section 9.2.2.2 above, the Authority recalls that
ICE, NwN and Tele2 (individually or through their joint venture Mobile Norway) were
all unable to exert a significant competitive constraint on Telenor on the relevant
wholesale market, despite the network investments realised. In addition, as shown in
paragraph 503 above, during the Period under Consideration, due to the limited coverage
of the Mobile Norway network, both NwN and Tele2 were still heavily dependent on the
wholesale inputs provided by Telenor and Telia respectively. This limited their ability to
compete on the relevant retail market. Moreover, as explained in paragraph 522 above,
although investing in its mobile network, Telia had limited incentives to compete with
Telenor in the wholesale market. Lastly, as shown in Section 9.3 above, the Authority
recalls that Telenor had a high degree of market power in the relevant downstream market
during the Period under Consideration, despite the alleged significant investments in
network quality by its competitors. As a result, the Authority rejects Telenor's claim that
its investments in network quality show that it was subject to competitive pressure and
that they constitute evidence of a lack of market power at retail level.

122' Annex 14 of the Reply to the SO, Section 7.2.3.

1228 For example, the overall share of investments by mobile operators as a percentage of overall mobile market
revenues in the EU was approximately 11% in both 2007 and 2008 respectively. See the European Commission's

15th Progress Report on the Single European Electronic Communications Market, Staff Working Document Part
2, Section 1.1, Table 1 and Table 2; available at: <https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/proaress-
report-single-european-electronic-communications-market-2009-15th-report-sec2010630>, accessed June 2020.
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979. Telenor argues that, more generally, the "mobile sector" in Norway performed well for
consumers during the Period under Consideration.1229 Specifically, Telenor notes that the
retail prices of mobile telephony services decreased significantly during the Period under
Consideration and in the following years, while the number of mobile telephony
subscriptions and the volume of mobile data traffic increased during the same timeframe.
Moreover, according to Telenor, the prevailing switching (churn) rates —with 10% to
12% of Telenor's customers switching to competitors in a year and up to 20% of overall
consumers reportedly changing mobile communications providers in the same period —
are consistent with consumers having options and with a lack of significant barriers to
switching during the Period under Consideration.123o

980. Telenor also argues that, throughout the Period under Consideration, consumers had
access to innovative products (such as bundles of mobile telephony SIMs and MBB SIMs
in 2010 and all-in bundles of voice, SMS and data in 2013) and that the mobile sector in
Norway was characterised by rapid technological development and significant
investments by MNOs, as well as by MVNOs.1231 Telenor considers that many players,
including MVNOs and SPs with commercial agreements with Telenor, Telia and ICE, as
well as with each other, were active in supplying mobile telephony services.1232

According to Telenor, this evidence is not reconcilable with a finding by the Authority
of anti-competitive exclusionary behaviour in this case.

981. The Authority disagrees with the conclusion which Telenor seeks to draw from the stated
performance of the mobile communications sector in general.

982. First, even assuming it were true that the mobile communications sector worked well in
general, it is not relevant, as it does not provide any useful information as to the
performance of the relevant downstream market in this case, i.e. residential stand-alone
MBB services.

983. Second, as shown in Section 9.3 above, Telenor had a high degree of market power in
the relevant downstream market, on which it held consistently high market shares during
the entire Period under Consideration. This contrasts with the negligible market shares
that its wholesale customers —which the Authority has shown were margin squeezed —
managed to obtain in the same period.

984. Third, the Norwegian NCA concluded that Telenor also had a dominant position in a
broader retail market for mobile communications services from August 2010 to June

1229 Annex 14 to the Reply to the SO, Section 7.3.

123o Annex 14 to the Reply to the SO, paragraph 185.

1231 Annex 14 to the Reply to the SO, paragraphs 186-187.

iz3z Annex 14 to the Reply to the SO, paragraph 188.
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2014, which partly overlaps with the Period under Consideration.1233 Therefore, the
degree of competition was also found to be limited in that broader market.

10.5.2.5.4 Teleno~'s claim that Ventelo and the SPs wej~e not actzral o~ potential competitors

985. Telenor argues that the wholesale customers subject to the alleged margin squeeze had
to a large extent during the whole or part of the Period under Consideration been focusing
on the business segment.1234 According to Telenor, it is therefore unlikely that its conduct
was liable to have any impact on competition for the provision of MBB services to
residential customers.

986. In this context, Telenor claims that Ventelo and the SPs were not actual or potential
competitors in the relevant market during the Period under Consideration.l23s Telenor
claims that they should be dismissed as potential competitors, like TDC,1236

987. The Authority first recalls that a firm will be considered a potential competitor, provided
there is a real possibility that it could enter the relevant market with sufficient immediacy
to form a constraint on market participants.123~ When malting this assessment, a number
of factors are relevant, including the structure of the relevant market123g and barriers to
entry, and the extent to which there is already entry in neighbouring market segments.1239

988. Against this background, the Authority rejects Telenor's claim that Ventelo and the SPs
were not actual or potential competitors.

989. Ventelo and the SPs were either active in the relevant retail market during the Period
under Consideration,124o entered the relevant market after the Period under

1233 Norwegian NCA's Decision V2018-20, Section 10.3.7.

123a See Reply to the SO, paragraph 506.

'23s See Reply to the SSO, Section 6.3.2.4 and Section 7.

1'-36 See Reply to the SSO, paragraphs 228 and 230 and Section 7.3.

123 See judgment 30 January 2020, Gene~•ics (UK), C-307/18, EU:C:2020:52, paragraphs 35-39; judgment of 8
September 2016, Larndbeck, T-472/13, EU:T:2016:449, paragraph 203; judgment of 14 April 2011, Visa, T-
461/07, EU:T:2011:181, paragraphs 68 and 188-189; and judgment of 15 September 1998, Ear~•opean Night
Services, T-374/94, T-375/94, T-384/94 and T-388/94, EU:T:1998:198, paragraph 137.

123s See judgment of 12 December 2018, Mylan, T-682/14, EU:T:2018:907, paragraph 87; judgment of 15
September 1998, Ezn~opean Night Services, T-374/94, T-375/94, T-384/94 and T-388/94, EU:T:1998:198,
paragraph 142; judgment of 29 June 2012, E.ON Rzrhrgas, T-360/09, EU:T:2012:332, paragraphs 86 and 106;
judgment of 8 September 2016, Larndbeck, T-472/13, EU:T:2016:449, paragraph 104; and judgment of 28 June
2016, Telefonicu, T-216/13, EU:T:2016:369, paragraphs 207 and 213-215.

1239 See for example judgment of 3 April 2003, Babyliss, T-114/02, EU:T:2003:100, paragraph102.

'2`'o The MVNO Ventelo did enter the residential stand-alone MBB market in February 2011 (see paragraph 993
below). The SPs Altibox, Ibidium and Ventelo/Ventelo Roaming also entered the market in 2011 (See Document
No 781987). Hello had a very limited turnover in the MBB residential market in 2011 (see footnotes 1018 and
1019 above), and entered that market more fully in 2014, see: <https://www.insidetelecom.no/artikler/hello-inn-
~rivatmarkedet/165042>, accessed June 2020. The Authority considers this strong evidence of the
ability/potential of these SPs to enter the relevant retail market before those dates.
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Consideration,1241 and/or were active in a neighbouring market during the Period under
Consideration, such as the MBB business market or the market for the supply of
MTDS.1242 Moreover, these operators would, if not already active in the residential stand-
alone MBB market, have had the ability to enter this market absent Telenor's margin
squeeze practices,1243

990. Regarding the ability to enter the market, the Authority noes that Telenor, in its Reply
to the SSO, explains that SPs had lower costs, smaller organisations, online-based
marketing, sales and support, etc., as their main competitive advantage.1244 In the
Authority's view, these characteristics clearly support the view that the SPs had the
ability to enter a new retail market quite rapidly.

991. Further, the evidence presented below confirms that costs related to entering the relevant
retail market during the Period under Consideration were in fact limited for the wholesale
customers to which Telenor refers. The evidence shows that, absent the margin squeeze
practices, entry into the residential stand-alone MBB market would have been an
otherwise economically viable proposition for each category of wholesale customer, i.e.
NROs, MVNOs and SPs. These wholesale customers should therefore be considered as
at least potential competitors.124s

992. First, according to the NRO NwN, which was active in the relevant retail market
(residential stand-alone MBB) during the Period under Consideration with its brands One
Call and My Call (which both concerned the "Standard Residential Segment"), no
specific incremental cost elements were identified when providing stand-alone MBB
services in the residential market: "No specific incremental cost elements identified and
subsidies have not been used, but the equipment has been included in the price (at no
extra cost)".1246 Telenor refer s to and appears to accept this statement in its Reply to the
SO, where it notes that "Tele2 and Netu~o~kNo~way confirm that their consumes bands
OneCall, My Call and Tele2 incu~~~~ed no specific incj°emental costs relating to the
pf~ovision of dedicated MBB sej°vices dzc~ing the j°elevant pef~iod, beyond the costs of the
`equipment' (i. e., p~°esumably the dongle)".124

'2a1 Telenor considers that Hello entered the entered the residential stand-alone MBB market in 2014, rather than

in 2011 (see footnote 1240 above, and the related footnote references therein). On any view, the Authority

considers that such entry is evidence of the ability/potential of Hello to enter that market before that date.

12̀ x'- The SPs Chilli, New Phone, Phonero and Bellit were active in one of these segments, see Document No

781987.

123 See paragraphs 366 and 431 above.

12aa Reply to the SSO, Section 7.2.

12~s However, as the relevant retail revenues were lower than the wholesale access costs for at least a significant

part of the Period under Consideration, these wholesale customers faced an unprofitable business case for
entering/expanding in the relevant retail market for the provision of stand-alone MBB to residential customers.

12`'6 See Document No 788751 for the non-confidential version: reply of 9 May 2014 by Tele2 and Network

Norway to the Authority's request for information of 28 March 2014, response to question 3.2.

12̀ " See Reply to the SO, paragraph 168 and footnote 137, where reference is made to Document No 788751, i.e.
Tele2 and Network Norway's reply of 9 May 2014 to the Authority's request for information of 28 March 2014

(response to question 3.2).
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993. Second, the MVNO Ventelo, which was also active in the relevant market as from 2011,
has explained that, although there were incremental costs related to offering MBB
products, these costs were, as far as the Authority understands, higher for supplying
business customers compared to residential customers.124g Moreover, and more
importantly, Ventelo considered that the main commercial risk related to offering MBB
services was the wholesale cost of data.1249 The Authority further notes that, in its Reply
to the SO, Telenor stated the following regarding Ventelo's operations in respect of
stand-alone MBB: "Indeed, Ventelo fiNst launched MBB to business customers in May
2009 and then to ~°esidential czcstome~s in Febj~ua~y 2011, and the~efo~e has fist-hand
knotivledge of the costs and effo~~ts involved in such an expansion. A possible explanation
of the limited incremental costs may be that Ventelo did not have a dedicated dealer°
nettivo~~k foj~ the pj~ivate segment, and a substantial paj~t of the sales to this segment was
done th~~ough Ventelo's otivn czcstomef~ centre and ~a~eb portal. ,Several other szcpplie~s
pzc~sued a similar strategy for' the consumes° retail segment. Clearly, increasing sales
activities though such channels could be implemented very quickly and at no o~ minimal
additional costs. "12so The Authority concludes from this that Telenor agrees that
Ventelo's incremental costs related to offering residential MBB products were relatively
limited.

994. Third, the two largest SPs in Norway, namely Hello and Phonero, share the view of
Ventelo and NwN that the incremental costs related to entering the MBB market were
relatively limited. For example, Hello stated that: "[t]he inc~°emental cost of adding
mobile broadband to ozcr pNodzcct spectNe has been limited. (Cost of goods sold and sales
cost have been significant, of cozc~se.) [... ]. The main risk associated with adding mobile
broadband p~odzccts to Hello's product spectre [sic] has been the product profitability
given the margins (revenue minks cost of goods sold) and sales costs (seller commission,
S'IMcaj~ds, posting etc.) involved. Hello's end Zcse~° prices aye, to a large extent, dictated
by maf~ket pj~ices, since Hello is a small playef~ in the maf ket, and Hello's cost of goods
sold has been set by a small nzcmbef° of nehvo~°k olvne~^s. "12s 1 Similarly, according to
Phonero, the total costs of goods sold is the crucial part of the incremental cost related to
offering stand-alone MBB.12s2

995. Fourth, Telenor itself has stated that there were limited incremental costs for providers
switching from the supply of business to residential MBB: "Mo~~eove~, since suppliet~s
~1~ho offe~~ed mobile telephony see°vices in the business maj~ket needed to include MBB in
thei~~ poi°tfolios offered to business czcstomef~s, it is likely that theif~ response to a SSNIP
in the f°esidential segj~~ent wozrld be to supply MBB to such czcstome~~s. The p~odzcct could

128 See Document No 708618: Ventelo's reply of 16 May 2014 to the Authority's request for information of 28
March 2014, response to questions 3.2 and 2.3.

12`'9 See Document 708618: reply of 16 May 2014 the Authority's request for information of 28 March 2014,
response to question 3.4.1.

izso Reply to the SO, page 47, where reference is made, in footnote 143, to Document No 783134, Ventelo's reply
of 16 May 2014, page 3 (response to question 2.3).

'2'I See Document No 786244, Hello's reply of 5 May 2014, page 2 (response to questions 3.2 and 3.4), referred
to by Telenor at paragraph 168 and in footnote 140 of its Reply to the SO.

izsz See Phonero's reply of 5 May 2014 to the Authority's Request for Information (Document No 708039),
response to question 3.2.
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easily and withortt significant incremental cost have been sold using the supplier's own
customer° centNe, on the web or in thud pasty sales channels. "12s3

996. Based on the above, the Authority concludes that Ventelo and the SPs were at least
potential competitors on the relevant retail market. As set out in paragraph 776 above,
the Authority no longer finds a margin squeeze infringement in relation to the spread
between the wholesale MVNO tariffs charged to TDC and Telenor's retail prices for
residential stand-alone MBB services. TDC is therefore no longer relevant in this context.
On the basis of the evidence presented above, the Authority concludes that Ventelo and
the SPs were at least potential competitors, within the meaning of the settled case law,
throughout the Period under Consideration.

10.5.2.5.5 Teleno~°'s arguments that residential MBB tivas a small niche maj~ket

997. Telenor argues that MBB is and has always been a "small niche segment" and that
therefore "even any theo~~etical effect would be marginal",1254

998. The Authority notes that this statement contradicts Telenor's own internal assessment
during the Period under Consideration. In an internal presentation of 8 April 2008,
Telenor stated the following regarding the importance of MBB services:12ss

"Mobile broadband is a focus area in Teleno~ Mobile.

- Mobile broadband is one of the Must Win Battles foN TelenoN in 2008:
- #S: Cove~~age: Mobile broadband with ope~ato~s like Netcom and Ice imply

that Telenoi~ must fight hay°d in o~de~ to maintain its position in respect of
coverage.

- Conc~~ete goals:
- S'ubsc~iption: Aim of 62 S00 subscriptions EOY 2008 only in Consztmer.
- Maj°ket shape target: SS %.
- Knowledge: That Teleno~ offe~~s Mobile Broadband at 45 %."

999. The Authority notes further that Ventelo reported that "[i]t was impossible not to offef~
MBB se~~vices when eves^y may°ket segment ~~equi~~ed deliver y of such" and "[t]he lack of
offe~~s of MBB se~~vices 1~~ould most p~~obably have led to fewer° czcstome~s, both as a result
of ~°educed sales and increased chzc~°n, and ~~~ould the~efo~~e have ~edz~ced
p~~ofitability. "12x6

1?s3 See reply to the SO, paragraph 170 (page 49).

1'-s`' See Reply to the SO, paragraph 512.

i2ss See "Mobilt BB KTI" (Document No 1097593), page 2; translation by the Authority.

12s6 Document No 783134, Ventelo's reply of 16 May 2014 to the Authority's request for information dated 28
March 2014, non-confidential version, replies to questions 3.3 and 3.4. In its Reply to the SO (paragraph 526),
Telenor noted that, during the Period under Consideration, Ventelo entered the residential MBB market.
According to Telenor, this is evidence that its conduct did not have exclusionary effects. The Authority disagrees.

As noted in paragraphs 109, 179, 770, 762-765 and 893 above, MBB was an important and growing product in

the battle for end users (despite being unprofitable) and, in the Authority's view, that explains why Ventelo entered
the residential MBB market.
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1000. Furthermore, as noted in paragraph 186, the Period under Consideration coincided with
a critical growth phase for mobile data, and that first wave of growth in mobile data was
initially most visible in stand-alone MBB services. As is clear from Figure 2 at paragraph
187 above, it was only in 2013 that MTDS overtook stand-alone MBB services in terms
of mobile data volumes. Stand-alone MBB services therefore presented an important
initial opportunity to build scale in mobile data traffic and, as can be seen from the
internal presentation referred to in paragraph 998 above, Telenor indeed had ambitious
market share targets in that regard.

1001. In any event, and irrespective of whether or not MBB was a niche market, the Authority
notes that there is no de minimis threshold for practices falling within the scope of Article
54 EEA. In other words, once the Authority has established that the conduct of the
dominant undertaking is likely to have an anti-competitive effect, it does not have to
establish that such conduct is also of a "serious" or "appreciable" nature. The CJEU refers
in this respect to the fact that competition is already weakened by the very presence of
the dominant firm and to the latter's special responsibility not to allow its behaviour to
impair genuine, undistorted competition on the internal market.12s~

10.5.2.5.6 Teleno~'s arguments ~~ega~ding the cozcnte~factual scenarios

1002. Telenor argues that assessing whether its conduct had anti-competitive effects requires
specifying a realistic counterfactual, so that it is possible to compare consumer welfare
in the actual and counterfactual scenarios.125g Telenor puts forward two counterfactual
scenarios.

1003. First, Telenor argues that it could have increased the retail price for its stand-alone
residential MBB products by an amount sufficient to avoid negative margins. According
to Telenor, this increase would have directly harmed consumers during the Period under
Consideration, without any compensating benefits to consumers in the long tel-m, as the
intensity of competition at the downstream level would not have changed.12s9

1004. Second, Telenor argues that it could have lowered its wholesale tariffs, again by an
amount sufficient to avoid any margin squeeze for data to be used in stand-alone
residential MBB products while possibly increasing wholesale tariffs for other mobile
communications services including MTDS, mobile voice and SMS/MMS services. 1260

According to Telenor, such a rebalancing of wholesale tariffs would not have changed
any entry/exit decision of wholesale customers.1261 As a result, the extent to which

1'-s~ Judgment of 6 October 2015, Post Danma~~Ic, C-23/14, EU:C:2015:651, paragraphs 63-74.

i2ss See, in particular, Section 8 of Annex 14 of the Reply to the SO (as well as paragraphs 32, 456 and 493 of the
Reply to the SO).

12s9 See, in particular, Section 8.1 of Annex 14 of the Reply to the SO.

126o See, in particular, Section 8.2 of Annex 14 of the Reply to the SO.

126' This is because: (i) the wholesale input used by wholesale customers to supply stand-alone MBB is sold and
purchased as part of a bundle of wholesale access services which allows the supply at the retail level of all types
of mobile plans, including mobile telephony plans as well as stand-alone MBB plans; and (ii) wholesale customers
take entry/exit decisions by looking at profitability in aggregate across all the retail services that they are able to
supply; see paragraphs 197-199 of Annex 14 of the Reply to the SO.
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consumers would benefit from a rebalancing of wholesale tariffs would have ultimately
depended on whether wholesale price changes would be passed through into retail prices.
In Telenor's view, there is no reason a p~°io~i to believe that changes in wholesale prices
would have been passed through,1262 in which case there would have been no effect on
consumer welfare. Even if changes in wholesale prices would have been passed through,
however, Telenor argues that subscribers of stand-alone MBB plans would have likely
benefitted from lower retail prices, but at the expense of subscribers of other mobile
communications services, in which case the overall impact on consumer welfare would
have been mixed.1263

1005. The Authority disagrees with Telenor's arguments in relation to the counterfactual.

1006. First, the Authority considers that the appropriate counterfactual scenario in the present
case is the competitive situation absent any margin squeeze. The Authority has shown
in Sections 10.5.2.1-10.5.2.4 above that Telenor's conduct was likely to hinder, or was
at least capable of hindering, as-efficient competitors across all three wholesale access
levels (NROs, MVNOs and SPs) from entering or expanding in an evolving and fast-
growing market. In the Authority's view, the negative gross margins potentially had a
significant impact on the ability of such competitors to contribute important competitive
pressure in the residential stand-alone MBB market during the Period under
Consideration, as well as to contribute to sustainable competition in both the relevant
retail and wholesale markets over the longer term. The Authority recalls that where gross
margins are negative, as in the present case, the CJEU has found that an effect which is
at least potentially exclusionary is probable.1264 Absent the negative gross margins, the
Authority considers that such competitors could have exerted important competitive
pressure during a growth period in residential stand-alone MBB services, as well as
building valuable scale in mobile data, to the ultimate benefit of Norwegian consumers
both in the short-to-medium term and over the longer term.

1007. Second and in any event, the Authority considers that the counterfactual scenarios
proposed by Telenor are deficient and inherently speculative, providing only a partial
and static analysis of possible retail and/or wholesale price effects arising from it
avoiding any margin squeeze.

1008. As regards Telenor's first counterfactual scenario, the Authority notes that, absent
Telenor's margin squeeze, non-MNOs126s would have had access to economically viable
inputs. This would have enabled them to compete actively in residential stand-alone
MBB and improved competitive outcomes (e.g. retail prices) for consumers at retail

1262 For example, because, according to Telenor, access buyers were concerned with their overall profitability
rather than with the profitability of particular retail plans that they supplied within their overall portfolio.

1263 See paragraph 199 of Annex 14 of the Reply to the SO.

126 See Section 10.5.1.

126s i.e. NROs, MVNOs and SPs.
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level. Indeed, non-MNOs have been recognised as bringing important competition on
price and innovation in other mobile markets.1266

1009. As noted in paragraphs 890 and 891 above, the very purpose of wholesale access at SP,
MVNO and NRO levels is to facilitate entry and expansion by mobile communications
providers of differing size and infrastructure profiles. The objective of having such
graduated wholesale access options is to facilitate direct competitive pressure on both
price and non-price service features; as well as to support progressive investment and
expansion by different access seekers with a view to them evolving into stronger
competitors over time. However, as explained above, Telenor fails to take into account
any dynamic competition benefits of having economically viable wholesale inputs
available to SPs, MVNOs and NROs.

101O.In addition, as is clear from Figure 2 at paragraph 187 above, the Period under
Consideration coincided with a critical growth phase for mobile data, and that first wave
of growth in mobile data was initially taking place in stand-alone MBB services. It was
only in 2013 that MTDS overtook stand-alone MBB services in terms of mobile data
volumes. It is therefore reasonable to expect that, absent Telenor's margin squeeze, non-
MNOs would have had incentives to compete with a view to building scale in mobile
data traffic in this important initial growth phase.

1011. Further, the Authority notes that, even if Telenor had been able to raise retail prices for
residential stand-alone MBB services as a result of lack of a competitive discipline from
other MNOs, non-MNOs could have disciplined Telenor, absent Telenor's margin
squeeze. In the Authority's view, this only underlines further the importance of non-
MNOs having access to economically viable inputs to constrain Telenor's retail pricing
behaviour during the Period under Consideration.

1012. Telenor's static viewpoint also completely neglects to take into account other non-price
benefits that consumers in the relevant downstream market could have potentially
enjoyed from increased competition from non-MNOs along dimensions other than price
(such as on service quality and choice).

1013. As far as the second counterfactual scenario is concerned, the option was always open to
Telenor to lower its wholesale tariffs (whether only for stand-alone MBB products or
without distinguishing between stand-alone MBB plans and MTDS). Indeed, further to
the Authority's assessment in paragraphs 1008 to 1010 above, this would have been the
most realistic course of action for Telenor to avoid the margin squeeze.

1014. Telenor has not shown that any tariff rebalancing would be necessary. Further, Telenor's
assumption that there would be no pass-through of wholesale tariff reductions for data
inputs related to stand-alone MBB at all is entirely speculative. Moreover, even if such
reductions were only partially passed through by the access seekers to consumers,126~

consumers would have still unambiguously benefitted from those partial reductions in

1266 See footnote 1121 above.

126 The Authority notes that Telenor has failed to explain why such apass-through —even partial —would not be
possible in this case.
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retail prices, as well as from improved competitive conditions through the avoidance of
a margin squeeze.

1015. Moreover, in its counterfactual analysis, Telenor assumes that the arena of competition
is broader than residential stand-alone MBB.126g However, as explained in Section 10.3.5
above, the relevant level of aggregation/arena of competition in this case is the relevant
market at the retail level, namely residential stand-alone MBB, which is accordingly the
subject of the Authority's effects assessment.

1016.On the basis of the above, the Authority rejects Telenor's counterfactual scenarios as
unrealistic. Absent a margin squeeze, non-MNOs could have exerted important
competitive pressure during a growth period in residential stand-alone MBB services, as
well as building valuable scale in mobile data, to the ultimate benefit of Norwegian
consumers both in the short-to-medium tet-m and over the longer term.

10.5.2.6 Conclusion

1017. The Authority concludes that, notwithstanding Telenor's arguments above, its conduct
was likely to hinder or was at least capable of hindering the ability of actual or potential
competitors at least as efficient as Telenor itself to trade on the retail market for the
provision of stand-alone MBB services to residential customers in Norway.

10.6 Objective justification and efficiencies

1018. Exclusionary conduct can fall outside the prohibition in Article 54 EEA if the dominant
undertaking can demonstrate that its conduct is objectively necessary or produces
efficiencies which outweigh the negative effects on competition/consumers,1269

1019. Thus, the dominant undertaking concerned remains at liberty to demonstrate that its
margin squeeze, albeit producing exclusionary effects, is economically justified. In that
regard, it must be determined whether the exclusionary effects arising from such conduct,
which are disadvantageous for competition, may be counterbalanced or outweighed by
advantages in terms of efficiency which also benefit the consumer. If the exclusionary
effects of the conduct bear no relation to the advantages for the market and consumers,
or if the conduct goes beyond what is necessary in order to attain those advantages, it
must be regarded as an abuse.12~o

1020. The dominant undertaking has the burden of proving such objective necessity or
efficiency defence.l2~1

iz6s See footnote 1262 above and paragraphs 197-199 of Annex 14 of the Reply to the SO.

1269 See judgment of 30 May 2018 in Case E-6/17 Fjarskipti [2018] EFTA Ct. Rep. 78, paragraph 69; see also
judgment of 14 February 1978, United Brands, 27/76, EU:C:1978:22, paragraph 184; judgment of 6 October
1994, Tet~~a Pak II, T-83/91, EU:T:1994:246, paragraph 136; and judgment of 15 March 2007, B3"1tlSI? All"YVLIyS,
C-95/04 P, EU:C:2007:166, paragraphs 69 and 86.

iz~o Judgment of 17 February 2011, TeliaSonera Sverige, C-52/09, EU:C:2011:83, paragraphs 75-76, and
judgment of 15 March 2007, B~•itish Ai~~tivays, C-95/04 P, EU:C:2007:166, paragraphs 69 and 86.

12'1 Judgment of 17 September 2007, Microsoft, T-201/04, EU:T:2007:289, paragraph 688.
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1021. The Authority is of the view that there is no objective justification for the foreclosure of
competition at issue in this case. Moreover, Telenor has not made such a claim.

10.7 Conclusion: margin squeeze practices between the wholesale tariffs for access and
origination services on public mobile networks and the retail prices for stand-alone
MBB services to residential customers in Norway

1022. Further to the above, the Authority concludes that Telenor abused its dominant position
within the meaning of Article 54 EEA by engaging in margin squeeze practices in relation
to the wholesale tariffs for access and origination services on public mobile telephone
networks in Norway and the retail prices for stand-alone MBB services to residential
customers in Norway. Specifically, the margin squeeze infringements related to: (i) the
wholesale NRO tariffs charged to NwN from 1 August 2008 to 31 August 2010
(inclusive); (ii) the wholesale MVNO tariffs charged to Ventelo from 1 January 2008 to
30 November 2010 (inclusive); and (iii) the wholesale SP tariffs charged from 1 January
2008 to 31 December 2012 (inclusive).

11 EFFECT ON TRADE BETWEEN CONTRACTING PARTIES

1023. Article 54 EEA prohibits the abuse of a dominant position within the territory covered
by the EEA Agreement or in a substantial part of it insofar as it "may affect Made bet~~een
Contacting Parties". It is settled case law that the basic test when assessing effect on
trade is that "it must be possible to foj~esee 1-vith a sufficient degree of probability on the
basis of a set of objective factor's of law o~ fact that the agreement or practice may have
an influence, dij°ect o~ indirect, actual o~ potential, on the pattern of Made between
Contacting Pasties."12 2 This test has three basic elements.

1024. First, the concept of "Made bet►veen Cont~^acting Pa~~ties" covers all forms of economic
activity, not just the exchanges of goods and services including establishment,12~3 and
implies some cross-border element (i.e. that the situation is not purely internal to one
EEA State). An effect on establishment occurs when the abusive conduct affects the
decisive factors in the choice made by foreign undertakings (e.g. competitors) as to
whether or not to establish themselves in the territory of a particular Contracting
Party.12~4 According to settled case law, the concept of trade also encompasses the
competitive structure covering, for example, abusive behaviour aimed at eliminating a

IZ~Z See judgment of 19 Apri12016 in Case E-14/15 Holship [2016] EFTA Ct. Rep. 240, paragraph 75. See also
judgment of 25 October 2001, Arnbarlanz Glockner, C-475/99, EU:C:2001:577, paragraphs 48 and 49; judgment
of 14 September 2017, Aarto~~tiesibar zrn komarnrcesands konsarltdcijzr agentin•a / Latvijas Azrtof•zr apvieniba, C-
177/16, EU:C:2017:689, paragraph 27; judgment of 16 July 2015, ING Pensii, C-172/14, EU:C:2015:484,
paragraph 48; and paragraph 23 of the Gzridelines on the effect on t~•ade concept contained in A~•ticles 53 and 54
of the EEA Ag~~ee~nent ("the Guidelines on effect on trade"), see OJ C 291, 30.11.2006, p. 46 and EEA Supplement
to the OJ No 59, 30.11.2006, p. 18.

12'3 Judgment of 14 July 1980, Ziichnef~, 172/80, EU:C:1981:178, paragraph 18; judgment of 19 February 2002,
Woarters, C-309/99, EU:C:2002:98, paragraph 95; judgment of 25 October 2001, Ambarlanz Glockner, C-475/99,
EU:C:2001:577, paragraph 49; and judgment of 21 January 1999, Bagnasco, C-215/96 and C-216/96,
EU:C:1999:12, paragraph 51.

12'a See, for example, judgment of 16 July 2015, ING Pensii, C-172/14, EU:C:2015:484, paragraph 51.
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competitor operating in several Member States.12~5 Given the jurisdictional nature of the
effect on trade concept, it is irrelevant whether the cross-border effects would result in a
decrease or increase in the amount of trade between Contracting Parties.12~6 There must
only be a change or alteration from the way trade would have developed; this suffices to
trigger the application of the EEA competition rules.12~~

1025. Second, it is sufficient that the abuse "may affect t~ac~e",1278 it is not necessary to prove
actual effects. It only has to be shown that, based on objective factors, it is sufficiently
probable that the practices are capable of having an effect12~9 or could have had an
effect.12so

1026. Third, the effect on trade must be appreciable. This element requires that the effect on
trade between Member States must not be insignificant and is assessed primarily with
reference to the position and the importance of the undertakings) on the market for the
products concerned.12s 1

1027. Where an undertaking, which holds a dominant position covering the whole of an EEA
State engages in exclusionary abuses, trade between EEA States is normally capable of
being affected.12g2 Such abusive conduct will generally make it more difficult for
competitors from other EEA States to penetrate the market, in which case patterns of
trade are capable of being affected.12g3 In its decisional practice related to margin squeeze
cases and other exclusionary practices in the telecoms sector, the European Commission
considered that raising barriers to entry and thereby restricting establishment by

12's Judgment of 21 February 1973, Eac~~openzballage Co~pof•ation and Continental Can Company, 6/72,
EU:C:1973:22, paragraph 16; and judgment of 8 October 1996, Compagnie n~a~~itime belge t~~anspo~~ts, T-24/93,
T-25/93, T-26/93 and T-28/93, EU:T:1996:139, paragraph 203.

'2'6 See, for example, judgment of 6 April 1995, Ti~efileari~ope, T-141/89, EU:T:1995:62, paragraph 57.

'Z" See, for example, judgment of 2 July 1992, Dansk Pelsdyf~avlerfo~~enirrg, T-61/89, EU:T:1992:79, paragraph
143; and judgment of 28 February 2002, Atlantic Containef~ Line, T-395/94, EU:T:2002:49, paragraph 81.

12'g Judgment of 19 April 2016 in Case E-14/15 Holship [2016] EFTA Ct. Rep. 240, paragraph 75.

12'9 Judgment of 6 April 1995, RTE and ITP, G241/91 P and C-242/91 P, EU:C:1995:98, paragraph 69.

izao See judgment of 24 September 2009, E~•ste G~~ozrp Banlc, C-125/07 P, C-133/07 P, C-135/07 P, C-137/07 P,
EU:C:2009:576, paragraph 46. See also judgment of 14 December 2006, Raiffeisen Zentf•albank Ostej~~~eich, T-
259/02 to T-264/02 and T-271/02, EU:T2006:396, paragraph 166, where the GCEU expressly rejected the
argument that the absence of any actual effects following a past infringement should be taken into account when
assessing the effect on trade criteria. The GCEU held that capability, or in other words a potential effect, is
sufficient to establish the jurisdiction of EU competition rules. See further paragraph 26 of the Guidelines on
effect on trade.

izst Judgment of 17 January 2006 in Case E-4/05 HOB-vin [2006] EFTA Ct. Rep. 4, paragraph 49; judgment of
19 Apri12016 in Case E-14/15 Holship [2016] EFTA Ct. Rep. 240, paragraph 76; judgment of 9 July 1969, Volk,
5/69, EU:C:1969:35.

izsz Judgment of 1 April 1993, BPB Indarst~~ies and Bf~itish Gypszrm, T-65/89, EU:T:1993:31, paragraph 135; see
also judgment of 9 November 1983, Michelin, 322/81, EU:C:1983:313; and judgment of 25 March 1981,
Coopej•atieve Stf•emsel- en Klearf~selfab~iek, 61/80, EU:C:1981:75, where in the case of exclusionary abuses
covering a whole State an effect on trade was established. See further the Guidelines on effect on trade, paragraph
93.

''-8' The Guidelines on effect on trade, paragraph 93.
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companies from other Member States amounted to an effect on trade.12g4 The finding of
an effect on trade in these cases was not challenged in any of the respective appeal
procedures before the European Courts.

1028. As noted in Section 9.4 above, both relevant markets identified in this Decision cover the
entire territory of Norway and constitute in themselves substantial parts of the EEA.
Telenor had a dominant position covering the enure territory ofNorway during the Period
under Consideration (See Section 9.2). The relevant wholesale and retail markets affected
by the margin squeeze practices were also national in scope. These practices affected the
market structure by raising barriers to entry to the market for the provision of stand-alone
MBB services to residential customers in Norway.

1029. Considering the above, the margin squeeze practices described in Section 10.4 constitute
in themselves a significant obstacle to the possibility for companies active in other EEA
States to establish themselves in Norway. Thus, Telenor's abuse of its dominant position
on the relevant market was capable of appreciably affecting trade between Contracting
Parties within the meaning of Article 54 EEA.

12 CONCLUSION ON ARTICLE 54 EEA

1030.In light of the foregoing, the Authority concludes that Telenor has abused its dominant
position in the wholesale market for access and origination services on public mobile
telephone networlcs in Norway by engaging in margin squeeze practices in relation to the
wholesale prices for access and origination services on public mobile telephone networks
in Norway and the retail prices for stand-alone MBB services to residential customers in
Norway.

1031. The Authority has found that, during the Period under Consideration, the spread between
the tariffs charged upstream by Telenor to competitors for the supply of wholesale access
and origination services on its public mobile telephone network, and the prices charged
by Telenor to its own customers at the downstream level for residential stand-alone MBB
services in Norway, did not allow equally efficient or as-efficient competitors, relying on
such wholesale services, to compete with Telenor in the downstream market without
incui~ing a loss.

1032.In particular, the margin squeeze infringements related to: (i) the wholesale NRO tariffs
charged to NwN from 1 August 2008 to 31 August 2010; (ii) the wholesale MVNO tariffs
charged to Ventelo from 1 January 2008 to 30 November 2010; and (iii) the wholesale
SP tariffs charged from 1 January 2008 to 31 December 2012.

103 3 . Telenor's behaviour amounts to three separate infringements of Article 54 EEA.

13 DURATION

1034. As recalled in Section 10.4.5 above, the duration of each infringement is as follows:

128`' See Deutsche Telekom Decision, paragraph 185; Telefonica Decision, paragraph 697; Slovak Telekom
Decision, paragraph 1109; Commission Decision of 16 July 2003 in Case COMP/38.233 — Wanadoo, paragraph
392; and Commission Decision of 22 June 2011 in Case AT.39525 — Telekomzcnikacja Polska, paragraph 887.
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(i) from 1 August 2008 unti131 August 2010 in the case of the wholesale NRO tariffs
charged to NwN;

(ii) from 1 January 2008 unti130 November 2010 in the case of the wholesale MVNO
tariffs charged to Ventelo; and

(iii) from 1 January 2008 until 31 December 2012 in the case of the wholesale tariffs
charged to SPs.

14 ADDRESSEES

1035. The subjects of the EEA competition rules are undertakings, an autonomous concept of
competition law, which is not identical with that of corporate legal personality for the
purposes of national commercial or fiscal law. The undertaking that participated in the
infringement is therefore not necessarily identical to the precise legal entity within the
group of companies whose representatives actually took part in the infringement. The
term "undertaking" is not defined in the EEA Agreement. It may refer to any entity
engaged in commercial activities, regardless of the legal status of the entity and of the
way in which it is financed.12g5 The case law has confirmed that Articles 53 and 54 EEA
are aimed at economic units which consist of a unitary organisation of personal, tangible
and intangible elements which pursue a specific economic aim on a long-term basis and
can contribute to the commission of an infringement of the kind referred to in those
provisions.12s6

1036. First, it falls, in principle, to the natural or legal person managing the undertaking in
question when the infringement was committed to answer for that infringement.1287 Thus,
when an undertaking that has committed an infringement of the competition rules of the
EEA Agreement subsequently disposes of the assets which contributed to the
infringement and withdraws from the market in question, it continues to be answerable
for the infringement if it has not ceased to exist.12gg

1037. Liability for illegal behaviour may pass to a successor where the corporate entity which
committed the infringement has ceased to exist. If the legal person initially answerable
for the infringement ceases to exist and loses its legal personality, being purely and
simply absorbed by another legal entity, that latter entity must be held answerable for the
whole period of the infringement and thus is liable for the activity of the entity that was
absorbed.12g9 The same can apply where the initial operator remains in existence but is

i?ss Judgment of 5 March 2015, Vefsalis, C-93/13 P and C-123/13 P, EU:C:2015:150, paragraph 52; and judgment
of 23 April 1991, Hofnef~ and Elser, C-41/90, EU:C:1991:161, paragraph 21.

izs6 Judgment of 12 December 2007, Akzo Nobel, T-112/05, EU:T:2007:381, paragraphs 57-58; judgment of 10
March 1992, Shell, T-11/89, EU:T:1992:33, paragraph 311; and judgment of 14 May 1998, Mo och Domsjo, T-
352/94, EU:T:1998:103, paragraphs 87-96.

1287 Judgment of 29 March 2011, ThyssenK~•zrpp Nij~osta, C-352/09 P, EU:C:2011:191, paragraph 143; and
judgment of 16 November 2000, Cascades, C-279/98 P, EU:C:2000:626, paragraph 78.

1288 Judgment of 17 December 1991, Enichem Anic, T-6/89, EU:T:1991:74 paragraph 236; and judgment of 8 July
1999, Anic Partecipazioni, C-49/92 P, EU:C:1999:356, paragraph 145.

12s9 Judgment of 16 November 2000, Cascades, C-279/98 P, EU:C:2000:626, paragraphs 78 and 79.
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no longer active on the relevant market, if this is the result of a restructuring within a
group of companies that constitute one economic entity.1290

1038.In the case at hand, as indicated in Section 2 above, Telenor Mobil AS was responsible
for all wholesale and retail mobile operations in Norway during the period of 2006-2009.
Telenor Mobil AS was incorporated under Norwegian law and wholly owned by Telenor
Mobile Holding AS, which in turn was wholly owned by Telenor ASA. As of 2010
Telenor Norge AS took over the Norwegian mobile operations from Telenor Mobil AS
which is no longer active on the relevant marlcets. Telenor Norge AS was owned during
the remainder of the Period under Consideration by Telenor Mobile Holding AS (56%)
and Telenor Networks Holding AS (44%), both wholly-owned companies of the same
Telenor ASA as in the case of Telenor Mobil AS.1291 As mentioned above, where the
initial operator remains in existence but is no longer active on the relevant market, the
successor must be held responsible for the whole period of the infringement 1292 Telenor
Norge AS is therefore directly liable for the infringements in this case also for the period
before 2010.

1039. Therefore, this Decision is addressed to Telenor Norge AS, in its capacity as the legal
entity that tools over responsibility for the infringements by Telenor Mobil AS for the
period before 1 January 2010, and as the company which directly participated in the
infringements addressed by this Decision for the period starting on 1 January 2010.

1040. Second, the anti-competitive conduct of an undertaking can be attributed to another
undertaking where the undertaking directly participating in the infringement has not
decided independently upon its own conduct on the market, but carried out, in all material
respects, the instructions given to it by that other undertaking having regard in particular
to the economic links between them.1293 In the case of wholly-owned (or almost wholly-
owned) subsidiaries, the infringement committed by a wholly-owned subsidiary is also
attributable to the parent company, as the parent company is presumed to have exercised
decisive influence over its wholly-owned subsidiary.12~4 This presumption can be

1290 Judgment of 5 March 2015, Ve~~salrs, C-93/13 Pand G123/13 P, EU:C:2015:150, paragraph 53; judgment of
13 June 2013, Vei~salis, C-511/11 P, EU:C:2013:386, paragraph 52; judgment of 11 December 2007, ETI, C-
280/06, EU:C:2007:775, paragraphs 48 and 49; judgment of 7 January 2004, Aalbo~~g Po~~tland, C-204/00 P, C-
205/00 P, C-211/00 P, C-213/00 P, C-217/00 P and C-219/00 P, EU:C:2004:6, paragraphs 59 and 357; and
judgment of 30 September 2009, Hoechst, T-161/05, EU:T:2009:366 at paragraphs 50-52.

129' See Document No 726991, e-mail from Telenor of 27 October 2014 with an overview of the company structure
of Telenor. The Authority understands, on the basis of publicly available sources, that Telenor Norge AS is
currently wholly owned by Telenor Networks Holding AS, which is still owned 100 % by Telenor ASA; see:
<https://www.proff.no/roller/telenor-nor~e-as/fornebu/telekommunikasjon/IGSNT 1 RO 1 PEh, accessed June
2020.

1292 See footnote 1290 above.

1293 See in particular judgment of 13 December 2018, Slovak Telekom, T-851/14, EU:T:2018:929, paragraphs
280-288 and the case law cited there; judgment of 16 November 2000, Metsa-Serla, C-294/98 P, EU:C:2000:632,
paragraph 27; judgment of 25 October 1983, AEG, 107/82, EU:C:1983:293, paragraph 49; and judgment of 14
July 1972, ICI, 48/69, EU:C:1972:70, paragraphs 132-133.

129a Judgment of 10 September 2009, Akzo Nobel, C-97/08 P, EU:C:2009:536, paragraph 77 (compare also the
opinion of AG Kokott of 23 April 2009, Akzo Nobel, C-97/08 P EU:C:2009:262 at paragraphs 97-99); judgment
of 15 June 2005, Tokai Ca~•bon, T-71/03, T-74/03, T-87/03 and T-91/03, EU:T:2005:220, paragraph 60; judgment
of 14 May 1998, StoT°a Kopparbe~~gs Be~•gslags, T-354/94, EU:T:1998:104, paragraph 80, upheld on appeal in C-
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rebutted by producing sufficient evidence to show that the subsidiary decided

independently on its own conduct on the market.1295

1041. The Authority notes that Telenor Mobil AS was wholly owned by Telenor Mobile

Holding AS which in turn was wholly owned by Telenor ASA. The Authority also notes

that Telenor Norge AS was a subsidiary of Telenor Mobile Holding AS (56%) and

Telenor Networks Holding AS (44%),1296 which in turn were wholly-owned subsidiaries

of the same Telenor ASA throughout the remainder of the Period under Consideration.

Thus, on the basis of the case law referred to above, Telenor ASA is presumed to have

exercised decisive influence over its wholly-owned subsidiaries Telenor Mobil AS and

Telenor Norge AS and, therefore, is also directly responsible for the infringements from

1 January 2008 as parent company with a 100% ownership of the companies owning

Telenor Mobil AS and Telenor Norge AS. Therefore, this Decision is also addressed to

Telenor ASA.

1042.On the basis of the above, this Decision is addressed as j ointly and severally liable entities

to:

• Telenor Norge AS from 1 January 2008 until the end of 2012 by virtue of it being the

successor of Telenor Mobil AS for the years 2008-2009 and by virtue of its direct

participation in the infringements in the period from January 2010 until the end of

2012; and

• Telenor ASA as a result of its decisive influence, during the period from 1 January

2008 until the end of 2012, over its wholly-owned subsidiaries, Telenor Mobile

Holding AS and Telenor Networks Holding AS which, during that time, in turn

owned Telenor Mobil AS and Telenor Norge AS.

15 REMEDIES AND FINES

15.1 Article 7(1) of Chapter II of Protocol 4 to the Surveillance and Court Agreement

1043 . Article 7(1) of Chapter II of Protocol 4 to the Surveillance and Court Agreement provides

that, where the Authority finds that there is an infringement of Article 53 or 54 EEA, it

may by decision require the undertakings concerned to bring such infringement to an

end. For this purpose, it may also impose on the undertakings concerned any behavioural

or structural remedies which are proportionate to the infringement committed and

necessary to bring the infringement effectively to an end. If the Authority has a legitimate

interest in doing so, it may also find that an infringement has been committed in the
past.129~

286/98 P, EU:C:2000:630, paragraphs 27-29; and judgment of 25 October 1983, AEG, 107/82, EU:C:1983:293,

paragraph 50.

1295 Judgment of 10 September 2009, Akzo Nobel, C-97/08 P, EU:C:2009:536, paragraphs 58-60. See also

judgment of 19 July 2012, Alliance One Inte~~nationul and Standard Commercial Tobacco, C-628/10 P,

EU:C:2012:479; judgment of 27 October 2010, Alliance One International, T-24/05, EU:T:2010:453.

'296 See footnote 1291 above.

'z9' A legitimate interest does not need to be shown where, as here, a fine is imposed, including where it relates

to an infringement committed in the past. See judgment of 25 July 2018, Orange Polska, C-123/16 P,
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1044. At the time of the adoption of this Decision, Telenor's abuse of its dominant position has
ended with regard to all three infringements. The infringements lasted:

(1) from 1 August 2008 until 31 August 2010 in the case of the wholesale NRO
tariffs charged to NwN;

(2) from 1 January 2008 until 30 November 2010 in the case of the wholesale
MVNO tariffs charged to Ventelo; and

(3) from 1 January 2008 unti131 December 2012 in the case of the wholesale tariffs
charged to SPs.

1045. The dates in the previous paragraph reflect the Authority's conclusions on the margin
squeeze assessment, as explained in Section 10.4.5 above.

1046. Telenor should, however, be required to refrain from repeating the conduct described in
this Decision and from any act or conduct that would have the same or equivalent object
or effect as the conduct described in this Decision.

15.2 Article 23(2) of Chapter II of Protocol4 to the Surveillance and Court Agreement

1047. Article 23 (2)(a) of Chapter II of Protocol 4 to the Surveillance and Court Agreement
provides that the Authority may by decision impose fines on undertakings, where, either
intentionally or negligently, they infringe Article 54 EEA.

1048. An infringement of Article 54 EEA is committed intentionally or negligently where the
undertaking concerned cannot be unaware of the anti-competitive nature of its conduct,
whether or not it was aware that it was infringing the competition rules of the EEA
Agreement.129g An undertaking is aware of the anti-competitive nature of its conduct
where it is aware of the essential facts justifying both the finding of a dominant position
on the relevant market and the finding by the Authority of an abuse of that dominant
position.1299

1049. It appears from the facts as described above (see in particular Section 10.5.2.2) that,
contrary to what Telenor claims,13oo Telenor committed the infringements intentionally

EU:C:2018:590, paragraphs 58-60. See also judgment of 2 March 1983, GVL, 7/82, EU:C:1983:52, paragraph 23;
judgment of 15 July 1970, Chenaiefarn~a, 41/69, EU:C:1970:71, paragraph 175, and judgment of 6 October 2005,
Sannitomo Chemical, T-22/02 and T-23/02, EU:T:2005:349, paragraph 37.

129s See judgment of 18 Apri12012 in Case E-15/10 Poster No~•ge [2012] EFTA Ct. Rep. 246, paragraphs 271-
274; judgment of 10 Apri12008, Deutsche Telekom, T-271/03, EU:T:2008:101, paragraph 295, upheld on appeal
in judgment of 14 October 2010, Deutsche Telekom, C-280/08 P, EU:C:2010:603, paragraph 124; judgment of29
March 2012, Telefonica, T-336/07, EU:T:2012:172, paragraph 319, upheld on appeal in judgment 10 July 2014,
Teleforrica, C-295/12 P, EU:C:2014:2062, paragraph 156; and judgment of 8 September 2016, Larrrdbeck, T-
472/13, EU:T:2016:449, paragraph 762.

1299 See judgment of 9 November 1983, Michelin, 322/81, EU:C:1983:313, paragraph 107; judgment of 29 March
2012, Telefonica, T-336/07, EU:T:2012:172, paragraph 320; and judgment of 12 June 2014, Intel, T-286/09,
EU:T:2014:547, paragraph 1601.

i3oo See Reply to the SO, paragraphs 533-542; and Reply to the SSO, paragraphs 300-301.
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or at least negligently. Telenor should have been aware that its practices infringed Article
54 EEA.

1050. This is because Telenor could or should not have been unaware of the fact that it held a
dominant position in the wholesale market for access and origination services on public
mobile telephone networks in Norway (see Section 9.2 above). Telenor ought to have
been familiar with the principles govet-ning market definition in competition cases.
Telenor could not have been unaware of the likely effects of its margin squeeze practices
on the retail market for stand-alone MBB services to residential customers in Norway.13o1

Furthermore, Telenor could not have been unaware that such conduct was liable to cause
harm to competition in general and to potential competitors and to consumers. The
European Commission, supported by the European Courts, has repeatedly condemned
practices by undertakings in a dominant position that abusively squeeze the margins of
their competitors with regard to prices applied at the wholesale level in combination with
the prices in the retail marlcet.13o2

1051. The fact that Telenor was subject to regulation "specifically designed to prevent margin
squeeze"1303 in certain areas of its activities, and that it also regularly self-assessed its
activities, does not change the Authority's finding with regard to intent and negligence
in paragraph 1049 above. It is settled case law that, even in the presence ofsector-specific
regulation, where an undertaking could not have been unaware that it had the genuine
scope to set prices, and in this way the ability to eliminate or reduce a margin squeeze,
the condition that the infringement is committed intentionally or negligently will be
met,1304

15.3 Calculation of the fines

1052.Pursuant to Article 23(3) of Chapter II of Protocol 4 to the Surveillance and Court
Agreement, in fixing the amount of the fines, the Authority must have regard to the
gravity and to the duration of the infringement. In doing so, the Authority will set the
fines at a level sufficient to ensure deterrence.

1053. The Authority's general methodology for determining the level of the fines is set out in
the Guidelines on the method of setting fines ("the Guidelines on fines"),1305

1301 See in particular paragraphs 898-899 above.

130? Judgment of 14 October 2010, Deutsche Telekom, C-280/08 P, EU:C:2010:603, paragraph 183; judgment of

17 February 2011, TeliaSone~°a Sverige, C-52/09, EU:C:2011:83, paragraph 31; judgment of 10 July 2014,
Telefonica, C-295/12 P, EU:C:2014:2062, paragraph 75; see also judgment of 30 May 2018 in Case E-6/17
Fjarskipti [2018] EFTA Ct. Rep. 78, paragraph 58; judgment of 30 November 2000, Indust~•ie des poud~•es
spherigzres, T-5/97, EU:T:2000:278; Dezrtsche Telekom Decision, paragraph 107; Telefonica Decision, paragraphs
281-284; and Slovak Telekom Decision, paragraph 823.

1303 Reply to the SO, paragraph 537.

13oa Judgment of 10 April 2008, Deutsche Telekom, T-271/03 EU:T:2008:101, paragraph 296; and judgment of

14 October 2010, C-280/08 P Dezrtsche Telekom, EU:C:2010:603, paragraph 127.

isos See Guidelines on the method of setting fines imposed pursuant to Article 23(2) of Chapter II of Protocol 4,

OJ C 314, 21.12.2006, p. 84, and EEA Supplement to the OJ No 63, 14.12.2006, p. 44. See also the Commission's
Guidelines on the method of setting fines imposed pursuant to Article 23(2)(a) of Regulation (EC) No 1/2003, OJ
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1054. The Authority first determines a basic amount for the undertaking in question. That
amount consists of an amount of up to 30% of the undertaking's value of sales of goods
or services to which the infringement is directly or indirectly related in the relevant
geographic market (see Section 15.3.1.1 below). The choice of a given percentage will
depend on the degree of gravity of the infringement (see Section 15.3.1.2 below). The
proportion of the value of sales resulting from that percentage will then be multiplied by
the duration of the infringement (see Section 15.3.1.3 below). The Authority may also
include in the basic amount an additional amount corresponding to a percentage of the
value of sales which may be set at a level of up to 25% of the value of sales (see Section
15.3.1.4 below).

1055. The Authority may then adjust the basic amount up or down to take into account either
aggravating or mitigating circumstances (see Section 15.3.2.1 below).

1056. The Authority pays particular attention to the need to ensure that fines have a sufficient
deterrent effect. To that end, it may increase the fine to be imposed on undertakings which
have a particularly large turnover beyond the sales of goods or services to which the
infringement relates (see Section 15.3.2.2 below).

1057. The final amount of the fine shall not exceed 10% of the total turnover of the undertaking
participating in the infringement relating to the business year preceding the date of
adoption of the Authority's decision.

105 8. The particularities of a given case, or the need to achieve deterrence in a particular case,
may justify departing from the general methodology for the setting of fines.1306

15.3.1 Basic ~cmounts of the fines

15.3.1.1 The value of sales

15.3.1.1.1 Value of sales ~°elated to the relevant wholesale and retail maj~kets

1059. The three margin squeeze infringements established in this Decision relate to: (i)
Telenor's wholesale access and origination services on public mobile telephone networks
in Norway, and (ii) Telenor's retail provision of stand-alone MBB services to residential
customers in Norway.

1060. Table 11 below sets out Telenor's sales in the relevant market for wholesale access and
origination services on public mobile telephone networks in Norway and the relevant
retail market for the provision of stand-alone MBB services to residential customers in
Norway separately, as well as aggregated, for the Period under Consideration.

C 210, 1.9.2006, p. 2. In view of a clerical error in the numbering of the Authority's Guidelines on fines, the
Authority follows, for the purposes of this Decision, the numbering as originally intended (and as reflected in the
Commission's Guidelines on fines).

1306 Guidelines on fines, paragraph 37.
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Wholesale Retail Total sales
(in thousand EUR) (in thousand EUR) (in thousand EUR)

2008 96 081 11 988 108 069

2009 108 635 25 992 134 627

2010 119 310 36 553 155 863

2011 113 410 41 926 155 336

2012 122 238 49 343 171 581

Source: Telenor's response to the request for information of 30 Apri12020130'

1061. The present case concerns infringements in the form of margin squeeze practices where
Telenor abused its dominant position in the wholesale market for access and origination
services on public mobile telephone networks by setting prices at the wholesale and retail
levels that did not allow as-efficient competitors on the retail level to enter or compete
profitably on that downstream market. The infringements relate notably to all three levels
of wholesale access on Telenor's mobile network, i.e. NRO, MVNO and SP levels. As
noted in paragraphs 890 and 891 above, the objective of having such graduated wholesale
access options is to facilitate entry and expansion by different types of access seekers
with a view to each category contributing a form of competitive discipline in the retail
market, and potentially also in the wholesale marlcet over time. The Authority therefore
considers that Telenor's wholesale and retail sales are both directly related to the
infringements. At the very least, the retail sales are indirectly related to the infringements
which were made possible by virtue of Telenor's dominant position in the wholesale
market.

1062. Telenor argues that only the sales related to the retail market should be taken into account,
as the reason for using the value of sales for the purposes of calculating fines is that those
figures have some correlation with the potential effects of the infringement.13og However,
that argument must be rejected. The Guidelines on fines do not refer to effects in relation
to value of sales. They provide instead: "the cojnbination of value of sales and dzc~ation
of the infi°ingement is used because they p~~ovide an appj°opiate proxy to ~~eflect the
economic impo~~tance of the inf°ingement [.. ,]'>.1309 The application of a margin squeeze
results from the fact that Telenor, as avertically-integrated MNO with dominance on the
relevant upstream market, had the ability and incentives to squeeze the margins available
to competitors between the relevant upstream and downstream markets. The value of
sales for both relevant markets thus necessarily reflects the overall economic importance
of the infringements in this particular case.

130 See Document No 1133372: Telenor's reply of 15 May 2020 to the Authority's request for information of 30
Apri12020, Table 1 and Table 4.

~sos Reply to the SO, paragraph 545.

'309 Guidelines on fines, paragraph 6.
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1063. Telenor argues further that, should wholesale revenues be included in the relevant value
of sales, the figures must be reduced in two ways.131 o First, since Telenor was allegedly
not dominant in the supply of access and origination services to SPs, sales related to SPs
should be disregarded. Second, Telenor argues that it is incorrect to include all wholesale
market revenues, when the alleged conduct concerned the supply of wholesale data for
stand-alone MBB to residential consumers only and also did not concern wholesale sales
to TDC. Telenor claims that there is no link between the alleged abuse and Telenor's
sales in the wholesale market with regard to voice and mobile data for mobile telephony
subscriptions, which were used as inputs for different downstream retail markets.

1064. The Authority considers that these arguments must be rejected. First, the Authority
concludes (see Section 8.2.2 above) that the relevant wholesale market should not be
further segmented based on the type of wholesale access seelcer. Second, the relevant
wholesale market encompasses all types of wholesale services, which were purchased
and provided in a bundle, irrespective of the retail services provided downstream on the
basis of this wholesale input (see paragraphs 144, 145 and 148 above). The revenues
concerned were generated on the wholesale market for access and origination services
on public mobile telephone networks in Norway and the abuse concerns directly (or at
least indirectly) the entirety of those sales due to their sale in a bundle (see Section 8.2.1
above). This approach is consistent with paragraph 13 of the Guidelines on fines, as it
includes only values of sales directly or indirectly related to the infringement. Further, it
is not in contradiction with the general legal limitation on the calculation of fines in
Article 23 (2) of Chapter II Protocol 4 to the Surveillance and Court Agreement.

1065. However, for the three separate infringements the Authority considers it appropriate to
take into account from the relevant wholesale values of sales only the value of sales
related to the undertakings) who were charged the tariffs concerned by the particular
infringement. Therefore, in the case of the infringement related to the wholesale NRO
tariffs charged to NwN, the relevant wholesale value of sales is the wholesale revenue
generated by NwN, for the infringement related to the wholesale MVNO tariffs charged
to Ventelo, the Authority has taken the wholesale revenue generated by Ventelo and for
the infringement related to the wholesale tariffs charged to SPs, the Authority has taken
the wholesale revenue generated by SPs.

1066. Table 12 below sets out the wholesale values of sales related to NwN, Ventelo and SPs
in the Period under Consideration.

1310 Reply to the SO, paragraph 548.
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NwN Ventelo SPs
(in thousand EUR) (in thousand EUR) (in thousand EUR)

2008 17 821 28 539 19 216

2009 62 109 33 073 7 862

2010 63 382 40 133 10 208

2011 58 458 32 473 16 789

2012 68 603 25 989 22 333

Source: Telenor's response to the request for infot-mation of 30 April 20201311

15.3.1.1.2 Valzce of sales Belated to the last ficll business yeas of the paf°ticipation in the
infringement

1067. The Authority normally takes into account the sales made by an undertaking during the
last full business year of its participation in the infringement.1312 Telenor disagrees with
this approach. It proposes that an average value of annual sales for the years of the
infringements be used.1313

1068. Contrary to what Telenor proposes, the Authority takes the view that in the present case
there are no exceptional reasons to deviate from the basic principle that the fine should
be based on the turnover of the last full business year of the participation in each of the
infringements. Using the turnover of the last full business year is the basic rule provided
by the Guidelines on fines; any deviation should be exceptional and even if such an
exception may be made, it is not a legal requirement.1314 The Authority considers that the
last full business year turnover figures are representative of the capability of the
infringements to distort competition.

1069. Moreover, the growth rate between the relevant years for the individual infringements
was not exponential, nor did the market grow beyond normal market growth rates at the
time of the infringements. Therefore, the last full business year of Telenor's participation
in each of the infringements reflects the economic reality at the time when Telenor
committed the infringements because it takes account of the size and economic strength
of Telenor and the scope of the infringements.131 s

1311 See Document No 1133372: Telenor's reply of 15 May 2020 to the Authority's request for information of 30
April 2020, Table 2.

1312 Guidelines on fines, paragraph 13.

'3'3 Reply to the SO, paragraphs 549-550.

131a See Commission Decision of 22 June 2011 in Case AT.39525 — Telekomarnikacja Polska, paragraph 896.

131s Judgment of 11 July 2014, Esso, T-540/08 EU:T:2014:630, paragraph 95; judgment of 11 July 2014, RWE

and RWE Dea, T-543/08 EU:T:2014:627, paragraph 218; judgment of 17 December 2014, Pilkingtorr G~~o2cp, T-
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1070. The basic amounts of the fines will be calculated by reference to Telenor's value of sales
in 2009 with regard to the infringements related to the wholesale NRO tariffs charged to
NwN and the wholesale MVNO tariffs charged to Ventelo and by reference to the value
of sales in 2012 with regard to the infringement related to the wholesale tariffs charged
to the SPs.

15.3.1.1.3 Conclusion on the j°elevant valZces of sales

1071. As established in Section 10.4.5, the Authority has found Telenor to have committed
three separate infringements. Considering Article 23(2) of Chapter II of Protocol 4 to the
Surveillance and Court Agreement, and in line with the Guidelines on fines, separate
fines should be imposed for each of those infringements.

1072. Therefore, the Authority takes into account as the values of sales for the three separate
infringements the relevant undertaking-specific wholesale values of sales and the retail
values of sales in the relevant last full business year of the participation in the
infringement. Table 13 below sets out the relevant values of sales related to the
infringements concerning the wholesale NRO tariffs charged to NwN, the wholesale
MVNO tariffs charged to Ventelo and the wholesale tariffs charged to SPs.

Table 13

Wholesale value Retail value Total value
of sales of sales of sales

(in thousand EUR) (in thousand EUR) (in thousand EUR)

NRO tariff - NwN 
62 109 25 992 88 101

(2009)

MVNO tariff - Ventelo 
33 073 25 992 59 065

(2009)

SP tariff (2012) 22 333 49 343 71 676

15.3.1.2 Gj~avity of the infringement

1073. The Authority concludes that the proportion of the value of sales to be used to establish
the basic amounts of the fines should be 10%.

1074.In reaching this conclusion, the Authority has taken into account the following factors
based on paragraph 22 of the Guidelines on fines.

1075. First, the infringements concern an abuse of dominance in the form of a margin squeeze.
Margin squeeze practices by undertakings in a dominant position have been repeatedly

72/09, EU:T:2014:1094, paragraph 204; and judgment of 5 December 2013, Caffai~o, C-447/11 P,
EU:C:2013:797, paragraph 51.
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condemned by the European Commission and the EU Courts.1316 The EFTA Court has
also confirmed margin squeeze as a breach of Art 54 EEA in the Fja~~skipti case.131~ The
scope of Article 102 TFEU and therefore Article 54 EEA is clear in this regard; there is
no novelty in relation to margin squeeze abuses.

1076. Second, the residential stand-alone MBB market played an important and growing role
in the Period under Consideration. MBB was a focus area for Telenor131g and was of
considerable economic importance for mobile data consumption in Norway at that
time.1319 This means that any anti-competitive behaviour on this market was likely to
have had a considerable impact in the Period under Consideration.

1077. Third, throughout the duration of the infringements, Telenor held a dominant position in
the wholesale market for access and origination services on public mobile telephone
networks in Norway (see Section 9.2), based on several factors, including high and stable
market shares (between 63 and 71 %). During this period, Telenor also had a high degree
of market power in the retail market for the provision of stand-alone MBB services to
residential customers in Norway, with a market share of 46.4-52.5% (see Section 9.3
above).

1078. Fourth, Telenor's conduct covered the whole territory of Norway.

1079. Fifth, the Authority's conclusion that the proportion of the value of sales to be used to
establish the basic amounts of the fines should be 10% is not affected by Telenor's
claims132o that: (i) there have been no or at most theoretical and minimal effects of the
abusive conduct; (ii) the Authority applied a novel method when determining the level
of aggregation for the downstream products in the margin squeeze analysis; (iii) based
on the Dezctsche Telekom case, the steady reduction of the margin squeeze was an
argument for ranking the infringement as serious, instead of very serious; and (iv) the
downstream market was characterised by fierce competition.

1080. The Authority has considered all relevant facts of the case when choosing 10% as the
proportion of the value of sales to be used to establish the basic amounts of the fines.
This proportion is considerably below the 30%upper limit referred to in paragraph 21 of
the Guidelines on fines.

1081. More specifically, with regard to potential anti-competitive effects (see Section 10.5.2),
the Authority recalls that the margin squeeze practices were of a nature where even the

1316 Judgment of 14 October 2010, Deutsche Telekom, C-280/08 P, EU:C:2010:603, paragraph 183; judgment of
17 February 2011, TeliaSorrera Sve~~ige, C-52/09, EU:C:2011:83, paragraph 31; judgment of 10 July 2014,
Telefonica, C-295/12 P, EU:C:2014:2062, paragraph 75; see also judgment of 30 May 2018 in Case E-6/17
Fjal~skipti [2018] EFTA Ct. Rep. 78, paragraph 58; judgment of 30 November 2000, Indzrstrie des poudres
sphe~~iques, T-5/97, EU:T:2000:278; Deutsche Telekom Decision, paragraph 107; Telefonica Decision, paragraphs
281-284; and Slovak Telekon~ Decision, paragraph 823.

13" Judgment of 30 May 2018 in Case E-6/17 Fjarskipti [2018] EFTA Ct. Rep. 78.

'3's See paragraph 179 above.

'319 See Section 8.4.2 and Figure 2 above.

i3zo Reply to the SO, paragraphs 552-557.
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gross margins for stand-alone residential MBB of an equally efficient competitor would
have been negative for the entirety of each infringement period. Therefore, an equally
efficient competitor would have been unable to compete with Telenor, even without
taking into account any retail costs.

1082. With regard to the level of aggregation, as shown in Section 10.3.5.3 above, the
Authority's approach is in line with EU precedents and case law and, as shown in Section
8.1.1 above, its definition of the relevant market is based on the standard rules of market
definition to be found in the Notice on the definition of the relevant market.

1083. The Deutsche Telekom case has no direct relevance to the determination of the gravity
percentage, because it related to the 1998 Guidelines on the method of setting fines
("1998 Guidelines on fines"), which were in force at that time, and which applied a
different methodology to the one in the current Guidelines on fines. Under the 1998
Guidelines on fines, there were only three categories of infringement: minor, serious and
very serious,1321 while those categories do not exist under the current Guidelines on fines.
Instead, under the current Guidelines on fines, the Authority can take up to 30% of the
value of sales when assessing the gravity of the infringement.

1084. Finally, with regard to the alleged competition in the downstream market, it has been
demonstrated in Section 9.3 above that Telenor had a high degree of market power in the
relevant retail market with a market share of 46.4-52.5%. Competition from Telenor's
wholesale customers was, due to the margin squeeze practices, negligible.

15.3.1.3 Duration

1085. The Authority considers that the duration of the three infringements is as follows:

(1) the infringement period related to the wholesale tariffs charged to NwN started
on 1 August 2008 and ended on 31 August 2010, which is 2.08 years;

(2) the infringement period related to the wholesale tariffs charged to Ventelo started
on 1 January 2008 and ended on 30 November 2010, which is 2.92 years;

(3) the infringement period related to the wholesale tariffs charged to SPs started on
1 January 2008 and ended on 31 December 2012, which is 5 years.

1086. The Authority's conclusion regarding the duration of the three infringements is not
affected by Telenor's claimsl322 that finding a dominant position in the relevant
wholesale market is impossible for 2008 and the first half of 2009 due to Telenor's
market shares in the merchant market and as of the entry into force of Nkom's 2010 SMP
Decision. As demonstrated in Section 9.2 above, Telenor had a dominant position during
the entire Period under Consideration.

1321 1998 Guidelines on the method of setting fines imposed pursuant to Article 15(2) of Regulation No 17 and
Article 65(5) of the ECSC Treaty, OJ C 9, 14.1.1998, p. 3.

13-'- Reply to the SO, paragraphs 559-562.
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1087. The Authority concludes that the basic amounts should include an additional amount
(entry fee) of 10% of the relevant values of sales in order to deter undertakings of a
similar size and with similar resources from entering into the same type of infringement
as Telenor. In reaching this conclusion, the Authority has taken into account the factors
set out in the analysis related to the gravity of the infringement in Section 15.3.1.2 above.

15.3.2 Adjustments to the basic amounts

15.3.2.1 Agg~~avating and mitigating circumstances

1088. The Authority concludes that there are no aggravating or mitigating circumstances that
should result in an increase or decrease in the basic amounts of the fines.

1089. As explained below, that conclusion is not affected by Telenor's claims1323 that: (i) based
on the European Commission's Michelin Decision,132~ a significant adjustment should
be made as the practice constituting an abuse was adjusted prior to the issuing of the SO;
(ii) the conduct was unintentional;132s (iii) the method applied by the Authority is novel;
(vi) the Norwegian NCA in its Decision A2011-48 dismissed a complaint submitted by
TDC regarding an alleged margin squeeze in the "wholesale market for mobile
communications" and Telenor was subject to regulation based on which Nkom never
intervened in order to find a margin squeeze; and (v) any fine imposed must be of limited
size on account of the unreasonable duration of the Authority's administrative
procedure.132~

1090. First, the termination of the infringement may constitute a mitigating circumstance only
if there are reasons to suppose that the undertaking concerned was encouraged to cease
its anti-competitive conduct by the intervention of the Authority.132~ There must be a
causal link between the intervention of the Authority and the termination of the
infringement concerned.132g It is not possible to establish such a causal link, nor does
Telenor claim that one exists.

1091. Second, as to the claimed unintentional nature of the conduct, the Authority has
concluded that Telenor committed the infringements intentionally, or at the very least
negligently, because it could not have been unaware of the anti-competitive nature of its
conduct. Further, according to established case law, negligent infringements are not, from
the point of view of their effects on competition, less serious than those committed

'323 Reply to the SO, paragraphs 564-566.

13za Commission Decision of 20 June 2001 in Case COMP/E-2/36.041/PO —Michelin, OJ L 143, 31.5.2002,
p. 1.

i3zs See also Document No 1134573, Telenor's e-mail to the Authority of 25 May 2020.

1326 Reply to the SSO, paragraph 315.

132' Judgment of 17 December 2015, O~~ange Polska, T-486/11, EU:T:2015:1002, paragraph 213.

132s Ibidem.
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intentionally.132~ Finally, even if the infringements were committed negligently in the
present case, the Authority is not required to grant a reduction in the fine to Telenor. As
the wording of paragraph 29 of the Guidelines on fines confirms, the Authority has a
discretion in that regard, taking account of all of the circumstances of the case.133o

1092. Third, the Authority's method was not novel, as has been addressed in paragraph 1082
above.

1093. Fourth, sector-specific regulation or the involvement of the Norwegian NCA may be
taken into account as a mitigating circumstance only where the anti-competitive conduct
of the undertaking has been authorised or encouraged by public authorities.1331 The
Authority notes that Telenor was free to determine its applicable prices on the market.
Any alleged inaction of the national authorities cannot be considered in the same way as
a positive act, such as an authorisation or encouragement.1332 Therefore, the rejection of
complaints by Nkom or the Norwegian NCA cannot be considered as an authorisation or
encouragement of Telenor's acts. In any event, those cases did not relate to the facts of
the current case.

1094. Finally, with regard to the duration of the investigation, the Authority considers that there
have been no delays or periods of inactivity in its investigation.1333 Any rights of defence
in relation to a potentially unduly lengthy investigation are safeguarded by the limitation
periods in Article 25 of Chapter II of Protocol 4 to the Surveillance and Court Agreement.
These provisions, which are mirrored in the EU legal order,1334 create a complete system
of rules covering the periods within which the Authority is entitled, without undermining
the fundamental requirement of legal certainty, to impose fines on undertakings.133s

15.3.2.2 Specific increase fof~ dete~r~ence

1095. The Authority concludes that the basic amounts of the fines imposed should be multiplied
by 1.2,1336

1096. In reaching this conclusion, the Authority takes into account the need to ensure that fines
have a sufficient deters ent effect and the fact that in 2019 Telenor had a turnover of

'3z~ Judgment of 12 December 2012, Electt•crbel, T-332/09, EU:T:2012:672, paragraph 237. Consider also Order
of 25 March 1996, SPO, C-137/95 P, EU:C:1996:130, paragraph 55.

'33o See also judgment of 8 September 2016, Lz~ndbeck, T-472/13, EU:T:2016:449, paragraph 841; judgment of
5 December 2013, Caffaro, C-447/11 P, EU:C:2013:797, paragraph 103.

1331 Guidelines on fines, paragraph 29.

1332 Judgment of 16 June 2011, Ziegler, T-199/08, EU:T:2011:285, paragraph 157.

1333 See judgment of 18 April 2012 in Case E-15/10 Poster No~~ge [2012] EFTA Ct. Rep. 246, paragraph 276.

1334 See the identical Article 25 of Council Regulation (EC) 1/2003 of 16 December 2002 on the implementation
of the rules on competition laid down in Articles 81 and 82 of the Treaty, OJ L 1, 4.1.2003, p. 1.

133s See judgment of 19 March 2003, CMA CGM, T-213/00, EU:T:2003:76, paragraph 324.

1336 See, for example, judgment of 12 July 2019, Sony and Sony Electronics, T-762/15, EU:T:2019:515,
paragraphs 292-293, and judgment of 29 June 2006, Shotiva Denko, C-289/04 P, EU:C:2006:431, paragraphs 16,
23 and 36.
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approximately EUR 11.54 billion (EUR 11 538 million), which is particularly large when
compared with the revenues it generates from the provision of wholesale access and
origination services on public mobile telephone networks in Norway and the provision
of retail stand-alone MBB services to residential customers in Norway.

15.3.3 Final ~cmount of tlze~nes

1097. The Authority concludes that the final amount of the fines to be imposed on Telenor
Norge AS and Telenor ASA as jointly and severally liable should be:

(1) EUR 32 562 000 for the infringement related to the wholesale NRO tariffs charged
to NwN;

(2) EUR 27 783 000 for the infringement related to the wholesale MVNO tariffs
charged to Ventelo; and

(3) EUR 51 606 000 for the infringement related to the wholesale tariffs charged to SPs.

1098. Telenor's turnover in the last business year preceding the adoption of this Decision,
which ended on 31 December 2019, was EUR 11 538 million.133~ As the total of the three
amounts set above, EUR 111 951 000, is below the legal maximum of 10% of this
turnover, no adjustment is necessary.

133' See the 2019 Annual Report of the Telenor Group, available at: <https://www.telenor.cotn/wp-
content/uploads/2020/03/Print-Annual-Report-2019-Q-ale12ba51bb18d30a0ea97bebc4f3e94-l.pdf>, accessed
June 2020. Calculated with a EUR/NOK exchange rate for 2019: 9.8511. Source: public annual exchange rate
from the European Central Bank, available at:

<https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/databrowser/view/tec00033/default/table?lan~L en>, accessed June 2020.
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1. Telenor ASA and Telenor Norge AS have infringed Article 54 of the EEA
Agreement by applying unfair tariffs which did not allow an equally efficient
competitor, relying on wholesale access and origination services on Telenor's public
mobile telephone network in Norway, to replicate the stand-alone MBB services
offered by Telenor Norge AS to residential customers in Norway without incurring
a loss.

The infringements covered the following periods and consisted of the following
practices:

(a) From 1 August 2008 to 31 August 2010, charging wholesale NRO tariffs to
NwN, on the basis of which an as-efficient competitor of Telenor would have
earned negative gross margins;

(b) From 1 January 2008 to 30 November 2010, charging wholesale MVNO tariffs
to Ventelo, on the basis of which an as-efficient competitor of Telenor would
have earned negative gross margins;

(c) From 1 January 2008 to 31 December 2012, charging wholesale SP tariffs, on
the basis of which an as-efficient competitor of Telenor would have earned
negative gross margins.

Article 2

For the infringements referred to in Article 1, the following fines are imposed on Telenor ASA
and Telenor Norge AS, jointly and severally:

(a) for the infringement specified in Article 1.2(a), EUR 32 562 000;

(b) for the infringement specified in Article 1.2(b), EUR 27 783 000;

(c) for the infringement specified in Article 1.2(c), EUR 51 606 000.

The fines shall be paid in euro within three months of the date of notification of this Decision,
into the following bank account:

IBAN No: BE55 3630 7508 8144 BIC: BBRUBEBB of the EFTA Surveillance
Authority

With:

ING Bank
1 Rue du Trone,
B-1000 Brussels
Belgium
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After the expiry of that period, interest shall automatically be payable at the interest rate applied
by the European Central Bank to its main refinancing operations on the first day of the month
in which this Decision is adopted plus 3.5 percentage points.

Article 3

Telenor ASA and Telenor Norge AS shall immediately bring to an end the infringements
referred to in Article 1 insofar as they have not already done so.

Telenor ASA and Telenor Norge AS shall refrain from repeating any act or conduct described
in Article 1, and from any act or conduct having the same or equivalent object or effect.

Article 4

This Decision is addressed to:

Telenor ASA
Snar~yveien 30
1360 Fornebu
Norway

And to

Telenor Norge AS
Snar~yveien 30
1360 Fornebu
Norway

This Decision shall be enforceable pursuant to Article 110 of the EEA Agreement.
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Done at Brussels, 29 June 2020.

For the EFTA Surveillance Authority,

Bente Angell-Hansen Frank J. Biichel Hogni Kristjansson
President Responsible College Member College Member

Bente Angell-Hansen
President

Carsten Zatschler

Countersigning as Director,

Legal and Executive Affairs
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CDMA: Stands for Code-Division Multiple Access. For a description of the CDMA 450
technology, see: <http://www.cd~.orb/technology/cdma450.asp>, accessed June 2020.

Churn or Churning: This refers to a customer moving away from or abandoning a product.

Focal product: The product that is the focus of the investigation, i.e. in this case residential
stand-alone MBB services.

GSM: Stands for Global System fof~ Mobile communication, which is a digital mobile
communications system.

HSDPA: Stands for High Speed Downlink Packet Access and is a technology upgrade for
UMTS networks.

LTE: Stands for Long Teem Evolzction and is a 4G wireless broadband standard.

MMS or Multimedia Messaging Service: The service which allows mobile phone and
smartphone users to send each other multimedia messages.

Mobile broadband ("MBB") services: Services which allow end users to gain access to the
Internet via alarge-screen device (for example, a laptop, netbook or tablet) without being
confined to a fixed location (i.e. `on the go ' or ̀ on the move ') through external dedicated
modules (for example, PC-cards, USB modems or dongles with SIM technology) or via internal
(built-in) modules (for example, PCs, laptops or tablets with embedded connectivity).

Mobile communications services: Services including both ordinary mobile communications
services and stand-alone MBB services (see further definitions below).

Mobile data services or mobile Internet access: Stand-alone MBB and MTDS.

Mobile telephony data services ("MTDS"): Services which allow end users to gain access to
the Internet, without being confined to a fixed location, via the same mobile telephony
subscription device as voice and SMS/MMS services.

Mobile Virtual Network Operator ("MVNO"): A mobile virtual network operator lacks a
licence to utilise electromagnetic spectrum and a radio access network. Contrary to an NRO,
an MVNO does not operate its own radio access network and does not hold its own spectrum.

It has to buy all its access and origination services from an external supplier (i.e. an MNO or

NRO). However, it has its own core network (The core of a mobile communications network
can be distinguished from its radio access network. The core is the backbone part of the network

and has different functionalities, such as routing of telephone calls, aggregation of traffic or
authentication functionalities.) and all the technical systems necessary for interconnection and
roaming with other network operators. An MVNO will have its own IMSI code (International
Mobile Subscriber Identity Code), i.e. a unique number used in a mobile network to give each

customer a unique identity, and to specify the SIM card's home network and nationality, its
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own mobile network code (MNC) and will offer its own subscriptions (SIM cards) and services
to end users.

NR Agreement: A national roaming agreement with an MNO to use the MNO's network to
provide services in geographic areas where the NRO concerned does not (yet) have coverage.
Such an agreement enables a subscriber (end user) to use another operator's mobile network in
areas where the subscriber's own operator does not have coverage.

National Roaming Operator ("NRO"): A national roaming operator controls its own
frequency resources, since it has a licence to utilise electromagnetic spectrum and a radio
access network. While it is in the process of rolling out its own nationwide physical network,
an NRO lacks access in specific areas and therefore needs to buy access from MNOs to cover
those areas. Such an operator therefore depends on a national roaming agreement with an MNO
for those areas.

NMT or Nordic Mobile Telephone system: An analogue mobile telephone system (first
generation or 1 G), developed by the Telecommunication Administrations of Denmark,
Finland, Norway and Sweden. Two variants exist: NMT-450 and NMT-900. The numbers
indicate the frequency bands used.

NRA: national regulatory authority for electronic communications. In the present case, this
includes the Norwegian Communications Authority, "Nlcom" (Nasj onal
kommunikasjonsmyndighet, including its predecessor the Norwegian Post and
Telecommunications Authority ("NPT")).

Ordinary mobile communications services: Voice services, SMS/MMS and MTDS
delivered collectively via the same mobile telephony subscription device.

Service Provider ("SP"): An SP is a pure reseller. It lacks a licence to utilise electromagnetic
spectrum and a radio network and does not have any own infrastructure. Contrary to NROs and
MVNOs, it does not issue its own SIM cards. It has to rely on one or more wholesale access
providers for all of its infrastructure and service delivery needs.

SIM or Subscriber Identity/Identification Module: An integrated circuit specially created
for storing the international mobile subscriber identity (IMSI), used to identify and authenticate
the holder of a mobile device.

Significant market power ("SMP"): In order to impose ex ante regulation in a relevant market
in the electronic communications sector, a national regulatory authority (such as Nkom) must
show inter° alia that an operator has SMP (see Articles 14 to 16 of the Framework Directive, as
defined in footnote 108 above). The term SMP is a synonym for dominance within the meaning
of Article 54 EEA.

SMS or Short Message Service: The formal name for text messaging.

Stand-alone mobile broadband ("MBB") services: MBB subscriptions (tariff plans) which
were available for purchase separately from other mobile communications services, i.e. not
included in a package or bundle.
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UMTS: Stands for Universal Mobile Telecommunications System, which refers to 3G mobile
technology that can deliver higher capacity data/broadband services than under 2G mobile
technology. 3 G can be used for applications such as mobile voice telephony, SMS and mobile
Internet access services, as well as to connect to fixed wireless Internet access (so-called Wi-
Fi).

USA: Universal Serial Bus.
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Table 14, Table 15 and Table 16 in this Annex show the margin squeeze results obtained by
the Authority in relation to the wholesale tariffs charged to the NRO NwN, the MVNO Ventelo
and to SPs, respectively. The source of these results is the spreadsheet model Document No
1068848, with input choices and sensitivities set to the values included in the following
dashboard (see Section 10.4 of the Decision for detailed explanations).

Inputs

Inpu[ parameter

A Wholesale Ne[work Acress Fee 0
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Table 14: Margin squeeze results ~°~~° ~v~~~~~~ale NRO tariffs charged to NwN (in
NOK/rr,~onth/user)

Variable /Month Jan-08 Feb-08 I~~Ia~•-08 A r-08 Ma -OS Jun-08 Jul-08 Au -08 Se -08 Oct-OS Nov-08 Dec-08
[CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE]

Average Revenue Per User (ARPU) - - - - - - -

[CONF] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE]
Average Wholesale Cost Per User - - - - - - -

[CONF] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE]
Average Margin Per User - - - - - - -

Variable / n~lonth Jan-09 Feb-09 Mar-09 A r-09 Ma -09 Jun-09 Jul-09 Au -09 Se -09 Oct-09 Nov-09 Dec-09
[CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE]

Average Revenue Per User (ARPU)

[CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE]
Average Wholesale Cost Per User

[CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE]
Average Margin Per User

Variable /Month Jan-10 Feb-10 Mar-10 A r-10 Ma -10 Jun-10 Jul-10 Au -10 Se -10 Oct-10 Nov-10 Dec-10
[CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE]

Average Revenue Per User (ARPU)

[CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE]
Average Wholesale Cost Per User

[CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [GONE] [CONE]
Average Margin Per User

Variable /Month Jan-11 Feb-11 Mar-11 A r-11 Ma -11 Jun-11 Jul-11 Au -11 Se -11 Oct-11 Nov-11 Dec-11
[CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE]

Average Revenue Per User (ARPU)

[CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE]
Average Wholesale Cost Per User

[CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE]
Average Margin Per User

Variable /Month Jan-12 Feb-12 Mar-12 A r-12 Ma -12 Jun-12 Jul-12 Au -12 Se -12 Oct-12 Nov-12 Dec-12
[CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE]

Average Revenue Per User (ARPU)

[CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE]
Average Wholesale Cost Per User

[CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE]
Average Margin Per User
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Table 15: Margin squeeze results for wholesale MVNO tariffs charged to Ventelo (in
NOK/month/user)

Variable /Month Jan-08 Feb-08 Mar-08 A r-08 Ma -08 Jun-08 Jul-08 Au -08 Se -08 Oct-08 Nov-08 Dec-08

[CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE]
Average Revenue Per User (ARPU)

[CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE]
Average Wholesale Cost Per User

[CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE]
Average Margin Per User

Variable /Month Jan-09 Feb-09 Mar-09 A r-09 Ma -09 Jun-09 Jul-09 Au -09 Se -09 Oct-09 Nov-09 Dec-09
[CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE]

Average Revenue Per User (ARPU)
[CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE]

Average Wholesale Cost Per User
[CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE]

Average Margin Per User

Variable /Month Jan-10 Feb-10 Mar-10 A r-10 Ma -10 Jun-10 Jul-10 Au -10 Se -10 Oct-10 Nov-10 Dec-10

[CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE]
Average Revenue Per User (ARPU)

[CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE]
Average Wholesale Cost Per User

[CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE]
Average Margin Per User

Variable /Month Jan-11 Feb-11 Mar-11 A r-11 Ma -11 Jun-11 Jul-11 Au -11 Se -11 Oct-11 Nov-11 Dec-11

[CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE]
Average Revem►e Per User (ARPU)

[CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE]
Average Wholesale Cost Per User

[CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE]
Average Margin Per User

Variable / iVlonth Jan-12 Feb-12 Mar-12 A r-12 Ma -12 Jun-12 Jul-12 Au -12 Se -12 Oct-12 Nov-12 Dec-12

[CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE]
Average Revenue Per User (ARPU)

[CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE]
Average Wholesale Cost Per User

[CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE]
Average Margin Per User
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Table 16: Margin squeeze results for wholesale Service Provider tariffs (in NOK/month/user)

Variable / Nlonth Jan-OS Feb-08 Mar-08 A r-08 Ma -08 Jun-08 Jul-08 Au -08 Se -08 Oct-08 Nov-08 Dec-08

[CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE]
Average Revenue Per User (ARPi~

[CONE] [CONE] [CONE) [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE]
Average Wholesale Cost Per User

[CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE]
Average Margin Per User

Variable /Month Jan-09 Feb-09 Mar-09 A r-09 Ma -09 Jun-09 Jul-09 Au -09 Se -09 Oct-09 Nov-09 Dec-09

[CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE]
Average Revenue Per User (ARPU)

[CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE]
Average Wholesale Cost Per User

[CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE]
Average Margin Per User

Va►~iable /Month ~ Jan-10 Feb-10 Mar-10 A r-10 Ma -10 Jun-10 Jul-10 Au -10 Se -10 Oct-10 Nov-10 Dec-10

[CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE]
Average Revenue Per User (ARPU)

[CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE]
Average Wholesale Cost Per User

[CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE]
Average Margin Per User

Variable /Month Jan-11 Feb-11 Mar-11 A r-11 Ma -11 Jun-11 Jul-11 Au -11 Se -11 Oct-11 Nov-11 Dec-11

[CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE]
Average Revenue Per User (ARPU)

[CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE]
Average Wholesale Cost Per User

[CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE]
Average Margin Per User

Variable /Month Jan-12 Feb-12 Mar-12 A r-12 Ma -12 Jun-12 Jul-12 Au -12 Se -12 Oct-12 Nov-12 Dec-12

[CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE]
Average Revenue Per User (ARPU)

[CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE]
Average Wholesale Cost Per User

[CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE] [CONE]
Average Margin Per User
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ANNEX 2: CALCULATION OF TELIA'S WHOLESALE CUSTOMERS' MARGINS

1 INTRODUCTION

1. As noted in paragraph 373, the Authority's calculations) show that, during the Period
under Consideration, Telia's wholesale customers (would have) earned negative margins
in the supply of stand-alone MBB services to residential customers. This, in turn, limited
their incentive to enter that market or expand their production in that market throughout
the Period under Consideration.

2. This Annex explains the approach used by the Authority to calculate Telia's wholesale
customers' margins and considers Telenor's observations regarding those calculations.

2 THE AUTHORITY'S APPROACH TO CALCULATING TELIA'S WHOLESALE CUSTOMERS'

MARGINS

3. In order to calculate Telia's wholesale customers' margins, the Authority has used the
same approach and methodology as the one used in the margin squeeze calculations
relating to Telenor's wholesale customers (see Section 10.4 of the Decision). In
particular, the main elements of this methodology are the following:

(a) The level of efficiency of (potential) competitors is assessed on the basis of the
`equally efficient competitor' or "EEC" test;

(b) The appropriate cost standard applied in the analysis is Telia's long-run average
incremental costs ("CRAIG");

(c) The profitability analysis is carried out on the basis of aperiod-by-period
methodology; and

(d) The level of product/customer aggregation used is the aggregated portfolio of
all retail products/services sold by Telia in the relevant downstream market
(namely: stand-alone MBB services supplied to residential customers in
Norway).

4. The main elements of the Authority's calculations are summarised in the next sections.
The Authority's calculations are based on data provided by Telia, which include a total
of 17 wholesale customers (all of whom were SPs, except Tele2, which had an MVNO
agreement).2

1 The Authority's calculations were presented in Document No 1076031 as an Annex to the SSO (including an
Appendix). The accompanying spreadsheet mode] prepared by the Authority was included as Document No
1074655 (confidential version) and Document No 1074657 (non-confidential version). In the LoF, the Authority
also provided a slightly revised version of the spreadsheet model originally annexed to the SSO, which included
several sensitivity/robustness checks of the calculations presented in the SSO (see Document No 1116378 for the
confidential version and Document No 1116433 for the non-confidential version).

2 See the request for information sent by the Authority to Telia on 13 February 2017 (Documents No 840673 and
1076450) and Telia's reply of 14 March 2017. For the non-confidential version of Telia's reply, see: Cover letter
(Document No 847236), Appendix 1: Telia's reply to the Authority's questionnaire (Document No 847237), non-
confidential version of Appendix 2: Excel spreadsheet on Retail &Wholesale (Document No 1076156), non-
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The Authority notes that applying the EEC test to calculate the margins of Telia's
wholesale customers is a conservative approach (to the advantage of Telenor). This is
because these calculations, unlike those concerning the margins of Telenor's wholesale
customers, are not done to test whether a margin squeeze abuse has taken place. They are
carried out in order to determine the effectiveness and immediacy of supply-side
substitution when defining the relevant retail market. The purpose is therefore to assess
whether, based on the wholesale prices charged by Telia, Telia's wholesale customers
would have had an economic incentive to enter the residential stand-alone MBB market
or to expand their presence, in light of the prevailing retail prices. Assuming that those
wholesale customers, as new (and likely smaller) entrants, would have the same retail
customer portfolio and retail volumes and revenues as Telia is a rather unrealistic
scenario and therefore the approach set out in this Annex is conservative.

2.1 Calculation of gross margins before taking into account downstream costs

6. In the same way as for the margin squeeze calculations relating to Telenor,3 in line with
the EEC approach, the Authority has considered, at the downstream level, Telia's own
incremental revenues4 and Telia's customer usage patterns (i.e. Telia's end users'
consumption of residential stand-alone MBB). At the upstream level, the Authority has
considered prices charged by Telia to its wholesale customers for wholesale access to its
mobile network.5

7. The difference between Telia's downstream revenues and the wholesale prices that it
charged to its wholesale customers (which were also its downstream competitors) for
wholesale access to its mobile network represents a "gross" margin, i.e. it does not take
into account Telia's relevant downstream costs. In line with the EEC approach, such
margin is not the actual gross margin earned by Telia's wholesale customers, but rather
the gross margin that Telia would have earned if it were to pay its own wholesale terms.

confidential version of Appendix 2: Excel spreadsheet on Retail &Wholesale —corrected version of 12 June 2019,
in which an error in the data for January 2012 has been corrected by Telia (Document No 1076158), Appendix 3
(Document No 847239), Appendix 4 (Document No 847240), Appendix 5 (Document No 847241), Appendix 6
(Document No 847242) and Appendix 7: wholesale contracts, excluding the still active wholesale contracts, i.e.
those with Wireless Maingate, Lycainobile NUF and Telio AS/NextGenTel (Documents No 847808, 847809,
847810, 847811, 847812, 847813, 847814, 847815, 847817, 847818, 847819, 847820, 847821, 847822, 847823,
847824 and 847825). For the confidential information included in Telia's reply of 14 March 2017, see:
confidential version of Appendix 2: Excel spreadsheet on Retail &Wholesale (Document No 847238),
confidential version of Appendix 2: Excel spreadsheet on Retail &Wholesale —corrected version of 12 June 2019,
in which an error in the data for January 2012 has been corrected by Telia (Document No 1076141 and the cover
e-mail: Document No 1076142) and the confidential still active wholesale contracts with Wireless Maingate,
Lycamobile NUF and Telio AS/NextGenTel (Documents No 847806, 847816, 847807 and 847826).

3 See Section 10.4 of the Decision.

a For its calculations, the Authority has used the downstream (retail) revenues for residential stand-alone MBB
services as reported by Telia, which include both fixed and variable fees: see Telia's reply to the Authority's
request for information of 13 February 2017, Appendix 2 (see footnote 2).

5 For the calculation of Telia's wholesale prices, the Authority has used the amounts invoiced by Telia for mobile
data to each of its 17 wholesale customers in each month: see Telia's reply to the Authority's request for
information of 13 February 2017, Appendix 2 (see footnote 2). Some of Telia's customers bought access from
Telia only in some months during the Period under Consideration.
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8. Applying this approach, the Authority has found that Telia's wholesale customers' gross
margins were negative during the entire Period under Consideration.6

2.2 Telia's downstream costs

9. Since the gross margins available to Telia's wholesale customers were negative, the
Authority has not examined Telia's downstream costs in the present case. Taking such
costs into account would only make the margins more negative.

3 TELENOR'S OBSERVATIONS REGARDING THE AUTHORITY'S CALCULATIONS OF

TELIA'S WHOLESALE CUSTOMERS' MARGINS

10. In its Reply to the SSO, Telenor submitted a number of observations regarding the
Authority's calculations of Telia's wholesale customers' margins.

11. In the LoF, the Authority commented on certain of Telenor's observations. The Authority
also provided a slightly revised version of the spreadsheet model originally annexed to
the SSO, which included several sensitivity/robustness checks of the calculations
presented in the SSO.8

12. Telenor reiterated some of the observations which it had made in its Reply to the SSO in
its Reply to the LoF.9

13. In the following sections, the Authority considers each of Telenor's observations on the
Authority's calculations of Telia's wholesale customers' margins, as submitted in
Telenor's Reply to the SSO and to the LoF.

3.1 Alleged incorrect level of aggregation

14. Telenor submits that the level of aggregation that the Authority uses in its modelling is
incorrect, because it only tests margins across Telia's residential stand-alone MBB tariff
plans. Instead, in Telenor's view, the Authority should also include mobile telephony —
voice and data —plans, as well as business stand-alone MBB plans.lo

15. As discussed in Section 10.3.5 of the Decision, the Authority takes the view that the
appropriate level of aggregation in this case is limited to residential stand-alone MBB

6 See Document No 1074655 for the confidential version and Document No 1074657 for the non-confidential
version ("Margin Calculations" tab).

See, in particular, Section 7 of Annex 1 to the Reply to the SSO — CRA Comments.

g See Document No 1116378 for the confidential version and Document No 1116433 for the non-confidential
version.

9 See, in particular, Sections 3.2.3.2 and 3.2.3.3 of the Reply to the LoF as well as the spreadsheet included as
Appendix 2 (Document No 1123015).

to See Section 7.1 of Annex 1 to the Reply to the SSO — CRA Comments. In Section 3.2.3.2 of its Reply to the
LoF, Telenor reiterates its view that the relevant level of aggregation for margin squeeze testing is broader than
residential stand-alone MBB.
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tariff plans. Telenor's objection must therefore be rejected for the same reasons as
discussed in Section 10.3.5 of the Decision.

3.2 ~~leged inclusfl~m of irrelevant wholesale cvi~~r.~mers

16. Telenor submits that the Authority includes in its margin calculations irrelevant
wholesale customers, notably wholesale customers of Telia that were not active in the
supply of residential stand-alone MBB or that had no plans to enter that market during
the Period under Consideration. i l On this basis, according to Telenor, only five out of
Telia's 17 wholesale customers should be considered as relevant for inclusion in the
margin calculations.12

17. The Authority disagrees with Telenor in this respect.

18. In particular, for the same reasons as given in Section 10.5.2.5.4 of the Decision, the
Authority considers that the 12 wholesale customers of Telia that were not supplying
residential stand-alone MBB during the Period under Consideration should be considered
as potential competitors. In the Authority's view, those wholesale customers were active
in a neighbouring market, had the ability to enter the residential MBB market and entry
would have been economically viable, absent the negative gross margins that they would
have earned during the Period under Consideration.13

11 See Section 7.2 of Annex 1 to the Reply to the SSO — CRA Comments. According to Telenor, for example,
Lycamobile should not be included, because it focused on supplying pre-paid mobile communications services to
immigrants and visitors to Norway. In Telenor's view, Lycamobile was, therefore, unlikely to have had any
interest in entering into MBB. See paragraph 162 of Annex 1 to the Reply to the SSO.

12 In Section 3.2.3.2 of its Reply to the LoF, Telenor reiterates that the Authority should exclude those wholesale
customers of Telia that were not interested in using Telia's network to supply residential stand-alone MBB retail
services and that did not negotiate any special wholesale pricing from Telia for that purpose. The five wholesale
customers of Telia who, according to Telenor, are relevant for the Authority's analysis are: Tele2, Trigcom, Hello,
Altibox and one of the customers with a confidential agreement (customer A).

13 See the results presented in the spreadsheet annexed by the Authority to the SSO, i.e. Document No 1074655
(confidential version) and Document No 1074657 (non-confidential version), "Margin Calculations" tab.

By way of a sensitivity/robustness check, which is described in more detail in Section 3.3 of this Annex, the
Authority also notes that, even if each of the 12 wholesale customers of Telia in question had paid a fixed
wholesale tariff of NOK [CONFIDENTIAL] per active SIM card from August 2009 onwards (as Telenor submits
was the case for Hello and Trigcom, see Section 3.3 of this Annex for details, in particular paragraph 39 and
corresponding footnotes) —rather than a variable wholesale data tariff —their gross margins would have become
only slightly positive and would have, in all likelihood, been insufficient to cover downstream costs. The same
would be true if each of the 12 wholesale customers of Telia in question had paid a fixed wholesale tariff of
NOK [CONFIDENTIAL] per active SIM card from September 2011 onwards (as Telenor submits was the case
for Altibox, see Section 3.3 of this Annex for details, in particular paragraph 39 and corresponding footnotes),
rather than a variable wholesale data tariff. The Authority notes that this sensitivity/robustness check uses the
most favourable assumptions for Telenor (as explained in more detail in Section 3.3) and is entirely fictional,
since the wholesale customers of Telia in question might not have received the same favourable terms that,
according to Telenor, Telia offered to Hello, Trigcom and Altibox. This shows that none of Telia's wholesale
customers in question — i.e. those that the Authority considers to be potential competitors in the residential stand-
alone MBB market —had economic incentives to enter during the Period under Consideration.
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19. Accordingly, the Authority rejects Telenor's objection that it included irrelevant
wholesale customers in its calculations.

20. In any event, the Authority notes that, if it were to include in its calculations only the five
wholesale customers of Telia that Telenor considers to be relevant, those five customers
had negative gross margins and, therefore, would still have had no incentives to supply
stand-alone MBB using Telia's network. ~ 4

21. Telenor also submits that Ventelo should be excluded from the Authority's calculations,
because, according to its calculations, between 2010 and 2012, Ventelo reported positive
gross margins in relation to residential stand-alone MBB from its wholesale agreement
with Telenor. According to Telenor, this means that the margins available to Ventelo
under its wholesale agreement with Telia are not relevant for assessing whether Ventelo
could profitably supply residential stand-alone MBB in those years.ls

22. The Authority, however, disagrees with Telenor in this respect.

23. As explained in Section 10.4.5 of the Decision, the Authority recalls that Ventelo's
wholesale agreement with Telenor led to negative gross margins for residential stand-
alone MBB services from January 2008 to November 2010 (both included), from January
2012 to March 2012 (both included), in October 2012 and in December 2012; in the
remaining months, Ventelo's gross margins were slightly positive.16

24. On the other hand, Ventelo's wholesale agreement with Telia resulted in negative gross
margins throughout the Period under Consideration (even after the various
sensitivity/robustness checks described by the Authority in the following sections).

25. In the Authority's view, the fact that Ventelo chose to maintain its wholesale agreement
with Telia —even though such agreement gave rise to negative gross margins (as opposed
to its wholesale agreement with Telenor in several months after November 2010)1 ~ —
means that Ventelo's wholesale agreement with Telia had some commercial and strategic
value for Ventelo and is therefore relevant to assessing Ventelo's incentives to supply
MBB. Otherwise, the rational decision for Ventelo to take would have been to terminate
its wholesale agreement with Telia, which it did not.

1`~ See Section 3.3 as well as Sections 3.4 to 3.6 of this Annex.

is See paragraph 165 of Annex 1 to the Reply to the SSO — CRA Comments. For the years 2008 and 2009, Telenor

submits that it is not clear whether Ventelo had any interest is supplying residential stand-alone MBB in those

years (since, according to Telenor, Ventelo only started supplying residential stand-alone MBB in 2011).

16 As noted in Section 10.4 of the Decision, the Authority has calculated g~•oss margins for its analysis, which

exclude downstream costs. A (slightly) positive gross margin, therefore, does not mean that Telenor's wholesale

customers could provide stand-alone MBB services to residential customers in an economically viable way.

17 The Authority also notes that, even in the presence of (slightly) positive gross margins, Ventelo would still

likely have had limited incentives during the second part of the Period under Consideration to supply residential

stand-alone MBB services using Telenor's network, since those (slightly) positive gross margins would likely

have been insufficient to cover downstream costs. See paragraph 961 and Section 10.4.4 of the Decision, Annex

1, Table 14 of the Decision and footnote 26 below.
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26. On this basis, the Authority concludes that the margins that Ventelo earned from its
wholesale agreement with Telia are informative of its incentives to supply residential
stand-alone MBB during the entire Period under Consideration.

27. Lastly, Telenor submits that the wholesale agreements between Telia and two
subsidiaries of NwN — i.e. the agreements in the name of Mobil Fabrikken (One Call)
and Automobil Invest AS (Network Norway)1 g —should also be excluded from the
Authority's calculations. According to Telenor, these two subsidiaries of NwN had a
separate wholesale agreement with ICE in 2008 and would have thus been able to use
that agreement to supply MBB in that year. As a result, according to Telenor, the
wholesale agreements between Telia and the two subsidiaries of NwN in question in 2008
are not informative about whether they had economic incentives to enter and expand in
residential stand-alone MBB in that year.

28. The Authority disagrees with Telenor also on this point.

29. In the Authority's view, Telenor overstates the importance of the wholesale agreements
that NwN's subsidiaries had with ICE in 2008 (considering also that ICE lacked
nationwide coverage, as explained in Section 9.2.2.2). In particular, in the Authority's
view, the fact that (i) NwN's subsidiaries also had agreements with Telia although these
entailed negative gross margins and that (ii) NwN itself switched away from Telia and
signed an NRO agreement with Telenor — an agreement which the Authority has found
to also entail negative gross margins and thus constitute a margin squeeze19 —indicates
the limited importance of the wholesale agreements with ICE. Otherwise, the rational
decision for NwN would have been to switch to ICE (and for its subsidiaries to continue
using ICE).20 Therefore, the Authority finds that the wholesale agreements between Telia
and the two subsidiaries of NwN in question are informative of their incentives to supply
MBB during the entire Period under Consideration.

30. Moreover, the two subsidiaries ofNwN in question feature in the Authority's calculations
only for a limited period of time, notably six months (from January to June 2008) in the
case of Mobil Fabrilcken (One Call) and 15 months (from January 2008 to March 2009)
in the case of Automobil Invest (Network Norway). Accordingly, the Authority considers
that, even if these two wholesale customers were removed from the calculations, this
would not invalidate the Authority's overall conclusion about lack of economic
incentives for Telia's wholesale customers to supply MBB, which is based on the entire
portfolio of Telia's wholesale customers throughout the Period under Consideration.

Ig See paragraph 165 of Annex 1 to the Reply to the SSO — CRA Comments. The two wholesale agreements to
which Telenor refers are Document No 847817 and Document No 847814, in the case of Mobil Fabrilcken (One
Call) and Automobil Invest AS (Network Norway), respectively; see footnote 125 of Annex 1 to the Reply to the
SSO — CRA Comments.

19 As explained in Section 10.4 of the Decision.

20 The fact that NwN relied first on Telia and then on Telenor as its main suppliers of wholesale access is also
consistent with the fording that ICE exerted a limited competitive constraint during the Period under
Consideration, as explained in Section 9.2.2.2 of the Decision.
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31. In light of the foregoing, the Authority rejects Telenor's objection that the Authority
included irrelevant wholesale customers in its calculations.

3.3 Overstatement of wholesale data costs for stand-alone MBB plans

32. As noted in the previous section, Telenor submits that the Authority should include in its
calculations only five of Telia's wholesale customers (i.e. Tele2, Trigcom, Hello, Altibox
and one of the customers with a confidential agreement, i.e. customer A). This is because,
according to Telenor, only those five wholesale customers would have been interested in
using Telia's network to supply residential stand-alone MBB services and would have
negotiated with Telia wholesale data prices specifically tailored for supplying those
services.

33. In relation to those five wholesale customers, Telenor also submits that the Authority
overstates their wholesale data costs for stand-alone MBB plans and thus understates
their gross margins.21

34. According to Telenor, this is because, in order to calculate wholesale data costs, the
Authority calculates —for each of those five wholesale customers — an average wholesale
price per MB ("AWPPMB") which results from dividing the total invoiced amount for
data by the total data traffic volume, across all mobile plans of the wholesale customer
concerned. Telenor argues that, in doing so, the Authority blends together: (i) wholesale
prices for data used in residential stand-alone MBB plans; and (ii) wholesale prices for
data used in mobile telephony plans (i.e. MTDS). In Telenor's view, it is inappropriate
to use such an average to assess gross margins in relation to residential stand-alone MBB
plans, because retail prices for residential stand-alone MBB plans should only be
compared to wholesale data prices specifically tailored for those plans.

35. In this respect, Telenor adds that Telia had —since early 2008 —offered wholesale data
prices specifically tailored for the supply of residential stand-alone MBB plans, which
resulted in lower wholesale prices per MB than the average wholesale price per MB
(AWPPMB) calculated by the Authority.22

36. The Authority disagrees that is has used the incorrect wholesale data prices.

37. First, as explained in Section 10.4.2.3.5 of the Decision, the Authority considers that the
co~-~ect approach to modelling upstream charges in this case is on the basis of the pricing
options that these wholesale customers actually chose (and, therefore, to make use of
invoiced amounts). In the Authority's view, it would be inappropriate for it to second-

21 See Section 7.3 of Annex 1 to the Reply to the SSO — CRA Comments and Section 3.2.3.2 of the Reply to the
LoF.

'-2 In Section 3.2.3.2 of its Reply to the LoF, Telenor refers to Telia's wholesale agreements with Hello and
Trigcom, which included, from August 2009, the option for these two customers to pay a fixed wholesale price
of NOK [CONFIDENTIAL] per month (Telenor notes that it was, presumably, a fixed price per SIM or per
subscriber, but that this was not clearly stated in the contracts), with no variable prices per MB. Telenor also refers
to Telia's wholesale agreement with Altibox. According to Telenor, upon becoming a wholesale customer of Telia
in September 2011, Altibox had the option of a fixed wholesale price of NOK [CONFIDENTIAL] per SIM card
per month. Finally, Telenor submits that Tele2's wholesale agreement with Telia included, from March 2010
onwards, low per-MB prices for monthly volume use above [CONFIDENTIAL] MB.
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guess ex post the decisions made at the time bywell-informed and rational market players
such as Telia's wholesale customers (i.e. whether they chose the dedicated MBB tariff
offered by Telia, if any, and, if so, why).

38. Second, the relevance of the "contamination" issue —which, according to Telenor, results
from the Authority mixing wholesale data prices tailored for residential stand-alone MBB
plans together with (presumably higher) wholesale data prices for use in mobile
telephony plans (i.e. MTDS) —depends on the relative proportion of data volumes used
in MBB plans and mobile telephony plans. The Authority considers that the relevance of
this issue is small, because, during the Period under Consideration, data volumes used in
MBB plans significantly exceeded data volumes used in mobile telephony plans. This is
especially true in the early years of the Period under Consideration, when very few retail
customers made use of data allowances included in mobile telephony plans (as noted in
Section 8.4.4.2 of the Decision).

39. Third, even if the Authority were to accept the assumptions included in Telenor's Reply
to the LoF and the corresponding results in their entirety,23 those results would still show
that Telia's wholesale customers reported only small positive gross margins in the
relevant months.24 The Authority recalls that, in this case, it has calculated gross margins

23 See the spreadsheet annexed as Appendix 2 to the Reply to the LoF, in particular tabs "Margin talcs-Telenor
ARPU&FP" and "Margin talcs-Telenor ARPU&FP2" (Document No 1123015), where Telenor provides its
calculations for Hello, Trigcom, Altibox and Tele2. See also Section 3.2.3.2 of the Reply to the LoF.

Using Telenor's approach results in improved gross margins for Telia's wholesale customers. In particular, in the
case of Hello and Trigcom, Telenor submits that the negative gross margins presented by the Authority in the SSO
would be reduced "significantly", if the fixed price of NOK [CONFIDENTIAL] were to be modelled as a fixed
price per subscriber. According to Telenor, such gross margins would "improve even more" and be positive in all
months from August 2009 onwards, if the fixed price of NOK [CONFIDENTIAL] were to be modelled as a fixed
price per active SIM (and assuming that Hello and Trigcom had the same proportion of active SIMs to subscribers
as Telenor).

In the case of Altibox, Telenor submits that Altibox's gross margins would be "close to zero (bouncing a little
above and below from month to month)" if the fixed price of NOK [CONFIDENTIAL] were to be modelled as a
fixed price per SIM, including inactive SIMs. It submits that such gross margins would be "frrmly positive" if the
fixed price of NOK [CONFIDENTIAL] were to be modelled as a fixed price per active SIM only (and assuming
again the same proportion of active SIMs to subscribers as Telenor).

Lastly, in the case of Tele2, Telenor submits that Tele2's gross margins would become positive from March 2012
onwards (whereas the margins calculated by the Authority and presented in the SSO would be negative during
those months).

All the results obtained by Telenor assume the use of Telenor's downstream revenues (ARPU) and Telenor's
AMBPU and also include volume discounts of [0-20]% (which are assumptions favourable to Telenor); see, in
this respect, Sections 3.5 and 3.6 of the present Annex.

24 See the spreadsheet annexed as Appendix 2 to the Reply to the LoF, in particular tabs "Margin talcs-Telenor
ARPU&FP" and "Margin talcs-Telenor ARPU&FP2" (Document No 1123015).

See also Document No 1128980, in particular tabs "Summary changes post-LOF (la)", "Summary changes post-
LOF (lb)" and "Summary changes post-LOF (2)", where the results obtained by Telenor in Appendix 2 to its
Reply to the LoF are compared with those presented by the Authority in the LoF (see Document No 1116378 for
the confidential version and Document No 1116433 for the non-confidential version).

Specifically, if the fixed price were to be modelled as a fixed price per active SIM (which is the assumption most
favourable to Telenor), the average positive gross margin for Hello and Trigcom would be equal to NOK 35 and
NOK 39, respectively (whereas the average negative gross margins would be equal to minus NOK 1 732 and
minus NOK 4 246, respectively). Under the same assumptions, Altibox would report a positive gross margin
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without taking into account downstream costs at a11.25 Were those costs to be included
even partially, the small positive margins calculated by Telenor using the most
favourable assumptions would likely turn negative.26 This would, in turn, indicate that
these specific wholesale customers of Telia did not have incentives to supply stand-alone
MBB using Telia's network.

40. In light of the foregoing, the Authority considers that Telenor's objection in this respect
does not alter its conclusion in respect of these five wholesale customers of Telia.

3.4 Failure to include all incremental retail revenues

41. Telenor further argues that the Authority appears to have excluded from its modelling
Telia's roaming, device and miscellaneous revenues, as well as connection, lock-in and
termination fees.27 According to Telenor, failure to take into account these additional
revenue streams — or, at least, the margin contributions of these additional services after
taking into account the corresponding incremental costs —results in an underestimation
of Telia's incremental downstream revenues.

42. As explained in Section 10.4.2.2 of the Decision, the Authority has decided, on a
conservative basis and to Telenor's advantage, to include all of Telenor's incremental
downstream revenues —except international roaming revenues — in the calculation of
Telenor's margins.

43. For consistency, and again on a conservative basis, the Authority considers that it would
be appropriate to test — as a sensitivity/robustness check —the impact of doing the same
when calculating Telia's wholesale customers' margins.

equal, on average, to NOK 60 in all the 16 months it bought access from Telia (i.e. from September 2011 to

December 2012).

If, instead, the fixed price were to be modelled as a fixed price per subscriber (which is an assumption less

favourable to Telenor) rather than per active SIM, the gross margins available to Hello and Trigcom would always

be negative. Under the same assumption, Altibox would report an average positive gross margin of NOK 4

(whereas its average negative gross margins would be equal to minus NOK 5).

Lastly, Tele2 would report an average positive gross margin equal to NOK 27 in the period between March 2012

and December 2012 (whereas its average negative gross margins would be equal to minus NOK 1 239).

As noted in the previous footnote, all these results assume the use of Telenor's downstream revenues (ARPU) and

Telenor's AMBPU and also include volume discounts of [0-20]% (which are assumptions favourable to Telenor);

see, in this respect, Sections 3.5 and 3.6 of the present Annex.

25 See Section 10.4.4 of the Decision.

26 In Section 10.4.4 of the Decision, the Authority refers to a report by Analysys Mason, which considered a

variety of incremental retail cost categories. Specifically, the costs considered by Analysys Mason were:

subscriber acquisition costs (estimated to be equal to NOK 540 per subscriber per year for MBB); personnel costs

(estimated at NOK 115 per subscriber per year for MBB); marketing costs (estimated at NOK 32 per subscriber

per year for MBB, plus a fixed component of NOK 50 million per year); billing and collection costs (estimated at

NOK 12 per subscriber per year for MBB, plus a fixed component of NOK 30 million per year); general and

administration costs (estimated at 0.6% of retail revenues per year); customer care costs (estimated at 1.15% of

retail revenues per year); and, bad debt (estimated at NOK 50 per subscriber per year).

27 See Section 7.6 of Annex 1 to the Reply to the SSO — CRA Comments.
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44. The Authority, however, does not have information on Telia's incremental downstream
revenues during the Period under Consideration. To remedy this lack of information, the
Authority has used the following proxy in this sensitivity/robustness check.28 It has
calculated the increase in Telenor's downstream revenues which results from including
all of Telenor's incremental downstream revenues (with the exception of international
roaming revenues) during the Period under Consideration and applied the same ̀uplift'
to Telia's downstream revenues used in the SS0.29

45. Increasing Telia's downstream revenues by the same percentage as in Telenor's case
results in Telia's wholesale customers' gross margins changing sign (i.e. turning from
negative to positive), compared to the results presented in the SSO, in only two of a total
of 493 cases (i.e. customer-month pairs). Overall, in this robustness check, Telia's
wholesale customers' margins are negative in 485 cases (down from 487 in the
calculations annexed to the SSO), out of a total of 493 cases.3o

46. In the Authority's view, the fact that, in this sensitivity/robustness check, Telia's
wholesale customers' margins change sign from negative to positive in only two of the
493 possible cases after "uplifting" Telia's downstream revenues confirms the robustness

28 As explained in the next section (Section 3.5), the Authority has also — as an alternative sensitivity/robustness
check —calculated Telia's wholesale customers' margins using Telenor's retail prices (ARPU) and Telenor's retail
customers' data usage (AMBPU).

29 In particular, the Authority has considered two alternative methodologies to calculate the uplift.

With the first methodology, the uplift is simply the increase resulting from comparing, for the entire Period under
Consideration, the average of Telenor's monthly ARPU including incremental downstream revenues (as done in
the SSO, see Document No 1068848) with the average of Telenor's monthly ARPU not including incremental
downstream revenues (as done in the SO, see Document No 770397). This single number — "Uplift 1" —amounted
to 15.7%, which is the increase uniformly applied to Telia's downstream revenues in all months.

With the second methodology, instead, the Authority has increased Telia's downstream revenues in each given
month by the corresponding uplift in Telenor's downstream revenues in that specific month. This monthly uplift
— "Uplift 2" —varies, during the Period under Consideration, between a minimum of 2.5% and a maximum of
25.3% and is equal, on average, to 15.6%.

For details of these calculations, see Document No 1116378 for the confidential version of the spreadsheet model
and Document No 1116433 for the non-confidential version, and, in particular, the tab "Comparison Telia
w uplifts", in conjunction with the tabs "Margin Calcs-Telia SSO", "Margin Calcs-Telia w uplift 1", "Margin
Calcs-Telia w uplift 2", "Wholesale Calcs - Telia" and "Retail Calcs - Telia & Telenor".

3o The total number of cases in the Authority's calculations is 493 (and not the theoretical 17 x 60 = 1 020 cases),
because not all 17 of Telia's wholesale customers were active in each one of the 60 months of the Period under
Consideration.

The Authority's comparison is carried out in the tab "Comparison Telia w uplifts" of Document No 1116378
(confidential version) and Document No 1116433 (non-confidential version). See also the previous footnote for
details of the Authority's calculations.

It should be noted that the results reported in the text above are from Document No 1116378 (confidential version)
and may differ, in some cases, from those in Document No 1116433 (non-confidential version), because the latter
does not include three of Telia's wholesale customers (as information about them was deemed to be confidential).
The Authority made Document No 1116378 (confidential version) accessible to Telenor's external legal and
economic advisors through a data room procedure.
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and validity of the results presented in the SS0,31 which are maintained in the present
Decision.

3.5 Failure to include the appropriate retail plans

47. Telenor argues that the Authority considers the wrong retail plans when modelling
Telia's wholesale customers' margins.32 In particular, according to Telenor, the
Authority should assess whether Telia's wholesale customers —when supplying
residential stand-alone MBB services —were not able to earn a profit by matching
Telenoi~'s retail prices (which were higher than Telia's retail prices).33

48. On this basis, Telenor submits that the Authority's findings in relation to market
definition (notably, on the lack of supply-side substitution) are incorrect. For the same
reason, according to Telenor, the Authority's finding that Telia's wholesale customers
could not compete vigorously on the downstream market due to unfavourable terms
provided by Telia is incorrect.

49. In order to test the impact of using Telenor's approach, as a sensitivity/robustness check
of the calculations presented in the SSO and on a conservative basis to the advantage of
Telenor, the Authority has examined whether Telia's wholesale customers —when
supplying residential stand-alone MBB services —were able to earn a profit if they
matched Telenor's retail prices (as measured by the ARPU —Average Revenue Per User)
and replicated Telenor's retail customers' data usage (as measured by the AMBPU —
Average Megabyte Per User).34

50. For this purpose, in order to be consistent with Telenor's margin squeeze test (see, in
particular, Section 10.4.2.2 of the Decision), the Authority has used the revised data on
Telenor's revenues provided by Telenor in its Reply to the SO, including notably: i)
device and miscellaneous revenues (and the corresponding costs) that can be considered
as incremental to the supply of stand-alone residential MBB; and ii) connection, lock-in
and termination fees. On the other hand, for the reasons set out in Section 10.4.2.2 of the

'1 See footnote 13 of this Annex.

32 See Section 7.7 of Annex 1 to the Reply to the SSO — CRA Comments.

3' See paragraph 174 of Annex 1 to the Reply to the SSO — CRA Comments.

3a This sensitivity/robustness check is conservative, since it is reasonable to assume that a new entrant may have
chosen to compete matching Telia's retail prices rather than Telenor's (higher) retail prices. The fact that new
entrants might have to undercut the incumbent's prices in order to compete and attract new customers has been
recognised by the jurisprudence. See, in particular, judgment of 10 April 2008, Deactsche Telekom, T-271/03,
EU:T:2008:101, paragraph 202: "In any event, since the applicantsignificantly lotivei~ed its telephone call cha~~ges
rn the pe~~iod covef~ed by the contested decision [...], it is conceivable that competitors did not even have the
economic oppo~~tunit~~ to offset chaf~ges szrggested by the applicant. In fact, the competito~~s, al~~eady at a
competitive disadvantage by comparison with the applicant in •elation to local network access, had to apply even
lowe~~ call charges than the applicant in o~•de~~ to encozcf~age potential customers to discontinue theif~ subscf•iption
to the applicant and to szrbsc~°ibe to them instead."
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Decision, the Authority has excluded from Telenor's revenues international roaming
revenues (and the corresponding costs).3s

51. The results of this sensitivity/robustness check show that, although Telenor's
downstream revenues are higher than Telia's downstream revenues (as presented in the
SSO) during the entire Period under Consideration, all of Telia's wholesale customers
would still have had negative gross margins in practically all months in the Period under
Consideration.36

52. In particular, when using Telenor's ARPU and AMBPU to model Telia's wholesale
customers' margins, these change sign (i.e. turn from negative to positive), compared to
the results presented in the SSO, in only seven of a total of 493 cases (i.e. customer-
monthpairs). Overall, in this robustness check, Telia's wholesale customers' margins are
still negative in 480 cases (down from 487 in the calculations annexed to the SSO), out
of a total of 493 cases.37

53. In the Authority's view, the fact that Telia's wholesale customers' margins are still,
practically always, negative after using Telenor's ARPU (and AMBPU) confirms the
robustness and validity of the results presented in the SS0,38 which are maintained in the
present Decision.

~o~ F~Il~ur~ to take ~~~~ a~co~nt applic~Pu~~ ~v~lum~ ~~gscounts

54~. Telenor submits that the Authority fails to take into account volume discounts which
applied to some of Telia's wholesale customers' amounts of data and voice inputs

3s As already noted, for consistency, together with Telenor's downstream revenues (ARPU), the Authority has

also used Telenor's retail customers' data usage (AMBPU).

36 For details of these calculations, see Document No 1116378 (confidential version) and Document No 1116433
(non-confidential version), and, in particular, the tab "Comparison Telenor ARPU+rebates", in conjunction with
the tabs "Margin Calcs-Telenor ARPU & AMBPU", "Wholesale Calcs - Telenor AMBPU" and "Retail Calcs -
Telia & Telenor". Telenor's ARPU and AMBPU used in these calculations have been sourced from Document
No 1068848, annexed to the SSO.

37 As already noted, the total number of cases in the Authority's calculations is 493 (and not the theoretical 17 x
60 = 1 020 cases), because not all 17 of Telia's wholesale customers were active in each one of the 60 months of
the Period under Consideration.

The Authority's comparison is carried out in the tab "Comparison Telenor ARPU+rebates" of Document No
1116378 (confidential version) and Document No 1116433 (non-confidential version). See also the previous
footnote for details of the Authority's calculations.

It should be noted that the results reported in the text above are from Document No 1116378 (confidential version)
and may differ, in some cases, from those in Document No 1116433 (non-confidential version), because the latter
does not include three of Telia's wholesale customers (as information about them was deemed to be confidential).
The Authority made Document No 1116378 (confidential version) accessible to Telenor's external legal and
economic advisors through a data room procedure.

38 See footnote 13 of this Annex.
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purchased, such as those in one of Telia's contracts with Tele2 and one of the confidential
contracts included in the Data Room (customer C).39

55. According to Telenor, by failing to include these discounts in its modelling and
calculating the average wholesale cost per MB on the basis of invoiced amounts for data
(without adjusting such amounts for volume discounts), the Authority understates the
margins available to Telia's wholesale customers.

56. In this respect, the Authority notes that, in the wholesale agreements provided by Telia
in its reply to the Authority's request for information of 13 February 2017, 0̀ it can be
seen that, during the Period under Consideration, several of Telia's wholesale customers
were entitled to volume discounts on voice traffic only. It can also be seen that only some
wholesale customers could benefit from a discount on both voice and data traffic.
Moreover, the discount rate increased stepwise with the amount of traffic, from [0-20]%
— and, only in one case ([CONFIDENTIAL]), of [0-20]%.41

57. In order to address Telenor's objection in this respect, as a sensitivity/robustness check
of the calculations presented in the SSO and on a conservative basis to Telenor's
advantage, the Authority has examined to what extent a single, uniform discount rate of
[0-20]%, granted to all of Telia's wholesale customers for the entire Period under
Consideration would affect its results.

58. In the Authority's view, this approach is very conservative, because, as noted in the
previous paragraph, the maximum discount rate granted by Telia was, in most cases,
much lower than [0-20]% and, in many cases, only applied to voice traffic. Moreover,
the maximum rate was only applicable to the last tranche of traffic volume and not all of
Telia's wholesale customers were able to qualify for that maximum rate, because their
volumes were below the corresponding threshold.

59. The results of this sensitivity/robustness check show that, even assuming a single,
uniform discount rate of [0-20]%, and, in addition, using Telenor's retail prices and
Telenor's retail customers' data usage (ARPU and AMBPU, as discussed in the previous
section), Telia's wholesale customers' gross margins are still, practically always,
negative.`~2

39 See Section 7.4 of Annex 1 to the Reply to the SSO — CRA Comments. For Tele2's wholesale contract with

Telia, see Document No 847815.

`'0 See footnote 2 of this Annex.

`~1 In the case of Tele2, for example, the discount scale was the following: [0-20]%, if Tele2's traffic volume on

Telia's network was between [CONFIDENTIAL] and [CONFIDENTIAL] minutes; [0-20]%, for a traffic volume

between [CONFIDENTIAL] and [CONFIDENTIAL] minutes; [0-20]%, for a traffic volume between

[CONFIDENTIAL] and [CONFIDENTIAL] minutes; and [0-20]%, if Tele2's traffic volume on Telia's network

exceeded [CONFIDENTIAL] minutes per month. See Document No 847815, Tele2's wholesale contract with

Telia, Annex B2.

a2 For details of these calculations, see Document No 1116378 (confidential version) and Document No 1116433

(non-confidential version), and, in particular, the tab "Comparison Telenor ARPU+rebates", in conjunction with

the tabs "Margin Calcs-Telenor ARPU & AMBPU", "Wholesale Calcs - Telenor AMBPU" and "Retail Calcs -

Telia & Telenor".
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60. In particular, in this robustness check, Telia's wholesale customers' margins change sign
(i.e. turn from negative to positive), compared to the results presented in the SSO, in only
eleven of a total of 493 cases (i.e. customer-month pairs). Overall, after this robustness
check, Telia's wholesale customers' margins are still negative in 476 cases (down from
487 in the calculations annexed to the SSO), out of a total of 493 cases.`~3

61. In the Authority's view, the fact that, in this robustness check, Telia's wholesale
customers' gross margins are still, practically always, negative —after using Telenor's
ARPU and AMBPU and, in addition, applying a uniform discount rate of [0-20] % to
Telia's wholesale prices —confirms the robustness and validity of the results presented
in the SS0,44 which are maintained in the present Decision.

3.7 Failure to model Tele2's own network use

62. Telenor submits that the Authority fails to take into account that Tele2 used its own
network (namely that of Mobile Norway) to convey some of its mobile data requirements
during the Period under Consideration, for which — in Telenor's view — it incurred low
(if not zero) incremental costs.4s

63. By way of bacicground, it is worth recalling that Tele2 was a wholesale customer of
Telenor until 31 March 2008, when it changed wholesale access provider by switching
to Telia.46 Tele2 then remained a wholesale customer of Telia until 2014.

64. Moreover, Tele2 was initially a co-owner (jointly with NwN, with 50% each) of Mobile
Norway, which was in the process of rolling out its own mobile network in Norway

The discount rate is set in cell B2 of the "Wholesale Calcs - Telenor AMBPU" for all of Telia's wholesale

customers and for all months of the Period under Consideration.

43 As already noted, the total number of cases in the Authority's calculations is 493 (and not the theoretical 17 x

60 = 1 020 cases), because not all 17 of Telia's wholesale customers are active in each one of the 60 months of

the Period under Consideration.

The Authority's comparison is can~ied out in the tab "Comparison Telenor ARPU+rebates" of Document No

1116378 (confidential version) and Document No 1116433 (non-confidential version). See also the previous

footnote for details of the Authority's calculations.

It should be noted that the results reported in the text above are from Document No 1116378 (confidential version)

and may differ, in some cases, from those in Document No 1116433 (non-confidential version), because the latter

does not include three of Telia's wholesale customers (as information about them was deemed to be confidential).

The Authority made Document No 1116378 (confidential version) accessible to Telenor's external legal and

economic advisors through a data room procedure.

4̀ ~ See footnote 13 of this Annex.

4s See Section 7.5 of Annex 1 to the Reply to the SSO — CRA Comments and Section 3.2.3.3 of the Reply to the

LoF.

a6 See paragraph 514 of the Decision
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during the Period under Consideration.47 Then, in late 2011, Tele2 acquired 100%
percent of the shares in NwN, thus acquiring also full ownership of Mobile Norway.48

65. As to Telenor's specific objection regarding the Authority's failure to model Tele2's use
of its own network, as a sensitivity/robustness check (and while not accepting that
Telenor is correct in its objection), the Authority has also considered whether it was
possible for Tele2 to earn overall positive gross margins during the Period under
Consideration, when conveying more data on Mobile Norway's network and less on
Telia's one. This would depend, among other things (e.g. Tele2's retail price), on two
factors: (i) the extent to which the incremental cost49 of conveying data on Mobile
Norway's network was cheaper than using Telia's network50; and (ii) the share of data
traffic carried over Telia's network.

66. The Authority does not have information about the difference between Mobile Norway's
incremental cost and the wholesale tariff paid by Tele2 to Telia. s 1

67. As to the share of Tele2's data traffic conveyed on Mobile Norway's network, the
Authority notes that, in 2016, Nkom reported that, in January 2015 (i.e. four years after
Tele2 had acquired NwN and thus full ownership of Mobile Norway), Tele2's share of

47 As explained in Section 9.2.2.2 of the Decision, Mobile Norway's roll-out of its own mobile network was not
particularly successful. Throughout the Period under Consideration, Mobile Norway's network lacked nationwide
coverage, which obliged its joint owners Tele2 and NwN to buy wholesale access from established MNOs (i.e.
Telia and Telenor, respectively). In particular, Mobile Norway covered less than 17% of the population in July
2009, around 42% in January 2012 and around 65% by early 2013 (see paragraph 247 of the Reply to the SO).
Mobile Norway announced that it had reached a coverage of 75°/a only at the end of 2013. However, afterwards,
it stopped further build-outs of its network, since it was not successful in winning frequencies in the spectrum
auction that took place in December 2013. See Nkom's 2016 Market Analysis, Section 3.5.1. See also paragraph
76 of the Decision.

48 See paragraph 74 of the Decision.

49 The Authority does not agree with Telenor that the incremental cost of conveying data on Mobile Norway's
network is the appropriate cost benchmark to use in a comparison with Telia's wholesale tariff, since Mobile
Norway was still building its network during the Period under Consideration and this should likely be reflected in
the cost benchmark to be used. In the text above and in the corresponding footnotes, the Authority refers to Mobile
Norway's incremental cost, for the sake of the argument and in order to be conservative (to Telenor's advantage).

so By ~,`,ay of example, consider the following simple model. Let cT and cMN be Telia's wholesale tariff charged
to Tele2 and Mobile Norway's incremental cost of conveying data, respectively. Let also cMN be a fraction of cT
cMN = k * cT, with 0 < k < 1 (i.e. Mobile Norway's incremental cost is some fraction of Telia's wholesale

tariff . Let a denote the share of Tele2's total data traffic conveyed on Telia's network; the complement (1 - a) is
then the share of Tele2's total data traffic conveyed over Mobile Norway's network. Finally, let p denote the retail
unit price earned by Tele2 for selling MBB on the downstream market (which is the same, whether Tele2 uses
Telia's or Mobile Norway's network).

Using this notation, Tele2's overall gross margin is, then, simply the following weighted average: m = a * (p - cT)
+ (1 - a) * (p - cMN). Since cMN = k * cT, after substituting, Tele2's overall gross margin is given by: m = a * (p
- cT) + (1 - a) * (p - k * cT). Note that, when Tele2 only uses Telia's network (i.e. a = 100%), its overall gross
margin is simply: m = p - cT. Likewise, when the cost of using Telia's network is the same as using Mobile
Norway's network (i.e. k = 1), Tele2's gross margin is also equal to: m = p - cT, irrespective of whether Tele2
uses Telia's or Mobile Norway's network. Finally, when Tele2 only uses Mobile Norway's network (i.e. a = 0%),
its overall gross margin is: m = p - k * cT (which increases as k becomes smaller).

sl In the example presented in the previous footnote, this difference is denoted by the parameter k
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data traffic on its own network was 43.8%; and that the corresponding share of voice
traffic was 44.2%.52

68. In addition, in 2015,. the Norwegian NCA also noted that, although Mobile Norway's
mobile network had a population coverage of 75%, its owners Tele2 and Network
Norway experienced anon-insignificant degree of "traffic leakage" and less than 50% of
traffic to Tele2's and NwN's subscribers therefore entered Mobile Norway's network,
with the remaining traffic going through Telenor's and Telia's mobile networks through
national roaming agreements.s3

69. Tele2 itself noted that its on-net traffic volume had continued to increase throughout 2013
and had reached 45% in in December 2013 (i.e. one year after the end of the Period under
Consideration).s4

70. On the basis of this information about Tele2's share of traffic conveyed on Mobile
Norway's network, the Authority has carried out a number of sensitivity calculations, in
order to check whether Tele2 could have earned positive gross margins during the Period
under Consideration by using its own network more for its data traffic.55 These

52 See Nkom's 2016 Market Analysis, footnotes 74 and 76.

53 See Document No 1075334, the Norwegian NCA's Merger Decision V2015-1, paragraph 76: "Sely om
mobilnettet til Mobile No~~tvay har en befolkningsdekning pa 75 prosent, opplever Tele2 Norge og Network
Norway en ikke ubetydelig grad av trafikklekkasje, og under 50 prosent av trafikken til abonnentene til Tele2 og
Network Norway gar derfor i Mobile Norways nett. Den resterende trafikken gar i Telenors og TeliaSoneras
mobilnett via avtaler om nasjonal gjesting." (The Authority's translation: "Although Mobile Norway's mobile
network has a population coverage of 75 per cent, Tele2 Norway and Network Norway experience a not
insignificant degree of traffic leakage, and less than SO per cent of the traffic to Tele2 and Network Norway's
subscribers therefore goes on Mobile Norway's network. The remaining traffic goes through Telenor's and
TeliaSonera's mobile networks through agreements on national roaming.")

The Norwegian NCA referred to figures provided by Nkom and its own figures collected for the purpose of the
merger inquiry suggested that Tele2's traffic on its network was between 45%and 50% at the time of the inquiry
(i.e. between July 2014 and February 2015), see footnote 43 of the Norwegian NCA's Decision V2015-1. The
Norwegian NCA indicated two reasons for the traffic leakage, see footnote 44 of the Norwegian NCA's Decision
V2015-1. First, the existence of one-way (as opposed to two-way) hand-overs (whereby a call originating in
Mobile Norway's network is delivered through the guest network — Telenor or Telia — if the mobile subscriber
moves outside the coverage area of Mobile Norway, but is then not returned to Mobile Norway's network).
Second, the choice by Tele2's subscribers to lock their mobile phone to use the guest network rather than Mobile
Norway's network.

sa See page 14 of Tele2's annual report for 2013 (Document No 1115908): "The roll-out of Tele2 Norway's owe
mobile network has been a key priority during the yeaf•. By the end of 2013, Tele2 Norway had 75 percent
population coverage, while the traffic volume to Tele2's own network continued to increase throughout the year,
reaching 45 percent in Decembe~~ 2013." See also page 49 of Tele2's annual report for 2012 (Document No
1115911), where Tele2 notes delays in the roll-out of the mobile network: "The roll-out of Tele2 Norway's own
mobile network has been a key priority dacring the year. By the end of 2012, Tele2 Norway had 66 percent
population coverage, while the traffic volume to Tele2's own network continued to increase throughout the year.
The roll-outprog~essed according to plan in the first half of 2012, but was delayed in the second half of the year
mainly due to coloration problems with competitors."

In Section 3:2.3.3 of its Reply to the LoF, Telenor refers to paragraph 219 of the Norwegian NCA's Decision
V2018-20. According to Telenor, in that paragraph, it is noted that Tele2 reported to the Nkom a population
coverage of 56.9% in July 2012.

ss To check whether Tele2's gross margins were positive, the Authority has made the following assumptions. The
share of Tele2's traffic carried on Telia's network (denoted by the parameter a) is (conservatively) set to 80% in
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calculations show that, even with the most conservative assumptions (to the advantage
of Telenor), Tele2 would have earned positive gross margins only in a limited number
of months (i.e. 10 months out of a total of 60).56 Moreover, even in those months where
Tele2 would have earned positive gross margins, these margins were small.s~

71. In Section 3.2.3.3 of its Reply to the LoF, Telenor reiterates that Mobile Norway's
incremental cost of using its own network (denoted by the parameter cMN in the previous
footnotes) should be set to 0. As noted above,sg the Authority does not agree with Telenor
that the incremental cost of using Mobile Norway's network is the appropriate cost
benchmark in this case, because Mobile Network was still building its network during
the Period under Consideration and this should likely be reflected in the cost benchmark
to be used. Further, even if Mobile Norway's incremental cost were the appropriate cost
benchmark to use, this is unlikely to be equal to O.s9

72. In any event, even if Mobile Norway's incremental cost of using its own network were
set to 0, which the Authority does not consider appropriate, this would result in Tele2
reporting positive gross margins in only 17 months out of a total of 60 (as opposed to 10
months in the Authority's most conservative approach, which is already based on
assumptions which are significantly to Telenor's advantage). Moreover, in Telenor's
revised calculations, Tele2's positive gross margins would still be sma11.60 The Authority
recalls that this is without taking into consideration any downstream costs at all. Were

2008, 2009 and 2010; and to 70% in 2011 and 2012; as noted in the text, this share was likely higher in all years.
For the parameter k, the Authority has used a value of 0.2 (to be conservative) and, alternatively, of 0.8, given the
lack of information about Mobile Norway's incremental cost. Moreover, p is Telenor's ARPU (inclusive of
incremental downstream revenues) and cT is Tele2's wholesale cost per user (inclusive of a volume discount of

[0-20]%, as explained in Section 3.6 of the present Annex). The Authority's calculations are included in the tab

"Tele2's own network use" of Document No 1116378 (confidential version) and Document No 1116433 (non-
confidential version).

s6 In the Authority's calculations, when the parameter 1< is set (conservatively) to 0.2, Tele2 reports positive gross
margins in March and August 2010, between March and September 2012 and in November 2012 (i.e. 10 months

out of a total of 60). When the parameter lc is set to 0.8, Tele2 reports positive gross margins only in March and
August 2010 (i.e. two months out of a total of 60).

57 In particular, in the Authority's calculations, when lc is set equal to 0.2, Tele2's average positive gross margin

is equal to NOK 35 per month/user and its average negative gross margin to minus NOK 1 033 per month/user.
When k is set equal to 0.8, Tele2's average positive gross margin is instead equal to NOK 111 per month/user and
its average negative gross margin to minus NOK 1 048 per month user. As noted in the text above, Tele2 reports
positive gross margins in 10 months when lc is set equal to 0.2 and in 2 months when k is set equal to 0.8.

58 See footnote 49 of this Annex.

s9 As noted above, the Authority has conservatively set it equal to 20% of Telia's wholesale tariff charged to Tele2

(i.e. k = 0.2).

6o See Appendix 2 to the Reply to the LoF (Document No 1123015), in particular the tab "Tele2's own network
use" (where Telenor also uses revised figures for Telia's wholesale tariff charged to Tele2 between March 2010
and December 2012, as discussed in Section 3.3 of the present Annex).

In Telenor's revised calculations, Tele2's average positive gross margin is equal to NOK 42 per month/user and

its average negative gross margin to minus NOK 1 105 per month/user.
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those costs to be included even partially, the small positive margins calculated by Telenor
would, in all likelihood, turn negative.61

73. Accordingly, in the Authority's view, and contrary to what Telenor argues, the results of
this robustness check —even after taking Telenor's observations into account —confirm
the robustness and validity of the results presented in the SS0,62 which are maintained in
the present Decision.

4 CONCLUSION

74. In light of the foregoing, after taking into account Telenor's observations and carrying
out an extensive set of sensitivity/robustness checks, the Authority maintains its
calculations of Telia's wholesale customers' margins as set out in the S SO (see "Mar gin
Calculations" tab of Document No 1074655 for the confidential version of the
spreadsheet model annexed by the Authority to the SSO; and, Document No 1074657 for
the non-confidential version).

75. For convenience, the Authority's calculations from the non-confidential version

(Document No 1074657) are reproduced in Table 17 below. Gross margins for
Lycamobile, Maingate and Telio/NextGentel are not reported for reasons of
confidentiality.

61 See footnote 26 of this Annex for details about downstream costs.

6'- See the Authority's Annex to the SSO (Document No 1076031). The accompanying spreadsheet model prepared
by the Authority was included as Document No 1074655 (confidential version) and Document No 1074657 (non-
confidential version).
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APPENDIX TO ANNEX 2: DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL USED TO CALCULATE

TELIA'S WI30LESALE CUSTOMERS' MARGINS

Introcl~~~Il~~

1. The spreadsheet model prepared by the Authority is structured in two main parts,
namely "Raw Data" and "Model Calculations", as shown in Figure 10 below.l

Figurr°~ 10

R'A" MODEL CALCULATIONS

# Wholesale
AWCPU3

i invoice "Wholesale" i.

3 records

s

AMBPUz
L1

s

> Reta i
~ ~ ARPU1
f product "Private"

information ~ ~ ---~
f

lAverage Revenue Per User

ZAverage Megabyte Per User

3Average Wholesale Cost Per User

Raw ~~~~a

2. The "Raw Data" section contains the input data used in the calculations, as submitted
to the Authority by Telia.2

Worksheet "Raw D~t~ - P~ivnte"

3. The worksheet "Raw Data -Private" contains historical data for 22 individual stand-
alone MBB products (tariff plans) offered by Telia to residential customers during the
Period under Consideration and includes information on the number of subscribers,
data traffic, fixed and variable revenue, list prices, included data volume, speed and
commercial availability.

4. The relevant sections of this worksheet are directly linked to the "Retail Calculations"
worksheet in the model, in order to calculate Telia's monthly Average Revenue Per
User ("ARPU") and Average Megabyte Per User ("AMBPU") for its residential
stand-alone MBB portfolio during the Period under Consideration.

~ See Document No 1074655 for the confidential version of the Authority's spreadsheet model and Document
No 1074657 for the non-confidential version.

Z See footnote 2 of Annex 2 to this Decision.
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Worksheet "Raw D~zt~ -Wholesale"

5. The worksheet "Raw Data -Wholesale" contains historical billing/invoice records for
each of Telia's wholesale customers.

6. The relevant sections of this worksheet are directly linked to the "Wholesale
Calculations" worksheet, in order to calculate the monthly Average Wholesale Cost
Per User ("AWCPU") for each of Telia's wholesale customers for the Period under
Consideration.

Model calculations

Worksheet "Retail Cr~lcul~tions"

7. The worksheet "Retail Calculations" displays the "total number of subscribers", "total
revenue" and "total data traffic volume" for Telia's residential stand-alone MBB
portfolio, in each month over the Period under Consideration. These numbers are
pulled from the worksheet "Raw Data -Private".

8. Telia's ARPU is calculated as the sum of the total revenues for a given month, divided
by the total number of subscribers.

9. The worksheet also calculates Telia's AMBPU as the total consumption of data traffic
in a given month, divided by the total number of subscribers.

Worksheet "WlZolesale Calciclations"

10. The worksheet "Wholesale Calculations" displays Telia's AMBPU as calculated in
the worksheet "Retail Calculations".

11. It also pulls from the worksheet "Raw data -Wholesale" the monthly "Total Billed
Mobile Data" and the "Total data traffic" for each of Telia's wholesale customers,
which are used to calculate the Wholesale price per MB (equal to the Total Billed
Mobile Data divided by the Total data traffic).

12. This is in turn multiplied by Telia's AMBPU to arrive at each wholesale customer's
AWCPU (Average Wholesale Cost Per User).

Woj~kslieet "M~~gin Calculations"

13. The worksheet "Margin Calculations" pulls Telia's ARPU from the "Retail
Calculations" worksheet as well as the AWCPU for each of its wholesale customers
from the "Wholesale Calculations" worksheet.

14. The monthly Average Margin Per User ("AMPU") is then calculated as the difference
between Telia's ARPU and each wholesale customer's AWCPU in each month. This
is the gross margin that a competitor buying access from Telia and which is as efficient
as Telia would have earned by selling stand-alone MBB services to residential
customers in each month.

15. Illustrative annual averages for each wholesale customer of Telia are also calculated.
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